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IN THE NAME OF GOD 

ISLAMIC REPUBLrC OF IRAN 
MINISTRY OF HEALTH AND MEDICAL EDUCATION 
OFFJCE OF THE MINIS TER 

.l Hassan Hashemi, Minister of Health and Medical Education, Government of the 
lslamic Republic oflran make oath and say as follows: • 

1. Since August 13, 2013 I have held the office of Minister of Health and Medical 
Education, Government of the lslamic Republic of Iran. In that capacity, J have 
persona! knowledge of the facts hereinafter stated except where it is indicated that 
matters are based on information or belief, in which case I believe the relevant 
matters to be true. 

2. I make this affidavit in support of Iran's ReqÙest for Provisional Measures dated 
16 J uly 2018. In this affidavit, I exp la in that the US measures announced on 8 
May 2018 have caused, and are expected to cause, serious harm to the lran's 
health care system and to the health of the Iranian people. 

3. My main responsibilities as Minister of Health and Medical Education include, so 
far as relevant to Iran's Request, governance, financial supplying, and providing 
health services with the aim of responding to the needs, achieving equity, and 
providing appropriate medical services. The Ministry of Health and Medical 
Education regulates the pharmaceutical and medical equipment industries in Iran, 
including imports. 

4. In this affidavit I address the harm to the Iranian health care system and to the 
health of the Iranian people which has been caused by the US measures 
announced on 8 May 2018 and imposed on 6 August 2018 with additional 
measures to be imposed by 4 November 2018 and still further sanctions 
threatened. Those detrimental effects are expected to be at least as serious as 
under the US sanctions regime which was in place prior ta 2016. Rather than 
attempt to provide a comprehensive account, I will focus on certain representative 
examples of the harm caused by the US measures. 

5. Iran has the second largest population in the Middle East and North Africa. 

6. A large number of people in Iran suffer from potentiaUy-life threatening 
communicable and non-communicable diseases. For example: 

Address: Eyvanak-e•Shargh Boulevard, Phase 5, Shahrak-e-Qods, Tehran 1467664961, Iran 
Tel: +98-21 88363714 Fax: +98-21 88363715 E-mail: iad mohme. ov.ir 
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ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN 
MINISTRY OF HEALTH AND MEDICAL EDUCATION 
OFFlCE OF THE MINISTER 

a. 86,000 patients are diagnosed with cancer every year 

b. Thalassemia: 4500 
c. Haemophilia: 540 

d. 58,000 patients suffer from multiple sclerosis 

e. 10,600 patients require treatment for HIV/AIDS with antiretroviral drugs 

7. Patients suffering from such conditions cannot afford interruptions or delays in 

medical supplies and treatment. 

8. Iran manufactures few medicines, raw materials, medical supplies and equipment 

locally, meaning that the Iranian health system is heavily dependent on imports. 

a. That is especially true for specialised or advanced medicines and complex 

raw materials and medical equipment (including dialysis, chemotherapy and 

radiotherapy), which are needed to treat the most serious illnesses including 

those referred to in paragraph 6 above. 

b. The Iranian Blood Transfusion Organization depends upon access to 

imported raw materials and products for its screening kits, bleeding packs, 

coagulation kits and various types of antiserum. 

c. The same is true in relation to the raw materials and equipment needed to 

produce certain vaccines. 

9. Advanced medicines are largely produced and patented by European and North 

American companies, meaning that locally produced alternatives either may not 

exist or may not be as effective. 

A. Detrimental effects of previous US sanctions on health in Iran 

1 O. I am aware that the US measures do not directly prohibit US or non-US persons 

from trading most medical supplies with Iranian companies or nationals or with 

Iran. According to guidance issued by the Department of Treasury's Office of 

Foreign Assets Control ("OFAC"): 
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ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN 
MINISTRY OF HEALTH AND MEDICAL EDUCATION 

OFFICE OF THE MINISTER 

"The U.S. maintains broad authorizations and exceptions under U.S. sanctions 

that allow for the sale of . . . medicine and medical devices to Iran by U.S. 

persons and non-U.S. persons." (OFAC FAQs, para. 2.7; see also OFAC, 

Clarifying Guidance: Humanitarian Assistance and Related Exports to the 

lranian People, 6 February 2013) 

11. However, as is well known, the previous US sanctions which were removed in 

2015 indirectly resulted in significant harm to health care and to human health in 

Iran. In particular, the US sanctions had a detrimental impact on the ability to 

access and pay for medicine, medical products and medical equipment. In short, 

the US previous measures led to an increase in the incidence of death and certain 

diseases in Iran during the relevant period. That conclusion is supported, for 

example, by numerous reports of international bodies (including the UN 

Secretary-General and by the UN Special Rapporteur on the situation of human 

rights in Iran) and even in a recent report prepared by the U.S. Congressional 

Research Service. 1 

12. A report produced by the World Health Organization in May 2017 states that 

"The sanctions took a serious toll on the people and economy, which in tum 

affected the health system in terms of people's access to life-saving and chronic 

treatment and preventive care."2 

13. As a result of the sanctions targeting Iran's banking and financial sector, Iranian 

importers (including local pharmaceutical companies) were unable to obtain Unes 

of credit to fund purchases, obtain insurance, and to transfer funds to foreign 

companies. The situation was summarised by the UN Secretary General in his 

May 2013 report: 

"Given that the economic sanctions effectively prevent transfers to the country, 

it is difficult, if not impossible, for importers to pay for medical supplies and 

equipment. As a result, several foreign companies have stopped delivering 

consignments of medicine. "3 

1 CSR, 'Iran Sanctions', p. 67. 
2 WHO, 'Iran -Country Cooperation Strategy', May 2017, WHO/CCU/17.0 l/lran. 
3 Report of the Secretary-General, Situation of human rights in the Islamic Republic of 

Iran, A/HRC/22/48, 7.05.2013, para. 52 
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14. Sanction caused sixty-five percent (16,000/1 to, 26,500/1) reduction in Iran's 

Rial/US Dollar equivalency during a year, thirty percent inflation4 and subsequently 

more than one-third decrease in the power of people to pay their health 

expenditures5 which has potential of under-utilization of health services in early 

20 lO's. lt is documented that the im;ortation of finished products, pharmaceuticals 

raw materials6 and medical devices ' 8were disrupted due to a ban on the link of 

Iran's banks with the global banking system, it caused both 50 percent increase in 

price of drugs9 and shortage of almost 73 drugs which were tracked diseases with 

high burden in Iran. Forty-eight percent of these drugs are classified under the 

essential list of medicines by the World Health Organization (WHO). 

15. lt is estimated that 6 million patients had limited access to necessary treatments.10 A 

separate report on thalassemia and hemophilia showed respectively almost 60 and 

90 percent shortages of drugs for patients. 11 Another study on treating diabetes, 

asthma, cancer and multiple sclerosis illustrated that 13 over 26 drugs had 

significant shortages due to sanction.12 Of course, in any case of shortages, the poor 

and disadvantaged people were more vulnerable and affected severely. A recent 

4 Central Bank of the Islamic Republic of Iran. Exchange rate. 2018; Available from 

http://www.cbi.ir/exratesadv/exratesadv _ fa.aspx. Last Accessed 20 April 2018. [in 

Persian]. 
5 Yazdi-Feyzabadi V, Bahrampour M, Rashidian A, Haghdoost AA, Akbari Javar M, 

Mehrolhassani MH. Prevalence and intensity of catastrophic health care expenditures in 

Iran from 2008 to 2015: a study on lranian household income and expenditure survey. 

lnt J Equity Health 2018; 1:44. 
6 Cheraghali AM. Impacts of international sanctions on Iranian pharmaceutical market. 

Daru 2013; 21: 64. 
7 Mohammadi D. US-led economic sanctions strangle Iran's drug supply. Lancet 2013; 

381: 279. 
8 Baradaran-Seyed Z, Majdzadeh R. Economie sanctions strangle Iranians' health, not 

just drug supply. Lancet 2013; 381:1626. 
9 Gorji A. Sanctions against Iran: The Impact on Health Services. Iran J Public Health 

2014; 43:381-2. 
10 Setayesh S, Mackey TK. Addressing the impact of economic sanctions on Iranian 

drug shortages in the joint comprehensive plan of action: promoting access to medicines 

and health diplomacy. Glob and health 2016; 1: 31. 
11 Karimi M, Haghpanah S. The effects of economic sanctions on disease-specific 

clinical outcomes of patients with thalassemia and hemophilia in Iran. Health Policy 
2015: 119:239-43. 
12 Kheirandish M, Varahrami V, Kebriaeezade A, Majid Cheraghali A. Impact of 

economic sanctions on access to noncommunicable diseases medicines in the Islamic 

Republic oflran. East Mediterr Health J2018; 24:42-51. 
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payments from Iranian persons, leading some to stop exporting to Iran: Report of 

the Secretary-General, Situation of human rights in the Islamic Republic of Iran, 

A/67/327. 22.08.2012, para. 43. For example: 

a. The companies which reported problems included Merck & Co, one of the 

world's largest pharmaceutical companies: 

htt ps ://www.reuters.com/artic I e/us-iran-usa-sanctions/ of-diapers-and-drugs

irans-trou b le-pa vin g-bi1 ls-i d U SBRE82J 05N20120320. 

b. In his August 2014 report, the UN Special Rapporteur reported that 

"medication worth an estirnated 150 million Euros scheduled for purchase 

was being held in the European Union owing to the lack of a credible 

channel for payment."14 

18. As a result, imports of medicine to Iran fell dramatically from 2012, as the figures 

below demonstrate: 

a. 2012: 2.95 Billion USD 

b. 2013: 2.45 Billion USD 

19. The previous US sanctions regime resulted in a serious shortage, during the period 

from 2012 to 2016, of about 600 drugs (about 300 of which were imported), 

including drugs that have been characterised as "essential" by the World Health 

13 Kokabisaghi F. Assessment of the effects of economic sanctions on Iranians' right to 

health by using human rights impact assessment tool: A Systematic Review. /nt J 

Health Po/icy Manag; 2018; doi:10.15171/ijhpm.2017.147. 
14 Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the Islamic 

Republic oflran, A/69/356, 27.08.2014, para. 91. 
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other necessary services for the import of medicines, medical supplies and 
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"medication worth an estimated 150 million Euros scheduled for purchase 
was being held in the European Union owing to the lack of a credible 
channel for payment."! 

18. As a result, imports of medicine to Iran fell dramatically from 2012, as the figures 
below demonstrate: 

a. 2012: 2.95 Billion USO 
b. 2013: 2.45 Billion USO 

19. The previous US sanctions regime resulted in a serious shortage, during the period 
from 2012 to 2016, of about 600 drugs (about 300 of which were imported), 
including drugs that have been characterised as "essential" by the World Health 

' Kokabisaghi F. Assessment of the effects of economic sanctions on Iranians' right to 
health by using human rights impact assessment tool: A Systematic Review. Int J 
Health Policy Manag; 2018; doi:10.15171/ijhpm.2017.147. 
" Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the Islamic 
Republic of Iran, A/69/356, 27.08.2014, para. 91. 
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Organization, as well as shortages of materials required to repair and maintain 

medical equipment.15 The shortages affected drugs and medical equipment 

required for the treatment of a range of serious, potentially life-threatening, 

diseases including cancer, heart disease, thalassemia, HIV/ AIDS, haemophilia and 

multiple sclerosis. For example: 

a. In 2013, the Iranian haemophilia society asserted that some 7,000 patients 

were at risk owing to a shortage of anti-haemophilia drugs. The organization 

also noted that the quantity of haemophilia treatments on the market in the 

Islamic Republic of Iran was one third of that available the previous year. 

The shortage has also been confirmed by studies published in international 

medical joumals.16 

b. A 2018 study published in the international medical journal Clinical 

Oncology found that "the economic sanctions endangered access to patients 

requiring radiotherapy". 17 In particular, the number of cobalt-60 teletherapy 

units fell from 25 to 8 between 2010 and 2015. 

20. Figure below presents daily drug shortage from March 2012 until March 2013. As 

shown, since 2012 with the implementation of tighter sanctions and making 

waivers ineffective, an average of 130 drugs were on the list of shortage, while 

patients generally could do without drugs such as supplement and vitamins or 

non-vital drugs, on the list demonstrated, there are several vital drugs that its 

shortage even for a very short period is fatal. 

15 [SEE STATEMENT REPORTED AT http://www.salamatonline.ir/news/14572/J\...,. 

'\ '1'-.i_,,i..&vb-'-;i-f'%DB%B0%DB%B0-,,.ll-0c~.,.0-.i'11 AND 

https:/ /www .yjc.ir/fa/news/5657429/ J;.bil.S • .J J-J ':t:4:-i-E#,:,,_;I.~- )1-300-.l../-30-.JhJ-.._;-.l../-;,}·~

û4- 2- jl-,.;A:-E; ;l-,e J j4-J\#i...1-,,...%E2%80%8C~] 
16 See e.g. M. Karimi, S. Haghpanah, 'The effects of economic sanctions on disease 

specific clinical outcomes of patients with thalassemia and haemophilia in Iran' (2015) 

119(2) Health Policy 239, Hnk. See also R. Heidari, M. Akbariqomi, G. Tavoosidana, 

'Medical legacy of sanctions in Iran' (2017) 552 Nature 175, correspondence, 13 

December 2017, Jink. 
17 A. Ameri, M. Barzegartahamtan, M. Ghavamnasiri. R. Mohammadpour, H. Dehghan, 

A. Sebzari, K. Novin, M. Aloosh, 'Current and Future Challenges of Radiation 

Oncology in Iran: A Report from the Iranian Society of Clinical Oncology' (2018) 30(4) 

Clinical Oncology 262, Hnk. 
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multiple sclerosis. For example: 

a. In 2013, the Iranian haemophilia society asserted that some 7,000 patients 
were at risk owing to a shortage of anti-haemophilia drugs. The organization 
also noted that the quantity of haemophilia treatments on the market in the 
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b. A 2018 study published in the international medical journal Clinical 
Oncology found that "the economic sanctions endangered access to patients 
requiring radiotherapy.' In particular, the number of cobalt-60 teletherapy 
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20. Figure below presents daily drug shortage from March 2012 until March 2013. As 
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waivers ineffective, an average of 130 drugs were on the list of shortage, while 
patients generally could do without drugs such as supplement and vitamins or 
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'[SEE STATEMENT REPORTED AT http://www.salamatonline.ir/news/14572/ 
4'-2±-2)-«f%DB%B0%DB%B0-ls±-> AND 
https://www.yjc.ir/fa/news/5657429/AS---.±sb2-21-300-430-li-,+-tis 
--t±--fie±:-ii)-.,%E2%80%8Cui] 

See c.g. M. Karimi, S. Haghpanah, 'The effects of economic sanctions on disease 
specific clinical outcomes of patients with thalassemia and haemophilia in Iran' (2015) 
l 19(2) Health Policy 239, link. See also R. Heidari, M. Akbariqomi, G. Tavoosidana, 
'Medical legacy of sanctions in Iran' (2017) 552 Nature 175, correspondence, 13 
December 2017, link, 
A. Ameri, M. Barzegartahamtan, M. Ghavamnasiri. R. Mohammadpour, H. Dehghan, 

A. Sebzari, K. Navin, M. Aloosh, 'Current and Future Challenges of Radiation 
Oncology in Iran: A Report from the Iranian Society of Clinical Oncology' (2018) 30(4) 
Clinical Oncology 262, link. 
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22. The figure above shows that there is a significant gap between the shortage of 

imported drugs and drugs manufactured in Iran. In other words importing finished 

product has been more restricted due to sanctions in comparison to bulk material 

needed for manufacturing drugs in Iran. This in part can be attributed to the fact 

that whenever import of a bulk material was restricted from western sources 

manufactures shifted to other sources, although this procedure was costly and time 

consuming due to paper work, legal matters and the need to repeat quality control 

tests and stability tests to determine the products' quality, but manufacturers at the 

end were able to partially retain their pre sanctions production rates. This 

nevertheless was at the cost of <lectine in overall quality since alternative sources 

are generally less quali:fied. 

23. The US sanctions also led to soaring costs for medicines, which were often traded 

on the black market alongside substandard and counterfeit medicines, which many 

ordinary lranians could not afford. 

24. Iran complained to the UN Secretary-General, 18 the WHO and the HRC Advisory 

Committee on Coercive Measures that the US measures were causing significant 

harm to the health of the lranian people. 
I am aware that some commentators and US officiais have previously suggested 

that the detrimental impacts referred to above were caused by mismanagement 

and other failures on the part of the lranian Government. Such reports are untrue. 

The Govemment of Iran took numerous steps to ensure, so far as it was able, the 

availability and supply of medicines, medical products and equipment. Such 

measures included provision by the Central Bank of Iran of earmarked funds in 

foreign currency for purchase 

B. Recovery of the health system following removal of the previous US sanctions 

25. After the previous US sanctions were removed in January 2016, numerous 

international pharmaceutical companies entered into commercial relations with 

Iran and with lranian companies and nationals. 

18 See e.g reference in Report of the Secretary-General on Human Rights and unilateral 
coercive measures, ~="'-!..• 27.06.2014, para. 10. 
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imported drugs and drugs manufactured in Iran. In other words importing finished 
product has been more restricted due to sanctions in comparison to bulk material 
needed for manufacturing drugs in Iran. This in part can be attributed to the fact 
that whenever import of a bulk material was restricted from western sources 
manufactures shifted to other sources, although this procedure was costly and time 
consuming due to paper work, legal matters and the need to repeat quality control 
tests and stability tests to determine the products' quality, but manufacturers at the 
end were able to partially retain their pre sanctions production rates. This 
nevertheless was at the cost of decline in overall quality since alternative sources 
are generally less qualified. 

23. The US sanctions also led to soaring costs for medicines, which were often traded 
on the black market alongside substandard and counterfeit medicines, which many 
ordinary Iranians could not afford. 

24. Iran complained to the UN Secretary-General,18 the WHO and the HRC Advisory 
Committee on Coercive Measures that the US measures were causing significant 
harm to the health of the Iranian people. 
I am aware that some commentators and US officials have previously suggested 
that the detrimental impacts referred to above were caused by mismanagement 
and other failures on the part of the Iranian Government. Such reports are untrue. 
The Government of Iran took numerous steps to ensure, so far as it was able, the 
availability and supply of medicines, medical products and equipment. Such 
measures included provision by the Central Bank of Iran of earmarked funds in 
foreign currency for purchase 

B. Recovery of the health system following removal of the previous US sanctions 

25. After the previous US sanctions were removed in January 2016, numerous 
international pharmaceutical companies entered into commercial relations with 
Iran and with Iranian companies and nationals. 

"" See e.g reference in Report of the Secretary-General on Human Rights and unilateral 
coercive measures, A/69/97, 27.06.2014, para. 10. 
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26. After the US sanctions were removed in 2016, the shortages of medicines and raw 

materials and of medical supplies and equipment drastically reduced. For 

example, by May 2017, the shortages only affected 30 drugs: 

http://www.salamatonline.ir/news/14572/JL...-'1 r -~~-, ;b-'4-

7%DB%80%DB%B0-,..ls-!>~ y:,,;:. 

27. As a result, the age-standardized mortality rates for that period improved (in 

comparison to the 2010 as the base line): 

a. Cancer: 64.7 to 45.5 
b. Thalassemia: 0.9 to 0.6 

c. Multiple sclerosis: 1.5 to 0.83 

d. HIV/AIDS: 1.03 to 0.39 

C. Detrimental eff ects of current US sanctions on health in Iran 

28. The imposition of new US sanctions and restrictions threatens to revisit on the 

Iranian health system and on the health of the Iranian people the serious harm 

which caused by the previous sanctions between 2012 and J anuary 2016. 

29. Although the Govemment of Iran has taken all feasible measures to prepare for 

the imposition of the current US measures, those measures are expected, once 

again, to cause shortages of medicines (including essential medicines), raw 

materials, medical supplies and medical equipment, which will result in a 

significant rise in suffering among patients and an increase in the mortality rate. 

30. In a recent speech I stated: 

"we should not stand on ceremony in the Ministry of Health and Medical 

Education. It is a "must" to estabtish a team to stand long-lasting. The team 

should know that we have hard days to corne. In the meantime, we should 

address two major problems. Cash flow is one of our important problems in this 

period. It is wise and incumbent on the universities of the medical sciences to 

reserve primary materials, medicines and essential medical equipment. We 

should be prepared to address any problem of the people. For this purpose, we 

need money ." 
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a. Cancer: 64.7 to 45.5 
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31. As was the case under the previous sanctions, the main problem is that the US 
measures effectively eut Iran off from the international banking and financial 
system, rendering it impossible for importers to make payments and to obtain the 
services necessary to facilitate trade in supposedly exempt medical goods 
including credit, shipping and insurance. 

32. The detrimental impact of the US measures is already being felt. Almost all 
foreign companies have reported difficulties in obtaining payment for goods and 
services. 

33. There is also a belief among some companies as to whether, notwithstanding the 
humanitarian exception under US law, participation in the medical trade may lead 
to penalties being imposed by the US, e.g. Roche and Novartis companies. 

34. Various foreign companies had agreed, in the form of a memorandum of 
understanding ("MOU") to construct and equip large hospitals in Iran. That 
includes an MOU between Samsung and Shahid Rajaie Cadiovascular, Medical 
and Research Center, between Daelim Co. and Tabriz Uniuversity of Medical 
Sciences, and between Posco Co. and Shiraz University of Medical Sciences. 
Pursuant to the terms of the MOUs, the projects were to be funded using lines of 
credit made available by Exim Bank, a Korean bank. Although the projects have 
received the necessary approvals from Iran, they are now under serious threat as a 
result of the US measures having imperilled the project financing: 

a. About eight months ago, following President Trump's announced intention 
to impose new sanctions, Daelim Co. stopped responding to the requests of 
Iranian counterparty and has effectively suspended the project. Pasco Co. 
has also failed to perform under the MOU. 

b. Samsung has stated that it is eager to continue the project but that it has been 
required to cease operations due to the lack of approval by Exim Bank. 

35. Similarly, a financial assistance package to the value of ~1.534 million Japanese 
yen which the Japan International Cooperation Agency ("JICA") had agreed to 
provide, pursuant to an MOU and Exchange of Notes, which was to be used to 
fund advanced medical equipment for the treatment of cancer and heart disease at 
two hospitals in Tehran (Arash and Imam Hossein) is now under serious threat. 
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As a result of the US measures. and the stance of Japanese bapks towards th.ose , 
measures, the JICA has expressed serious doubt that the project will be able to 
continue. 

36. The Pasteur Institute of Iran, which is responsible for the production of various 
vaccines, bas stated that an inability to obtain the necessâry raw materials and 
equipment from abroad is expected to damage prodùction. · 

.,. 

STATEMENT OFTRUTH 

I believe that the facts stated in this witness statement a~ true. 

Name: Dr Hassan Hashemi MD 
... 

Signed: -· 
Dated: August 19, 2018 
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Statement from Mr M. Reza Pishro, Managing Director of Sina Bank, 
1 December 2018 

Original in Persian and translation 
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Dear Dr. Ghanbari Jahromi, 

[Sina Bank' s Letter Head] 

Date: 1397/10/01 [l December 2018] 

No. 104021 

Head of the Center for International Legal Aff airs, Presidential Office, 

[Greeting] 

Referring to your letter no. 4768 dated 13/09/97 [4 December 2018] concerning the restrictions 
imposed on this bank through the recent sanctions of the US Department of Treasury, the 
following item are provided for your information. 

1- Due to the impossibility of the transfer of fonds, allocated at Bank Melli of Hamburg and EIH 
Bank (Germany), to the European beneficiaries' accounts, the importation of foodstuffs and 
agricultural products (such as beet seed) has encountered serious restrictions. 

2- A portion of foodstuffs and agricultural products is imported through the railways. However, 
the payment of railway carriage costs (membership fees and wagon charter fee) has been 
impossible due to the non-acceptance by some banks in the CIS region (like Turkmenistan) as 
well as the impossibility of opening letters of credit for the importation of goods. This problem 
causes difficulties in the importation of foodstuffs and agricultural products from the CIS region. 

3- The opening of the letters of credit and the issuance of bank drafts in Rupee by our bank, for 
the purpose of the importation of medicine from India, have been dramatically reduced since the 
imposition of the unjust sanctions on this bank. 

4- China's Bank of Kunlun's unilateral decision to cease its cooperation with our bank as well as 
the suspension of opening of the letters of credit and issuance of the new bank drafts in foreign 
currency for the importation of medicine have also caused difficulties in the performance of our 
currency obligations vis-à-vis the Chinese beneficiaries. As a result of the same issue, even the 
goods that were subject of the letters of credit opened before the sanctions have not been 
dispatched. 

Mohammad Reza Pishro 

[Managing Director] 

[Signature] 
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Bank (Germany), to the European beneficiaries' accounts, the importation of foodstuffs and 
agricultural products (such as beet seed) has encountered serious restrictions. 

2- A portion of foodstuffs and agricultural products is imported through the railways. However, 
the payment of railway carriage costs (membership fees and wagon charter fee) has been 
impossible due to the non-acceptance by some banks in the CIS region (like Turkmenistan) as 
well as the impossibility of opening letters of credit for the importation of goods. This problem 
causes difficulties in the importation of foodstuffs and agricultural products from the CIS region. 

3- The opening of the letters of credit and the issuance of bank drafts in Rupee by our bank, for 
the purpose of the importation of medicine from India, have been dramatically reduced since the 
imposition of the unjust sanctions on this bank. 

4- China's Bank of Kunlun's unilateral decision to cease its cooperation with our bank as well as 
the suspension of opening of the letters of credit and issuance of the new bank drafts in foreign 
currency for the importation of medicine have also caused difficulties in the performance of our 
currency obligations vis-a-vis the Chinese beneficiaries. As a result of the same issue, even the 
goods that were subject of the letters of credit opened before the sanctions have not been 
dispatched. 

Mohammad Reza Pishro 

[Managing Director] 

[Signature] 
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Annex 65 

Statement by Mr K. Zargaran, Chairman of the Board of the Iran-Brazil Joint 
Chamber of Commerce, 9 January 2019 

Original in Persian and translation 
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[THE LETTERHEAD OF IRAN-BRAZIL JOINT CHAM BER OF COMMERCE] 

Dear Mr. Karbasi 

DATE: 19/10/97 [09 January 2019] 

No. 2523/97 

Attachment: None 

Deputy of International Affairs [Department] of Iran Chamber 

Greetings, 

Referring to the letter No. s/17 /11448 dated 05/10/97 [26 December 2018], the following 

items are presented: 

1- With respect to the transportation of meat shipments from Paraguay and Brazil, 

international shipping companies including MAERSK, MSC, CMA CGM have refused 

to provide the exporting companies with containers for shipments destined to the 

ports of the lslamic Republic of Iran. 

2- According to the corresponding banks, transfer of funds for the importation of 

meat which has been made so far through Popular Bank, FDH Bank, and Conlon 

Bank still confronts severe problems. 

Kaveh Zargaran 

Chairman of the Board 

[SIGNATURE] 

[THE LETTERHEAD OF I RAN-BRAZIL JOINT CHAMBER OF COMMERCE] 

DATE: 19/10/97 [09 January 2019] 

No. 2523/97 

Attachment: None 

Dear Mr. Karbasi 

Deputy of International Affairs [Department] of Iran Chamber 

Greetings, 

Referring to the letter No. s/17 /11448 dated 05/10/97 [26 December 2018], the following 
items are presented: 

1- With respect to the transportation of meat shipments from Paraguay and Brazil, 
international shipping companies including MAERSK, MSC, CMA CGM have refused 
to provide the exporting companies with containers for shipments destined to the 
ports of the Islamic Republic of Iran. 

2- According to the corresponding banks, transfer of funds for the importation of 
meat which has been made so far through Popular Bank, FDH Bank, and Conlon 
Bank still confronts severe problems. 

Kaveh Zargaran 

Chairman of the Board 

[SIGNATURE] 
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Annex 66 

Statement by Mr R. Javadi, Deputy Managing of Donya e Saziba e Pouya, 
14 January 2019 

Original in Persian and translation 
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Dear Mr. Dr. Zarrabi, 

[THE LETTERHEAD OF THE COMPANY] 

Date: 24/10/97 [14/01/2019] 

Number: 97/30/854 

Head of Iran and Oman Joint Chamber of Commerce, Industries, Mines, and Agriculture 

Re: Response to Y our Letter 

Greeting, 

Referring to the letter number 603/97 dated 8 Dey 1397 [08/12/2018], it is hereby declared that 
this company is the supplier of raw materials for the industry of cosmetic, hygienic, and 
pharmaceutical products. During the recent few months, due to the re-imposition of the US 
sanctions, two of the contracts, concluded by this company with the following details, have been 
cancelled. 

Suoolier Country Annual Commercial Value 

France USD 4 Million 

USA/ The Netherlands USD 3 Million 

Thank you in advance for your good consideration of the issue. 

Kind regards, 

Reza Javadi 

Deputy Managing Director, Donya e Saziba e Pouya 

[Signed and Sealed] 

Reason for the Cessation 
Compliance with the US 

sanctions and higher volume 
of cooperation with USA than 

Iran 
Compliance with the US 

sanctions, as a US corporation 

[THE LETTERHEAD OF THE COMPANY] 

Date: 24/10/97 [14/01/2019] 

Number: 97/30/854 

Dear Mr. Dr. Zarrabi, 

Head of Iran and Oman Joint Chamber of Commerce, Industries, Mines, and Agriculture 

Re: Response to Your Letter 

Greeting, 

Referring to the letter number 603/97 dated 8 Dey 1397 [08/12/2018], it is hereby declared that 
this company is the supplier of raw materials for the industry of cosmetic, hygienic, and 
pharmaceutical products. During the recent few months, due to the re-imposition of the US 
sanctions, two of the contracts, concluded by this company with the following details, have been 
cancelled. 

Supplier Country Annual Commercial Value Reason for the Cessation 
Compliance with the US 

France USD 4 Million sanctions and higher volume 
of cooperation with USA than 

Iran 

USA/ The Netherlands USD 3 Million Compliance with the US 
sanctions, as a US corporation 

Thank you in advance for your good consideration of the issue. 

Kind regards, 

Reza Javadi 

Deputy Managing Director, Donya e Saziba e Pouya 

[Signed and Sealed] 
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Annex 67 

Bred Seeds Importers Association of Iran, “The Importance of Importation of in the 
Agriculture”, 3 February 2019 

Original in Persian and translation 
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[THE LETTERHEAD OF BRED SEEDS IMPORTERS ASSOCIATION OF IRAN] 

ln the name of Gad 

Dear Mr. Mohammad Jafar Ghanbari Jahromi, 

Acting Head of the Centre for International Legal Affairs 

The Presidency of the lslamic Republic of Iran 

Re: The Case concerning Violation of the 1955 Treaty of Amity 

No. 2846 

Date: 14/11/97 [3 February 2019] 

Attachments: 2 pages 

With reference to the letter No. 5637 dated 26/10/97 [16 January 2019], 1 am pleased to provide you 

with the enclosed report on "The Importance of Importation of Bred Seeds in the Agriculture". 

Sincerely, 

[SIGNATURE] 

The Board of Directors 

Bred Seeds lm porters Association of Iran 

[THE LETTERHEAD OF BRED SEEDS IMPORTERS ASSOCIATION OF IRAN] 

No. 2846 

Date: 14/11/97 [3 February 2019] 

Attachments: 2 pages 

In the name of God 

Dear Mr. Mohammad Jafar Ghanbari Jahromi, 

Acting Head of the Centre for International Legal Affairs 

The Presidency of the Islamic Republic of Iran 

Re: The Case concerning Violation of the 1955 Treaty of Amity 

With reference to the letter No. 5637 dated 26/10/97 [16 January 2019], I am pleased to provide you 
with the enclosed report on "The Importance of Importation of Bred Seeds in the Agriculture". 

Sincerely, 

[SIGNATURE] 

The Board of Directors 

Bred Seeds Importers Association of Iran 
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[THE LETTERHEAD OF BRED SEEDS IMPORTERS ASSOCIATION OF IRAN] 

The Importance of The Importation of Bred Seeds in Agriculture: 

The production of high-quality seeds triggered a rapid and miraculous increase in crops as well as a 

decrease in the price of foods and providing food security. This boom in production is understood as 

a result of enhancement in productivity of crop growing and it is believed that the bred seed 

contributes to this achievement by more than 50 percent. Privatization, commercializing of the 

different stages of production, and the processing and supply of seeds and saplings are considered as 

the most significant elements of this growth. 

The private seed companies have made their utmost efforts in competing with each other to supply 

more productive and quality seeds to the market by taking advantage of the most advanced genetic 

resources and technical knowledge. 

Given the current circumstances that the water crisis has turned to a serious problem in Iran, the 

increase in the productivity of the corps per unit area is one of the effective solutions that may reduce 

the water consumption in lranian agriculture through the reduction in the cropped area of each 

product. 

The new and productive seeds, especially with respect to fruits and vegetables, are in higher quality 

and productivity comparing to the traditional seeds (i.e. higher productivity for 4-5 times in outdoor 

farms and 10 times in greenhouses). For instance, the average production of tomatoes in the country 

is 40 tons per hectare. However, in the developed farms of Iran that make use of new imported hybrids 

the productivity of tomatoes reached to 150 tonnes in hectares and in greenhouses in touched the 

400 tonnes in hectares. The development made in the productivity and quality of tomatoes in Iran as 

a result of planting new global seeds is stretching to the other fruits and vegetables such as 

watermelons, cucumbers, melons, peppers, lettuce, different types of cabbages, anions, carrots, etc. 

and the productivity and quality of these crops are in rapid progress. 

The expert opinion of this Association with respect to the detrimental impacts of the sanctions on the 

importation of bred seeds is as follows: 

• The non-importation of high quality and productive seeds or making any disturbance in 

importation thereof leads to the reduction in the production growth and quality of a large 

number of crops. This will result in several damages including the escalation of crops 

importation, expansion of water crisis, and diminution in the productivity of the agriculture 

activities. Nonetheless, the importation of high quality and bred seeds serve as a valuable 

solution in combating the water crisis in Iran as well as high importation of corps and foods as 

well as. 

• Sanctions and continuance of the current situation will give rise to the lack of the most 

productive seed and probably threat the food security of the country. 

• Besides, the imposition of the sanctions and the problems in the importation of high-quality 

seeds cause the entry of smuggled and low-quality seeds in the market. Planting these low

quality seeds instead of the high-quality ones leads to the waste of natural resources of the 

country including soil and water. Finally, it gives rise to a decrease in production and 

subsequently endangering food security of the country. 

lt is contended in media and by official declarations that the crops are not included in the sanctions, 

however: 

[THE LETTERHEAD OF BRED SEEDS IMPORTERS ASSOCIATION OF IRAN] 

The Importance of The Importation of Bred Seeds in Agriculture: 

The production of high-quality seeds triggered a rapid and miraculous increase in crops as well as a 
decrease in the price of foods and providing food security. This boom in production is understood as 
a result of enhancement in productivity of crop growing and it is believed that the bred seed 
contributes to this achievement by more than 50 percent. Privatization, commercializing of the 
different stages of production, and the processing and supply of seeds and saplings are considered as 
the most significant elements of this growth. 

The private seed companies have made their utmost efforts in competing with each other to supply 
more productive and quality seeds to the market by taking advantage of the most advanced genetic 
resources and technical knowledge. 

Given the current circumstances that the water crisis has turned to a serious problem in Iran, the 
increase in the productivity of the corps per unit area is one of the effective solutions that may reduce 
the water consumption in Iranian agriculture through the reduction in the cropped area of each 
product. 

The new and productive seeds, especially with respect to fruits and vegetables, are in higher quality 
and productivity comparing to the traditional seeds (i.e. higher productivity for 4-5 times in outdoor 
farms and 10 times in greenhouses). For instance, the average production of tomatoes in the country 
is 40 tons per hectare. However, in the developed farms of Iran that make use of new imported hybrids 
the productivity of tomatoes reached to 150 tonnes in hectares and in greenhouses in touched the 
400 tonnes in hectares. The development made in the productivity and quality of tomatoes in Iran as 
a result of planting new global seeds is stretching to the other fruits and vegetables such as 
watermelons, cucumbers, melons, peppers, lettuce, different types of cabbages, onions, carrots, etc. 
and the productivity and quality of these crops are in rapid progress. 

The expert opinion of this Association with respect to the detrimental impacts of the sanctions on the 
importation of bred seeds is as follows: 

• The non-importation of high quality and productive seeds or making any disturbance in 
importation thereof leads to the reduction in the production growth and quality of a large 
number of crops. This will result in several damages including the escalation of crops 
importation, expansion of water crisis, and diminution in the productivity of the agriculture 
activities. Nonetheless, the importation of high quality and bred seeds serve as a valuable 
solution in combating the water crisis in Iran as well as high importation of corps and foods as 
well as. 

• Sanctions and continuance of the current situation will give rise to the lack of the most 
productive seed and probably threat the food security of the country. 

• Besides, the imposition of the sanctions and the problems in the importation of high-quality 
seeds cause the entry of smuggled and low-quality seeds in the market. Planting these low 
quality seeds instead of the high-quality ones leads to the waste of natural resources of the 
country including soil and water. Finally, it gives rise to a decrease in production and 
subsequently endangering food security of the country. 

It is contended in media and by official declarations that the crops are not included in the sanctions, 
however: 
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[THE LETTERHEAD OF BRED SEEDS IMPORTERS ASSOCIATION OF IRAN] 

1- Given the severe banking sanctions, the transfer of money for buying the agriculture inputs in 

impossible and the European banks avoid receiving any payments concerning the exportation 

of seeds to Iran. (because of lranian origin of the transaction) 

2- Given the sanctions on the transportation system, transferring the agricultures inputs suffers 

from difficulties. 

3- Given the sanctions on the insurance companies, no insurance can be provided for the 

importation of agriculture inputs. 

4- DHL's activities in Iran is ceased due to the sanctions and accordingly the transmission of the 

original cargo documents for seeds - which are supposed to be excluded from sanctions - is 

struggling with more difficulties. 

5- Sorne of the European suppliers cease their business with Iran due to the fact that they have 

a similar subsidiary in the United States or joint stocks in Euro-American companies avoiding 

the seizure of their stocks, closure of their bank accounts, etc. 

[THE LETTERHEAD OF BRED SEEDS IMPORTERS ASSOCIATION OF IRAN] 

1- Given the severe banking sanctions, the transfer of money for buying the agriculture inputs in 
impossible and the European banks avoid receiving any payments concerning the exportation 
of seeds to Iran. (because of Iranian origin of the transaction) 

2- Given the sanctions on the transportation system, transferring the agricultures inputs suffers 
from difficulties. 

3- Given the sanctions on the insurance companies, no insurance can be provided for the 
importation of agriculture inputs. 

4- DH L's activities in Iran is ceased due to the sanctions and accordingly the transmission of the 
original cargo documents for seeds - which are supposed to be excluded from sanctions -is 
struggling with more difficulties. 

5- Some of the European suppliers cease their business with Iran due to the fact that they have 
a similar subsidiary in the United States or joint stocks in Euro-American companies avoiding 
the seizure of their stocks, closure of their bank accounts, etc. 
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Annex 68 

Statement by Mr Sh. Norouzi, General Director of the Legal and Contracts Office of 
the National Water and Wastewater Engineering Company, 6 February 2019 

Original in Persian and translation 
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THE LETTERHEAD OF NATIONAL WATER AND W ASTEW ATER ENGINEERING COMPANY 

No.: 97/140/24270 
Date: 17/11/1397 [06/02/2019] 

Dear Mr. Mohammad Jafar Ghanbari Jahromi 
Acting Head of Center for International Legal Aff airs, Presidential Office 

Re: The Effects of Sanctions on the Water and Wastewater Industry 

Greeting, 

Referring to the letter No. 5331 dated 10/10/1397 [31/12/2018] regarding the effects of sanctions 

on the water and wastewater industry and the challenges ahead of companies acting in this 

sector, I hereby respectfully inform you that due to the outrageous sanctions imposed on the 

country, rendering, continuation and completion of social and public services of the water and 

wastewater industry have encountered issues and problems, which have actually affected the 

safety, health and life of strata of the society. The most important ofthese issues are as follows: 

- Failure to import to the country of equipment for water and wastewater treatment plants, 

consequently endangering public health and the environment, as well as the closure of 

construction projects and plans. 

- purchasing the essential items of industrial projects through middlemen, resulting in impressive 

boost in the finalizing proj ect costs. 

- Delay in purchasing the required equipment, prolonging the implementation of construction 

projects due to these delays. 

- Fluctuations in currency exchange rate have led to a severe stagnancy in the implementation of 

projects and even the launch of new plans, so that contractors and investors, having no clear 

prospect for investing in projects and implementing them, are virtually reluctant to participate in 

new tenders and to complete the projects. 

- Fluctuations in currency exchange rate have led to an unusual rise in the finalizing cost of 

equipment so that the industry's contracting parties, despite their intention, cannot practically 

fulfill their obligations and inevitably claim losses due to sanctions, avoiding financial damages. 

Shokouh Norouzi 
General Director, Legal and Contracts Office 
[SIGNATURE] 

THE LETTERHEAD OF NATIONAL WATER AND WASTEWATER ENGINEERING COMPANY 

No.: 97/140/24270 
Date: 17/11/1397 [06/02/2019] 

Dear Mr. Mohammad Jafar Ghanbari Jahromi 
Acting Head of Center for International Legal Affairs, Presidential Office 

Re: The Effects of Sanctions on the Water and Wastewater Industry 

Greeting, 

Referring to the letter No. 5331 dated 10/10/1397 [31/12/2018] regarding the effects of sanctions 

on the water and wastewater industry and the challenges ahead of companies acting in this 

sector, I hereby respectfully inform you that due to the outrageous sanctions imposed on the 

country, rendering, continuation and completion of social and public services of the water and 

wastewater industry have encountered issues and problems, which have actually affected the 

safety, health and life of strata of the society. The most important of these issues are as follows: 

- Failure to import to the country of equipment for water and wastewater treatment plants, 

consequently endangering public health and the environment, as well as the closure of 

construction projects and plans. 

- purchasing the essential items of industrial projects through middlemen, resulting in impressive 

boost in the finalizing project costs. 

- Delay in purchasing the required equipment, prolonging the implementation of construction 

projects due to these delays. 

- Fluctuations in currency exchange rate have led to a severe stagnancy in the implementation of 

projects and even the launch of new plans, so that contractors and investors, having no clear 

prospect for investing in projects and implementing them, are virtually reluctant to participate in 

new tenders and to complete the projects. 

- Fluctuations in currency exchange rate have led to an unusual rise in the finalizing cost of 

equipment so that the industry's contracting parties, despite their intention, cannot practically 

fulfill their obligations and inevitably claim losses due to sanctions, avoiding financial damages. 

Shokouh Norouzi 
General Director, Legal and Contracts Office 
[SIGNATURE] 
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Annex 69 

Witness statement of Mr A. H. Shahmir, Advisor to the President of the Government 
Trading Corporation of Iran & Deputy Minister of Agriculture, 18 March 2019 
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No: :X1ït12 I\ > 

'· 
Date: Nla(Ch 18,2.019 

Enclased: Minisfly of Agn'culture Jahad 

Govemment Trading Corporation of Iran 

Witness Statement 

I, Mr. Amir Hossein Shahmir, presently Advisor to the President of the Government 
Trading Corporation of Iran (GTCI) & Deputy Minister Agriculture, with registered office 
atNo.12, Fatemi Sq. Fatemi Ave, Tehran 1431663651, Iran. 

Being responsible for the promotion of international trade of the Government 
Trading Corporation of Iran and business dispute settlement thereof since 14 October 
2018; 

Having occupied the positions of the chief negotiator and business coordinator of the 
foreign trade department and having previously served as Deputy for Foreign Trade 
of GTCl in the field of trade of essential commodities and; 

Testify that I have persona) and direct knowledge of the facts hereinafter stated except 
where it is indicated that matters are based on information or belief, in which case I believe 
the relevant matters to be true. 

1. The Government Trading Corporation of Iran (GTCI) that has gone under some 
institutional changes along its time line was founded around 70 years ago. Pursuant 
to its Statute, it is empowered by the Iranian government to regulate and guarantee 
the availability of essential commodities to the Iranian population. The GTCI acts 
as a wholesale importer of basic food commodities (sugar, wheat, vegetable oil, 
rice, meat. .. ) from foreign sellers, and pro vide the same to Iranian population, 
either directly or through the private sector. 

2. To ensure the proper and uninterrupted provision of the food stuff of the 
population of Iran, GTCI indisputably and permanently benefits from the 
preferential rate of exchange set by the Central Bank of Iran for the importation of 
the basic commodities. In view of our prestigious statues as a first grade state 
procurement agency and given the substantial amount of our purchases done during 
its tender, GTCI is also capable of negotiating lower sales prices and better terms 
and conditions in dealing with first grade international grain houses and suppliers. 

12 Jahad (Dr. Fatemi} Sq. Tehran 143 166365 l - Iran - Tel : 889574 71-6 Fax : 88305333 - 88970 
Website:http://www.gtc.ir & webmaster@gtc.ir national ID: 10100709826 

Ne. 27/7921l 
t, 

Date, March 18 ,201 
Enclosed : Ministry of Agriculture Jahad 

Government Trading Corporation of Iran 

Witness Statement 

I, Mr. Amir Hossein Shahmir, presently Advisor to the President of the Government 
Trading Corporation of Iran (GTCI) & Deputy Minister Agriculture, with registered office 
at No.12, Fatemi Sq. Fatemi Ave, Tehran 1431663651, Iran. 

Being responsible for the promotion of international trade of the Government 
Trading Corporation of Iran and business dispute settlement thereof since 14 October 
2018; 
Having occupied the positions of the chief negotiator and business coordinator of the 
foreign trade department and having previously served as Deputy for Foreign Trade 
of GTCI in the field of trade of essential commodities and; 

Testify that I have personal and direct knowledge of the facts hereinafter stated except 
where it is indicated that matters are based on information or belief, in which case I believe 
the relevant matters to be true. 

1. The Government Trading Corporation of Iran (GTCI) that has gone under some 
institutional changes along its time line was founded around 70 years ago. Pursuant 
to its Statute, it is empowered by the Iranian government to regulate and guarantee 
the availability of essential commodities to the Iranian population. The GTCI acts 
as a wholesale importer of basic food commodities (sugar, wheat, vegetable oil, 
rice, meat...) from foreign sellers, and provide the same to lranian population, 
either directly or through the private sector. 

2. To ensure the proper and uninterrupted provision of the food stuff of the 
population of Iran, GTCI indisputably and permanently benefits from the 
preferential rate of exchange set by the Central Bank of Iran for the importation of 
the basic commodities. In view of our prestigious statues as a first grade state 
procurement agency and given the substantial amount of our purchases done during 
its tender, GTCI is also capable of negotiating lower sales prices and better terms 
and conditions in dealing with first grade international grain houses and suppliers. 

12 Jahad (Dr. Fatemi) Sq. Tehran 1431663651 --Iran -- Tel: 88957471-6 Fax : 88305333 - 88970 
Website:http://www.gtc.ir & webmaster@gtc.ir national JD: IO 100709826 
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Date: 

Enclosed: 

No: 

Minisfly of AgricultureJal111d 

Government Trading Corporation of Iran 

3. In spite of the great interest of renowned international supplier of food stuff, much 
to our regret, after 8 May 2018, GTCI witnessed an abrupt disaffection in its main 
sellers for participating in the GTCI's tenders. Ali of sudden, the once first grade 
suppliers and providers of our substantial food stuff are now relegated to less 
reliable second-class sellers. This swift evolution has had several adverse effects 
on the performance of the GTCI in discharging its national mandate and function: 

1. In the aftermath of the said sanction, the prices for the basic commodities 
purchased by the GTCI have considerably increased due to limited number 
of the bids for our tenders and the far lower competition among bidding 
participants. 

11. Usually, the second-class sellers are not able to provide banking 
performance bond guarantees due to international bank's reluctance to issue 
any such bonds .GTCI performance in providing necessary letter of credit to 
its suppliers is also getting tougher and tougher day by day due to the fear of 
the foreign banks in accepting and negotiating documents issued by lranian 
banks arising from US sanction. The present trend of affairs is harbinger of 
far difficult days in establishment of our letters of credit that will lead to the 
substantial, increase in the risk of non- or faulty deliveries by our su pp li ers; 

iii. The shipping conditions of our cargoes also have drastically worsened and 
our expensive goods tend to be the subject of far bigger marine accidents 
and risks associated to the deployment over-aged vessels. Because of the 
fear of US comprehensive sanctions against Iran ,GTCI has no longer easy 
and uninterrupted access to young and operati ve vessels, that tend to refrain 
from entering into our waters due to lack of proper P& I and appropriate 
insurances ,and/or require its sellers to charter ships less than 20 years old; 

1v. Among other problems, it has become more difficult and costly for the GTCI 
to procure insurance coverage from Iranian insurance companies for the 
deliveries of the basic commodities it buys on the international markets, as 
most of them tend to be subject to US SDN list. 
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>I< 
Mi11ishy of Agriculturejahad 

Govermnent 1hiding Corpo1wtion of Iran 

4. These horrendous and unprecedented problems, none of which existed before 8 

May 2018, have actually impeded GTCI in performing its public policy mission 

and have led to a very substantial increase in the prices of basic commodities for 

the Iranian population. In view of the present adversarial sanction situation, GTCI 

also forecasts that an imminent and ominous shortage of essential food stuff is very 

likely to occur in the near future. That is doomed to happen, because it has become 

more and difficult for GTCI to replenish its strategic stocks of some of the most 

required basic commodities through the fear-stricken network of international 

suppliers and bankers. 

In the meantime any adversarial event that could negati vely affect the lev el of our 

hard currency reserves with the Central Bank of Iran, also tends to far adversely 

affect the provision of food requirement of the innocent populace of Iran. The U.S 

global sanctions against Iran, in spite of its promised exemption for the importation 

of food, has now constituted a real and unspeakable and unpardonable threat to the 

food safety and security of the Iranian population. 

I have voluntarily and personally caused the preparation of the above witness statement. 

This statement is voluntarily executed in order to attest to the truthfulness of the 

foregoing narration of facts. 

mir 
I President & 

Tehran 18th March 2019 
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foregoing narration of facts. 
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Annex 70 

Statement from S. Hashemi Golpayegabni, Founder and Managing Director of EB 
Home, 29 April 2019 

Original in Persian and translation 
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THE LETTERHEAD OF EB HOME (NGO) 

Dear Dr. Ghanbari Jahromi, 

DATE: 09/02/1398 [29 April 2019] 

NO.: 98/02/1494 

Attachment: Enclosed 

Acting Head of Centre for International Legal Affairs, Presidential Office 

Greeting, 

Reference is made to the letter No. 98/767 dated 09/02/1398 [29 April 2019], it is hereby 

respectfully declared that some families in the country are struggling with Epidermolysis 

Bullosa (E.B) as a fatal genetic disease. This disease, which is a result of a defect in producing 

a type of skin protein, by producing skin complications and engaging the internai organs, 

causes several physical, psychological, mental, and financial problems for the patients and 

their families. ln most of the cases the patient painfully dies due to the side effects. 

EB Home, as the sole legally established non-governmental organization (NGO) for 

protection of EB patients, has started working since the year 1394 [2015] and hitherto has 

covered more than 800 EB patients across the country. Among the most important 

activities of EB Home is providing hygienic and therapeutic services to EB patients, and 

supply of vital drugs for them. Furthermore, this organization has ta ken many measures 

with respect to the enhancement of public awareness about this disease and the relevant 

preventive and special care methods. 

Certain researches have been globally done so far for slowing down the progression of the 

disease as well and alleviation of the patient's pain and several pharmaceutical companies 

have ta ken scientific steps in this regard. Among those companies, Mëlnlycke Health Care has 

been distinguished by producing a dressing, under the trademark of MEPILEX, as the sole 

reference the production of which have had an appropriate effect on the partial repair of the 

wounds of the patients. [The good effect of Mëlnlycke produced dressing is to the extent] 

that in recent years, MEPILEX is denoted in the newly published medical texts as the main 

treatment of EB disease. 

Given the common usage and quality of this production, and with the purpose of protecting 

the patients under its coverage, EB Home, with the support of the Ministry of Health and 

Medical Education and Food and Drug Administration, and the cooperation of Iran University 

of Medical Sciences, has [imported] and dispatched via special post-service about 11000 

dressings for ail of the covered patients from Farvardin 1395 [March-April 2015] to 

Ordibehesht 1397 [April-May 2018]. However, despite the efforts made by ail responsible 

bodies, the importation of the dressing to the country has been ceased since Ordibehesht 

1397 due to the abovementioned pharmaceutical company's refusai from selling the dressing 
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THE LETTERHEAD OF EB HOME (NGO) 

as a result of the re-imposition of the United States sanctions. There is no alternative product 

possessing appropriate compatibility with the physiology of lranian patients to be used in 

replacement of the above-mentioned dressing. The body of lranian patients is somehow 

de pendent on this product, and lack of this dressing seriously endangers the life of ail patients 

who need the dressing to relieve their pain. 

EB Home, in line with its very obligations in resolving this crisis, took certain measures in 

cooperation with other relevant entities for finding an alternative dressing and replaced the 

previous dressing with COLOPLAST, a dressing from Denmark. However, the new dressing 

caused extreme dissatisfaction of the patients and expansion of their wounds which resulted 

in exacerbation of their limitless pains. Furthermore, it was decided to buy ME Pl LEX dressing 

from Mëlnlycke's agency located in Turkey as another solution. Nevertheless, this was 

rejected by the Turkish agency and went nowhere. Amid those efforts, a letter was sent to 

the managing director of Mëlnlycke on 6 Esfand 1397 (25 February 2019) focusing on the 

problems and issues resulting from the lack of dressing and inquiring the reason for refusai of 

selling the dressing to our country (a copy of the letter is attached). Mëlnlycke, in its response 

letter, in addition to expressing their sympathy, declared the US unilaterally economic 

sanctions was the reason for ceasing their cooperation with the lslamic Republic of Iran and 

mentioned that they are notable to sell products to Iran as long as the economic sanctions 

are in place (a copy of the letter is attached). 

The refusai of this company from selling the product, since the re-imposition of the sanctions 

up to now, have caused irreparable lasses and damages to EP patients community of the 

country. ln this regard, the persona! injuries are mentionable which have led to the death of 

certain patients and unbearable pain and physical and psychological agonies for 300 more 

patients. (7 patients have been died during the abovementioned period whose accurate 

information exist in EB Home.) 

The foregoing is submitted for your consideration and ma king any use thereof. 

Sincerely 

Seyed Hamid Reza Hashemi Golpayegani 

Founder and Maniging Director 

[SEAL AND SIGANTURE] 
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Annex 71 

Witness statement of Dr M. Pirsalehi, President of the Food & Drug Administration of 
Iran in the Ministry of Health, Treatment and Medical Education, 1 May 2019 
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ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN 

MINSTRY OF HEAL TH AND MEDICAL EDUCA TJON FOOD AND DRlJG ADMINISTRATION 

655/8707 REF: ...................... . 
1/5/2019 

Date: .................... .. 

WITNESS ST A TEMENT 

I, Dr.Mehdi Pirsa!ehi the undersigned, President of the Food & Drug Administration in the 

Ministry of Health, Treatment and Medical Education, hereby certify the following statements: 

l. I have been working in the current position since 2018 holding a Ph.D. degree in pham1acy 

from Tehran University of Medical Sciences, has been managing director and membcr of the 

board of directors of Daroupakhsh Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Company as well as a member 

of the Food and Drug Administration's Food and Drink Program Planning Directorate, and 

Directorate of Pharmaceuticals and Controlled Substances. 

2. As a result of my fom1er and current positions and responsibilities, whatever is brought with 

regard to the coming facts is stated to the best of my persona! knowlcdge and information, unless 

otherwise is expressly declared that the facts are brought up on the basis of the other infom1ation 

and sources, in which case, I am certainly assured of the verity and correctness of the facts and 

infonnation so stated. 

3. Among the other legal dutie_s which this administration is responsible to fulfill are policy 

making, planning and compiling medical, foodstuff, health and biologie policies, providing 

powder milk, equipment, consumable and non-consumable medical items and materials, 

packaging items, and also procuring, purchasing and providing medicines, powder milk, medical 

items and equipment along with providing and delivering the necessary items in the market. 

4. The present Witness Statement deals with some impacts of sanctions and restrictive measures 

taken by the United Sstates of America which directly or indirectly target the health care and 

medical conditions of people in Iran, and cause their pain and suffering. Although the US claims 

that medicines and medical products and by-products are exempt from the restrictions imposed 

by the sanctions, and OF AC apparently permits trade in these items, however, it is undeniable 

that the re-imposition of US sanctions have immediate and destructive effects on people's 

accessibility to these products and equipments, and as a consequence, have effects on increase of 

disease and mortality rate (specially in women, children and the elderly), because, in spite of 

production of some medicines and medical items inside Iran, the health system of the country is 

still dependent on importation of medicines and pharmaceutical raw materials. 
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• FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION 

J, Dr.Mehdi Pirsalehi the undersigned, President of the Food & Drug Administration in the 
Ministry of Health, Treatment and Medical Education, hereby certify the following statements: 

I. I have been working in the current position since 2018 holding a Ph.D. degree in pharmacy 
from Tehran University of Medical Sciences, has been managing director and member of the 
board of directors of Daroupakhsh Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Company as well as a member 
of the Food and Drug Administration's Food and Drink Program Planning Directorate, and 
Directorate of Pharmaceuticals and Controlled Substances. 

2. As a result of my former and current positions and responsibilities, whatever is brought with 
regard to the coming facts is stated to the best of my personal knowledge and information, unless 
otherwise is expressly declared that the facts are brought up on the basis of the other information 
and sources, in which case, I am certainly assured of the verity and correctness of the facts and 
information so stated. 

3. Among the other legal duties which this administration is responsible to fulfill are policy 
making, planning and compiling medical, foodstuff, health and biologic policies, providing 
powder milk, equipment, consumable and non-consumable medical items and materials, 
packaging items, and also procuring, purchasing and providing medicines, powder milk, medical 
items and equipment along with providing and delivering the necessary items in the market. 

4. The present Witness Statement deals with some impacts of sanctions and restrictive measures 
taken by the United Sstates of America which directly or indirectly target the health care and 
medical conditions of people in Iran, and cause their pain and suffering. Although the US claims 
that medicines and medical products and by-products are exempt from the restrictions imposed 
by the sanctions, and OF AC apparently permits trade in these items, however, it is undeniable 
that the re-imposition of US sanctions have immediate and destructive effects on people's 
accessibility to these products and equipments, and as a consequence, have effects on increase of 
disease and mortality rate (specially in women, children and the elderly), because, in spite of 
production of some medicines and medical items inside Iran, the health system of the country is 
still dependent on importation of medicines and pharmaceutical raw materials. 
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5. Following lifting the fonner sanctions in 2016, many of the international companies which 

were active in the field of providing medicines and medical items entered in Iranian market and 

concluded numerous contracts with Iranian individuals and companies. As a result of these 

contracts, the lifting of sanctions at the time caused to be significantly remedied the shortage of 

medicines and materials necessary for production of medicines and medical equipment which had 

much increased due to the previous sanctions. The lifting of sanctions led the prices to be 

modified, while it had previously caused the increase in the price of some vitally important items 

of medicines and medical equipment as a result of the formerly imposed sanctions; thus, the 

vulnerable and low-income people who had much problem and difficulty in accessing these 

items, cou Id prepare their own needs and requirements. 

6. The US Decision of 81h May 2018 to the effect of re-imposition of unilateral sanctions against 

Islarnic Republic ofiran and threatening foreign companies to punishment in case of dealing with 

Iran caused to be repudiated many of the contracts which had already been concluded with 

foreign companies for importation of health-oriented goods ( and particularly in respect of raw 

materials and by-products, medical equipment and requirements, and the consuming vaccines); it 

caused the said companies to refrain from cooperation in the course of equipping the health and 

treatment centers, and supplying special and urgently needed medicines, and transferring the 

industrial machinery in the field of medicine production and laboratory equipment. 

7. As a result of sanctions, many of the foreign companies have avoided to accept orders which 

are placed by Iranian parties due to problems and restrictions in the course of payments, and in 

some instances due to uncertainty about the exemption of certain medical and phammceutical 

items from the sanctions. On the other hand, the domestic companies have encountered problems 

in accessing the international banking system for supplying the necessary items, because, many 

of the foreign banks that have played as agents in the course of financial transactions in this field 

have refrained from trading with Iran and have declared that they are not able to continue 

cooperation and acceptance of the lranian parties' commercial payments. 

8. The other matter which the drug industry is struggling with is the problem of insurance and 

transportation of medicine and medical consignrnents. On the one hand, upon the re-imposition of 

sanctions, some of the international transportation companies, including the airlines have 

refrained from transportation of health-oriented goods; on the other hand, insurance companies 

have encountered problems in the course of insurance coverage of these consignments. Such 

restrictions, in its turn, have affected the Iranian companies and as a consequence the end-users' 

accessibility to the said goods, and have ultimately caused the increase of health costs. 
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5. Following lifting the fonner sanctions in 2016, many of the international companies which 
were active in the field of providing medicines and medical items entered in Iranian market and 
concluded numerous contracts with Iranian individuals and companies. As a result of these 
contracts, the lifting of sanctions at the time caused to be significantly remedied the shortage of 
medicines and materials necessary for production of medicines and medical equipment which had 
much increased due to the previous sanctions. The lifting of sanctions led the prices to be 
modified, while it had previously caused the increase in the price of some vitally important items 
of medicines and medical equipment as a result of the formerly imposed sanctions; thus, the 
vulnerable and low-income people who had much problem and difficulty in accessing these 
items, could prepare their own needs and requirements. 

6. The US Decision of 8 May 2018 to the effect of re-imposition of unilateral sanctions against 
Islamic Republic of Iran and threatening foreign companies to punishment in case of dealing with 
Iran caused to be repudiated many of the contracts which had already been concluded with 
foreign companies for importation of health-oriented goods (and particularly in respect of raw 
materials and by-products, medical equipment and requirements, and the consuming vaccines); it 
caused the said companies to refrain from cooperation in the course of equipping the health and 
treatment centers, and supplying special and urgently needed medicines, and transferring the 
industrial machinery in the field of medicine production and laboratory equipment. 

7. As a result of sanctions, many of the foreign companies have avoided to accept orders which 
are placed by Iranian parties due to problems and restrictions in the course of payments, and in 
some instances due to uncertainty about the exemption of certain medical and pharmaceutical 
items from the sanctions. On the other hand, the domestic companies have encountered problems 
in accessing the international banking system for supplying the necessary items, because, many 
of the foreign banks that have played as agents in the course of financia] transactions in this field 
have refrained from trading with Iran and have declared that they are not able to continue 
cooperation and acceptance of the Iranian parties' commercial payments. 

8. The other matter which the drug industry is struggling with is the problem of insurance and 
transportation of medicine and medical consignments. Ou the one hand, upon the re-imposition of 
sanctions, some of the international transportation companies, including the airlines have 
refrained from transportation of health-oriented goods; on the other hand, insurance companies 
have encountered problems in the course of insurance coverage of these consignments. Such 
restrictions, in its turn, have affected the Iranian companies and as a consequence the end-users' 
accessibility to the said goods, and have ultimately caused the increase of health costs. 
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9. Cessation of commercial relations ben:veen medical companies and Iranian parties due to the 

above-mentioned problems have led to the shortage or lack of medical equipment and essential 

medicines for meeting the needs of millions of Iranians, and consequently have caused 

deterioration of the patients' conditions and increase of disability and mortalîty rate in special and 

refractory diseases such as cancer, cardiovascular, respiratory, epilepsy, thalassemia, hemophilia, 

multiple sclerosis, hepatitis diseases as well as AIDS, renal failure (dialysis), liver disease and 

transplantation. 

1 O. The sanctions have blocked and caused problems in the course of supplying tens of items of 

necessary materials for the medicine production and supply. Aside from the machinery, some 60 

percent of the drug effective materials including the main and subsidiary materials, also 

packaging materials are provided through importation. In addition, some certain items of 

materials which are not confined only to the drug application (such as sorbitol which is also used 

in the cosmetics and hygiene industries) are subject to the sanctions, while some medicines are 

produced only with this material. Packaging requirements, such as various kinds of plastic, 

cellulose or glass materials the majority of which are imported materials are among the 

sanctioned items; difficulty in providing these items have caused increase in their prices, a 

sample of which is the 300 percent increase in the price of drug packaging foils. Therefore, 

serious disturbance in the course of providing the above-mentioned items of requirements, not 

only has caused disturbance in the production of drugs including generic and hi-tech dmgs in the 

drug manufacturing plants of the country, but also the cost price of these kînds of drugs have 

shown much significant increase in their prices. 

11. There are problems in importation of special food items, such as powder milk, food 

supplementary and child special food, especia11y foods for the patient children with metabolic 

disorder, such as celiac disease; the materials for production of these items are fully irnported 

items and are mainly produced and imported from the countries such as China, France, the 

Netherlands and Belgium. 

12. There are much problems on the way of procuring such means and devices such as blood 

bank centrifuge, blood collecting bags, laboratory tubes, platelet sets, coagulation kits, various 

kinds of antiserums which are prepared from foreign sources; such problems inc]ude a range ftom 

refusai of providing the goods directly by the producing origin to inaccessibility to the goods 

indirectly from American and European sources. lt is noteworthy that after conclusion of JCPOA, 

some of the European technology companies entered in joint venture arrangements with the 

lranian companies for the production of some certain items of the above-rnentioned means and 
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above-mentioned problems have led to the shortage or lack of medical equipment and essential 
medicines for meeting the needs of millions of Iranians, and consequently have caused 
deterioration of the patients' conditions and increase of disability and mortality rate in special and 
refractory diseases such as cancer, cardiovascular, respiratory, epilepsy, thalassemia, hemophilia, 
multiple sclerosis, hepatitis diseases as well as AIDS, renal failure (dialysis), liver disease and 
transplantation. 

10. The sanctions have blocked and caused problems in the course of supplying tens of items of 
necessary materials for the medicine production and supply. Aside from the machinery, some 60 
percent of the drug effective materials including the main and subsidiary materials, also 
packaging materials are provided through importation. In addition, some certain items of 
materials which are not confined only to the drug application (such as sorbitol which is also used 
in the cosmetics and hygiene industries) are subject to the sanctions, while some medicines are 
produced only with this material. Packaging requirements, such as various kinds of plastic, 
cellulose or glass materials the majority of which are imported materials are among the 
sanctioned items; difficulty in providing these items have caused increase in their prices, a 
sample of which is the 300 percent increase in the price of drug packaging foils. Therefore, 
serious disturbance in the course of providing the above-mentioned items of requirements, not 
only has caused disturbance in the production of drugs including generic and hi-tech drugs in the 
drug manufacturing plants of the country, but also the cost price of these kinds of drugs have 
shown much significant increase in their prices. 

11. There are problems in importation of special food items, such as powder milk, food 
supplementary and child special food, especially foods for the patient children with metabolic 
disorder, such as celiac disease; the materials for production of these items are fully imported 
items and are mainly produced and imported from the countries such as China, France, the 
Netherlands and Belgium. 

12. There are much problems on the way of procuring such means and devices such as blood 
bank centrifuge, blood collecting bags, laboratory tubes, platelet sets, coagulation kits, various 
kinds of antiserums which arc prepared from foreign sources; such problems include a range from 
refusal of providing the goods directly by the producing origin to inaccessibility to the goods 
indirectly from American and European sources. It is noteworthy that after conclusion of JCPOA, 
some of the European technology companies entered in joint venture arrangements with the 
Iranian companies for the production of some certain items of the above-mentioned means and 
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devices, such as the blood collecting bags, which upon the re-imposition of sanctions, they ceased 

their activities and shut down the prdduction lines. 

13. There exist disturbances in the course of production due to the fact that the majority of the 

material required for production of vaccines are also provided from the foreign sources, taking 

account of the amortization and failure of some essential equipment and installation which are 

required in vaccine production; the domestic producers are lacking such equipment and 

installation, because of non-providing of spare parts and impossibility of their substitution by 

other products. On the other hand, there are difficulties and problems on the way of preparing the 

means and devices required for implementation of appropriate researches, such as preparation of 

kits and laboratory materiaJs; also, there are problems on the way of joint international scientific 

cooperation and dispatch of researchers to the other countries for this purpose. 

14. The US Govemment's restrictive measures have regretfully caused the projects for equipping 

hospitals to be stopped. For instance, it had been provided that some certain equipment required 

by hospitals be financed and purchased for the early diagnosis and treatment of some certain 

diseases such as cancer and cardiovascular diseases; this matter could not be realized due to 

banking sanctions and foreign banks' refrainment from the implementation of the relevant 

financial transactions. 

15. The expenditure on health per capita has significantly decreased. It should be noted that this 

matter is due to the effect of sanctions on the people's purchasing power, because when the 

provision of necessary subsistence materials such as food is encountered with difficulty and 

problem, then the utilization of health services by people are disturbed. This marter is cJearly 

observed in the Iranian health insurance companies' data index, in such manner that after 

application of the new round of sanctions the rate of people's call for receiving medical services 

have seriously decreased. 

16. ln the wake of re-imposition of sanctions, hospitals are also encountering shortage of the 

vitally important medicines; aJso, shortage of parts (which have dual purpose application) and are 

required for the repair and maintenance of medical equipment have seriously impacted the 

accessibility of health-care professionals and hospita1s in their application of such kind of 

cquipment. On the other hand, the cancer patients, the patients with transplantation problems, 

dialysis and the other special diseases patients have encountered the problem of providing 

financial resources for their treatment and hospital expenditures, to the extent that the poor people 

refrain from ca1ling on the hospitals due to the fin aused by the increase of the 

services prices. 
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cooperation and dispatch of researchers to the other countries for this purpose. 

14. The US Government's restrictive measures have regretfully caused the projects for equipping 
hospitals to be stopped. For instance, it had been provided that some certain equipment required 
by hospitals be financed and purchased for the early diagnosis and treatment of some certain 
diseases such as cancer and cardiovascular diseases; this matter could not be realized due to 
banking sanctions and foreign banks' refrainment from the implementation of the relevant 
financial transactions. 

15. The expenditure on health per capita has significantly decreased. It should be noted that this 
matter is due to the effect of sanctions on the people's purchasing power, because when the 
provision of necessary subsistence materials such as food is encountered with difficulty and 
problem, then the utilization of health services by people are disturbed. This matter is clearly 
observed in the Iranian health insurance companies' data index, in such manner that after 
application of the new round of sanctions the rate of people's call for receiving medical services 
have seriously decreased. 

16. In the wake of re-imposition of sanctions, hospitals are also encountering shortage of the 
vitally important medicines; also, shortage of parts (which have dual purpose application) and are 
required for the repair and maintenance of medical equipment have seriously impacted the 
accessibility of health-care professionals and hospitals in their application of such kind of 
equipment. On the other hand, the cancer patients, the patients with transp]antation problems, 
dialysis and the other special diseases patients have encountered the problem of providing 
financial resources for their treatment and hospital expenditures, to the extent that the poor people 
refrain from calling on the hospitals due to the fin aused by the increase of the 
services prices. 
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ICAN's What the Women Say 
briefs are produced in 
association with: 

* The MIT Center for 
International Studies 

* The Center for Women's 
Global Leadership, Rutgers, The 
State University of New Jersey 

* Global Network of Women 
Peacebuilders 

* lnstitute for Inclusive 
Security 

* Association for Women's Rights in 
Development (AWID) 

* Women for Women's 
Human Rights (WWHR) -

NEW WAYS 

About ICAN: Forrned in 2006, 
the International Civil 
Society Action Network (ICAN) 
aims to strengthen wornen's 
participation and influence in 
conflict prevention, social 
justice, coexistence, and 
peacebuilding efforts, in 
situations of closed political 
space and conflict affected 
states. ICAN's MENA program 
seeks to elevate the voices and 
impact of wornen's civil 
society groups on issues of 
rights, security and peace in 
countries undergoing 
transitions, affected by rising 
militarism and extremism 

1 targeting wornen. 

What the Women Say: 
Killing them Softly: The Stark Impact of Sanctions on the 
Lives of Ordinary lranians 

Brief 3: July 2012 

"This particular form of sanctioning a nation has been unprecedented in the 

history of the world." 
Mehrdad Emadi, Economist 

The unprecedented, devastating and counterproductive impact of sanctions, cou pied 
with the on-and-off threat of war, is an ever-growing reality in the lives of ordinary 
lranians. For the generation of lranians whose childhood was punctured by nightly 
bombings, fear of chemical attacks, and eight years of death and destruction result
ing from the Iran-Iraq war, the current state of uncertainty, prospects of hardship and 
unraveling of the lives they rebuilt is overwhelming. 

ln New York, London, Washington and Brussels the rationale for sanctions vary. 
Central to the case is the notion that only crippling sanctions can slow lran's nuclear 
program and bring about change. A number of the sanctions also target state institu
tions and individuals implicated in human rights violations. Regardless of their politi
cal leanings, among western leaders, policymakers and pundits, no one denies that 
economic sanctions are blunt instruments 
that typically harm the civilian population 
far more than the state. Western policy 
makers, however, respond that 'this is the 
price that has to be paid' --the questions of 
price for what, how much, how long and 
by whom are left hanging. 

lranians have the answers. The earliest 
sanctions imposed in the immediate after
math of the 1979 lranian revolution (and 
American hostage ta king) had less direct 
impact on the public. But since 1995, 
when the Clinton Administration honed 

"The international community's sole focus 
on the nuclear issue has resulted in the 
adoption of policies that inflict great dam
age on the lranian people, civil society and 
women. Militarization of the environ ment 
will prompt repressive state policies and the 
possibility of promoting reform in Iran will 
diminish." 

Women's rights activist, Tehran, April 2012 

"The sanctions are not new. They 
started 32 years ago. 1 don't know of any 
people who have suffered these kinds of 
sanctions over such a long period, except 
Palestinians and Cu bans. They toppled 
our democratically elected government 
in 1953. After the Revolution, they 
helped prolong the war with Iraq, and 
as such helped push the lranian govern
ment to the right. 1 don't know what the 
West has gained from ail this. 1 only ask 
why do they hate us so much?" 

lranian Women's Rights Activist, 
Tehran, July 2012 

in on the oil and gas sector to the cur
rent day where the ban king and financial 
sectors have been targeted, private en
terprise and ordinary citizens are the pri
mary and overwhelming victims. Need
less to say, they are skeptical of western 
politicians or institutions that daim to 
care about the well being, human rights 
or aspirations of the lranian populace. 

lt is not uncommon for lranians in every walk of life to recall the Iran-Iraq war (1980-
88), when the Western world was complicit with Saddam's Iraq and its use of chemical 
weapons2

• With the impact of current sanctions seeping into every day life now, many 
lranians consider them to be a profoundly insidious and destructive force and source of 
basic human rights violations, affecting a wide cross section of lranians. 

1- The Serious Economie Consequences of Sanctions Against lran's Central Bank, Radio Farda, January 2012 
http :/ /www. rad i ofa rda. corn/ conte nt/f 4 _ centra I_ ban k _ conseq u en ces_ ira n _ us/24440922. htm 1 
2- Western governments turned a blind eye to Saddam's production and use of chemical weapons. This has 
been documented and reported on widely including by Borger, J. "Rumsfeld Offered Help to Saddam", The 
Guardian, 31 Dec 2002. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2002/dec/31/iraq.politics and Frankel, G. "How 
Saddam Built his War Machine -With Western Help", Washington Post Foreign Service, Sept 17 1990. 

http :/ /www.was hi ngto n post. com/w p-s rv /i natl/I ongte rm/i ra q/stori es/wa rtech091790. htm 
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"The sanctions are not new. They 
started 32 years ago. I don't know of any 
people who have suffered these kinds of 
sanctions over such a long period, except 
Palestinians and Cubans. They toppled 
our democratically elected government 
in 1953. After the Revolution, they 
helped prolong the war with Iraq, and 
as such helped push the Iranian govern 
ment to the right. I don't know what the 
West has gained from all this. I only ask 
why do they hate us so much?" 

Iranian Women's Rights Activist, 
Tehran, July 2012 

Iranians have the answers. The earliest 
sanctions imposed in the immediate after 
math of the 1979 Iranian revolution (and 
American hostage taking) had less direct 
impact on the public. But since 1995, 
when the Clinton Administration honed 

"This particular form of sanctioning a nation has been unprecedented in the 
history of the world." 

Mehrdad Emadi, Economist 

The unprecedented, devastating and counterproductive impact of sanctions, coupled 
with the on-and-off threat of war, is an ever-growing reality in the lives of ordinary 
Iranians. For the generation of Iranians whose childhood was punctured by nightly 
bombings, fear of chemical attacks, and eight years of death and destruction result 
ing from the Iran-Iraq war, the current state of uncertainty, prospects of hardship and 
unraveling of the lives they rebuilt is overwhelming. 

In New York, London, Washington and Brussels the rationale for sanctions vary. 
Central to the case is the notion that only crippling sanctions can slow Iran's nuclear 
program and bring about change. A number of the sanctions also target state institu 
tions and individuals implicated in human rights violations. Regardless of their politi 
cal leanings, among western leaders, policymakers and pundits, no one denies that 
economic sanctions are blunt instruments 
that typically harm the civilian population 
far more than the state. Western policy 
makers, however, respond that 'this is the 
price that has to be paid'--the questions of 
price for what, how much, how long and 
by whom are left hanging. 
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"The international community's sole focus 
on the nuclear issue has resulted in the 
adoption of policies that inflict great dam 
age on the Iranian people, civil society and 
women. Militarization of the environment 
will prompt repressive state policies and the 
possibility of promoting reform in Iran will 
diminish." 

Women's rights activist, Tehran, April 2012 

About ICAN: Formed in 2006, 
the International Civil 
Society Action Network (ICAN) 
aims to strengthen women's 
participation and influence in 
conflict prevention, social 
justice, coexistence, and 
peacebuilding efforts, in 
situations of closed political 
space and conflict affected 
states. ICAN's MENA program 
seeks to elevate the voices and 
impact of women's civil 
society groups on issues of 
rights, security and peace in 
countries undergoing 
transitions, affected by rising 
militarism and extremism 

1 targeting women. 

in on the oil and gas sector to the cur 
rent day where the banking and financial 
sectors have been targeted, private en 
terprise and ordinary citizens are the pri 
mary and overwhelming victims. Need 
less to say, they are skeptical of western 
politicians or institutions that claim to 
care about the well being, human rights 
or aspirations of the Iranian populace. 

It is not uncommon for Iranians in every walk of life to recall the Iran-Iraq war (1980 
88), when the Western world was complicit with Saddam's Iraq and its use of chemical 
weapons2• With the impact of current sanctions seeping into every day life now, many 
Iranians consider them to be a profoundly insidious and destructive force and source of 
basic human rights violations, affecting a wide cross section of Iranians. 

1-The Serious Economic Consequences of Sanctions Against Iran's Central Bank, Radio Farda, January 2012 
http:/ /www. rad i ofa rda. com/ conte nt/f 4_central _bank_ con sequences_iran_us/24440922. htm I 
2- Western governments turned a blind eye to Saddam's production and use of chemical weapons. This has 

been documented and reported on widely including by Borger, J. "Rumsfeld Offered Help to Saddam", The 
Guardian, 31 Dec 2002. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2002/dec/31/iraq.politics and Frankel, G. "How 
Saddam Built his War Machine - With Western Help", Washington Post Foreign Service, Sept 17 1990. 
http ://www.was hington post. com/wp-srv /i natl/I ongte rm/iraq/stori es/wa rtech091790.htm 
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As one women's rights activist stated, "the international community's sole focus on the nuclear issue has resulted in 
the adoption of policies that inflict great damage on the lranian people, civil society and women. Militarization of the 
environ ment will prompt repressive state policies and the possibility of promoting reform in Iran will diminish."3 

lranians' wariness of the international community, however, has not quelled criticism of their own government. They 
have neither an appetite for war nor for the bellicose language of the state. They criticize the government's mishan
dling of the economy in recent years. They balk at the continued imposition of social restrictions. Those involved in 
civil rights activism including students, workers, women and leaders from ethnie groups and religious minority commu
nities are among the first to feel the endless pressures and limitations imposed on them. Not least because the sanc
tions and threat of war allow the state to invoke "a state of emergency" and in so doing suppress critics and voices of 
dissent. 

ln its ongoing series of MENA region 'What the Women Say' briefs, ICAN provides a gendered analysis of the impact 
of sanctions, echoing the voices and experiences of lranians, particularly women's rights activists, regarding the social, 
economic, political and security consequences. At a time when the United States, the European Union and others are 
heralding their national action plans on women, peace and security that highlight the need for women's protection in 
times of crisis and their participation in conflict prevention and peacemaking, this brief offers the international commu
nity recommendations on limiting the immediate and long-term damage being wrought on women, lranian society and 
ultimately regional security. 

1. Current sanctions eut deep and wide into the social and economic life of ordinary lranians 

lranians know war and they know sanctions. The experiences of women, men, the elderly and the young who lived 
through the eight years of the Iran-Iraq war are rarely recounted today, but the long term impact is still evident. 
Though their plight is rarely discussed, women of child bearing age and soldiers exposed to chemical warfare still suffer 
from complex health problems. Similarly the thousands of men handicapped by landmines and war wounds are rarely 
a tapie of conversation. Another long term impact has been the rise of female headed households in part due to war 
deaths among men. 

Throughout the 1980s war years, lranians also suffered from sanctions and lived under a strict rations policy. But it was 
a very different society then. Sorne 50 percent of lranians lived in rural areas and were largely self sufficient through 
domestic agricultural production. The sanctions tao were limited to key sectors pertaining to military equipment. As 
a result the public impact was less evident. International trade relations were sustained including with the US private 
sector. Today only 29 percent of lranians live in rural areas. Continued migration to urban areas has led to the expan
sion of cities and their peripheries. The majority of migrants eke out their living in the service industry and informai 
economy on the margins of cities. The sanctions regime is doing most damage to the those who are already vulnerable 
- the urban poor. As the pressures increase, economic class and social divisions are also being exacerbated. 

* 2010 sanctions choking insurance and shipping sectors with implications for public health: Sanctions introduced 
in the summer of 2010 directly targeted insurance companies that insured lranian shipping involved in the import and 
export of products. Despite denials by proponents of the sanctions regime, this round of sanctions directly affected the 
availability of foreign-made medication and other healthcare products to lranians including vitamins for children and 
pregnant women and sanitary products. The implication for serious illnesses including cancer is particularly profound. 
As one women's rights activists recounted, "foreign made medicine became difficult to find in 2010, and with the 

intensification of sanctions this trend has continued. Domestically 
produced drugs, which are dependent on imported ingredients, 
are also more expensive and difficult to find." 4 Others echo this 
experience. "Many lranians can no longer afford the high cost of 
cancer treatment drugs that have become hard to find," says the 
daughter of a female cancer patient. "Family members have to go 
from one hospital to another and to multiple pharmacies to find 
and then purchase the medicines at high costs for the treatment 
and life of their family members. Patients with poorer prognoses 
orthose who cannot afford it are forgoing treatments and opting 
for an early death so they don't burden their families financially." 5 

3- Interview with lranian women's rights activist, Tehran, April 2012. 
4- Interview with an lranian women's rights activist, Tehran, April 2012. 

"These days because of my mother's illness I go back 
and forth to the hospital. Cancer is a painful and 
protracted saga. On the one hand you have the pain 
and suffering of those who are afflicted, and on the 
other hand you have the outrageous [and continu
ously increasing] costs of treatment. Then there is 
the worried and tattered faces of those who are ill ... 
and the fear that increasingly stricter sanctions will 
prevent much needed drugs from reaching them for 
life saving treatment... Staying a live - we don't want 
more than this." 

lranian woman writing on sanctions on Facebook 

5- lranian activist responding to a call on facebook for staries on the impact of sanctions on the lives of ordinary citizens. 

1. Current sanctions cut deep and wide into the social and economic life of ordinary Iranians 

3- Interview with Iranian women's rights activist, Tehran, April 2012. 
44- Interview with an Iranian women's rights activist, Tehran, April 2012. 
5- Iranian activist responding to a call on facebook for stories on the impact of sanctions on the lives of ordinary citizens. 

As one women's rights activist stated, "the international community's sole focus on the nuclear issue has resulted in 
the adoption of policies that inflict great damage on the Iranian people, civil society and women. Militarization of the 
environment will prompt repressive state policies and the possibility of promoting reform in Iran will diminish."3 

"These days because of my mother's illness I go back 
and forth to the hospital. Cancer is a painful and 
protracted saga. On the one hand you have the pain 
and suffering of those who are afflicted, and on the 
other hand you have the outrageous [and continu 
ously increasing] costs of treatment. Then there is 
the worried and tattered faces of those who are ill... 
and the fear that increasingly stricter sanctions will 
prevent much needed drugs from reaching them for 
life saving treatment ... Staying alive - we don't want 
more than this." 

Iranian woman writing on sanctions on Facebook 

2010 sanctions choking insurance and shipping sectors with implications for public health: Sanctions introduced 
in the summer of 2010 directly targeted insurance companies that insured Iranian shipping involved in the import and 
export of products. Despite denials by proponents of the sanctions regime, this round of sanctions directly affected the 
availability of foreign-made medication and other healthcare products to Iranians including vitamins for children and 
pregnant women and sanitary products. The implication for serious illnesses including cancer is particularly profound. 
As one women's rights activists recounted, "foreign made medicine became difficult to find in 2010, and with the 

intensification of sanctions this trend has continued. Domestically 
produced drugs, which are dependent on imported ingredients, 
are also more expensive and difficult to find."4 Others echo this 
experience. "Many Iranians can no longer afford the high cost of 
cancer treatment drugs that have become hard to find," says the 
daughter of a female cancer patient. "Family members have to go 
from one hospital to another and to multiple pharmacies to find 
and then purchase the medicines at high costs for the treatment 
and life of their family members. Patients with poorer prognoses 
or those who cannot afford it are forgoing treatments and opting 
for an early death so they don't burden their families financially." 5 

Iranians know war and they know sanctions. The experiences of women, men, the elderly and the young who lived 
through the eight years of the Iran-Iraq war are rarely recounted today, but the long term impact is still evident. 
Though their plight is rarely discussed, women of child bearing age and soldiers exposed to chemical warfare still suffer 
from complex health problems. Similarly the thousands of men handicapped by landmines and war wounds are rarely 
a topic of conversation. Another long term impact has been the rise of female headed households in part due to war 
deaths among men. 

Throughout the 1980s war years, Iranians also suffered from sanctions and lived under a strict rations policy. But it was 
a very different society then. Some 50 percent of Iranians lived in rural areas and were largely self sufficient through 
domestic agricultural production. The sanctions too were limited to key sectors pertaining to military equipment. As 
a result the public impact was less evident. International trade relations were sustained including with the US private 
sector. Today only 29 percent of Iranians live in rural areas. Continued migration to urban areas has led to the expan 
sion of cities and their peripheries. The majority of migrants eke out their living in the service industry and informal 
economy on the margins of cities. The sanctions regime is doing most damage to the those who are already vulnerable 
- the urban poor. As the pressures increase, economic class and social divisions are also being exacerbated. 

In its ongoing series of MENA region 'What the Women Say' briefs, ICAN provides a gendered analysis of the impact 
of sanctions, echoing the voices and experiences of Iranians, particularly women's rights activists, regarding the social, 
economic, political and security consequences. At a time when the United States, the European Union and others are 
heralding their national action plans on women, peace and security that highlight the need for women's protection in 
times of crisis and their participation in conflict prevention and peacemaking, this brief offers the international commu 
nity recommendations on limiting the immediate and long-term damage being wrought on women, Iranian society and 
ultimately regional security. 

Iranians' wariness of the international community, however, has not quelled criticism of their own government. They 
have neither an appetite for war nor for the bellicose language of the state. They criticize the government's mishan 
dling of the economy in recent years. They balk at the continued imposition of social restrictions. Those involved in 
civil rights activism including students, workers, women and leaders from ethnic groups and religious minority commu 
nities are among the first to feel the endless pressures and limitations imposed on them. Not least because the sanc 
tions and threat of war allow the state to invoke "a state of emergency" and in so doing suppress critics and voices of 
dissent. 
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Sanctions targeting lran's oil and gas sector were also intensified in 2010, through limiting or ending the sale of gaso
line products to Iran. ln anticipation, the lranian government initiated a number of steps including ending of subsidies 
for gasoline, rationing gasoline and increasing domestic refining processes. As a result, the price increase has been 
significant, with unrationed gasoline casting 4000 Rials per liter in 2009 and projected to increase to 8000 Rials in 
2012.6 Free market prices for gasoline are currently at 7000 Rials per liter. Additionally the quality of the domestic 
product is much lower than imports, according to experts. 

One significant impact of the increased use of domestically produced gasoline has been a noticeable decline in air 
quality, particularly in Tehran. Reports note that Tehran's air quality, which was already poor, has worsened signifi
cantly since gasoline imports were sanctioned. Even the New York Times report explained the connection between 
the ban on gasoline imports, the push to use domestically produced gasoline and the rapid air quality deterioration: 

"According to e-mails circulated to industry experts ... lran's new 
supply of domestic gasoline may contain high levels of aromat-
ics - more than twice the level permitted by lranian law. Burning 
aromatics in car engines produces exhaust packed with high concen
trations of "floating particles" or "particulates" that, added to the 
typical smog caused by nitrous oxides and ozone, can cause a range 
of health problems, from headaches and dizziness to more serious 
cardiac and respiratory complaints."7 

ln the same year, Mohsen Nariman, MP from Babol said, "air pol
lution is on the rise at an unusual rate and it seems that one of the 
main causes is the substandard gasoline that is being used in Teh-

"Today the fluctuating costs of products in the mar
ket between the morning and the afternoon was 
truly something worth noting. The cost of tires in 
the morning was 350,000 Tomans (at about $200-
$250 at the time) by the afternoon the same tires 
were 750,000 Tomans. 1 think that we should just 
lay down and die, and only those idiots who keep 
saying that sanctions will not impact the economy 
of Iran should be allowed to live." 

lranian women's rights activist, 
Iran December 2011, Facebook comment 

ran."8 One newspaper, the Hamshahri Daily, reported that 310 persans died per day as a result of poor air quality in 
Tehran in the months of October and November 2011. The cause of death included increased respiratory complica
tions, heart attacks and stroke. 

* Unprecedented banking sanctions targeting lranians in all areas of life: The banking sanctions that went into ef
fect in December 2011 have also wreaked havoc in people's lives. The lranian Rial has almost halved in value against 
the US dollar and other currencies. With memories of the Iran-Iraq war still fresh for many lranians, across Tehran 
and other cities, people, including shopkeepers and merchants reacted by hoarding products. Consequently the price 
of a wide range of goods and products including foodstuffs rose between 20-100 percent, and continues to fluctuate. 

The knock-on effect is evident in ail areas of life. While incarnes have not increased, rents have doubled in some areas 
of the city. The price of bread - a staple of the lranian diet especially for the poor - has increased by some 1500% in 
the past 2 years, 9 in part due to the removal of state subsidies. The uncertainty is causing stagnation for the private 
sector, while some businessmen point out that companies affiliated with the state are exploiting the situation as 
they have access to government exchange rates. 10 Sanctions were imposed to prevent a nuclear weapons program. 
lnstead, as one commentator notes, the price of manure has risen. 

lranian students studying abroad have also been impacted seriously. Many are being forced to give up their educa
tion as their families can no longer afford the tuition. Sorne UK universities are refusing to register lranian students 
because they cannot prove that they can transfer the necessary fees. But the sanctions - or the way that banks and 
other bodies currently interpret them - make it impossible for most lranian students to do so.11 

ln addition countless lranians who have relatives living in the EU and US and those who travel for medical treatment 
have become entangled in the vast banking sanctions net.12 Thousands have persona! bank accounts and savings in 
western banks, some dating back decades. Now they are being forced to shut down their accounts and find them
selves caught in a financial no-man's land; being forced to close existing accounts, while barred from transferring their 

6- http://kartesookht.blogfa.com 
7- Yang, W. "Energy Policy in Iran Leave Many Gasping," The New York Times, 21 December 2010. http://www.nytimes.com/2010/12/22/world/ 
m idd leeast/22teh ra n. htm 1 
8-"Causes ofTehran's Air Pollution," Tabnak News, December 2010. http://www.tabnak.ir/fa/news/134825 
9- Quoting Dr. Hossein Askari, http://www.insideiran.org/featured/qa-iranians-not-regime-suffer-from-sanctions/ 
10-1 nform ation based on news reports incl uding http://www.thea ustral ia n.com .a u/news/world/oil-sa nctions-set-off-ira n-currency-crisis/story-fn-
b64oi 6-122642 7 514115, and http :/ /www.pbs.org/wgb h/ pages/fro ntl in e/teh ra n bu rea u/2012/06/ dis patch-nu cl ea r-ta I ks-a-pocketbook-iss ue-for-i rani ans. 
htm l#ixzz20ncGdK53 
11- Based on responses to a call on facebook to share staries about the impact of sanctions on the lives of ordinary lranians. 

12- Based on interviews with lranians inside and outside the country. 

Sanctions targeting Iran's oil and gas sector were also intensified in 2010, through limiting or ending the sale of gaso 
line products to Iran. In anticipation, the Iranian government initiated a number of steps including ending of subsidies 
for gasoline, rationing gasoline and increasing domestic refining processes. As a result, the price increase has been 
significant, with unrationed gasoline costing 4000 Rials per liter in 2009 and projected to increase to 8000 Rials in 
2012.6 Free market prices for gasoline are currently at 7000 Rials per liter. Additionally the quality of the domestic 
product is much lower than imports, according to experts. 

One significant impact of the increased use of domestically produced gasoline has been a noticeable decline in air 
quality, particularly in Tehran. Reports note that Tehran's air quality, which was already poor, has worsened signifi 
cantly since gasoline imports were sanctioned. Even the New York Times report explained the connection between 
the ban on gasoline imports, the push to use domestically produced gasoline and the rapid air quality deterioration: 

"According to e-mails circulated to industry experts ... lran's new 
supply of domestic gasoline may contain high levels of aromat 
ics -more than twice the level permitted by Iranian law. Burning 
aromatics in car engines produces exhaust packed with high concen 
trations of "floating particles" or "particulates" that, added to the 
typical smog caused by nitrous oxides and ozone, can cause a range 
of health problems, from headaches and dizziness to more serious 
cardiac and respiratory complaints." 

In the same year, Mohsen Nariman, MP from Babol said, "air pol 
lution is on the rise at an unusual rate and it seems that one of the 
main causes is the substandard gasoline that is being used in Teh 
ran."8 One newspaper, the Hamshahri Daily, reported that 310 persons died per day as a result of poor air quality in 
Tehran in the months of October and November 2011. The cause of death included increased respiratory complica 
tions, heart attacks and stroke. 

* Unprecedented banking sanctions targeting Iranians in all areas of life: The banking sanctions that went into ef 
fect in December 2011 have also wreaked havoc in people's lives. The Iranian Rial has almost halved in value against 
the US dollar and other currencies. With memories of the Iran-Iraq war still fresh for many Iranians, across Tehran 
and other cities, people, including shopkeepers and merchants reacted by hoarding products. Consequently the price 
of a wide range of goods and products including foodstuffs rose between 20-100 percent, and continues to fluctuate. 

The knock-on effect is evident in all areas of life. While incomes have not increased, rents have doubled in some areas 
of the city. The price of bread -a staple of the Iranian diet especially for the poor - has increased by some 1500% in 
the past 2 years,9 in part due to the removal of state subsidies. The uncertainty is causing stagnation for the private 
sector, while some businessmen point out that companies affiliated with the state are exploiting the situation as 
they have access to government exchange rates. Sanctions were imposed to prevent a nuclear weapons program. 
Instead, as one commentator notes, the price of manure has risen. 

Iranian students studying abroad have also been impacted seriously. Many are being forced to give up their educa 
tion as their families can no longer afford the tuition. Some UK universities are refusing to register Iranian students 
because they cannot prove that they can transfer the necessary fees. But the sanctions -or the way that banks and 
other bodies currently interpret them - make it impossible for most Iranian students to do so.11 

In addition countless Iranians who have relatives living in the EU and US and those who travel for medical treatment 
have become entangled in the vast banking sanctions net. Thousands have personal bank accounts and savings in 
western banks, some dating back decades. Now they are being forced to shut down their accounts and find them 
selves caught in a financial no-man's land; being forced to close existing accounts, while barred from transferring their 

6- http://kartesookht.blogfa.com 
7- Yong, W. "Energy Policy in Iran Leave Many Gasping," The New York Times, 21 December 2010. http://www.nytimes.com/2010/12/22/world/ 

mid d leeast/22teh ran. htm I 
8-"Causes of Tehran's Air Pollution," Tabnak News, December 2010. http://www.tabnak.ir/fa/news/134825 
9- Quoting Dr. Hossein Askari, http://www.insideiran.org/featured/qa-iranians-not-regime-suffer-from-sanctions/ 
10-Information based on news reports including http://www.thea ustralian.com .a u/news/world/oil-sanctions-set-off-iran-currency-crisis/story-fn 
b640i6-1226427514115, and http:/ /www.pbs.org/wgb h/ pages/fro ntl ine/tehran bu rea u/2012/06/ dispatch-nu clear-ta I ks-a-pocketbook-iss ue-for-i ran i ans. 
html#ixzz20ncGdK53 
11- Based on responses to a call on facebook to share stories about the impact of sanctions on the lives of ordinary Iranians. 
12- Based on interviews with Iranians inside and outside the country. 

"Today the fluctuating costs of products in the mar 
ket between the morning and the afternoon was 
truly something worth noting. The cost of tires in 
the morning was 350,000 Tomans (at about $200 
$250 at the time) by the afternoon the same tires 
were 750,000 Tomans. I think that we should just 
lay down and die, and only those idiots who keep 
saying that sanctions will not impact the economy 
of Iran should be allowed to live." 

Iranian women's rights activist, 
Iran December 2011, Facebook comment 
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savings to other accounts internationally or in Iran. 

ln effect the banking sanctions are forcing massive reliance on a cash based economy, making already vulnerable lrani
ans dependent on black marketeers for the transfer of funds to caver educational, health or other legitimate costs. lt 
is also fostering the rise of informai power structures and contributing to the lack of accountability and transparency. 
Even the lranian Vice President has acknowledged this development, stating, "in the framework of these sanctions we 
[the lranian government] have to begin negotiations with goods traffickers near the borders and use them to buy prod
ucts which are included in the sanctions." 13 

Not surprisingly many lranians are left questioning if the ban king sanctions are intent on forcing lran's rulers to corne 
to the negotiating table or if lranian society and the country's infrastructure at large are being deliberately targeted 
and weakened. The timing of the intensification of sanctions is particularly questionable. lranian observers, notably 
civil and political activists are asking whether sanctions are in fact intent on balancing power in the region in favor of 
regimes that "despite their authoritarian nature accommodate the west and its security agenda in the Middle East, at a 
time when revolutions may threaten the existing security dynamics in the region." 14 

ln an interview with Radio Farda15
, Mehrdad Emadi, Economie Consultant to the EU, stressed the destructive nature of 

these sanctions, noting: 

"This particular form of sanctioning a nation has been unprecedented in the history of the world. The on/y similor 
type of sanctions, were implemented for a short period of time, and were intended to prevent the il/ego/ transfer 
of funds by Qaddafi within the framework of the activities of Libya's Central Bank. But even during that time, [the 
sanctions] weren't implemented in this fashion [as we see against lran's Central Bank], ... not ail the transactions 
of the Libyan Central Bank were sanctioned and the sanctions focused on/y on the il/ego/ transfer of funds and 
money laundering ... [The lranian sanctions] are not related to a specific sector or industry nor to business entities 
or specific individuals. ln this framework, ail monetary transactions, currency transactions and business credit ac
counts for imports as we/1 as exports and for the coverage and payment of insurance, which in every country Jolis 
under the responsibilities of the Central Bank of that country, wi/1 be made il/ego/ in Iran. lran's Central Bank wi/1 
no longer be able to carry-out these duties, because it has now been identified as a center for money laundering. 
ln this framework, international corporations, governmental organizations, non-governmental bodies or security 
organizations wi/1 no longer be able to transfer funds or open credit fines for trade, using the Central Bank." 

ln the same interview, Hossein Mansour, a UK-based economist offered a bleaker analysis, noting, "the negative 
impact on lran's economy, especially in the long run, will only be addressed with the expenditure of billions of dollars 
and after several generations, and will be devastating for the infrastructure of the lranian economy." 

2. Women are bearing the bru nt of the economic and social impact of sanctions 

Women are especially affected by the economic fall out of the sanctions. They are being pushed out of the job mar
ket and bearing the brunt of increased unemployment. Women's rights experts recognize socio-economic pattern 
emerging similar to those in Iraq when sanctions were imposed. ln Iraq sanctions and the ensuing poverty resulted in 
the withdrawal of girls from education and increases in chi Id marri age (families were forced to marry off their young 
daughters to reduce the number of mouths to feed). lranian girls are at risk of similar developments.16 Moreover, 
women's rights experts believe that the externally imposed sanctions will allow conservatives to further their regres
sive social agenda by relegating women back to the domestic sphere, limiting their access to education and the job 
market and couching it as an attempt to increase male employment.17 

Despite significant societal changes, Iran remains a male dominated culture, reinforced by the government's conserv
ative ideology that considers men as the heads of households and primary breadwinners. Programs in line with this 
ideology, seeking to relegate women to the home as wives and mothers only have been stepped up in recent years. 

13- Commented on by Mehrdad Emadi in "The Serious Economie Consequences of Sanctions Against lran's Central Bank", Radio Farda, January 2012. 
http://www. radiofa rda .com/content/f4_ centra l_ba n k_ conseq uences_ira n_ us/24440922. htm 1 

14- Interview with an lranian political activist, May 2012. 
15- "The Serious Economie Consequences of Sanctions Against lran's Central Bank", Radio Farda, January 2012. http://www.radiofarda.com/content/ 

f 4 _ centra I_ ban k _ co nseq ue n ces_ ira n _ us/24440922. htm 1 

16- See the case of Iraq, where women were forced out of the social sphere and employment and into the homes, as a result of sanctions, highlighted by 
Al-Ali, Nadje Sediq, lraqi Women: Untold Staries From 1948 to Present, Zed Books: London, 2007. 
17-Bahdi, R. "Iraq, Sanctions and Security: A Critique" Duke Journal of Gender Law and Policy, Volume 9:237, 2002. http://scholarship.law.duke.edu/cgi/ 

vi ewco nte nt. cgi?a rti cl e=106 7 &co ntext=d jg I p 

savings to other accounts internationally or in Iran. 

In effect the banking sanctions are forcing massive reliance on a cash based economy, making already vulnerable Irani 
ans dependent on black marketeers for the transfer of funds to cover educational, health or other legitimate costs. It 
is also fostering the rise of informal power structures and contributing to the lack of accountability and transparency. 
Even the Iranian Vice President has acknowledged this development, stating, "in the framework of these sanctions we 
[the Iranian government] have to begin negotiations with goods traffickers near the borders and use them to buy prod 
ucts which are included in the sanctions." 

Not surprisingly many Iranians are left questioning if the banking sanctions are intent on forcing Iran's rulers to come 
to the negotiating table or if Iranian society and the country's infrastructure at large are being deliberately targeted 
and weakened. The timing of the intensification of sanctions is particularly questionable. Iranian observers, notably 
civil and political activists are asking whether sanctions are in fact intent on balancing power in the region in favor of 
regimes that "despite their authoritarian nature accommodate the west and its security agenda in the Middle East, at a 
time when revolutions may threaten the existing security dynamics in the region." 

In an interview with Radio Farda15, Mehrdad Emadi, Economic Consultant to the EU, stressed the destructive nature of 
these sanctions, noting: 

"This particular form of sanctioning a nation has been unprecedented in the history of the world. The only similar 
type of sanctions, were implemented for a short period of time, and were intended to prevent the illegal transfer 
of funds by Qaddafi within the framework of the activities of Libya's Central Bank. But even during that time, [the 
sanctions] weren't implemented in this fashion [as we see against Iran's Central Bank], ... not all the transactions 
of the Libyan Central Bank were sanctioned and the sanctions focused only on the illegal transfer of funds and 
money laundering ... [The Iranian sanctions] are not related to a specific sector or industry nor to business entities 
or specific individuals. In this framework, all monetary transactions, currency transactions and business credit ac 
counts for imports as well as exports and for the coverage and payment of insurance, which in every country falls 
under the responsibilities of the Central Bank of that country, will be made illegal in Iran. Iran's Central Bank will 
no longer be able to carry-out these duties, because it has now been identified as a center for money laundering. 
In this framework, international corporations, governmental organizations, non-governmental bodies or security 
organizations will no longer be able to transfer funds or open credit lines for trade, using the Central Bank." 

In the same interview, Hossein Mansour, a UK-based economist offered a bleaker analysis, noting, "the negative 
impact on Iran's economy, especially in the long run, will only be addressed with the expenditure of billions of dollars 
and after several generations, and will be devastating for the infrastructure of the Iranian economy." 

2 Women are bearing the brunt of the economic and social impact of sanctions 

Women are especially affected by the economic fall out of the sanctions. They are being pushed out of the job mar 
ket and bearing the brunt of increased unemployment. Women's rights experts recognize socio-economic pattern 
emerging similar to those in Iraq when sanctions were imposed. In Iraq sanctions and the ensuing poverty resulted in 
the withdrawal of girls from education and increases in child marriage (families were forced to marry off their young 
daughters to reduce the number of mouths to feed). Iranian girls are at risk of similar developments.16 Moreover, 
women's rights experts believe that the externally imposed sanctions will allow conservatives to further their regres 
sive social agenda by relegating women back to the domestic sphere, limiting their access to education and the job 
market and couching it as an attempt to increase male employment. 

Despite significant societal changes, Iran remains a male dominated culture, reinforced by the government's conserv 
ative ideology that considers men as the heads of households and primary breadwinners. Programs in line with this 
ideology, seeking to relegate women to the home as wives and mothers only have been stepped up in recent years. 

13- Commented on by Mehrdad Emadi in "The Serious Economic Consequences of Sanctions Against Iran's Central Bank", Radio Farda, January 2012. 
http:/ /www. rad i ofa rd a. com/ content/f 4_centra I_ bank_ co nseq ue nces_iran_us/24440922. htm I 
14- Interview with an Iranian political activist, May 2012. 
15-"The Serious Economic Consequences of Sanctions Against Iran's Central Bank", Radio Farda, January 2012. http://www.radiofarda.com/content/ 
f 4_centra I_ bank_ con sequences_iran_us/24440922. htm I 
16- See the case of Iraq, where women were forced out of the social sphere and employment and into the homes, as a result of sanctions, highlighted by 
Al-Ali, Nadje Sediq, Iraqi Women: Untold Stories From 1948 to Present, Zed Books: London, 2007. 
17-Bahdi, R. "Iraq, Sanctions and Security: A Critique" Duke Journal of Gender Law and Policy, Volume 9:237, 2002. http://scholarship.law.duke.edu/cgi/ 
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* Indirect and immeasurable consequences of sanctions-- stifling women's education, a key engine of socio-political 
change: Women's rights activists are also wary of the indirect impact of sanctions - and the manipulation of the 
economic hardships by conservatives - on women's access to higher education. Educated women from middle and 
traditional working classes across rural and urban areas, among the rich and the poor, have been the primary engine 
of socio-political change in Iran. The demand for equal rights and equal socio-political, economic and cultural rights 
permeates every level of society. From the outset of the lslamic republic, the status of women has been a critical and 
contentious issue. ln 2003, conservatives proposed the imposition of quotas to limit women's access to higher educa
tion and the measures were briefly implemented across some medical fields in the 2004 national university entrance 
exams. Massive outcry among students and women's rights activists forced the withdrawal of the quotas.18 

Conservatives have not backed down however. They continue to argue that when women are more educated than 
men, traditional family values are undermined, as women prefer to marry at an aider age, seek similarly educated (or 
more educated spouses) and have higher expectations. These traditionalists also posit that women in the work force 
take away men's jobs. Concerns about the impact of women being more educated than men have prompted some 
conservative lawmakers to reinstate quotas limiting women's participation in higher education. Women and student's 
rights activists believe that during President Ahmadinejad's second term the quotas have been introduced with greater 
zeal and less accountability. They coïncide with the intensification of sanctions and increased economic hardships. 
As the economic situation worsens, women's access to higher education, will likely endure further limitations. Even 
school age girls are at risk as economic pressures may force families to make choices and opt for boys' schooling. This 
may lead to diminished literacy rates among girls in the near future. 

ln effect, the marginalization of women from education and employment enables extreme conservatives to kill many 
birds with one stone. They prevent a high rate of women's entry into the public space (via universities). They elimi
nate women from the economy and job market, particularly, higher earning and more influential positions. They 
sustain and revive the power imbalance between women and men, as women will have fewer choices in life, limited 
contrai of resources and become (and remain) more economically dependent on men at greater rates than already ex
ist. Ultimately they may quash the force of women's demands - the next generation's voices - for progressive change 
in society at large. As one conservative member of parliament and staunch supporter of limiting women's presence 
in university has put it: "when women can't travel to far away cities without the permission of their husbands, their 
expertise has no impact on improving the situation of the country!" 19 

There is also a significant reduction in women's share of the national budget. For example, budgets allocated to es
tablish a national insurance program for housewives, have been eliminated, while the military budget has doubled for 
next year. 

* Downturns in domestic production, increases male unemployment and violence against women: There are also 
more insidious effects, difficult to quantify but increasingly evident. The sanctions have caused massive downturns in 
domestic production. The fledgling private sector is unable to import the necessary raw materials for manufacturing. 
The banking sanctions are causing a virtual standstill in imports and exports by legitimate businesses. Even domestic 
agriculture will lose its markets. 

Meanwhile those with political connections are exploiting the situation often by importing cheaper Chinese products. 
This downward trend in domestic production will give rise to lower wages, increase unemployment among men and 
women and ultimately put pressure on families. As evident in other settings, women will bear the bru nt of dealing 
with their unemployed spouses and the men of the family within the home. These new dynamics are likely to lead 
to increased incidences of domestic violence and family conflicts, as men's inability to live up to social expectations 
can lead to depression and attacks on women. 20 Reduction in family incarne inevitably is forcing women to find new 
sources of incarne. Their coping strategies will likely include cutting back on their own health, wellbeing and dietary 
needs to provide for their dependents. As in other countries, for the most vulnerable, poverty will likely lead to risky 
survival strategies including child labor and sex work- informai sectors which have expanded in Iran in recent years. 21 

18- Since the 1979 revolution, conservative forces have sought to limit women's access to higher education and certain technical fields. They failed and 
eventually the trends changed in favor of women. By 1998, 52 percent of university entrants were women. ln recent years, they have comprised over 60 
percent of lranian university students. After several years of quotas, women's enrollement in university is experiencing a downward trend. 
19- Gender Quotas for ail Subjects at ail Six Government Universities, Shargh Daily, May 28, 2012. http://sharghnewspaper.ir/News/91/03/08/32802. 
html 
20- For this trend as a result of international sanctions in Iraq see: Husein Al Jawaheri, Yasmin Women ln Iraq: The Gender Impact of International Sanc

tions. I.B. Tauris & Co: London, 2008. 
21- ibid 
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contentious issue. In 2003, conservatives proposed the imposition of quotas to limit women's access to higher educa 
tion and the measures were briefly implemented across some medical fields in the 2004 national university entrance 
exams. Massive outcry among students and women's rights activists forced the withdrawal of the quotas.18 

Conservatives have not backed down however. They continue to argue that when women are more educated than 
men, traditional family values are undermined, as women prefer to marry at an older age, seek similarly educated (or 
more educated spouses) and have higher expectations. These traditionalists also posit that women in the work force 
take away men's jobs. Concerns about the impact of women being more educated than men have prompted some 
conservative lawmakers to reinstate quotas limiting women's participation in higher education. Women and student's 
rights activists believe that during President Ahmadinejad's second term the quotas have been introduced with greater 
zeal and less accountability. They coincide with the intensification of sanctions and increased economic hardships. 
As the economic situation worsens, women's access to higher education, will likely endure further limitations. Even 
school age girls are at risk as economic pressures may force families to make choices and opt for boys' schooling. This 
may lead to diminished literacy rates among girls in the near future. 

In effect, the marginalization of women from education and employment enables extreme conservatives to kill many 
birds with one stone. They prevent a high rate of women's entry into the public space (via universities). They elimi 
nate women from the economy and job market, particularly, higher earning and more influential positions. They 
sustain and revive the power imbalance between women and men, as women will have fewer choices in life, limited 
control of resources and become (and remain) more economically dependent on men at greater rates than already ex 
ist. Ultimately they may quash the force of women's demands - the next generation's voices - for progressive change 
in society at large. As one conservative member of parliament and staunch supporter of limiting women's presence 
in university has put it: "when women can't travel to far away cities without the permission of their husbands, their 
expertise has no impact on improving the situation of the country!"19 

There is also a significant reduction in women's share of the national budget. For example, budgets allocated to es 
tablish a national insurance program for housewives, have been eliminated, while the military budget has doubled for 
next year. 

* Downturns in domestic production, increases male unemployment and violence against women: There are also 
more insidious effects, difficult to quantify but increasingly evident. The sanctions have caused massive downturns in 
domestic production. The fledgling private sector is unable to import the necessary raw materials for manufacturing. 
The banking sanctions are causing a virtual standstill in imports and exports by legitimate businesses. Even domestic 
agriculture will lose its markets. 

Meanwhile those with political connections are exploiting the situation often by importing cheaper Chinese products. 
This downward trend in domestic production will give rise to lower wages, increase unemployment among men and 
women and ultimately put pressure on families. As evident in other settings, women will bear the brunt of dealing 
with their unemployed spouses and the men of the family within the home. These new dynamics are likely to lead 
to increased incidences of domestic violence and family conflicts, as men's inability to live up to social expectations 
can lead to depression and attacks on women.° Reduction in family income inevitably is forcing women to find new 
sources of income. Their coping strategies will likely include cutting back on their own health, wellbeing and dietary 
needs to provide for their dependents. As in other countries, for the most vulnerable, poverty will likely lead to risky 
survival strategies including child labor and sex work- informal sectors which have expanded in Iran in recent years. 

18- Since the 1979 revolution, conservative forces have sought to limit women's access to higher education and certain technical fields. They failed and 
eventually the trends changed in favor of women. By 1998, 52 percent of university entrants were women. In recent years, they have comprised over 60 
percent of Iranian university students. After several years of quotas, women's enrollement in university is experiencing a downward trend. 
19- Gender Quotas for all Subjects at all Six Government Universities, Shargh Daily, May 28, 2012. http://sharghnewspaper.ir/News/91/03/08/32802. 

html 
20- For this trend as a result of international sanctions in Iraq see: Husein Al Jawaheri, Yasmin Women In Iraq: The Gender Impact of International Sanc 
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* The most vulnerable are at the greatest risk: Afghan refugee women and children: Vulnerable groups, such as 
Afghan refugees and migrants who have been living in Iran legally and illegally as a result of decades of war and unrest 
in their own country, are also at greater risk. The situation is most severe for Afghan women and children refugees 
or lranian women married to Afghan men and their children who do not have identity cards. The intensification of 
government crackdowns and forced repatriation programs, against Afghans (including their lranian wives and children) 
with illegal status in Iran, has already had a negative impact on the livelihood of these groups, but as the economy 
has worsened the hostility they face from lranian society and the government has also increased. Afghans have been 
targeted with segregation programs in public spaces and are facing increased state and other forms of violence, while 
their access to incarne and jobs has also been severely limited. Comprising a large percent of those employed in the 
informai sector as household help, street peddlers and in the service industry Afghan women and children are at risk 
of facing worsening working conditions and abuse in their place of employment. 

3.lndependent civil society and civic activism are among the first casualties of current international policies 

Many of the men and women who founded and run lran's civil rights movements including human rights and women's 
rights activists, workers unions and journalists spent their childhood or young adulthood at war. They have tasted and 
experienced the impact of war and sanctions on a persona! level. They are also fierce advocates of international hu
m an rights and humanitarian norms and ideals. 

The public outpouring in the aftermath of the disputed 2009 presidential elections prompted the state to impose 
heavy security measures against civic actors. But debilitating sanctions cou pied with the daily rhetoric of war has 
elevated national security concerns and further diminished the state's tolerance of dissent internally. Activists are 
regularly accused of working in concert with the west to destroy the lslamic Republic. The uncertainty and fear has 
also affected the public's receptivity to social activism. lt is seen as a secondary issue compared to the urgent realities 
of poverty and prospect of war. 

The sanctions are having a long-term negative impact on the source of societal change in Iran. The urban middle class 
that has historically played a central raie in creating change and promoting progress in Iran are key casualties of the 
sanctions regime. Many civil society organizations and charities survive on the basis of voluntary activism and sup
port. But facing economic uncertainty, many people are retreating from public voluntary work. Even the most com
mitted have less time, as they are working longer hours and often at multiple jobs to meet their economic needs. 
Moreover with private enterprise in demise, more people will become dependent on the state and thus unable and 
fearful of engaging in civil activism. Additionally, sanctions and in particular the limitations placed on transfer of funds, 
has created serious impediments for charity organizations engaged in health and medical services, education efforts, 
support for orphans and disadvantaged women and children to carry-out their work. Many of these organizations have 
ceased their activities. 

* Sanctions are isolating lranians from international forums: Beyond the economic impact, civil society, including 
the women's movement in Iran has been further isolated from their international counterparts, as a result of the sanc
tions. Security challenges imposed by their own government already curtail civil society's ability to attend regional 
and international conferences, workshops and other events. But the policies of other governments further complicate 
their lives. Visas that lranian passport holders need to travel internationally, take considerable amount of time and re
sources. The new ban king sanctions have ended the possibility of financial exchanges, while the falling price of the Rial 
has increased the financial burden for those activists who want to participate in conferences and training opportuni
ties. Activists, like regular lranians, cannot use banks to transfer funds for conference participation, hotel reservations, 
or to attend courses abroad. Finally, for years despite state restrictions, activists have used the internet as a critical 
tool for communication. But the sanctions policies have led many large hardware and software manufacturers in the 
United States to deny services and products to lranians. Thus just when contact with and solidarity from the outside 
world are most needed, lranians are faced with the greatest level of isolation. 

4. What Women Do: resilience, courage, voices of peace and a window to the future 

Women's rights activists have never had it easy. They have fought against an assault on their legal and political rights 
as well as their demand for equal opportunities in the economic, social and cultural life of the country. ln 2006, when 
a group of women initiated the Million Signatures Campaign to demand the reform of laws that discriminate against 
women, they immediately faced state scrutiny and obstruction. The movement thrived however, transcending age, 
economic, rural, urban and even political and religious divisions to draw in a mix of volunteers. Using new and old me
dia, improvised street theater and small group education and outreach initiatives they raised public awareness about 

* The most vulnerable are at the greatest risk: Afghan refugee women and children: Vulnerable groups, such as 
Afghan refugees and migrants who have been living in Iran legally and illegally as a result of decades of war and unrest 
in their own country, are also at greater risk. The situation is most severe for Afghan women and children refugees 
or Iranian women married to Afghan men and their children who do not have identity cards. The intensification of 
government crackdowns and forced repatriation programs, against Afghans (including their Iranian wives and children) 
with illegal status in Iran, has already had a negative impact on the livelihood of these groups, but as the economy 
has worsened the hostility they face from Iranian society and the government has also increased. Afghans have been 
targeted with segregation programs in public spaces and are facing increased state and other forms of violence, while 
their access to income and jobs has also been severely limited. Comprising a large percent of those employed in the 
informal sector as household help, street peddlers and in the service industry Afghan women and children are at risk 
of facing worsening working conditions and abuse in their place of employment. 

3.lndependent civil society and civic activism are among the first casualties of current international policies 
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rights activists, workers unions and journalists spent their childhood or young adulthood at war. They have tasted and 
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elevated national security concerns and further diminished the state's tolerance of dissent internally. Activists are 
regularly accused of working in concert with the west to destroy the Islamic Republic. The uncertainty and fear has 
also affected the public's receptivity to social activism. It is seen as a secondary issue compared to the urgent realities 
of poverty and prospect of war. 

The sanctions are having a long-term negative impact on the source of societal change in Iran. The urban middle class 
that has historically played a central role in creating change and promoting progress in Iran are key casualties of the 
sanctions regime. Many civil society organizations and charities survive on the basis of voluntary activism and sup 
port. But facing economic uncertainty, many people are retreating from public voluntary work. Even the most com 
mitted have less time, as they are working longer hours and often at multiple jobs to meet their economic needs. 
Moreover with private enterprise in demise, more people will become dependent on the state and thus unable and 
fearful of engaging in civil activism. Additionally, sanctions and in particular the limitations placed on transfer of funds, 
has created serious impediments for charity organizations engaged in health and medical services, education efforts, 
support for orphans and disadvantaged women and children to carry-out their work. Many of these organizations have 
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tions. Security challenges imposed by their own government already curtail civil society's ability to attend regional 
and international conferences, workshops and other events. But the policies of other governments further complicate 
their lives. Visas that Iranian passport holders need to travel internationally, take considerable amount of time and re 
sources. The new banking sanctions have ended the possibility of financial exchanges, while the falling price of the Rial 
has increased the financial burden for those activists who want to participate in conferences and training opportuni 
ties. Activists, like regular Iranians, cannot use banks to transfer funds for conference participation, hotel reservations, 
or to attend courses abroad. Finally, for years despite state restrictions, activists have used the internet as a critical 
tool for communication. But the sanctions policies have led many large hardware and software manufacturers in the 
United States to deny services and products to Iranians. Thus just when contact with and solidarity from the outside 
world are most needed, Iranians are faced with the greatest level of isolation. 

4. What Women Do: resilience, courage, voices of peace and a window to the future 

Women's rights activists have never had it easy. They have fought against an assault on their legal and political rights 
as well as their demand for equal opportunities in the economic, social and cultural life of the country. In 2006, when 
a group of women initiated the Million Signatures Campaign to demand the reform of laws that discriminate against 
women, they immediately faced state scrutiny and obstruction. The movement thrived however, transcending age, 
economic, rural, urban and even political and religious divisions to draw in a mix of volunteers. Using new and old me 
dia, improvised street theater and small group education and outreach initiatives they raised public awareness about 
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the impact of gender based discriminatory laws and called on people to sign up and join their campaign in favor of legal 
changes. Despite security pressures the movement elevated issues of gender equality to the national level bath politi
cally and within wider society. 

After the summer of 2009, and the mass post-election pro
tests, women's rights activists faced increased restrictions 
as the space for dissent became ever more limited. With the 
rise of sanctions and ratcheting up of the war rhetoric, these 
activists are under immense pressure to become silent and 
conform. Countless social and political activists have been 
imprisoned and or forced into exile. Students - female and 
male have been expelled from universities because of their 
civil activism. Under these circumstances, with economic 
hardships and prospects of yet another devastating war, long
term planning and the development of sustainable programs 
to maintain the gains already made and push for basic rights 
are increasingly difficult, if not impossible. 

* Women's Demands: no sanctions, no war, talk it out! 
Despite these pressures, the lranian women's movement has 
not been silenced. The call against war, in favor of a nego
tiated settlement, and an end to sanctions has become a 
primary issue for many, despite the risks they incur. They are 
using every opportunity to send their message to the world. 

Mothers for Peace - Excerpt of their Statement 

"We are a group of lranian mothers, representing differ
ent ethnicities and religions. We are mothers who have 
spent our youth fighting the dictatorship of the Shah 
and imperialism. We are mothers who joined the [1979] 
revolution in the hopes of achieving a free and prosper
ous Iran and ... ensuring justice. We are mothers who dur
ing the 8 year war with Iraq and afterwards paid a great 
price for achieving the ideals for our country. 
We are mothers who have endured the harshest eco
nomic sanctions, and have waited in long lines in order 
to secure sustenance for our fa mi lies. We are mothers 
who have infused the blood of our children with pride 
and in the spirit of justice, freedom, independence and 
peace. We are the mothers of peace and hope. We 
will work to achieve security, freedom and justice, and 
in reality human rights, for ourselves and our children. 
To reach these goals we extend our hands toward ail 
lranian mothers. ln the hopes of victory, not in war but 
over war." 

Mothers for Peace: ln the Hopes of Victory Over War, Not ln 

War, Ma Zanan Website; www.mazanan.com/?p+3512 

Women's rights activists now living outside of Iran draw on international platforms to echo the concerns and voices 
of their counterparts inside the country. Meanwhile, despite the risks, women in Iran have not been silenced either. 
One group, the Mothers for Peace, representing different sectors and ideologies began its activities in 2008, with the 
aim of preventing war and violence in the country and promoting peace regionally. They, along with other women's 
groups, have issued several statements opposing the possibility of war (see box). Echoing this, in 2011, on the Inter
national Day to Fight Violence Against Women (November 25th), another group of lranian activists issued their anti
war and violence statement, noting: 

"We a group of women's rights activists in Iran, are worried about the increasing violence against women and 
children [that is the result] of the polarized and hostile atmosphere [and] dead-end national and international 
politics of tension and violence. As a result of these policies, violence against women and children infiltrates the 
deepest social and political and familial loyers of lranian society."22 

On March 8, 2012, in honor of International Women's Day, several activists involved in the One Million Signatures 
Campaign recorded video messages opposing war. 23 They reject the official narratives that often pose the problems 
in the terms of good and evil, just and unjust, and call on ail sides - including their own government - to engage in 
constructive dialogue rather than the rhetoric of war and threats. 

Recommendations to the international community, particularly the US and European countries 
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1. End the sanctions policy against Iran. Recognize that sanctions as a general rule have a poor record of influencing 
the behavior of states and in many situations have severely harming the population at large, particularly vulnerable 
groups and democratic movements. 24 Ninety-nine percent of the current sanctions against Iran are tao broad to im
pact the behavior of the government, instead they target the population. 

2. Sanctions are nota substitute for war they are a step cl oser to war. Failed sanctions will only work to strengthen 
the position of those advocating for another war in the region. Resolve to address the differences in a mutually re
spectful manner immediately. 

22-A Statement of Group of Women's Rights Activists lnside Iran, on the Occasion of International Day for the Elimination of Violence Against Women, 
Focus on lranian Women, November 27, 2011. http://ir-women.net/spip.php7article9837 
23- The Screams That Vou May Hear: lranian Women's Rights Activists Say No To War, March 8, 2012, http://www.we-change.org/english/spip. php?article954 
24- See: Blunt Instrument: Sanctions Don't Promote Democratic Change, Natasha Bahrami and Trita Parsi, February 6, 2012, Boston Review http://www. 
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Mothers for Peace - Excerpt of their Statement 

the impact of gender based discriminatory laws and called on people to sign up and join their campaign in favor of legal 
changes. Despite security pressures the movement elevated issues of gender equality to the national level both politi 
cally and within wider society. 

"We are a group of Iranian mothers, representing differ 
ent ethnicities and religions. We are mothers who have 
spent our youth fighting the dictatorship of the Shah 
and imperialism. We are mothers who joined the [1979] 
revolution in the hopes of achieving a free and prosper 
ous Iran and ... ensuring justice. We are mothers who dur 
ing the 8 year war with Iraq and afterwards paid a great 
price for achieving the ideals for our country. 
We are mothers who have endured the harshest eco 
nomic sanctions, and have waited in long lines in order 
to secure sustenance for our families. We are mothers 
who have infused the blood of our children with pride 
and in the spirit of justice, freedom, independence and 
peace. We are the mothers of peace and hope. We 
will work to achieve security, freedom and justice, and 
in reality human rights, for ourselves and our children. 
To reach these goals we extend our hands toward all 
Iranian mothers. In the hopes of victory, not in war but 
over war." 

Mothers for Peace: In the Hopes of Victory Over War, Not In 
War, Ma Zanan Website; www.mazanan.com/?p+3512 

After the summer of 2009, and the mass post-election pro 
tests, women's rights activists faced increased restrictions 
as the space for dissent became ever more limited. With the 
rise of sanctions and ratcheting up of the war rhetoric, these 
activists are under immense pressure to become silent and 
conform. Countless social and political activists have been 
imprisoned and or forced into exile. Students - female and 
male have been expelled from universities because of their 
civil activism. Under these circumstances, with economic 
hardships and prospects of yet another devastating war, long 
term planning and the development of sustainable programs 
to maintain the gains already made and push for basic rights 
are increasingly difficult, if not impossible. 

* Women's Demands: no sanctions, no war, talk it out! 
Despite these pressures, the Iranian women's movement has 
not been silenced. The call against war, in favor of a nego 
tiated settlement, and an end to sanctions has become a 
primary issue for many, despite the risks they incur. They are 
using every opportunity to send their message to the world. 

Women's rights activists now living outside of Iran draw on international platforms to echo the concerns and voices 
of their counterparts inside the country. Meanwhile, despite the risks, women in Iran have not been silenced either. 
One group, the Mothers for Peace, representing different sectors and ideologies began its activities in 2008, with the 
aim of preventing war and violence in the country and promoting peace regionally. They, along with other women's 
groups, have issued several statements opposing the possibility of war (see box). Echoing this, in 2011, on the Inter 
national Day to Fight Violence Against Women (November 25th), another group of Iranian activists issued their anti 
war and violence statement, noting: 

"We a group of women's rights activists in Iran, are worried about the increasing violence against women and 
children [that is the result] of the polarized and hostile atmosphere [and] dead-end national and international 
politics of tension and violence. As a result of these policies, violence against women and children infiltrates the 
deepest social and political and familial layers of Iranian society."22 

On March 8, 2012, in honor of International Women's Day, several activists involved in the One Million Signatures 
Campaign recorded video messages opposing war.23 They reject the official narratives that often pose the problems 
in the terms of good and evil, just and unjust, and call on all sides - including their own government - to engage in 
constructive dialogue rather than the rhetoric of war and threats. 

2. Sanctions are not a substitute for war, they are a step closer to war, Failed sanctions will only work to strengthen 
the position of those advocating for another war in the region. Resolve to address the differences in a mutually re 
spectful manner immediately. 

1. End the sanctions policy against Iran. Recognize that sanctions as a general rule have a poor record of influencing 
the behavior of states and in many situations have severely harming the population at large, particularly vulnerable 
groups and democratic movements. Ninety-nine percent of the current sanctions against Iran are too broad to im 
pact the behavior of the government, instead they target the population. 
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22- A Statement of Group of Women's Rights Activists Inside Iran, on the Occasion of International Day for the Elimination of Violence Against Women, 
Focus on Iranian Women, November 27, 2011. http://ir-women.net/spip.php?article9837 
23- The Screams That You May Hear: Iranian Women's Rights Activists Say No To War, March 8, 2012, http://www.we-change.org/english/spip. php?article954 
24- See: Blunt Instrument: Sanctions Don't Promote Democratic Change, Natasha Bahrami and Trita Parsi, February 6, 2012, Boston Review http://www. 
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3. Recognize that sanctions weaken society not the state. lranian society is already witnessing the emergence of radi
cal groups. As one women's rights activist notes, in countries of this region, including Iran, growing gaps between the 
rich and poor do not make governments vulnerable, rather they make the population vulnerable to increased radi
calization against the West as a way of coping with humiliation. ln border areas, where poverty is severe, we already 
witness the increasing influence of terrorist groups. If this trend continues we will be faced with a weakened lranian 
society- at risk of being radicalized, with detrimental consequences for regional security in the medium and long term. 

4. Recognize that sanctions undermine women's security and empowerment. The US and EU have been strong 
proponents of the global women, peace and security agenda with the development of priorities and action plans to 
ensure women's empowerment. But sanctions undermine and contravene these policies. The contradictory nature of 
US and EU rhetoric, policies and actions increase the lranian public's suspicion about them, and credence to charges of 
hypocrisy. 

* On negotiations with the lranian government: 

S. Engage Iran on the full range of issues, including regional security, economic issues, human rights, culture, etc. 
lncentives, especially those that reduce the hardship of ordinary lranians, should be put forth to encourage a peaceful 
settlement to the disputes of the international community with Iran. 

6. Call for the inclusion of civil society in engagement with Iran. Should Iran and the international community reach 
an agreement that would allow for negotiations and dialogue on a wider set of issues, civil society, including women's 
groups, human rights groups and peace activists, should participate. 

* On immediate steps for redressing the impact of sanctions on ordinary citizens: 

7. Do not force an entire nation to adopt non-transparent means of financial transactions. Revise the ban king sanc
tions so that ordinary people are not caught in them. Specifically, adopt measures to facilitate the transfer of funds by 
ordinary lranian citizens and lranians with dual nationality (EU, US, UK etc) for travel, tuition, and medical care, in the 
case of sale of property, inheritance or for other persona! and familial purposes. Forcing lranians to move toward a 
cash economy reduces transparency and fosters the growth of shadowy actors. 

8. Address the adverse healthcare impact of sanctions immediately. Sanctions including limitations impacting the 
import of medicines, medical equipment and forced usage of substandard gasoline are affecting people's health and 
lives. These issues should be investigated and alleviated immediately with cooperation between the US, European and 
lranian governments. 

9. Help ease and enable visa applications for lranians seeking to visit relatives. Throughout the EU, US, Canada and 
Australia there are millions of citizens of lranian descent. They have elderly parents and relatives living in Iran who visit 
them regularly. Visas for relatives should be expedited and offered for longer periods. 

10. Encourage student visas and conference attendance. Student visas and visas for conference participation should 
be processed more quickly and with less financial burden on applicants. 

11. Facilitate free and safe access to the internet to help foster independent civil society. Sanctions have severely 
limited lranian civil society's safe access to the internet including necessary software and hardware. The international 
community should help provide this access and limit the imposition of sanctions in this sector. 

This brief is available on our website at: www.icanpeacework.org 

For further information please contact: 
International Civil Society Action Network (ICAN) 
1776 Massachusetts Avenue NW, c/o Suite 100 

Washington, DC 20036 
icanmena@gmail.com 
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World Report 

US-led economic sanctions strangle lran's drug supply 

Economie sanctions against Iran are affecting the availability of essential and life-saving drugs in 

the country, forcing patients to turn to an unregulated black market. Dara Mohammadi reports. 

"Sorne of my patients can't get 

the drugs they need-they are left 
thinking that this is the end for them", 

explains Daryoush Sharif (not his real 
name), a clinician working in Tehran. 
"Sometimes I have to collect money 

from my more well-to-do patients so 
that they [the poorer patients] can 
buy medication. lt makes practising 
medicine in this country hard at the 
moment, having to observe people 
suffering likethis." 

Sharif's situation is not unfamiliar 
to many clinicians across Iran. US
led sanctions-imposed to force 
lran's hand into negotiations over 

its uranium-enrichment programme
have sent the country's economy into 

a tailspin, taking the national drug 
supply with it. Although exemptions 
are in place for the trade of medical and 
humanitarian goods, the plummeting 

value of the rial (clown 80% against 
the dollar since the beginning of 2012) 
and the reluctance of pharmaceutical 
companies and banks to risk severe 
fines or their reputation by dealing 
with Iran, have leftthe countryseverely 
short on drugs. 

"The [ drug supply] situation wasn't 
that great before", Sharif explains, 
"but these sanctions have made things 

worse. No doubt about it." The supply 
of drugs is short for disorders across 
the board-from cancer to diabetes, 
heart disease to multiple sclerosis-and, 

when available, can be prohibitively 
expensive for many people: some drugs 
have increased in price by as much as 
three times over the past year. Patients 
who can afford these prices have stock

piled, further adding to the shortage. 
"Supply of expensive, imported drugs 
has been most affected, but sometimes 
even the cheapest drugs aren't 
available", he adds. 

Unable to afford their much-needed 

and sometimes life-saving drugs, or 

www.thelancet.com Vol 381 January 26, 2013 

turned away from empty pharmacies, 
patients have few options. One 
is to ask friends and family living 
abroad to send them drugs. But this 
is by no means straightforward: it 
requires doctors in other countries 
to contravene prescription laws and 
prescribe to an unseen patient; even 
if drugs are obtained, they need to 
be sent to neighbouring countries 
and carried over the lranian border 
by hand. 

"'The degree of suffering is 
huge ... We don't have the 
figures, but I can saythat almost 
60% of cancer patients in Iran ... 
are in trouble. lfthey can't have 
therapy intime and we cannot 
treatthem, then their survival 
will become shortened."' 

Then there's another option. Naser 
Khosrow Street, near the main bazaar 
in Tehran's old city, has been the 
site of a small-scale black market for 

pharmaceuticals for decades, but 
lran's recent financial woes have seen 

it tlourish of late. Although licensing 
and regulation laws don't apply here
the drugs are often of poor quality or 
out of date-market laws certainly 
do: the combination of rampant 
demand and strangled supply has shot 
prices through the roof. Traders are 
purported to be selling drugs at up to 
four times their market price, casting 
the poorest populations further adrift. 

Reza Malekzadeh was lran's Minister 

of Health from 1991 to 1993, and 
is currently professor of medicine at 
Tehran University of Medical Sciences. 
He explains to The lancetthat data are 
not yet available to quantify the exact 
effects of the sanctions in terms of 
morbidity or mortality, but that the 

problem is abundantly apparent to 
everybody in the country, especially 
to physicians. "The degree of suffering 
is huge", he says. "We're just trying 

to do our best for our patients. We 
don't have the figures, but I can say 

that almost 60% of cancer patients 
in Iran-and we have about 50 000 
cancer cases per year-are in trouble. If 
they can't have therapy intime and we 
cannot treat them, then their survival 
will become shortened." 

Iran produces about 90% of its own 
drugs, but its domestic market is also 
struggling. Malekzadeh explains how 
lranian pharmaceutical companies are 
finding it difficult to bring in active 
ingredients from abroad, pointing out 
that sanctions on shipping insurance 
make movement of any purchased 
goods practically impossible. The 
purchasing of medical equipment 

is also becoming increasingly 
difficult. "We are not even able to 

buy endoscopy instruments, which 
are very simple things", he says, 

emphasising the need for western 
governments to reassess the logistics 
of these exemptions, to make sure 
that they truly work. "To us, it seems 

like western powers have decided to 
punish the lranian people." 

Malekzadeh is not the only lranian 
thinking like this. Sharif sums up the 
feelings among him and his colleagues 
atthe clinic-level: "These sanctions are 

more than against the government
the effect is now on the people." 

As The lancet went to press, 
negotiations were ongoing between 
Iran and lndia for the purchase of 

some 28 types of drugs. With the 
medical crisis unfolding across much 
of the country, and the ill-feeling 
brewing towards the west, it seems 
that such a shipment is much needed. 

Dara Mohammadi 
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR Open Access 

Impacts of international sanctions on lranian 
pharmaceutical market 
Abdol Majid Cheraghali 

Abstract 

Iran in recent decade faced several regional and international sanctions in foreign trade, financial and banking 
services. Iran national pharmaceutical industry has always played a major role in providing medicines to the lranian 
patients. However, following the sanctions it has faced profound difficulties for importing of both finished products 
and pharmaceutical raw materials. Although medicines are exempted from sanctions, due to restriction on money 
transaction and proper insurance lranian pharmaceutical companies have to pay cash in advance for imports of 
medicines and raw materials or to secure offshore funds at very high risks. Current situation in Iran pharmaceutical 
market confirms that the sanctions against Iran are affecting ordinary citizens and national health sector which 
resulted to reduction of availability of lifesaving medicines in the local market and has caused increasing pain and 
suffering for lranian patients. 

Keywords: International sanctions, Medicines, Iran 

Background 
In the past decades, regional and international economical 
sanctions have been used by some countries in order to 
impose political intentions in the sanctioned countries. 
The main objective of sanctions is to interrupt a country's 
diplomatie and/or economic relations in a worldwide scale. 
Sanctions could be categorized based on its scope on a re
gional or international base. Local or regional sanctions are 
usually employed by some limited countries against one 
specific country. This obviously is less effective for reaching 
to its objectives since the sanctioned country usually diverts 
its political and economical relations to other countries. 
Article 41 of the United Nation (UN) Charter is usually re
ferred to for imposing international sanctions against UN 
member states. This article authorizes international com
munity to implement measures not involving the use of 
armed forces including complete or partial interruption of 
economic relations for a specific objective. 

In the past decades, most of the time, sanctions have been 
employed by developed market economies against weaker 
and more dependent states. Regional or international sanc
tions have been used in recent decades against countries 
such as Haiti, Iraq, Yugoslavia, South Africa, Cuba, Burundi, 
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Nicaragua, Gaza Strip, Zimbabwe and Iran [1-4]. However 
with exception of South Africa there is not any evidence in
dicating that sanctions have reached their primarily objec
tives as it was claimed. Sanctions irnposed by European 
Union (EU) against Zimbabwe are a clear example that 
sanctions most of the time fail to reach their originally speci
fied targets. As a contingency measure against EU sanctions 
Zimbabwe shifted its focus from the EU and its western al
lies and formed economic partnerships with the Eastern 
countries [2]. 

Although most of the time it is claimed that sanctions 
and especially "targeted sanctions" aimed political leader
ship of sanctioned countries, unfortunately sanctions are 
blunt instrument which could hurt large number of people. 
There is now substantial evidence that regional and inter
national sanctions cause severe civilian hardship and pro
found social and economic dilemma for ordinary people of 
the sanctioned country. Sanctions could devastate coun
tries economical infrastructure in different sections and 
most notably in health care sector. Sanctions could pro
foundly disrupt health services in the sanctioned country. 
The impact of sanctions on health and health services is 
not limited to difficulties with supply of medicine and will 
go far beyond to disrupt health services. 

Although almost all sanctions in the recent decades had 
provision for exemptions of medicines and food stuffs, 
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sanctions through complications in transportation, diffi
culty in transferring hard currencies or either lack of cap
ital commonly lead to disruption of health services and 
even basic nutrition of the ordinary people in the sanc
tioned countries. Published reports show that economical 
sanctions will increase suffering and death among civilians 
particularly among the most disadvantaged and vulnerable 
groups induding mothers, children and patients with 
chronic disease. Obvious reduction in public resources al
located for heath sector along with restrictions on import
ation of vital medicines and equipments will ultimately 
result to a weakened physical and medical infrastructures 
and strain the ability of health system to provide medi
cines and services to the patients. Sanctions are associated 
with reported substantial dedines in health and welfare of 
the ordinary citizcns of Cuba, Iraq, former Yugoslavia, 
Gaza Strip, Burundi, Zimbabwe and Nicaragua [1-4]. Al
though countries such as Cuba have managed to establish 
a viable hcalth carc service for thcir citizcns despite de
cades long unilateral sanctions by USA, others may not be 
succcssful as such. Iraq for example had invcstcd heavily 
in hcalth and cducation services in the 15 ycars prior to 
the embargo and in 1990 it had an advanced health care 
system. Howcvcr, the county lost ail of its achicvcmcnts in 
hcalth scctor following international sanctions [1]. Thcsc 
changes left all Iraqis at greater risk of poor health out
cornes just bcforc military invasion by USA and its allies. 

ln rclatcd to its nuclcar activitics, Iran in rcccnt dccadc 
faccd scvcral regional and international sanctions. ln 
addition to international sanctions, EU and USA have also 
imposed restrictions on coopcration with Iran in foreign 
tradc, financial and banking services, cncrgy scctors and 
technologies, and banncd the provision of insurancc by in
surcrs in mcmbcr statcs to Iranian-owncd companics. Be
fore sanctions Iran national pharmaceutical industry played 
a major rolc in providing csscntial mcdicincs to the lranian 
patients [5]. In rcccnt ycars the country's national industry 
was also able to locally manufacture scvcral lifesaving 
biopharmaceuticals [6]. Howcvcr, following the sanctions 
Iran pharmaccutical market has faccd profound difficultics 
for importing of both finishcd products and active pharma
ccutical ingredient (API) for fulfilling its responsibility on 
providing ncccssary mcdicincs for the patients in nccd. In 
the othcr hand as a rcsult of sanctions and duc to rcduc
tion of the country's international incomcs, Iran national 
currcncy (Rial) has also experienced drastic dcvaluation 
against international currcncics. Thcsc have causcd both 
substantial pricc incrcasc and shortagc of the mcdicincs in 
Iran pharmaceutical market. This obviously has imposed 
unncccssary pain and suffering on Iranian patients and 
thcir familics. 

Although mcdicincs arc always cxcmptcd from sanctions, 
many international companics failcd to fill ordcrs from Iran 
duc to restriction on moncy transaction, propcr insurancc 
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and sometimes assurances that the item indeed was 
exempted from the embargo. In the other hand local 
pharmaceutical companies are finding it extremely diffi
cult to access lines of credit for importing medicines or 
APis. Currently Iranian pharmaceutical companies have 
to pay cash in advance for imports of medicines and 
APis or to secure offshore funds at very high risks if 
they could do it at ail. 

In order to improve availability and affordability of 
plasma derived medicines (PDM) since 2005 Iran has suc
cessfully implemented a contract fractionation program for 
surplus of recovered plasma produced in its national trans
fusion service. In this program locally produced plasma by 
Iran Blood Transfusion Organization (IBTO) is sent to the 
fractionator and end products are returned to the country 
for distribution into the local market [7]. The medicines re
ceived under this contract fractionation program provide 
for 100% of IVIG and clotting factor IX used in Iran, as 
well as 15% of the clotting factor VIII and 40% of the albu
min. The cost differential between imported products and 
those obtained via the contract fractionation program 
rcsultcd in significant saving for Iran hcalth scctor. Thcrc
fore Iran's contract fractionation program has substantially 
improved accessibility and affordability of PDM and re
sourcc allocation in the national hcalth system [8]. 

However, unfortunately in past two years, economical 
restrictions imposed by EU on Iran banking system and 
flow of the moncy has pushcd Iran national contract frac
tionation program to the verge of total collapse. These re
strictions on importation of PDM into Iran have also 
crcatcd a drcadful condition for patients in nccd of such 
mcdicincs including hcmophilia and primary immunodcfi
ciency disordcrs patients who nccd thcsc mcdicincs for 
thcir survivaL Unavoidably pricc incrcasc and more im
portantly shortage of thcsc mcdicincs in the market have 
drastically compromiscd trcatmcnt of thcsc patients. Al
though establishment of a contingency plan might cnablc 
IBTO to continue its contribution for providing lifesaving 
PDM for thcsc patients, continucd pressures and restric
tions by EU on Iran hcalth scctor might gct its high toll in 
ncar future. One practical contingcncy plan could shift 
IBTO to scarch for partncrs in non Europcan countrics. 
Howcvcr, duc to limitcd numbcr of qualified plasma frac
tionators in non Europcan countrics c.g. Asian and South 
America, this approach to the East might not be fruitful 
approach to survive the contract fractionation program at 
lcast in short tcrm. 

Conclusion 
Thcrc is now consensus among political scicntists that the 
record of sanctions in achieving thcir statcd objectives is 
vcry low [l]. Instcad ordinary people who live in sanc
tioncd countrics have to bcar costs attributcd to the sanc
tion. Although most published reports of asscssmcnt of 
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sanctions through complications in transportation, diffi 
culty in transferring hard currencies or either lack of cap 
ital commonly lead to disruption of health services and 
even basic nutrition of the ordinary people in the sanc 
tioned countries. Published reports show that economical 
sanctions will increase suffering and death among civilians 
particularly among the most disadvantaged and vulnerable 
groups including mothers, children and patients with 
chronic disease. Obvious reduction in public resources al 
located for heath sector along with restrictions on import 
ation of vital medicines and equipments will ultimately 
result to a weakened physical and medical infrastructures 
and strain the ability of health system to provide medi 
cines and services to the patients. Sanctions are associated 
with reported substantial declines in health and welfare of 
the ordinary citizens of Cuba, Iraq, former Yugoslavia, 
Gaza Strip, Burundi, Zimbabwe and Nicaragua [1-4]. Al 
though countries such as Cuba have managed to establish 
a viable health care service for their citizens despite de 
cades long unilateral sanctions by USA, others may not be 
successful as such. Iraq for example had invested heavily 
in health and education services in the 15 years prior to 
the embargo and in 1990 it had an advanced health care 
system. However, the county lost all of its achievements in 
health sector following international sanctions [1]. These 
changes left all Iraqis at greater risk of poor health out 
comes just before military invasion by USA and its allies. 

In related to its nuclear activities, Iran in recent decade 
faced several regional and international sanctions. In 
addition to international sanctions, EU and USA have also 
imposed restrictions on cooperation with Iran in foreign 
trade, financial and banking services, energy sectors and 
technologies, and banned the provision of insurance by in 
surers in member states to Iranian-owned companies. Be 
fore sanctions Iran national pharmaceutical industry played 
a major role in providing essential medicines to the Iranian 
patients [5]. In recent years the country's national industry 
was also able to locally manufacture several lifesaving 
biopharmaceuticals [6]. However, following the sanctions 
Iran pharmaceutical market has faced profound difficulties 
for importing of both finished products and active pharma 
ceutical ingredient (API) for fulfilling its responsibility on 
providing necessary medicines for the patients in need. In 
the other hand as a result of sanctions and due to reduc 
tion of the country's international incomes, Iran national 
currency (Rial) has also experienced drastic devaluation 
against international currencies. These have caused both 
substantial price increase and shortage of the medicines in 
Iran pharmaceutical market. This obviously has imposed 
unnecessary pain and suffering on Iranian patients and 
their families. 

Although medicines are always exempted from sanctions, 
many international companies failed to fill orders from Iran 
due to restriction on money transaction, proper insurance 
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and sometimes assurances that the item indeed was 
exempted from the embargo. In the other hand local 
pharmaceutical companies are finding it extremely diffi 
cult to access lines of credit for importing medicines or 
APis. Currently Iranian pharmaceutical companies have 
to pay cash in advance for imports of medicines and 
APis or to secure offshore funds at very high risks if 
they could do it at all. 

In order to improve availability and affordability of 
plasma derived medicines (PDM) since 2005 Iran has suc 
cessfully implemented a contract fractionation program for 
surplus of recovered plasma produced in its national trans 
fusion service. In this program locally produced plasma by 
Iran Blood Transfusion Organization (IBTO) is sent to the 
fractionator and end products are returned to the country 
for distribution into the local market [7]. The medicines re 
ceived under this contract fractionation program provide 
for 100% of IVIG and clotting factor IX used in Iran, as 
well as 15% of the clotting factor VIII and 40% of the albu 
min. The cost differential between imported products and 
those obtained via the contract fractionation program 
resulted in significant saving for Iran health sector. There 
fore Iran's contract fractionation program has substantially 
improved accessibility and affordability of PDM and re 
source allocation in the national health system [8]. 

However, unfortunately in past two years, economical 
restrictions imposed by EU on Iran banking system and 
flow of the money has pushed Iran national contract frac 
tionation program to the verge of total collapse. These re 
strictions on importation of PDM into Iran have also 
created a dreadful condition for patients in need of such 
medicines including hemophilia and primary immunodefi 
ciency disorders patients who need these medicines for 
their survival. Unavoidably price increase and more im 
portantly shortage of these medicines in the market have 
drastically compromised treatment of these patients. Al 
though establishment of a contingency plan might enable 
IBTO to continue its contribution for providing lifesaving 
PDM for these patients, continued pressures and restric 
tions by EU on Iran health sector might get its high toll in 
near future. One practical contingency plan could shift 
IBTO to search for partners in non European countries. 
However, due to limited number of qualified plasma frac 
tionators in non European countries e.g. Asian and South 
America, this approach to the East might not be fruitful 
approach to survive the contract fractionation program at 
least in short term. 

Conclusion 
There is now consensus among political scientists that the 
record of sanctions in achieving their stated objectives is 
very low [1]. Instead ordinary people who live in sanc 
tioned countries have to bear costs attributed to the sanc 
tion. Although most published reports of assessment of 
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sanctions effects on health focuses on clinical health ser
vices, shortages of medicines and inability to diagnose or 
treat illness and the functional loss of equipment due to 
lack of access to spare parts is common. 

Results of observations from current situation in Iran 
pharmaceutical market confirm that the sanctions against 
Iran are affecting ordinary citizens and health sector which 
resulted to reduction of availability of lifesaving medicines 
in the local market. As the Iran's political leadership has 
withstood the economic sanctions over last decade, it is 
clear that sanctions have not achieved their stated political 
to objectives. However, this is obvious that sanctions 
against Iran, due to lack of timely access to the lifesaving 
medicines, has caused increasing pain and suffering for 
Iranian patients. 
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I. Introduction 

1. In the light of the increasing concems regarding the adverse impact of unilateral 
coercive measures on the enjoyment of human rights, 1 the Human Rights Council, in its 
resolution 19/32, requested the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for 
Human Rights (OHCHR) to organize a workshop to explore the issue of the relationship of 
unilateral coercive measures and human rights, including the varions aspects of the negative 
impact of unilateral coercive measures on the enjoyment of human rights by the affected 
population, with the participation of States, acadernic experts and civil society 
representatives. The workshop, which was held in April 2013, examined the varions issues 
and views relating to the issue, including the legitimacy of the said measures from the 
perspective of human rights. A number of conclusions and recommendations were 
subrnitted to the Council for its consideration, including a proposal that the Advisory 
Committee be tasked to conduct an overall review of independent mechanisms to assess the 
impact ofunilateral coercive measures and to promote accountability. 2 

2. In its resolution 24/14, the Human Rights Council requested the Advisory 
Committee to prepare a research-based report containing recommendations on mechanisms 
to assess the negative impact of unilateral coercive measures on the enjoyment of human 
rights and to promote accountability. The present progress report, to be presented to the 
Council at its twenty-eighth session, was prepared pursuant to that request. In resolution 
24/14, the Council also requested the Advisory Comrnittee to seek the views and inputs of 
Member States and relevant special procedures, national human rights institutions and non
govemmental organizations during the preparation of the report. It requested OHCHR to 
organize a workshop on the impact of the application of unilateral coercive measures on the 
enjoyment of human rights by the affected populations, in particular the socioeconornic 
impact on women and children, in the States targeted, and to prepare a report on the 
proceedings of the workshop and to subrnit it to the Council at its twenty-seventh session. 
Pursuant to that request, a workshop was held on 23 May 2014 in Geneva and the 
proceedings of the workshop subrnitted to the Council at its twenty-seventh session. 3 The 
progress report has also greatly benefited from the outcomes of the workshop. 

3. Pursuant to Human Rights Council recommendation 12/6, the Advisory Committee 
established a drafting group comprising Mikhail Lebedev, Obiora Chinedu Okafor, Ahmer 
Bilal Soofi, Jean Ziegler and Imem Tamrat Yigezu. The drafting group elected Mr. Ziegler 
as Chairperson and Mr. Yigezu as its Rapporteur. 4 The Committee requested the drafting 
group to subrnit a draft progress report to the Committee at its thirteenth session, taking into 
account the replies to the questionnaire prepared during the twelfth session and 
subsequently circulated to Member States, relevant special procedures, national human 
rights institutions and non-govemmental organizations. 

4. Accordingly, the drafting group subrnitted a draft progress report to the Advisory 
Committee at its thirteenth session, in August 2014. 5 At the session, members of the 
Committee as well as States and non-govemmental organizations provided useful 

1 See for example, General Assembly resolutions 66/156 and 67/170. See also A/65/199, A/66/138, 
A/67/181 andA/68/211. 

2 A/HRC/24/20, para. 31. 
3 See A/HRC/27/32. 
4 The members of the drafting group thank Herman Gill and Joanna Enns of the Osgoode Hall Law 

School, York University, Toronto, Canada, and Mohammed Mahmood Al Hinai for their valuable 
research input to the present study. 
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comments and inputs on the draft report. In its decision 13/5 adopted at the session, the 
Conunittee took note of the draft progress report and requested the drafting group to 
recirculate the questionnaire prepared earlier in order to further seek the views and inputs of 
the varions stakeholders so as to allow for more informed work. lt furthermore requested 
the drafting group to finalize the draft progress report, taking into account the discussion 
held at its thirteenth session, and to submit it to the Human Rights Council at its twenty
eighth session. 

5. As at November 2014, 12 States, one inter-governmental organization, one special 
procedure, three national human rights institutions and one non-governmental organization 
had responded to the questionnaire. 6 

II. Scope of the report 

6. Pursuant to Human Rights Council resolution 24/14, the present report focuses on 
the adverse consequences of unilateral coercive measures on the enjoyment of human rights 
by the civilian population of targeted States and includes recommendations on the 
appropriate mechanism that may be used to assess the negative consequences of such 
measures and to promote accountability. The question of the legality of unilateral coercive 
measures, therefore, does not fall within the scope of the report. This issue has already been 
extensively examined in the thematic study of OH CHR on the impact of unilateral coercive 
measures on the enjoyment of human rights, 7 and was also a subject of discussion during 
the two workshops organized by OHCHR in April 2013 and in May 2014 at the request of 
the Council. 8 

III. Notion of unilateral coercive measures 

7. The term "unilateral coercive measures" is a recent one. lt has been used broadly to 
include measures such as "unilateral economic sanctions", "unilateral economic measures" 
and "coercive economic measures" in varions studies on the subject, as well as in United 
Nations documents and resolutions. To date, the term "unilateral coercive measures" does 
not seem to have a commonly agreed-upon definition. Despite the intensive discussion that 
the term has triggered among scholars and within the different bodies of the United Nations 
in recent decades, the definition used for the term and, particularly the main elements to be 
used for describing the term, remain elusive in certain respects. 

8. The most commonly used definition of the term is "the use of economic measures 
taken by one State to compel a change of policy of another State". 9 Sorne recent studies 
thereon, however, tend to hold the view that the term "unilateral" may be used in a broader 
sense to include States, group of States and "autonomous" regional organizations, unless 

6 Belarus, Colombia, Cuba, Ecuador, Honduras, the Islamic Republic of Iran, Kuwait, Lebanon, 
Mexico, Qatar, the Syrian Arab Republic, and Trinidad and Tobago; the European Union; the 
Independent Expert on the promotion of a democratic and equitable international order; Defensoria 
Puebla del Estado (Plurinational State ofBolivia), Conseil national des droits humains (Madagascar), 
and the National Human Rights Institution of Romania; and the Permanent Assembly for Human 
Rights. 

7 A/HRC/19/33. 
8 See presentations and statements made during the workshops available from the OHCHR webpage 

dedicated to the issue ofhuman rights and unilateral coercive measures. 
9 See Andreas F. Lowenfeld, International Economie Lctw (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2002), p. 
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such measures are authorized under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations. 10 In a 
recent article, one author stated that " ... one can distinguish the unilateral sanctions practice 
of individual states and organizations - such as the EU, the US, Canada or Japan - from the 
mandatory sanctions of the [Security Council]". 11 This approach to defining unilateral 
coercive measures currently seems to have, more or less, gained support. Owing to the 
current increased use of what are referred to as "targeted" or "smart sanctions" employed 
by States against individuals, groups and/or entities believed to be in a position of power to 
influence or deterrnine actions in targeted States, defining the term "unilateral coercive 
measures" should also consider taking these categories of persons or entities into account. 

9. On the basis of the above considerations, the working definition of the term 
"unilateral coercive measures" preferred for the purposes of the present study is "the use of 
econornic, trade or other measures taken by a State, group of States or international 
organizations acting autonomously to compel a change of policy of another State or to 
pressure individuals, groups or entities in targeted states to influence a course of action 
without the authorization of the Security Council". 

10. Sanctions, including unilateral coercive measures employed by States, take different 
forms or a combination of measures, ranging from the restriction or dismption of trade, or 
financial and investment flows between sender and targeted countries to restrictions on 
social and cultural exchanges. 12 Most of these categories of sanctions, usually called 
traditional or comprehensive sanctions, involve coercive measures intended to impose 
econornic pressure on targeted States by preventing them from importing or exporting 
certain goods and services deemed strategically important, or more specifically target 
banking and financial sectors of targeted States. "Targeted" or "smart sanctions" are 
regarded as new forms of coercive measures aimed at applying pressure to persons or 
entities thought to hold political decision-making power in targeted Governments or 
persons deemed to engage in terrorism or other forms of violence and whose behaviour is 
thought to be undesirable from the perspective of the sender State. These sanctions may 
comprise the freezing of assets or travel bans on individuals, groups or entities in targeted 
countries; they may also target particular commodities from being exported from targeted 
States or entering such States (such as diamonds or luxury goods, or arms embargoes). 13 

11. Different sanctions imply a different negative impact on human rights. The 
motivations for sanctions may vary significantly, and in some case are even used as a 
geopolitical weapon. lt seems almost certain that reshaping local and global markets, 
destroying competitive econornies, challenging sovereign credibility and leadership, 
endangering conciliatory talk, destabilizing Governments and transforrning independent 
countries into failed States may induce a downturn in global econornic growth. Such 
situations may in tum lead to negative consequences for the livelihood of disadvantaged 
populations in sanctioned countries, including in the country of origin of the sanctions. 

12. Unilateral coercive measures that are comprehensive in nature are intended to cause 
econornic and political hardship for targeted States; they therefore make no real distinction 
between States and the civilian population, including women and children and other 
marginalized groups, residing in targeted States, who bear the bmnt of such severe 

10 See A/HRC/24/20, para. 11 and the presentation made by Antonios Tzanakopoulos, available on the 
OHCHR website dedicated to the issue ofhuman rights and unilateral coercive measures. 

11 Clara Portela, "The EU's Use of 'Targeted' Sanctions: Evaluating Effectiveness", EU Foreign Policy, 
CEPS Working Document, No.391, 11 March 2014. 

12 For a more detailed description of sanctions, see E/CN.4/Sub.2/2000/33. 
13 See Bernard Sitt et al., Sanctions and Weapons of Mass Destruction in International Relations 

(Geneva, Geneva Centre for Security Policy, 2010). 
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economic hardship. Consequently, comprehensive unilateral coercive measures usually 
have an adverse impact on the enjoyment of human rights by the civilian population of 
targeted States, disproportionately affecting the poor and vulnerable groups in society, 
particularly in terms of access to food, health care and basic livelihood, contrary to the 
political declarations of the initiators and, as such, leading to or constituting the root cause 
of furthering the encroachment and limitation of and restrictions on numerous human rights 
and fondamental freedoms enshrined in universal instruments. 

13. "Targeted sanctions" are, by contrast, designed to apply economic pressure to 
selected individuals or entities and may therefore not entail negative consequences for the 
enjoyment of human rights by the civilian population at large. This by no means implies 
that targeted sanctions do not give rise to violations of human rights of the individuals or 
entities targeted, particularly with regard to their civil and political rights. 14 Since 
comprehensive sanctions are the ones that usually have negative consequences on the 
enjoyment of human rights by the civilian population of targeted States, however, the 
present study focuses mainly on such measures. 

IV. Negative impact of unilateral coercive measures on the 
enjoyment of human rights 

14. In several resolutions and declarations adopted by United Nations entities human 
rights bodies, including the Commission on Human Rights, increasing concems were 
expressed about the negative impact of sanctions, including unilateral coercive measures, 
on the enjoyment of human rights, particularly their negative impact on the human rights of 
the civilian population of targeted States and, even more so, on such vulnerable groups as 
women, children, older persons and minorities. 15 The Human Rights Council has followed 
this trend. 16 

15. There is general consensus that unilateral coercive measures, particularly those that 
are comprehensive in nature and manifested in the form of trade embargoes and restrictions 
on financial and investments flows between sender and target States, may have a serions 
impact on the enjoyment of human rights by the civilian population in targeted and non
targeted States alike. This is so because economic sanctions in general, including unilateral 
coercive measures, irrespective of their declared intent (such as preventing gross violations 
of human rights in targeted States), usually translate into a severe impact on the population 
at large, and in particular vulnerable groups in the society who become the true victims of 
such sanction rather than the States or Govemments they are supposed to target. 17 In this 
regard, the Committee on Economie, Social and Cultural Rights, in its general comment 
No. 8, on the relationship between economic sanctions and respect for economic, social and 
cultural rights, declared that the inhabitants of a given country do not forfeit basic 

14 See Thomas Biersteker and Sue Eckert, "Addressing Challenges to Targeted Sanctions: An Update of 
the 'Watson Report"', Watson Institute, Geneva, 2009, and Bardo, Fassbender, "Targeted Sanctions 
and Due Process: The responsibility of the UN Security Council to ensure that fair and clear 
procedures are made available to individuals and entities targeted with sanctions under Chapter VII of 
the UN Charter", study commissioned by the United Nations Office of Legal Affairs, Office of the 
Legal Council. See also A/HRC/19/33, para. 27. 

15 See General Assembly resolutions 51/103, 52/120, 53/41, 54/172, 66/156, 67/170 and S-27/2, para. 
30, and the World Summit Outcome (resolution 60/1 ), paras. 106 - 110; Subcommission on Human 
Rights resolution 2000/1; the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action, para. 145; and Sub
Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection ofMinorities resolution 1997 /35. 

16 Resolutions 15/24 and 24/14, and decision 18/120. 
17 SeeA/50/60-S/1995/l,para. 70. 
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economic, social and cultural rights by virtue of any determination that their leaders have 
violated norms of international peace and security. 18 Although this comment seems to apply 
to sanctions adopted by the Security Council, it applies equally to unilateral coercive 
measures. 

16. Several human rights obligations of States incorporated into the varions core 
international human rights instruments provide limitations on unilateral coercive measures 
that have an impact on the enjoyment of human rights by the civilian population in targeted 
States. These include, inter alia, the right to life; 19 the right to an adequate standard of 
living, including food, clothing, housing and medical care; 20 and the right to health. 21 In this 
regard, the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action called upon States: 

to refrain from any unilateral measures not in accordance with international law and 
the Charter of the United Nations that creates obstacles to trade relations among 
states and impedes the full realization of the human rights set forth in the U niversal 
Declaration of Human Rights and in international human rights instruments, in 
particular the rights of everyone to a standard of living adequate for their health and 
well-being, including food and medical care, housing and the necessary social 
services. 22 

17. Previous studies conducted at the request of the Subcommission on Human Rights 
and by the Human Rights Council already documented the likely negative impact of 
unilateral coercive measures on the civilian population of targeted and non-targeted States, 
and included case studies documenting the impact of such measures. These studies clearly 
indicated the likely and actual negative impact of unilateral coercive measures on the 
civilian population, particularly on vulnerable groups, including women, children, the 
infirm and older persons, as well as the poor, caused by the deprivation of access to basic 
services, such as life-saving equipment and medication, food, educational equipment and 
the loss of jobs. They also pointed out that long-term unilateral coercive measures have a 
more severe negative impact on the economic, social and cultural rights of the affected 
population enshrined in the core human rights instruments, such as the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights and the International Covenant on Economie, Social and 
Cultural Rights. 23 

18. In this regard, the presentations made during the workshops organized by OHCHR 
in April 2013 and May 2014 highlighted some of the negative effects of both multilateral 
and unilateral coercive measures on the enjoyment of human rights by the civilian 
population, particularly the disproportionate impact such measures have on women and 
children. One of the panellists stressed that the impact of unilateral coercive measures was 
more deeply felt by women and marginalized communities, and that women were the first 
to lose jobs, to be moved out of higher education, suffer from malnourishment and face 
food insecurity. He also gave specific relevant examples of the plight of women and 
children in the Islamic Republic of Iran and Cuba. 24 In several of the presentations made at 

18 E/C.12/1997/8, para. 16. 
19 Universal Declaration ofHuman Rights, art. 3; International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 

art. 6, para. l; Convention on the Rights of the Child, art. 6, para. 1. 
20 Universal Declaration ofHuman Rights, art. 25, para. l; International Covenant on Economie, Social 

and Cultural Rights, art. 11, para. 1; Convention on the Rights of the Child, art. 27, para. 1. 
21 International Covenant on Economie, Social and Cultural Rights, arts. 11, para. 2, and 12, para. 1. 
22 A/CONF.157/23,para. 31. 
23 See A/HRC/27/32. See also footnote 11. 
24 Anuradha M. Chenoy, presentation made at the workshop on the varions aspects relating to the 

impact of the application of unilateral coercive measures on the enjoyment of human rights by the 
affected population in the States targeted, Geneva, 5 April 2013. 
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the workshop held in May 2014, the negative impact of both multilateral and unilateral 
coercive measures was unequivocally shown on the enjoyment of human rights in targeted 
and non-targeted States and, in particular, by women, children, rninorities, older persons 
and persons with disabilities. Panellists cited examples of such impact in States such as 
Iraq, the Islarnic Republic of Iran, the former Yugoslavia, Haiti and Myanmar. 25 

19. Almost all the responses to the question regarding the impact of unilateral coercive 
measures on the enjoyment of human rights underlined the fact that such measures often 
had a negative impact on the civilian population of targeted and non-targeted States and, in 
particular, on women, children, older persons and persons with disabilities. The examples 
given by the respondents with regard to the human rights affected by unilateral coercive 
measures included the rights to life, food, health, work and education, as well as to the right 
to development. They also pointed out that the negative impact of unilateral coercive 
measures on targeted States was compounded where such a State was, to a greater degree, 
econornically dependent on the State that imposed the measure. 

20. In several studies and reports, attention was drawn to the difficulty of assessing the 
impact of unilateral coercive measures, particularly those that are comprehensive in nature. 
They recommended a more robust and independent mechanism to assess and monitor the 
impact of such measures, including by promoting accountability in this regard. 26 Sorne of 
the reasons that give rise to this challenge are the restrictions on access to the target country 
in which sanctions are imposed, and the difficulty to distinguish the negative impact of 
unilateral coercive measures on the enjoyment of human rights by the affected population 
when such measures are imposed in conjunction with multilateral sanctions. When 
considering an appropriate mechanism for the assessment and monitoring of the negative 
impact of unilateral coercive measures on the enjoyment of human rights, it is hence 
essential to establish a body that, as far as possible, may have access to targeted States in 
which human rights are likely to be affected by such measures and with adequate expertise 
to undertake such a task. 

V. Case studies 

21. To date, few case studies on the impact of unilateral coercive measures on the 
enjoyment of human rights by the civilian population in targeted or non-target States have 
been available. The case studies below, which are well documented, serve to highlight 
some of the main adverse effects of unilateral coercive measures on the enjoyment of 
human rights in target and non-targeted States. 

A. Cuba 

22. The econornic sanctions on Cuba were initially imposed by the United States of 
America in the 1960s, and were subsequently amended by the Cuban Democracy Act of 

25 See in particular the presentations made by Haifa Zangana, Dursun Peksen and Sarah Zaidi at the 
workshop on the application ofunilateral coercive measures on the enjoyment ofhuman rights by the 
affected population, in particular their socioeconomic impact on women and children in States 
targeted, Geneva, 23 May 2014. 

26 See Gary Haufbauer, Jeffrey Schott and Kimberly Elliot, Economie Sanctions Reconsidered: History 
and Current Policy, 2nd ed. (Washington, D.C., Peterson Institute, 1990), pp. 32-33; and Richard 
Garfield, "The Impact of Economie Sanctions on Health and Well-being", Relief and Rehabilitation 
Network Paper, Overseas Development Institute, London, 1999. 
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1992 and the Helms-Burton Act of 1996, as well as other legislative and executive acts. 
These acts essentially impose an economic, commercial and financial embargo on Cuba. 27 

23. In the United States, Congress passed the Trade Sanctions Reform and Export 
Enhancement Act in October 2000. The Act eased somewhat the enforcement of the 
embargo and allowed the sale of agricultural goods and medicine to Cuba for humanitarian 
reasons. From 2005 onwards, exports to Cuba were required to be on a cash-in-advance 
basis, with full payment made before the products were shipped to Cuba; transactions had 
to be made through banks in a third country. In 2009, the Government of the United States 
eased the restrictions by allowing the Government of Cuba to pay for food and agricultural 
products after the shipment was made. 28 

24. The embargo of the United States on medicines and technologies in Cuba has led to 
limitations of the enjoyment of human rights by citizens in Cuba. Amnesty International 
has shown, on the basis several fact-finding reports, that the embargo had contributed to 
malnutrition that mainly affected women and children, poor water supply and lack of 
medicine. 29 The United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights described the effect 
of the embargo on Cuban people as "disastrous". 30 According to the American Association 
for World Health, which conducted a detailed health survey in Cuba, the embargo on food 
and the de facto embargo on medical supplies had wreaked havoc with the island's model 
primary health-care system. 31 

25. According to the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), Cuba is unable to 
import nutritional products intended for children and for consumption in schools, hospitals 
and day-care centres. 32 In addition, food shortages are linked to a devastating outbreak of 
neuropathy numbering in the tens of thousands. By one estimate, daily calorie intake 
dropped by 33 percent between 1989 and 1993.33 

26. The embargo also restricts the State's access to water treatment chemicals and spare 
parts for the island's water supply system. This has led to serious cutbacks in the supply of 
safe drinking water, which in tum has become a factor in the rising incidence of morbidity 
and mortality rates due to water-borne diseases. 

27. Access to essential medicines and equipment has also been affected by the sanctions. 
Of the 1,297 medications still available in Cuba in 1991, physicians now have access to 
only 889, and many only occasionally. Because most major new dmgs are developed by 
United States pharmaceutical companies, Cuban physicians have access to less than 50 per 
cent of the new medicines available on the world market. Owing to the direct or indirect 
effects of the embargo, the most routine medical supplies are in short supply or entirely 
absent from some Cuban clinics. 34 In the case of patients with psychiatrie disorders, 

27 For more details on economic sanctions imposed by the United States of America on Cuba, see 
Benhamin Manchak, "Comprehensive economic sanctions, the right to development, and 
constitutionally impermissible violations of international law", Boston College of Third World Lctw 
Jaumal, vol. 30, No. 2 (2010), pp. 421--424. 

28 Anmesty International, The US Embargo against Cuba: Its Impact on Economie and Social Rights, 
2009. 

29 Ibid. 
30 A/HRC/4/12, para. 7. 
31 American Association for World Health, The Impact of the U.S. Embargo on Health and Nutrition in 

Cuba,March 1997,p.16. 
32 Ibid. 
33 Maria C. Werlau, "The Effects of the U.S. Embargo on Health and Nutrition in Cuba: A Critical 

Analysis", Cuba in Transition, 1998. 
34 Ibid. 
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advanced dmgs are also not available. The embargo imposed against Cuba not only affects 
the supply of medicine. Health services depend on functioning water and sanitation 
infrastructure, electricity and other equipment, such as X-ray equipment and refrigerators to 
store vaccines. The embargo has also slowed down the renovation of hospitals, clinics and 
care centres for older persons. 35 

28. According to the Government, the State is forced to pay above-market prices and 
tariffs on goods purchased and shipped from distant markets, while the blockade imposes 
difficult terms on credit and trade and blocks access to many goods and technologies. lt is 
estimated that the embargo on Cuba creates a virtual tax of 30 percent on all imports. 36 

B. Zimbabwe 

29. The European Union imposed sanctions on Zimbabwean leaders in 2002. The 
sanctions include, inter alia, targeted sanctions in the form of a travel ban and asset freeze 
on members of the Government and persons and entities associated with it. The motivation 
of the sanctions had its origins in the agrarian reform begun by President Mugabe in 
2000/01, which entailed the expropriation of land from white farmers, and which was 
accompanied by a wave of political violence and the intimidation of the opposition. 37 

30. The country's population of 13 million people has suffered from the sanctions. 
Poverty and unemployment rates are high, while infrastructure is sorely lacking. Diseases 
such as HIV/ AIDS, typhoid and malaria give the country an average life expectancy of 
between 53 to 55 years. The country is rich in minerals, but this has been translated into 
neither sustainable economic growth nor prosperity for its people. 

31. In a report published in 2010, UNICEF found that some 34 per cent of children 
under 5 were underdeveloped, 2 per cent were stunted and 10 per cent underweight. 
Zimbabwe has one of the highest rates of orphaned children in the world (25 per cent of all 
children), and experience of violence and abuse is widespread. At least 21 per cent of the 
first sexual encounter experienced by girls is forced, and the perception that family violence 
is acceptable is shared by both women and men ( 48 and 37 percent, respectively). Corporal 
punishment is legally administered. Two-thirds of children report experiencing such 
punishment at school. The combination of poverty, neglect and violence contributes to the 
large number of children on the move, resulting in unsafe migration and child 
exploitation. 38 

C Islamic Republic of Iran 

32. Acting through the Security Council and regional or national authorities, the United 
States of America, the States members of the European Union, Japan, the Republic of 
Korea, Canada, Australia, Norway, Switzerland and others have put in place a strong 
interlocking matrix of sanctions and measures relating to the nuclear, missile, energy, 
shipping, transportation and financial sectors of the Islamic Republic of Iran. 

35 Amnesty International, The US Embargo against Cuba (see footnote 28). 
36 Richard Garfield and Arah Santana, "The Impact of the Economie Crisis and US Embargo on Health 

in Cuba",American Jaumal of Public Health, vol. 87, No.l (January 1997), pp. 15-20. 
37 C. Portela, "The EU's Use of 'Targeted' Sanctions" (see footnote 11 ). 
38 UNICEF Annual Report for Zimbabwe, available from 

www.unicef.org/zimbabwe/Zimbabwe2010 _ Annual _Report_ Sept_ 2011. pdf. 
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33. According to a non-profit organization based in the United States, smart sanctions 
imposed on the banking, gas and insurance sectors have wreaked havoc with the lives of 
many Iranian citizens, as price hikes have led to the high cost of food (increases by 1,500 
per cent in the period 2010-2012). Besides strengthening the black cash economy and 
increasing criminalization, women's access to higher education has decreased. Women are 
being pushed out of the job market. Furthermore, the sanctions have triggered a collapse in 
industry, skyrocketing inflation and massive unemployment. The country's middle class 
has disappeared, and even access to food and medicine has been compromised. 39 

34. Although the United States of America and the European Union claim that the 
sanctions do not apply to humanitarian items, in actual fact they have deeply affected the 
delivery and availability of medical supplies. The import of medicines containing 
antibiotics (of types not produced inside the country) has decreased by 20.7 percent, and 
prices have increased by more than 300 percent. The estimated 20,000 persons suffering 
from thalassemia in the country receive only a few days of their monthly medicinal needs. 
Survivors of chemical weapons used during the war with Iraq in the 1980s, in need of 
medicine and equipment, including cornea transplants and inhalers, similarly suffer from a 
shortage or lack of medical supplies. In general, the medicines used to treat haemophilia, 
cancer, thalassemia, multiple sclerosis and kidney transplant and dialysis are not produced 
domestically, and ofthose that are, most are notas effective as those imported from Europe 
and North America. The shortage of medicine for such chronic diseases often leads to the 
death of the patient. In addition, every year, 85,000 Iranians are diagnosed with some form 
of cancer; the facilities for providing them with chemotherapy and radiotherapy are 
however scant. While the financial sanctions imposed on the Islamic Republic of Iran do 
not, in principle, cover medicine and medical equipment, they make it almost impossible 
for Iranian importers to finance the import of medical equipment and medicine. In 
particular, depriving the country of SWIFT services has made international payments to 
Western companies almost impossible. As a result, Western pharmaceutical companies -
often the sole producers of these medicines - have all but stopped exporting to the Islamic 
Republic of Iran, and every year tens of thousands of patients die as a result. The economic 
sanctions have therefore led to a deterioration in living conditions. Those living in poverty 
and in marginalized areas suffer most from the effect of the sanctions. 40 

35. According to the UNICEF annual report of 2012, the mortality rate of children under 
5 years of age dropped from 36 to 22.52 per 1,000 live births between 2000 and 2010. 
Nonetheless, 20.3 out of 1,000 children die before their first birthday, and 15.29 during the 
first month of life - statistics that highlight the need to improve neonatal health care. The 
report also revealed that the average under-5 mortality rate in lower income regions is three 
times that of higher income regions. 

36. Owing to the imposition of both multilateral and unilateral sanctions on the Islamic 
Republic of Iran, it is difficult to distinguish the specific impact that unilateral sanctions 
have had on the enjoyment of the human rights by the civilian population. 

D. Gaza Strip 

3 7. While according to international law the 1. 7 million inhabitants of the Gaza Strip are 
under Israeli occupation, the Govemment of Israel treats this area as a foreign entity, 
submitting its inhabitants to a severe financial and economic blockade. 

39 International Civil Society Network, "What the Women Say: Killing Them Softly: the Stark Impact 
of Sanctions on the Lives ofürdinary Iranians", Brief3, July 2012. 

40 Ibid. 
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38. During the 52 days of fighting in July and August 2014, Israeli bombs destroyed or 
severely damaged more than 53,000 houses in the Gaza Strip. The ongoing blockade 
violates the social, economic and cultural rights of the people suffering from the unilateral 
sanctions. Undernourishment is rampant, especially among children. Tens of thousands of 
families live in the mins of their houses or in unheated containers furnished by the local 
authorities. In December 2014, the death from cold of a number of children under the age 
of 10 was reported to the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees 
in the N ear East. 

39. According to numerous reports of the United Nations and non-governmental 
organizations, the lack of clean drinking water in the Gaza Strip has caused kidney disease 
to spread, affecting severely the health of hundreds of thousands of people. 

E. Impact of unilateral coercive measures on third States: the case of 
Pakistan 

40. More recently, unilateral sanctions on the Islamic Republic oflran, which have been 
revised and enforced over time, have negatively affected non-targeted neighbouring States, 
such as Pakistan, by blocking a gas pipeline project critical for Pakistan to overcome its 
grave energy crisis. 41 Industrial development in Pakistan has in fact been depressed since 
industries highly dependent on electricity and gas began to face supply shortfalls. The result 
has been a rising unemployment rate in a predominantly young population, with severe 
consequences for the economy and society, and most importantly the individuals affected. 
Moreover, endemic load-shedding across the country lasting up to 18 hours daily has led to 
violence in the form of frequent energy riots. 42 The energy crisis is thus hindering the 
progressive realization of the socioeconomic rights of the citizens of Pakistan in addition to 
compromising their rights to security of life and property. 

41. To meet its energy shortages, the Government of Pakistan signed a multi-billion 
dollar agreement for the supply of 750 million cubic feet of gas per day, extendable to one 
billion cubic feet gas per day, through a pipeline from the Islarnic Republic of Iran. 43 This 
would ease the gas deficit in the country to a reasonable level and help to curb rising 
inflation. The gas pipeline project, however, came to a halt as a direct consequence of the 
unilateral sanctions imposed by the United States of America on the Islamic Republic of 
Iran. 44 Failure to complete the project within the stipulated time frame would make Pakistan 
liable for $3 million a day in penalties. Significantly, a State already burdened with 
international and local loans could hardly afford such additional financial burdens. 

42. Failure to complete the project would clearly have an adverse impact on the human 
rights of citizens of Pakistan, including, inter alia, their rights to life, food, health, 
development, education and employment, as well as national socioeconomic growth. These 

41 Ahmed Faraz Khan, "Power shortage leads to 12-18 hours ofloadshedding", Dawn, 11 April 2014. 
42 See "Power riots: Wapda Complex attacked for loadshedding", Express Tribune, 9 April 2013, and 

"Another day of outrage at outages across Punjab", Dawn, 18 June 2012. 
43 Zafar Butta, "IPgas pipeline: Iran wants assurance that Pakistan is 'all in"', Express Tribune, 25 

November 2013. 
44 Although under United States law the sanctions on the Islamic Republic oflran have been in place for 

longer, the Iranian entity with whom the Inter-State Gas System of Pakistan entered into the gas 
purchase agreement was specifically sanctioned on 24 September 2012, that is, after Pakistan had 
signed the agreement. Thereafter, Pakistan has expressed reservations at the impact of sanctions on 
the project. See "Pakistan may face sanctions over gas pipeline with Iran: US", Times of India, 4 
October 2013. 
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fondamental rights are guaranteed to the citizens of Pakistan by international treaties, 
including the International Covenant on Economie, Social and Cultural Rights and the 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. 

VI. Potential mechanisms to assess the negative impact of 
unilateral coercive measures and to promote accountability 

43. In exploring the mechanisms that can be used to assess the negative impact of 
unilateral coercive measures and/or to mitigate their adverse impact on human rights, it is 
essential to point out from the outset that the possible mechanisms considered in the present 
study would, for obvions reasons, be focused on the relevant human rights bodies because 
of their greater and more specialized expertise in human rights. The human rights bodies 
were specifically established with the aim of promoting and protecting all human rights, as 
well to ensure that human rights obligations incorporated into international human rights 
instruments and those assumed by States are respected. 

44. Accordingly, non-human rights oriented bodies, such as the World Trade 
Organization, are excluded from the scope of the present study since their mandate is not 
directly related to the promotion of human rights. 45 The General Assembly and the Security 
Council may be considered potential mechanisms for this purpose given that they have 
frequently dealt with the potential impact of sanctions on human rights, including unilateral 
coercive measures. However, neither body seems to be an appropriate mechanism, since 
they are more political and their experience to date reflects difficulties in balancing 
unilateral coercive measures with human rights. 46 

45. In general, United Nations human rights bodies may be categorized into two broad 
types: treaty-based bodies, on the one hand, and their Charter-based counterparts, on the 
other. The relevant treaty-based bodies include the Committee on the Elimination of 
Discrimination against W omen, the Committee on the Rights of the Child, the Committee 
on Economie, Social and Cultural Rights and the Human Rights Committee. 47 The Charter
based bodies include the Human Rights Council and its mechanisms and procedures, such 
as the universal periodic review mechanism, the complaint procedure and the special 
procedures. 

46. Owing to the multiplicity oftreaty-based and Charter-based human rights bodies and 
their different characteristics and mandates, it would be necessary to examine further some 
of the main considerations, challenges and opportunities that may be taken into account in 
identifying the most suitable candidate to take on the role of assessing the adverse impact of 
unilateral coercive measures on the enjoyment of human rights and to promote 
accountability in this regard. 

A. Challenge of territorially and jurisdictionally limited obligations 

4 7. Given that unilateral coercive measures are imposed by one State on another or 
against persons of another State, one issue that arises is whether treaty-based bodies would 

45 See Tilahun Weldie Hindeya, "Unilateral trade sanctions as a means to combat human rights abuses: 
legal and factual appraisal",Mizan Law Review, vol. 7, No.l (2013), pp. 108-116. 

46 See Sokol Braha, "The Changing Nature of U.S. Sanctions against Yugoslavia", Michigan State 
University Jaumal oflntemational Law, No. 8 (1999), p. 273. 

47 See Philip Alston and Ryan Goodman, International Human Rights (New York, Oxford University 
Press, 2013), pp. 691-693. 
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"" See Tilahun Weldie Hindeya, "Unilateral trade sanctions as a means to combat human rights abuses: 
legal and factual appraisal",Mizan Law Review, vol. 7, N0.1 02013) pp. 108-116. 

"" See Sokol Braha, "The Changing Nature of U.S. Sanctions against Yugoslavia", Michigan State 
University Journal of International Law, No. 8 (1999), p. 273. 

" See Philip Alston and Ryan Goodman, International Human Rights (New York, Oxford University 
Press, 2013), pp. 691-693. 
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be suitable as a mechanism of choice for assessing and/or promoting accountability with 
regard to unilateral coercive measures that adversely affect the enjoyment of human rights. 
Generally, the obligations assumed by State parties to almost all human rights treaties are 
framed in a rather narrow manner; for instance, State parties to the International Covenant 
on Civil and Political Rights undertake to ensure the enjoyment of all rights contained in 
the Covenant for all individuals and peoples within their territories or subject to their 
jurisdiction (art. 2). Articles 2 to 4 of the International Convention on the Elimination of All 
Forms of Racial Discrimination limit the obligations of State parties in a similarly narrow 
territorial and jurisdictional manner. The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 
Discrimination against Women (art. 2) and the Convention on the Rights of the Child (art. 
2) follow the same pattern. Article 2 of the International Covenant on Economie, Social and 
Cultural Rights describes the obligations assumed by State parties in a more or less similar 
fashion, with the exception that the obligations to ensure the enjoyment of human rights by 
individuals within the territory of a State subject to its jurisdiction is modified by the 
obligation of the relevant States parties to engage in "international assistance and 
cooperation" towards the achievement of that goal. Whether or not a State is legally (as 
opposed to morally) obliged to help to ensure the enjoyment of socioeconomic and cultural 
rights in another State is, however, still a subject of controversy. 48 

48. The foregoing discussion tends to suggest that the territorial and jurisdictional 
mandates conferred to treaty-based bodies within their respective treaties is framed quite 
narrowly and does not seem to extend to victims of the adverse impact of unilateral 
coercive measures who usually do not reside within the territory or are subject to the 
jurisdiction of the State imposing the measures challenged. This begs the question as to 
how such treaty-based bodies could procedurally entertain petitions of individuals or groups 
who daim to have been victim of human rights violations when such persons are outside 
the territory or jurisdiction of the State against which they are bringing the complaint. lt 
may be argued, however, that the obligations of State parties to ensure the enjoyment of 
human rights by all individuals and peoples within their territory orthose subject to their 
jurisdiction could be read more flexibly in order to accommodate the ability of the relevant 
treaty-based bodies to entertain daims lodged against State parties by persons outside the 
territory of such States or normally regarded as being outside their jurisdiction. 49 In this 
instance, the phrase "within its jurisdiction", found in almost all of the treaties, may be 
interpreted to include any person against whom the State has taken measures, including 
unilateral measures, that may affect their human rights. Even such interpretive manoeuver 
is, however, subject to significant controversy. 50 

49. lt should be noted, however, that a treaty body may require State parties to include 
in their periodic State reports information on how unilateral coercive measures that they 
have taken may have violated the human rights of persons who are outside their territory or 
jurisdiction, or on measures, if any, taken to assess or mitigate such adverse effects. 
Moreover, past experience has shown that treaty bodies have an indirect way of exercising 
their jurisdiction through the adoption of general comments. Even then, the issue of the 
territorial andjurisdictional limits oftreaty bodies may pose a challenge. 

48 With regard to the debate on the ways and means of ensuring the enjoyment of the right to 
development, see Obiora Chinedu Okafor, "A regional perspective: article 22 of the African Charter 
on Human and Peoples' Rights" in Realizing the Right to Development: Essays in Commemoration of 
25 Years of the United Nations Declaration on the Right to Development (Geneva and New York, 
OHCHR, 2013), p. 373. 

49 See Hugh M. Kindred et al, International Law: Chiejly as Interpreted and Applied in Canada, 7th 
edition (Toronto, Emond Montgomery, 2006), pp. 431 and 547. 

50 Ibid. 
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50. What the above discussion shows is that, in the process of identifying appropriate 
mechanisms to assess and/or to promote accountability to rnitigate the effects of unilateral 
coercive measures on the enjoyment of human rights, efforts should, at a minimum, be 
made to avoid, or at least to rninirnize, any potential controversy regarding the lirnits of the 
territorial and jurisdictional mandate of the treaty bodies. One obvious way of doing this 
would be to eschew the treaty bodies as the mechanism of choice for the task. 

51. This would lead to the consideration of the Charter-based bodies as the more 
preferable mechanisms of choice to undertake the assessment and/or to promote 
accountability to rnitigate the adverse impact of unilateral coercive measures on the 
enjoyment of human rights, since the mandates of these bodies are formulated in a more 
flexible manner. This stems from the fact that the Charter of the United Nations, the source 
from which the Charter-based bodies ultimately derive their mandates, calls for all States 
Members to pledge to take joint and separate action to achieve universal respect for, and 
observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction to race, 
sex, language and religion (Arts. 55 and 56). The language used is clearly more flexible and 
better avoids potential controversy with regard to jurisdiction, which could be used to 
distract and even impede the assessment of unilateral coercive measures and their impact on 
the enjoyment of human rights. 

B. The accountability imperative 

52. The fact that States that impose unilateral coercive measures with an impact on the 
enjoyment of human rights of the civilian population of targeted or non-targeted States 
ought to be accountable in some way for their actions is a matter beyond debate. Indeed, the 
entire human rights system would be much weaker were accountability of one kind or 
another not one of its main goals, without which the entire human rights system would lose 
its rationale. For instance, in the area of addressing poverty reduction and the right to 
development, which has historically witnessed one of the largest accountability gaps in the 
broader field of human rights, the creation of institutions that ensure accountability has 
been deemed imperative. Indeed, the key documents that will shape the post-2015 
development agenda have called for development efforts to be driven and shaped by 
building "accountable institutions for all,"51 and further emphasized the need to establish "a 
participatory monitoring framework for tracking progress" and "mutual accountability 
mechanisms for all stakeholders". 52 According to a working paper prepared for the 
Commission on Human Rights, the full array of legal remedies should be available for 
victims of sanctions regimes at any point for the violation of international law, notably 
national courts, international or regional human rights bodies and the International Court of 
Justice. 53 

53. All United Nations human rights bodies, be they treaty-based or Charter-based, 
suffer to a sirnilar degree from a lack of a supranational authority that can enforce their 
demands on States that have allegedly violated their human rights obligations. 54 All of the se 
bodies exact accountability in a sirnilarly "softer way", primarily through a slower, more 

51 See United Nations, A New Global Partnership: Eradicate Poverty and Transform Economies 
through Sustainable Development. Report of the High-level Panel of Eminent Persans on the 
Post-2015 DevelopmentAgenda (New York, 2013). 

52 A/68/202, para. 75. 
53 E/CN.4/Sub.2/2000/33, para. 106. 
54 See O.C. Okafor, The African Human Rights System, Activist Forces and International Institutions 

(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2007), pp. 40-61. 
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consensual process of socialization, and sometimes, ostracization. 55 Rarely is a State 
punished for its human rights violations in the way that violations are sanctioned in the 
domestic le gal system. 56 

54. Although the choice between a Charter-based or treaty-based mechanism is not 
clear-cut when considering accountability for unilateral coercive measures that have an 
adverse impact on the enjoyment of human rights, the universal periodic review may be 
better suited to ensuring accountability at the global level since it targets each and every 
State Member of the United Nations throughout each four-year cycle. 

C. Access to independent evidence 

55. Another important consideration when selecting the best-suited mechanisms for the 
assessment and/or mitigation of the adverse effects of unilateral coercive measures on the 
enjoyment of human rights is the extent to which that body would have access to robust or 
direct independent evidence. The special procedures of the Human Rights Council do in 
fact enjoy such an advantage over other mechanisms, since they are often able to undertake 
on-site visits to the relevant States and territories. 

D. Consideration of financial and administrative efficiency 

56. The United Nations system is currently striving to be as financially and 
administratively efficient and cost-effective as possible without significantly cutting down 
its relevant programmes. This consideration suggests that a multiplicity of mechanisms to 
take on the task of assessing and promoting accountability for the negative impact of 
unilateral coercive measures should be avoided. A single Charter-based or treaty-based 
body ought therefore to be considered the mechanism of choice for the task at hand. 

E. N eed to secure the most appropriate expertise 

57. Given the fact that unilateral coercive measures of a comprehensive nature are more 
likely to have an adverse impact on the enjoyment of economic and social rights, especially 
in relation to women, children and other vulnerable groups in targeted States (also 
emphasized by the Human Rights Council in its resolution 24/14 ), the mechanism of choice 
may need to be a body or a person with the requisite expertise in the area of economic and 
social rights. In the context of treaty-based bodies, this would point to three specific bodies 
that could perform the task jointly, namely, the Committee on Economie, Social and 
Cultural Rights, the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women and 
the Committee on the Rights of the Child. Financial and administrative considerations 
might, however, militate against this more cumbersome route, where multiple mechanisms 
would be involved in looking at the adverse impact of unilateral coercive measures on 
human rights. This would once again suggest a Charter-based option, such as the 
appointment of a special procedure by the Human Rights Council. The selection process of 
the appropriate mandate holder would moreover provide the Council with more flexibility 
when identifying the person it considers best suited for the position, with adequate expertise 
in the areas identified. 

55 Ibid. See also Ryan Goodman and Derek Jinks, "How to Influence States: Socialization and 
International Human Rights Law", Duke Law Jaumal, vol. 54, 2004, p. 7. 

56 Ibid. 
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F. Minimizing politicization 

58. The issue of the imposition of unilateral coercive measures is directly tied to global 
politics and the challenge that is posed to the multilateral ideal by the actions of many 
States. 57 For the mechanism eventually selected to perform the task to gain the most popular 
legitimacy and effectiveness, preference should be given to one that has the potential to 
minimize the politicization of the issue. With a few exceptions, both treaty-based and 
Charter-based bodies are designed to be as non-political as possible and therefore do not 
enjoy any specific advantage in this respect. 

VII. Concluding remarks and recommended actions 

59. The fact that unilateral coercive measures are likely to have a negative impact 
on the enjoyment of human rights by the civilian population of targeted and, in some 
cases, non-targeted States does not seem to be a matter of controversy. However, 
assessing the impact of unilateral coercive measures on the human rights of the 
civilian population, and more particularly, on vulnerable groups, such as women and 
children, would require on-site visits to the States affected by such measures to verify, 
in an independent manner, the actual effects of such measures on the different 
segments of the population. 

60. One obvious conclusion of the discussions above is that this fonction should 
squarely rest on one of the relevant human rights mechanisms, namely, either a 
treaty-based or a Charter-based mechanism. The challenge faced by treaty-based 
bodies in discharging this fonction is the narrow territorial and jurisdictional manner 
in which the obligations of States are framed in the relevant treaties. For this reason, 
Charter-based bodies, which tend to have a more flexible mandate, are to be preferred 
for the task. 

61. Almost all of the factors considered for selecting the most appropriate 
mechanism for the assessment of the adverse effect of unilateral coercive measures on 
the enjoyment of human rights seem to lead to the conclusion that a special procedure 
should be established to undertake the task. The need for the selected mechanism to 
have as much direct access as possible to robust and independent evidence, to align 
with the United Nations administrative and financial efficiency goals, and to have a 
great degree of flexibility to select and deploy the most appropriate technical expertise 
in the area would indeed tend to point to the creation of a special procedures mandate 
by the Human Rights Council. 

62. Almost all of the stakeholders who responded to the questionnaire were also of 
the view that the most appropriate mechanism for assessing the negative impact of 
unilateral coercive measures on the enjoyment of human rights should be a special 
procedure mandate, although some stated that the establishment of a world court on 
human rights might be more appropriate. The European Union did not consider the 
Human Rights Council to be the appropriate forum for addressing the issue. 

63. With regard to the promotion of accountability for the negative impact of 
unilateral coercive measures on the enjoyment of human rights, the most appropriate 

57 See Christine Chinkin, "The State that acts alone: bully, good Samaritan or iconoclast?", European 
Jaumal of International Law, vol. 11, No. 1 (2000), p. 31; and Alberto R. Coll, "Harming human 
rights in the name of promoting them: the case of the Cuban embargo", UCLA Jaumal of 
International Law and Foreign Affairs, vol. 12, No. 2 (2007), p. 199. 
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means to hold States to account would seem to be the use of the universal periodic 
review mechanism and for the relevant treaty-based bodies to require Member States 
to address the issue in their periodic reports so as to raise public awareness to 
pressure States to prevent or, at least, to mitigate the impact of such measures on the 
enjoyment of human rights. There may also be a need for the Human Rights Council 
to consider developing specific rules, procedures and guidelines to ensure 
transparency and more accountability if and when States employ unilateral coercive 
measures that are likely to have a negative impact on the enjoyment of human rights 
in targeted or non-targeted States. 

64. In this regard, the Human Rights Council, at its twenty-seventh session, in fact 
adopted resolution 27/21, in which it created, for a period of three years, a new 
mandate of Special Rapporteur on the negative impact of unilateral coercive measures 
on the enjoyment of human rights, thus corroborating the findings of the present 
study. The Special Rapporteur bas a mandate: 

(a) To gather ail information, wherever it may occur, including from 
Governments, non-government organizations and any other parties, relating to the 
negative impact of unilateral coercive measures on the enjoyment of human rights; 

(b) To study trends, development and challenges in relation to the negative 
impact of unilateral coercive measures on the enjoyment of human rights and to make 
guidelines and recommendations on ways and means to prevent, minimize and redress 
the adverse impact of unilateral coercive measures on human rights; 

(c) To make an overall review of independent mechanisms to assess 
unilateral coercive measures to promote accountability; 

(d) To contribute to strengthening the capacity of OHCHR to provide 
affected countries with technical assistance and advisory services to prevent, minimize 
and redress the adverse impact of unilateral coercive measures on human rights. 

65. In discharging the mandate, the Council also requested the Special Rapporteur 
(a) to draw the attention of the Human Rights Council and the High Commissioner to 
situations and cases regarding the negative impact of unilateral coercive measures on 
the full enjoyment of human rights; and (b) to cooperate with other relevant United 
Nations bodies, including the High Commissioner, human rights treaty bodies, the 
special procedures and mechanisms, specialized agencies, fund and programmes, 
regional intergovernmental organizations and their mechanisms, with the aim to 
prevent, minimize and redress the adverse impact of unilateral coercive measures on 
human rights. 
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66. The specific mandates and tasks assigned to the Special Rapporteur by the 
Human Rights Council in resolution 27/21 are consistent with what bas already been 
recommended by the Advisory Committee in its progress report, and should therefore 
be commended. lt is now important to ensure that ail relevant United Nations human 
rights treaty bodies and subsidiary organs of the Council mainstream the issue of the 
negative impact of unilateral coercive measures on the enjoyment of human rights and 
perform specific monitoring activities, such as during the review of periodic reports 
submitted by States to such bodies and under the universal periodic review, and draw 
the attention of the Special Rapporteur to any potential or actual violation of human 
rights that may occur as a result of the application of unilateral coercive measures. 
Furthermore, it would also be necessary to develop quantitative and qualitative 
indicators that would allow a comparison between the situation of human rights in 
targeted and non-targeted States prior to and during the imposition of unilateral 
coercive measures. 
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1. Introduction 

The Islamic Republic of Iran, in recent decades, has always supported the 

international efforts to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs) and to adapt to 

the impacts of climate change, on the basis of the principle of "Common But 

Differentiated Responsibilities" (CBDR). Despite various obstacles such as unjust 

sanctions, the eight year imposed war upon Iran (1980-1988) which put Iranian 

young and talented human resources at risk, as well as hosting millions of refugees 

from the neighboring countries, Iran has implemented comprehensive programs 

over the last three decades in the field of sustainable development. In the coming 

years, however, economic growth, social development, poverty eradication and 

environmental sustainability continue to be the main priorities of the national 

development agenda. 

In spite of the desire to move towards low-carbon economy and to 

implement and achieve its objectives, young population and national development 

requirements on the one hand, and availability of hydrocarbon resources from the 

other hand, have made the national development to rely on the energy-intensive 

industries. These have made upward trend of GHGs emissions in the country 

inevitable. 

Dependence of the national economy on revenues from production and 

export of oil and its byproducts - that are high-carbon intensive- have made the 

economy, public welfare, resources and technology of the country, vulnerable to 

mitigation of GHGs emission. These adverse impacts from the point of view of 

response measures to climate change, have tumed the Islamic Republic Iran to a 

suitable candidate, to the attention of developed country parties to the Convention, 

in the areas of finance, technology transfer and capacity building support 

(according to articles 4.8 and 4.9 of the UNFCCC). 
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This intended program, inclusive of unconditional and conditional 

participation in mitigating GHGs emission as well as in terms of areas related to 

adaptation, is in its entirety, subject to the removal of economic, technological and 

financial restrictions and in particular termination of unjust sanctions imposed on 

Iran during the past several decades, as well as non-imposition of restrictions or 

sanctions in the future. 

Obviously, due to the long-term impacts of unjust sanctions and 

restrictions, capacity development and creation of suitable institutional structures 

will be a time consuming process and constrain achieving objectives of this 

pro gram, even if international financial and technical support as well as technology 

transfer are provided. The Islamic Republic of Iran, while has no legally binding 

commitments under the Convention to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, while 

emphasizing the voluntary nature of its actions, presents its "Intended Nationally 

Determined Contribution", as endorsed by the Cabinet of Ministers, in the 

following macro-areas of mitigation, vulnerability and adaptation. 

It is noteworthy that, this document does not constitute committing the 

Islamic Republic of Iran, in any way, in a binding manner, with regard to the 

measures that will be undertaken in its various economic and industrial sectors. 

2. Mitigation of Greenhouse Gases 

• Time frame: 1s1, January 2021 to 31s1, December 2030; 

• Base year of calculation ( upon available information): 2010; 

• GHGs concemed: SF6, PFCs, HFCs, NF3, CO2, CH4, N2O. 

A. Unconditional Mitigation Action 
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On the basis of national capabilities, financial resources available and 

requirements of the national development program, taking into account GHGs 

emission scenarios, the Islamic Republic of Iran intends to participate by 

mitigating its GHGs emission in 2030 by 4% compared to the Business As Usual 

(BAU) scenario. 

This level of unconditional emission reduction will be achieved through 

development of combined cycle power plants, renewable energies and nuclear 

power, as well as reduction of gas flare emissions, increasing energy efficiency in 

various consuming sectors, substituting high-carbon fuels with natural gas, 

strategic planning for utilizing low-carbon fuels, intensifying economic 

diversification and participation in market-based mechanisms at the national and 

international levels. 

Moreover, in accordance with progress in the implementation of national 

development plans, and access to international financial resources as well as 

transfer of required technologies under the Convention, the BAU scenario will be 

updated in the future years. It should be noted that the process of implementing our 

unconditional mitigation of GHGs emission will be facilitated and speeded up, 

only in the absence of any forms of restrictions and sanctions. 

B. Conditional Mitigation Action 

Subject to termination and non-existence of unjust sanctions, availability of 

international resources in the form of financial support and technology transfer, 

exchange of carbon credits, accessibility of bilateral or multilateral implementation 

mechanisms, transfer of clean technologies as well as capacity building, the 

Islamic Republic of Iran has the potential of mitigating additional GHGs emission 

up to 8% against the BAU scenario (i.e. 12% in total). 
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These additional mitigation actions will be achieved through focusing on 

energy sector and industrial processes, as well as conservation and development of 

forests, sustainable agriculture and waste management. "Market-based 

mechanisms" and transfer of environment friendly technologies under the legal 

regime ofUNFCCC as well as transfer of management practices, play a key role in 

successful and result oriented conditional mitigation actions. 

C. Calculation Method and Verification Process and Reporting 

Emission calculations are based on the IPCC 2006 guidelines, hence GHGs 

emissions mitigation planned are to benefit from national Monitoring, Reporting 

and Verification (MRV) mechanisms becoming operational by the end of 2020. 

This is to verify and control the implementation of national mitigation actions. In 

addition, the progress of national mitigation actions will be accelerated by 

enforcement of national fuel consumption and emissions standards. 

D. Mitigation Ambition and Proportionate Assessment (Fairness) 

Taking into account the potentials and economic capabilities of Islamic 

Republic of Iran, its growing young population, the need for creation of job 

opportunities and with due regard to priorities identified in the national 

development programs, our intention to mitigate GHGs emission on a voluntary 

basis, is a clear manifestation of willingness of the country to cooperate m 

promotion of global public good at the regional and international levels. 

The Islamic Republic of Iran has already included a program to mitigate 

GHGs emission in its "Fifth 5 Year National Development Plan" (2010 to 2015), 

targeting 30% reduction in energy intensity. Unfortunately, due to the unjust 

sanctions imposed on our economic, financial and technological sectors, not only 

this target was not achieved, but energy intensity was increased in recent years. 
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E. Financial and Technological Needs 

Due to the significant share of energy sector in emissions ( more than 90%) 

and consequently the high potential ofthis sector in emissions mitigation, its major 

technological requirements are as follows: 

• Technologies needed to curb and utilize gas flares; 

• Reducing natural gas leakage in the distribution networks; 

• Increasing efficiency through the development of CHP and combined-cycle 

power plants; 

• Reducing transmission and distribution electricity losses; 

• Energy demand optimization and management; and 

• Use of renewable and alternative energy resources (like nuclear power) as 

well as biofuels, biogas, waste to energy production and CCS. 

The total annual investments needed to achieve unconditional and 

conditional GHGs mitigation are about 17.5 and 52.5 billion US dollars 

respectively. Also such actions could be leveraged at the domestic level, through, 

inter alia, development of sound financial mechanisms; economics of energy, in 

areas such as reducing and gradual phasing out of energy subsidies; the National 

Environmental Fund; formulation of a master plan to promote the role of private 

sector, particularly in the energy sector; and optimization of energy efficiency, 

through establishment of service companies. 

F. National Contribution to UNFCCC Goals 
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Bearing in mind the status of the Islamic Republic of Iran as a maJor 

developing country with a growing economy, the national development plan of the 

country aims to achieve 8% economic growth annually, with an emphasis on 

energy and industrial sectors in the next fifteen years. Iran, in a bid to effectively 

contribute to the regional and global mitigation of GHGs emission, intends to 

mitigate GHGs emissions through national legislation on energy productivity as 

well as implementation of the "Low-carbon Economy", in conformity with the 

objectives ofUNFCCC. 

3. Adaptation and Vulnerability to Climate Change 

A. Vulnerability 

The Islamic Republic of Iran is a unique country around the world, which 

has prepared costly and comprehensive operational plans, not only to mitigate 

GHGs emissions - subject to provision of national and international support - but 

also for considerable increase of public and private investments in adaptation 

actions due to its high vulnerability to climate change, especially in the recent 

years. 

Reduction of the levels of agricultural production, sharp drops in surface 

runoffs and underground water storage, increase of mean temperature with its 

consequences (heat exhaustion and spread of some diseases ), increased hot-spots 

of dust and sand storms (with high health and industrial adverse impacts) as well as 

extreme vulnerability of biodiversity and natural resources are some of the direct 

and indirect extreme impacts of climate change. Also, increased air pollution due 

to lack of appropriate technology support with its increased health risks is another 

aspect of the country's vulnerability. The reduction of approximately 50% of 
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surface runoffs, increased flood occurrence index by 52% and growth in imports of 

agricultural products, all, clearly indicate serious impacts of climate change in Iran. 

It is predicted that in the next 15 years (up to 2030) the amount of surface 

runoffs will continue to decrease by 25% and the mean temperature will raise by 

more than 1.5° C. This increase in temperature is equal to increased losses of 

national programmable water by about 20 to 25 billion cubic meters. Moreover, in 

the last ten years, the amount of renewable water of the country has decreased from 

130 to 90 billion cubic meters per year. Due to the changing trends of climate 

change and hydrological parameters, agricultural production and economy has 

faced significant damages amounting to 3. 7 billion USD (based on fixed prices) 

annually from 2015 to 2030 compared to 2010. 

Iran is also experiencing the increasing trend of drying wetlands, as an 

important indicator of the climate change impact. Therefore, taking into account 

the following facts, Iran ranks under the category of vulnerable countries, on the 

basis of articles 4.8 and 4.10 of the UNFCCC: 

• Geographical location and economic structure; 

• A third of the global average precipitation; 

• 3 times more evaporation than the global average; 

• 3 times more per capita deserts than the global average; 

• One-third of global average per capita forests; 

• Desert hot-spots of7.5 million hectares; 

• High rates of soil erosion; 
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• High frequency of extreme climatic events such as floods and droughts; and 

Forest fires and out breaks of pests and diseases such as pastures with drying 

Oak forests. 

B. Adaptation 

Undertaking adaptation actions in the major vulnerable economic sectors in 

Iran would be very costly. Amongst these, investment in water resources 

infrastructure is focused on demand management, increasing productivity in the 

water sector, increasing efficiency and reducing losses in water yield, water 

networks and providing new water resources. The total investment is estimated to 

be about 100 billion US dollars (2010 fixed prices ). 

Also according to the country's development plans and the need to improve 

the environment, protecting natural resources and ensuring food security, the total 

needed investment in these sectors is approximately 40 billion US dollars (2010 

fixed prices ). 

Adaptation programs undertake a wide spectrum of actions which require 

additional international financial resources and technology transfer that should be 

provided in parallel with GHGs mitigation programs. 

C. Technological Needs for Adaptation 

Taking into account the vulnerability areas and national adaptation 

scenarios, the most important diverse and pertinent technological needs of the 

country are listed below: 

• Modem and eco-friendly and climate smart agricultural technology and 

practices for scattered local communities in 2/3 of the country' s area; 
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• Modem environmental friendly technologies for supplying water 

( desalination, recycling and water treatment); 

• Development of on-line monitoring network of climate observation system; 

• General Circulation Models ( for national and regional application with 

monitoring and observing features for forest fires); 

• Access to new and environmentally sound technologies for industrial 

production, as well as forest fire fighting systems; and 

• Early-waming and monitoring systems of climate extreme events, dust and 

sand storms and access to global satellite data. 

D. National Strategy for Climate Change 

Iran's national strategy for climate change which includes mitigation and 

adaption, as well as the national Plan of Action to combat dust and sand storms 

will be finalized in the near future. All actions in the three forthcoming national 

development plans are intended to be in coherence and harmonized with this 

INDC. The time line of this document covers three five year national development 

plans (2016 to 2030). During this period, this INDC may be revised every five 

years or less as deemed appropriate, through modification of national development 

priorities in the fields of mitigation and adaptation. 
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Abstract 

CrossMark 

Background: The U.S Congress initiated sanctions against Iran after the 1979 U.S. Embassy hostage crisis in Tehran, 
and since then the scope of multilateral sanctions imposed by the United States, the European Union, and the 
United Nations Security Council have progressively expanded throughout the intervening years. Though primarily 
targeted at lran's nuclear proliferation activities, sanctions have nevertheless resulted in negative public health 
outcomes for ordinary lranian citizens. This includes creating vital domestic shortages to life-saving medicines, 
leaving an estimated 6 million lranian patients with limited treatment access for a host of diseases. Sanctions have 
also crippled lran's domestic pharmaceutical industry, leading to the disruption of generic medicines production 
and forcing the country to import medicines and raw materials that are of lower or questionable quality. 

Discussion: Countries such as the United States have responded to this medical crisis by implementing export 
contrai exemptions with the aim of easing the trade of humanitarian goods (including certain pharmaceuticals and 
medical devices). However, despite these efforts, pharmaceutical firms and international banking institutions remain 
cautious about doing business with Iran, leaving the country faced with continuing shortages. We conducted a 
review of key characteristics of the lranian drug shortage that identified 73 shortage drugs that closely tracked with 
the disease burden in the country. Additionally, 44 % of these drugs were also classified as essential medicines by 
the World Health Organization. A vast majority of these drugs were also covered under export contrai exemptions 
that theoretically should make them easier to procure, but nevertheless will still in shortage. 

Summary: Based on our review of the sanctions regulatory framework and key characteristics of the lranian drug 
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Background 
On October 18, 2015, the United States approved a set 
of conditional sanction waivers for the Islamic Republic 
of Iran following agreement on the historie Joint 
Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) reached by the 
P5 + 1 ( comprised of the five permanent members of the 
UN Security Council and Germany) in July 2015 [1]. On 
January 16, 2016, this agreement reached a critical mile
stone, with the International Atomic Agency (IAEA) 
certifying that Iran had successfully complied with a set 
of JCPOA nuclear dismantlement requirements, trigger
ing commencement of "Implementation Day." 

Importantly, "Implementation Day" marks a critical 
first step towards the lifting of a host of multilateral 
nuclear-related sanctions imposed by the United States, 
the European Union (EU), the United Nations Security 
Council, and other countries, that had been increasing 
in scope and have crippled the Iranian economy for 
more than three decades. Compliance to the terms of 
the JCOPA represents a possible end to Iran's nuclear 
weapons ambitions and also marks the beginning of a 
period of transition that will reintegrate Iran back into 
the global economy [l, 2]. However, overlooked in this 
landmark development in foreign policy and diplomacy 
is an unresolved public health crisis directly related to 
economic sanctions: an ongoing critical domestic medi
cines shortage in Iran. 

Although the primary intentions of the historically im
posed Iranian sanction regime were to limit economic 
development, international trade, and scientific and mili
tary assistance, sanctions have also directly contributed 
to creating critical medicine shortages within the coun
try that persist to this day [3]. This is despite the fact 
that revisions have been made to export controls by the 
United States (U.S.) Office of Foreign Assets Control 
(OFAC) in an attempt to better facilitate humanitarian 
trade [4]. Despite these efforts, Iran continues to face 
ongoing challenges to importing life-saving medicines, 
supplies, and medical raw materials from the United 
States and EU [4, 5]. This has resulted in an estimated 6 
million Iranian patients who lack access to essential 
treatment needed to address highly prevalent commu
nicable and non-communicable diseases (NCDs) within 
the country [6]. The once self-sufficient domestic 
pharmaceutical industry has also had its production of 
generic drugs severely disrupted, a situation that has 
introduced risks to patients, including the detection of 
substandard and counterfeit medicines [7, 8]. 

In response, this debate piece conducts a review of the 
history, regulatory export policies, public health impacts, 
and identifies key characteristics associated with the 
Iranian medicines shortage. W e first examine the history 
of Iranian sanctions and how it has influenced trade 
and financial regulatory responses that have directly 
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contributed to the medicines shortage. W e then assess 
the public health impact of the economic sanctions 
regime by identifying and characterizing the types of 
drugs currently in shortage. Finally, the article con
cludes with a policy proposal designed to take advan
tage of the historie JCPOA agreement specifically 
advocating for the application of the concept of "health 
diplomacy." This would be accomplished by introdu
cing a set of policy interventions that could be included 
in ongoing implementation of the JCPOA aimed at 
ensuring the protection of health and human rights of 
the Iranian people by promoting equitable and safe 
access to medicines. 

Breif history of the lranian economic sanctions 
regime 
The decades-long comprehensive unilateral and multi
lateral Iranian economic sanctions regime led by the 
United States, the European Union, the UN Security 
Council, and several other countries, has historically 
focused on resolving the nuclear impasse between Iran 
and the West. The origin of U.S.-led sanctions against 
Iran dates as far back as 1967, when Iran acceded to the 
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) and later in 1974 to the 
IAEA Safeguards Agreement, both of which required 
non-nuclear weapon states to agree to international 
norms of nonproliferation, peaceful uses of nuclear en
ergy, disarmament, and consent to IAEA inspections [3]. 
During intervening years, domestic political upheaval 
followed, and Iran was accused of restarting its nuclear 
program in violation of its treaty obligations, which led 
to a series of economic sanctions [3]. This included 
sanctions imposed by the U.S. government, which passed 
legislation and issued executive orders that have crippled 
Iran's economy, oil exports, and also weakened its public 
health system [9, 10] (see Fig. 1 for timeline). 

The first of a series of U.S. sanctions were imposed in 
1979, when then U.S. President Jimmy Carter ordered a 
freezing of Iranian assets in response to U.S. diplomats 
being held hostage at the U.S. Embassy in Tehran, a 
turning point in U.S.-Iranian relations [3]. Additional 
sanctions were imposed in 1984 when Iran was desig
nated a state sponsor of terrorism, in the wake of Hez
bollah's bombing of a marine base in Beirut, leading to 
an embargo of Iranian crude oil imports followed by 
sanctions on all Iranian goods [3]. Western powers im
posed further unilateral sanctions from 1996-2006, 
starting with the United States' enactment of the Iran 
Sanctions Act (ISA) that prohibited investment of over 
$20 million per annum by foreign companies in Iran's 
energy sector. From 2006-2010, sanctions were also 
pursued multilaterally, with the UN Security Council 
adopting several resolutions in response to international 
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History of lranian Sanctions 

1997 --- Hostage crisis (turning point in lran-U.S. relations) 

1984 --- Iran designated as state sponsor of terrorism agter boming of U.S Marine based in Beirut 

1996 --- Iran sanction act 

2000 --- Trade sanctions Reform and Export Enhancment Act 

2010 --- Comprehensive Iran sanctions, accountabil ity, and Divestment Act 

2012 --- National Defense Authorization Act and Iran Threat Reduction and Syria Human Rights Act 

2013 --- PS+ 1 signed the Joint Plan of action 

July 2015 --- Finalizing Day, historie agreement between Iran and PS+l was reached 

October 2015 --- Adoption day 

January 2016 --- lmplementation Day 

October 2020 --- Five years after Adoption Day, U.N sanctions on conventional arms lifted 

October 2023 --- Transition Day, 8 years after Adoption Day, United Nations Security Council sanctions on ballistic 
missiles and other sanctions are lifted 

October 2025 ~ 10 years after the Adoption Day, JCP0A terminates 

Fig. 1 History of Iran sa nctio ns 

concerns about Iran's nuclear weapons ambitions and its 
continued operation of its nuclear program [3, 10]. 

In 2010, the United States enacted a set of new sanc
tions as part of the Comprehensive Iran Sanctions, 
Accountability, and Divestment Act (CISADA) that tar
geted energy-sector activities, including insurance and 
shipping companies involved with Iranian imports and 
exports [11]. From 2011-2012, the U.S. Congress also 
voted in favor of a series of new and unprecedented 
sanctions against Iran's financial sector, specifically its 
Central Bank, which barred companies and countries 
from doing business with Iranian financial institutions, 
implemented as part of the specifications in the National 
Defense Authorization Act and the Iran Threat Reduc
tion and Syria Human Rights Act [11, 12]. 

These financial sanctions were aimed at blocking Iran's 
access to the global banking system and the Society for 
W orldwide Interbank Financial T elecommunication 
(SWIFT), which serves 212 countries and provides se
cure message exchange services for over 10,000 banking 
organizations [13]. Discontinuing Iran's SWIFT access 
meant all transactions became both expensive and 
lengthy [4]. These sanctions also placed certain Iranian 
banks on the OFAC's Specially Designated Nationals List 
(SDN List), which identifies individuals and entities 
prohibited from accessing the U.S. financial system [14]. 
Eventually, these banking sanctions would expand to over 

16 Iranian banks and the Islamic Revolutionary Guard, all 
entities heavily involved in the Iranian economy [15]. 

In addition to economic sanctions imposed by the 
United States, the European Union has utilized a series 
of regulations and sanctions that have arguably had a 
greater negative impact on Iran's economy given the 
large volume of shared trade and economic activity 
shared between the regions [16]. Council of the European 
Union sanctions that came into effect in July 2010 
targeted specific Iranian companies, froze assets, and 
suspended economic activity, with a primary focus on sec
tors of energy, insurance, transport, finance, and aviation. 
These sanctions went beyond implementation of UN
mandated sanctions, instead imposing what has been 
termed as a set of "comprehensive restrictive measures" 
that have played a key role in damaging Iran's economy 
and disrupting key trade activities, including medicines 
procurement [16]. 

The economic impact of sanctions on Iran 
Crucially, the impact of collective sanctions imposed by 
the US, the EU, and other countries, has made exporting 
and importing to and from Iran extremely challenging, 
primarily due to potential trading partners' inability to 
transfer money to Iran in foreign currency and vice 
versa. This forces the Iranian government and domestic 
companies to either accept the trading partner's national 
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currency or to barter for other goods [4, 17, 18]. Ac
cordingly, many companies have ceased doing business 
with the Iran all together, fearing reprisal for sanction 
violations. 

For example, several leading international financial in
stitutions, including Swiss financial firm Credit Suisse 
and London-based Standard Chartered Bank, incurred 
hundreds of millions of dollars in fines for sanctions 
violations for trading with Iran [5]. In December 2012, 
the U.K.'s Standard Chartered Bank paid a $327 million 
penalty to the U.S. Department of the Treasury because 
it had conducted 60,000 transactions in the interest of 
Iranian financial institutions [19]. Other institutions also 
have been the subject of Iranian sanction violation in
vestigations, including the Royal Bank of Scotland, Uni
Credit, HSBC, Deutsche Boerse, Société Générale, and 
Crédit Agricole [20]. 

International sanctions have also contributed to a 
compromised and declining Iranian economy, though 
other factors such as economic mismanagement, corrup
tion, and trepidation by investors due to political in
stability and potential military conflict have also taken 
their toll [16]. For example, Iran's GDP shrank by 9 % 
and its overall economy is 15 to 20 % smaller since the 
latest round of sanctions in 2012 [2]. Since 2010, the 
Iranian currency has destabilized and lost two thirds of 
its value against the U.S. dollar, marked by an inflation 
rate of 40-50 % in 2013 [15, 21]. Iran has also lost $160 
billion in oil revenue, and more than $100 billion in 
Iranian assets were frozen in foreign financial institu
tions [2]. This significant drop in energy-related revenue 
is pivotal because the national economy is so highly 
dependent on the oil industry as part of its export econ
omy, which under the sanctions regime has been heavily 
embargoed [15, 22]. 

Successive waves of sanctions have also led to a dra
matic increase in the cost of doing business in Iran. Cir
cumventing sanctions to carry out customary business 
and trading activities costs Iranian companies millions 
of dollars because businesses must find alternative ways 
to transfer money and ship goods [23]. To address the 
inherent risk of doing business with Iran, some foreign 
banks charge fees as high as 5 % to transfer money in 
and out of the country and, in some cases, Iranian busi
nesses have to pay middlemen to produce documents 
that show an origin or destination other than Iran [24]. 

Most importantly, sanctions have also had a substan
tial and negative impact on Iran's public health programs 
and institutions [25, 26]. According to the World Bank, 
per capita health expenditures in Iran were last reported 
(in 2013) at US $432; conversely per-capita health ex
penditures before the latest round of sanction (in 2012) 
were reported as US $485. The negative trend illustrates a 
potential direct relationship between loss of oil revenues 
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and corresponding declines in the country's ability to 
invest in national health expenditures. Declines in 
health expenditures act to exacerbate critical medicine 
shortages, as economic sanctions make it extremely 
difficult to obtain medicines, medical supplies and 
medical devices from abroad and also inhibit the ability 
to finance the cost of procurement. 

Legal and regulatory framework impacting 
medicine access 
Although ratcheting up of Iranian economic sanctions has 
intensified due to geopolitical factors and nuclear diplo
macy, the need to ease trade of humanitarian goods, in
cluding certain medical products, has not gone unnoticed. 
Prior to October 2012, under the U.S. Trade Sanctions Re
form and Export Enhancement Act of 2000 (TSRA), ex
porters were required to apply for a specific license issued 
by OFAC (which enforces economic and trade sanctions 
for the U.S.) to export pharmaceuticals and medical de
vices to Iran [27]. Stringent requirements for export licen
sure made it adrninistratively difficult to export medical 
products, because each product required a specific classifi
cation determination by the Bureau of Industry and Secur
ity (BIS) under Export Administration Regulations (EAR) 
[28]. 

In October 2012, OFAC published new provisions that 
amended most of the Iranian Transactions Regulations. 
The renamed Iranian Transactions and Sanctions 
Regulations (ITSR) clarified the CISADA provisions and 
further tightened sanctions by blocking the property of 
Iran's government and financial institutions [29]. How
ever, in these revisions, OFAC also recognized the 
humanitarian challenges associated with sanctions and 
revised the regulations with the aim of easing export of 
certain pharmaceuticals and medical devices. This 
resulted in OFAC adding a general license category (i.e., 
EAR99) that specifically authorized export or re-export 
of most medicines and medical supplies by allowing 
items that previously required a specific TSRA license to 
be exported under a general license that is easier for ex
porters to obtain [29]. Hence, currently pharmaceutical 
products are grouped into two different categories: 
"EAR99" (easier to export as they fall under a "general 
license") and "Non-EAR99" (harder to export as add
itional export controls are required for an export license) 
drugs (see Table 1). 

Subsequently, in July 2013, OFAC significantly ex
panded its list of basic medical supplies and issued a set 
of clarifying guidelines for the sale of medicine and 
medical devices [30]. These new exportation guidelines 
exempted transactions for medical export payments by 
foreign banks that hold Iranian oil revenues, which were 
previously prohibited under the Iranian financial sanc
tions regulations. Changes from the ITSR technically 
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Table 1 EAR99 classified drugs vs. non-EAR99 classified drugs 

EAR99 Non-EAR99 

(Easier to export) 

General export license 

Not identified on commerce 
cont rai list 

No export cont rai classification 
number 

Most medicines, including 
over-the-counter items, are 
considered EAR99 

(Harder to export) 

Specific export license 

ldentified on commerce cont rai list 

Export cont rai classification number 

Non-NSAID analgesics, cholinergies, 
anticholinergics, opiods, na rcotics, 
benzodiazipine and and bioactive 
peptide, vaccines, "immunotoxins" 
(antibody-toxin conjugales intended 
to destroy ta rget cells such 
as tumor that bea r antigens 
homologous to the antibody), certain 
toxin-containing medical products and 
diagnostics, food testing kits, certain 
medical devices and medical devices 
parts cont rolled under export cont rai 
classification number 

had the effect of authorizing the humanitarian sale of a 
specific subset of medical products to Iran by a U.S. 
person or companies. The intent of the revised OFAC 
guidance was to provide regulatory clarity and facilitate 
trade in humanitarian goods, including for U.S. entities. 

However, not all medicines qualify under OFAC's 2013 
revised guidelines. The TSRA defines the terms "medi
cine" and "medical devices" by the definitions of "drug" 
and "device" in section 201 of the Federal Food, Drug, 
and Cosmetic Act (FFDCA) (21 U.S.C. 321) [27]. These 
definitions include prescription and over-the-counter 
medicines and medical devices, most of which are classi
fied as EAR99 and hence should be easier to export. 
However, certain vaccines, biological and chemical prod
ucts, and medical devices (including medical supplies, 
instruments, equipment, equipped ambulances, institu
tional washing machines for sterilization, and vehicles 
carrying medical testing equipment) are specifically 
classified as Non-EAR99, and therefore are more diffi
cult or cannot be exported to Iran [27]. 

The rationale for controlling Non-EAR99-classified 
drugs is to ensure that transferring certain chemicals, 
pathogens, toxins, dual-use chemicals, and biological fa
cilities and equipment does not contribute to Chemical 
and Biological Warfare proliferation. Vaccines, for in
stance, are integral to public health and are a legitimate 
and essential pharmaceutical commodity, but may also 
be used to illegitimately produce a biological weapon, 
agent, or toxin [28]. Similar concerns have also arisen in 
the Syrian conflict, where chlorine has been used as a 
chemical weapon against civilians, while also represent
ing a key commodity in water purification, sanitation, 
and medicines manufacture [31]. 
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Impact of sanctions on medicines access in Iran 
Public health impact 
Although the revised and current Iranian sanctions regime 
does not specifically prohibit the export of humanitarian 
goods and pharmaceuticals, many of the administrative 
and regulatory processes have made it difficult to export 
life-saving medicines to Iran. This includes the need to 
navigate a complex export control regulatory process, 
the inability of Iranian banks to do business with the 
international banking system and U.S. corporations, 
currency shortages, and the inability to secure terms 
of shipping, insurance and other services needed to 
facilitate medicines trade [4]. As a result, millions of 
Iranians that suffer from life-threatening diseases have 
experienced "exorbitant prices", stock outs of medi
cines, and are often forced to purchase drugs from 
the black market [8]. 

In Iran, the right to health care and public health 
services is a constitutional right and is implemented 
through a network of public providers, the private sector, 
and NGOs active in health [32]. Iran's healthcare system 
is primarily driven by an insurance-based system and 
has undergone a number of reforms over the last 
30 years focusing on expanding primary care coverage 
(including for rural populations,) the integration of health 
services and medical education, and improving services 
in hospital settings [33, 34]. With the second largest 
population in the Middle East and North Africa, Iran's 
growing dual burden of communicable and non
communicable diseases in Iran creates urgency of en
suring access to medicines and illustrates how acute 
drug shortages disproportionately affect different pa
tient groups in various ways [35]. 

As an example, HIV/AIDS cases in Iran are rapidly 
increasing - UNICEF's 2013 statistics indicate there are a 
total of 71,000 Iranian HIV/AIDS patients - representing 
a critical need to ensure adequate access to antiretroviral 
drugs [36]. Diseases that require expensive and advanced 
therapeutics to manage chronic or degenerative condi
tions are also increasingly being diagnosed (e.g., 37,000 
Iranian patients suffer from multiple sclerosis.) [37] 
NCDs are also on the rise with 85,000 patients diag
nosed with cancer every year, a phenomenon character
ized as a "cancer tsunami" [38, 39]. All of these patients 
require uninterrupted, sustainable, and safe access to 
essential drugs. 

Consequentially, patients struggling with cancer, mul
tiple sclerosis, blood disorders, and other serious condi
tions are some of the most negatively impacted by drug 
scarcities [40, 41]. Medications needed to treat these 
complicated diseases manufactured by multinational 
pharmaceutical companies such as Pfizer Inc. (U.S,), 
GlaxoSmithKline plc (U.K,), and Bayer AG (Germany), 
are especially hard to find in Iranian pharmacies [42]. 
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Patented medicines originating from these largely U.S. 
and European producers are hard to substitute, resulting 
in a lack of availability of drugs that treat specific 
diseases for which an alternative form of treatment or 
generic equivalent is not available from foreign suppliers 
[43]. Most crucially, the complicated and lengthy export 
approval process and difficulties in trading in Iranian 
currency have introduced significant disincentives for 
pharmaceutical companies seeking to supply drugs to 
Iran. As an example, a $60 million order from an 
American pharmaceutical company for an anti-rejection 
transplant drug failed to reach Iran because no bank 
would facilitate the transaction [44]. 

Severe medication shortages in Iran are diverse and 
span several therapeutic classes and disease states. This 
includes drug shortages for other critical areas of 
healthcare delivery, including organ transplant drugs, 
and even vaccine shortages [4, 41]. Other examples in
clude patients suffering from epilepsy who have devel
oped poor drug adherence due to high drug prices and 
lack of availability [ 45]. Patients with blood disorders, 
including over 7000 hemophilic patients and 8000 
thalassemia patients in Iran, are also adversely impacted 
and have developed certain disabilities because antihe
mophilia drugs and antibleeding agents are in such 
short supply [46, 47]. 

Individual patient cases evidencing the human toll of 
sanctions have also emerged in media reports [48]. One 
such case involved a 15-year-old boy, Manouchehr 
Esmaili, who suffered from hemophilia and <lied of 
excessive bleeding because his family failed to find the 
necessary drugs to save his life [49]. Another example 
includes the routine child vaccine that protects against 
the bacterium haemophilus influenzae, which causes 
severe pneumonia and meningitis in infants, in critically 
short supply in Iran [5]. Additionally, patients waiting 
years to receive a liver transplant had unsuccessful 
outcomes due to the inaccessibility of anti-rejection 
medications-yet another of many illustrations of Iran's 
inability to import critical medical supplies. 

Medicines manufacturing and supply challenges 
The multilateral sanction regime in place prior to the 
JCOPA effectively eut off Iran's financial institutions from 
the rest of the global banking system, and thus negatively 
affected almost every segment of Iran's economy, includ
ing the health sector [4]. As a result, medication prices 
increased 30 to 40 % as a result of dollar-currency fluctu
ations, making vital medications unaffordable even if 
they are available to purchase on the local market [3]. 
Individuals who could afford to pay for expensive drugs 
often stockpiled medications in fear of future drug scarci
ties, with such practices often resulting in expiry and waste 
of medications despite nationwide shortages [41]. Hence, 
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the dual specter of drug shortages and price disruptions 
due to sanctions has fomented a complex medicines-access 
dilemma that directly impacts patients' ability to treat 
and maintain therapy for their health conditions [50]. 

The negative impact of sanctions blocking financial 
transactions in the Iranian public sector has also crip
pled the struggling domestic pharmaceutical industry. A 
study by the Woodrow Wilson Center estimated that 
pharmaceutical products importation has decreased 
30 % under the round of economic sanctions prior to 
JCOPA and the export of pharmaceuticals to Iran from 
the United States was reduced by half from $31.1 million 
in 2011 to $14.5 million in 2013 [3-5]. Media outlets 
have reported that Iranian drug companies and im
porters encounter numerous challenges while trying to 
stay profitable and keep their production and distribu
tion channels open [44, 48]. Due to financial-sector and 
banking sanctions that were in place, many Iranian 
pharmaceutical companies managed their purchases 
through foreign banks; reportedly only one bank in 
Turkey was conducting pharmaceutical transactions with 
Iran because most financial institutions are concerned 
about potential sanction violations [44]. 

More than 85 pharmaceutical manufacturers and 20 
API manufacturers exist in Iran, although compounding 
pharmacies started closing in 2014 as a result of short
ages [38]. Iran's national pharmaceutical industry has 
always played a major role in producing local generic 
drugs [51]. Domestic manufacturers produced 96 % of 
generic medicines and relied on imported raw materials 
and APis to compound more complex drugs available in 
Western countries [52]. Despite domestic production, 
imported medicines nevertheless accounted for approxi
mately 40 % of the total domestic market value in 2012 
[38]. Due to increased sanctions, Iranian producers 
experienced significant disruptions in imported APis 
and finished products that forced them to import these 
products from Indian and Chinese firms [4]. As a result, 
high-quality medicines reportedly have been replaced 
with inferior-quality substitution drugs, which presents 
unknown quality or patient safety issues [4, 53]. 

Inaccessibility of vital medications and their raw in
gredients combined with Iran's weakening domestic 
pharmaceutical industry has also resulted in an influx of 
counterfeit, fraudulent, and substandard medicines into 
Iran's health care system. An unregulated black market 
has developed as a byproduct of drug shortages, introdu
cing medications whose origins and authenticity are often 
unknown, and has led to expired medications' distribution 
and sale, even at potentially very high prices [8]. Hence, 
the global counterfeit medicines trade, recognized as a 
serious public health concern, is one that is currently 
being enabled as a consequence of drug shortages and 
ongoing Iranian economic sanctions [54, 55]. 
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Key characteristics of lran's drug shortage 

To better understand the scope and magnitude of 
economic sanctions on the ongoing medicine shortage 
crisis in Iran, we also examined multiple data sources to 
identify key characteristics of medicines currently being 
reported in short supply or unavailable. This was 
completed by reviewing secondary data sources in both 
English and Farsi including information in the peer
reviewed literature, technical reports by foundations and 
non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and informa
tion from official Iranian health-related government 
websites (see more detail regarding the methodology and 
sources in Fig. 2). Based on these data sources, we 

compiled a list of drugs identified as in shortage and also 
characterized: (1) the primary therapeutic indication of 
the drug; (2) whether the drug was an essential medicine 
(as determined by the World Health Organizations' most 
recent 19th Essential Medicines List, updated April 2015); 
and (3) whether they would be classified as EAR99 or 
Non-EAR99. A final list of Iranian shortage drugs and 
their characteristics is provided in Table 2. 

Based on this review, we identified 73 drugs reported 
as subject to shortage in Iran (referred to further as 
"shortage drugs"). After examining the therapeutic 
classifications of shortage drugs, it was determined that 
89 % (n = 65) were for medications used to treat NCDs, 
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Data source: Shortage drug data 2. Parsine News (Aug 2013) 
collected from pharmacies, managers of 
medicine producer companies, medicine Data source: The Ministry of Health in 
importers, managers of distribution Iran reported the list of medications 
companies, and a pharmacy in Tehran currently in shortage in the local market 
called 13Aban Central Pharmacy. 
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Table 2 List of current medications in shortage in Iran 

Disease treated Drug name (INN/Brand name) EAR status WHO EML 
status 

Non-EAR EAR 
99 99 

Diabetes Glucagon Glucagon/GlucaGen y N y 

lnsulin injection lnsulin/ Novofine y N y 

Glocophage Metform i n/Fo rta met y N y 

Anticancer chemotherapy Cytarabine Cytarabine/Cytosat y N y 

Lomustine Lomustine/Gleostine y N N 

Doxorubicin Doxorubicin/Adriamycin y N y 

Flurouracil Flurouracil/ Adrucil y N y 

MabThera Rituximab y N y 

Chlorambucil Ch lorambucil/Leukeran y N N 

Xeloda Capecitabine/Xeloda y N y 

Flutamide Flutamide/Eulexin no equivalency in U.S. y N N 

Diphereline Active ingrediate: Triptorelin embonate y N N 

Tykerb Lapatinib/Tykerb y N N 

Leukeran Ch lorambucil/Leukeran y N y 

Erbitux Cetuximab/Erbitux y N N 

Nexavar Sorafenib/NexAVAR y N N 

Thalidomide Thalidomide/Thalomid y N N 

Zometa Zoledronic acid/Reclast y N N 

Microrelin decapeptyl Triptoreln/Microrelin Decapeptyl y N y 

lnAiximab lnfliximab/Remicade y N N 

Anti-asthmatic and chronic Symbicort Budesonide and Formoterol/Symbicort y N y 
obstructive pulmonary disease 

Salmeterol Salmeterol/Serevent diskus y N N 

Aminophyline Aminophylline/Phyllocontin y N N 

Seroflo lngredients are Fluticasone and Salmeterol in y N N 
Peru and Hong Kong 

Atrovent lpratropium inhalation/ Atrovent HFA y N y 

Zaditen ZyrTEC itchy eye y N N 

Seretide Advair in U.S. Fluticasone and y N N 
salmeterol/Advair Diskus 

Cardiovascular medicine Furosemide Furosemide/Lasix y N y 

Amiodarone Amiodarone/Cordarone y N y 

Flecainide Flecaidide/Tambocor y N N 

Lisinopril Lisinopril/prin ivil y N N 

Sotahexal (available in Poland) Sotalol/Betapace y N N 

Multiple sclerosis (M.S.) Ziferon Manufactured in Iran lnterferon beta-1 b/ziferon y N N 

Extavia lnterferon beta-1 b/ Betaseron y N N 

Betaferon Active substance interferon beta-1 b y N N 

CinnoVex Active substance interferon beta-1 b y N N 
(manufactured in Iran) 

Avonex lnterferon beta-1 b/Avonex y N N 
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Table 2 List of current medications in shortage in Iran 
Disease treated Drug name (INN/Brand name) EAR status WHO EML 

status 

Non-EAR EAR 
99 99 

Diabetes Glucagon Glucagon/GlucaGen y N y 

Insulin injection Insulin/ Novofine y N y 

Glocophage Metformi n/Fo rta met y N y 

Anticancer chemotherapy Cytarabine Cytarabine/Cytosat y N y 

Lomustine Lomustine/Gleostine y N N 

Doxorubicin Doxorubicin/Adriamycin y N y 

Flurouracil Flurouracil/ Adrucil y N y 

MabThera Rituximab y N y 

Chlorambucil Chlorambucil/Leukeran y N N 

Xeloda Capecitabine/Xeloda y N y 

Flutamide Flutamide/Eulexin no equivalency in U.S. y N N 

Diphereline Active ingrediate: Triptorelin embonate y N N 

Tykerb Lapatinib/Tykerb y N N 

Leukeran Chlorambucil/Leukeran y N y 

Erbitux Cetuximab/Erbitux y N N 

Nexavar Sorafenib/NexAVAR y N N 

Thalidomide Thalidomide/Thalomid y N N 

Zometa Zoledronic acid/Reclast y N N 

Microrelin decapeptyl Triptoreln/Microrelin Decapeptyl y N y 

Infliximab Infliximab/Remicade y N N 

Anti-asthmatic and chronic Symbicort Budesonide and Formoterol/Symbicort y N y 
obstructive pulmonary disease 

Salmeterol Salmeterol/Serevent diskus y N N 

Aminophyline Aminophylline/Phyllocontin y N N 

Seroflo Ingredients are Fluticasone and Salmeterol in y N N 
Peru and Hong Kong 

Atrovent lpratropium inhalation/ Atrovent HFA y N y 

Zaditen ZyrTEC itchy eye y N N 

Seretide Advair in U.S. Fluticasone and y N N 
salmeterol/ Advair Diskus 

Cardiovascular medicine Furosemide Furosemide/Lasix y N y 

Amiodarone Amiodarone/Cordarone y N y 

Flecainide Flecaidide/Tambocor y N N 

Lisinopril Lisinopril/prinivil y N N 

Sotahexal (available in Poland) Sotalol/Betapace y N N 

Multiple sclerosis (M.S.) Ziferon Manufactured in Iran Interferon beta-1 b/ziferon y N N 

Extavia Interferon beta-1b/ Betaseron y N N 

Betaferon Active substance interferon beta-1b y N N 

CinnoVex Active substance interferon beta-1b y N N 
(manufactured in Iran) 

Avonex Interferon beta-1b/Avonex y N N 
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Table 2 List of current medications in shortage in Iran (Continued) 

Radiocontrast media 

Antidote/ 
haemoglobinopath ies 

Antiviral 

lopromide 

lodixanol 

Scan lux 

Omnipaque 

Deferoxamine 

Tegretol CR 

Sodium valproate 

Depakin 

Orlept 

Exjade 

Ganciclovir 

Tenofovir 

lopromide/Ultravist 

lodixanolNasipaque 

Active ingredient in iopamidol, available in 
Greece, Spain, Switzerland, Bulgaria, ltaly, 
Hungary and Tunisia 

Omnipaque 180, 240, 300 /iohexol 

Deferoxa mi ne/Desfera 1 

Carbamazepine/Carbatrol 

Sodium valproate 

Active substance: valproic acid sodium 
available in ltaly and Turkey 

Active substance: Valporic Sodium 
Available in U.K. 

Deferasirox/Exjade 

Ga nciclovi r /C ytovene 

Tenofovir/viread 

Antidepressant Asentra Available in listed countries: Active ingredient sertraline 

lnfertility treatment 

Latvia, Poland, and Serbia 

Doneurin available in Germany 

Doxepin 

Sertraline 

Human Chorionic Gonadotropin 
(HCG) 

Cetrorelix 

Pregnancy termination Misoprostol 

Antiparkinsonism medication Madopar available in U.K. 

Antibacterial Medication/ 
Antibiotics 

Antimalarial 

Transplant 

Anticoagulant 

Vaccines 

ADHD treatment 

Alzheimer's disease 

Prevention of endometrial 
hyperplasia 

Antiepileptic/ Anticonvulsant 

Levodopa 

Azithromycin 

Klacid available in Australia 

Pyrimethamine 

CellCept 

Warfarin 

Influenza vaccine 

BCG (Bacillus Calmette-Guerin) 

Gardasil 

Ritalin 

Galantamine 

Reminyl 

Progesterone 

Cyctogest 

Tegretol CR 

Sodium valproate 

Doxepin 

Doxepin/SINEquan 

Sertraline/Zoloft 

HCG/Novarel 

Cetrorelix/Cetrotide 

Misoprostol/Cytotec 

Levodopa and Benserazide 

Levodopa/Larodopa 

Azithromycin/ Z-pack, Zmax 

Klacid/Clarithromycin 

Pyrimethamine/Daraprim 

Mycophenolate mofetil/ CellCept 

Warfarin/Coumadin 

Influenza virus vaccine/ Afluria 

BCG/TheraCys 

Human Papillomavirus Vaccine (HPV)/ 
Gardas il 

Methylphenidate/Concerta 

Galantamine/Razadyne 

Reminyl/galantamine hydrobromide 

Progesterone/Prometrium 

Cyclogest 200/progestron 

Carbamazepine/Carbatrol 

Sodium valproate 
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and the remammg 11 % (n = 8) addressed infectious 
diseases. Of the 65 shortage drugs treating NCDs, 44 % 
(n = 32) were used to treat the four most prevalent NCDs 
in the lranian population (based on WHO data,) indu.ding 

cancer (23 %, n = 17), respiratory disease (10 %, n = 7), 
cardiovascular disease (7 %, n = 5), and diabetes (4 %, 
n = 3). The remaining 45 % (n = 33) of shortage medi
cations were used to treat a variety of other NCDs 
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Table 2 List of current medications in shortage in Iran (Continued) 
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Radiocontrast media 

Antidote/ 
haemoglobinopathies 

Antiviral 

Antidepressant 

Infertility treatment 

Antibacterial Medication/ 
Antibiotics 

Antimalarial 

Transplant 

Anticoagulant 

Vaccines 

ADHD treatment 

Alzheimer's disease 

Prevention of endometrial 
hyperplasia 

Antiepileptic/ Anticonvulsant 

lopromide 

lodixanol 

Scanlux 

Omnipaque 

Deferoxamine 

Tegretol CR 

Sodium valproate 

Depakin 

Orlept 

Exjade 

Ganciclovir 

Tenofovir 

Doneurin available in Germany 

Doxepin 

Sertraline 

Human Chorionic Gonadotropin 
(HCG) 

Cetrorelix 

Azithromycin 

Klacid available in Australia 

Pyrimethamine 

CellCept 

Warfarin 

Influenza vaccine 

BCG (Bacillus Calmette-Guerin) 

Gardasil 

Ritalin 

Galantamine 

Reminyl 

Progesterone 

Cyctogest 

Tegretol CR 

Sodium valproate 

lopromide/Ultravist 

lodixanol/Vasipaque 

Active ingredient in iopamidol, available in 
Greece, Spain, Switzerland, Bulgaria, Italy, 
Hungary and Tunisia 

Omnipaque 180, 240, 300 /iohexol 

Deferoxamine/Desferal 

Carbamazepine/Carbatrol 

Sodium valproate 

Active substance: valproic acid sodium 
available in Italy and Turkey 

Active substance: Valporic Sodium 
Available in U.K. 

Deferasirox/Exjade 

Ganciclovir/Cytovene 

Tenofovir/viread 

Doxepin 

Doxepin/SIN Equa n 

Sertraline/ZoloA: 

HCG/Novarel 

Cetrorelix/Cetrotide 

Misoprostol/Cytotec 

Levodopa and Benserazide 

Levodopa/Larodopa 

Azthromycin/ Z-pack, Zmax 

Klacid/Clarithromycin 

Pyrimethamine/Daraprim 

Mycophenolate mofetil/ CellCept 

Warfari n/Cou mad in 

Influenza virus vaccine/ Afluria 

BCG/TheraCys 

Human Papillomavirus Vaccine (HPV)/ 
Gardasil 

Methylphenidate/Concerta 

Galantamine/Razadyne 

Reminyl/galantamine hydrobromide 

Progesterone/Prometrium 

Cyclogest 200/progestron 

Carbamazepine/Carbatrol 

Sodium valproate 
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Asentra Available in listed countries: Active ingredient sertraline 
Latvia, Poland, and Serbia 

Pregnancy termination Misoprostol 

Antiparkinsonism medication Madopar available in U.K. 

Levodopa 

and the remammg 11 % (n =8) addressed infectious 
diseases. Of the 65 shortage drugs treating NCDs, 44 % 
(n= 32) were used to treat the four most prevalent NCDs 
in the Iranian population (based on WHO data,) including 

cancer (23 %, n = 17), respiratory disease (10 %, n - 7), 
cardiovascular disease (7 %, n= 5), and diabetes (4 %, 
n =3). The remaining 45 % (n = 33) of shortage medi 
cations were used to treat a variety of other NCDs 
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including hemophilia, Parkinson's disease, Alzheimer's 
disease, multiple sclerosis, fertility issues, various mental 
health issues (antidepressants), Attention Deficit Hyper
activity Disorder, and transplant drugs. The eight identi
fied shortage drugs that were used to treat infectious 
diseases included treatments for malaria, tuberculosis, 
and HPV. 

To assess whether shortage drugs represented therap
ies needed to treat conditions and diseases with a high 
disease burden in Iran, we compared the therapeutic 
classification of identified shortage drugs to data con
tained in WHO's non-communicable disease country 
profiles [56]. According to data available from 2014, 
the leading cause of death for Iran's population of 76 
million people (395,000 reported deaths) was NCDs, 
which accounted for 76 % of all patient mortality. 
The mortality breakdown for NCDs in Iran comprised 
of: cardiovascular disease (46 %), cancers (13 %), 
other NCDs (11 %), and chronic respiratory disease and 
diabetes (both 2 % respectively). In comparison, commu
nicable, maternal, perinatal and nutritional conditions 
comprised a total of 10 % of mortality [56]. 

When comparing the aforementioned shortage drug 
rankings to WHO mortality data based on therapeutic 
class, we noticed similar distributions. Among therapeutic 
drugs, other NCDs ranked first among the shortages, 
specifically medications used to treat multiple sclerosis, 
Alzheimer's, Parkinson's disease, hemophilia, thalassemia, 
and depression. Cancer medications ranked second, 
infectious-disease medications ranked third, respiratory 
disease medications ranked fourth, cardiovascular medica
tions ranked fifth, and diabetes medications ranked six.th. 
A similar pattern was observed in the WHO mortality rate 
chart: the major leading causes of death were cardiovascu
lar disease, ranked first and road accidents and injuries 
ranked second (the only significant deviation.) Cancer was 
the third leading cause of death in Iran, followed by other 
NCDs which ranked fourth, infectious diseases ranked 
fifth, and respiratory disease and diabetes ranked six.th 
(See Ranking Comparison, Fig. 3). These comparisons 
indicate that the ranking of shortage drugs in Iran 
tracks reasonably well with the overall disease burden 
(specifically disease-related mortality) of the Iranian 
population. 

We then cross-referenced shortage drugs with infor
mation from the WHO Essential Medicines List (19th 
Edition), which yielded identification of a subset of 32 
shortage drugs (44 %) that are also categorized by the 
WHO as essential medicines. The EML is a critical in
strument that informs medicines' selection in national 
formularies and is also an effective tool in assessing if a 
given population has access to essential medicines, 
which is a fundamental right generally recognized in 
international health and human rights law [57]. This 
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finding indicates that close to half of all drugs subject to 
shortage in Iran are necessary and crucial to ensure a 
functioning public health system. Finally, we assessed 
EAR classifications and found that 70 shortage drugs 
(96 %) were EAR99-classified, fall under the general 
OFAC license, and should in theory be easier to export 
when compared to non-EAR99 drugs. Conversely, we 
identified only three shortage drugs (4 %) as non-EAR99-
classified drugs that are harder to export because they 
require greater effort to secure export clearance under the 
current OFAC regulations. 

Discussion 
Based on our examination of the history of the multilat
eral economic sanctions regime against Iran, current 
regulatory requirements for exporting medicines to Iran, 
and the characteristics of drugs currently in shortage, it 
is clear that the public health consequences of economic 
sanctions have not been appropriately addressed to en
sure equitable and safe access to essential medicines. 
This is despite the fact that Iranian sanctions have 
historically been characterized as "smart" and "targeted," 
and argued as primarily aimed at the Iranian govern
ment and its leaders as a diplomatie tactic to curb 
nuclear proliferation activities, not intended to harm the 
civilian population. However, the reality of the situation 
for most ordinary Iranians is that ongoing medicine 
shortages are denying access to needed treatment for 
debilitating and often life-threatening diseases. This 
brings into question whether economic sanctions are 
violating internationally-agreed upon principles of the 
human right to health and whether, in the context of 
their expansive nature and impact far beyond nuclear 
proliferation activities, they have a sufficient legal basis 
under international law [26, 58]. 

Additionally, our review of current acute medicine 
shortages in Iran also indicates there is a possible "three
pronged effect" that directly negatively impacts public 
health outcomes in Iran. First, the therapeutic character
istics of shortage drugs generally align with disease
related mortality in the country, inferring that shortages 
may be exacerbating the country's overall disease bur
den. The human toll of these shortages is undeniable, 
given multiple reports of vulnerable Iranian patients suf
fering from lack of treatment and poor health outcomes, 
including children, women, the elderly, and patients with 
advanced diseases [4, 59]. Second, almost half of the 
drugs in short supply are deemed "essential" by the 
WHO, indicating that Iran's health system lacks suffi
cient access to drugs that are the minimum of what is 
required to ensure a functioning health system. Third, 
96 % of the drugs in shortfall are EAR99-classified med
icines that technically should be easier to export to Iran 
but nevertheless remain in critical shortage despite 
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including hemophilia, Parkinson's disease, Alzheimer's 
disease, multiple sclerosis, fertility issues, various mental 
health issues (antidepressants), Attention Deficit Hyper 
activity Disorder, and transplant drugs. The eight identi 
fied shortage drugs that were used to treat infectious 
diseases included treatments for malaria, tuberculosis, 
and HPV. 

To assess whether shortage drugs represented therap 
ies needed to treat conditions and diseases with a high 
disease burden in Iran, we compared the therapeutic 
classification of identified shortage drugs to data con 
tained in WHO's non-communicable disease country 
profiles [56]. According to data available from 2014, 
the leading cause of death for Iran's population of 76 
million people (395,000 reported deaths) was NCDs, 
which accounted for 76 % of all patient mortality. 
The mortality breakdown for NCDs in Iran comprised 
of: cardiovascular disease (16 %), cancers (13 %), 
other NCDs (11 %), and chronic respiratory disease and 
diabetes (both 2 % respectively). In comparison, commu 
nicable, maternal, perinatal and nutritional conditions 
comprised a total of 10 % of mortality [56]. 

When comparing the aforementioned shortage drug 
rankings to WHO mortality data based on therapeutic 
class, we noticed similar distributions. Among therapeutic 
drugs, other NCDs ranked first among the shortages, 
specifically medications used to treat multiple sclerosis, 
Alzheimer's, Parkinson's disease, hemophilia, thalassemia, 
and depression. Cancer medications ranked second, 
infectious-disease medications ranked third, respiratory 
disease medications ranked fourth, cardiovascular medica 
tions ranked fifth, and diabetes medications ranked sixth. 
A similar pattern was observed in the WHO mortality rate 
chart: the major leading causes of death were cardiovascu 
lar disease, ranked first and road accidents and injuries 
ranked second (the only significant deviation.) Cancer was 
the third leading cause of death in Iran, followed by other 
NCDs which ranked fourth, infectious diseases ranked 
fifth, and respiratory disease and diabetes ranked sixth 
(See Ranking Comparison, Fig. 3). These comparisons 
indicate that the ranking of shortage drugs in Iran 
tracks reasonably well with the overall disease burden 
(specifically disease-related mortality) of the Iranian 
population. 

We then cross-referenced shortage drugs with infor 
mation from the WHO Essential Medicines List (19th 
Edition), which yielded identification of a subset of 32 
shortage drugs (44 %) that are also categorized by the 
WHO as essential medicines. The EML is a critical in 
strument that informs medicines' selection in national 
formularies and is also an effective tool in assessing if a 
given population has access to essential medicines, 
which is a fundamental right generally recognized in 
international health and human rights law [57]. This 
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finding indicates that close to half of all drugs subject to 
shortage in Iran are necessary and crucial to ensure a 
functioning public health system. Finally, we assessed 
EAR classifications and found that 70 shortage drugs 
(96 %) were EAR99-classified, fall under the general 
OFAC license, and should in theory be easier to export 
when compared to non-EAR99 drugs. Conversely, we 
identified only three shortage drugs (4 %) as non-EAR99- 
classified drugs that are harder to export because they 
require greater effort to secure export clearance under the 
current OFAC regulations. 

Discussion 
Based on our examination of the history of the multilat 
eral economic sanctions regime against Iran, current 
regulatory requirements for exporting medicines to Iran, 
and the characteristics of drugs currently in shortage, it 
is clear that the public health consequences of economic 
sanctions have not been appropriately addressed to en 
sure equitable and safe access to essential medicines. 
This is despite the fact that Iranian sanctions have 
historically been characterized as "smart" and "targeted," 
and argued as primarily aimed at the Iranian govern 
ment and its leaders as a diplomatic tactic to curb 
nuclear proliferation activities, not intended to harm the 
civilian population. However, the reality of the situation 
for most ordinary Iranians is that ongoing medicine 
shortages are denying access to needed treatment for 
debilitating and often life-threatening diseases. This 
brings into question whether economic sanctions are 
violating internationally-agreed upon principles of the 
human right to health and whether, in the context of 
their expansive nature and impact far beyond nuclear 
proliferation activities, they have a sufficient legal basis 
under international law [26, 58]. 

Additionally, our review of current acute medicine 
shortages in Iran also indicates there is a possible "three 
pronged effect" that directly negatively impacts public 
health outcomes in Iran. First, the therapeutic character 
istics of shortage drugs generally align with disease 
related mortality in the country, inferring that shortages 
may be exacerbating the country's overall disease bur 
den. The human toll of these shortages is undeniable, 
given multiple reports of vulnerable Iranian patients suf 
fering from lack of treatment and poor health outcomes, 
including children, women, the elderly, and patients with 
advanced diseases [4, 59]. Second, almost half of the 
drugs in short supply are deemed "essential" by the 
WHO, indicating that Iran's health system lacks suffi 
cient access to drugs that are the minimum of what is 
required to ensure a functioning health system. Third, 
96 % of the drugs in shortfall are EAR99-classified med 
icines that technically should be easier to export to Iran 
but nevertheless remain in critical shortage despite 
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regulatory changes to facilitate humanitarian trade in 
U.S. export regulations. This signals that OFAC's 
revisions and recent efforts to ease sanctions for hu
manitarian reasons may not be effective in addressing 
the underlying factors that restrict trade in medicines: 
primarily the complexity of the export licensing regime 
and financial restrictions on the operational banking 
system that continue to create significant disincentives 
for companies seeking to supply life-saving medications 
to Iran [4]. 

Given these findings and the limitations of current 
policy and regulatory approaches, it is clear that add
itional health advocacy and diplomacy are needed to ad
dress this acute and underserved public health crisis. 
Herein lies the opportunity to leverage the historical op
portunity presented by the 2015 international negoti
ation of the JCPOA, by inserting this critical public 
health issue into ongoing discussions of implementing 
the various stages of the agreement. This should include 
advocating for the tangible application of "global health 
diplomacy", generally defined as diplomatie activities 
that prioritize global health issues in the foreign policy 
context, in order to ensure that ongoing multilateral ne
gotiations do not neglect the public health and humani
tarian needs of Iranians to gain access to life-saving and 
essential medicines [60]. Specifically, the historie JCPOA 
agreement can serve as a facilitating mechanism to inte
grate public health objectives into foreign policy through 
applied health diplomacy by directly incorporating 

health and humanitarian conditions into the construc
tion and implementation of the agreement moving for
ward. As currently constructed, the JCPOA does not 
contain any specific mechanisms that ensure greater ac
cess to life-saving drugs or measures to ensure that 
sanctions do not continue to harm the health of the 
Iranian people, but does contain provisions that can be 
built upon for this goal. 

Specifically, following commencement of "Implemen
tation Day", OFAC issued an updated guidance docu
ment that outlines the U.S. Government's commitment 
and steps taken towards lifting nuclear-related sanctions 
on non-US persons and companies in several sectors in
cluding the banking, finance, energy, trade, transport, 
raw materials, and energy industries consistent with the 
terms of the JCPOA [61]. This included removing over 
400 individuals from the SDN List and other sanctioned 
lists of persons (which will also allow these entities to re
connect to the global banking system via SWIFT) and 
gave Iran access to an estimated $60 billion in foreign 
exchange reserves that were previously frozen [61]. 

However, though the guidance supersedes several pro
visions of U.S. sanction legislation and Executive Orders, 
it leaves in place the broader U.S. domestic trade em
bargo on Iran and generally continues to prohibit U.S. 
entities from engaging in transactions or dealings with 
Iran unless these activities are specifically exempt or 
authorized by OFAC regulations [61]. The EU has also 
followed suit, although has more broadly lifted economic 
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regulatory changes to facilitate humanitarian trade in 
U.S. export regulations. This signals that OFAC's 
revisions and recent efforts to ease sanctions for hu 
manitarian reasons may not be effective in addressing 
the underlying factors that restrict trade in medicines: 
primarily the complexity of the export licensing regime 
and financial restrictions on the operational banking 
system that continue to create significant disincentives 
for companies seeking to supply life-saving medications 
to Iran []. 

Given these findings and the limitations of current 
policy and regulatory approaches, it is clear that add 
itional health advocacy and diplomacy are needed to ad 
dress this acute and underserved public health crisis. 
Herein lies the opportunity to leverage the historical op 
portunity presented by the 2015 international negoti 
ation of the JCPOA, by inserting this critical public 
health issue into ongoing discussions of implementing 
the various stages of the agreement. This should include 
advocating for the tangible application of "global health 
diplomacy", generally defined as diplomatic activities 
that prioritize global health issues in the foreign policy 
context, in order to ensure that ongoing multilateral ne 
gotiations do not neglect the public health and humani 
tarian needs of Iranians to gain access to life-saving and 
essential medicines [60]. Specifically, the historic JCPOA 
agreement can serve as a facilitating mechanism to inte 
grate public health objectives into foreign policy through 
applied health diplomacy by directly incorporating 

health and humanitarian conditions into the construc 
tion and implementation of the agreement moving for 
ward. As currently constructed, the JCPOA does not 
contain any specific mechanisms that ensure greater ac 
cess to life-saving drugs or measures to ensure that 
sanctions do not continue to harm the health of the 
Iranian people, but does contain provisions that can be 
built upon for this goal. 

Specifically, following commencement of "Implemen 
tation Day", OFAC issued an updated guidance docu 
ment that outlines the U.S. Government's commitment 
and steps taken towards lifting nuclear-related sanctions 
on non-US persons and companies in several sectors in 
cluding the banking, finance, energy, trade, transport, 
raw materials, and energy industries consistent with the 
terms of the JCPOA [61]. This included removing over 
400 individuals from the SDN List and other sanctioned 
lists of persons (which will also allow these entities to re 
connect to the global banking system via SWIFT) and 
gave Iran access to an estimated $60 billion in foreign 
exchange reserves that were previously frozen [61]. 

However, though the guidance supersedes several pro 
visions of U.S. sanction legislation and Executive Orders, 
it leaves in place the broader U.S. domestic trade em 
bargo on Iran and generally continues to prohibit U.S. 
entities from engaging in transactions or dealings with 
Iran unless these activities are specifically exempt or 
authorized by OFAC regulations [61]. The EU has also 
followed suit, although has more broadly lifted economic 
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and financial sanctions in connection with the Iranian 
nuclear program, including allowing economic and trade 
activity directly for EU persons and entities for the 
finance, banking, insurance, energy, transport, and other 
sectors [62]. 

Though the JCOPA represents a critical pathway 
forward paving the way for Iran's reintegration in to the 
global economy, international businesses may continue 
to take a cautious approach. This is largely due to the 
fact that U.S. banks remain prohibited from engaging in 
direct transactions with Iran, limiting the country's ac
cess to US dollar-denominated transactions, a condition 
that will continue to disincentivize medicines procure
ment from U.S. pharmaceutical companies [63]. There is 
also confusion regarding how consistently sanction relief 
is being applied, with 86 % of the Iranian entities on the 
UK HM Treasury sanction list being removed compared 
to only 68 % on the US OFAC sanctions list [64]. 

In addition, the terms of the JCOPA also allow 
nuclear-related sanctions pre-JCOPA to "snap back" or 
be reinstated in the event of Iran's failure to comply its 
international commitments. These provisions may create 
an undesirable business environment for potential trad
ing partners and foreign banks, as a "snap back" of sanc
tions would effectively negate any investments made in 
financial operations made in Iran [63]. Further, the Fi
nancial Action Task Force, an international body for 
anti-money laundering and terrorist financing rules and 
regulations, recently issued a statement that it remained 
"exceptionally concerned" about the Iranian banking sys
tem, reflecting ongoing concerns about the current and 
future role of Iran in the international financial system 
[65]. This continued scrutiny of Iran's finance system, 
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combined with the fact that the country's banking infra
structure is seriously outdated, may make doing business 
with Iran unattractive despite recent sanctions relief 
under the JCOPA [63]. 

Hence, to address these policy gaps that continue to 
persist in the Iranian sanctions regime and the construc
tion of the JCOPA, we recommend a set of additional 
policy measures that can be built into the JCPOA's non
nuclear sanctions relief and phasing plan with the defini
tive aim of alleviating the current Iranian medicines 
shortage. Our recommendations focus on addressing 
underlining challenges as already identified including: 
establishing regulatory export harmonization; amending 
the OFAC EAR99 classification system to make it easier 
for U.S. companies to export medicines; exempting vac
cine products from stringent export controls; allocating 
a protected SWIFT line specifically for humanitarian 
medicines trade; providing additional clarification that 
Iranian oil revenues can be freely used for medicines 
procurement without reservations; and exempting medi
cine and medical commodities from "snap back" provi
sions (see Table 3). These policy measures need to be 
acted upon before the next JCPOA milestone, "Transi
tion Day," which is still some 8 years away. 

Equally critical is ensuring that the deleterious impacts 
of economic sanctions on human health as have oc
curred due to Iran's drug shortages are not repeated in 
the future. This should include advocating for the inte
gration of Health Impact Assessments (HIAs) that iden
tify the health consequences of sanctions while also 
ensuring proper planning, monitoring, and implementa
tion to prevent or mitigate potential negative effects on 
population health [66, 67]. This could be accomplished 

Table 3 Policy proposais for improving access to medicines in JCPOA 

Regulatory sanction 
ha rmonization 

OFAC classification 

Vaccines 

SWIFT line 

Oil revenues 

Exemption from 
"Snap Back" provisions 

Description 

Existing cont radictions in various U.S. and European sanctions must be resolved to harmonize the process of permitting 
humanita rian t ransactions to take place. Most importantly, the United States must make it unambiguously clear that both 
U.S. and financial institutions from other count ries are fully authorized to t ransfer funds in support of procu ring and 
supplying humanitarian medical goods to Iran that are not classified as "dual-use" commodities. 

The U.S. government should revisit its OFAC classification process fo r non-EAR99 medications and exempt specific 
products that meet critical lranian population health needs, including those d rugs, medical devices, and diagnostic 
products w hich add ress diseases w ith high mortality rates or disease burden. Additionally, OFAC should specify medical 
products that are non-EAR99-classified in lieu of listing broad categories of products. 

OFAC should specifically remove vaccine products from the Non-EAR99-classified d rugs list and add them instead to 
the EAR99-classified d rugs list because they are crucial tools in disease prevention and public health outcomes. 

Ali international partners should allocate a dedicated SWIFT line to t ransfer funds fo r medical pu rposes and designate 
certain lranian and foreign banks as specifically authorized to t ransfer funds for these medicines and medical devices. 
This would be simila r to proposed OFAC SWIFT line that will be dedicated for medicine and medical devices pu rchases 
follow ing the JCOPA. 

Provide definitive clarification of the terms fo r waivers/exemptions for purchasing lranian crude oil in a way ensures 
t rading partners that Iran can access toits oil revenues deposited in fo reign banks and allow the cu rrency to be used 
fo r life-saving medicines to be pu rchased from U.S. and EU companies. 

Policy proposais above should be exempt from "snap back" provisions in the event of non-compliance to the terms of 
the JCPOA. This will ensure reliable and ongoing access to life-saving treatments and provide t rading partners and 
ban king institutions with confidence to invest in medicines procurement. 
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Equally critical is ensuring that the deleterious impacts 
of economic sanctions on human health as have oc 
curred due to Iran's drug shortages are not repeated in 
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gration of Health Impact Assessments (HIAs) that iden 
tify the health consequences of sanctions while also 
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Table 3 Policy proposals for improving access to medicines in JCPOA 
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Regulatory sanction 
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OFAC classification 
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Exemption from 
"Snap Back" provisions 

Description 

Existing contradictions in various U.S. and European sanctions must be resolved to harmonize the process of permitting 
humanitarian transactions to take place. Most importantly, the United States must make it unambiguously clear that both 
U.S. and financial institutions from other countries are fully authorized to transfer funds in support of procuring and 
supplying humanitarian medical goods to Iran that are not classified as "dual-use" commodities. 
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by establishing procedures that require an HIA to be 
carried out by the UN Security Council for any economic 
sanctions supported by a UN resolution or enacted by 
its permanent and non-permanent Security Council 
members. These HIAs could be carried out independ
ently by the WHO or other public health organizations, 
and would allow for scientific evaluation to determine 
if sanctions violate the health and human rights of 
communities, while also focusing on improving health 
outcomes through policy change that could translate 
into action during diplomatie negotiations. 

Conclusions 
Clearly, the decades-long economic sanctions regime has 
had a severe, detrimental public health impact and led to 
poor health outcomes among Iranians. Although the 
economic sanctions may have had their intended effect of 
bringing Iran to the negotiating table and ending decades 
of diplomatie impasse between Iran and the West regard
ing nuclear proliferation, the unintended and serious public 
health consequences of sanctions have yet to be addressed 
sufficiently. The expansion of economic sanctions against 
Iran have played a key role in creating a medication short
age that directly impacts ordinary Iranian citizens and 
arguably denies their human right to health. Further, revi
sions to regulatory processes and actions talœn under the 
JCOPA do not appear to be sufficient, as ongoing concerns 
about the ability to facilitate financial transactions continue 
to malœ it difficult for Iranian health care providers and 
their patients to access essential medicines. As in all other 
countries, an undisrupted supply of safe and affordable 
medicines originating from domestic manufacturing and 
imports is vital to a functioning health system. Acknow
ledging this fundamental need, we argue that the time is 
now for a practical application of health diplomacy that 
takes advantage of the historical JCPOA agreement with 
the aim of finally addressing the immediate humanitarian 
and public health needs of the people of Iran and what 
should be their fundamental right to access safe medicines. 
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Abstract 

The impact of the international sanctions on the Central Bank of Iran in 2013 and also 
accessibility of medicines in this country have received a lot of media coverage. In this study 
we used the data collected from a group of pharmacies all located in Tehran to assess the 
potential effects of the banking sanctions on access to asthma medicines. Data vYere collected 
from forty community pharmacies in Tehran, using a standard methodology proposed by the 
WHO and Health Action International. Data wcrc collected in two stages: first before the 
sanctions were made against the banking system in the summcr of 2012, and second afier 
thcy wcrc in cffcct in the summcr of 2013, and thcy wcrc anal:yzcd using univariatc analysis 
techniques. Severa! imporled medicines vvcre already in shorlage during 2012. As a resull of 
the sanctions, the availability of both imported and locally manufacturcd asthma mcdicines 
decreased by 19% and -+2%. respectively. While before the height of the sanctions 60% of 
the pharmacies could provide all the essential asthma medicines. this number reduced to 28% 
after the sanctions (p-value: 0.003). While studies about '·access to medicines" in Iran prior 
to 2011 were indicating appropriate access, our findings suggested that the availability of 
asthma medicines in community phamiacies was already less than ideal in 2012 and declined 
dramatically after the latest wave of the sanctions. Our findings show the important effects of 
the sanctions on availability of asthma mcdications in community pharmacies. 

Keywords: Sanction; Availability; Asthma Mcdicines; Pharn1acics 

Introduction 

One of the Millemüum Development Goals 
(MGD) worldwide and also in the nation for 2015 
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is the provision of access to essential medicines 
( 1) . Gi ven the current agenda of <Univers al heal th 
coverage> as the next goal of MDG, improving 
access to medicines must be considered a global 
responsibility. Common access to medicines 
encompasses different elcments including: 
availability of medicines in public and private 
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Abstract 

The impact of the international sanctions on the Central Bank of Iran in 2013 and also 
accessibility of medicines in this country have received a lot of media coverage. In this study 
we used the data collected from a group of pharmacies all located in Tehran to assess the 
potential effects of the banking sanctions on access to asthma medicines. Data were collected 
from forty community pharmacies in Tehran, using a standard methodology proposed by the 
WHO and Health Action International. Data were collected in two stages: first before the 
sanctions were made against the banking system in the summer of 2012, and second after 
they were in effect in the summer of 2013, and they were analyzed using univariate analysis 
techniques. Several imported medicines were already in shortage during 2012. As a result of 
the sanctions, the availability of both imported and locally manufactured asthma medicines 
decreased by 19% and 42%, respectively. While before the height of the sanctions 60% of 
the pharmacies could provide all the essential asthma medicines, this number reduced to 28% 
after the sanctions (p-value: 0.003). While studies about "access to medicines" in Iran prior 
to 2011 were indicating appropriate access, our findings suggested that the availability of 
asthma medicines in community pharmacies was already less than ideal in 2012 and declined 
dramatically after the latest wave of the sanctions. Our findings show the important effects of 
the sanctions on availability of asthma medications in community pharmacies. 
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is the provision of access to essential medicines 
( I). Given the current agenda of <Universal health 
coverage» as the next goal of MDG, improving 
access to medicines must be considered a global 
responsibility. Common access to medicines 
encompasses different elements including: 
availability of medicines in public and private 
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facilities, affordability of mcdicincs for the uscrs 
achicvcd via appropriate pricing, rational use 
of mcdicincs through an effective hcalth carc 
system, and a sustainablc financial system that 
ensures continuity of access to medicines (2, 3)_ 

Different studies have shown that health 
care systems have varying levels of difficulty 
in ensuring the elements of access; that is to 
say many low and middle-income countries 
suffcr from disorganized hcalth carc systems 
that makcs it difficult for thcm to cnsurc acccss 
to rcquircd mcdicincs. Thcrc arc cxamplcs of 
middlc-incomc countrics that have bcncfittcd 
from a relatively stable hcalth carc system, 
despite thcir limitations (4)_ Studics in Iran, as 
an example, have demonstrated an acceptable 
level of availability of affordable essential 
medicines (5). Iran had achieved this through 
an established network of public and private 
health care providers, and a national system 
of medicine registration and pricing, and a 
supporting cnvironmcnt for local production of 
generic drugs in the country. 

Ensuring acccss to mcdicincs relies on the 
undcrlying gcncral cconomic status of a country. 
Many countrics in Europe reported hardship in 
access to medicines as a result of the economic 
tum1oil that affected Europe from 2002 to 2011 
(6). ln the past decade, Iran has been the target 
of several international economic sanctions. 
These sanctions were augmented with the direct 
sanction of the Central Bank of Iran. The latter 
mcans that the country had a bard timc receiving 
the moncy carncd from cxporting goods, and 
also paying to import the goods required in the 
country, that is, if the goods wcrc not targeted 
by the sanctions. It has bccn argued in various 
studics that in such situations the countrics find 
that the currency used for importing the essential 
goods is not accessible, as the bank accounts are 
blocked. w11ile several publications from Iran 
and other parts of the world suggested that the 
medicine market had been negatively affected by 
the sanctions, most of thcsc reports wcrc bascd 
on individual data or asscssmcnts of certain 
mcdicincs (7)_ 

Asthma is a chronic discasc and a global 
public hcalth problem afflicting more than 
300 million people throughout the world 
(8)_ Asthma incurs considerable costs to the 
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public duc to the incrcascd mortality rate (9)_ 
However, asthma can be effectively managed, 
and appropriatc use of mcdicincs is an csscntial 
clcmcnt in managing it The goal of trcatmcnt is 
to control the disease, which is composed of two 
components: limiting the current impairment 
and reducing the risk for future deterioration 
and exacerbation (1 O)_ 

Sorne studies on the impact of sanctions in 
similar countrics have mcntioncd a significant 
incrcasc in suffering and dcath duc to insufficicnt 
acccss to csscntial mcdicincs and mcdical 
equipment as conscqucnccs of thosc sanctions. 
Despite humanitarian goods such as food and 
drugs arc cxcludcd from the sanctions, they arc 
not immtme from the aftermath ofthis issue (Il)_ 
Thus, considering the role of asthma medicines 
in reducing the symptoms of this disease and 
consequently increasing the quality of life in the 
patients, the current work investigates the eftècts 
of the sanctions made against Iran in terms of 
availability to asthma mcdicincs bcforc and aftcr 
thcm. 

In this study wc uscd an opportunity to asscss 
availability of asthma mcdicincs in scvcral 
pharmacies of Tchran be fore and aftcr the height 
of the economic sanctions in the country. 

Experimental 

Material and Methods 
This was a before-after study, involving 

field data collection from 40 community 
pharmacies locatcd in Tchran. Data collection 
was donc through two stages. The first stage vvas 
donc bcforc the height of the sanctions in July 
2012 and wc collcctcd data from 40 community 
pharmacies. The second stage took place in 
March 2013, v,hen the sanctions' eftècts v,ere 
quite evident on the general economy indicated 
by high inflation and reports of shortages in 
the media_ We collected data again from all the 
pharmacies included in the first stage. 

Sampling 
A list of the all community pharmacies in 

22 council districts of Tchran was prcparcd. 
Then, 110 pharmacies wcrc sclcctcd randomly 
from this list As a pilot asscssmcnt of the tool 
and methods, 40 pharmacies from this list were 
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facilities, affordability of medicines for the users 
achieved via appropriate pricing, rational use 
of medicines through an effective health care 
system, and a sustainable financial system that 
ensures continuity of access to medicines (2, 3) 

Different studies have shown that health 
care systems have varying levels of difficulty 
in ensuring the elements of access; that is to 
say many low and middle-income countries 
suffer from disorganized health care systems 
that makes it difficult for them to ensure access 
to required medicines. There are examples of 
middle-income countries that have benefitted 
from a relatively stable health care system, 
despite their limitations (4). Studies in Iran, as 
an example, have demonstrated an acceptable 
level of availability of affordable essential 
medicines (5). Iran had achieved this through 
an established network of public and private 
health care providers, and a national system 
of medicine registration and pricing, and a 
supporting environment for local production of 
generic drugs in the country. 

Ensuring access to medicines relics on the 
underlying general economic status of a country. 
Many countries in Europe reported hardship in 
access to medicines as a result of the economic 
turmoil that affected Europe from 2002 t0 2011 
(6). In the past decade, Iran has been the target 
of several international economic sanctions. 
These sanctions were augmented with the direct 
sanction of the Central Bank of Iran. The latter 
means that the country had a hard time receiving 
the money earned from exporting goods, and 
also paying to import the goods required in the 
country, that is, if the goods were not targeted 
by the sanctions. It has been argued in various 
studies that in such situations the countries find 
that the currency used for importing the essential 
goods is not accessible, as the bank accounts are 
blocked. While several publications from Iran 
and other parts of the world suggested that the 
medicine market had been negatively affected by 
the sanctions, most of these reports were based 
on individual data or assessments of certain 
medicines (7). 

Asthma is a chronic disease and a global 
public health problem afflicting more than 
300 million people throughout the world 
(8). Asthma incurs considerable costs to the 

568 

public due to the increased mortality rate (9). 
However, asthma can be effectively managed, 
and appropriate use of medicines is an essential 
clement in managing it. The goal of treatment is 
to control the disease, which is composed of two 
components: limiting the current impairment 
and reducing the risk for future deterioration 
and exacerbation (10). 

Some studies on the impact of sanctions in 
similar countries have mentioned a significant 
increase in suffering and death due to insufficient 
access to essential medicines and medical 
equipment as consequences of those sanctions. 
Despite humanitarian goods such as food and 
drugs are excluded from the sanctions, they are 
not immune from the aftermath of this issue (1I). 
Thus, considering the role of asthma medicines 
in reducing the symptoms of this disease and 
consequently increasing the quality oflife in the 
patients, the current work investigates the effects 
of the sanctions made against Iran in terms of 
availability to asthma medicines before and after 
them. 

In this study we used an opportunity to assess 
availability of asthma medicines in several 
pharmacies of Tehran before and after the height 
of the economic sanctions in the country. 

Experimental 

Material and Methods 
This was a before-after study, involving 

field data collection from 40 community 
phannacies located in Tehran. Data collection 
was done through two stages. The first stage was 
done before the height of the sanctions in July 
2012 and we collected data from 40 community 
phannacies. The second stage took place in 
March 2013, when the sanctions' effects were 
quite evident on the general economy indicated 
by high inflation and reports of shortages in 
the media. We collected data again from all the 
pharmacies included in the first stage. 

Sampling 
A list of the all community pharmacies in 

22 council districts of Tehran was prepared. 
Then, 110 pharmacies were selected randomly 
from this list. As a pilot assessment of the tool 
and methods, 40 pharmacies from this list were 
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Table l. Availability of imported asthma medicines at community pharmacies in Tehran, before and after the economic sanctions. 

:\ledicines .July 2012 March 2013 Absolute difTerence Relative difference 
P value for absolute 

Cromolyn spray 2% (Cromolex) 

Beclomethasone (any product)* 

Tnhaled corticosteroids (any medicine )** 

Leukoterians ( any medicine) $ 

52.5'}0 

62.5% 

22.5% 

17.5% 

20% 

15% 

35% 

42.5% 

17.5% 

85.7% 

66.6% 

68% 

77.7% 

0.06 

002 

<0.001 

0.048 

• lncludes Declam, Declex and Clenil brand medicines; •• Include Declomethasone and Fluticasone brand medicines: Declan1. Declex, 
Clenil, Flutizox and seretide; $Tncludes Singular and Acolate brand medicines 

approached alphabetically to collcct the data. 
Aftcr 1 ycar, in the second stage wc rcalizcd 
that bccausc of the sanction, the availability 
of the medieines may has been deereased. 
Therefore, to test the impact of sanctions on 
study outcomes (as secondary outcome of 
the main study), v0ve repeated the study on 
40 pharmacies randomly selected from those 
enrolled in the first step. 

Data collection tool 
Wc first obtaincd the list of all the asthma 

mcdicincs registered in the national fomrnlary 
of Iran, including generic products, brand 
gcncric, importcd brand gcncric and importcd 
brand mcdicincs. Wc developed a questionnaire 
containing Questions following the standard 
methodology proposed by the WHO and Health 
Action International (12). The preliminary 
questionnaires were assessed in ten11s of 
face validity and readability by pharmacists, 
a pulmonologist with experience of asthma 
questionnaires, and thrcc hcalth service 
rcscarchcrs. The questionnaires vvcrc asscsscd 
in a pilot study and updated and shortcncd as a 
rcsult. 

Data Collection and analysis 
All of the data v0vere collected by one of 

the authors (GGh) who is a pharmacist. Data 
collection involved face-to-face interviews with 
pharmacists or medicine dispensers in each 
pharmacy and involved observing the pharmacy 
shclvcs for availablc mcdicincs. 

Collcctcd data wcrc cxamincd during the 
data collection period in ordcr to cnsurc the 
accuracy of the data. To cnsurc data validity wc 
chcckcd somc data again (via phone) randomly. 
Wc uscd the studcnf s t-tcst to analyze the 
data, while categorizing the medicines into 
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the following groups: imported brandcd 
gcncric and, domcstically produccd gcncric 
or brand-generic mcdicincs. Wc also asscsscd 
the availability of any inhalcd corticosteroid 
mcdicincs (whether brand or generic) or any 
combination of an inhaled corticosteroid and 
beta-agonist medicines (whether brand or 
generic). The latter was to assess whether 
the pharmacies had the minimum medicines 
required to provide the WHO list of essential 
medicines for asthma. salbutamol and 
Bcclomctason arc in the csscntial list of WHO. 

Results and Discussion 

In total, thcrc v, crc 1 7 mcdicinal molcculcs 
used for asthma care registered in Iran that 
amounted to 10 generic or brand-generic 
products and 18 imported medicinal forms. As 
it is observed in Tables I and 2, the availability 
of imported and locally produced medicines in 
Tehran substantially declined after the height 
of the sanctions. The rcduction in availability 
was starkcr for importcd mcdicincs, whcrc 
the relative diffcrcncc ranged from 67 to 86% 
rcduction in availability (Table 1.). 

Wc obscrvcd a similar substantial rcduction in 
the availability of locally manufacturcd asthma 
medicines. The relative difference in availability 
of medicines was reduced in a range from 20 to 
62% (Table 2.). 

ln total, while before the height of the 
sanctions 80% of the observed pharmacies 
provided at lcast one inhalcd corticostcroid 
mcdicinc and 60% provided at lcast one 
combination of an inhalcd corticostcroid and an 
inhalcd bcta-agonist, the corrcsponding figures 
rcduccd to 33 and 28 percent aftcr the sanctions 
(p- values: <0.0001 and 0.003 respectively) 
(Table 3.). 

The impact of sanction on medicine. 

Table I. Availability of imported asthma medicines at community pharmacies in Tehran, before and after the economic sanctions. 
P value for absolute Medicines July 2012 March 2013 Absolute difference Relative difference 

Cromolyn spray 2% (Cromolex) 17/5% 2/5% 15% 85.7% 0.06 

Beclomethasone (any product) 52.5% 17.5% 35% 66.6% 002 

Inhaled corticosteroids (any medicine) 62.5% 20% 42.5% 68% <0.001 

Leukoterians (any medicine) $ 22.5% 5% 17.5% 77.7% 0.048 

Includes Beclam, Beclex and Clenil brand medicines; Include Beclomethasone and Fluticasone brand medicines: Beclam, Beclex, 
Clenil, Flutizox and seretide; SIncludes Singular and Acolate brand medicines 

approached alphabetically to collect the data. 
After 1 year, in the second stage we realized 
that because of the sanction, the availability 
of the medicines may has been decreased. 
Therefore, to test the impact of sanctions on 
study outcomes (as secondary outcome of 
the main study), we repeated the study on 
40 pharmacies randomly selected from those 
enrolled in the first step. 

Data collection tool 
We first obtained the list of all the asthma 

medicines registered in the national fonnulary 
of Iran, including generic products, brand 
generic, imported brand generic and imported 
brand medicines. We developed a questionnaire 
containing Questions following the standard 
methodology proposed by the WHO and Health 
Action International (12). The preliminary 
questionnaires were assessed in terms of 
face validity and readability by pharmacists, 
a pulmonologist with experience of asthma 
questionnaires, and three health service 
researchers. The questionnaires were assessed 
in a pilot study and updated and shortened as a 
result. 

Data Collection and analysis 
All of the data were collected by one of 

the authors (GGh) who is a pharmacist. Data 
collection involved face-to-face interviews with 
pharmacists or medicine dispensers in each 
pharmacy and involved observing the pharmacy 
shelves for available medicines. 

Collected data were examined during the 
data collection period in order to ensure the 
accuracy of the data. To ensure data validity we 
checked some data again ( via phone) randomly. 
We used the students t-test to analyze the 
data, while categorizing the medicines into 
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the following groups: imported branded 
generic and, domestically produced generic 
or brand-generic medicines. We also assessed 
the availability of any inhaled corticosteroid 
medicines (whether brand or generic) or any 
combination of an inhaled corticosteroid and 
beta-agonist medicines (whether brand or 
generic). The latter was to assess whether 
the phannacies had the minimum medicines 
required to provide the WHO list of essential 
medicines for asthma. salbutamol and 
Beclometason are in the essential list of WHO. 

Results and Discussion 

In total, there were I7 medicinal molecules 
used for asthma care registered in Iran that 
amounted to 10 generic or brand-generic 
products and 18 imported medicinal forms. As 
it is observed in Tables 1 and 2, the availability 
of imported and locally produced medicines in 
Tehran substantially declined after the height 
of the sanctions. The reduction in availability 
was starker for imported medicines, where 
the relative difference ranged from 67 to 86% 
reduction in availability (Table 1.). 

We observed a similar substantial reduction in 
the availability of locally manufactured asthma 
medicines. The relative difference in availability 
of medicines was reduced in a range from 20 to 
62% (Table 2.) 

In total, while before the height of the 
sanctions 80% of the observed pharmacies 
provided at least one inhaled corticosteroid 
medicine and 60% provided at least one 
combination of an inhaled corticosteroid and an 
inhaled beta-agonist, the corresponding figures 
reduced to 33 and 28 percent after the sanctions 
(p- values: <0.0001 and 0.003 respectively) 
(Table 3.) 
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Table 2. i\vailability of locally manufacturcd asthma mcdicincs at community phamu1cics in Tchran bcforc and aftcr the sanctions. 

.Mellicines .July 2012 March2013 
Absolute Relative P value 
difference difference For ahsolute difference 

Cromolyn spray 2% 42.5% 35% % 7.5 17.6 0.65 

lnhaled Salbutamol 55~,o 30% 25%) 45.4% 0.02 

Inhaled Bda-agonists 67.51}-0 35% 32.5 48.1% 0.004 

lnhalcd Gcncric Corticostcroids 42.5% 22.5% 20% 47.05% 0.OS6 

Al] Inhaled Anümuscarinic 52.5% 20% 32.5% 61.9% 0.002 

Generic lnterlukins 42.5% 22.5% 20% %20 0.056 

Table 3. Overall availahility of asthma rnedicine at local pharmacies in Tehran hefore and after the sanctions. 

Mcdicines .July 2012 March2013 

Ail lnhaled Cmticosteroids 80% 32.5% 

Esscntial Asthma Mcdicincs 60% 27.5% 

Conclusion 

We investigated the availability of asthma 
medicines in 40 randomly chosen community 
pharmacies of Tchran bcforc and aftcr the 
cconomic sanctions. Wc observcd a dramatic 
rcduction in the availability of mcdicincs in 
the community pharmacies. The proportion of 
pharmacies that had at lcast one inhalcd bcta
agonist and one corticosteroid inhaler (i.e. 
essential medicines for asthma) at the time of 
the second visit reduced from 60% to 28%. l11e 
impact expectedly affected the imported brand 
medi cines, but was also noted for locally produced 
generics and brand generics. The latter group 
of mcdicincs were affccted probably becausc 
the local manufacturers relied upon imported 
ravv materials, excipients and the packaging 
requirements (13, 14). Wc also observcd that 
availability to bath locally manufacturcd and 
imported mcdicincs for asthma vvas already lcss 
than before the sanctions; however, the decline 
in the availability of pharmacies to both locally 
manufactured and imported asthma medicines 
was considerable after the sanctions. 

ln most developed countries, the mortality 
rate regarding asthma has bccn dccrcased duc 
to using appropriate medicines (15, 16). Thus, 
asthma treatments improve physical functioning, 
the quality of lifc, and morbidity to a large 
cxtcnt and if they arc uscd properly costs of 
hcalth care can be reduccd significantly as vvcll 
( 17). However, the results of this work indicate 
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Absolute Relative Pvalue 
difference difference :For absolute difference 

47.5% 59.3 % <0.0001 

32.5% 54.1% 0.003 

that access to necessary medicines has reduced 
considerably in Iran after the international 
sanctions were made, probability resulting in 
an increase in patients' suffering. Hence, these 
economic sanctions cxaccrbatcd public hcalth 
conditions through limiting their acccss to basic 
needs such as medical supplies. Additionally, 
shrinkage in national economy, inflation and 
dcterioration of the financial status of the 
households may reduce the affordability of even 
available medicines and health services ( 18) 
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Table 2. Availability of locally manufactured asthma medicines at community pharmacies in Tehran before and after the sanctions. 

Medicines July 2012 March 2013 Absolute Relative P value 
difference difference For absolute difference 

%7.5 17.6 0.65 

25% 45.4% 0.02 

32.5 48.1% 0.004 

20% 47.05% 0.056 

32.5% 61.9% 0.002 

20% %20 0.056 

Cromolyn spray 2% 42.5% 35% 

Inhaled Salbutamol 55% 30% 

Inhaled Beta-agonists 67.5% 35% 

Inhaled Generic Corticosteroids 42.5% 22.5% 

All Inhaled Antimuscarinie 52.5% 20% 

Generic Interluk ins 42.5% 22.5% 

Table 3. Overall availability of asthma medicine at local pharmacies in Tehran before and after the sanctions. 

Medicines 

All Inhaled Corticosteroids 

Essential Asthma Medicines 

July 2012 

80% 

60% 

March 2013 

32.5% 

27.5% 

difference 
47.5% 

32.5% 

difference 
59.3 % 

54.1% 

P value 
For absolute difference 

<0.0001 

0.003 

Absolute Relative 

Conclusion 

We investigated the availability of asthma 
medicines in 40 randomly chosen community 
pharmacies of Tehran before and after the 
economic sanctions. We observed a dramatic 
reduction in the availability of medicines in 
the community pharmacies. The proportion of 
pharmacies that had at least one inhaled beta 
agonist and one corticosteroid inhaler (ie. 
essential medicines for asthma) at the time of 
the second visit reduced from 60% to 28%. The 
impact expectedly affected the imported brand 
medicines, but was also noted for locally produced 
generics and brand generics. The latter group 
of medicines were affected probably because 
the local manufacturers relied upon imported 
raw materials, excipients and the packaging 
requirements (13, 14). We also observed that 
availability to both locally manufactured and 
imported medicines for asthma was already less 
than before the sanctions; however, the decline 
in the availability of pharmacies to both locally 
manufactured and imported asthma medicines 
was considerable after the sanctions. 

In most developed countries, the mortality 
rate regarding asthma has been decreased due 
to using appropriate medicines (15, 16). Thus, 
asthma treatments improve physical functioning, 
the quality of life, and morbidity to a large 
extent and if they arc used properly costs of 
health care can be reduced significantly as well 
( 17). However, the results of this work indicate 
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that access to necessary medicines has reduced 
considerably in Iran after the international 
sanctions were made, probability resulting in 
an increase in patients' suffering. Hence, these 
economic sanctions exacerbated public health 
conditions through limiting their access to basic 
needs such as medical supplies. Additionally, 
shrinkage in national economy, inflation and 
deterioration of the financial status of the 
households may reduce the affordability of even 
available medicines and health services (18) 
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Republic of) 
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Country Cooperation Strategy 

HEALTH SITUATION 
The lslamic Republic of Iran is an upper middle incarne country with an economy reliant on 
oil export, with notable financial and technical resources. Iran has gained many health 
achievements in the past decades and the life expectancy at birth has increased to more 
than 75 year for bath sexes, neonatal mortality rate per 1000 live births has been reduced to 

less than 10, under 5 mortality rate is 15, and maternai mortality ratio 17 per 100,000 live 
birth. NCDs including mental disorder and traffic injury are still among the highest rank for 
cause of death and morbidity. 
Iran has a system of health service delivery integrated with medical education. Over 50 

medical universities constitute a decentralized network of provincial health authorities 
overseen centrally by the MOH&ME. 

HEALTH POLICIES AND SYSTEMS 

\i\brld Bank incarne g roup Upper-middle-income 

The main policy instrument in Iran is the 5- year national economic, social, and cultural 
development plan. The most recent 6th national plan was launched in March 2017 and the 
following health directives have been prioritized: universal health coverage and health 
equity through sustainable resources managed by coordinated insurance schemes; universal 

physical activity to decrease risks to health with focus on prevention; social justice and 
reduction in gaps in incarne deciles through empowerment of vulnerable groups. Health and 
equal access to health care is a constitutional right of all lranian citizens. The primary health 
care network, particularly in rural areas, is a key to realize this right and the reason for 
improvements in health indicators. Despite the lifting of international nuclear sanctions by 

UN and EU, for almost 10 years, on January 16, 2016 under the Joint Comprehensive Plan of 
Action (JCPOA), lranian banks continue to face protracted difficulties in re-entering the 
international financial system through correspondent relationships with global banks. The 
sanctions took a serious toll on the people and economy, which in turn affected the health 
system in terms of people' s access to life-saving and chronic treatment and preventive care. 

ln 2014, the Ministry of Health and Medical Education (MOH&ME) responded to challenges 
arising from epidemiological transition and changes in demography, social determinants of 
health, high out-of-pocket health expenditure and numerous uninsured people, by 
launching the Health Transformation Plan (HTP), which has focused on key challenges to 
pursue UHC by 2025 in line with the Supreme Leaders vision to ensure: complete coverage 

of basic treatment needs through insurance for all, and decreasing out-of-pocket 
expenditure so that patients' would have no financial concern about their illness. The HTP 
was recently evaluated by WHO in late 2016, which substantiated many achievements that 
includes insuring additional 9 million population, as well as, identified options for existing 
challenges for progress towards UHC. A comprehensive program of urban health care 

delivery based on Family Practice [FP] approach is being piloted in several provinces, as part 
of the HTP, especially in the fringes of big cities. 

1,;nna nearm 

Inrams excIusI1.eIy oreasrrea ror me nrst six momns or IIre ("loJ 
(2010-2011) 

Diphtheria tetanus toxoid and pertussis (DTP3) immunization 
ca,,erage among 1-)ear-olds (%) (2015) 

uemograpmc ana socroeconomrc staostrcs 

Life expectancy al birth ()€ars) (2015) 

Population (in thousands) total (2015) 

% Population under 15 (2015) 

% Population a,,er 60 (2015) 

Pa,,erty headcount ratio at $1.25 a day (PPP) (% of population) 
() 

53 

98 

14::, (Male) 
75. 5 ( Bath sexes) 
76.6 (Female) 

79109.3 

23.6 

8.2 

Literacyrate among adults aged >= 15 )€ars(%) (2007-2012) 85 

Gender lnequality Index rank(2014) 114 

Human De1.elopment Index rank (2014) 69 

Healtn5}6tems 

1 oral expenaIture on neaIm as a percenrag e or g ross aomestIc 
9.1 product (2015) 

Private expenditure on health as a percentag e of total 49.3 expenditure on health (2015) 

General ga,,ernment expenditure on health as a percentage of 17.53 total go1.ernment expenditure (2015) 

Ph,sicians density (per 1000 population) () 51 

Nursing and mid½iferypersonnel density(per 1000 population) 
57 () 

Mortalityand global health estimates 

Neonatal mortality rate (per 1000 li1.e births) (2015) 9.5 [6.0-14.4] 

Under-fi1.e mortalityrate (probabilityof dy1ng by age 5 per 1000 15.5 [11.6-21.0] li1.e ~rths) (2015) 

Maternai mortalityratio(per 100000Ii1.ebirths) (2015) 17 

Births at1ended by s~lled health personnel(%) (2015) 96.4 

l'UDllc nearm ana env rronment 

,h.2 (loralJ 
Population using impra,,ed drin~ng water sources(%) (2015) 92.1 (Rural) 

97.7 (Urban) 

92.8 (Urban) 
Population using impra,,ed sanitation facilities (%) (2015) 82.3 (Rural) 

900 (Total) 

è;ources ot data: 
Global Health ObservatoryMay 2016 
http//apps.who. i nt/g hcidata/node. cco 

Iran is also in the list of fast-track countries for prevention and contrai of NCDs. As part of 
the national NCD prevention and contrai plan reduced intake of sait, sugar, and fatty acid 
have been targeted and necessary interventions have been implemented. Regarding 

communicable diseases, HIV/AIDS related millennium development goal is the only one that 
was not achieved in Iran. The main concerns in achieving desired targets are case detection 
and treatment coverage. On the other hand immunization coverage is almost universal, 
progress towards malaria elimination is significant, and TB program is in the position of 

initiating eliminating strategy. 

COOPERATION FOR HEALTH 
WHO works with Universities of Medical Science (UMS), which are not only responsible for 
medical education but also for health care delivery due to the integrated approach of health 
system in Iran. Other UN Agencies also contribute to the health section of the new UNDAF 

2017-21, which was guided by the goals and targets of the 6th Five Year National 
Development Plan and SDGs. Four inter-related priority areas emerged in the health section 
of the UNDAF; Universal Health Coverage (UHC, Prevention and contrai of Non
Communicable Diseases, Prevention and contrai of HIV/AIDS and other Communicable 
Diseases, and Promoting health throughout the course of life.lran has also taken several 

initiatives such as G5 and ECO to promote health in countries in and around the Region, 
which need to be further supported. Several multi-sectoral initiatives have been taken 
within the country to promote health such as the establishment of high councils for health 
and food security, environment, social security and insurance to engage other relevant 

sectors and stakeholders. 

Hearn systems 
I otal expendrture on health as a percentage ot gross domestic 9.1 product (2015) 

Private expenditure on health as a percentage of total 49.3 expenditure on health (2015) 

General government expenditure on health as a percentage cf 17.53 total government expenditure (2015) 

Physicians density (per 1000 population) () 51 

Nursing and midwifery personnel density (per 1000 population) 57 () 

Mortalrtyand global health estimates 

% Population over 60 (2015) 18.2 

COOPERATION FOR HEALTH 

HEALTH POLICIES AND SYSTEMS 

HEALTH SITUATION 

WHO works with Universities of Medical Science (UMS), which are not only responsible for 
medical education but also for health care delivery due to the integrated approach of health 
system in Iran. Other UN Agencies also contribute to the health section of the new UNDAF 
2017-21, which was guided by the goals and targets of the 6th Five Year National 
Development Plan and SDGs. Four inter-related priority areas emerged in the health section 
of the UNDAF; Universal Health Coverage (UHC, Prevention and control of Non 
Communicable Diseases, Prevention and control of HIV/AIDS and other Communicable 
Diseases, and Promoting health throughout the course of life.Iran has also taken several 
initiatives such as GS and ECO to promote health in countries in and around the Region, 
which need to be further supported. Several multi-sectoral initiatives have been taken 
within the country to promote health such as the establishment of high councils for health 
and food security, environment, social security and insurance to engage other relevant 
sectors and stakeholders. 

The main policy instrument in Iran is the 5- year national economic, social, and cultural 
development plan. The most recent 6th national plan was launched in March 2017 and the 
following health directives have been prioritized: universal health coverage and health 
equity through sustainable resources managed by coordinated insurance schemes; universal 
physical activity to decrease risks to health with focus on prevention; social justice and 
reduction in gaps in income deciles through empowerment of vulnerable groups. Health and 
equal access to health care is a constitutional right of all Iranian citizens. The primary health 
care network, particularly in rural areas, is a key to realize this right and the reason for 
improvements in health indicators. Despite the lifting of international nuclear sanctions by 
UN and EU, for almost 10 years, on January 16, 2016 under the Joint Comprehensive Plan of 
Action (JCPOA), Iranian banks continue to face protracted difficulties in re-entering the 
international financial system through correspondent relationships with global banks. The 
sanctions took a serious toll on the people and economy, which in turn affected the health 
system in terms of people's access to life-saving and chronic treatment and preventive care. 
In 2014, the Ministry of Health and Medical Education (MOH&ME) responded to challenges 
arising from epidemiological transition and changes in demography, social determinants of 
health, high out-of-pocket health expenditure and numerous uninsured people, by 
launching the Health Transformation Plan (HTP), which has focused on key challenges to 
pursue UHC by 2025 in line with the Supreme Leader's vision to ensure: complete coverage 
of basic treatment needs through insurance for all, and decreasing out-of-pocket 
expenditure so that patients' would have no financial concern about their illness. The HTP 
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The Islamic Republic of Iran is an upper middle income country with an economy reliant on 
oil export, with notable financial and technical resources. Iran has gained many health 
achievements in the past decades and the life expectancy at birth has increased to more 
than 75 year for both sexes, neonatal mortality rate per 1000 live births has been reduced to 
less than 10, under 5 mortality rate is 15, and maternal mortality ratio 17 per 100,000 live 
birth. NCDs including mental disorder and traffic injury are still among the highest rank for 
cause of death and morbidity. 
Iran has a system of health service delivery integrated with medical education. Over 50 
medical universities constitute a decentralized network of provincial health authorities 
overseen centrally by the MOH&ME. 
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WHO ces STRATEGIC AGENDA (2010-2014) 

Strategic ces Focus Are as for WHO Cooperation 
Priorities 

STRATEGIC PRIORITY 1: Promote actions on the social determinants of health and health equity in line with the recommendations of the WHO Commission on 

lmproving health equity Social Determinants of Health. 

and social determinants of 

health 
Support government efforts to enhance investment in health development mainly through increasing public spending in order to reduce 
the burden on individua ls and households. 

Facilitate the development of a national surveillance system to monitor health inequities and social determinants of health and to 
evaluate the health equity impact of policy and actions. 

STRATEGIC PRIORITY 2: Assist the MOHME in developing family practice in urban areas and in strengthening family practice in rural areas through retooling of 

Strengthening Primary community health workers (behvarz). 

Health care 
lmprove the quality of health services and patient safety. 

lntegrate the social determinants of health approach at community level. 

STRATEGIC PRIORITY 3: Provide technical support to the MOHME and other involved institutions in order to achieve universal health coverage and promote 

Achieving universal reform of the health care financing system. 

coverage and improving 
Facilitate the extension of coverage to the population currently uninsured. 

equity in health care 
financing Support the development of the family practice model at primary health care level for the insured population. 

STRATEGIC PRIORITY 4: Strengthen the health policy unit within the MOHME and its links to the other relevant bodies involved in strategic health policy and 

lmproving leadership and planning. 

governance Promote the increased use of analytical tools, e.g. national health accounts, burden of disease assessments and cost-effectiveness 

analysis of various public health interventions, for strategic planning. 

Strengthen the regulatory capacity of the MOHME in areas such as standard setting, accreditation, public-private partnership and better 
management of dual practice. 

STRATEGIC PRIORITY 5: lmprove cross-border coordination, particularly for communicable disease contrai. 

Strengthening health 
Coordinate and strengthen the surveillance system (emerging and reemerging diseases) including the use of forecasting and predictive 

security techniques. 

Strengthen implementation of the I nternationa I Hea 1th Regulations. 

STRATEGIC PRIORITY 6: Promoting adolescents health to achieve their full potentials in the society. Promote proper strategies and the adoption of h ea lthy life 

Ma naging the style and avoidance of policies and risky behaviors. 

demographic and 
Promote health and well-being of the elderly population and their social integration in communities. 

epidemiological transition 

Facilitate the wide implementation of strategies for the prevention and care of non-communicable diseases. 
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Report of the Special Rapporteur of the Hum an Rights 
Council on the negative impact of unilateral coercive 
measures on the enjoyment of human rights 

Summary 

The present report reviews key developments regarding unilateral sanctions 
applied to certain countries and addresses certain aspects of the issue of 
extraterritoriality in relation to unilateral sanctions. The report analyses some legal 
issues related to the practice of "extraterritorial sanctions", as well as of the concept 
of "extraterritorial obligations" of States in relation to sanctions. The report is to be 
read in conjunction with the report of the Special Rapporteur to the Human Rights 
Council at its thirty-sixth session (A/HRC/36/44), which focuses on the issues of 
remedies and redress for victims of unilateral coercive measures. 
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I. lntrod uction 

1. The present report is the third report submitted by the Special Rapporteur on 
the negative impact of unilateral coercive measures on the enjoyment of human 
rights to the General Assembly pursuant to Human Rights Council resolution 27/21 
(2014). In that resolution, the Special Rapporteur was requested, inter alia, to gather 
all relevant information, wherever it may occur, including from Governments, 
non-governmental organizations and any other parties, relating to the negative 
impact of unilateral coercive measures on the enjoyment of human rights. 

2. The report also addresses aspects of the issue of extraterritoriality in relation 
to international sanctions, building on the most recent report of the Special 
Rapporteur to the Human Rights Council (A/HRC/36/44). The Special Rapporteur 
believes that recent attempts to apply domestic sanctions extraterritorially constitute 
one of the most significant developments in sanctions practice, and that they thus 
call for special attention. He is also of the view that clarifying the issues relating to 
the existence, nature and extent of extraterritorial obligations of States when 
applying international sanctions, is of the utmost importance. The need for such 
clarification is logically implied in his mandate to promote accountability with 
respect to sanctions and to seek ways and means to prevent, minimize and redress 
the adverse impact of unilateral coercive measures on human rights (see Human 
Rights Council resolution 27/21, para. 22). Indeed, in legal terms, the existence of a 
right to a remedy presupposes the violation of a substantive right (subject to 
protection under relevant human rights instruments) on the part of the State 
applying sanctions, which in turn requires that the international responsibility of 
that State for an internationally wrongful act be duly established. lt is thus critical in 
that process to determine whether, and to what extent, States applying international 
sanctions are subject to extraterritorial obligations vis-à-vis individuals outside their 
territory and not subject to their jurisdiction, and in particular vis-à-vis persons 
living in the territory or otherwise subject to the jurisdiction of the targeted country 
who are affected by the sanctions. 

3. The present report supplements the recent report that the Special Rapporteur 
submitted to the Human Rights Council on this issue (A/HRC/36/44). That report 
contained analyses, inter alia, of some legal issues related to the practice of 
"extraterritorial sanctions", as well as of the concept of "extraterritorial obligations" 
of States in relation to sanctions. As to possible remedies for victims, the report 
presented options for the establishment of specialized compensation commissions 
for victims of unilateral coercive measures. The report also contained, in the annex, 
the outcome document of the meeting of the expert working group convened in 
Geneva on 3 June 2017 to discuss the possible elements of two key 
recommendations of the Special Rapporteur, namely: (a) a register of unilateral 
sanctions likely to have a human rights impact; and (b) a draft declaration of the 
General Assembly on unilateral coercive measures and the rule of law. 

II. Activities of the Special Rapporteur 

4. A summary of the latest activities of the Special Rapporteur is contained in his 
report to the Human Rights Council (see A/HRC/36/44 , paras. 9-14). 
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III. Recent developments regarding the use of 
unilateral sanctions 

5. The past year has seen a number of significant developments regarding the use 
of unilateral sanctions against a number of countries. While in recent years positive 
developments had taken place, including the lifting (actual or intended) of varions 
unilateral sanctions regimes, the current trend seems to point to a more frequent -
if not systematic - use of unilateral sanctions as a foreign policy tool by certain 
countries. Owing to the unavailability of centralized and standardized data at the 
United Nations level, the Special Rapporteur provides, in the present section, rather 
than a comprehensive "year-in-review" of unilateral coercive measures, a brief 
overview of key developments that have recently affected certain unilateral 
sanctions regimes, and addresses some of the human rights concerns raised by these 
developments. 

A. Belarus 

6. On 15 Febmary 2016, the European Union lifted most sanctions against 
Belams as "an opportunity for the European Union-Belams relations to develop in a 
positive environment and walk towards progress through dialogue. 1 The repealed 
measures included asset freezes and travel bans against 170 individuals, including 
the President of Belams, Alexander Lukashenko. Sanctions were also lifted against 
three defence companies whose listings had been suspended in October 2015. The 
Special Rapporteur welcomed the lifting of the restrictive measures imposed by the 
European Union, which had been adopted as "autonomous" measures, that is, 
outside of the framework of the Charter of the United Nations, which provides for 
the authority of the Security Council to impose sanctions in situations found to 
endanger international peace and security. 2 

B. Cuba 

7. In a worrying development, the Government of the United States of America 
has recently reversed the decision of the previous United States Administration to 
lift the embargo on Cuba, which has been in force for more than half a century and 
which is widely considered to be in violation of international law 3 and has been 
condemned as such by most of the international community in a long series of 
General Assembly resolutions, the most recent of which was resolution 71/5 . On 
16 June 2017, the White Ho use released a national security presidential 
memorandum describing the new policy vis-à-vis Cuba. 4 This policy document 
seeks to end economic practices that benefit the Government and security services 
of Cuba, to preserve the tourism ban and to continue the economic embargo of 
Cuba. Pursuant to this guidance, the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the United 

1 See Council of the European Union, Council conclusions on Belarus, 15 February 2016 (3447th 
Council meeting). 

2 See Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR), "United 
Nations human rights expert welcomes the end of European unilateral sanctions on Belarus", 
15 February 2016. Available from http://www.ohchr.org/en/NewsEvents/Pages/ 
DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID~l 7070&LangID~E. 

3 See Nigel D. White, The Cuban Embargo under International Law: El Bloqueo (Abingdon and 
New York, Routledge, 2015). 

4 Available from https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2017 /06/16/national-security
presidential-memorandum -strengthening-policy-united. 
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States Department of the Treasury has enacted implementation regulations 
amending the existing Cuba sanctions regime. 5 

8. The Special Rapporteur is concerned that this new policy line, which cuts 
down expectations raised by the decision of the previous United States 
Administration, will likely curtail efforts by Cuba to promote economic growth and 
reform and will continue to negatively affect the enjoyment of human rights of the 
Cuban population. Such adverse human rights effects have been extensively 
documented in previous reports (see A/HRC/28/74 , paras. 22-28). 

C. Democratic People's Republic of Korea 

9. On 2 August 2017, the United States President signed into law the Countering 
America's Adversaries Through Sanctions Act, which provides for a set of wide
ranging additional unilateral sanctions "to counter aggression by the Governments 
of Iran, the Russian Federation and North Korea". 6 The new legislation imposes 
extraterritorial sanctions targeting United States as well as non-United States 
companies which have transactions with the Democratic People's Republic of Korea 
in any of the affected sectors, including agriculture, aviation, textiles, energy and 
precious metals. Reportedly, the United States Government also intends to target 
countries that continue to have economic and financial relations with the 
Democratic People 's Republic of Korea in the near future, and is trying to persuade 
other countries, including China and the Russian Federation, to "deny North Korea 
basic needs like crude oil supplies, petroleum fuel supplies". 7 

10. On 5 August 2017, the Security Council adopted resolution 2371 (2017) 
enacting additional sanctions on the Democratic People's Republic of Korea as a 
reaction to recent ballistic missile tests conducted by the country and in an effort to 
deter it from pursuing its nuclear and ballistic missile programs. The new measures 
included not only the blacklisting of a number of companies, State officials and 
businessmen of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, but also a 
comprehensive ban on imports of a number of products, including coal, iron and 
seafood, aiming to "choke off a third of the North's $3 billion annual export 
revenue". 8 

11. In that context, it is questionable whether the imposition of additional and 
separate unilateral sanctions by one source State, with intended extraterritorial 
reach, against a country facing major humanitarian and public health challenges 
(aggravated by the imposition of economic sanctions) is an appropriate means to 
address perceived security threats. As made clear by the Committee on Economie, 
Social and Cultural Rights in its general comment No. 8, "the inhabitants of a given 
country do not forfeit their basic economic, social and cultural rights by virtue of 
any determination that their leaders have violated norms relating to international 
peace and security" (see E/C.12/1997 /8 , para. 16). The Special Rapporteur believes 
that when the Security Council decides to apply sanctions in accordance with 

5 See https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Documents/cuba _ 
faqs _ 20170725.pdf. 

6 United States of America, Countering America's Adversaries Through Sanctions Act (H.R. 3364). 
Available from https://www.congress.gov/bill/l l 5th-congress/house-bill/3364/text. 

7 See Demetri Sevastopulo and Katrina Manson, "Tillerson threatens sanctions on countries with 
North Korea ties", Financial Times, 14 June 2017. Available from https://www.ft.com/content/ 
eel6e434-5058-lle7-bfb8-997009366969. 

8 See Philip Wen, "Exclusive: as sanctions loom, seafood trade slows on China-North Korea 
border", Reuters, 8 August 2017. Available from https://www.reuters.com/article/us-northkorea
missiles-china-exclusi ve-idUSKBN lAO 1B5. 
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Article 41 of the Charter, previous unilateral measures adopted by individual States 
are thereby superseded. 9 

D. Gaza 

12. The Gaza Strip remains to this day subject to a severe financial and economic 
blockade imposed by Israel, the consequences of which have been documented in a 
number of United Nations documents. 10 The already catastrophic situation in the 
Gaza Strip is likely to further deteriorate following the additional restrictions on 
electricity supplies to the Gaza Strip that were implemented in June 2017 .11 

E. Iran (Islamic Republic of) 

13. The adoption and promulgation by the United States of the Countering 
America's Adversaries Through Sanctions Act imposes new unilateral sanctions 
against the Islamic Republic of Iran and raises the prospect of United States 
withdrawal from (or denunciation of) the nuclear accords (the Joint Comprehensive 
Plan of Action) of 2015. 12 These are matters of concern to the Special Rapporteur. 
Such measures may result in the resumption of the unilateral sanctions regime in 
force against the Islamic Republic of Iran before the conclusion of the nuclear 
accords, with all its adverse human rights consequences, as previously documented 
(see A/HRC/28/74, paras. 32-36). 

14. The Special Rapporteur also notes that, according to multiple concordant 
sources, a number of international investors and financial institutions tend to 
"overcomply" with United States sanctions. 13 

F. Myanmar 

15. The remaining unilateral sanctions imposed on Myanmar by the United States 
were formally lifted by the then President of the United States in October 2016, 
when he announced that the United States was willing to "use other means to 

9 On that point, see Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1992, vol. I, (United Nations 
publication, Sales No. 94.V.3), 2276th meeting, comments by A. Pellet on the fourth report of the 
Special Rapporteur on state responsibility . 

10 See A/HRC/28/74, paras. 37-39 , and the report on United Nations Conference on Trade and 
Development assistance to the Palestinian people: developments in the economy of the Occupied 
Palestinian Territory (TD/B/62/3). 

11 See Nidal al-Mughrabi and Jeffrey Heller, "Israel reduces power suppl y to Gaza, as Abbas 
pressures Hamas", Reuters, 12 June 2017 (available from http://www.reuters.com/article/us
israel-palestinians-power-idUSKBNl93 lXK). On the current situation in Gaza, see, for example, 
the briefing of the Special Coordinator for the Middle East Peace Process, Nikolay Mladenov, to 
the Security Council on 25 July 2017, in which he states that "the humanitarian impact of the 
punishing measures taken against Gazais appalling. In some parts of Gaza people have 
experienced electricity cuts of 36 hours. No electricity means no drinking water. Hospital s are 
struggling to survive. An environmental crisis is in the making" (see S/PV.8011). 

12 See Josh Lederman, "Trump lets Iran deal live, but signais he may not for long", Associated 
Press, 19 July 2017. Available from https://www.apnews.com/ 
lf62abd00bab46cfadcad72b9af08e64/US-sanctions-more-Iranians,-but-nuclear-deal-stands-for
now. 

13 See e.g. "Iran sanctions: 'It's complicated'", Deutsche Welle, 21 April 2016 (available from 
http://www.dw.com/en/iran-sanctions-its-complicated/a- l 920626 l) and Zahraa Alkhalisi, "Trump 
keeps scaring investors away from Iran", CNN, 3 August 2017 (available from 
http://money.cnn.com/2017 /08/03/news/economy/iran-slow-investment/index.html). 
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support the Government and people of Burma in their efforts". 14 lt is anticipated that 
this move will significantly boost the economic growth of the country. 15 The 
European Union maintains limited sanctions against Myanmar, consisting of an 
embargo on arms and goods that might be used for internal repression. The previous 
broader trade, financial and targeted sanctions applied by the European Union 
against Myanmar were lifted in April 2013 "in view of the developments in 
Myanmar/Burma and as a means of encouraging positive changes to continue". 16 

However, the human rights situation that the sanctions, as well as the lifting thereof, 
were supposed to address was not substantially affected one way or the other. As 
indicated by the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Myanmar on 
11 August 2017, there was still major concern that the Government should ensure 
that security forces exercise restraint in all circumstances and respect human rights 
in addressing the security situation in Rakhine State. 17 

G. Qatar 

16. The restnctlve measures initiated in June 2017 by a group of countries, 
including Bahrain, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates and Yemen, 
against Qatar raise a number of le gal issues. These measures are reported to include 
targeted action, including the blacklisting of individuals and entities for allegedly 
supporting terrorism, but also measures of a general nature, such as closing the land 
boundary between Qatar and Saudi Arabia, restricting Qatari access to the airspace 
of sanctioning countries for civilian and commercial flights, restricting access of 
Qatari vessels to ports of sanctioning countries and restricting financial 
transactions. 18 

17. lt appears that the se measures have had an economic impact on Qatar, 
especially on trade and financial transactions. The Special Rapporteur has not yet 
been able to assess the claims made that some of these restrictive measures may 
have adverse impacts on the enjoyment by the populations affected of their human 
rights. However, the Special Rapporteur shares the concerns expressed by the 
United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, who stated in mid-June 2017 
that: 

lt is becoming clear that the measures being adopted are overly broad in scope 
and implementation, and have the potential to seriously disrupt the lives of 
thousands of women, children and men, simply because they belong to one of 
the nationalities involved in the dispute. Saudi Arabia, the United Arab 
Emirates and Bahrain have issued directives to address the humanitarian needs 

14 See White House, Office of the Press Secretary, Letter entitled "Termination of emergency with 
respect to the actions and poli ci es of the Government of Burma", 7 October 2016. Available from 
https ://obamawhitehouse. arc hi ves.gov/the-press-office/20 16/ 10/07 /letter-termination -emergency
respect-actions-and-policies-government. 

15 See Paul Vrieze, "End of sanctions likely to boost Myanmar economy", Voice of America, 
19 September 2016. Available from https://www.voanews.com/a/end-of-sanctions-likely-to
boost-myanmar-economy/3514962.html. 

16 See Council of the European Union, decision 2013/184/CFSP of 22 April 2013 concerning 
restrictive measures against Myanmar/Burma and repealing decision 2010/232/CFSP. 

17 OHCHR, "Myanmar: United Nations rights expert urges restraint in security operation in 
Rakhine State", 11 August 2017. Available from http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/ 
DisplayN ews.aspx?NewsID~2 l 968&LangID~ E. 

18 See Patrick Wintour, "Gulf plunged into diplomatie cri sis as countries eut ties with Qatar", The 
Guardi an, 5 June 2017. Available from https://www.theguardian.com/world/20 l 7 /jun/05/saudi
arabia-and-bahrain-break-diplomatic-ties-with-qatar-over-terrorism. 
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of families with joint nationalities, but it appears that these measures are not 
sufficiently effective to address all cases. 19 

18. Pending a comprehensive review of the restrictive measures affecting Qatar 
against the background of relevant international law norms, the Special 
Rapporteur's position on this issue is basically confined to restating that, as a matter 
of principle, economic, social and cultural human rights must be taken fully into 
account whenever economic sanctions are decided (see E/C.12/1997 /8 ), and that 
broad-based measures such as restriction of air, land and sea routes, amounting to a 
de facto embargo, have the potential to affect not only the economy of the target 
State, but also the enjoyment of human rights by people from third countries who 
are economically dependent on dealings with, or who are working in, the target 
State. In view of its high level of overall per capita income, Qatar has a special 
responsibility to insulate low-income foreign workers from the adverse human 
rights impact of the measures. Those measures should be replaced as soon as 
possible by a search for compromise on points of disagreement between the parties 
concerned. The Special Rapporteur recognizes that the measures enforced against 
Qatar do not constitute a blockade but rather an embargo, as they do not affect 
exchanges of third parties with Qatar. 

H. Russian Federation 

19. The Special Rapporteur visited the Russian Federation in April 2017 and 
assessed the impact on the enjoyment of human rights of unilateral sanctions 
implemented against the country. Based on the data gathered and on interviews with 
stakeholders, he determined that the unilateral measures had only adversely affected 
the most vulnerable groups of the population. 20 On the sidelines of his visit to the 
European institutions in June 2017, the Special Rapporteur was also informed of the 
extent of the huge los ses suffered by the European Union agricultural sector owing 
to the counter-measures taken by the Russian Federation in retaliation for European 
Union sanctions. 21 

20. The Special Rapporteur is concerned about the entry into force in the United 
States of the Countering America's Adversaries Through Sanctions Act, and its 
additional sanctions against the Russian Federation. The potential direct impact on 
human rights of these new measures appears a priori limited. However, the 
significant expansion of the scope and applicability of United States sanctions under 
the Act to additional sectors of the Russian economy (including financial services, 
debt capital markets, energy, transportation, telecommunications, information 
technology, defence and aerospace) and the extraterritorial reach of a number of the 
new measures, may entail adverse effects on the Russian economy and may 

19 See OHCHR, "Qatar diplomatie cri sis: comment by the United Nations High Commissioner for 
Human Rights, Zeid Ra'ad Al Hussein on impact on human rights", 14 June 2017. Available 
from 
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/N ewsE vents/Pages/DisplayN ews.aspx?N ewsID~2 l 739&LangID~ E. 

20 See OHCHR, "Visit of the Special Rapporteur on the negative impact ofunilateral coercive 
measures on the enjoyment of human rights to the Russian Federation, 24 to 28 April 2017: end 
of mission statement, preliminary observations and recommendations". Available from 
http://www.ohchr.org/ en/N ewsEvents/Pages/Display News .aspx?N ewsID~2 l 543&LangID~ E. 

21 On the extent of European Union agricultural lasses related to the standoff with Russia, see , for 
example, Committee of Professional Agricultural Organizations and General Committee for 
Agricultural Cooperation in the European Union (COPA-COGECA), "European farm 
demonstration: COPA and COGECA to hold mass demonstration to call for action to improve 
drastic market situation hit by Russian crisis", press release, 30 July 2015. Available from 
http://www. copa-cogeca. be/Download.ashx?ID~ 1402103&fmt~pdf. 
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jeopardize its recent recovery, 22 and thus have an indirect human rights impact, 
especially on the poorest. 

21. The Special Rapporteur is of the view that this potentially negative impact 
may be limited if third countries refuse to recognize extraterritorial measures and if 
they adopt legislative measures designed to protect their nationals and businesses 
from the effects of extraterritorial sanctions. In the European Union, one such 
mechanism (known as the "blocking statute") has been in force since 1996 with 
respect to certain United States sanctions regimes having a purported extraterritorial 
reach. 23 The Special Rapporteur notes that some countries of the Europe an Union, 
including Austria, France and Germany, have already voiced their intention to resist 
the se new extraterritorial measures. 24 

I. Sudan 

22. During his visit to the Sudan in November 2015, the Special Rapporteur 
witnessed the negative impact of unilateral sanctions on the enjoyment of a range of 
human rights by people living there (see A/HRC/33/48/ Add. l ). The Special 
Rapporteur issued an end-of-mission statement in which he detailed his findings on 
the impact of the unilateral measures in force on a range of human rights and 
deplored, in particular, the "globalization of restrictions" against the Sudan resulting 
from penalties inflicted on a number of global financial institutions by means of the 
extraterritorial application of domestic sanctions. This, the Special Rapporteur 
stressed, has "resulted in a stifling embargo on the economy and on the financial 
transactions of the Sudan since 2013 as a result of the interruption of most financial 
relations of the outside world at a time when the management of the internal 
situation in Sudan was heading towards an improvement". He also stressed that the 
unilateral sanctions were applied on the Sudan "without any adaptation to the 
sustained evolution of the internal context to recognize that the situation which 
prevailed in 1997 is completely different from the current one". 25 

23. During 2016, the Special Rapporteur and the United Nations Independent 
Expert on the situation of human rights in the Sudan engaged in "quiet diplomacy" 
to narrow the differences between the Sudan and the United States, aiming to 
facilitate the access of the Sudan to life-saving medicines and to subsequently relax 
unilateral coercive measures being applied by the United States. These efforts 
brought some measure of success. For example, a special procurement unit was set 

22 See "Russia's recovering economy fears US sanctions chill", Financial Times, 11 August 2017. 
Available from https://www.ft.com/content/2af85da0-7e7c-l le7-ab0 l-al327 ldlee9c. 

23 See Council of the European Union, regulation No. 2271/96 of22 November 1996, Official 
Journal of the Europe an Communities, No. L 309/1, and joint action 96/668/CFSP of 
22 November 1996, Official Journal of the European Communities, No. L 309/7, concerning 
measures protecting against the effects of the extraterritorial application of legislation adopted 
by a third country, and actions based thereon or resulting therefrom. 

24 See, for example, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of France, "United States - adoption of sanctions 
(26 July 2017)" (available from http://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/en/country-files/united
states/events/article/united-states-adoption-of-sanctions-26-07-l 7) and Federal Foreign Office of 
Germany, "Foreign Minister Gabriel and Austrian Federal Chancellor Kern on the imposition of 
Russia sanctions by the US Sena te", press release, 15 June 2017 (available from 
https://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/EN/Infoservice/Presse/Meldungen/2017 / 170615 _ Kern _ 
Russland.html). 

25 See OHCHR, "Preliminary observations and recommendations of the United Nations Special 
Rapporteur on the negative impacts ofunilateral coercive measures on the enjoyment ofhuman 
rights", press statement, 30 November 2015. Available from http://www.ohchr.org/en/ 
N ewsEvents/Pages/Di splay N ews.aspx?N ewsID~ l 6824&LangID~ E. 
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jeopardize its recent recovery," and thus have an indirect human rights impact, 
especially on the poorest. 
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? See Council of the European Union, regulation No. 2271/96 of 22 November 1996, Official 
Journal of the European Communities, No. L 309/1, and joint action 96/668/CFSP of 
22 November 1996, Official Journal of the European Communities, No. L 309/7, concerning 
measures protecting against the effects of the extraterritorial application of legislation adopted 
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? See, for example, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of France, "United States adoption of sanctions 
(26 July 2017) (available from http://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/en/country-files/united 
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up in Khartoum under the United Nations Mission in the Sudan, with American 
approval, to make life-saving drugs available. 

24. In the final days of his administration, the President of the United States, 
Barak Obama, decided to relax the comprehensive sanctions regime that the United 
States had applied to the Sudan for 20 years. On 13 January 2017, he issued 
executive order 13761 based on a finding that the situation that gave rise to the 
actions taken in two of the three executive orders forming the basis of the United 
States embargo of Sudan - executive orders 13067 and 13412 - "has been altered 
by Sudan's positive actions over the past six months". Pursuant to this decision, the 
Office of Foreign Assets Control of the United States Department of Treasury issued 
a general license authorizing most business activities involving United States 
persons and the Sudan. However, executive order 13761 did not immediately revoke 
previous executive orders or the relevant Office of Foreign Assets Control sanctions 
regulations. Rather, it stipulated that most of the United States sanctions would be 
revoked six months later, provided that the incoming Secretary of State 
acknowledged that the Government of Sudan had sustained the positive actions that 
gave rise to the decision. 

25. The Special Rapporteur praised the decision by the United States to work 
towards a permanent lifting of unilateral sanctions against the Sudan. 26 He 
appreciates the cooperation of the Sudan in this regard and the gratitude formally 
expressed by the Government of the Sudan to the two mandate holders involved for 
their role in the process of the lifting of sanctions. 27 On the eve of the six-month 
deadline, the United Nations country team in the Sudan voiced its own hope to see 
the sanctions on the country lifted. 28 

26. However, on 11 July 2017, a new executive order was issued extending the 
review period for three months. lt provided for the revocation of those sanctions if 
the Sudan took certain actions, including "maintaining a cessation of hostilities in 
conflict areas in Sudan; improving humanitarian access throughout Sudan; and 
maintaining its cooperation with the United States on addressing regional conflicts 
and the threat of terrorism". 29 

27. This decision is disappointing. Despite the "general licence" currently applied 
by the Office of Foreign Assets Control, a number of obstacles to normal trade 
relations remain, and most foreign investors and business actors are unlikely to 
engage with, or invest in, the Sudan until sanctions are permanently lifted. The 
Special Rapporteur emphasizes that "no State may use or encourage the use of 
economic, political or any other type of measures to coerce another State in order to 

26 See OHCHR, United Nations human rights expert welcomes United States decision to lift 
economic sanctions on the Sudan", 19 January 2017. Available from 
http://www.ohchr.org/ en/N ewsEvents/Pages/Display News .aspx?N ewsID~21098&LangID~ E. 

27 In a letter dated 20 January 2017, the Permanent Representati ve of the Su dan to the United 
Nations Office at Geneva expressed the gratitude of his Government, noting that the "facts 
presented in your reports and statements helped a lot and contributed significantly in lifting the 
American sanctions on Sudan and its people. Hence, your efforts contributed remarkably in the 
enjoyment of man y Sudanese of their human rights in health, education, development and other 
fields". Available from http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/UCM/Statements/ 
LetterFromAmbassadorSudan. pdf. 

28 See "United Nations hopes for positive decision on United States sanctions relief', statement by 
the United Nations country team in the Sudan, 10 July 2017. Available from 
http://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/UNCT _ Statement_ on_ UN_ Hopes _for_ 
Positive_ Decision _on_ US_ Sanctions_ Relief_ 10 _Jul _ 2017 _ EN.pdf. 

29 See United States Department of State, "The Administration extends Sudan sanctions review 
period", press statement, 11 July 2017. Available from https://www.state.gov/r/pa/prs/ps/2017 / 
07/272539.htm. 
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obtain from it the subordination of the exercise of its sovereign rights and to secure 
from it advantages of any kind". 30 

J. Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) 

28. The Special Rapporteur has stressed that sanctions are not the answer to the 
growing crisis in Venezuela and that the international community should not impose 
them, as these would worsen the situation of the people of Venezuela, who are 
already suffering from crippling inflation and a lack of access to adequate food and 
medicine. 31 Measures that would damage the economy of Venezuela would also 
have a disruptive effect on the State's institutions, and would likely lead only to 
violations of the rights of ordinary people. 

29. Such measures appear to contravene the Charter of the United Nations (Article 
1 (2) and (3) and Article 2(2) and (3)), the principles recognized in the 1965 
Declaration on the Inadmissibility of Intervention in the Domestic Affairs of States 
and the Protection of Their Independence and Sovereignty, the 1970 Declaration on 
the Principles of International Law concerning friendly Relations and Cooperation 
among States in Accordance with the Charter of the United Nations and the 1981 
Declaration on the Inadmissibility of Intervention and Interference in the Internal 
Affairs of States. In this regard, the Special Rapporteur shares the view expressed 
by the Spokesman for the Secretary-General in his statement of 8 August 2017, 
when he noted that the Secretary General "is convinced that the Venezuelan crisis 
cannot be solved through the imposition of unilateral measures, but requires a 
political solution based on dialogue and compromise". 32 Dialogue is indeed the 
foundation of the peaceful settlement of disputes, and States should therefore 
engage in constructive dialogue with the Government of Venezuela to find solutions 
to the challenges facing the country. 

30. On a related note, the decision by the United States to blacklist high ranking 
officials of the Government of Venezuela33 raised serions concerns, since it appears 
that it has been implemented in violation of the most basic principles of the rule of 
law, in particular those relating to due process guarantees. An additional concern is 
that these allegations may be used as a justification to impose measures aimed at 
disqualifying foreign State officials who may be deemed to enjoy immunities of 
jurisdiction in other States under international law. 

K. Yemen 

31. In April 2017, the Special Rapporteur called for the immediate lifting of the 
blockade of the war-ravaged port of Al Hudaydah in Yemen to allow the entry of 
relief supplies and tackle a humanitarian catastrophe in which millions of people 
were facing famine. He pointed to the unwarranted restrictions on the flow of 
commercial and humanitarian goods and services into Yemen, involving a variety of 

30 See the Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and 
Cooperation among States in Accordance with the Charter of the United Nations (General 
Assembly resolution 25/2625, annex). 

31 See OHCHR, "Venezuela sanctions would worsen plight of suffering people, United Nations 
expert warns", li August 2017. Available from 
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/N ewsE vents/Pages/DisplayN ews.aspx?N ewsID~2 J 964&LangID~ E. 

32 Available from https://www.un.org/sg/en/content/sg/statement/2017-08-08/statement
attributable-spokesman -secretary-general-venezuela-scroll. 

33 See United States Department of the Treasury, "Treasury sanctions the President of Venezuela", 
press release, 31 July 2017. Available from https://www.treasury.gov/press-center/press
releases/Pages/smO 137.aspx. 
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regulatory measures enforced by the coalition forces - including unreasonable 
delay and/or denial of entry to vessels in this Yemeni port. The Special Rapporteur 
pointed in particular to the dramatic situation of Al Hudaydah Port, the major 
lifeline for imports into Yemen, and expressed concern about obstacles to the 
reconstruction of the port infrastructure, which had slowed humanitarian imports to 
a trickle, causing vital supplies to be wasted. 34 The European Parliament, in a 
resolution adopted on 15 June 2017, endorsed the Special Rapporteur's call for the 
lifting of the aerial and naval blockade imposed on Yemen. 35 

32. At the time of writing, the situation is still a source of concern because of its 
disproportionate impact on the civilian population. The United Nations 
Development Programme Country Director in Yemen stated on 1 August 2017 that 
"current food security crisis is a man-made disaster resulting not only from decades 
of poverty and under-investment, but also as a war tactic through economic 
strangulation". 36 The theme of this year's World Humanitarian Day (19 August) -
civilians are not a target in armed conflict - applies with particular force to the 
situation in Yemen. 

IV. The issue of extraterritoriality in relation to 
unilateral sanctions 

33. In the current context, in which the issue of the extraterritorial dimensions of 
unilateral coercive measures is hotly debated in terms of its human rights impact, a 
certain number of key legal considerations need to be recalled. There are general 
considerations on the extraterritorial aspects of all unilateral coercive measures, 
which require the extraterritorial application of relevant human rights instruments. 
There are also considerations with respect to the particular case of attempts by one 
source State not only to apply its national legislation to the internal situation in 
another State but also to coerce third unconcerned States or persons into enforcing 
similar measures against the targeted State, despite the fact that in their domestic 
decision-making processes the third States have not decided on any such action. 
These are often referred to as "secondary" sanctions. 

A. Extraterritorial hum an rights obligations of States 

34. States are considered to assume certain extraterritorial obligations under 
human rights instruments to which they are parties. 37 However, the scope of such 
obligations remains a matter of contention. 38 In particular, it is sometimes disputed 
that States are under human rights obligations vis-à-vis individuals who are not their 

34 See OHCHR, "Lift blockade of Yemen to stop 'catastrophe' of millions facing starvation, says 
United Nations expert", 12 April 2017. Available from http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/ 
Pages/Dis play News .aspx?N ewsID~2 J 496&LangID~ E. 

35 See the European Parliament resolution on the humanitarian situation in Yemen 
(2017/2727(RSP)), 15 June 2017. 

36 See United Nations News Centre, "Deadly combination of choiera, hunger and conflict pushes 
Yemen to edge of a cliff - senior United Nations official", 1 August 2017. Available from 
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID~57294#.WYggUojyjIU. 

37 See Marko Milanovic, Extraterritorial Application of Human Rights Treaties (Oxford, Oxford 
University Press, 2011) and Guillaume Grise!, Application extraterritoriale du droit 
international des droits de l'homme (Bâle/Paris/Bruxelles, Helbing Lichtenhahn/ 
L.G.D.J./Bruylant, 2010). 

38 See Fons Coomans, "The extraterritorial scope of the International Covenant on Economie, 
Social and Cultural Rights in the work of the United Nations Committee on Economie, Social 
and Cultural Rights" Human Rights Law Review, vol. Il, issue 1 (March 2011). 
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nationals, who are not present on their territories and over whom they do not 
otherwise exercise "jurisdiction". This is because human rights treaties are 
understood to govern only the relationship between a State and its subjects, who are 
traditionally defined either with reference to their nationality or the territory in 
which they are present. Under that paradigm, victims of human rights violations 
must be within the "jurisdiction" of a State in order to be protected by human rights 
instruments to which the State is party. Indeed, a number of human rights treaties 
contain jurisdictional provisions that limit the scope of application of the treaty 's 
protection. For example, article 2(1) of the International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights sets out the obligation of each State party to respect and ensure the 
rights of all individuals "within its territory and subject to its jurisdiction" (see 
General Assembly resolution 2200 A (XXI), annex). A similar provision is found in 
article 1 of the European Convention on Human Rights. 39 

35. The International Covenant on Economie, Social and Cultural Rights, 
however, does not contain such territorial or jurisdictional limitations. 40 

Furthermore, it imposes an obligation upon all States to take steps, individually and 
through international assistance and cooperation, with a view to achieving 
progressively the full realization of the rights recognized in the Covenant (see 
General Assembly resolution 2200 A (XXI), annex). This clearly implies that States 
parties assume certain obligations of an external or international nature. 41 Thus the 
Covenant can be deemed as setting forth certain extraterritorial obligations for 
States parties in respect of nationals of, or individuals residing in, third States. 42 

36. The concept of jurisdiction as a sine qua non for the existence and 
applicability of the le gal obligations of States with respect to human rights has been 
extended over time to address situations in which a restrictive application of the 
territorial or jurisdictional requirements would de facto prevent the effective 
implementation of the treaty. Thus, the jurisdiction and corresponding human rights 
obligations of States have been established with respect to "o ccupied" territory, 43 

and to territory over which a State assumes some form of "effective control". 44 

37. As far as the Covenant is concerned, the Committee on Economie, Social and 
Cultural Rights has clarified over the years the extent of extraterritorial obligations 
of States parties. 45 lt has stressed, inter alia, that "extraterritorial obligation to 
respect requires States parties to refrain from interfering directly or indirectly with 
the enjoyment of the Covenant rights by persons outside their territories. As part of 
this obligation States parties must ensure that they do not obstruct another State 
from complying with its obligations under the Covenant" (see E/C.12/GC/24, 
para. 29). For example, with regard to the right to water, the Committee indicated in 
its general comment No. 15 (2002) on the right to water that: 

39 Article 1 of the Convention reads: "The High Contracting Parties shall sec ure to everyone within 
their jurisdiction the rights and freedoms defined in section I ofthis Convention". 

40 Magdalena Sepulveda and Christian Courtis, "Are extraterritorial obligations reviewable under 
the Optional Protocol to the ICESCR?", Nordic Journal of Human Rights 01/2009 (vol. 27). 

41 Matthew Craven, "The violence of dispossession: extraterritoriality and economic, social and 
cultural Rights", in Economie, Social, and Cultural Rights in Action, Mashood Baderin and 
Robert McCorquodale, eds. (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2007). 

42 See, for example, Coomans, "The extraterritorial scope of the International Covenant on 
Economie, Social and Cultural Rights". 

43 See Michal Gondek, The Reach of Human Rights in a Globalizing World: Extraterritorial 
Application of Human Rights Treaties (Antwerp, Intersentia, 2009) and Coomans, "The 
extraterritorial scope of the International Covenant on Economie, Social and Cultural Rights". 

44 See Le gal Consequences of the Cons truc tian of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, 
Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 2004, p. 136, para. 112. 

45 See Coomans, "The extraterritorial scope of the International Covenant on Economie, Social and 
Cultural Rights". 
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nationals, who are not present on their territories and over whom they do not 
otherwise exercise jurisdiction. This is because human rights treaties are 
understood to govern only the relationship between a State and its subjects, who are 
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States parties in respect of nationals of, or individuals residing in, third States. 

36. The concept of jurisdiction as a sine qua non for the existence and 
applicability of the legal obligations of States with respect to human rights has been 
extended over time to address situations in which a restrictive application of the 
territorial or jurisdictional requirements would de facto prevent the effective 
implementation of the treaty. Thus, the jurisdiction and corresponding human rights 
obligations of States have been established with respect to "occupied" territory," 
and to territory over which a State assumes some form of "effective control." 

37. As far as the Covenant is concerned, the Committee on Economic, Social and 
Cultural Rights has clarified over the years the extent of extraterritorial obligations 
of States parties. " It has stressed, inter alia, that "extraterritorial obligation to 
respect requires States parties to refrain from interfering directly or indirectly with 
the enjoyment of the Covenant rights by persons outside their territories. As part of 
this obligation States parties must ensure that they do not obstruct another State 
from complying with its obligations under the Covenant" (see E/C.12/GC/24, 
para. 29). For example, with regard to the right to water, the Committee indicated in 
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" Article l of the Convention reads: "The High Contracting Parties shall secure to everyone within 
their jurisdiction the rights and freedoms defined in section I of this Convention". 

" Magdalena Sepulveda and Christian Courtis, "Are extraterritorial obligations reviewable under 
the Optional Protocol to the ICESCR?", Nordic Journal of Human Rights 01/2009 (vol. 27). 

' Matthew Craven, "The violence of dispossession: extraterritoriality and economic, social and 
cultural Rights", in Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights in Action, Mashood Baderin and 
Robert McCorquodale, eds. (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2007). 

2 See, for example, Coomans, "The extraterritorial scope of the International Covenant on 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights". 

" See Michal Gondek, The Reach of Human Rights in a Globalizing World: Extraterritorial 
Application of Human Rights Treaties (Antwerp, lntersentia, 2009) and Coomans, "The 
extraterritorial scope of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights". 

"" See Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, 
Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 2004, p. 136, para. 112. 

" See Coomans, "The extraterritorial scope of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and 
Cultural Rights". 
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To comply with their international obligations in relation to the right to water, 
States parties have to respect the enjoyment of the right in other countries. 
International cooperation requires States parties to refrain from actions that 
interfere, directly or indirectly, with the enjoyment of the right to water in 
other countries. Any activities undertaken within the State party's jurisdiction 
should not deprive another country of the ability to realize the right to water 
for persons in its jurisdiction (see E/C.12/2002/11 , para. 31). 

38. The Committee has also clarified the obligations of States parties under the 
Covenant as regards international sanctions. Those obligations are discussed below. 

39. The jurisprudence of the Committee on the extraterritorial application of the 
Covenant should be regarded as an authoritative, although not legally binding per 
se, interpretation of the rights and obligations contained in the Covenant. 46 They 
shall be viewed as "norm-generating instruments", that "over time could contribute 
to the emergence of customary international le gal norms". 47 

40. Such a position - that States assume certain extraterritorial obligations under 
human rights instruments - is consonant with the customary international law rule 
which prohibits a State from allowing its territory to be used to cause damage to the 
territory of another State, a requirement that has gained particular relevance in 
international environmental law 48 and has been recently affirmed by the Human 
Rights Council as relevant to the field of the protection of human rights. 49 

41. The jurisprudence of international courts and tribunals contains recent 
instances of cases where human rights treaties have been found applicable 
irrespective of a finding of "jurisdiction" or "control" sensu stricto in situations 
where a State's actions had entailed consequences abroad. Thus, in the Case 
Concerning Application of the International Convention on the Elimination of Ali 
Forms of Racial Discrimination (Georgia v. Russian Federation), the International 
Court of Justice addressed the extraterritorial scope of the International Convention 
on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination, which, like the 
International Covenant on Economie, Social and Cultural Rights, does not contain a 
general jurisdictional clause. In ruling that the provisions of the Convention applied 
to the actions of the Russian Federation, the International Court of Justice did not 
find it necessary to first establish that the Russian authorities asserted jurisdiction or 
some form of authority or control over the persons resident there. lt has been noted 
that: (a) the International Court of Justice focused exclusively on the actions of 
States parties and left issues of jurisdiction, control and authority aside; (b) the 
Court seemed to operate on a presumption that human rights treaties applied to 
extraterritorial acts of the State unless treaty provisions contained a specific 
territorial limitation; and (c) the broad language suggests that, in the eyes of the 

46 See Dinah Shelton, "Commentary and conclusions" in Commitment and Compliance, The Raie of 
Non-binding Norms in the International Legal System, D. Shelton, ed. (Oxford, Oxford 
University Press, 2000). 

47 See Helen Keller and Leena Graver, "General comments of the Human Rights Commi ttee and 
their legitimacy", in UN Human Rights Treaty Bodies: Law and Legitimacy, H. Keller and Geir 
Ulfstein, eds. (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2012), p. 129. 

48 See Trail smelter case (United States v. Canada), Reports of International Arbitral Awards, 
vol. III, p. 1905 (1941); see also the draft principles on the allocation of Joss in the case of 
transboundary harm arising out of hazardous activities, adopted by the International Law 
Commission at its fifty-eighth session (see A/61/10). 

49 See Human Rights Council resolution 21111, by which the Council adopted the guiding 
principles on extreme poverty and human rights; see also Nicola Vennemann, "Application of 
International Human Rights Conventions to Transboundary State Acts", in Transboundary Harm 
in International Law: Lessons from the Trail Smelter Arbitration, Rebecca M. Bratspies and 
Russell A. Miller, eds. (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2006). 
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Court at least, this approach is not limited to the International Convention on the 
Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, but applies to human rights 
treaties in general. 50 

42. Such an approach has been labelled a "cause and effect" approach, whereby 
"persons fall within a State's jurisdiction when a State through lawful or unlawful 
exercises of power causes human rights violations extraterritorially". Thus, 
"whether a technical exercise of jurisdiction or not, the type of act instituted by the 
State will essentially dictate who is affected, who falls within its jurisdiction, the 
rights violated and the extent of obligations owed". 51 The same approach has been 
followed, inter alia, by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights in 
Alejandre Jr. et al v. Cuba, a case in which the Commission found that, in the 
absence of any territorial control or control of a physical person exercised by the 
State, the sheer act ofbombing established the personal link and brought the victims 
within the State's authority, thus establishing jurisdiction under the American 
Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man. 52 Similarly, in Drozd and Janousek v. 
France and Spain the European Court of Human Rights found that responsibility 
under the European Convention on Human Rights may be involved because of acts 
of a State party 's authorities "producing effects outside their own territory". 53 

43. The rationale behind such a broad approach, setting aside strict jurisdictional 
requirements, has been formulated by Rosalyn Higgins as follows: "the law of 
jurisdiction is about entitlements to act, the law of State responsibility is about 
obligations incurred when a State does act". 54 Sigrun Skogly states that: 

The violation of the human rights of individuals by a State outside its 
jurisdiction would imply that the State has committed an internationally 
wrongful act, and should not be able to do so with impunity. . . . If the 
protection from human rights treaties is dependent upon States acting within 
their jurisdiction, the danger is that extra-jurisdiction acts can be carried out 
without responsibility being triggered. 55 

B. Extraterritorial obligations of States in relation to the imposition 
of unilateral sanctions 

44. The question of whether States' obligations under the International Covenant 
on Economie, Social and Cultural Rights extend extraterritorially "to the point at 
which a State imposing sanctions might be held responsible for any consequential 
deprivation (of the right to food or health care for example) even if the sanctioning 
State exercised no formal jurisdiction or control over the population concerned", 56 is 
still debated. The Special Rapporteur shares the view that "it is now widely agreed 
that human rights treaties may, in principle, impose on States parties obligations not 
only when they adopt measures applicable on their own territory, but also 

50 See Maarten den Heijer, Europe and Extraterritorial Asylum (Oxford, Hart Publishing, 2012). 
51 Eleni Kannis, "Pulling (a part) the triggers of extraterritorial jurisdiction", The University of 

Western Australia Law Review, vol. 40, p. 234. 
52 See Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Alejandre Jr. et al v. Cuba, case 11.589, 

report No. 86/99, 29 September 1999. 
53 See European Court of Human Rights, Drozd and Janousek v. France and Spain (application 

No. 12747/87, judgment of 26 June 1992, para. 91. 
54 See Rosalyn Higgins, Problems and Process: International Law and How We Use It (Oxford, 

Clarendon Press, 1994) (emphasis in original). 
55 See Sigrun I. Skogly, "Extraterritoriality: universal human rights without universal obligations?" 

in Research Handbook on International Human Rights Law, Sarah Joseph and Adam McBeth, 
eds. (Cheltenham, Edward Elgar, 2010), p. 93. 

56 See Craven, "The violence of dispossession". 
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extraterritorial obligations, which may include positive obligations going insofar as 
the State can influence situations located abroad". 57 lt seems difficult to deny, in 
that respect, that international sanctions corne within the category of situations 
where States can influence situations located abroad, and actually do influence 
situations abroad to the extent that they affect the enjoyment of human rights by 
populations ( or segments of the population) of the target State. 

45. In the light of the growing recognition of the existence of extraterritorial 
obligations of States under human rights instruments, it is reasonable to assume that 
in the case of international sanctions that have extraterritorial effects by their very 
nature, a State imposing them should incur liability for human rights violations, 
even if it does not exercise formal "jurisdiction" or "control" over the population or 
the territory targeted. This applies all the more to the International Covenant on 
Economie, Social and Cultural Rights, which, as previously mentioned, does not 
contain territorial or jurisdictional limitations. 

46. Furthermore, the Committee on Economie, Social and Cultural Rights, in its 
general comment No. 8 (1997) on the relationship between economic sanctions and 
respect for economic, social and cultural rights, has set out certain obligations of 
"parties responsible for the imposition, maintenance or implementation of the 
sanctions, whether it be the international community, an international or regional 
organization, or a State or group of States". Among the se obligations flowing "from 
the recognition of economic, social and cultural human rights", the Committee 
identified the obligation to respond "to any disproportionate suffering experienced by 
vulnerable groups within the targeted country" (see E/C.12/1997/8 , paras. 11 and 14). 

47. The Committee has stated that "when an external party takes upon itself even 
partial responsibility for the situation within a country (whether under Chapter VII 
of the Charter or otherwise), it also unavoidably assumes a responsibility to do all 
within its power to protect the economic, social and cultural rights of the affected 
population" (see E/C.12/1997/8 , para. 13). The Special Rapporteur is of the view 
that, whereas in that situation the targeted State is (and remains) under obligation to 
do its utmost to protect its population, the targeting State is also necessarily ipso 
facto under an obligation to protect the economic, social and cultural rights of the 
affected population. 

48. Other findings of the Committee set forth obligations under the Covenant in 
matters of sanctions. In its general comment No. 14 (2000) on the right to the 
highest attainable standard of health, the Committee emphasized that "States parties 
should refrain at all times from impo sing embargoes or similar measures restricting 
the supply of another State with adequate medicines and medical equipment" (see 
E/C.12/2000/4, para. 41). 

C. Legal consequences arising from the violation of extraterritorial 
human rights obligations 

49. Applying a strict requirement of jurisdiction for v1ct1ms of human rights 
violations caused by the extraterritorial actions of a foreign State ( especially 
economic sanctions) would result in a protection gap. This would amount to a 
paradoxical situation in which victims residing abroad would indeed be deprived of 
the treaty protection merely because they were not, legally speaking, within the 
jurisdiction of the foreign State that implemented sanctions affecting them. As 
mentioned previously, it is important, in this respect, to distinguish between the 

57 See Olivier De Schutter, "A human rights approach to trade and investment policies" (November 
2008), para. 3.2. Available at https://www.iatp.org/sites/default/files/451_2_104504.pdf. 
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concept of jurisdiction and the notion of State responsibility. "Jurisdiction is about 
entitlements to act (is it lawful for a State to act outside its borders?), while State 
responsibility is about obligations incurred when a State does or does not act (the 
legal consequences of extraterritorial conduct)". 58 As a matter of principle, there is 
no reason to exclude the applicability of the general principles of S tate 
responsibility (and/or the responsibility of international organizations as the case 
may be) in cases of damage caused to a target country by the application of 
sanctions of source States (or international organizations). The basic principle 
enunciated in article 1 of the International Law Commission articles on 
responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts, that "every internationally 
wrongful act of a State entails the international responsibility of that State" (see 
General Assembly resolution 56/83 , annex, art. 1) should be deemed to apply 
equally to wrongful acts of a State entailing damages to the human rights of persons 
or populations of other countries. As noted by Fons Coomans: 

Normally speaking, States have a right to engage in such bilateral or 
international activities (jurisdictional dimension), as long as they comply with 
general rules of international law, for example the non-use of force and respect 
for human rights. The State responsibility dimension cornes into play when the 
actions or omissions of a State beyond its national border are contrary to its 
obligations under human rights treaties, that is, where they negatively 
affect/harm the rights of persons residing in another country. 59 

50. In relation to the international responsibility of a State for unlawful acts, it has 
even been observed that a State "is under the duty to control the activities of private 
persons within its State territory and the duty is no less applicable where the harm is 
caused to persons or other le gal interests within the territory of another State". 60 

Arguably, the same duty shall apply a fortiori to unilateral sanctions that are directly 
attributable to the State. 

51. U nlawful assertion of jurisdiction through extraterritorial application of 
domestic sanctions, to the extent that it results in adverse effects, economic or 
otherwise, on third countries, shall also entail the international responsibility of the 
targeting State. The basic underlying idea is that States cannot do abroad what they 
are prohibited from doing at home, namely doing harm and/or violating the rights of 
individuals. 61 

D. Extraterritorial sanctions with a focus on m ultilateralization of 
domestic sanctions policies under international law 

52. The Special Rapporteur deems it necessary to draw the attention of United 
Nations organs and the international community to the harmful consequences of the 
practice of extraterritorial sanctions (sometimes also referred to as secondary 
sanctions), that is, sanctions regimes that purport to apply to foreign States and their 
economic and financial sectors, as well as persons, acting outside the sanctioning 

58 See Coomans, "The extraterritorial scope of the International Covenant on Economie, Social and 
Cultural Rights", pp. 5 and 6. 

59 See Coomans, "The extraterritorial scope of the International Co venant on Economie, Social and 
Cultural Rights", p. 6. 

60 See Ian Brownlie, System of the Law of Nations: State responsibility, Part I (Oxford, Clarendon 
Press, 1983), p. 165. 

61 See F. Coomans, "The extraterritorial scope of the International Covenant on Economie, Social 
and Cultural Rights", p. 6. 
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50. In relation to the international responsibility of a State for unlawful acts, it has 
even been observed that a State "is under the duty to control the activities of private 
persons within its State territory and the duty is no less applicable where the harm is 
caused to persons or other legal interests within the territory of another State" 
Arguably, the same duty shall apply a fortiori to unilateral sanctions that are directly 
attributable to the State. 

51. Unlawful assertion of jurisdiction through extraterritorial application of 
domestic sanctions, to the extent that it results in adverse effects, economic or 
otherwise, on third countries, shall also entail the international responsibility of the 
targeting State. The basic underlying idea is that States cannot do abroad what they 
are prohibited from doing at home, namely doing harm and/or violating the rights of 
individuals." 

D. Extraterritorial sanctions with a focus on multilateralization of 
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52. The Special Rapporteur deems it necessary to draw the attention of United 
Nations organs and the international community to the harmful consequences of the 
practice of extraterritorial sanctions (sometimes also referred to as secondary 
sanctions), that is, sanctions regimes that purport to apply to foreign States and their 
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" See Coomans, "The extraterritorial scope of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and 
Cultural Rights", pp. 5 and 6. 

" See Coomans, "The extraterritorial scope of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and 
Cultural Rights", p. 6. 
See lan Brownlie, System of the Law of Nations: State responsibility, Part I (Oxford, Clarendon 
Press, 1983), p. 165. 

' See F. Coomans, "The extraterritorial scope of the International Covenant on Economic, Social 
and Cultural Rights", p. 6. 
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country, "notably when they conduct business with individuals, groups, regimes or 
countries that are the target of the primary sanctions regime". 62 

53. First and foremost, there are strong legal objections to the use of such 
measures. There is a general understanding that extraterritorial sanctions disregard 
commonly accepted rules governing the jurisdiction of States under international 
law, 63 and are thus unlawful. 64 This understanding is reflected in various resolutions 
of United Nations organs and of other international organizations, and is shared by a 
large number of countries. 65 For example, since 1992, the General Assembly has 
annually voiced the condemnation by a vast majority of the international community 
of the United States embargo against Cuba, citing, in particular, its extraterritorial 
reach. 66 The European Union has also expressed its position against extraterritorial 
sanctions in its own guidelines on "restrictive measures" as follows: 

The European Union will refrain from adopting legislative instruments having 
extraterritorial application in breach of international law. The European Union 
has condemned the extraterritorial application of third-country legislation 
imposing restrictive measures which purports to regulate the activities of 
natural and legal persons under the jurisdiction of the member States of the 
European Union, as being in violation of international law. 67 

54. The Special Rapporteur deems it fair to mention, however, that the European 
Union "blocking statute" of 1996, under which European Union companies are 
prohibited from complying with certain extraterritorial sanctions, 68 seems to have 
been underutilized in practice. Thus the protection granted under this instrument 
remained to a large extent theoretical. Furthermore, in the light of the strategic 
importance of continued access to the United States market for most affected 
European Union businesses, the latter were frequently inclined to waive le gal 
remedies, and preferred "pleading guilty" and entering into settlement agreements 
with the authorities of the sanctioning State. The Special Rapporteur took note of 
certain mitigating arguments heard from some European Union officials during his 
visit in Brussels, according to which in certain cases some European Union banks 
had actually committed "egregious" breaches of the sanctions regime concerned and 
had acted in bad faith. Still, the Special Rapporteur is of the view that the European 

62 Tom Ruys, "Sanctions, retorsions and countermeasures: concepts and international legal 
framework" in Research Handbook on UN Sanctions and International Law, Larissa van den 
Herik, ed. (Cheltenham, Edward Elgar, 2017) p. 28. 

63 See Prosper Weil, "International Law Limitations on State Jurisdiction", in Extraterritorial 
Application of Law and Responses Thereto, Cecil J. Olmstead, ed. (Oxford, International Law 
Association, 1983), and Michel Cosnard, "Les lois Helms-Burton et d'Amato-Kennedy, 
interdiction de commercer avec et d'investir dans certains pays", Annuaire français de droit 
international, vol. 42, No. 1 (1996). 

64 See Charlotte Beaucillon, "Practice makes perfect, eventually? Unilateral State sanctions and the 
extraterritorial effects of national legislation", in Coercive Diplomacy, Sanctions and 
International Law, Natalino Ronzitti, ed. (Leiden and Boston, Brill Nijhoff, 2016). 

65 In addition to the various resolutions of the General Assembly and the Human Rights Council 
condemning the use of extraterritorial sanctions, the non-aligned countries have firmly rejected 
this practice. See, for example, Asian-African Legal Consultative Organization resolution 
51/S 6 of 22 June 2012, entitled "Extraterritorial application of national legislation: sanctions 
imposed against third parties". 

66 See resolution 47/19 of24 November 1992 and subsequent resolutions. 
67 Council of the European Union, Guidelines on implementation and evaluation of restrictive 

measures (sanctions) in the framework of the European Common Foreign and Security Policy, 
document 11205/12, para. 52. The same principled opposition to extraterritorial sanctions was 
reiterated by the European Union upon adoption of the la test General Assembly resolution on the 
United States embargo against Cuba (see http://eu-un.europa.eu/eu-explanation-vote-united
nations-general-assembly-us-embargo-cuba/). 

68 See Council of the European Union, regulation No. 2271/96. 
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Union firms concerned were not subject to the jurisdiction of the sanctioning State 
and therefore were not legally required to comply with such measures. 

55. lt should also be added that the enactment of domestic legislation with 
purported extraterritorial reach, resulting in a de facto "multilateralization" of 
unilateral coercive measures, could be seen as infringing on the competences of the 
Security Council. Suffice it to recall that under Article 24 of the Charter of the 
United Nations, States have conferred upon the Security Council primary 
responsibility for addressing threats to international peace and security. In the 
Charter system of collective security, "it is the Security Council which has been 
given the authority to determine the content of the community value or interest in a 
particular case and consequently that its violation necessitates a collective security 
response". 69 lt is thus highly questionable that any State should take upon itself to 
impose sanctions that apply worldwide "without borders", without any justifiable 
right to exercise universal jurisdiction, which is in the purview solely of the 
Security Council. 

56. To the extent that States are bound by human rights obligations when applying 
sanctions, it is submitted that extraterritorial sanctions may attract the international 
responsibility of the sanctioning State, not only in relation to its own sanctions, but 
also in relation to sanctions applied by third countries on the targeted State with a 
view to complying with extraterritorial measures enacted by the primary sanctioning 
State. Sanctioning States could thus be held accountable also for the adverse 
impacts of measures taken by third countries under coercion, that i s, under pressure 
or threat of being submitted to secondary sanctions. Article 18 of the International 
Law Commission's articles on responsibility of States for internationally wrongful 
acts may be deemed relevant to such a situation. Article 18 reads as follows: 

A State which coerces another State to commit an act is internationally 
responsible for that act if: 

(a) The act would, but for the coercion, be an internationally wrongful 
act of the coerced State; and 

(b) The coercing State does so with knowledge of the circumstances of 
the act (see General Assembly resolution 56/83 , annex, art. 18). 

57. The International Law Commission, in its commentary on the draft articles, 
mentioned as a case of coercion meeting the requirements of this article, measures 
that involve intervention, i.e., coercive interference, in the affairs of another State. 
According to the Commission, such coercion could possibly take the form of 
"serions economic pressure, provided that it is such as to deprive the coerced State 
of any possibility of conforming with the obligation breached". 70 

58. There is a need for a solemn reaffirmation of the inadmissibility of 
extraterritorial sanctions involving an unlawful assertion of jurisdiction by the 
targeting State, as contrary to international law. This task may possibly be entrusted 
to the International Law Commission, which in 2006 had already examined a 
preliminary Secretariat report on extraterritorial jurisdiction, which could form the 
basis for long-term work on the codification of international law on the matter (see 
A/61/10, annex E). Alternatively, the International Court of Justice could be 
requested to issue an advisory opinion on the matter. 

69 See Danesh Sarooshi, The United Nations and the Development of Collective Security: The 
Delegation by the UN Security Council of its Chapter VII Powers (New York, Oxford University 
Press, 1999), p. 6. 

70 See Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 2001, vol. II (Part Iwo) (United Nations 
publication, Sales No. E.04.V.17 (Part 2)), p. 70. 
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59. Extraterritorial ( or "secondary") sanctions are likely to entail specific, discrete 
additional adverse consequences for human rights, including the right to 
development, going beyond those arising from the use of international sanctions 
(whether multilateral or unilateral) in general. The Special Rapporteur has submitted 
that such specific effects lie in the fact that extraterritorial sanctions affect the 
ability of the targeted country (and its population), as well as of third countries not 
involved in the dispute between source and target countries, to internet with the 
global business and financial community. Extraterritorial sanctions may thus have a 
"chilling" effect on international businesses legally not subject to the jurisdiction of 
the targeting State, but de facto unwilling to entertain any economic relations with 
parties in the targeted State that might entail "violating" the provisions of the 
extraterritorial sanctions regime, and thus might jeopardize their ability to pursue 
their own business activities in the targeting State. This leads in practice to a 
phenomenon of "over-compliance" by trading partners of targeted countries that 
may in turn result in a de facto blockade of the targeted countries. The discrete 
additional impact of extraterritorial sanctions may also flow from their effects on 
the targeted State 's ability to obtain access to international financial institutions, 
foreign financial markets and international aid. 71 

60. The extraterritorial application of unilateral sanctions may also have adverse 
impacts on the enjoyment of human rights in third countries, which are prevented by 
the operation of the (extraterritorial) foreign law from entertaining economic 
relations with the target country. This may affect, in particular, developing countries 
that are traditionally dependent on economic relations with the targeted State and 
may be less able to withstand restrictions in those economic relations. This may also 
have an adverse impact on the human rights of individuals and communities that are 
dependent on trade with, or working as foreign workers in, the target country. Such 
a situation may affect the realization of the right to development in the third country 
concerned, in disregard of those human rights instruments which call on all States to 
promote the right to development in developing countries. 72 

61. Recently, the United States has enacted measures 73 that have the potential to 
affect the ability of non-United States firms (including European Union firms) to 
conduct business in the United States, to the extent that they participate in energy 
projects involving the Russian Federation or Russian parties, especially (but not 
exclusively) in the construction of Russian energy export pipelines. 

62. In that context, the Special Rapporteur noted with interest that, faced with the 
prospects of adoption of this new extraterritorial sanctions legislation, the 
Governments of Germany and Austria, in a joint statement, made clear that they 
"cannot accept a threat of extraterritorial sanctions, illegal under international laws, 
against European companies that participate in developing European energy 
supplies", 74 and that France expressed a similar principled rejection of the se new 
extraterritorial measures. 75 

71 See, for example, Joy Gordon, "Extraterritoriality: issues of overbreadth and the chilling effect in 
the cases of Cuba and Iran", Harvard International Law Journal Online, vol. 57, Nos. 1-12 
(January 2016). 

72 See the Declaration on the Right to Development (General Assembly resolution 41/128, annex), 
especially articles 3(3) and 4 thereof. 

73 See United States of America, Countering America's Adversaries Through Sanctions Act. 
74 See Federal Foreign Office of German y, "Foreign Minister Gabriel and Austrian Federal 

Chancellor Kernon the imposition of Russia sanctions by the US Senate", press release, 15 June 
2017 (available from https://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/EN/Infoservice/Presse/Meldungen/ 
2017/170615 Kern Russland.html). 

75 See Ministry ~f For~ign Affairs of France, "United States - adoption of sanctions (26 July 
2017)". Available from http://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/en/country-files/united-states/ 
events/article/uni ted-states-adoption -of-sanctions-26-07-17 . 
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V. Conclusions and recommendations 

63. The Special Rapporteur calls for a solemn reaffirmation by the United 
Nations of the intrinsic unlawfulness of domestic measures, including sanctions, 
that are intended to apply extraterritorially, absent a valid jurisdictional link 
recognized by international law. Domestic legislation or measures aimed at 
extending their effects to nationals or entities of third countries, with the 
purpose of dissuading them from entertaining lawful commercial (or other) 
relations with the target country are especially to be condemned as unlawful 
under international law and in violation of commonly accepted rules of 
international trade. 

64. The Special Rapporteur also calls for an affirmation of the principle 
according to which the implementation by States of any sanctions having 
adverse extraterritorial effects on the human rights of individuals within the 
territory and under the jurisdiction of the targeted State, shall ipso facto entail 
the responsibility of the targeting State under relevant human rights 
instruments to protect the human rights of the affected people. The protection 
granted by such human rights treaties cannot be deemed to be limited by any 
jurisdictional requirements, the effects of which would be to leave victims 
unprotected. International sanctions by their very nature aim at extending the 
targeting State's "influence" to situations located abroad, and this influence 
should be considered as sufficient to establish the State 's jurisdiction un der 
human rights treaties whenever human rights violations occur as a result of the 
sanctions. Human rights instruments are to be construed as applying to human 
rights violations committed by States abroad in the exercise of their 
jurisdiction (lawful or unlawful, de jure or de facto). 

65. The Special Rapporteur suggests that the International Law Commission 
resume its work on extraterritorial jurisdiction, with a view to elaborating on 
the illegality of sanctions involving the unlawful assertion of jurisdiction by a 
source State or group of States on target States and a fortiori on third States 
through the expectation that the latter comply with the domestic sanctions 
legislation of the source country or group of countries against the target State. 
Alternatively, the International Court of Justice could be requested by the 
General Assembly to issue an advisory opinion on that matter. 

66. In the light of developments with respect to unilateral policies applied in 
the case of the Russian Federation, the Special Rapporteur is of the view that 
there is a strong case for reviewing such policies if vulnerable groups and the 
right to development are adversely affected, not only in the target countries, 
but also, to different degrees, in the source countries. 

67. Regarding some of the country-specific situations referred to in the 
present report involving the resort or threat of resort to embargoes, and in the 
light of the experience that he bas gained in the fulfilment of bis mandate with 
respect to a specific case, the Special Rapporteur recommends that the 
Secretary-General consider the appointment of a special envoy of the United 
Nations to promote, through quiet diplomacy, a meeting of minds between 
source and target countries on a case-by-case basis. 

68. Where a specific country is targeted simultaneously by Security Council 
sanctions and by unilateral coercive measures, the Special Rapporteur suggests 
that bis mandate should include regularly reviewing the compatibility of the 
latter with the former in terms of the human rights impact, with due 
consideration to be given to the most vulnerable population groups. 
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69. In its resolution 71/193, the General Assembly took note with interest of 
the proposais contained in the report of the Special Rapporteur, which referred 
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Introduction 
Since the World War I, sanctions have often been applied 
by international organizations and nations as a routine 
policy tool to react to any nations actions that they oppose. ' 
Economie sanctions seem to be more humane ways of 
resolving international disputes than wars. However, multiple 
studies on Iraq, the former Yugoslavia, Nicaragua, Burundi, 
Cuba, and Haïti showed that due to their long term impacts 
on the lives and health of a large population, the adverse 
humanitarian effects of economic sanctions are comparable 

to, if not more immense than wars. 2-7 Through exacerbating 
economic situation and fonctions of social systems of a target 
country, they decrease the access of people to necessities oflife 
such as nutritions food and medical care.3· 5•7 From practical 
point of view, there is no difference between dying due to 
being shot or being deprived from life-saving medicines. 
Islamic Republic of Iran (hereafter; Iran) has been under 
economic sanctions for more than three decades. In this 
study, the effects of the sanctions on Iranians' right to health, 
as well as international human rights obligations of Iran and 
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international community regarding this issue are scrutinized. 

Right to Health 
According to the UN Declaration of Human Rights 1948, 
everyone has a right to a standard of living adequate for 
his health and well-being including food, medical care and 
social security without any kinds of discrimination on any 
grounds such as gender, race and the political, jurisdictional 
or international status of the place to which a pers on belongs. 8 

Right to health has been reflected in several international 
human rights treaties such as International Covenant on 
Economie social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) Article 12. 
This right is a right to "the highest attainable standard of 
physical and mental health'' (hereafter; right to health) based 
on ICESCR.9 Achievement ofthis level ofhealth is one of the 
most important universal social goals. In the Constitution 
of World Heath Organization (WHO), health of all human 
beings is defined as a necessary condition to the attainment 
of universal peace.10 

According to ICESCR, the right to health includes a right 
to access timely and appropriate healthcare and underlying 
determinants of health, such as safe water, nutritious food, 
housing, and healthy environment. All the facilities, services 
and goods related to health and its determinants should 
be of good quality, acceptable, available and physically 
and financially accessible to all, without any kinds of 
discrimination. States are needed to provide health insurance 
and financial aids for the poor to enjoy this right. 11 The 
Committee on Economie, Social and Cultural Rights (ESCR) 
acknowledged resources limitations of states in realizing 
ESCRs in a limited time. Therefore, it required the states to 
realize minimum core obligations immediately after ratifying 
the covenant and progressively realize these rights by taking 
steps to pursue the goals of the Covenant and using the 
maximum of available resources.9 The core obligations of the 
right to health includes access to health facilities, products 
and services and minimum essential food, basic shelter, 
sanitation and safe water. 12 While recognizing the right of the 
states (who lack recourses for provision of the minimum of 
rights) to international assistance, the Committee requires all 
the states parties to realize right to health and contribute to 
the improvement of international health. 9 

Economie Sanctions and Human Rights 
Sanctions are "measures taken by a state to coerce another to 
conform to an international agreement or norms of conduct, 
typicallyin the form of restrictions on trade:' 13 These measures 
are called countermeasures which are resorted against an 
international wrongdoer in the case that they are not decided 
by UN Security Council. 14 They may be comprehensive 
which prohibit commercial activities entirely with a country, 
or targeted (or smart) which block transactions of and with 
certain businesses, groups, or individuals of a target country. 15 

According to the Articles 39-43 of the Charter of UN 1945, 
if the Security Council determines any threat to the peace, 
breach of the peace, or act of aggression, it can decide what 
measures shall be taken to maintain or restore international 
peace and security. These measures may include use of arm 

forces, complete or partial interruption of economic relations 
and of rail, sea, air, postal, telegraphic, radio, and other means 
of communication, and the severance of diplomatie relations. 
All members of the UN are required to collaborate on these 
issues with the Council. 16 

In 2003, because the International Atomic Energy Agency 
(IAEA) was uncertain about the scope and nature of 
Iran's nuclear activities, it asked Iran to be transparent and 
build confidence and suspend all enrichment related and 
reprocessing activities including research and development. 
In 2006, IAEA declared that it is "unable to make progress 
in its efforts to provide assurances about the absence 
of undeclared nuclear material and activities in Iran:'17 

Therefore, the case of Iran was brought to UN Security 
Council. At first, Iran was needed to "build the confidence 
regarding to peaceful purpose of its nuclear program and to 
suspend all enrichment-related and reprocessing activities, 
including research and development:' However, Iran's trust 
building attempts were not adequate according to the UN 
Security Council. In 2007, Iran confronted with the Council's 
sanction resolution related to its nuclear activities. 18 All the 
sanctions defined by Security Council against Iran have been 
about limitation on its nuclear and military industry. No 
economic sanctions against this country were initiated by the 
Council. 19 However, some countries decided to use "coercive 
diplomacy" and unilaterally boycott Iran with economic 
sanctions in 2012. About the measures are to be taken by 
the member states of UN in order to maintain international 
peace and security, the Charter of UN clearly states that "the 
measures shall be concluded between the Security Council 
and Members or between the Security Council and groups of 
Members and shall be subject to ratification by the signatory 
states in accordance with their respective constitutional 
processes:' 16 General comment no. 8 of ICESCRs about The 
relationship between economic sanctions and respect for 
economic, social and cultural rights indicates that: 

Whatever the circumstances, such sanctions should always 
take full account of the provisions of the International 
Covenant on Economie, Social and Cultural Rights. The 
Committee does not in any way call into question the 
necessity for the imposition of sanctions in appropriate 
cases in accordance with Chapter VII of the Charter of 
the UN or other applicable international law. But those 
provisions of the Charter that relate to human rights 
(Articles 1, 55 and 56) must still be considered to be fully 
applicable in such cases.20 

Sanctions are called "brutal instruments" by the UN Food 
Program; WHO has asked international community to ban 
them altogether.21 The Committee on the Rights of the Child 
also declared that economic sanctions can act as an obstacle 
to the implementation of the Convention on the Rights of the 
Child (CRC).22 Through humanitarian exemptions for food 
and medicine, the sanctions often do not aim to violate people's 
right to health in target countries. But, still civilians of target 
countries suffer from deprivation; since, it is not possible to 
separate effects of economic sanctions on health and economy. 
UN Human Rights Council in 2013 declared that there are 
reliable evidences about serious consequences of sanctions 
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on the rights of people particularly vulnerable groups such as 
women, children, the elderly, the poor, minorities, indigenous 
people and persons living with disabilities.23 

Economie sanctions on countries such as Iraq, the former 
Yugoslavia, Nicaragua, Burundi, Cuba, and Haïti were 
associated with the deterioration of health and welfare of 
the population.3.4,7 In sanctions period, decline of revenues, 
increase of poverty, unemployment, and inflation, as well as 
deterioration of health services' fonctions, school attainment 
and society's development were reported. Also, the sanctions 
have made essential goods more costly and difficult to 
produce and maintain.3 In these situations, people's ability 
to afford health services and maintain a healthy life style has 
been reduced.5 Rise of maternal, infant and child mortality 
rates has been considerable during sanctions period in some 
countries under sanctions. In addition, poor nutrition and 
lack of access to health services and medical supplies brought 
severe public health problems such as epidemics of diseases 
particularly among the poorest groups of the society.24 

Furthermore, shortage of medicines and medical equipment 
deteriorated the practices of health systems. For instance, in 
Syria, sanctions brought difficulty in the import of essential 
medicines which were not produced locally.25 Cuba also 
lost access to raw materials needed for manufacturing 
pharmaceuticals and lacked the currency to purchase 
medicines and medical equipment from international market 
in sanctions period.6 Moreover, sanctions on import of non
medical products and spare parts, and trade restriction on 
water and electrical supply systems affected effectiveness of 
health systems in Cuba, Iraq, and Haïti; trade embargoes on 
agricultural sector such as fertilizers and seeds caused food 
shortage.5 In another case, reduction of revenues of target 
countries has decreased governments' ability to finance 
healthcare system or sanctions on opening LC (letter of credit) 
for Iranian banks and shipment of imported goods caused 
shortage of medicines in Iran. Therefore, to ensure access of 
people to food and healthcare, humanitarian exemptions and 
providing supplementary aid are not adequate. 

Sanctions Against Iran 
Poverty alleviation and social and health equity are prioritized 
in the Constitution and development plans of Iran. After 
the Revolution 1979, a welfare state system which focuses 
on health, education and social aid has been established in 
Iran. As results of a vast system of subsidies, material poverty 
has fallen significantly in this country. By improving urban 
infrastructures such as providing electricity, safe water and 
sanitation and universal free education, Iran has improved 
the living conditions of Iranians to a great extent. In 2011, 
more than 95% of Iranians had access to improved drinking 
water sources and sanitation facilities. Total adult literacy rate 
was 85% in this year. 26 Also, for manyyears, Iran's government 
provided subsidized essential food stuffs such as flour, rice, 
cooking oil, sugar and milk to all the population. In 2010, this 
country changed this policy to cash payment to everyone. 
Moreover, through establishing successful primary healthcare 
network around the country, health outcomes of the country 
have improved notably over recent decades. Life expectancy 

of Iranians increased from 63 to 73.3 during 1990-2012 
and the rates of maternal, prenatal and child mortality have 
fallen considerably. Maternal mortality per 100 000 live birth 
decreased from 91 to 24.6 and infant mortality per 1000 live 
birth decreased from 44 to 15 in this period. Communicable 
diseases are controlled and are no longer the cause of 
mortality. Together, they cause less than 5% of deaths.26

•
27 UN 

Children Pound (UNICEF) declared in 2011 that through a 
strong health and education network and infrastructure, Iran 
is on track to achieve most of the Millennium Development 
Goals' targets including addressing poverty and hunger, 
primary education, child mortality and maternal health.28 

However, regarding the reduction of poverty the country is 
facing major challenges such as increase of people in need 
of support because of conditions including inflation and 
unemployment. 27 

In recent decades, people of Iran, having an oil-dependent 
economy and inefficient industry continuously faced 
numerous challenges including the effects ofRevolution 1979, 
eight-year-war with Iraq and several kinds of international 
sanctions from agriculture to the airline Industry. After 
the Revolution, the sanctions were mainly imposed by the 
United States. However,their effects were limited, since Iran 
could find ways to compensate for the loss partly through 
other countries or by some mediators despite these involving 
higher expenses. Sanctions imposed by UN Security Council 
which aimed at forceing Iran to stop its nuclear activates 
targeted the military and nuclear industry of Iran. However, 
without mandate of the UN, the United States, the European 
Union (EU) and some other countries decided to impose 
comprehensive multilateral restrictions on any cooperation 
with Iran in foreign trade. Embargos from the United 
States also included "secondary sanctions" on countries and 
companies doing business with Iran.29

•
30 

When sanctions (imposed without the mandate of UN) were 
intensified in 2012 to target all sectors of Iran's economy, the 
country's abilityto sell oil became limited. As an oil-dependent 
country, Iran's revenues and financial ability to purchase 
needed supplies in the world market decreased considerably. It 
be came worse after the freezing of properties of Iran's Central 
Bank and other financial institutions in third countries. Sharp 
declines in oil revenues and industrial production, severe 
restrictions on the import of items, shipment and payment 
channels, and considerable devaluation of the national 
currency (the Riyal), caused high rate of inflation in every 
sectors of Iran's economy.31 Also, Iran had to accept payment 
in gold, local currencies and bartered goods from a few Asian 
countries that still bought Iran's oil. Therefore, Iran's access 
to the US dollar and the euro needed for import from most 
of countries became limited. Furthermore, sanctions eut off 
Iranian banks from global financial system; international 
banks which dealt with Iran faced severe restrictions by 
international community.32 It made the transferring of oil's 
earning back to the country extremely difficult. As a result, 
Iran had to process the transactions by intermediary banks 
that was very difficult and expensive. 31 These all diminished 
Iran's industry and economy and deteriorated Iranians' 
welfare to a great degree. Gross domestic product (GDP) 
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on the rights of people particularly vulnerable groups such as 
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the population. In sanctions period, decline of revenues, 
increase of poverty, unemployment, and inflation, as well as 
deterioration of health services' functions, school attainment 
and society's development were reported. Also, the sanctions 
have made essential goods more costly and difficult to 
produce and maintain.3 In these situations, people's ability 
to afford health services and maintain a healthy life style has 
been reduced.5 Rise of maternal, infant and child mortality 
rates has been considerable during sanctions period in some 
countries under sanctions. In addition, poor nutrition and 
lack of access to health services and medical supplies brought 
severe public health problems such as epidemics of diseases 
particularly among the poorest groups of the society.24 

Furthermore, shortage of medicines and medical equipment 
deteriorated the practices of health systems. For instance, in 
Syria, sanctions brought difficulty in the import of essential 
medicines which were not produced locally.25 Cuba also 
lost access to raw materials needed for manufacturing 
pharmaceuticals and lacked the currency to purchase 
medicines and medical equipment from international market 
in sanctions period.6 Moreover, sanctions on import of non 
medical products and spare parts, and trade restriction on 
water and electrical supply systems affected effectiveness of 
health systems in Cuba, Iraq, and Haiti; trade embargoes on 
agricultural sector such as fertilizers and seeds caused food 
shortage.5 In another case, reduction of revenues of target 
countries has decreased governments' ability to finance 
healthcare system or sanctions on opening LC (letter of credit) 
for Iranian banks and shipment of imported goods caused 
shortage of medicines in Iran. Therefore, to ensure access of 
people to food and healthcare, humanitarian exemptions and 
providing supplementary aid are not adequate. 

Sanctions Against Iran 
Poverty alleviation and social and health equity are prioritized 
in the Constitution and development plans of Iran. After 
the Revolution 1979, a welfare state system which focuses 
on health, education and social aid has been established in 
Iran. As results of a vast system of subsidies, material poverty 
has fallen significantly in this country. By improving urban 
infrastructures such as providing electricity, safe water and 
sanitation and universal free education, Iran has improved 
the living conditions of Iranians to a great extent. In 2011, 
more than 95% of Iranians had access to improved drinking 
water sources and sanitation facilities. Total adult literacy rate 
was 85% in this year. Also, for many years, Iran's government 
provided subsidized essential food stuffs such as flour, rice, 
cooking oil, sugar and milk to all the population. In 2010, this 
country changed this policy to cash payment to everyone. 
Moreover, through establishing successful primary healthcare 
network around the country, health outcomes of the country 
have improved notably over recent decades. Life expectancy 

of Iranians increased from 63 to 73.3 during 1990-2012 
and the rates of maternal, prenatal and child mortality have 
fallen considerably. Maternal mortality per 100 000 live birth 
decreased from 91 to 24.6 and infant mortality per 1000 live 
birth decreased from 44 to 15 in this period. Communicable 
diseases are controlled and are no longer the cause of 
mortality. Together, they cause less than 5% of deaths.26•27 UN 
Children Found (UNICEF) declared in 2011 that through a 
strong health and education network and infrastructure, Iran 
is on track to achieve most of the Millennium Development 
Goals' targets including addressing poverty and hunger, 
primary education, child mortality and maternal health.28 

However, regarding the reduction of poverty the country is 
facing major challenges such as increase of people in need 
of support because of conditions including inflation and 
unemployment. 
In recent decades, people of Iran, having an oil-dependent 
economy and inefficient industry continuously faced 
numerous challenges including the effects of Revolution 1979, 
eight-year-war with Iraq and several kinds of international 
sanctions from agriculture to the airline Industry. After 
the Revolution, the sanctions were mainly imposed by the 
United States. However,their effects were limited, since Iran 
could find ways to compensate for the loss partly through 
other countries or by some mediators despite these involving 
higher expenses. Sanctions imposed by UN Security Council 
which aimed at forceing Iran to stop its nuclear activates 
targeted the military and nuclear industry of Iran. However, 
without mandate of the UN, the United States, the European 
Union (EU) and some other countries decided to impose 
comprehensive multilateral restrictions on any cooperation 
with Iran in foreign trade. Embargos from the United 
States also included "secondary sanctions" on countries and 
companies doing business with Iran.3 
When sanctions (imposed without the mandate of UN) were 
intensified in 2012 to target all sectors of Iran's economy, the 
country's ability to sell oil became limited. As an oil-dependent 
country, Iran's revenues and financial ability to purchase 
needed supplies in the world market decreased considerably. It 
became worse after the freezing of properties of Iran's Central 
Bank and other financial institutions in third countries. Sharp 
declines in oil revenues and industrial production, severe 
restrictions on the import of items, shipment and payment 
channels, and considerable devaluation of the national 
currency (the Riyal), caused high rate of inflation in every 
sectors of Iran's economy.31 Also, Iran had to accept payment 
in gold, local currencies and bartered goods from a few Asian 
countries that still bought Iran's oil. Therefore, Iran's access 
to the US dollar and the euro needed for import from most 
of countries became limited. Furthermore, sanctions cut off 
Iranian banks from global financial system; international 
banks which dealt with Iran faced severe restrictions by 
international community.32 It made the transferring of oil's 
earning back to the country extremely difficult. As a result, 
Iran had to process the transactions by intermediary banks 
that was very difficult and expensive.31 These all diminished 
Iran's industry and economy and deteriorated Iranians' 
welfare to a great degree. Gross domestic product (GDP) 
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per capita decreased by 35% during 2012 -2014 (Figure 1).33 

The consumer price index increased from 100 to 178 (Figure 
2) and the inflation rate from 20 to 38% during 2011-2013 
(Figure 3). GDP per capita purchasing power parity (PPP) 
decreased by more than 10% from 2011 till 2013 (Figure 4).34 

Minimum wage decreased from US$275.4 in 2010 to US$155 
in 2012 (Table 1).35 While the unemployment rate was 11.3 in 
2016. This indicator was 10.5 in 2008.36 

In this article, after introducing the methods of study for 
assessing the humanitarian effects of sanctions and identifying 
materials that form the basis of the analysis, the adverse 
effects of economic sanctions on Iran's economy, living 
conditions of Iranians and situation of right to health and 
medicine are reviewed. Next, the actions and legal obligations 
of Iran's government and of the international community in 
the process of sanctions' management are analyzed. Finally, 
some recommendations for future sanction regimes, in order 
to better respond to humanitarian effects of the sanctions are 
provided. 

Methods 
In this study, to assess the adverse effects of economic 

Human Rights Impact Assessments (HRIA) tool is used. To 
tackle with the adverse impacts of trade agreements on the 
right to health, policy-makers employed various impact 
assessment tools such as Sustainability Impact Assessment 
of EU Trade Agreements. However, traditionally these tools 
focus on economic and environmental and not social effects. 
HRIA is preferred because it uses a legally binding framework 
of International human rights law which is based on a strong 
normative consensus and universally agreed principles. Also, 
it evaluates a full range of internationally agreed human 
rights, while focuses on empowerment and improvement. 
HRIAs tools emerged in the late 1990s for anticipating and 
measuring impacts of policies and programs on different 
human rights. They are helpful in identifying various types 
of duty- and right-bearers and their responsibilities. HRIAs 
have been applied in a broad range of different fields such as 
in development (by the Norwegian Agency for Development 
Cooperation and Food and Agriculture Organization [FAO]), 
Health (by UN Special Rapporteur of Right to Health), trade 
(by UN Bodies and national Parliaments) and multinational 

sanctions on people's right to health and identify the related 40 

national and international obligations related to this violation, 35 
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Figure 1. lran's Gross Domestic Product Per Capita (US Dollar) During 
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in 2012 (Table 1).35 While the unemployment rate was 11.3 in 
2016. This indicator was 10.5 in 2008.36 

In this article, after introducing the methods of study for 
assessing the humanitarian effects of sanctions and identifying 
materials that form the basis of the analysis, the adverse 
effects of economic sanctions on Iran's economy, living 
conditions of Iranians and situation of right to health and 
medicine are reviewed. Next, the actions and legal obligations 
of Iran's government and of the international community in 
the process of sanctions' management are analyzed. Finally, 
some recommendations for future sanction regimes, in order 
to better respond to humanitarian effects of the sanctions are 
provided. 

Human Rights Impact Assessments (HRIA) tool is used. To 
tackle with the adverse impacts of trade agreements on the 
right to health, policy-makers employed various impact 
assessment tools such as Sustainability Impact Assessment 
of EU Trade Agreements. However, traditionally these tools 
focus on economic and environmental and not social effects. 
HRIA is preferred because it uses a legally binding framework 
of International human rights law which is based on a strong 
normative consensus and universally agreed principles. Also, 
it evaluates a full range of internationally agreed human 
rights, while focuses on empowerment and improvement. 
HRIAs tools emerged in the late 1990s for anticipating and 
measuring impacts of policies and programs on different 
human rights. They are helpful in identifying various types 
of duty- and right-bearers and their responsibilities. HRIAs 
have been applied in a broad range of different fields such as 
in development (by the Norwegian Agency for Development 
Cooperation and Food and Agriculture Organization [FAO]), 
Health (by UN Special Rapporteur of Right to Health), trade 
(by UN Bodies and national Parliaments) and multinational 
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Table 1. Minimum Wage 2005-2014 Iran 

Minimum Wage ($) 
Minimum Wage Based on Free Annual Raise Compared to the Inflation Rate of Year Before 

Year 
Market Rate* ($) Previous Year (%) (%) 

2005 135.6 135.6 14 15.2 

2006 162.6 162.2 18 10.4 

2007 195.7 195.7 22 11.9 

2008 227.3 227.3 17 18.4 

2009 263.5 263.5 18 25.4 

2010 275.4 275.4 13 10.8 

2011 173.8 173.8 9 12.4 

2012 155.8 111.3 18 21.5 

2013 194.8 192.3 25 30.5 

2014 243.5 202.9 25 36.7 

Reference: Al-monitor available at: http:/ /www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2014/03/iran-wages-inflation-economy-law-protest.html. 

cooperations (by UN Global Compact, UN Human Rights 
Council).37 

HRIAs are based on legal framework of human rights and 
promote accountability which is one of the key contributions 
of a human rights perspective.38 The purpose of this tool is 
to identify any inconsistency between international human 
rights obligations and other national and international 
obligations. HRIA identifies human rights violations which 
can be challenged by judicial bodies and ignoring them might 
cause significant legal consequences for violating states and 
institutions. In this assessment, human rights obligations are 
extracted from main human rights laws such as Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights 1948, International Covenant 
on Economie, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) 1966, 
General Comment no. 14 of ICESCR on right to health and 
General Comment no. 8 ICESCR on the relationship between 
sanctions and right to health. HRIA includes 8 steps for 
policy-makers and 6 steps (as below) for scholars: 
1) Screening: It requires selecting key human rights 

issues that are most likely to be affected. In this study, 
the screening is clone through analyzing the effects of 
economic sanctions on Iran and other countries. 

2) Scoping: in this step, identifying the information needed 
and formulating concrete questions are necessary. 

3) Evidence Gathering: A quantitative as well as qualitative 
research techniques can be applied in this step. In this 
study, content analysis of relevant papers has been clone. 

4) Consultation: interviewing affected populations and 
other potential right-holders or using secondary material, 
such as reports, studies and experiences which provide 
primary datais necessary. In this study, a literature review 
about the effects of the sanction policy on Iranians is 
applied. 

5) Analysis: in this step, deciding over the concrete human 
rights impact of the policy assessed by analyzing the 
results of the literature review should be clone. In the 
case that sanctions affected availability, accessibility, 
acceptability and quality ofhealth (and its determinants) 
services, products and facilities, violation of the right to 
health has been occurred. 

6) Conclusions and Recommendations: in this step, 
identifying specific duty-bearers and assigning them 
concrete responsibilities should be clone (Figure 5). 

Search Strategy 
The question of this study is that what the implications of 
economic sanction policies of 2012 against Iran on Iranians' 
right to health are. A qualitative case study design involving 
structured document review of relevant articles and policy 
documents were undertaken. Two sets of literature were 
studied; the first set aimed to obtain papers focusing on 
the situation of Iranians' enjoyment of their right to health; 
while the second set aimed to understand legal human rights 
obligations of Iran and countries involved in implementing 
sanctions about Iranian's right to health and a standard oflife. 

Selection Criteria 
In order to define keywords for search in databases, several 
articles about the subject were analyzed. Collected documents 
included original articles, reviews, editorials, letters to the 
editor, interviews, short reports and communications. The 
papers that described the effects of economic sanctions on 
Iranian's right to health published between January 2012 and 
February 2017 were included. They were written in English 
and in the Persian languages. Articles related to sanctions 
effects on other countries, sanctions which were not about 

Figure 5. Human Rights Impact Assessments (HRIA) Tool. 37 
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of a human rights perspective.38 The purpose of this tool is 
to identify any inconsistency between international human 
rights obligations and other national and international 
obligations. HRIA identifies human rights violations which 
can be challenged by judicial bodies and ignoring them might 
cause significant legal consequences for violating states and 
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General Comment no. 14 of ICESCR on right to health and 
General Comment no. 8 ICESCR on the relationship between 
sanctions and right to health. HRIA includes 8 steps for 
policy-makers and 6 steps (as below) for scholars: 
1) Screening: It requires selecting key human rights 

issues that are most likely to be affected. In this study, 
the screening is done through analyzing the effects of 
economic sanctions on Iran and other countries. 

2) Scoping: in this step, identifying the information needed 
and formulating concrete questions are necessary. 

3) Evidence Gathering: A quantitative as well as qualitative 
research techniques can be applied in this step. In this 
study, content analysis of relevant papers has been done. 

4) Consultation: interviewing affected populations and 
other potential right-holders or using secondary material, 
such as reports, studies and experiences which provide 
primary data is necessary. In this study, a literature review 
about the effects of the sanction policy on Iranians is 
applied. 

5) Analysis: in this step, deciding over the concrete human 
rights impact of the policy assessed by analyzing the 
results of the literature review should be done. In the 
case that sanctions affected availability, accessibility, 
acceptability and quality of health (and its determinants) 
services, products and facilities, violation of the right to 
health has been occurred. 

6) Conclusions and Recommendations: in this step, 
identifying specific duty-bearers and assigning them 
concrete responsibilities should be done (Figure 5). 

Search Strategy 
The question of this study is that what the implications of 
economic sanction policies of 2012 against Iran on Iranians' 
right to health are. A qualitative case study design involving 
structured document review of relevant articles and policy 
documents were undertaken. Two sets of literature were 
studied; the first set aimed to obtain papers focusing on 
the situation of Iranians' enjoyment of their right to health; 
while the second set aimed to understand legal human rights 
obligations of Iran and countries involved in implementing 
sanctions about Iranian's right to health and a standard of life. 

Selection Criteria 
In order to define keywords for search in databases, several 
articles about the subject were analyzed. Collected documents 
included original articles, reviews, editorials, letters to the 
editor, interviews, short reports and communications. The 
papers that described the effects of economic sanctions on 
Iranian's right to health published between January 2012 and 
February 2017 were included. They were written in English 
and in the Persian languages. Articles related to sanction's 
effects on other countries, sanctions which were not about 
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Iran's nuclear program and non-economic sanctions were 
excluded. The papers related to justification of sanctions 
against Iran were included in the study if they discuss the 
health effects of sanctions. Moreover, papers about sanctions 
relating to human right violations of the Iranian government 
were not considered. 

Data Extraction 
Data about the situation of Iranian's enjoyment of their right 
to health in sanction period were collected from web-based 
databases including EBESCO, PubMed, Web of Science, 
Scopus, Emerald, Elsevier, Cochrane library, Hein online, J 
Store, Project Muse, Science Direct Springer, Wiley Online 
Library, Oxford Journals, Embase, SID, and Google Scholar 
by searching key words: "economic sanctions;' "right to 
health;' "embargoes;' "medicine;' and "Iran:' More data was 
found by cross checking the reference lists of accessed articles. 
Furthermore, official webpages oflran's government and UN' 
health and human rights committees and organizations were 
studied to find the results of economic sanctions against Iran 
on people's right to health. Selection of papers was exhaustive 
to locate every available one about the subject of the study. 
The collected papers were analyzed in-depth in order to 
collect evidences of humanitarian impacts of economic 
sanctions on Iranians' lives and right to health. A total of 
87 documents including papers (n = 76), books (n = 5), and 
reports (n = 6) on the humanitarian effects of economic 
sanctions were identified. The abstracts were reviewed and 
duplicated articles, or those that were not pertinent to the 
study (because they were not about effects of sanctions on 
health and its determinants) or did not adequately address 
the impacts of sanctions on Iranian's livelihood (meaning that 
they did not clarify how the right to health is influenced) were 
put aside. 55 documents emerged to be related to the topic 
(Figure 6). The other part of study is about the obligations 
of targeted and targeting states about right to health. For this 
part, electronic databases including UN Treaty Collections 
and UN official Document System were searched following 
the terms "human rights;' "right to health;' "embargoes;' 
"medicine;' and "economic sanctions:' The number of 
relevant international laws that were identified was 13. All 
selected documents were summarized and categorized in two 
main parts; effects of sanctions on Iranian's right to health and 
the obligations of Iran and international community about 
protection of Iranians' right to health. 

Data Analysis 
Data gathering and analysis were organized according to the 
HRIA tool. All selected papers were abstracted and entered 
into a matrix describing study design and findings (see Table 
2). Findings were then categorized into a framework of the mes 
reflecting the areas covered (health and its determinants). This 
provide the structure of the review. The assessment was not 
quantitative; rather, it was simply heuristic to illustrate how 
right to health is affected by economic sanctions ( according to 
HRIA framework). Based on the findings, related obligations 
of Iran and other states about effects of sanctions on Iranians' 
right to health were extracted. In the case of incompatibility 

Number of records identified Number of additional records 

through database searching identified through other sources 

1 

n = 73 n = 14 

i i 
Number of records after duplicates removed 

n = 87 

Number of full-text articles excluded (they were not about 

sanctions 2012 and related to nuclear activities of Iran) 

n = 32 

Number of records included in the study (n = 55) 

Figure 6. PRISMA Flow Diagram. 
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of a certain policy with human rights obligations, HRIA 
suggests several options: termination or amendment of the 
policy, insertion of safeguards, and adoption of compensation 
measures or other modification measures.37 

Results 
Economie sanctions have the potential to adversely affect the 
welfare and health of targeted populations. In the case of Iran, 
the results of the literature review indicated that the sanctions 
adversely affected affordability, accessibility and quality of 
health services and medicine and exacerbated the living 
standards of Iranians. In the next part, the effects of sanctions 
on Iranians' health and its determinants are explained. This 
is followed by a discussion on the obligations of Iran and 
other countries about the humanitarian consequences of the 
sanctions. 

Part 1) Iranian's Enjoyment of Their Rights in Sanctions' 
Period 
Effects of Economie Sanctions on Iranians' Standard of Life 
After gauging the humanitarian impacts of sanctions on 
Iranians' lives, particularly their access to food and medicine 
through extensive news reports and reports of UN General 
Secretory, the United States permitted its companies to sell 
selected medicines and medical supplies to Iran without 
requesting a license from the Treasury's Office of Foreign 
Assets Control at the end of 2012.92 Also, through the Joint 
Plan of Action, a channel for humanitarian support was 
established between Iran and six other countries in November 
2013.93 However, these exemptions of humanitarian trade, 
did not guarantee Iranians' access to food, medicine and 
medical equipment. Since, limitations on trade, banking and 
financial system and shipment (mentioned before), made the 
transferring of any goods, including those exempted ones to 
Iran, extremely difficult and expensive. UNICEF describes 
Iran of 2012 as a country under tight unilateral economic 
sanctions which are adversely affecting the environment, 
public health and the socio-economic determinants ofhealth 
of ordinary people, especially children.61 In the UN report 
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excluded. The papers related to justification of sanctions 
against Iran were included in the study if they discuss the 
health effects of sanctions. Moreover, papers about sanctions 
relating to human right violations of the Iranian government 
were not considered. 
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to locate every available one about the subject of the study. 
The collected papers were analyzed in-depth in order to 
collect evidences of humanitarian impacts of economic 
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87 documents including papers (n =76), books (n =5), and 
reports (n =6) on the humanitarian effects of economic 
sanctions were identified. The abstracts were reviewed and 
duplicated articles, or those that were not pertinent to the 
study (because they were not about effects of sanctions on 
health and its determinants) or did not adequately address 
the impacts of sanctions on Iranian's livelihood (meaning that 
they did not clarify how the right to health is influenced) were 
put aside. 55 documents emerged to be related to the topic 
(Figure 6). The other part of study is about the obligations 
of targeted and targeting states about right to health. For this 
part, electronic databases including UN Treaty Collections 
and UN official Document System were searched following 
the terms "human rights," "right to health, "embargoes, 
"medicine, and "economic sanctions." The number of 
relevant international laws that were identified was 13. All 
selected documents were summarized and categorized in two 
main parts; effects of sanctions on Iranian's right to health and 
the obligations of Iran and international community about 
protection of Iranians' right to health. 

Data Analysis 
Data gathering and analysis were organized according to the 
HRIA tool. All selected papers were abstracted and entered 
into a matrix describing study design and findings (see Table 
2). Findings were then categorized into a framework of themes 
reflecting the areas covered (health and its determinants). This 
provide the structure of the review. The assessment was not 
quantitative; rather, it was simply heuristic to illustrate how 
right to health is affected by economic sanctions (according to 
HRIA framework). Based on the findings, related obligations 
of Iran and other states about effects of sanctions on Iranians' 
right to health were extracted. In the case of incompatibility 
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Number of records included in the study (n = 55) 

Figure 6. PRISMA Flow Diagram. 

of a certain policy with human rights obligations, HRIA 
suggests several options: termination or amendment of the 
policy, insertion of safeguards, and adoption of compensation 
measures or other modification measures.37 

Results 
Economic sanctions have the potential to adversely affect the 
welfare and health of targeted populations. In the case of Iran, 
the results of the literature review indicated that the sanctions 
adversely affected affordability, accessibility and quality of 
health services and medicine and exacerbated the living 
standards of Iranians. In the next part, the effects of sanctions 
on Iranians' health and its determinants are explained. This 
is followed by a discussion on the obligations of Iran and 
other countries about the humanitarian consequences of the 
sanctions. 

Part 1) Iranian's Enjoyment of Their Rights in Sanctions' 
Period 
Effects of Economic Sanctions on Iranians' Standard of Life 
After gauging the humanitarian impacts of sanctions on 
Iranians' lives, particularly their access to food and medicine 
through extensive news reports and reports of UN General 
Secretory, the United States permitted its companies to sell 
selected medicines and medical supplies to Iran without 
requesting a license from the Treasury's Office of Foreign 
Assets Control at the end of 2012. Also, through the Joint 
Plan of Action, a channel for humanitarian support was 
established between Iran and six other countries in November 
2013.93 However, these exemptions of humanitarian trade, 
did not guarantee Iranians' access to food, medicine and 
medical equipment. Since, limitations on trade, banking and 
financial system and shipment (mentioned before), made the 
transferring of any goods, including those exempted ones to 
Iran, extremely difficult and expensive. UNICEF describes 
Iran of 2012 as a country under tight unilateral economic 
sanctions which are adversely affecting the environment, 
public health and the socio-economic determinants of health 
of ordinary people, especially children.61 In the UN report 
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Iranian pharmaceutical market has undergone great growth till 2011. Before sanctions, Iran's national 
pharmaceutical industry could provide essential medicines to patients. 

Financial and trade sanction revealed the weaknesses of lran's domestic pharmaceutical industry in proving 
medicines and medical devices in political and international crisis. 

ran faced major challenges in the provision of adequate access to medicines during sanctions of 2010-2014. 
Economic crisis might lead to changes of national priorities for investment and expenditure and reduce 
government's available resources, and thus may affect the health system and access to medicines. 
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Sanctions adversely affected people's livelihood. It is ignoring basic human rights of Iranian's particularly the 
rights to life, health, access to medicine and development. 
Promoting justice by discriminatory punishment of innocent people is impossible. 

Smart sanctions against ran has severely impacted on socio-economic pattern and the lives of ordinary 
people. Inflation and shortages have led to high costs of food prices. The decline in women's status, job 
security and opportunities coincide with sanction regime. 

In recent years, out-of-pocket payments for health increased while the capacity of households to pay 
decreased. The poor spend a greater portion of their capacity-to-pay for healthcare, in comparison to the 
rich. Sanction-borne inflation in economic and health sectors has caused financial crisis. Supporting the poor 
and decrease of out-of-pocket must be considered. 

Sanctions resulted in deprivation and restriction of Iranians in enjoyment of their rights to a standard of life, 
health, education and development. 

Because of economic sanctions, health system of ran faced difficulties in the import of medicines and 
medical equipment. 

US sanctions have led to larger poverty gap in sanctioned countries including ran compared to their nearest 
neighbors. 

ran's health indicators used to be one of the best in the Middle East. The sanctions against ran have had 
notable humanitarian implications, specifically on economic growth and health sector. The sanctions have 
decreased oil revenue and immensely destroyed economy of Iran. Unemployment rate, inflation, and 
commodity prices increased. It caused major shortages of medicine since the organizations with proper 
licenses were unable to find third-country banks for importing medicine and food. Due to the rise in food 
costs and general inflation, many lower and middle class families could not afford food. 

Socio-economic status of Iranians is influenced adversely by the sanctions in recent years. Iran is facing 
a great deal of different challenges such as unemployment, inflation and depression, immigration, and 
marriage problem, brain drain and economic downturn. 

Studying Iran showed that sanctions with a large economic effect on the target country can have severe 
public health consequences which are very much similar to the effects of major military conflict. Using 
resistive economy might be helpful in this situation. 

Sanctions can influence the final price of domestic medicines, production quality and the hidden prices of 
imported medicines. 
In order to improve access to medicine in Iran, affordability of medicines, effects of exchange rate fluctuations 
on the cost of pharmaceuticals, influence of sanction on the final prices of pharmaceuticals, efficiency and 
patient's ability to cooperate in payment should be taken into account. 

In Iran, sanctions affected the economy, healthcare and environment and caused a decline in the living 
standards of the population. It made acquisition and distribution of medical and pharmaceutical supplies 
difficult while legislation exempted the importation of humanitarian items from sanctions. No plan for 
monitoring of impacts of sanctions against this country was devised. 
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The decreases in l ran's revenues limited the government financial capability for financing health, education 

and social security and payment toits employees which damaged the lranians' standard of life. 

Sa nctions have led to increase of inflation, decrease of government's revenues, public investment, 

employment, Job Security and stability as well as households' income and purchasing power and 
government's abilities to support vulnerable groups. 

Economie sanctions against Iran and change of lran's policy about subsidized food have increased food price 
and decreased purchasing power of households and food security. 

Economie sanctions influenced production models from clean production techniques to pollutant ones and 

led to more use of old technologies and air pollution. 

Sanctions against Iran influenced the livelihood of l ranians and resulted in more poverty and less 
welfare. 

Because of economic downturn, inflation, decrease of households' purchasing power, some groups of 

the population cannot access necessities of life such as food and shelter. 
Particularly the sanctions resulted ln violation of lranian's r ight to health by adversely effecting 

accessibi1ity of medicine and medical devices, increasing healthcare costs, decreasing government's 

financial ability for support of the poor and limiting import of qual ity gasol ine. 

lranians' right to a healthy environment is violated by recent sanctions on import of gasoline and energy 

sector and prohibition of related knowledge and technology. 

Since the economy of Iran is dependent to oi l revenues, the sanctions resulted in decrease of lranians' 

welfare. 

Abbreviations: UN, United Nations; NCCP, National Cancer Contrai Program; WHO, World Health Organization; UNICEF, UN Children Found; VAR, vector autoregressive; NCD, non-communicable disease. 
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The decreases in Iran's revenues limited the government financial capability for financing health, education 
and social security and payment to its employees which damaged the Iranians' standard of life. 

Sanctions have led to increase of inflation, decrease of government's revenues, public investment, 
employment, Job Security and stability as well as households' income and purchasing power and 
government's abilities to support vulnerable groups. 

Economic sanctions against Iran and change of lran's policy about subsidized food have increased food price 
and decreased purchasing power of households and food security. 

Economic sanctions influenced production models from clean production techniques to pollutant ones and 
led to more use of old technologies and air pollution. 

Sanctions against Iran influenced the livelihood of Iranians and resulted in more poverty and less 
welfare. 
Because of economic downturn, inflation, decrease of households' purchasing power, some groups of 
the population cannot access necessities of life such as food and shelter. 
Particularly the sanctions resulted in violation of Iranian's right to health by adversely effecting 
accessibility of medicine and medical devices, increasing healthcare costs, decreasing government's 
financial ability for support of the poor and limiting import of quality gasoline. 

Iranians' right to a healthy environment is violated by recent sanctions on import of gasoline and energy 
sector and prohibition of related knowledge and technology. 

Since the economy of Iran is dependent to oil revenues, the sanctions resulted in decrease of Iranians' 
welfare. 

53 Mousavi et al" 

Abbreviations: UN, United Nations; NCCP, National Cancer Control Program; WHO, World Health Organization; UNICEF, UN Children Found; VAR, vector autoregressive; NCD, non-communicable disease. 
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on October 5, 2012, General Secretary, Ban Ki Moon stated 
that "The sanctions imposed on Iran have had significant 

effects on the general population, including an escalation in 
inflation, arise in commodities and energy costs, an increase 
in the rate of unemployment and a shortage of necessary 
items, indu ding medicine [ ... ] The sanctions also appear to 
be affecting humanitarian operations in the country[ ... ] Even 
companies that have obtained the requisite license to import 
food and medicine are facing difficulties in finding third
country banks to process transactions:'94 

Economie sanctions diminished Iran's economy considerably; 
from 2012 to 2014, GDP per capita fell dramatically by 35% 
(Figure 1).33 While the value of national currency declined 
by 80% during 2011-2013. In 2012, the overall inflation rate 
of consumer price index was 36% and 41.4% respectively in 
cities and rural areas. 95·96 Sanctions influenced all aspects of 
Iran's economy including public services that are necessary for 
welfare of the population.71 They also contributed to increase 
of the rates of inflation and unemployment (Figure 3).71·8° Fall 
oflran's revenues led to decrease of government's resources to 

pay its employees' salaries.85 Almost all Iranian manufactures 
were hit by economic sanctions. Operating with partial 
capacity, they could not pay timely wages (which were below 
poverty line) and had to fire manywor kers that deteriorated the 
living conditions of workers and their families considerably. 31 

As a result, purchasing power of population decreased (Figure 
3).34·86 Minimum wage decreased by more than 50% during 
2010 to 2012 (Table 1).35 Sanctions influenced the socio

economic status of the population, increased poverty and 
widened the income gap between different groups of Iranian 
society and decreased welfare of the most vulnerable to a great 
extent. 66·73·91 ·97 It was estimated that about 11 % oflranians were 
living below absolute poverty line and 30% under relative 
poverty line in 2016.98 The population of the poor in rural and 
urban areas have been respectively 15% and 13% in 2012.99 

By limiting revenues of the government, sanctions decreased 
the capabilities of the state to support the poor.89 In 2013, the 
UN Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in 
Iran highlighted the dramatic effects of sanctions on Iranians' 

standard of living. 58 Sanctions affected people's standard 
of living and violated their rights to education, health and 
development.77·84·85 

Sharp declines in the value of Iran's currency and the 
country's dependency on the import of food and its related 
industries and the subsequent change of Iran's policy on 
subsidized food caused a sharp rise in the price of food. As 
a result of the significant increase in unemployment, many 
Iranians reduced household expenditures by consuming 
less quality and quantity of food.54·80·87·89 Moreover, along 
with the deterioration of the economic situation of families, 

more children left school to work, and got married to lower 
the financial burden on their parents. In recent years, the 
number of working and street children has also increased 
dramatically. These children have limited access to health 
services and education.57·58·61 According to Statistics Center of 
Iran, formal child marriage increased more than 20% during 
2012-2014. 100 In the province of Isfahan, the number of street 
children has increased by 120% during 2015-2016. 101 There is 

no official data about the number of street children in Iran. 
Statistics provided by different institutions range from two to 
seven million street children. Based on the reports of National 
Statistics Center oflran, 1.7 million children workin Iran. 102 It 
was estimated that this number has been about 700 thousands 
in 2009. 103 This situation exposed children to violence, drug 
addiction, HIV infection and harmful work such as selling of 
drugs. There are cases of child trafficking; even though it is 
considered a crime by the laws of Iran. 104 

Furthermore, in the sanctions period, women faced more 
socio-economic hardships; job security and opportunities for 
women decreased.75 The effects have been more immense on 
women who were economically dependent to the family or 
were heads of their family. 71 A considerable number oflranian 
women are unemployed and economically dependent to their 
spouses and children, and vulnerable to country's economic 
decline. Particularly female-headed households faced more 
poverty and often could not afford nutritious food and 
healthcare in 2013 and 2014. 45·60

•
105 In addition, Iran is facing 

a new phenomenon of street women and significant increase 
of addicted women and sex workers. Chronic poverty is 
one of the main reasons of entering the illegal market of sex 
work in Iran. 106 Furthermore, decline of financial ability of 
working age people exacerbated the living situation of the 
elderly too. Old Iranians usually are financially dependent 
to their children; in recent years, the number of homeless 
elderly people has increased too.58 A high percentage of 
young Iranians, including educated ones, are unemployed 
and living in poverty. In 2015, 57% of unemployed people 
were at the age group 15-29. The unemployment ratio ofthis 
age group has increased by 2.6% comparing to 2014. 107 The 
rate of mental conditions such as depression and stress is high 
among unemployed young people. 108 Depression specifically 
increased after intensifying sanctions against Iran due to 
deterioration of people's economic situation.81 Furthermore, 

Iran is one of the biggest hosts of refugees and asylum seekers 
in the world. Most of the refugees are from Afghanistan and 
Iraq. The sanctions affected adversely the life of refugees in 
Iran, and operational and humanitarian assistance costs of 
UN. s9 

The Impacts of Sanctions on Iranians' Right to Health 
Rights to healthcare and social security are guaranteed by 
the Article 29 of Iran's Constitution. In recent years, Iran has 
provided free primary healthcare throughout the country and 
improved the quality and quantity ofhealth services to a great 
extent. However, over the years, financial accessibility ofhealth 
services has continuously declined; while health insurance 
system of Iran has not provided a universal coverage yet. 
Most of uninsured people are from the lowest income groups. 
Patients' share of healthcare expenditure was 52% of total 

health expenditures and 88% of private health expenditures 
in 2012. The government and insurance companies paid the 
rest. 109 

In 2012, with intensifying sanctions on Iran, inflation rate 
in health sector was 44.3% and 45.6% respectively in cities 
and rural areas. 110 Insurance companies reacted to the 
inflation by decreasing their list of services. It resulted in the 
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on October 5, 2012, General Secretary, Ban Ki Moon stated 
that "The sanctions imposed on Iran have had significant 
effects on the general population, including an escalation in 
inflation, a rise in commodities and energy costs, an increase 
in the rate of unemployment and a shortage of necessary 
items, including medicine[ ... ] The sanctions also appear to 
be affecting humanitarian operations in the country[ ... ] Even 
companies that have obtained the requisite license to import 
food and medicine are facing difficulties in finding third 
country banks to process transactions.' 
Economic sanctions diminished Iran's economy considerably; 
from 2012 to 2014, GDP per capita fell dramatically by 35% 
(Figure 1). While the value of national currency declined 
by 80% during 2011-2013. In 2012, the overall inflation rate 
of consumer price index was 36% and 41.4% respectively in 
cities and rural areas.95·96 Sanctions influenced all aspects of 
Iran's economy including public services that are necessary for 
welfare of the population.71 They also contributed to increase 
of the rates of inflation and unemployment (Figure 3).71·8° Fall 
of Iran's revenues led to decrease of government's resources to 
pay its employees' salaries.85 Almost all Iranian manufactures 
were hit by economic sanctions. Operating with partial 
capacity, they could not pay timely wages (which were below 
poverty line) and had to fire manywor kers that deteriorated the 
living conditions of workers and their families considerably." 
As a result, purchasing power of population decreased (Figure 
3).34·86 Minimum wage decreased by more than 50% during 
2010 to 2012 (Table 1).35 Sanctions influenced the socio 
economic status of the population, increased poverty and 
widened the income gap between different groups of Iranian 
society and decreased welfare of the most vulnerable to a great 
extent.66·73·91·97 It was estimated that about 11 % oflranians were 
living below absolute poverty line and 30% under relative 
poverty line in 2016.98 The population of the poor in rural and 
urban areas have been respectively 15% and 13% in 2012.99 
By limiting revenues of the government, sanctions decreased 
the capabilities of the state to support the poor." In 2013, the 
UN Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in 
Iran highlighted the dramatic effects of sanctions on Iranians' 
standard of living.58 Sanctions affected people's standard 
of living and violated their rights to education, health and 
development.7.84.85 
Sharp declines in the value of Iran's currency and the 
country's dependency on the import of food and its related 
industries and the subsequent change of Iran's policy on 
subsidized food caused a sharp rise in the price of food. As 
a result of the significant increase in unemployment, many 
Iranians reduced household expenditures by consuming 
less quality and quantity of food.5480.87.89 Moreover, along 
with the deterioration of the economic situation of families, 
more children left school to work, and got married to lower 
the financial burden on their parents. In recent years, the 
number of working and street children has also increased 
dramatically. These children have limited access to health 
services and education.5586 According to Statistics Center of 
Iran, formal child marriage increased more than 20% during 
2012-2014. 100 In the province of Isfahan, the number of street 
children has increased by 120% during 2015-2016. There is 

no official data about the number of street children in Iran. 
Statistics provided by different institutions range from two to 
seven million street children. Based on the reports of National 
Statistics Center of Iran, 1.7 million children work in Iran.' It 
was estimated that this number has been about 700 thousands 
in 2009. This situation exposed children to violence, drug 
addiction, HIV infection and harmful work such as selling of 
drugs. There are cases of child trafficking; even though it is 
considered a crime by the laws of Iran."" 
Furthermore, in the sanctions period, women faced more 
socio-economic hardships; job security and opportunities for 
women decreased.75 The effects have been more immense on 
women who were economically dependent to the family or 
were heads of their family." A considerable number oflranian 
women are unemployed and economically dependent to their 
spouses and children, and vulnerable to country's economic 
decline. Particularly female-headed households faced more 
poverty and often could not afford nutritious food and 
healthcare in 2013 and 20145$«.15 In addition, Iran is facing 
a new phenomenon of street women and significant increase 
of addicted women and sex workers. Chronic poverty is 
one of the main reasons of entering the illegal market of sex 
work in Iran."" Furthermore, decline of financial ability of 
working age people exacerbated the living situation of the 
elderly too. Old Iranians usually are financially dependent 
to their children; in recent years, the number of homeless 
elderly people has increased too." A high percentage of 
young Iranians, including educated ones, are unemployed 
and living in poverty. In 2015, 57% of unemployed people 
were at the age group 15-29. The unemployment ratio of this 
age group has increased by 2.6% comparing to 2014. The 
rate of mental conditions such as depression and stress is high 
among unemployed young people." Depression specifically 
increased after intensifying sanctions against Iran due to 
deterioration of people's economic situation." Furthermore, 
Iran is one of the biggest hosts of refugees and asylum seekers 
in the world. Most of the refugees are from Afghanistan and 
Iraq. The sanctions affected adversely the life of refugees in 
Iran, and operational and humanitarian assistance costs of 
UN.» 

The Impacts of Sanctions on Iranians' Right to Health 
Rights to healthcare and social security are guaranteed by 
the Article 29 of Iran's Constitution. In recent years, Iran has 
provided free primary healthcare throughout the country and 
improved the quality and quantity of health services to a great 
extent. However, over the years, financial accessibility ofhealth 
services has continuously declined; while health insurance 
system of Iran has not provided a universal coverage yet. 
Most of uninsured people are from the lowest income groups. 
Patients' share of healthcare expenditure was 52% of total 
health expenditures and 88% of private health expenditures 
in 2012. The government and insurance companies paid the 
rest.""? 
In 2012, with intensifying sanctions on Iran, inflation rate 
in health sector was 44.3% and 45.6% respectively in cities 
and rural areas. Insurance companies reacted to the 
inflation by decreasing their list of services. It resulted in the 
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increase of patients' share of health services and ended in 
withdrawal ofhealthcare and more reliance on self-treatment. 
Several studies showed increasing tendency of Iranians to 
self-medication; they have warned about adverse effects of 
reliance on self-treatment in Iran. 111

-
113 Still services of public 

health facilities were cheaper than private ones; but they 
were overcrowded and came with shortages and long waiting 
lists. In response, a few well-off patients traveled to other 
countries to get healthcare. Sorne other patients, especially 
with terminal and incurable illnesses, withdrew from health 
services due to inability to pay.47

•
114 Sanctions with a large 

economic effect on a target country (similar to Iran's case) can 
have severe public health consequences which are very much 
similar to the effects of major military conflict.83 Sanctions 
on Iran had the potential to disrupt government's subsidized 
healthcare.62 Economie sanctions decreased the revenues of 
Iran's government and its ability to invest on health, education 
and social security of Iranians.84

•
85 Also, they forced the 

government to change the priorities of national investment 
from certain public responsibilities, such as supporting the 
poor.65 Therefore, the share of people of health services costs 
increased that adversely affected access to healthcare.70 Low 
income groups were more vulnerable to the effects of the 
sanctions. The poor paid bigger proportion of their in corne on 
healthcare.76

•
84

•
85 In 2013, Iran enacted a law to reform heath 

system; one part of this law requires the government to cover 
at least 90% ofhospital services' costs by public funds. 84

•
115 But 

still every year 1 % of the population fall below poverty line 
due to catastrophic health expenditures. 116 

By limiting access to necessities of life, sanctions against Iran 
endangered public health particularly health of mothers, 
children and the poor.70 Economie sanctions have had other 
impacts on health of people in Iran. For example, due to ban on 
fuel trade and related production knowledge and technology, 
locally produced poorly refined fuel was substituted that had 
the main role in polluting the air all over the country.52

•
89

•
90 

Economie sanctions influenced production models from 
clean production techniques to pollutant ones and led to 
more use of old technologies and air pollution. 89 About 45 000 
deaths in one year and increase of lung cancer cases among 
children were reported to be linked to air pollution in Iran.61 

Another example is ban of selling air craft parts to Iran that 
resulted in unsafe flights and endangered lives of people. 
The same happened to automobile industry equipment. 
The sanctions also might endanger mental health of people 
because of continuous signals of threats and deteriorated 
living situation. Recently, the rates of mental diseases and drug 
addiction and cases of suicide among Iranians have increased 
considerably. According to the report of Iran's Ministry of 
Health and Medical Education, the rate of mental diseases has 
increased 4% in recent four years. The suicide rate increased 
7.6% during 2012-2013. 117

•
118 Unemployment and financial 

distress are two main causes of mental conditions in Iran. 119 A 
study in the province of Ghazvin showed that unemployment, 
inflation and welfare inequality had a meaningful relation 
with suicide rates. 120 Another example is the impacts of 
economic decline on drug addicts and their families. While 
the price of medicines for treatment of drug addiction and 

drugs itself increased, having less financial means, drug 
users tend to decrease spending on their family's life and 
use cheaper substances.68

•
121 New substances are associated 

with high risk methods of use such as injection and high risk 
sexual practices and more acts of violence and can have long 
term effects on body organs. 122 

The harms of economic sanctions to health indicators can 
remain hidden for several years and become evident in a longer 
period. As an example, unavailability of financial resources 
caused by sanctions is known as an obstacle to meet the goals 
of Prevention and Control of Non-communicable Diseases 
Program in Iran.56 Sanctions can have more direct and 
immediate adverse effects on health by limiting the availability 
and accessibility of medicine. In theory, medicine exempted 
from sanctions against Iran, but in practice, access of patients 
to quality medicine became limited due to the sanctions of 
2012. The report of UN Special Rapporteur on the situation 
of human rights in Iran 2013 indicated that "humanitarian 
safeguards in the form of exemptions for foodstuffs, 
medicines, chemicals for the production of medications and 
medical supplies are failing to meet their intended purpose. 
Reports indicate that financial sector sanctions effectively 
frustrate the purpose behind humanitarian exceptions. They 
also stress that the supply of advanced medicines, which treat 
the most serious illnesses, are particularly affected. Advanced 
medicines are produced primarily by firms based in Western 
countries and are subject to 20-year patents, rendering it 
impossible to substitute products from an alternative source:' 
The ineffectiveness ofhumanitarian safeguards is apparent in 
Iran.58 

Effects of Sanctions on Right to Medicine 

Universal right to safe, effective and affordable medicine 
is a fondamental element of right to health; states should 
consider this right in their international agreements. 123 By 
having a national generic policy, a network for provision and 
distribution of medicine and an overarching pricing system 
for medicine around the country, Iran had a satisfactory 
level of access to medicine and medical instruments before 
comprehensive sanctions. 49

•
63 Depended to the type of 

services, insurance companies cover 70%-90% of retail price 
of medicines. Iran pro duces about 96% of all the medications 
of its pharmaceutical market in the terms of number and 
volume. But, the value of imported medicine is about 40% of 
whole market's value.46 

With the tightening up of sanctions in 2012, the situation 
changed; government faced difficulties in provision of 
medicine; locally produced and imported medical equipment 
and medicines started to be scarce. 66

•
67

•
78

•
80 Medicines were 

not subject to sanctions, but limitations on licensing, 
purchase and shipment of goods to Iran made the import 
of medicines difficult. Also, Iran is dependent to import of 
pharmaceutical's raw materials, and production and quality 
control technologies which were not exempted from sanctions. 
Therefore, the sanctions crippled domestic pharmaceutical 
industry and disrupted the production and quality of generic 
medicine too.51

•
55

•
69 International pharmaceutical companies 

(and banks) were reluctant to deal with Iran because of the 
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increase of patients' share of health services and ended in 
withdrawal of healthcare and more reliance on self- treatment. 
Several studies showed increasing tendency of Iranians to 
self-medication; they have warned about adverse effects of 
reliance on self-treatment in Iran. Still services of public 
health facilities were cheaper than private ones; but they 
were overcrowded and came with shortages and long waiting 
lists. In response, a few well-off patients traveled to other 
countries to get healthcare. Some other patients, especially 
with terminal and incurable illnesses, withdrew from health 
services due to inability to pay."4 Sanctions with a large 
economic effect on a target country (similar to Iran's case) can 
have severe public health consequences which are very much 
similar to the effects of major military conflict." Sanctions 
on Iran had the potential to disrupt government's subsidized 
healthcare.62 Economic sanctions decreased the revenues of 
Iran's government and its ability to invest on health, education 
and social security of Iranians.84·85 Also, they forced the 
government to change the priorities of national investment 
from certain public responsibilities, such as supporting the 
poor.65 Therefore, the share of people of health services costs 
increased that adversely affected access to healthcare." Low 
income groups were more vulnerable to the effects of the 
sanctions. The poor paid bigger proportion of their income on 
healthcare.768485 In 2013, Iran enacted a law to reform heath 
system; one part of this law requires the government to cover 
at least 90% of hospital services' costs by public funds.84·115 But 
still every year 1 % of the population fall below poverty line 
due to catastrophic health expenditures.116 
By limiting access to necessities of life, sanctions against Iran 
endangered public health particularly health of mothers, 
children and the poor." Economic sanctions have had other 
impacts on health of people in Iran. For example, due to ban on 
fuel trade and related production knowledge and technology, 
locally produced poorly refined fuel was substituted that had 
the main role in polluting the air all over the country.58990 
Economic sanctions influenced production models from 
clean production techniques to pollutant ones and led to 
more use of old technologies and air pollution." About 45 000 
deaths in one year and increase of lung cancer cases among 
children were reported to be linked to air pollution in Iran.61 
Another example is ban of selling air craft parts to Iran that 
resulted in unsafe flights and endangered lives of people. 
The same happened to automobile industry equipment. 
The sanctions also might endanger mental health of people 
because of continuous signals of threats and deteriorated 
living situation. Recently, the rates of mental diseases and drug 
addiction and cases of suicide among Iranians have increased 
considerably. According to the report of Iran's Ministry of 
Health and Medical Education, the rate of mental diseases has 
increased 4% in recent four years. The suicide rate increased 
7.6% during 2012-2013.117·118 Unemployment and financial 
distress are two main causes of mental conditions in Iran.119 A 
study in the province of Ghazvin showed that unemployment, 
inflation and welfare inequality had a meaningful relation 
with suicide rates. Another example is the impacts of 
economic decline on drug addicts and their families. While 
the price of medicines for treatment of drug addiction and 

drugs itself increased, having less financial means, drug 
users tend to decrease spending on their family's life and 
use cheaper substances.9 New substances are associated 
with high risk methods of use such as injection and high risk 
sexual practices and more acts of violence and can have long 
term effects on body organs.' 
The harms of economic sanctions to health indicators can 
remain hidden for several years and become evident in a longer 
period. As an example, unavailability of financial resources 
caused by sanctions is known as an obstacle to meet the goals 
of Prevention and Control of Non-communicable Diseases 
Program in Iran.56 Sanctions can have more direct and 
immediate adverse effects on health by limiting the availability 
and accessibility of medicine. In theory, medicine exempted 
from sanctions against Iran, but in practice, access of patients 
to quality medicine became limited due to the sanctions of 
2012. The report of UN Special Rapporteur on the situation 
of human rights in Iran 2013 indicated that "humanitarian 
safeguards in the form of exemptions for foodstuffs, 
medicines, chemicals for the production of medications and 
medical supplies are failing to meet their intended purpose. 
Reports indicate that financial sector sanctions effectively 
frustrate the purpose behind humanitarian exceptions. They 
also stress that the supply of advanced medicines, which treat 
the most serious illnesses, are particularly affected. Advanced 
medicines are produced primarily by firms based in Western 
countries and are subject to 20-year patents, rendering it 
impossible to substitute products from an alternative source? 
The ineffectiveness of humanitarian safeguards is apparent in 
Iran.58 

Effects of Sanctions on Right to Medicine 
Universal right to safe, effective and affordable medicine 
is a fundamental element of right to health; states should 
consider this right in their international agreements.123 By 
having a national generic policy, a network for provision and 
distribution of medicine and an overarching pricing system 
for medicine around the country, Iran had a satisfactory 
level of access to medicine and medical instruments before 
comprehensive sanctions." Depended to the type of 
services, insurance companies cover 70%-90% of retail price 
of medicines. Iran produces about 96% of all the medications 
of its pharmaceutical market in the terms of number and 
volume. But, the value of imported medicine is about 40% of 
whole market's value."° 
With the tightening up of sanctions in 2012, the situation 
changed; government faced difficulties in provision of 
medicine; locally produced and imported medical equipment 
and medicines started to be scarce,6678.s0 Medicines were 
not subject to sanctions, but limitations on licensing, 
purchase and shipment of goods to Iran made the import 
of medicines difficult. Also, Iran is dependent to import of 
pharmaceuticals raw materials, and production and quality 
control technologies which were not exempted from sanctions. 
Therefore, the sanctions crippled domestic pharmaceutical 
industry and disrupted the production and quality of generic 
medicine too.51536° International pharmaceutical companies 
(and banks) were reluctant to deal with Iran because of the 
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potential threat of secondary sanctions and diffieulties of 
receiving payment. 50 Being eut off from international banking 
network, Iranian government had to pay cash in advance 
that was very diffieult, if not impossible, for mass imports 
of medicines. Moreover, the shortage of foreign eurrency 
and decline of country's eurrency value made medicines 
expensive.69 In addition, a complex process of providing 
banking facilities to importers and extremely lengthy process 
of importation caused further shortages. Therefore, the 
cheapest medicines such as contraception pills and simple 
medical instruments such as vaccines, sutures and endoscopy 
instruments were not available by 2012.39 These all indicate 
that pharmaceutical system of Iran has been weak in provision 
of medicine in emergency and unusual situations such as 
economic sanctions.64 

Following multilateral sanction as of 2012, the import of 
medicines and raw medical materials fell by 30%-55%58 and 
the average shortage of medicine from less than 30 in type 
reached to 144. 52 Forty-four percent of scarce medicines were 
classified as essential medicines (minimum requirement 
for a functioning health system) by WHO. A vast majority 
of these medicines were supposed to be exempted from the 
sanctions.53 Access to nuclear medicines and radiotherapy 
pieces for diagnoses and treatment of cancer were completely 
eut off, since they were in the list of sanctions due to the 
possibility of military usage. 43

•
47 Several studies showed that 

access of about 6 million patients with life-threatening diseases 
such as asthma, thalassemia, hemophilia, chronic diseases, 
blood disorders, multiple sclerosis and HIV/ AIDS to their 
medicines was limited.44 In addition, anti-rejection transplant 
medicines, and kidney dialysis instruments were scarce by 
2013.42

•
48 Domestically produced replacements were scarce 

and not effective enough. Unavailability and unaffordability 
of medicines resulted in poor drug adherence.66 A number 
of deaths due to a lack of access to medicines were reported 
in 2012.55

•
124 Furthermore, the shortage of medicines reduced 

the ability of health system to provide services even in 
emergencies; suspended operations were serious problems 
following sanctions 2012.48 Moreover, Iran does not produce 
drugs for eradicated diseases and raw material for antibiotics 
that can threaten universal public health. For example, Iran 
could not pro duce BCG vaccine till 2015. Moreover, shortages 
of medicines and medical equipment needed for diagnosis and 
treatment of some diseases might change the county's overall 
disease burden; the number of deaths by non-communicable 
diseases (including cancer, diabetes mellitus, cardiovaseular 
diseases, digestive diseases, skin diseases, museuloskeletal 
diseases, and congenital anomalies) has increased in recent 
years in Iran.52 

To compensate 30%-46% fall of medicines' import from the 
United States and EU during 2011-2012, Iran increased its 
purchase of medicine and medical equipment from countries 
that did not ban oil trade with Iran. From 2012, the purchase 
of medicine from China and India increased respectively 2 
and 5 times. 110 However, the alternative medicines usually had 
lower quality and limited effectiveness than equivalents from 
Europe or United States.32

•
69 Moreover, medicines have to be 

registered and their safety and effectiveness must be approved 

by Iran's Medicine and Food Organization to be allowed 
to be produced, imported and distributed in Iran. 125 This 
process takes several months. In response to the shortages, 
Iran allowed medicines which were approved by US Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA) or European countries to 
be imported without assessment and national approval. But 
this resulted in major side-effects including intolerance by the 
patients to a change in a long term treatment.32 On the other 
hand, due to the absence of official supplies in health facilities 
and pharmacies, smuggled medicines increased in the local 
market of Iran. They were often out of date, of poor quality, 
contaminated, or spoiled by climate extremes. They were also 
sold at a price several times higher than the official price. It 
was also diffieult to know whether they were counterfeit or 
real. 41 In 2013, following eye surgery, 22 patients got serious 
infection in their eyes and were in danger of losing their 
visions because of using a non-standard ampoule. 126 

Economie sanctions also made medicines financially 
inaccessible from 2012 to 2013. The increase in medicines' 
price was 50%-75% during this period.44 The price of most 
medications has not been a problem until recent years in 
Iran. To guarantee access of people, Iran provides a subsidy 
for selected medicines. Usually, the amount of subsidy is 
determined at the end of each year based on the estimation 
of medicines' price and country's revenues in the coming 
year. The sharp fall of revenues and in the value of country's 
eurrency was not predicted in 2012. After facing shortages, 
Iran allocated more financial resources and foreign eurrencies 
for the import of medicines and could establish companies 
in neighboring countries to use their banking system for 
purchasing medicine. As a result, many key medicines are 
now available; but still it is expensive for some diseases. The 
situation is more diffieult for the poorest people who are 
not insured. In this condition, some health services such as 
dental care has become a privilege which is inaccessible to the 
working and middle classes of population.40 

Human Rights Impact Assessment of Economie Sanctions 
Against Iran 
The results of the literature review coneur that economic 
sanctions against Iran have resulted in depriving Iran's 
population of their economic and social rights, specifically the 
right to health and its determinants. About 80% of the studied 
papers indicated that sanctions adversely affected access to 
health services and related products. Sixty-three percent 
of papers confirmed the inaccessibility and affordability of 
medicine for the population. Moreover, 56% of the papers 
showed that sanctions affected the determinants of health 
such as environment health, employment and access to food. 
The sanctions on Iran caused a fall in the country's revenues, 
devaluation of the national eurrency, and increased inflation 
and unemployment. These all resulted in a deterioration of 
people's overall welfare and lowering their ability to access the 
necessities of a standard life such as nutritious food, healthcare 
and medicine. Also, sanctions on banking and financial system 
and shipment led to scarcity of quality lifesaving medicines. 
The impacts of sanctions were more immense on lives of the 
poor, patients, women and children. According to HRIA tool, 
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potential threat of secondary sanctions and difficulties of 
receiving payment." Being cut off from international banking 
network, Iranian government had to pay cash in advance 
that was very difficult, if not impossible, for mass imports 
of medicines. Moreover, the shortage of foreign currency 
and decline of country's currency value made medicines 
expensive.69 In addition, a complex process of providing 
banking facilities to importers and extremely lengthy process 
of importation caused further shortages. Therefore, the 
cheapest medicines such as contraception pills and simple 
medical instruments such as vaccines, sutures and endoscopy 
instruments were not available by 2012. These all indicate 
that pharmaceutical system of Iran has been weak in provision 
of medicine in emergency and unusual situations such as 
economic sanctions.64 

Following multilateral sanction as of 2012, the import of 
medicines and raw medical materials fell by 30%-55% and 
the average shortage of medicine from less than 30 in type 
reached to 144.52 Forty-four percent of scarce medicines were 
classified as essential medicines (minimum requirement 
for a functioning health system) by WHO. A vast majority 
of these medicines were supposed to be exempted from the 
sanctions.53 Access to nuclear medicines and radiotherapy 
pieces for diagnoses and treatment of cancer were completely 
cut off, since they were in the list of sanctions due to the 
possibility of military usage.43•47 Several studies showed that 
access of about 6 million patients with life-threatening diseases 
such as asthma, thalassemia, hemophilia, chronic diseases, 
blood disorders, multiple sclerosis and HIV/ AIDS to their 
medicines was limited.44 In addition, anti-rejection transplant 
medicines, and kidney dialysis instruments were scarce by 
2013.448 Domestically produced replacements were scarce 
and not effective enough. Unavailability and unaffordability 
of medicines resulted in poor drug adherence.66 A number 
of deaths due to a lack of access to medicines were reported 
in 2012.55•124 Furthermore, the shortage of medicines reduced 
the ability of health system to provide services even in 
emergencies; suspended operations were serious problems 
following sanctions 2012.48 Moreover, Iran does not produce 
drugs for eradicated diseases and raw material for antibiotics 
that can threaten universal public health. For example, Iran 
could not produce BCG vaccine till 2015. Moreover, shortages 
of medicines and medical equipment needed for diagnosis and 
treatment of some diseases might change the county's overall 
disease burden; the number of deaths by non-communicable 
diseases (including cancer, diabetes mellitus, cardiovascular 
diseases, digestive diseases, skin diseases, musculoskeletal 
diseases, and congenital anomalies) has increased in recent 
years in Iran.52 

To compensate 30%-46% fall of medicines' import from the 
United States and EU during 2011-2012, Iran increased its 
purchase of medicine and medical equipment from countries 
that did not ban oil trade with Iran. From 2012, the purchase 
of medicine from China and India increased respectively 2 
and 5 times."" However, the alternative medicines usually had 
lower quality and limited effectiveness than equivalents from 
Europe or United States.32•69 Moreover, medicines have to be 
registered and their safety and effectiveness must be approved 

by Iran's Medicine and Food Organization to be allowed 
to be produced, imported and distributed in Iran. This 
process takes several months. In response to the shortages, 
Iran allowed medicines which were approved by US Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA) or European countries to 
be imported without assessment and national approval. But 
this resulted in major side-effects including intolerance by the 
patients to a change in a long term treatment.32 On the other 
hand, due to the absence of official supplies in health facilities 
and pharmacies, smuggled medicines increased in the local 
market of Iran. They were often out of date, of poor quality, 
contaminated, or spoiled by climate extremes. They were also 
sold at a price several times higher than the official price. It 
was also difficult to know whether they were counterfeit or 
real.41 In 2013, following eye surgery, 22 patients got serious 
infection in their eyes and were in danger of losing their 
visions because of using a non-standard ampoule.126 

Economic sanctions also made medicines financially 
inaccessible from 2012 to 2013. The increase in medicines' 
price was 50%-75% during this period.44 The price of most 
medications has not been a problem until recent years in 
Iran. To guarantee access of people, Iran provides a subsidy 
for selected medicines. Usually, the amount of subsidy is 
determined at the end of each year based on the estimation 
of medicines' price and country's revenues in the coming 
year. The sharp fall of revenues and in the value of country's 
currency was not predicted in 2012. After facing shortages, 
Iran allocated more financial resources and foreign currencies 
for the import of medicines and could establish companies 
in neighboring countries to use their banking system for 
purchasing medicine. As a result, many key medicines are 
now available; but still it is expensive for some diseases. The 
situation is more difficult for the poorest people who are 
not insured. In this condition, some health services such as 
dental care has become a privilege which is inaccessible to the 
working and middle classes of population." 

Human Rights Impact Assessment of Economic Sanctions 
Against Iran 
The results of the literature review concur that economic 
sanctions against Iran have resulted in depriving Iran's 
population of their economic and social rights, specifically the 
right to health and its determinants. About 80% of the studied 
papers indicated that sanctions adversely affected access to 
health services and related products. Sixty-three percent 
of papers confirmed the inaccessibility and affordability of 
medicine for the population. Moreover, 56% of the papers 
showed that sanctions affected the determinants of health 
such as environment health, employment and access to food. 
The sanctions on Iran caused a fall in the country's revenues, 
devaluation of the national currency, and increased inflation 
and unemployment. These all resulted in a deterioration of 
people's overall welfare and lowering their ability to access the 
necessities of a standard life such as nutritious food, healthcare 
and medicine. Also, sanctions on banking and financial system 
and shipment led to scarcity of quality lifesaving medicines. 
The impacts of sanctions were more immense on lives of the 
poor, patients, women and children. According to HRIA tool, 
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the economic sanctions against Iran have had a significant 
humanitarian effect; therefore they should be reconsidered. 
To place pressure on Iran to limit its nuclear activities, other 
measures should be used instead that do not have such effects. 
While international peace should be respected, human rights 
obligations cannot be forgotten. Review of the obligations of 
Iran and international community about Iranians' right to 
health is essential when considering compensation measures. 

Part 2) States' Obligations in Sanctions Period 
To protect people in the sanctions period, imposing countries, 
international community and target country have human 
rights obligations. The fondamental part of these obligations 
is that everybody should enjoy his/her rights without 
discrimination of any kind. 

Targeted Country's Obligations in the Sanctions Period 
Review of Iran's response to the sanctions indicates that this 
country has not been prepared for the sanctions, delayed in 
responding to shortages and could not manage the situation 
appropriately. Also, bureaucratie constraints, corruption 
and inefficient resources management contributed to the 
deterioration of people's enjoyment of their basic rights.51

•
71 

In the period between announcement and implementation 
of the sanctions, Iran should have provided a national policy 
with suitable measures to prevent suffering of people from 
the adverse effects of sanctions and to ensure everyone enjoys 
his/her basic rights including right to health. The failure to 
take appropriate steps towards progressively realization of 
right to health and to enforce related laws is in contrast with 
international human rights obligations. Moreover, Iran should 
have prevented third parties; black market dealers, pharmacies 
and health facilities that provided unsafe medicines, as well as 
smugglers who sent scarce medicine to neighboring countries 
from violation of people's rights. Failure to regulate third 
parties' activities is against the right to health.20 

Countries targeted by sanctions should respect international 
peace, security and human rights obligations to alleviate a 
humanitarian crisis. 127 In the sanctions period, the government 
of the target country has human rights obligations. People's 
lack of access to nutritious food, primary healthcare, basic 
shelter and education indicates that the country has failed 
to discharge its obligations under ICESCR. The State is 
required to monitor human rights situation and utilize the 
maximum resources available to eliminate the suffering with 
low cost programs, international assistance and cooperation. 
Moreover, even in severe resource limitations, vulnerable 
groups of the population such as children and the poor must 
be protected. Non-compliance with the core obligations 
of right to health (access to health facilities, products and 
services and minimum essential food, basic shelter, sanitation 
and safe water) cannot be justified under any circumstances.20 

The CRC also states that children are entitled to human 
rights; parents without enough means should be supported 
to provide a standard of life for their children. Governments 
should prohibit child marriage, child trafficking, child work, 
violence against children and engagement of children in 
drug selling. The needs of immigrants' and asylum seekers' 

children should be taken into account too. 128 Generally, states 
have the obligations to respect, protect and fulfill right to 
health. They must ensure that everyone, without any kinds 
of discrimination, enjoys this right. In all times, including the 
period of sanctions, states are required to provide available, 
accessible, acceptable and good quality facilities, goods and 
services related to health and its determinants to everyone. 
In addition, they are required to use all necessary means, 
the maximum of their available resources and to adopt 
appropriate legislative, administrative, budgetary, judicial, 
promotional and other measures towards the full realization 
of right to health. 20 There is the possibility to seekinternational 
assistance for realization of the right to health too. 

International Community's Obligations 
The international community has two kinds of obligations 
in relation to the right to health. First, in cooperation with 
international organizations, all countries are required to 
provide conditions at international and regional levels to 
ensure everyone enjoys the right to the highest attainable 
standard of physical and mental health. They should help 
developing countries to progressivelyrealize this right through 
the establishment of effective and integrated health systems 
with adequate, affordable and reliable and good quality 
supply of medicines. 129 Second, they should avoid violation 
of this right and prevent third parties such as international 
organizations and groups of countries also violating this 
right.20 According to the UN Charter 1945, Security Council 
may decide what measures including sanctions should be 
employed to maintain or restore international peace and 
security. 16 Generally, economic sanctions which are imposed 
by some countries against the others are inconsistent with 
the Charter's basic principles of equality and dignity of every 
human being. Resolution 39/210 of UN General Assembly 
1984 states: 

Developed countries should refrain from threatening 
or applying trade and financial restrictions, blockades, 
embargoes, and other economic sanctions, incompatible 
with the provisions of the Charter of the UN and in 
violation of undertakings contracted, multilaterally 
and bilaterally, against developing countries as a form 
of political and economic coercion that affects their 
political, economic, and social development. 130 

The Vienna Declaration and Program of Action 1993 requires 
the states "to refrain from any unilateral measure not in 
accordance with international law and the Charter of the 
UN that creates obstacles to trade relations among States and 
impedes the full realization of the human rights set forth in 
the Universal Declaration ofHuman Rights and international 
human rights instruments, in particular the rights of 
everyone to a standard ofliving adequate for their health and 
well-being, including food and medical care, housing and the 
necessary social services:' 131 Adoption oflaws interfering with 
the enjoyment of right to health, failure to take into account 
the legal obligations related to this right in bilateral and 
multilateral agreements and also failure to regulate activities 
of third parties in or der to prevent them from violating right 
to health are violations of the ICESCR obligations. Imposing 
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the economic sanctions against Iran have had a significant 
humanitarian effect; therefore they should be reconsidered. 
To place pressure on Iran to limit its nuclear activities, other 
measures should be used instead that do not have such effects. 
While international peace should be respected, human rights 
obligations cannot be forgotten. Review of the obligations of 
Iran and international community about Iranians' right to 
health is essential when considering compensation measures. 

Part 2) States' Obligations in Sanctions Period 
To protect people in the sanctions period, imposing countries, 
international community and target country have human 
rights obligations. The fundamental part of these obligations 
is that everybody should enjoy his/her rights without 
discrimination of any kind. 

Targeted Country's Obligations in the Sanctions Period 
Review of Iran's response to the sanctions indicates that this 
country has not been prepared for the sanctions, delayed in 
responding to shortages and could not manage the situation 
appropriately. Also, bureaucratic constraints, corruption 
and inefficient resources management contributed to the 
deterioration of people's enjoyment of their basic rights.5 
In the period between announcement and implementation 
of the sanctions, Iran should have provided a national policy 
with suitable measures to prevent suffering of people from 
the adverse effects of sanctions and to ensure everyone enjoys 
his/her basic rights including right to health. The failure to 
take appropriate steps towards progressively realization of 
right to health and to enforce related laws is in contrast with 
international human rights obligations. Moreover, Iran should 
have prevented third parties; black market dealers, pharmacies 
and health facilities that provided unsafe medicines, as well as 
smugglers who sent scarce medicine to neighboring countries 
from violation of people's rights. Failure to regulate third 
parties' activities is against the right to health."" 
Countries targeted by sanctions should respect international 
peace, security and human rights obligations to alleviate a 
humanitarian crisis. In the sanctions period, the government 
of the target country has human rights obligations. People's 
lack of access to nutritious food, primary healthcare, basic 
shelter and education indicates that the country has failed 
to discharge its obligations under ICESCR. The State is 
required to monitor human rights situation and utilize the 
maximum resources available to eliminate the suffering with 
low cost programs, international assistance and cooperation. 
Moreover, even in severe resource limitations, vulnerable 
groups of the population such as children and the poor must 
be protected. Non-compliance with the core obligations 
of right to health (access to health facilities, products and 
services and minimum essential food, basic shelter, sanitation 
and safe water) cannot be justified under any circumstances." 
The CRC also states that children are entitled to human 
rights; parents without enough means should be supported 
to provide a standard of life for their children. Governments 
should prohibit child marriage, child trafficking, child work, 
violence against children and engagement of children in 
drug selling. The needs of immigrants' and asylum seekers' 

children should be taken into account too.128 Generally, states 
have the obligations to respect, protect and fulfill right to 
health. They must ensure that everyone, without any kinds 
of discrimination, enjoys this right. In all times, including the 
period of sanctions, states are required to provide available, 
accessible, acceptable and good quality facilities, goods and 
services related to health and its determinants to everyone. 
In addition, they are required to use all necessary means, 
the maximum of their available resources and to adopt 
appropriate legislative, administrative, budgetary, judicial, 
promotional and other measures towards the full realization 
of right to health. There is the possibility to seek international 
assistance for realization of the right to health too. 

International Community's Obligations 
The international community has two kinds of obligations 
in relation to the right to health. First, in cooperation with 
international organizations, all countries are required to 
provide conditions at international and regional levels to 
ensure everyone enjoys the right to the highest attainable 
standard of physical and mental health. They should help 
developing countries to progressively realize this right through 
the establishment of effective and integrated health systems 
with adequate, affordable and reliable and good quality 
supply of medicines.129 Second, they should avoid violation 
of this right and prevent third parties such as international 
organizations and groups of countries also violating this 
right. According to the UN Charter 1945, Security Council 
may decide what measures including sanctions should be 
employed to maintain or restore international peace and 
security.16 Generally, economic sanctions which are imposed 
by some countries against the others are inconsistent with 
the Charter's basic principles of equality and dignity of every 
human being. Resolution 39/210 of UN General Assembly 
1984 states: 

Developed countries should refrain from threatening 
or applying trade and financial restrictions, blockades, 
embargoes, and other economic sanctions, incompatible 
with the provisions of the Charter of the UN and in 
violation of undertakings contracted, multilaterally 
and bilaterally, against developing countries as a form 
of political and economic coercion that affects their 
political, economic, and social development. 

The Vienna Declaration and Program of Action 1993 requires 
the states "to refrain from any unilateral measure not in 
accordance with international law and the Charter of the 
UN that creates obstacles to trade relations among States and 
impedes the full realization of the human rights set forth in 
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and international 
human rights instruments, in particular the rights of 
everyone to a standard of living adequate for their health and 
well-being, including food and medical care, housing and the 
necessary social services." Adoption of laws interfering with 
the enjoyment of right to health, failure to take into account 
the legal obligations related to this right in bilateral and 
multilateral agreements and also failure to regulate activities 
of third parties in order to prevent them from violating right 
to health are violations of the ICESCR obligations. Imposing 
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embargos and other measures that restrict the supply of 
another state with adequate medicine and medical equipment 
should be refrained. The Committee on ESCR prohibits 
restriction on these goods as a tool for political and economic 
pressure. States must respect the enjoyment of right to health 
in other countries by refraining from denying or limiting the 
access of people to healthcare and medicine. They must ensure 
that their international agreements do not adversely impact 
upon this right. The states who are members of international 
and regional financial institutions should consider protection 
of the right to health in their credit agreements and lending 
poli ci es. 20 

States are responsible legally for their policies that violate 
human rights of people beyond their borders and for the 
policies that support this action by third parties. According to 
paragraph 39 of General Comment no 14 ICESCR, "to comply 
with their international obligations in relation to article 12, 
States parties have to respect the enj oyment of the rightto health 
in other countries, and to prevent third parties from violating 
the right in other countries, if they are able to influence these 
third parties by way of le gal or political me ans, in accordance 
with the Charter of the UN and applicable international law:' 11 

Countries that impose, maintain or implement sanctions 
should take immediate steps to respond to the suffering 
experienced by people in targeted countries.20 This can be 
clone by facilitating the delivery of necessary items for life and 
health such as medicine, food and medical equipment. The 
states imposing sanctions should carefolly assess the effects 
of their policies and international agreements on the health of 
people in the target country. Subsequently, they must develop 
policies and laws to alleviate the negative impacts of their 
agreements on the human rights of population in the target 
country. 132 A country's population should not be deprived of 
their basic ESCRs due to any determination that their leaders 
have violated international peace and security norms. 20 The 
international community must protect the core content of the 
ESCRs of targeted population. UN bodies should observe the 
situation of human rights and implement humanitarian and 
human rights laws. Otherwise, basic principles underpinning 
international law such as equality of all human beings will lose 
credibility. In addition, the Security Council should alleviate 
sanctions regimes in order to eliminate the humanitarian 
effects of sanctions on target population and ensure that 
they have access to food, medicines and other necessities of 
preserving health. 127 It seems that regulations on humanitarian 
exemptions are formulated imprecisely and confosing; they 
lack standards and an impact monitoring system. Also, 
exempted goods and their distribution are poorly understood 
and interpreted, and often the urgent delivery ofhumanitarian 
supplies is blocked.7

•
133 These all have major implications on 

the basic rights of the population of target country. 

Discussion and Conclusion 
According to the results of HRIA, economic sanctions 
against Iran have resulted in violation of Iranians' right to 
health. There is incompatibility between obligations derived 
from economic sanction agreements and human rights. 
In this case, HRIA suggests several options: termination 

or amendment of the policy, insertion of safeguards, and 
adoption of compensation measures. The main principle of 
this assessment is that no policy at national and international 
level should breach international human rights laws. This 
tool, at first step, suggests that such policies should be 
stopped. However, it does not mean that countries should not 
face any limitation if they threaten international peace, rather 
it means such policies should protect people's basic human 
rights too. The assumption behind economic sanctions is 
that economic pressure on the population of a country forces 
the government to reconsider its policies. The statement 
that economic sanctions do not target humanitarian goods 
seems incorrect when they aim to diminish the main source 
of a state's revenue. The level of realization of human rights 
is dependent to the state's income level. Therefore, economic 
sanctions endanger current level of people's enjoyment of 
their right to health by decreasing available resources of a 
country to be spent on the health of population. 
Despite the international community's statement that sanctions 
are directed at the government of Iran for its nuclear pro gram, 
during the sanctions period, the enjoyment of Iranians of 
their fondamental rights has been dramatically decreased. 
The sanctions affected health of Iranians in two ways; first by 
deteriorating their living conditions through rise of inflation 
and unemployment, and decline of households' income and 
access to adequate nutritious food and healthcare; then, by 
direct effect on the availability, accessibility and quality of 
lifesaving medicines. Humanitarian exemptions which were 
established after the call of shortage could not protect the 
population from adverse effects of sanctions. If the purpose 
of sanctions has been refraining Iran from developing nuclear 
weapons, sanctions should have been all about the materials 
and technology related to this program and targeted decision
making elites, not ordinary people. Although, it seems that 
the world overlooked countries that actively have nuclear 
weapons without ratification of Non-Proliferation of Nuclear 
Weapons Treaty. 
According to international human rights laws, right to 
health is a justiciable right. 134 The countries imposing 
sanctions, UN treaty bodies and Iran itself are responsible 
for the humanitarian effects of sanctions on Iranians' lives. 
Iran could not appropriately handle the humanitarian crisis 
caused by sanctions and still be able to maintain the level of 
its populations enjoyment of their basic rights. The country 
should have predicted the impacts of sanctions and planned for 
the protection of its population. But some of the consequences 
of the sanctions such as the difficulty in access to medicines 
(which were in theory exempted from sanctions) were 
difficult to be predicted. It shows that laws on "humanitarian 
exemptions" solely do not protect the rights of the population 
of targeted countries. On the other hand, through joining UN 
and ratifying human rights treaties, almost all countries around 
the world are committed to respect human rights of everyone 
without any kinds of discrimination. No international human 
rights treaty questions the equality of human beings in their 
inherent dignity and fondamental rights. It is thus against all 
these treaties to assume that violation of people's rights in one 
country, through pressure of sanctions is acceptable. Olivier 
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embargos and other measures that restrict the supply of 
another state with adequate medicine and medical equipment 
should be refrained. The Committee on ESCR prohibits 
restriction on these goods as a tool for political and economic 
pressure. States must respect the enjoyment of right to health 
in other countries by refraining from denying or limiting the 
access of people to healthcare and medicine. They must ensure 
that their international agreements do not adversely impact 
upon this right. The states who are members of international 
and regional financial institutions should consider protection 
of the right to health in their credit agreements and lending 
policies. 
States are responsible legally for their policies that violate 
human rights of people beyond their borders and for the 
policies that support this action by third parties. According to 
paragraph 39 of General Comment no 14 ICESCR, "to comply 
with their international obligations in relation to article 12, 
States parties have to respect the enjoyment of the right to health 
in other countries, and to prevent third parties from violating 
the right in other countries, if they are able to influence these 
third parties by way of legal or political means, in accordance 
with the Charter of the UN and applicable international law. 
Countries that impose, maintain or implement sanctions 
should take immediate steps to respond to the suffering 
experienced by people in targeted countries." This can be 
done by facilitating the delivery of necessary items for life and 
health such as medicine, food and medical equipment. The 
states imposing sanctions should carefully assess the effects 
of their policies and international agreements on the health of 
people in the target country. Subsequently, they must develop 
policies and laws to alleviate the negative impacts of their 
agreements on the human rights of population in the target 
country. A country's population should not be deprived of 
their basic ESCRs due to any determination that their leaders 
have violated international peace and security norms. The 
international community must protect the core content of the 
ESCRs of targeted population. UN bodies should observe the 
situation of human rights and implement humanitarian and 
human rights laws. Otherwise, basic principles underpinning 
international law such as equality of all human beings will lose 
credibility. In addition, the Security Council should alleviate 
sanctions regimes in order to eliminate the humanitarian 
effects of sanctions on target population and ensure that 
they have access to food, medicines and other necessities of 
preserving health.127 It seems that regulations on humanitarian 
exemptions are formulated imprecisely and confusing; they 
lack standards and an impact monitoring system. Also, 
exempted goods and their distribution are poorly understood 
and interpreted, and often the urgent delivery of humanitarian 
supplies is blocked.7•133 These all have major implications on 
the basic rights of the population of target country. 

Discussion and Conclusion 
According to the results of HRIA, economic sanctions 
against Iran have resulted in violation of Iranians' right to 
health. There is incompatibility between obligations derived 
from economic sanction agreements and human rights. 
In this case, HRIA suggests several options: termination 

or amendment of the policy, insertion of safeguards, and 
adoption of compensation measures. The main principle of 
this assessment is that no policy at national and international 
level should breach international human rights laws. This 
tool, at first step, suggests that such policies should be 
stopped. However, it does not mean that countries should not 
face any limitation if they threaten international peace, rather 
it means such policies should protect people's basic human 
rights too. The assumption behind economic sanctions is 
that economic pressure on the population of a country forces 
the government to reconsider its policies. The statement 
that economic sanctions do not target humanitarian goods 
seems incorrect when they aim to diminish the main source 
of a state's revenue. The level of realization of human rights 
is dependent to the state's income level. Therefore, economic 
sanctions endanger current level of people's enjoyment of 
their right to health by decreasing available resources of a 
country to be spent on the health of population. 
Despite the international community's statement that sanctions 
are directed at the government of Iran for its nuclear program, 
during the sanctions period, the enjoyment of Iranians of 
their fundamental rights has been dramatically decreased. 
The sanctions affected health of Iranians in two ways; first by 
deteriorating their living conditions through rise of inflation 
and unemployment, and decline of households' income and 
access to adequate nutritious food and healthcare; then, by 
direct effect on the availability, accessibility and quality of 
lifesaving medicines. Humanitarian exemptions which were 
established after the call of shortage could not protect the 
population from adverse effects of sanctions. If the purpose 
of sanctions has been refraining Iran from developing nuclear 
weapons, sanctions should have been all about the materials 
and technology related to this program and targeted decision 
making elites, not ordinary people. Although, it seems that 
the world overlooked countries that actively have nuclear 
weapons without ratification of Non-Proliferation of Nuclear 
Weapons Treaty. 
According to international human rights laws, right to 
health is a justiciable right.134 The countries imposing 
sanctions, UN treaty bodies and Iran itself are responsible 
for the humanitarian effects of sanctions on Iranians' lives. 
Iran could not appropriately handle the humanitarian crisis 
caused by sanctions and still be able to maintain the level of 
its population's enjoyment of their basic rights. The country 
should have predicted the impacts of sanctions and planned for 
the protection of its population. But some of the consequences 
of the sanctions such as the difficulty in access to medicines 
(which were in theory exempted from sanctions) were 
difficult to be predicted. It shows that laws on "humanitarian 
exemptions" solely do not protect the rights of the population 
of targeted countries. On the other hand, through joining UN 
and ratifying human rights treaties, almost all countries around 
the world are committed to respect human rights of everyone 
without any kinds of discrimination. No international human 
rights treaty questions the equality of human beings in their 
inherent dignity and fundamental rights. It is thus against all 
these treaties to assume that violation of people's rights in one 
country, through pressure of sanctions is acceptable. Olivier 
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De Schutter, UN Special Rapporteur of the right to food in 
his report of 2011 stated that astate who uses its means of 
influence, such as its economic leverage to induce policies in 
another state's jurisdiction that undermines the targeted state's 
human rights obligations, is responsible for violation of rights 
under international law. 135 Iran has not been the first country 
that has faced sanctions; therefore the adverse impacts of 
sanctions on this country could be predictable by UN 
Security Council and by the countries which imposed them. 
In future, prior to the imposition of any economic sanctions, 
the international community must use effective measures 
to protect the human rights of target country's population. 
Countries should also use every political and legal means 
to prevent violation of the rights of these people by other 
countries or international organizations. International laws 
related to economic sanctions also need improvement. All the 
UN organs' resolutions on economic sanctions are similar in 
content and are not deterrent enough. These resolutions are 
soft laws advising targeting and targeted countries to respect 
human rights. However, no international accountability 
system is established for countries which impose economic 
sanctions and do not conform to these laws. According to 
General Comment no 14 ICESCR, effective judicial and 
appropriate remedies at national and international levels 
should be provided for people whose rights are violated.20 

Even following dissemination of the report of the Special 
Rapporteur on Human Rights and UN General Secretary 
about humanitarian effects of sanctions on Iran, the imposing 
countries were not compelled to lift sanctions. The UN 
as a "center for harmonizing the actions of nations in the 
attainment of peace"16 should take a clear position about 
bilateral sanctions or "measures" such as these, imposed 
arbitrarily by countries or groups of countries against another 
one. 
Moreover, in the case of Iran, humanitarian exemptions were 
decided too late, while the process of implementation of the 
exemptions was not clear. Prior to the imposition of sanctions, 
an international order for the protection of people should be 
established and some international intermediate organizations 
and certain companies and financial institutions should be 
designated to facilitate the implementation of exemptions. 
Furthermore, the effects of sanctions should be continuously 
monitored; if basic human rights are affected, the sanctions 
should be reviewed. Economie sanctions in their current 
method of implementation are "collective punishment" and 
violation of all human rights treaties. By putting such great 
pressure on the population of a country, other countries 
will not also be safe. The prevalence of diseases and internal 
conflicts in a country, as results of economic sanctions, 
are threats to international health and peace. People who 
find their rights violated seek asylums in other countries. 
Considering human rights approach in foreign policies might 
be a better solution than economic sanctions for resolving 
international disputes. 
Recently, a proposal is suggested by imposing countries to 
lift sanctions on Iran due to a shift in Iran's nuclear policies. 
However, the adverse consequences of economic sanctions 
have already taken place and will take a long time to be 

alleviated, if not impossible. The social impact of economic 
sanctions against Iran may extend beyond the sanction period 
because the costs of imposing sanctions exceed the benefits of 
lifting sanctions. Moreover, lifting sanctions necessarily will 
not lead to improving living standards and welfare oflranians 
if this country does not invest more on the population. After 
improving access to medicine and allocating more fonds to 
health system, now, Iran needs to make considerable efforts 
to improve the living conditions of the people, especially 
the poor and children by using all the necessary means 
and recourses available. In addition, this country must 
consider new policies to protect civilians from the violation 
of their rights in similar situations. Imposing countries and 
the international community are also responsible for the 
humanitarian consequences of their actions and should aid 
Iran by any appropriate or necessary means to alleviate the 
situation and to allow Iranians to enjoy their human rights 

which have been affected by the sanctions. 
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to improve the living conditions of the people, especially 
the poor and children by using all the necessary means 
and recourses available. In addition, this country must 
consider new policies to protect civilians from the violation 
of their rights in similar situations. Imposing countries and 
the international community are also responsible for the 
humanitarian consequences of their actions and should aid 
Iran by any appropriate or necessary means to alleviate the 
situation and to allow Iranians to enjoy their human rights 
which have been affected by the sanctions. 
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Abstract 
Background: It has been argued that economic sanctions and the economic crisis have adversely affected access to drugs. 

Aim: To assess the impact of economic sanctions on the Iranian banking system in 2011 and Central Bank in 2012 on access 
to and use of drugs for noncommunicable diseases (NCDs). 

Methods:An interrupted time series study assessed the effects of sanctions on drugs for diabetes (s drug groups), asthma 
(5 drug groups), cancer (14 drugs) and multiple sclerosis (2 drugs). We extracted data from national reference databases 
on the list of drugs on the Iranian pharmaceutical market before 2011 for each selected NCD and their monthly sales. 
For cancer drugs, we used stratified random sampling by volume and value of sales, and source of supply (domestic or 
imported). Data were analysed monthly from 2008 to 2013. 

Results: Market availability of 13 of 26 drugs was significantly reduced. Ten other drugs showed nonsignificant reductions 
in their market availability. Interferon a2b usage reduced from 0.014 defined daily doses per 1000 inhabitants per day 
(DID) in 2010 to 0.008 in 2013; and cytarabine from 1.40 mg per 1000 population per day in 2010 to 0.96 in 2013. Selective 
~2-adrenoreceptor agonists usage reduced from 8-4 to 6.8 DID in the same time period. 

Conclusion: There is strong evidence that sanctions have had a negative effect on access to drugs, particularly those that 
depended on the import of their raw material or finished products. 
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Introduction 
Access to drugs is one of the main goals of all health 
systems (1). Many countries face important challenges 
in the provision of access to drugs, particularly for the 
treatment of noncommunicable diseases (NCDs) (2). 
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), 
prevention and control of NCDs is a major challenge to 
achieve Sustainable Development Goals and universal 
health coverage (3). NCDs have a high prevalence and 
burden, therefore, ensuring access to essential drugs to 
control them is vital for health systems to achieve their 
objectives and reduce costs. Factors outside the health 
systems can negatively or positively affect access to 
drugs; however, such factors have not received adequate 
attention in research studies (4). 

After the imposition of economic sanctions upon 
the Islamic Republic of Iran, concerns were raised about 
potential public health implications, and in particular, 
access to drugs. The sanctions were expanded and reached 
their height by targeting the banking system and the 
Central Bank of Iran ( CBI) in 2011 and 2012, respectively. 
There were many reports of drug shortages and public 

42 

concern about patients' difficulties in accessing essential 
drugs (5). Adequate access to drugs depends on a myriad 
of individual and systemic factors that include: individual 
need and demand for drugs; availability of drugs in the 
health sector; and appropriate distribution, prescribing 
and affordability of drugs at the time of use (6). The 
negative impact of economic hardship on health systems 
and public health has been reported in several countries, 
regardless of the source of the hardship (7). Despite the 
daim that sanctions only target political aspects, some 
studies have suggested that they may affect the general 
population (8-n). Although countries may use a plethora 
of policies to avert the negative impact of economic 
hardship on health systems and access to drugs, such 
policies may not succeed in ensuring continuation of 
access at the level achieved without economic hardship 
(7,12,13). 

NCD drugs have a critical role in attaining universal 
health coverage, which ensures access to effective, high
quality and affordable health services (3). According to 
the framework introduced by WHO, there are 4 factors 
that affect access to medicines: rational selection and 
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of individual and systemic factors that include: individual 
need and demand for drugs; availability of drugs in the 
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and affordability of drugs at the time of use (6). The 
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hardship on health systems and access to drugs, such 
policies may not succeed in ensuring continuation of 
access at the level achieved without economic hardship 
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health coverage, which ensures access to effective, high 
quality and affordable health services (3). According to 
the framework introduced by WHO, there are 4 factors 
that affect access to medicines: rational selection and 
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use of drugs, affordable prices, sustainable financing 
and reliable health and supply systems (14). Economie 
sanctions can influence the size of an economy and 
lead to a downturn through limitation of import and 
export activities and creation of difficulties in financial 
transactions. Consequently, countries under economic 
sanctions will face a lack of sources in different areas 
including health, and several studies have illustrated 
direct and indirect impacts of the economic crisis on 
public health (9,13). Economie sanctions can also lead 
to inflation, decreased household spending and health 
insurance system dysfonction (due to financial pressure 
as a result of increasing costs). Although the Islamic 
Republic of Iran has its own domestic pharmaceutical 
industry that produces a large proportion of drugs 
for NCDs, and despite growth in recent years, it is 
still dependent on imported drugs, raw materials and 
intermediates (15). Import restrictions cause problems 
for the health sector in ensuring a sustainable supply 
system (16,17). Despite imposition of economic sanctions 
against other countries in recent decades, there is little 
to no robust research evidence assessing the impact of 
sanctions on access to drugs. 

In this study, we used interrupted time series analyses 
to assess the impact of economic sanctions on access to 
NCDs medicines in the Islamic Republic of Iran. 

Methods 
Study design 

Economie sanctions were imposed upon the Iranian 
banking system and CBI in 2011 and 2012, respectively. 
An interrupted time series model was used to assess the 
immediate and gradual effects of these sanctions on the 
monthly availability of drugs. 

Selection of therapeutic groups 

As NCD drugs usually follow steady trends in utilization, 
any significant change could be a result of problems in 
their supply chain (18). To obtain a better picture of the 
impact of economic sanctions on access to drugs, we 
selected a sample of therapeutic groups based on the 
following criteria. (1) More prevalent diseases. Due to 
high utilization of drugs for such diseases, any drug 
shortages will have a negative impact on public health. (2) 
Requirement for expensive imported drugs, to assess the 
impact of sanctions on importation. (3) Existing domestic 
drug production, to assess the degree of independence of 
the domestic pharmaceutical industry. (4) Existence of 
reports about drug shortage (5,19). We selected 4 groups 
of drugs, for treatment of asthma, diabetes (20), cancer 
and multiple sclerosis (21,22). 

Selection of drugs 

Drugs that were available in the Iranian pharmaceutical 
market before 2010 were extracted from the national 
pharmaceutical sales statistics database (in Farsi known 
as: Arnarnameh Daroii Iran) for selected NCD drugs. This 
was to ensure that the drugs were on the market prior 
to the sanctions. Monthly sales data for 2008-2013 were 
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gathered for all important drugs for diabetes, asthma 
and multiple sclerosis. Cancer drugs were selected using 
a random stratified approach in which volume of sales, 
monetary value of sales, and domestic production or 
import of drugs were used for stratification. 

Data sources 

There are two reliable pharmaceutical databases: Iran 
Drug List and Amarnameh Daroii Iran, which are 
published by the Food and Drug Administration of the 
Islamic Republic of Iran (Iran FDA). We used the Iran 
Drug List to identify the drugs that are approved by Iran 
FDA, and we used Arnarnameh Daroii Iran to obtain the 
monetary value and volume of sales of all selected NCD 
drugs, and whether they were recorded in generic or 
brand names. 

Data preparation 

Value and volume of sales for each drug in each month 
were harmonized based on the generic name, dosage 
form, dose and type of supply (domestic/imported). Data 
errors were identified and rectified. Defined daily dose 
(DDD) indicator was used to standardize the value and 
volume sales data. DDD for each drug was extracted from 
the latest version of Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical 
(ATC) Classification System and DDD assignment 
guidelines (2013) obtained from the WHO website (23). 
DDD alterations were considered using the list available 
on the WHO website (24). The only change in DDD was 
for gliclazide, which was modified to 60 mg from 160 mg 
in 2011. For each month, the number of DDDs per 1000 
population per day (DID) was calculated as a proxy to 
assess the availability of drugs in the national market 
(25). For drugs in the cancer group, except tamoxifen, 
raloxifene and interferon a2b, there were no identified 
DDDs, therefore, according to the WHO recommendation, 
the daily consumption was calculated in milligrams per 
1000 inhabitants (23). For combined inhalers that had no 
DDD, the unit dose index was obtained as described by 
the WHO (26). 

Taking into account the substitution probability of 
drugs with similar therapeutic effects, th ose for treatment 
of diabetes and asthma were assessed based on their ATC 
classification; for the multiple sclerosis group, interferon 
~2a and interferon ~2b were analysed; and for the cancer 
group, due to different methods of use and treatment 
protocols, drugs were assessed individually (Table 1). 

Data analysis 

Our sample included 68 monthly data from 2008 to 
2013; that is, 36 months before and 32 after the banking 
system sanctions, and 48 months before and 20 
after the CBI sanctions. This enabled us to assess the 
immediate and gradual effects of sanctions on access 
to drugs using interrupted time series analysis. Several 
diagnostic analyses were conducted. The Durbin -
Watson parameter between 1.88 and 2.08 was acceptable 
in this model (27) and parameters outwith this range 
were corrected using ARIMA (autoregressive integrated 
moving average) models. To determine the stationary 
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Table 1 List of drugs for noncommunicable diseases included in the study 

Biguanides 

Sulfonylureas 

Thiazolidinediones 
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Metformin 

Glibenclamide, gliclazide 

Pioglitazone 

A10BA 

A10BB 

A10BG 

A10BX 

A10A 

Other blood glucose lowering drugs, excluding insulins 

Insulins and analogues 

Repaglinide 

NPH, Regular, Aspart, Glargine, Biphasic isophane 

Selective ~2-adrenoreceptor agonists 

Glucocorticoids 

Anticholinergics 

Salbutamol, salmeterol, formoterol 

Budesonide, beclomethasone 

Ipratropium bromide 

Adrenergics in combination with corticosteroids or other 
drugs, excluding anticholinergics 

Salmeterol/fluticasone, formoterol/budesonide, 
salbutamol/beclomethasone 

Adrenergics in combination with anticholinergics Salbutamol/ipratropium bromide 

Lo1XE Protein kinase inhibitors Imatininb 

Lo1XE Protein kinase inhibitors Erlotininb 

Lo1BB Purine analogues Cladribine 

Lo1BB Purine analogues Fludarabine phosphate 

Lo1BC Pyrimidine analogues Cytarabine 

Lo1BC Pyrimidine analogues Capecitabine 

Go3XC Selective estrogen receptor modula tors Raloxifene 

Lo2BA Antiestrogens Tamoxifen 

Lo2AE Gonadotropin releasing hormone analogues Busereline acetate 

Lo1CD Taxanes Docetaxel 

Lo1DA Actinomycines Dactinomycin 

Lo3AB Interferons Interferon uzb 

Lo1DB Anthracyclines and related substances Daunorubicin 

Lo1XX Other antineoplastic agents Estramustine sodium phosphate 

"Due ta different DDDs and treatment approaches usedforthe prescription of interferon/3-rn and/3-1b, they were analysed separately. 
bDue ta non-defined DDDs formany caner medicines and/ordifferent indications, cancer medicines insomeATC classification were analysed separately. 

DDD = defined daily dose; INN= InternationalNonproprietary Name. 

status of the series we used the Dicky-Fuller test, and to 

assess heteroscedasticity in the residuals, the White test 

was applied. When heteroscedasticity was detected, the 

generalized least squares technique was used (28). The 

impact of each sanction in 2011 and 2012 was assessed 

separately. Markov and Chaw breakpoint tests were 

applied to determine which sanction had the greatest 

impact on drug availability.As the sale of drugs in the first 

month of each year (in Iranian calendar) significantly 

reduced due to the New Year holidays in the Islamic 

Republic of Iran, it was accounted as a dummy variable 

in the model. 
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Results 
Twenty-six drugs (as identified according to ATC 
classification and International Nonproprietary Names) 
were entered in the model (Table 1): 14 had both domestic 
and imported types; 9 were solely imported with no 
local production; and the rest were produced locally. 
There was a significant reduction in the availability of 13 

drugs, of which 6 were solely imported. The availability 
trends of these 13 drugs are shown in Figure 1 (diabetes 
and asthma) and Figure 2 (cancer). The average use of 26 

samples based on October and November in each year 
is shown in Table 2. Ten other drugs showed reduced 
availability, although the reduction was not significant. 
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in the model. 
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Results 
Twenty-six drugs (as identified according to ATC 
classification and International Nonproprietary Names) 
were entered in the model (Table 1): 14 had both domestic 
and imported types; 9 were solely imported with no 
local production; and the rest were produced locally. 
There was a significant reduction in the availability of 13 
drugs, of which 6 were solely imported. The availability 
trends of these 13 drugs are shown in Figure 1 (diabetes 
and asthma) and Figure 2 (cancer). The average use of 26 
samples based on October and November in each year 
is shown in Table 2. Ten other drugs showed reduced 
availability, although the reduction was not significant. 
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The results of time series analysis for each therapeutic 
group were as follows. 

Diabetes group 

The thiazolidinediones were produced domestically, 
whereas the other drugs had both domestic and 
imported types (Table 3). The generalized least squares 
technique was applied for thiazolidinediones due to 
heteroskedasticity in the residuals. While there were 
no changes in availability of the 5 drug groups after 
banking system sanctions, 2 (sulfonylureas and other 
blood glucose lowering agents) demonstrated gradual 
reduction after CBI sanctions. No immediate reduction 
in availability was observed in this group. 

Asthma group 

Both domestic and imported types of all drugs were 
available (Table 3). The interrupted time series models 
for anticholinergics after both sanctions and adrenergics 
in combination with anticholinergics after the banking 
system sanctions were not significant, so their 
availability could not be assessed. The availability of 2 
drug groups was reduced during sanctions. Selective 
~2-adrenoreceptor agonists were affected by both 
sanctions and showed gradual changes in availability. No 
immediate reduction in availability was observed for any 
of the drugs. 

Multiple sclerosis group 

Interferon ~la had both domestic and imported types, 
whereas merely imported type of interferon ~1b had 
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only an imported type before 2010 (Table 3). Although 
the availability of both interferons was reduced after the 
sanctions, the results were not significant. 

Cancer group 

Two of the 14 drugs were produced domestically; 4 
were produced domestically and imported; and 8 were 
available as imported products only (Table 3). Regression 
models for daunorubicin after both sanctions and 
cytarabine after CBI sanctions were not significant, so 
their availability could not be assessed. Also, due to the 
abnormality of residuals in the raloxifene model after 
the CBI sanctions, the impact was not assessed. The 
availability of 9 drugs was reduced: 3 after the banking 
sanctions; 3 after the CBI sanctions; and 3 showed 
cumulative reductions after both sanctions. Of these 9 
drugs, 6 were only available on the market in imported 
forms (i.e., no local production). Interferon a2b and 
cytarabine demonstrated immediate changes and the 
rest shown gradual changes in availability (Table 3). Four 
other drugs had reduced availability but the change was 
not significant. 

Discussion 
We observed significant changes in the market 
availability of half the drugs studied. While both 
sanctions resulted in significant shortages, the CBI 
sanctions on their own resulted in several additional 
shortages. Six of the affected drugs were only available as 

Figure 1 Availability trends of diabetes and asthma drugs affected during 2008-2013 
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The results of time series analysis for each therapeutic 
group were as follows. 
Diabetes group 
The thiazolidinediones were produced domestically, 
whereas the other drugs had both domestic and 
imported types (Table 3). The generalized least squares 
technique was applied for thiazolidinediones due to 
heteroskedasticity in the residuals. While there were 
no changes in availability of the 5 drug groups after 
banking system sanctions, 2 (sulfonylureas and other 
blood glucose lowering agents) demonstrated gradual 
reduction after CBI sanctions. No immediate reduction 
in availability was observed in this group. 
Asthma group 
Both domestic and imported types of all drugs were 
available (Table 3). The interrupted time series models 
for anticholinergics after both sanctions and adrenergics 
in combination with anticholinergics after the banking 
system sanctions were not significant, so their 
availability could not be assessed. The availability of 2 
drug groups was reduced during sanctions. Selective 
~2-adrenoreceptor agonists were affected by both 
sanctions and showed gradual changes in availability. No 
immediate reduction in availability was observed for any 
of the drugs. 
Multiple sclerosis group 
Interferon B1a had both domestic and imported types, 
whereas merely imported type of interferon [1b had 

only an imported type before 2010 (Table 3). Although 
the availability of both interferons was reduced after the 
sanctions, the results were not significant. 
Cancer group 
Two of the 14 drugs were produced domestically; 4 
were produced domestically and imported; and 8 were 
available as imported products only (Table 3). Regression 
models for daunorubicin after both sanctions and 
cytarabine after CBI sanctions were not significant, so 
their availability could not be assessed. Also, due to the 
abnormality of residuals in the raloxifene model after 
the CBI sanctions, the impact was not assessed. The 
availability of 9 drugs was reduced: 3 after the banking 
sanctions; 3 after the CBI sanctions; and 3 showed 
cumulative reductions after both sanctions. Of these 9 
drugs, 6 were only available on the market in imported 
forms (i.e., no local production). Interferon a2b and 
cytarabine demonstrated immediate changes and the 
rest shown gradual changes in availability (Table 3). Four 
other drugs had reduced availability but the change was 
not significant. 

Discussion 
We observed significant changes in the market 
availability of half the drugs studied. While both 
sanctions resulted in significant shortages, the CBI 
sanctions on their own resulted in several additional 
shortages. Six of the affected drugs were only available as 
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Table 2 Availability of drugs during 2008-2013 

Biguanides 4.659 5.256 10.141 5-457 9.530 14-431 

Sulfonylureas 13-482 11.808 21.103 10.952 23.585 11.367 

Thiazolidinediones 0.270 0.421 1.405 1.008 1.105 1.453 

Glucose lowering drugs, excluding insulin 0.095 0.067 0.376 0.353 0.655 0.048 

Insulins and analogues 1.293 1.410 2.996 2.060 2.509 2.749 

Selective ~2-adrenoreceptor agonists" 10.342 11.285 8-400 12.829 8.722 6.817 

Glucocorticoids" 0-416 0.578 0.482 0.648 0.947 0.614 

Anticholinergics" 0-452 0.542 0.166 0.537 0.505 0.277 

Adrenergics with corticosteroids or others, excluding 0.923 0.804 0.953 0.969 1.531 0.798 
anticholinergicsb 

Adrenergics with anticholinergicsb 0.124 0.227 0.123 0.132 0.175 0.088 

Interferon ~la 0.278 0.241 0.340 0-428 0-490 0.289 

Interferon ~1b 0.169 0.044 0.037 0.059 0.045 0.012 

Interferon u2b" 0.013 0.014 0.014 0.008 0.009 0.008 

Raloxifene 0.124 0.159 0.163 0.191 0.226 0.095 

Tamoxifen" 0.279 0.261 0.276 0.307 0-403 0.335 

Busereline acetate' 0.009 0.005 0.008 0.009 0.007 0.008 

Cladribine' 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 

Cytarabine' 0.638 0.744 1.401 0.294 2.131 0.963 

Dactinomycin' 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0000 

Docetaxel' 0.123 0.098 0.203 0.139 0.262 0.169 

Erlotinib' 0.064 0.063 0.129 0.067 0.042 0.051 

Estramustine sodium phosphate' 0.019 0.108 0.088 0.093 0.000 0.000 

Fludarabine phosphate' 0.019 0.015 0.023 0.002 0.018 0.004 

Imatinib' 0.513 8.708 10.422 5.185 16.801 2.761 

Capecitabine' 20.258 40.166 39.672 43.841 10.987 6-463 

Daunorubicin' 0.0293 0.013 0.013 0.012 0.019 0.003 

Values denote the average use for October and November of each year. 

"Reported values in DIDs. 
bReported values in unit doses per 1000 population per day. 

'Reported values in milligrams per 1000 population perday. 

Table 3 Immediate and graduai effects of sanctions on diabetic, asthma, multiple sclerosis and cancer groupsa 

Biguanides B 2.09 (< 0.01) 0.04 (0.24) 0.64(0-47) -0.004 (0.95) 

Sulfonylureas B 3.77 (0.06) -0.14 (0.16) 2.85 (0.2) -0.37 (0.02) 

Thiazolidinediones D 0.05 (0.54) -0.003 (0-44) -0.06 (0.51) -0.0009 (o.88) 

Other blood glucose B 0.16 (0.08) -0.007 (0.18) 0.21 (0.01) -0.02 ( < 0.01) 
lowering drugs, excluding 
insulins 

Insulins and analogues B 0.15 (0.63) 0.02 (0.13) 0.26 (0-47) 0.001 (0.95) 
- - - -
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Table 3 Immediate and graduai effects of sanctions on diabetic, asthma, multiple sclerosis and cancer groupsa (concluded) 

Selective ~2-adrenoreceptor 
agonists 

Glucocorticoids 

Anticholinergics 

Adrenergics in combination 
with corticosteroids or other 
drugs, excl. anticholinergics 

Adrenergics in combination 
with anticholinergics 

Interferon ~la 

Interferon u2b 

Busereline acetate 

Cladribine 

Cytarabine 

Dactinomycin 

Docetaxel 

Erlotininb 

Estramustine sodium 
phosphate 

Fludarabine phosphate 

Imatininb 

Capecitabine 

Daunorubicin 

Raloxifene 

Tamoxifen 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

D 

B 

B 

B 

B 

D 

0.92 (0.64) -0.36 (< 0.01) 

0.10 (0.52) 0.01 (0.25) 

Nonsignificant ITS Nonsignificant ITS 
mode! mode! 

3.19 (0.02) -0.12 (0.11) 

Nonsignificant ITS Nonsignificant ITS 
mode! mode! 

-0.03 (0.71) -0.004 (0.39) 

-0.35 (0.03) 0.01 (0.19) 

-0-48 (0.29) 0.01(0-44) 

0.0001 (0.39) -0.0000 (0.01) 

-0.71 (0.02) -0.02 (0.09) 

0.0000 (0.94) -0.0000 (0.14) 

0.07 (0.10) -0.004 (0.06) 

0.01 (0.42) -0.006 (< 0.01) 

0.004 (0.93) -0.008 (0.002) 

-0.005 (0.19) -0.0003 (0.16) 

-4.04 (0.39) -0.17 (0-48) 

1.30 (0.91) -0.44(0-49) 

Nonsignificant ITS Nonsignificant ITS 
mode! mode! 

0.03 (0.01) -0.003 (< 0.01) 

-0.04 (0.16) 0.005 ( < 0.01) 

-1.30 (0.56) -0.38 (0.02) 

-0.03 (o.86) 0.009 (0.53) 

Nonsignificant ITS Nonsignificant ITS 
mode! mode! 

-1.54 (0.38) -0.08 (0.54) 

0.16 (0.05) -0.01 (0.04) 

-0.06 (0.57) -0.005 (0-48) 

-0-43 (0.02) 0.01 (0-43) 

0.0002 (0.93) 0.0002 (0.35) 

-0.0001 (0.25) -0.0000 (0.15) 

Nonsignificant ITS Nonsignificant ITS 
mode! mode! 

1.42 (< 0.01) -0.09 (< 0.01) 

0.05 (0.24) -0.01 (0.002) 

-0-48 (0.15) -0.09 (< 0.01) 

-0.01 (0.82) -0.009 (0.04) 

-0.0003 (o.66) -0.0003 (0.30) 

6.32 (0.24) -0.90 (0.05) 

22.22 (0.10) -2.30 (0.08) 

Nonsignificant ITS Nonsignificant ITS 
mode! mode! 

Abnormality of Abnormali ty of 
residuals residuals 

0.002 (0.93) 0.007 (< 0.01) 

"Results of ITS analysis of impact of sanctions on diabetes, asthma, multiple sclerosis and selected cancer drugs. 

B = bath; CBI = Central Bank of Iran; D = domestic; I =: imported; ITS = interrupted rime series. 

imports and not produced by local companies; 1 was 
produced domestically and there was no imported type on 
the market; and both domestic and imported types of the 
other drugs were present. Long-term reduction in drug 
availability was more frequent than immediate reduction 
after both sanctions. Iran FDA tried to maintain the drug 
supply system by implementing immediate and urgent 
policies, but continuing sanctions and their impacts 
on different sectors of the country affected availability 
of drugs in line with their dependency on imports and 
foreign transactions. Cancer and asthma groups showed 
the greatest reduction in drug availability. The availability 
of 10 other drugs was reduced but not significantly, which 
may have been due to the power of the model. 

Our results demonstrated that access to drugs in the 
Islamic Republic of Iran has been affected by economic 

sanctions, and national/international news media have 
broadcast the problems that patients have in accessing 
drugs, especially for cancer and asthma (5). Our study 
backs the daims that economic sanctions and crises have 
negative impacts on the health sector and particularly on 
access to drugs, as suggested in previous studies from the 
Islamic Republic of Iran and other countries (5,8-n). 

Economie sanctions have both direct and indirect 
negative impacts on health systems, which can be 
exacerbated by weaknesses in management (29). In the 
pharmaceutical sector, economic sanctions, in addition 
to influencing the size of the economy, could reveal other 
weak points, including inadequate supply management 
system, weaknesses in policy-making and public/private 
opportunism in drug supply. So, our findings could have 
been a result of the direct and/or indirect impacts of the 
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Table 3 Immediate and gradual effects of sanctions on diabetic, asthma, multiple sclerosis and cancer groups• (concluded) 

Selective [2-adrenoreceptor B 0.92 (0.64) -0.36 (< 0.01) -1.30 (0.56) -0.38 (0.02) 
agonists 

Glucocorticoids B 0.10 (0.52) 0.01 (0.25) -0.03 (0.86) 0.009 (0.53) 

Anticholinergics B Nonsignificant ITS Nonsignificant ITS Nonsignificant ITS Nonsignificant ITS 
model model model model 

Adrenergics in combination B 3.19 (0.02) -0.12 (0.11) -154 (0.38) -0.08 (0.54) 
with corticosteroids or other 
drugs, excl. anticholinergics 

Adrenergics in combination B Nonsignificant ITS Nonsignificant ITS 0.16 (0.05) -0.01(0.04) 
with anticholinergics model model 

Interferon [1a B -0.03(0.71) -0.004 (0.39) -0.06 (0.57) -0.005 (0.48) 

Interferon [1b 0.01 (0.57) -0.0009 (0.43) 0.01 (0.59) -0.002 (0.19) 

Interferon a2b 

Busereline acetate 

Cladribine 

Cytarabine 

Dactinomycin 

Docetaxel 

Erlotininb 

Estramustine sodium 
phosphate 

Fludarabine phosphate 

Imatininb 

Capecitabine 

Daunorubicin 

Raloxifene 

Tamoxifen 

D 

B 

B 

B 

B 

D 

-0.35 (0.03) 0.01 (0.19) -0.43 (0.02) 0.01 (0.43) 

-0.48 (0.29) 0.01 (0.44) 0.0002 (0.93) 0.0002 (0.35) 

0.0001 (0.39) -0.0000 (0.01) -0.0001 (0.25) -0.0000 (0.15) 

-0.71(0.02) -0.02 (0.09) Nonsignificant ITS Nonsignificant ITS 
model model 

0.0000 (0.94) -0.0000 (0.14) 1.42 (<0.01) -0.09 (< 0.01) 

0.07 (0.10) -0.004 (0.06) 0.05 (0.24) -0.01 (0.002) 

0.01 (0.42) -0.006(< 0.01) -0.48 (0.15) -0.09 (< 0.01) 

0.004 (0.93) -0.008 (0.002) -0.01 (0.82) -0.009 (0.04) 

-0.005 (0.19) -0.0003 (0.16) -0.0003 (0.66) -0.0003 (0.30) 

-4.04 (0.39) -0.17 (0.48) 6.32 (0.24) -0.90 (0.05) 

1.30 (0.91) -0.44 (0.49) 22.22 (0.10) -2.30 (0.08) 

Nonsignificant ITS Nonsignificant ITS Nonsignificant ITS Nonsignificant ITS 
model model model model 

0.03 (0.01) -0.003 (< 0.01) Abnormality of Abnormality of 
residuals residuals 

-0.04 (0.16) 0.005 (< 0.01) 0.002 (0.93) 0.007 (< 0.01) 

·Results of ITS analysis of impact of sanctions on diabetes, asthma, multiple sclerosis and selected cancer drugs. 
B=both; CBI= Central Bank of Iran; D = domestic; I =:imported; ITS = interrupted time series. 

imports and not produced by local companies; 1 was 
produced domestically and there was no imported type on 
the market; and both domestic and imported types of the 
other drugs were present. Long-term reduction in drug 
availability was more frequent than immediate reduction 
after both sanctions. Iran FDA tried to maintain the drug 
supply system by implementing immediate and urgent 
policies, but continuing sanctions and their impacts 
on different sectors of the country affected availability 
of drugs in line with their dependency on imports and 
foreign transactions. Cancer and asthma groups showed 
the greatest reduction in drug availability. The availability 
of 10 other drugs was reduced but not significantly, which 
may have been due to the power of the model. 

Our results demonstrated that access to drugs in the 
Islamic Republic of Iran has been affected by economic 

sanctions, and national/international news media have 
broadcast the problems that patients have in accessing 
drugs, especially for cancer and asthma (5). Our study 
backs the claims that economic sanctions and crises have 
negative impacts on the health sector and particularly on 
access to drugs, as suggested in previous studies from the 
Islamic Republic of Iran and other countries (5,8-11). 

Economic sanctions have both direct and indirect 
negative impacts on health systems, which can be 
exacerbated by weaknesses in management (29). In the 
pharmaceutical sector, economic sanctions, in addition 
to influencing the size of the economy, could reveal other 
weak points, including inadequate supply management 
system, weaknesses in policy-making and public/private 
opportunism in drug supply. So, our findings could have 
been a result of the direct and/or indirect impacts of the 
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economic sanctions. This is confirmed by the fluctuation 
in drug availability in the Iranian pharmaceutical 
market since 2011, which has led to lack of drug supply 
sustainability. However, some of the shortages could be 
prevented by appropriate management and applying the 
right policies. Previous studies have shown that adequate 
supply chain management can mitigate the negative 
impacts of sanctions in other countries such as Cuba 
(30,31). 

Several studies have reported drug shortages in the 
Islamic Republic of Iran during the economic sanctions, 
and some have discussed patients' problems and lack of 
access to drugs (16,32-35). It is clear from our study that 
access to drugs has been affected by the recent economic 
sanctions in the Islamic Republic of Iran; availability of 
drugs for some diseases, such as asthma and cancer, has 
been affected more severely, causing major problems 
to patients. It seems that the availability of these drugs 
was reduced dramatically due to their dependency on 
importing their raw materials or finished products. 

Most of the previous studies that have assessed the 
impact of economic sanctions and crises on the health 
sector were descriptive. The present study is believed 
to be the first empirical study using robust research 
methods to measure the impact of economic sanctions 
on access to drugs. Time series methods are the 
strongest models to assess the impact of interventions 
on nonrandomized samples and this model enabled us to 
assess both immediate and long-term effects of economic 
sanctions on access to drugs. There were limitations to 
our study, including inability of the method to predict the 
future; the power of the model in some drug samples; and 
inability to distinguish between real drug shortages from 
those caused by demand due to market inflammation 
(i.e., limitation in drug availability due to overpurchasing 
or overprescribing as a result of concerns over future lack 
of drugs). 

Conclusion 
Our study showed that drugs cannot be separated from 
international economic sanctions and every economic 
crisis can affect public health and access to health care. It 
is worth noting that availability of some of the drugs 
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was not reduced, so policy-makers should consider the 
whole market to gain an accurate picture. Sanctions 
and economic hardship affected access to drugs in two 
ways. First, sanctions may hamper an expected increase 
in the use of drugs. The use of many drugs has been 
increasing globally (including the Islamic Republic of 
Iran) as a result of improvements in access or increase 
in population needs (e.g., due to ageing). As we used 
a time-series approach, we were able to measure the 
likely increasing trends in drug use and the effects 
of sanctions on it. Second, sanctions may reduce the 
absolute availability and use of the drugs. Although we 
found that the impact of economic sanctions on access 
to drugs did not follow a general pattern, imported drugs 
and those with imported raw materials were more likely 
to be affected. Countries should have programmes to 
fortify their domestic pharmaceutical industry and to 
support them for production of essential drugs from 
start to finish, and identify alternative sources of supply 
intimes of need. Appropriate supply chain management 
can reduce market inflammation, which can exaggerate 
drug shortages. We recommend assessing the availability 
of drugs in other therapeutic groups with other models 
that can predict the future market if economic sanctions 
continue. 
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Impact des sanctions économiques sur l'accès aux médicaments pour le traitement 
des maladies non transmissibles en République islamique d'Iran 
Résumé 
Contexte: Il est allégué que les sanctions économiques et la crise économique ont affecté négativement l'accès aux 
médicaments. 

Objectif: Évaluer l'impact des sanctions économiques imposées au système bancaire en 2011, et à la Banque centrale en 
2012, sur l'accès et sur l'utilisation des médicaments pour le traitement des maladies non transmissibles (MNT). 

Méthodes: Une étude des séries chronologiques interrompues a permis d'évaluer les effets des sanctions sur les 
médicaments contre le diabète (cinq groupes de produits), l'asthme (cinq groupes de produits), le cancer (14 produits) 
et la sclérose en plaques (deux produits). La liste de médicaments qui se trouvaient sur le marché pharmaceutique 
en République islamique d'Iran avant 2011 pour chaque MNT sélectionnée, ainsi que les données sur le nombre de 
ventes par mois associées, ont été extraites des bases de données de référence nationales. Pour les médicaments 
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supply chain management can mitigate the negative 
impacts of sanctions in other countries such as Cuba 
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been affected more severely, causing major problems 
to patients. It seems that the availability of these drugs 
was reduced dramatically due to their dependency on 
importing their raw materials or finished products. 

Most of the previous studies that have assessed the 
impact of economic sanctions and crises on the health 
sector were descriptive. The present study is believed 
to be the first empirical study using robust research 
methods to measure the impact of economic sanctions 
on access to drugs. Time series methods are the 
strongest models to assess the impact of interventions 
on nonrandomized samples and this model enabled us to 
assess both immediate and long-term effects of economic 
sanctions on access to drugs. There were limitations to 
our study, including inability of the method to predict the 
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or overprescribing as a result of concerns over future lack 
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was not reduced, so policy-makers should consider the 
whole market to gain an accurate picture. Sanctions 
and economic hardship affected access to drugs in two 
ways. First, sanctions may hamper an expected increase 
in the use of drugs. The use of many drugs has been 
increasing globally (including the Islamic Republic of 
Iran) as a result of improvements in access or increase 
in population needs (e.g., due to ageing). As we used 
a time-series approach, we were able to measure the 
likely increasing trends in drug use and the effects 
of sanctions on it. Second, sanctions may reduce the 
absolute availability and use of the drugs. Although we 
found that the impact of economic sanctions on access 
to drugs did not follow a general pattern, imported drugs 
and those with imported raw materials were more likely 
to be affected. Countries should have programmes to 
fortify their domestic pharmaceutical industry and to 
support them for production of essential drugs from 
start to finish, and identify alternative sources of supply 
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Contexte : II est all~gu~ que les sanctions ~conomiques et la crise ~conomique ont affect~ n~gativement l'acc~s aux 
m~dicaments. 
Objectif : ~valuer l'impact des sanctions ~conomiques impos~es au syst~me bancaire en 2011, et ~ la Banque centrale en 
2012, sur l'acc~s et sur l'utilisation des m~dicaments pour le traitement des maladies non transmissibles (MNT). 
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m~dicaments contre le diab~te (cinq groupes de produits), l'asthme (cinq groupes de produits), le cancer (14 produits) 
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anticancéreux, nous avons utilisé une méthode d'échantillonnage aléatoire stratifié par volume, valeur de ventes et 
source d'approvisionnement (domestique ou importée). Les données ont été analysées sur une base mensuelle entre 2008 
et 2013. 

Résultats : La disponibilité sur le marché de 13 échantillons sur 26 a été considérablement réduite. Dix autres 
médicaments ne montraient aucune réduction significative à cet égard. L'utilisation de l'interféron a-2B est passée de 
0,014 dose journalière définie (DDD) pour 1000 personnes en 2010 à 0,008 en 2013. La cytarabine a quant à elle chuté de 
1,40 milligramme pour 1000 personnes par jour en 2010 à 0,96 en 2013. De la même manière, l'utilisation d'agonistes ~-2 
adrénergiques sélectifs est passée de 8,4 DDD à 6,8 sur la même période de temps. 

Conclusions : Des preuves solides montrent que l'accès aux médicaments a été négativement impacté, en particulier les 
médicaments qui dépendaient de l'importation de matières premières ou de produits finis. 
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IN THE NAME OF GOD 

Summary Results of the Consumer Price Index for Ali Urban Consumers in Iran 

Farvardin 1397 

Groups 

General Index 

Major Groups: 

1- Food and Beverages 

2- Tobacco 

3- Clothing and Footwear 

(1395=100) 

4- Housing, Water, Electricity, Gas and other Fuels 

5- Furnishings, Household Equipment and Routine
Household Maintenance 

6- Health 

7- Transport 

8- Communication 

9- Recreation and Culture 

10- Education 

11- Restaurants and Hotels 

12- Miscellaneous Goods and Services 

Special Groups: 

1- Goods 

2- Services 

Increase -b 
no change or virtually unchanged <=> 
Decrease ...(f' 

Percent change compared to 

previous month 

0.8 3 

1.7 3 
2.4 # 
0.6 3 
0.4 3 
1.1 3 
0.4 3 
0.8 3 
0.8 3 
2.8 # 
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1.1 3 
1.7 3 

1.4 # 
0.2 3 

similar month of 
the previous year 

7.9 3 

5.0 3 
20.6 3 

5.9 3 
8.8 3 

10.5 3 
8.6 3 
7.9 3 
2.4 3 

14.7 3 
14.1 3 
11.0 3 
14.8 3 

6.1 

9.8 
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Consumer Price Index for Ali Urban Consumers in Iran 

Farvardin 1397 

(1395=100) 

The Consumer Price Index (CPI) increased 0.8 percent in Farvardin 1397\. The 

index level of 115.6 was 7.9 percent higher than in Farvardin 1396. 

The inflation rate has advanced 9.2 percent over the last twelve months. 

The food and beverages index increased 1.7 percent in Farvardin, mainly due to 

the increases in the indices for fresh fruits (except banana and watermelon) by 

5.4 percent, meat 3.3 percent, ground vegetables (except zucchini and green beans) 

5.4 percent, rice 1.7 percent, lettuce 30.1 percent, nuts 2.0 percent, "sugar, sugar 

lump, jam, honey, chocolate and confectionary" and "beverages" each 0.9 percent, 

biscuit, cake and cookies 1.3 percent, fish and seafood 0.8 percent, vegetable 

products 0.9 percent, oils and fats 0.3 percent, and salt, spices, sauces, condiments 

and food products 0.6 percent. Within the food and beverages group, decreases in the 

indices for egg by 10.8 percent, root vegetables 4.6 percent, watermelon 2.3 percent, 

banana 0.6 percent, pulses 0.3 percent, zucchini 2.4 percent, and green beans 

3 .4 percent were also considerable in this month. 

The index for tobacco rose 2.4 percent in Farvardin, due to the increases in the 

indices for imported cigarettes by 1.9 percent and domestic cigarettes 4.2 percent. 

The clothing and footwear index increased 0.6 percent, mostly as a result of the 

increases in the indices for ready to wear clothing by 0.5 percent, clothing materials 

2.3 percent, footwear 0.3 percent, and tailoring, cleaning and laundering wage 

0. 8 percent. 

During this month, the housing, water, electricity, gas, and other fuels index 

went up 0.4 percent which was attributed to the advances of the indices for "rental 

equivalence of owner occupied houses" and "rent of residential houses" each by 

0.4 percent, and maintenance and repair services of the dwelling 0.8 percent. 

\ The current Iranian year begins from March 21, 2018. 
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The furnishings, household equipment and routine household maintenance index 

rose 1.1 percent, largely due to the increases in the indices for household appliances 

by 1.7 percent, glassware, tableware and household utensils 1.6 percent, goods and 

services for routine household maintenance 0.8 percent, carpets and other floor 

coverings 1.5 percent, household textiles 1.7 percent, and tools and equipment for 

house 1.6 percent. 

The index for health increased 0.4 percent, mostly as a result of the increases in 

the indices for medical products, appliances and equipment by 1.0 percent and 

medical, paramedical and dental services 0.3 percent. 

The transport index went up 0.8 percent in Farvardin that was principally 

attributed to the increases in the indices for personal transport vehicles by 1.7 percent 

and operation of personal transport equipment 0.6 percent. 

The index for communication increased 0.8 percent, mostly as a result of the 

increase in the index for telephone equipment by 4.1 percent. 

The recreation and culture index turned down 2.8 percent in Farvardin, largely 

due to the decrease in the index for package holidays by 15.0 percent. Within this 

group, increases in the indices for audio-visual, photographie and information 

processing equipment by 1.8 percent, recreational and cultural services 1.5 percent, 

newspapers 18.9 percent and "other recreational item and equipment" and 

"stationary" each 0.8 percent were also considerable in this month. 

The education index was unchanged in Farvardin. 

The index for restaurants and hotels rose 1.1 percent, mainly due to the advances 

m the indices for food away from home by 1.3 percent, and catering services 

1.5 percent. The index for accommodation services decreased by 3.4 percent in this 

month. 

The miscellaneous goods and services index increased 1.7 percent in this month. 

Increases in the indices for personal care by 1.4 percent, goldsmith wage 7.2 percent, 

funeral expenses 2.6 percent, and personal effects 1. 1 percent were the major reasons 

for this rise. 
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Table 1 
Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers in Iran 

Index Numbers and Their Percent Changes 
Farvardin 1397 

(1395=100) 

Index Percent Change 
Base Number Farvardin 1397 Farvardin 1396 

Description Year m compared to compared to 
Weight Farvardin previous similar month of previous similar month of 

1397 month the previous year month the previous year 

General Index 100.0 115.6 0.8 7.9 1.1 12.7 

Major Groups and selected sub groups: 

1-Food and Beverages 25.51 120.9 1.7 5.0 3.6 23.5 

Food 24.52 120.9 1.7 4.6 4.0 24.0 

Bread and cereals 4.43 122.2 1.2 12.5 1.2 20.0 

Meat 5.31 126.6 3.3 15.3 0 19.1 

Fish and seafood 0.61 117.9 0.8 11.5 -1.6 10.8 

Dairy products and eggs 2.96 122.5 -2.9 14.3 0.7 10.5 

Oils and fats 0.84 117.1 0.3 9.0 0.4 13.4 

Fruit and nut 5.51 116.3 3.6 -8.9 9.2 44.0 

Vegetables, pulses and vegetable products 3.46 120.2 1.8 -7.2 9.4 25.5 

Sugar, sugar lump, jam,honey,chocolate and confectionary 1.05 116.8 0.9 10.5 0.8 15.1 

Salt, spices, sauces, condiments and food products 0.33 112.2 0.6 8.1 0.2 9.0 

Beverages 1.0 121.7 0.9 14.1 1.2 12.0 

2-Tobacco 0.37 121.6 2.4 20.6 0.2 12.2 

3-Clothing and Footwear 4.62 108.9 0.6 5.9 0.7 5.4 

4-Housing, Water, Electricity, Gas and other Fuels 37.05 113.3 0.4 8.8 0.4 8.2 

Rent of residential houses 7.71 113.8 0.4 9.3 0.4 8.0 

Rental equivalence of owner occupied houses 25.43 114.0 0.4 9.4 0.5 8.2 

Maintenance and repair services 1.67 112.6 0.8 8.7 0.5 8.3 

Water 0.49 100.0 0 0 0 0 

Electricity, gas and other fuels 1.75 103.4 0 0 -0.1 12.6 

5-Fumishings, Household Equipment and Routine- 4.33 114.8 1.1 10.5 0.1 6.8 

Household Maintenance 

6-Health 7.83 114.9 0.4 8.6 0.4 16.0 

7-Transpo rt 8.90 111.8 0.8 7.9 0.4 8.4 

8-Communication 2.30 108.6 0.8 2.4 0.6 8.4 

9-Recreation and Culture 2.07 120.0 -2.8 14.7 -5.0 10.0 

10-Education 2.03 119.7 0 14.1 0 10.3 

11-Restaurants and Hotels 1.82 117.7 1.1 11.0 1.3 10.2 

12-Miscellaneous Goods and Services 3.17 119.8 1.7 14.8 0.5 8.5 

Special Groups: 

1-Goods 48.45 116.4 1.4 6.1 2.2 16.0 

2-Services 51.55 114.8 0.2 9.8 0.2 9.6 
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Maintenance and repair services 1.67 112.6 0.8 8.7 0.5 8.3 

Water 0.49 100.0 0 0 0 0 

Electricity, gas and other fuels 1.75 103.4 0 0 -0.1 12.6 

5-Furnishings, Household Equipment and Routine- 4.33 114.8 1.1 10.5 0.1 6.8 
Household Maintenance 

6-Health 7.83 114.9 0.4 8.6 0.4 16.0 

7.Transport 8.90 111.8 0.8 7.9 0.4 8.4 

8-Communication 2.30 108.6 0.8 2.4 0.6 8.4 

9-Recreation and Culture 2.07 120.0 -2.8 14.7 -5.0 10.0 

10-Education 2.03 119.7 0 14.1 0 10.3 

11-Restaurants and Hotels 1.82 117.7 1.1 11.0 1.3 10.2 

12-Miscellaneous Goods and Services 3.17 119.8 1.7 14.8 0.5 8.5 

Special Groups: 

1-Goods 48.45 116.4 1.4 6.1 2.2 16.0 

2-Services 51.55 114.8 0.2 9.8 0.2 9.6 
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~ 
General Food Clothing 

Index and Tobacco and 

d Beverages Footwear 
1369 1.00 0.70 1.50 1.80 
1370 1.20 0.90 1.60 2.00 
1371 1.50 1.20 1.60 2.20 
1372 1.80 1.40 2.00 2.50 
1373 2.50 2.00 3.00 3.50 
1374 3.70 3.20 5.20 5.60 
1375 4.50 3.70 5.00 7.50 
1376 5.30 4.20 5.50 8.50 
1377 6.30 5.20 7.10 9.00 
1378 7.50 6.40 9.20 9.50 
1379 8.50 6.90 9.20 10.40 
1380 9.40 7.40 9.50 10.80 
1381 10.90 8.90 12.70 11.30 
1382 12.60 10.30 14.20 12.20 
1383 14.50 11.70 15.70 13.30 
1384 16.1 13.0 16.6 14.4 
1385 18.0 14.7 18.0 15.6 
1386 21.3 17.9 22.1 17.9 
1387 26.7 23.3 26.4 21.7 
1388 29.5 25.6 34.3 23.9 
1389 33.2 29.8 35.1 26.7 
1390 40.3 37.5 37.3 32.7 
1391 52.6 54.2 68.1 48.3 
1392 70.9 76.8 99.9 71.7 
1393 81.9 83.8 93.8 84.9 
1394 91.7 92.4 90.9 93.8 
1395 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1396 109.7 113.9 103.1 105.4 

1396: 
Farvardin 107.1 115.1 100.8 102.8 

Ordibehesht 107.1 114.3 101.7 103.3 
Khordad 107.8 115.4 102.1 103.9 

Tir 107.5 112.6 101.6 104.0 
Mordad 107.7 111.4 101.6 104.5 

Shahrivar 108.0 110.0 101.5 104.8 
Mehr 108.4 109.4 101.4 105.5 
Aban 109.8 111.4 101.5 106.5 
Azar 111.9 115.2 101.6 107.1 
Dev 112.4 115.7 101.8 107.3 

Bahman 113.4 117.2 102.4 107.2 
Esfand 114.7 118.9 118.7 108.2 
1397: 

Farvardin 115.6 120.9 121.6 108.9 

Table 2 

Consumer Price Index for Ali Urban Consumers in Iran 
General and Major Groups Index Numbers 

(1395=100) 

Housing, Water, Fumishings,Household 

Electricity, Gas Equipment and Routine Health Transport Communication 

and other Fuels Household Maintenance 
1.10 1.90 0.30 1.30 6.80 
1.3 2.00 0.40 1.70 7.80 
1.7 2.20 0.60 2.10 8.50 
2.0 2.70 0.90 2.60 10.20 
2.4 3.90 1.30 3.70 16.40 
3.1 6.00 1.70 5.30 27.60 
4.2 7.10 2.20 6.10 35.00 
5.4 7.60 2.80 7.00 37.00 
6.6 8.20 3.50 8.10 42.90 
7.8 9.40 4.30 10.30 51.30 
9.2 10.50 5.20 11.20 55.20 
11.0 10.90 6.00 12.10 55.70 
13.1 11.50 7.00 13.40 60.00 
15.6 12.60 8.20 15.20 65.80 
18.4 14.60 9.60 16.90 73.90 
20.5 16.3 11.1 17.6 72.4 
23.3 18.2 12.6 18.8 71.9 
28.2 21.2 14.8 21.4 71.8 
36.1 26.2 18.2 25.1 71.6 
40.5 27.3 21.7 26.6 71.9 
43.5 29.8 26.0 30.6 71.8 
51.4 35.3 30.4 39.0 73.1 
58.0 53.2 38.0 55.0 78.6 
69.7 81.4 52.5 67.8 84.2 
81.4 90.0 69.2 84.1 93.3 
91.3 95.1 85.7 93.4 96.6 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
108.1 108.1 110.1 106.5 105.9 

104.1 103.9 105.8 103.6 106.1 
104.6 104.4 106.2 103.5 105.4 
105.0 105.8 107.0 104.0 105.0 
105.5 106.4 107.4 104.8 105.2 
106.3 106.9 108.7 105.3 105.7 
107.2 107.8 110.0 105.9 104.9 
107.7 108.1 110.5 106.6 105.4 
109.4 108.7 111.5 106.8 105.8 
111.1 109.7 112.4 108.4 105.8 
111.4 110.6 113.1 108.8 106.6 
112.1 111.8 113.8 109.8 107.6 
112.9 113.5 114.4 110.9 107.7 

113.3 114.8 114.9 111.8 108.6 

Recreation Restaurants Miscellaneous 

and Education and Goods and 

Culture Hotels Services 
3.90 0.70 0.60 0.70 
3.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 
3.60 1.10 1.00 0.90 
4.30 1.60 1.20 1.30 
6.60 2.30 1.60 1.90 
11.70 3.40 2.40 2.80 
14.70 4.20 3.10 3.60 
15.30 4.90 3.50 4.00 
15.70 5.50 4.40 4.50 
18.60 6.50 5.40 5.50 
18.70 8.10 6.40 6.30 
18.60 10.50 7.20 7.50 
18.50 12.70 8.40 8.20 
18.60 15.10 9.80 9.80 
18.60 18.30 11.40 11.20 
19.7 21.7 12.7 12.4 
20.8 26.2 14.2 14.3 
22.5 29.9 16.6 16.7 
24.8 34.3 21.5 20.6 
27.0 39.7 24.9 23.3 
30.1 44.8 29.0 26.3 
34.5 51.1 34.2 32.1 
48.6 58.3 47.5 47.0 
65.7 65.7 66.2 70.8 
80.1 74.0 78.6 82.0 
92.1 86.2 91.4 91.2 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
110.2 111.3 111.3 110.2 

104.6 104.9 106.0 104.4 
104.7 105.0 107.2 105.2 
104.9 105.5 107.4 106.0 
105.8 105.7 108.9 107.1 
106.7 105.9 110.1 108.1 
109.6 106.2 111.2 109.2 
110.7 112.1 112.2 109.8 
110.9 112.8 112.9 110.7 
112.0 119.0 113.6 113.0 
113.3 119.6 114.5 114.4 
115.6 119.6 115.1 116.1 
123.4 119.7 116.4 117.8 

120.0 119.7 117.7 119.8 

Table 2 
Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers in Iran 

General and Major Groups Index Numbers 
(1395=100) 

z" General Food Clothing Housing, Water, Furnishings,Household Recreation Restaurants Miscellaneous 
Index and Tobacco and Electricity, Gas Equipment and Routine Health Transport Communication and Education and Goods and 

d Beverages Footwear and other Fuels Household Maintenance Culture Hotels Services 
1369 1.00 0.70 1.50 1.80 1.10 1.90 0.30 1.30 6.80 3.90 0.70 0.60 0.70 
1370 1.20 0.90 1.60 2.00 1.3 2.00 0.40 1.70 7.80 3.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 
1371 1.50 1.20 1.60 2.20 1.7 2.20 0.60 2.10 8.50 3.60 1.10 1.00 0.90 
1372 1.80 1.40 2.00 2.50 2.0 2.70 0.90 2.60 10.20 4.30 1.60 1.20 1.30 
1373 2.50 2.00 3.00 3.50 2.4 3.90 1.30 3.70 16.40 6.60 2.30 1.60 1.90 
1374 3.70 3.20 5.20 5.60 3.1 6.00 1.70 5.30 27.60 11.70 3.40 2.40 2.80 
1375 4.50 3.70 5.00 7.50 4.2 7.10 2.20 6.10 35.00 14.70 4.20 3.10 3.60 
1376 5.30 4.20 5.50 8.50 5.4 7.60 2.80 7.00 37.00 15.30 4.90 3.50 4.00 
1377 6.30 5.20 7.10 9.00 6.6 8.20 3.50 8.10 42.90 15.70 5.50 4.40 4.50 
1378 7.50 6.40 9.20 9.50 7.8 9.40 4.30 10.30 51.30 18.60 6.50 5.40 5.50 
1379 8.50 6.90 9.20 10.40 9.2 10.50 5.20 11.20 55.20 18.70 8.10 6.40 6.30 
1380 9.40 7.40 9.50 10.80 11.0 10.90 6.00 12.10 55.70 18.60 10.50 7.20 7.50 
1381 10.90 8.90 12.70 11.30 13.1 11.50 7.00 13.40 60.00 18.50 12.70 8.40 8.20 
1382 12.60 10.30 14.20 12.20 15.6 12.60 8.20 15.20 65.80 18.60 15.10 9.80 9.80 
1383 14.50 11.70 15.70 13.30 18.4 14.60 9.60 16.90 73.90 18.60 18.30 11.40 11.20 
1384 16.1 13.0 16.6 14.4 20.5 16.3 11.1 17.6 72.4 19.7 21.7 12.7 12.4 
1385 18.0 14.7 18.0 15.6 23.3 18.2 12.6 18.8 71.9 20.8 26.2 14.2 14.3 
1386 21.3 17.9 22.1 17.9 28.2 21.2 14.8 21.4 71.8 22.5 29.9 16.6 16.7 
1387 26.7 23.3 26.4 21.7 36.1 26.2 18.2 25.1 71.6 24.8 34.3 21.5 20.6 
1388 29.5 25.6 34.3 23.9 40.5 27.3 21.7 26.6 71.9 27.0 39.7 24.9 23.3 
1389 33.2 29.8 35.1 26.7 43.5 29.8 26.0 30.6 71.8 30.1 44.8 29.0 26.3 
1390 40.3 37.5 37.3 32.7 51.4 35.3 30.4 39.0 73.1 34.5 51.1 34.2 32.1 
1391 52.6 54.2 68.1 48.3 58.0 53.2 38.0 55.0 78.6 48.6 58.3 47.5 47.0 
1392 70.9 76.8 99.9 71.7 69.7 81.4 52.5 67.8 84.2 65.7 65.7 66.2 70.8 
1393 81.9 83.8 93.8 84.9 81.4 90.0 69.2 84.1 93.3 80.1 74.0 78.6 82.0 
1394 91.7 92.4 90.9 93.8 91.3 95.1 85.7 93.4 96.6 92.1 86.2 91.4 91.2 
1395 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1396 109.7 113.9 103.1 105.4 108.1 108.1 110.1 106.5 105.9 110.2 111.3 111.3 110.2 

1396: 
Farvardin 107.1 115.1 100.8 102.8 104.1 103.9 105.8 103.6 106.1 104.6 104.9 106.0 104.4 

Ordibehesht 107.1 114.3 101.7 103.3 104.6 104.4 106.2 103.5 105.4 104.7 105.0 107.2 105.2 
Khordad 107.8 115.4 102.1 103.9 105.0 105.8 107.0 104.0 105.0 104.9 105.5 107.4 106.0 

Tir 107.5 112.6 101.6 104.0 105.5 106.4 107.4 104.8 105.2 105.8 105.7 108.9 107.1 
Mordad 107.7 111.4 101.6 104.5 106.3 106.9 108.7 105.3 105.7 106.7 105.9 110.1 108.1 

Shahrivar 108.0 110.0 101.5 104.8 107.2 107.8 110.0 105.9 104.9 109.6 106.2 111.2 109.2 
Mehr 108.4 109.4 101.4 105.5 107.7 108.1 110.5 106.6 105.4 110.7 112.1 112.2 109.8 
Aban 109.8 111.4 101.5 106.5 109.4 108.7 111.5 106.8 105.8 110.9 112.8 112.9 110.7 
Azar 111.9 115.2 101.6 107.1 111.1 109.7 112.4 108.4 105.8 112.0 119.0 113.6 113.0 
Dev 112.4 115.7 101.8 107.3 111.4 110.6 113.1 108.8 106.6 113.3 119.6 114.5 114.4 

Bahman 113.4 117.2 102.4 107.2 112.1 111.8 113.8 109.8 107.6 115.6 119.6 115.1 116.1 
Esfand 114.7 118.9 118.7 108.2 112.9 113.5 114.4 110.9 107.7 123.4 119.7 116.4 117.8 
1397: 

Fgrvgr]in 11¢ 10 0 1216 108 0 1433 114 8 114 9 111 8 108 6 10 0 119 7 117 7 110 g 
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Annex 84 

Central Bank of I.R. Iran, General Directorate of Economic Statistics, “Consumer 
Price Index for All Urban Consumers Ordibehesht 1397 (April 21, 2018 – May 21, 

2018)”, June 2018 
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IN THE NAME OF GOD 

Summary Results of the Consumer Price Index for Ali Urban Consumers in Iran 

Ordibehesht 1397 

(1395=100) 

Increase 

Percent change compared to 
similar month of 

Groups previous month the previous year 

General Index 1.6 # 9.7 # 
Major Groups: 

1- Food and Beverages 2.5 # 8.4 # 
2- Tobacco 2.5 # 22.6 # 
3- Clothing and Footwear 2.0 # 7.6 # 
4- Housing, Water, Electricity, Gas and other Fuels 0.6 # 9.0 # 
5- Furnishings, Household Equipment and Routine- 3.9 # 14.3 # Household Maintenance 

6- Health 0.6 # 8.9 # 
7- Transport 2.5 # 10.7 # 
8- Communication 2.4 # 5.5 # 
9- Recreation and Culture 4.7 # 20.0 # 
10- Education 0.1 # 14.1 # 
11- Restaurants and Hotels 1.5 # 11.5 # 
12- Miscellaneous Goods and Services 3.1 # 17.4 # 

Special Groups: 

1- Goods 2.6 # 9.2 # 
2- Services 0.9 # 10.2 # 
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Consumer Price Index for Ali Urban Consumers in Iran 

Ordibehesht 1397 

(1395=100) 

The Consumer Price Index (CPI) increased 1.6 percent in Ordibehesht 139?1. The 

index level of 117.5 was 9.7 percent higher than in Ordibehesht 1396. 

For the first two months of 1397, the consumer price index rose 8.8 percent 

compared to the similar period in 1396. 

The inflation rate has advanced 9.1 percent over the last twelve months. 

The food and beverages index increased 2.5 percent in Ordibehesht, mainly due 

to the increases in the indices for fresh fruits ( except watermelon and honeydew 

melon and cantaloupe) by 12.6 percent, livestock meat 6.1 percent, leafy green 

vegetables 7.3 percent, nuts 3.9 percent, beverages 3.0 percent, rice 1. 1 percent, 

melon 8.9 percent, milk products 1.2 percent, sugar, sugar lump, jam, honey, 

chocolate and confectionery 1.5 percent, biscuit, cake and cookies 2.2 percent, fish 

and seafood 1.5 percent, oils and fats 1. 1 percent, vegetable products 3 .1 percent, 

milk 1.3 percent, salt, spices, sauces, condiments and food products 1.4 percent, 

zucchini 5.4 percent, and meat products 2.6 percent. Within the food and beverages 

group, decreases in the indices for watermelon by 29.1 percent, fresh vegetables 

(except leafy green vegetables and zucchini) 5.8 percent, poultry 3.8 percent, 

honeydew melon and cantaloupe 22.9 percent, and "egg" and "pulses" each 

0.2 percent were also considerable in this month. 

The index for tobacco rose 2.5 percent in Ordibehesht, due to the increases in the 

indices for domestic cigarettes by 5 .1 percent and imported cigarettes 1.4 percent. 

The clothing and footwear index increased 2.0 percent, mostly as a result of the 

increases in the indices for ready to wear clothing by 1.5 percent, footwear 

2.6 percent, clothing materials 7 .1 percent, and tailoring, cleaning and laundering 

wage 1. 5 percent. 

During this month, the housing, water, electricity, gas, and other fuels index 

went up 0.6 percent which was attributed to the advances of the indices for "rental 

1 The current banian yearbegins from March 21, 2018. 
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equivalence of owner occupied houses" and "rent of residential houses" each by 

0.6 percent, and maintenance and repair services of the dwelling 1.5 percent. 

The furnishings, household equipment and routine household maintenance index 

rose 3.9 percent, largely due to the increases in the indices for household appliances 

by 6.8 percent, glassware, tableware and household utensils 6.1 percent, furniture 

and furnishings, carpets and other floor coverings 1.9 percent, goods and services for 

routine household maintenance 1.5 percent, household textiles 3.9 percent, and tools 

and equipment for house 4.5 percent. 

The index for health increased 0.6 percent, mostly as a result of the increases in 

the indices for "medical, paramedical and dental services" and "medical products, 

appliances and equipment" each by 0.9 percent, and hospital services 0.2 percent. 

The transport index went up 2.5 percent in Ordibehesht that was principally 

attributed to the increases in the indices for personal transport vehicles by 

4.0 percent, operation of personal transport equipment 1.9 percent, and transport 

services 1.5 percent. 

The index for communication increased 2.4 percent, mostly as a result of the 

increase in the index for telephone equi pment by 11. 7 percent. 

The recreation and culture index turned up 4.7 percent in Ordibehesht, largely 

due to the increases in the indices for audio-visual, photographie and information 

processing equipment by 11.2 percent, package holidays 5.7 percent, newspapers, 

books and stationery 1.6 percent, recreational and cultural services 1.7 percent, and 

other recreational items and equipment 2.2 percent were also considerable in this 

month. 

The education index advanced 0.1 percent over this month, mostly as a result of 

the increase in the index for supplementary courses tuition fees by 0.7 percent. 

The index for restaurants and hotels rose 1.5 percent, mainly due to the advances 

m the indices for food away from home by 1.4 percent, catering services 

1.6 percent, and accommodation services 2.5 percent. 

The miscellaneous goods and services index increased 3 .1 percent in this month. 

Increases in the indices for personal care by 2.6 percent, goldsmith wage 

10.7 percent, personal effects 2.5 percent, msurance 4.9 percent, and social 

protection 4.2 percent were the major reasons for this rise. 
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Table 1 
Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers in Iran 

Index Numbers and Their Percent Changes 
Ordibehesht 1397 

(1395=100) 

Index Percent Change 
Base Number Ordibehesht 1397 Ordibehesht 1396 

Description Year m compared to compared to 

Weight Ordibehesht previous similar month of previous similar month of 
1397 month the previous year month the previous year 

General Index 100.0 117.5 1.6 9.7 0 11.2 

Major Groups and selected sub groups: 

1-Food and Beverages 25.51 123.9 2.5 8.4 -0.7 19.6 

Food 24.52 123.9 2.5 8.1 -0.9 19.9 

Bread and cereals 4.43 123.9 1.4 12.8 1 .1 17.4 

Meat 5.31 129.9 2.6 20.5 -1.8 19.4 

Fish and seafood 0.61 119.7 1.5 16.8 -3.0 9.9 

Dairy products and eggs 2.96 123.5 0.8 19.2 -3.4 7.4 

Oils and fats 0.84 118.4 1 .1 9.7 0.5 13.6 

Fruit and nut 5.51 124.2 6.8 -2.8 0.2 24.0 

Vegetables, pulses and vegetable products 3.46 118.3 -1.6 -6.3 -2.5 34.1 

Sugar, sugar lump, jam,honey,chocolate and confectionary 1.05 118.5 1.5 10.7 1.2 14.8 

Salt, spices, sauces, condiments and food products 0.33 113.8 1.4 8.9 0.7 8.3 

Beverages 1.0 125.3 3.0 15.4 1.8 12.9 

2-Tobacco 0.37 124.7 2.5 22.6 0.9 1.1 

3-Clothing and Footwear 4.62 111.1 2.0 7.6 0.5 5.6 

4-Housing, Water, Electricity, Gas and other Fuels 37.05 114.0 0.6 9.0 0.5 7.7 

Rent of residential houses 7.71 114.5 0.6 9.6 0.4 7.6 

Rental equivalence of owner occupied houses 25.43 114.7 0.6 9.7 0.4 7.8 

Maintenance and repair services 1.67 114.3 1.5 9.4 0.9 8.3 

Water 0.49 100.0 0 0 0 0 

Electricity, gas and other fuels 1.75 103.4 0 0 0 4.2 

5-Fumishings, Household Equipment and Routine- 4.33 119.3 3.9 14.3 0.5 6.7 

Household Maintenance 

6-Health 7.83 115.6 0.6 8.9 0.4 15.3 

7-Transport 8.90 114.6 2.5 10.7 -0.1 6.9 

8-Communication 2.30 111.2 2.4 5.5 -0.7 7.7 

9-Recreation and Culture 2.07 125.6 4.7 20.0 0.1 10.1 

10-Education 2.03 119.8 0.1 14.1 0.1 10.2 

11-Restaurants and Hotels 1.82 119.5 1.5 11.5 1.1 10.2 

12-Miscellaneous Goods and Services 3.17 123.5 3.1 17.4 0.8 8.7 

Special Groups: 

1-Goods 48.45 119.4 2.6 9.2 -0.4 13.4 

2-Services 51.55 115.8 0.9 10.2 0.5 9.4 
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~ 
General Food Clothing 
Index and Tobacco and 

d Beverages Footwear 
1369 1.00 0.70 1.50 1.80 
1370 1.20 0.90 1.60 2.00 
1371 1.50 1.20 1.60 2.20 
1372 1.80 1.40 2.00 2.50 
1373 2.50 2.00 3.00 3.50 
1374 3.70 3.20 5.20 5.60 
1375 4.50 3.70 5.00 7.50 
1376 5.30 4.20 5.50 8.50 
1377 6.30 5.20 7.10 9.00 
1378 7.50 6.40 9.20 9.50 
1379 8.50 6.90 9.20 10.40 
1380 9.40 7.40 9.50 10.80 
1381 10.90 8.90 12.70 11.30 
1382 12.60 10.30 14.20 12.20 
1383 14.50 11.70 15.70 13.30 
1384 16.1 13.0 16.6 14.4 
1385 18.0 14.7 18.0 15.6 
1386 21.3 17.9 22.1 17.9 
1387 26.7 23.3 26.4 21.7 
1388 29.5 25.6 34.3 23.9 
1389 33.2 29.8 35.1 26.7 
1390 40.3 37.5 37.3 32.7 
1391 52.6 54.2 68.1 48.3 
1392 70.9 76.8 99.9 71.7 
1393 81.9 83.8 93.8 84.9 
1394 91.7 92.4 90.9 93.8 
1395 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1396 109.7 113.9 103.1 105.4 
1396: 

Ordibehesht 107.1 114.3 101.7 103.3 
Khordad 107.8 115.4 102.1 103.9 

Tir 107.5 112.6 101.6 104.0 
Mordad 107.7 111.4 101.6 104.5 

Shahrivar 108.0 110.0 101.5 104.8 
Mehr 108.4 109.4 101.4 105.5 
Aban 109.8 111.4 101.5 106.5 
Azar 111.9 115.2 101.6 107.1 
Dev 112.4 115.7 101.8 107.3 

Bahman 113.4 117.2 102.4 107.2 
Esfand 114.7 118.9 118.7 108.2 
1397: 

Farvardin 115.6 120.9 121.6 108.9 
Ordibehesht 117.5 123.9 124.7 111.1 

Table 2 
Consumer Price Index for Ali Urban Consumers in Iran 

General and Major Groups Index Numbers 
(1395=100) 

Housing, Water, Furnishings,Household 
Electricity, Gas Equipment and Routine Health Transport Communication 
and other Fuels Household Maintenance 

1.10 1.90 0.30 1.30 6.80 
1.3 2.00 0.40 1.70 7.80 
1.7 2.20 0.60 2.10 8.50 
2.0 2.70 0.90 2.60 10.20 
2.4 3.90 1.30 3.70 16.40 
3.1 6.00 1.70 5.30 27.60 
4.2 7.10 2.20 6.10 35.00 
5.4 7.60 2.80 7.00 37.00 
6.6 8.20 3.50 8.10 42.90 
7.8 9.40 4.30 10.30 51.30 
9.2 10.50 5.20 11.20 55.20 
11.0 10.90 6.00 12.10 55.70 
13.1 11.50 7.00 13.40 60.00 
15.6 12.60 8.20 15.20 65.80 
18.4 14.60 9.60 16.90 73.90 
20.5 16.3 11.1 17.6 72.4 
23.3 18.2 12.6 18.8 71.9 
28.2 21.2 14.8 21.4 71.8 
36.1 26.2 18.2 25.1 71.6 
40.5 27.3 21.7 26.6 71.9 
43.5 29.8 26.0 30.6 71.8 
51.4 35.3 30.4 39.0 73.1 
58.0 53.2 38.0 55.0 78.6 
69.7 81.4 52.5 67.8 84.2 
81.4 90.0 69.2 84.1 93.3 
91.3 95.1 85.7 93.4 96.6 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
108.1 108.1 110.1 106.5 105.9 

104.6 104.4 106.2 103.5 105.4 
105.0 105.8 107.0 104.0 105.0 
105.5 106.4 107.4 104.8 105.2 
106.3 106.9 108.7 105.3 105.7 
107.2 107.8 110.0 105.9 104.9 
107.7 108.1 110.5 106.6 105.4 
109.4 108.7 111.5 106.8 105.8 
111.1 109.7 112.4 108.4 105.8 
111.4 110.6 113.1 108.8 106.6 
112.1 111.8 113.8 109.8 107.6 
112.9 113.5 114.4 110.9 107.7 

113.3 114.8 114.9 111.8 108.6 
114.0 119.3 115.6 114.6 111.2 

Recreation Restaurants Miscellaneous 
and Education and Goods and 

Culture Hotels Services 
3.90 0.70 0.60 0.70 
3.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 
3.60 1.10 1.00 0.90 
4.30 1.60 1.20 1.30 
6.60 2.30 1.60 1.90 
11.70 3.40 2.40 2.80 
14.70 4.20 3.10 3.60 
15.30 4.90 3.50 4.00 
15.70 5.50 4.40 4.50 
18.60 6.50 5.40 5.50 
18.70 8.10 6.40 6.30 
18.60 10.50 7.20 7.50 
18.50 12.70 8.40 8.20 
18.60 15.10 9.80 9.80 
18.60 18.30 11.40 11.20 
19.7 21.7 12.7 12.4 
20.8 26.2 14.2 14.3 
22.5 29.9 16.6 16.7 
24.8 34.3 21.5 20.6 
27.0 39.7 24.9 23.3 
30.1 44.8 29.0 26.3 
34.5 51.1 34.2 32.1 
48.6 58.3 47.5 47.0 
65.7 65.7 66.2 70.8 
80.1 74.0 78.6 82.0 
92.1 86.2 91.4 91.2 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
110.2 111.3 111.3 110.2 

104.7 105.0 107.2 105.2 
104.9 105.5 107.4 106.0 
105.8 105.7 108.9 107.1 
106.7 105.9 110.1 108.1 
109.6 106.2 111.2 109.2 
110.7 112.1 112.2 109.8 
110.9 112.8 112.9 110.7 
112.0 119.0 113.6 113.0 
113.3 119.6 114.5 114.4 
115.6 119.6 115.1 116.1 
123.4 119.7 116.4 117.8 

120.0 119.7 117.7 119.8 
125.6 119.8 119.5 123.5 

Table 2 
Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers in Iran 

General and Major Groups Index Numbers 
(1395=100) z General Food Clothing Housing, Water, Furnishings,Household Recreation Restaurants Miscellaneous 

Index and Tobacco and Electricity, Gas Equipment and Routine Health Transport Communication and Education and Goods and 
d Beverages Footwear and other Fuels Household Maintenance Culture Hotels Services 

1369 1.00 0.70 1.50 1.80 1.10 1.90 0.30 1.30 6.80 3.90 0.70 0.60 0.70 
1370 1.20 0.90 1.60 2.00 1.3 2.00 0.40 1.70 7.80 3.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 
1371 1.50 1.20 1.60 2.20 1.7 2.20 0.60 2.10 8.50 3.60 1.10 1.00 0.90 
1372 1.80 1.40 2.00 2.50 2.0 2.70 0.90 2.60 10.20 4.30 1.60 1.20 1.30 
1373 2.50 2.00 3.00 3.50 2.4 3.90 1.30 3.70 16.40 6.60 2.30 1.60 1.90 
1374 3.70 3.20 5.20 5.60 3.1 6.00 1.70 5.30 27.60 11.70 3.40 2.40 2.80 
1375 4.50 3.70 5.00 7.50 4.2 7.10 2.20 6.10 35.00 14.70 4.20 3.10 3.60 
1376 5.30 4.20 5.50 8.50 5.4 7.60 2.80 7.00 37.00 15.30 4.90 3.50 4.00 
1377 6.30 5.20 7.10 9.00 6.6 8.20 3.50 8.10 42.90 15.70 5.50 4.40 4.50 
1378 7.50 6.40 9.20 9.50 7.8 9.40 4.30 10.30 51.30 18.60 6.50 5.40 5.50 
1379 8.50 6.90 9.20 10.40 9.2 10.50 5.20 11.20 55.20 18.70 8.10 6.40 6.30 
1380 9.40 7.40 9.50 10.80 11.0 10.90 6.00 12.10 55.70 18.60 10.50 7.20 7.50 
1381 10.90 8.90 12.70 11.30 13.1 11.50 7.00 13.40 60.00 18.50 12.70 8.40 8.20 
1382 12.60 10.30 14.20 12.20 15.6 12.60 8.20 15.20 65.80 18.60 15.10 9.80 9.80 
1383 14.50 11.70 15.70 13.30 18.4 14.60 9.60 16.90 73.90 18.60 18.30 11.40 11.20 
1384 16.1 13.0 16.6 14.4 20.5 16.3 11.1 17.6 72.4 19.7 21.7 12.7 12.4 
1385 18.0 14.7 18.0 15.6 23.3 18.2 12.6 18.8 71.9 20.8 26.2 14.2 14.3 
1386 21.3 17.9 22.1 17.9 28.2 21.2 14.8 21.4 71.8 22.5 29.9 16.6 16.7 
1387 26.7 23.3 26.4 21.7 36.1 26.2 18.2 25.1 71.6 24.8 34.3 21.5 20.6 
1388 29.5 25.6 34.3 23.9 40.5 27.3 21.7 26.6 71.9 27.0 39.7 24.9 23.3 
1389 33.2 29.8 35.1 26.7 43.5 29.8 26.0 30.6 71.8 30.1 44.8 29.0 26.3 
1390 40.3 37.5 37.3 32.7 51.4 35.3 30.4 39.0 73.1 34.5 51.1 34.2 32.1 
1391 52.6 54.2 68.1 48.3 58.0 53.2 38.0 55.0 78.6 48.6 58.3 47.5 47.0 
1392 70.9 76.8 99.9 71.7 69.7 81.4 52.5 67.8 84.2 65.7 65.7 66.2 70.8 
1393 81.9 83.8 93.8 84.9 81.4 90.0 69.2 84.1 93.3 80.1 74.0 78.6 82.0 
1394 91.7 92.4 90.9 93.8 91.3 95.1 85.7 93.4 96.6 92.1 86.2 91.4 91.2 
1395 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1396 109.7 113.9 103.1 105.4 108.1 108.1 110.1 106.5 105.9 110.2 111.3 111.3 110.2 
1396: 

Ordibehesht 107.1 114.3 101.7 103.3 104.6 104.4 106.2 103.5 105.4 104.7 105.0 107.2 105.2 
Khordad 107.8 115.4 102.1 103.9 105.0 105.8 107.0 104.0 105.0 104.9 105.5 107.4 106.0 

Tir 107.5 112.6 101.6 104.0 105.5 106.4 107.4 104.8 105.2 105.8 105.7 108.9 107.1 
Mordad 107.7 111.4 101.6 104.5 106.3 106.9 108.7 105.3 105.7 106.7 105.9 110.1 108.1 

Shahrivar 108.0 110.0 101.5 104.8 107.2 107.8 110.0 105.9 104.9 109.6 106.2 111.2 109.2 
Mehr 108.4 109.4 101.4 105.5 107.7 108.1 110.5 106.6 105.4 110.7 112.1 112.2 109.8 
Aban 109.8 111.4 101.5 106.5 109.4 108.7 111.5 106.8 105.8 110.9 112.8 112.9 110.7 
Azar 111.9 115.2 101.6 107.1 111.1 109.7 112.4 108.4 105.8 112.0 119.0 113.6 113.0 
Dev 112.4 115.7 101.8 107.3 111.4 110.6 113.1 108.8 106.6 113.3 119.6 114.5 114.4 

Bahman 113.4 117.2 102.4 107.2 112.1 111.8 113.8 109.8 107.6 115.6 119.6 115.1 116.1 
Esfand 114.7 118.9 118.7 108.2 112.9 113.5 114.4 110.9 107.7 123.4 119.7 116.4 117.8 
1397: 

Farvardin 115.6 120.9 121.6 108.9 113.3 114.8 114.9 111.8 108.6 120.0 119.7 117.7 119.8 
Ordibehesht 117.5 123.9 124.7 111.1 114.0 119.3 115.6 114.6 111.2 125.6 119.8 119.5 123.5 
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Annex 85 

Central Bank of I.R. Iran, General Directorate of Economic Statistics, “Consumer 
Price Index for All Urban Consumers Khordad 1397 (May 22 – June 21, 2018)”, 

July 2018 
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IN THE NAME OF GOD 

Summary Results of the Consumer Price Index for Ali Urban Consumers in Iran 

Khordad 1397 

(1395=100) 

Increase 

Percent change compared to 
similar month of 

Groups previous month the previous year 

General Index 4.3 # 13.7 # 
Major Groups: 

1- Food and Beverages 8.8 # 16.8 # 
2- Tobacco 5.4 # 28.7 # 
3- Clothing and Footwear 2.7 # 9.8 # 
4- Housing, Water, Electricity, Gas and other Fuels 1.4 # 10.1 # 
5- Furnishings, Household Equipment and Routine- 3.3 # 16.4 # Household Maintenance 

6- Health 2.7 # 10.9 # 
7- Transport 6.7 # 17.6 # 
8- Communication 4.0 # 10.1 # 
9- Recreation and Culture 3.7 # 24.2 # 
10- Education 0.2 # 13.7 # 
11- Restaurants and Hotels 0.7 # 12.0 # 
12- Miscellaneous Goods and Services 3.4 # 20.5 # 

Special Groups: 

1- Goods 7.0 # 16.1 # 
2- Services 1.6 # 11.5 # 
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Consumer Price Index for Ali Urban Consumers in Iran 

Khordad 1397 

(1395=100) 

The Consumer Price Index (CPI) increased 4.3 percent in Khordad 139?1. The 

index level of 122.6 was 13.7 percent higher than in Khordad 1396. 

For the three months of 1397, the consumer price index rose 10.5 percent 

compared to the similar period in 1396. 

The inflation rate has advanced 9.4 percent over the last twelve months. 

The food and beverages index increased 8.8 percent in Khordad, mainly due to 

the increases in the indices for fresh fruits by 34.1 percent, livestock meat 

5.9 percent, ground vegetables (except zucchini) 13.0 percent, nuts 8.6 percent, dairy 

products and eggs 1.9 percent, "beverages" and "oils and fats" each 3.8 percent, fish 

and seafood 4.1 percent, rice 0.9 percent, sugar, sugar lump, jam, honey, chocolate 

and confectionery 1.8 percent, leafy green vegetables (except lettuce) 4.3 percent, 

carrot 31.7 percent, vegetable products 4.8 percent, other cereal products 

18.8 percent, biscuit, cake and cookies 2.1 percent, salt, spices, sauces, condiments 

and food products 1.5 percent, and pulses 0.4 percent. Within the food and beverages 

group, decreases in the indices for poultry by 6.0 percent, lettuce 4.5 percent, potato 

2.0 percent, onion 2.2 percent, and zucchini 3 .3 percent were also considerable in 

this month. 

The index for tobacco rose 5 .4 percent in Khordad, due to the increases in the 

indices for domestic cigarettes by 10.6 percent and imported cigarettes 3.2 percent. 

The clothing and footwear index increased 2. 7 percent, mostly as a result of the 

increases in the indices for ready to wear clothing by 2.4 percent, footwear 

2.9 percent, clothing materials 6.1 percent, and tailoring, cleaning and laundering 

wage 1. 7 percent. 

During this month, the housing, water, electricity, gas, and other fuels index 

went up 1.4 percent which was attributed to the advances of the indices for rental 

equivalence of owner occupied houses by 1.2 percent, rent of residential houses 

1.1 percent, and maintenance and repair services of the dwelling 2.1 percent. 

1 The current banian yearbegins from March 21, 2018. 
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The furnishings, household equipment and routine household maintenance index 

rose 3.3 percent, largely due to the increases in the indices for glassware, tableware 

and household utensils by 7.1 percent, household appliances 4.0 percent, goods and 

services for routine household maintenance 2.5 percent, household textiles 

3.7 percent, carpet and other floor coverings 2.0 percent, and tools and equipment for 

house 3. 6 percent. 

The index for health increased 2.7 percent, mostly as a result of the increases in 

the indices for medical, paramedical and dental services by 2.4 percent, hospital 

services 3.4 percent, and medical products, appliances and equipment 2.4 percent. 

The transport index went up 6.7 percent in Khordad that was principally 

attributed to the increases in the indices for personal transport vehicles by 

13.0 percent, passenger transport by road 4.6 percent, and operation of personal 

transport equi pment 1. 6 percent. 

The index for communication increased 4.0 percent, mostly as a result of the 

increase in the index for telephone equipment by 17.9 percent. 

The recreation and culture index rose 3.7 percent in Khordad, largely due to the 

increases in the indices for audio-visual, photographie and information processing 

equipment by 5.1 percent, other recreational items and equipment 6.7 percent, 

package holidays 3.9 percent, recreational and cultural services 2.8 percent, and 

stationery 4.0 percent. 

The education index advanced 0.2 percent over this month, mostly as a result of 

the increase in the index for supplementary courses tuition fees by 1.2 percent. 

The index for restaurants and hotels rose 0.7 percent, mainly due to the advances 

in the indices for food away from home by 0.6 percent, catering services 0.7 percent, 

and accommodation services 2.3 percent. 

The miscellaneous goods and services index increased 3 .4 percent in this month. 

Increases in the indices for personal care by 3 .4 percent, goldsmith wage 

7.0 percent, fees for legal services 2.7 percent, and personal effects 2.1 percent were 

the major reasons for this rise. 
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The furnishings, household equipment and routine household maintenance index 

rose 3.3 percent, largely due to the increases in the indices for glassware, tableware 

and household utensils by 7.1 percent, household appliances 4.0 percent, goods and 

services for routine household maintenance 2.5 percent, household textiles 

3.7 percent, carpet and other floor coverings 2.0 percent, and tools and equipment for 

house 3.6 percent. 

The index for health increased 2. 7 percent, mostly as a result of the increases in 

the indices for medical, paramedical and dental services by 2.4 percent, hospital 

services 3.4 percent, and medical products, appliances and equipment 2.4 percent. 

The transport index went up 6.7 percent in Khordad that was principally 

attributed to the increases in the indices for personal transport vehicles by 

13.0 percent, passenger transport by road 4.6 percent, and operation of personal 

transport equipment 1. 6 percent. 

The index for communication increased 4.0 percent, mostly as a result of the 

increase in the index for telephone equipment by 17.9 percent. 

The recreation and culture index rose 3.7 percent in Khordad, largely due to the 

increases in the indices for audio-visual, photographic and information processing 

equipment by 5.1 percent, other recreational items and equipment 6.7 percent, 

package holidays 3.9 percent, recreational and cultural services 2.8 percent, and 

stationery 4.0 percent. 

The education index advanced 0.2 percent over this month, mostly as a result of 

the increase in the index for supplementary courses tuition fees by 1.2 percent. 

The index for restaurants and hotels rose 0.7 percent, mainly due to the advances 

in the indices for food away from home by 0.6 percent, catering services 0.7 percent, 

and accommodation services 2.3 percent. 

The miscellaneous goods and services index increased 3.4 percent in this month. 

Increases in the indices for personal care by 3 .4 percent, goldsmith wage 

7.0 percent, fees for legal services 2.7 percent, and personal effects 2.1 percent were 

the major reasons for this rise. 
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Table 1 
Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers in Iran 

Index Numbers and Their Percent Changes 
Khordad 1397 

(1395=100) 

Index Percent Change 
Base Number Khordad 13 97 Khordad 13 96 

Description Year m compared to compared to 

Weight Khordad previous similar month of previous similar month of 
1397 month the previous year month the previous year 

General Index 100.0 122.6 4.3 13.7 0.7 10.3 

Major Groups and selected sub groups: 

1-Food and Beverages 25.51 134.8 8.8 16.8 1.0 16.7 

Food 24.52 135.1 9.0 16.8 1.0 17.0 

Bread and cereals 4.43 125.4 1.2 13.2 0.9 16.1 

Meat 5.31 132.5 2.0 18.0 4.2 18.7 

Fish and seafood 0.61 124.6 4.1 19.5 1.8 9.6 

Dairy products and eggs 2.96 125.8 1.9 19.8 1.4 8.2 

Oils and fats 0.84 122.9 3.8 13.3 0.6 13.5 

Fruit and nut 5.51 162.0 30.4 24.1 2.1 16.2 

Vegetables, pulses and vegetable products 3.46 124.4 5.2 4.7 -5.9 29.0 

Sugar, sugar lump, jam,honey,chocolate and confectionary 1.05 120.6 1.8 11.8 0.8 14.1 

Salt, spices, sauces, condiments and food products 0.33 115.5 1.5 9.7 0.8 7.7 

Beverages 1.0 130.1 3.8 18.2 1.4 13.4 

2-Tobacco 0.37 131.4 5.4 28.7 0.4 0.6 

3-Clothing and Footwear 4.62 114.1 2.7 9.8 0.6 5.8 

4-Housing, Water, Electricity, Gas and other Fuels 37.05 115.6 1.4 10.1 0.4 7.4 

Rent of residential houses 7.71 115.8 1 .1 10.4 0.4 7.4 

Rental equivalence of owner occupied houses 25.43 116.1 1.2 10.5 0.5 7.6 

Maintenance and repair services 1.67 116.7 2.1 10.9 0.7 7.6 

Water 0.49 107.0 7.0 7.0 0 0 

Electricity, gas and other fuels 1.75 107.6 4.1 4.1 0 4.2 

5-Fumishings, Household Equipment and Routine- 4.33 123.2 3.3 16.4 1.3 7.6 

Household Maintenance 

6-Health 7.83 118.7 2.7 10.9 0.8 14.2 

7-Transpo rt 8.90 122.3 6.7 17.6 0.5 6.6 

8-Communication 2.30 115.6 4.0 10.1 -0.4 8.0 

9-Recreation and Culture 2.07 130.3 3.7 24.2 0.2 10.1 

10-Education 2.03 120.0 0.2 13.7 0.5 10.6 

11-Restaurants and Hotels 1.82 120.3 0.7 12.0 0.2 10.0 

12-Miscellaneous Goods and Services 3.17 127.7 3.4 20.5 0.8 8.4 

Special Groups: 

1-Goods 48.45 127.8 7.0 16.1 0.7 11.8 

2-Services 51.55 117.7 1.6 11.5 0.5 9.0 
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~ 
General Food Clothing 
Index and Tobacco and 

d Beverages Footwear 
1369 1.00 0.70 1.50 1.80 
1370 1.20 0.90 1.60 2.00 
1371 1.50 1.20 1.60 2.20 
1372 1.80 1.40 2.00 2.50 
1373 2.50 2.00 3.00 3.50 
1374 3.70 3.20 5.20 5.60 
1375 4.50 3.70 5.00 7.50 
1376 5.30 4.20 5.50 8.50 
1377 6.30 5.20 7.10 9.00 
1378 7.50 6.40 9.20 9.50 
1379 8.50 6.90 9.20 10.40 
1380 9.40 7.40 9.50 10.80 
1381 10.90 8.90 12.70 11.30 
1382 12.60 10.30 14.20 12.20 
1383 14.50 11.70 15.70 13.30 
1384 16.1 13.0 16.6 14.4 
1385 18.0 14.7 18.0 15.6 
1386 21.3 17.9 22.1 17.9 
1387 26.7 23.3 26.4 21.7 
1388 29.5 25.6 34.3 23.9 
1389 33.2 29.8 35.1 26.7 
1390 40.3 37.5 37.3 32.7 
1391 52.6 54.2 68.1 48.3 
1392 70.9 76.8 99.9 71.7 
1393 81.9 83.8 93.8 84.9 
1394 91.7 92.4 90.9 93.8 
1395 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1396 109.7 113.9 103.1 105.4 
1396: 

Khordad 107.8 115.4 102.1 103.9 
Tir 107.5 112.6 101.6 104.0 

Mordad 107.7 111.4 101.6 104.5 
Shahrivar 108.0 110.0 101.5 104.8 

Mehr 108.4 109.4 101.4 105.5 
Aban 109.8 111.4 101.5 106.5 
Azar 111.9 115.2 101.6 107.1 
Dey 112.4 115.7 101.8 107.3 

Bahman 113.4 117.2 102.4 107.2 
Esfand 114.7 118.9 118.7 108.2 
1397: 

Farvardin 115.6 120.9 121.6 108.9 
Ordibehesht 117.5 123.9 124.7 111.1 

Khordad 122.6 134.8 131.4 114.1 

Table 2 
Consumer Price Index for Ali Urban Consumers in Iran 

General and Major Groups Index Numbers 
(1395=100) 

Housing, Water, Furnishings,Household 
Electricity, Gas Equipment and Routine Health Transport Communication 
and other Fuels Household Maintenance 

1.10 1.90 0.30 1.30 6.80 
1.3 2.00 0.40 1.70 7.80 
1.7 2.20 0.60 2.10 8.50 
2.0 2.70 0.90 2.60 10.20 
2.4 3.90 1.30 3.70 16.40 
3.1 6.00 1.70 5.30 27.60 
4.2 7.10 2.20 6.10 35.00 
5.4 7.60 2.80 7.00 37.00 
6.6 8.20 3.50 8.10 42.90 
7.8 9.40 4.30 10.30 51.30 
9.2 10.50 5.20 11.20 55.20 
11.0 10.90 6.00 12.10 55.70 
13.1 11.50 7.00 13.40 60.00 
15.6 12.60 8.20 15.20 65.80 
18.4 14.60 9.60 16.90 73.90 
20.5 16.3 11.1 17.6 72.4 
23.3 18.2 12.6 18.8 71.9 
28.2 21.2 14.8 21.4 71.8 
36.1 26.2 18.2 25.1 71.6 
40.5 27.3 21.7 26.6 71.9 
43.5 29.8 26.0 30.6 71.8 
51.4 35.3 30.4 39.0 73.1 
58.0 53.2 38.0 55.0 78.6 
69.7 81.4 52.5 67.8 84.2 
81.4 90.0 69.2 84.1 93.3 
91.3 95.1 85.7 93.4 96.6 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
108.1 108.1 110.1 106.5 105.9 

105.0 105.8 107.0 104.0 105.0 
105.5 106.4 107.4 104.8 105.2 
106.3 106.9 108.7 105.3 105.7 
107.2 107.8 110.0 105.9 104.9 
107.7 108.1 110.5 106.6 105.4 
109.4 108.7 111.5 106.8 105.8 
111.1 109.7 112.4 108.4 105.8 
111.4 110.6 113.1 108.8 106.6 
112.1 111.8 113.8 109.8 107.6 
112.9 113.5 114.4 110.9 107.7 

113.3 114.8 114.9 111.8 108.6 
114.0 119.3 115.6 114.6 111.2 
115.6 123.2 118.7 122.3 115.6 

Recreation Restaurants Miscellaneous 
and Education and Goods and 

Culture Hotels Services 
3.90 0.70 0.60 0.70 
3.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 
3.60 1.10 1.00 0.90 
4.30 1.60 1.20 1.30 
6.60 2.30 1.60 1.90 
11.70 3.40 2.40 2.80 
14.70 4.20 3.10 3.60 
15.30 4.90 3.50 4.00 
15.70 5.50 4.40 4.50 
18.60 6.50 5.40 5.50 
18.70 8.10 6.40 6.30 
18.60 10.50 7.20 7.50 
18.50 12.70 8.40 8.20 
18.60 15.10 9.80 9.80 
18.60 18.30 11.40 11.20 
19.7 21.7 12.7 12.4 
20.8 26.2 14.2 14.3 
22.5 29.9 16.6 16.7 
24.8 34.3 21.5 20.6 
27.0 39.7 24.9 23.3 
30.1 44.8 29.0 26.3 
34.5 51.1 34.2 32.1 
48.6 58.3 47.5 47.0 
65.7 65.7 66.2 70.8 
80.1 74.0 78.6 82.0 
92.1 86.2 91.4 91.2 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
110.2 111.3 111.3 110.2 

104.9 105.5 107.4 106.0 
105.8 105.7 108.9 107.1 
106.7 105.9 110.1 108.1 
109.6 106.2 111.2 109.2 
110.7 112.1 112.2 109.8 
110.9 112.8 112.9 110.7 
112.0 119.0 113.6 113.0 
113.3 119.6 114.5 114.4 
115.6 119.6 115.1 116.1 
123.4 119.7 116.4 117.8 

120.0 119.7 117.7 119.8 
125.6 119.8 119.5 123.5 
130.3 120.0 120.3 127.7 

Table 2 
Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers in Iran 

General and Major Groups Index Numbers 
(1395=100) z General Food Clothing Housing, Water, Furnishings,Household Recreation Restaurants Miscellaneous 

Index and Tobacco and Electricity, Gas Equipment and Routine Health Transport Communication and Education and Goods and 
d Beverages Footwear and other Fuels Household Maintenance Culture Hotels Services 

1369 1.00 0.70 1.50 1.80 1.10 1.90 0.30 1.30 6.80 3.90 0.70 0.60 0.70 
1370 1.20 0.90 1.60 2.00 1.3 2.00 0.40 1.70 7.80 3.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 
1371 1.50 1.20 1.60 2.20 1.7 2.20 0.60 2.10 8.50 3.60 1.10 1.00 0.90 
1372 1.80 1.40 2.00 2.50 2.0 2.70 0.90 2.60 10.20 4.30 1.60 1.20 1.30 
1373 2.50 2.00 3.00 3.50 2.4 3.90 1.30 3.70 16.40 6.60 2.30 1.60 1.90 
1374 3.70 3.20 5.20 5.60 3.1 6.00 1.70 5.30 27.60 11.70 3.40 2.40 2.80 
1375 4.50 3.70 5.00 7.50 4.2 7.10 2.20 6.10 35.00 14.70 4.20 3.10 3.60 
1376 5.30 4.20 5.50 8.50 5.4 7.60 2.80 7.00 37.00 15.30 4.90 3.50 4.00 
1377 6.30 5.20 7.10 9.00 6.6 8.20 3.50 8.10 42.90 15.70 5.50 4.40 4.50 
1378 7.50 6.40 9.20 9.50 7.8 9.40 4.30 10.30 51.30 18.60 6.50 5.40 5.50 
1379 8.50 6.90 9.20 10.40 9.2 10.50 5.20 11.20 55.20 18.70 8.10 6.40 6.30 
1380 9.40 7.40 9.50 10.80 11.0 10.90 6.00 12.10 55.70 18.60 10.50 7.20 7.50 
1381 10.90 8.90 12.70 11.30 13.1 11.50 7.00 13.40 60.00 18.50 12.70 8.40 8.20 
1382 12.60 10.30 14.20 12.20 15.6 12.60 8.20 15.20 65.80 18.60 15.10 9.80 9.80 
1383 14.50 11.70 15.70 13.30 18.4 14.60 9.60 16.90 73.90 18.60 18.30 11.40 11.20 
1384 16.1 13.0 16.6 14.4 20.5 16.3 11.1 17.6 72.4 19.7 21.7 12.7 12.4 
1385 18.0 14.7 18.0 15.6 23.3 18.2 12.6 18.8 71.9 20.8 26.2 14.2 14.3 
1386 21.3 17.9 22.1 17.9 28.2 21.2 14.8 21.4 71.8 22.5 29.9 16.6 16.7 
1387 26.7 23.3 26.4 21.7 36.1 26.2 18.2 25.1 71.6 24.8 34.3 21.5 20.6 
1388 29.5 25.6 34.3 23.9 40.5 27.3 21.7 26.6 71.9 27.0 39.7 24.9 23.3 
1389 33.2 29.8 35.1 26.7 43.5 29.8 26.0 30.6 71.8 30.1 44.8 29.0 26.3 
1390 40.3 37.5 37.3 32.7 51.4 35.3 30.4 39.0 73.1 34.5 51.1 34.2 32.1 
1391 52.6 54.2 68.1 48.3 58.0 53.2 38.0 55.0 78.6 48.6 58.3 47.5 47.0 
1392 70.9 76.8 99.9 71.7 69.7 81.4 52.5 67.8 84.2 65.7 65.7 66.2 70.8 
1393 81.9 83.8 93.8 84.9 81.4 90.0 69.2 84.1 93.3 80.1 74.0 78.6 82.0 
1394 91.7 92.4 90.9 93.8 91.3 95.1 85.7 93.4 96.6 92.1 86.2 91.4 91.2 
1395 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1396 109.7 113.9 103.1 105.4 108.1 108.1 110.1 106.5 105.9 110.2 111.3 111.3 110.2 
1396: 

Khordad 107.8 115.4 102.1 103.9 105.0 105.8 107.0 104.0 105.0 104.9 105.5 107.4 106.0 
Tir 107.5 112.6 101.6 104.0 105.5 106.4 107.4 104.8 105.2 105.8 105.7 108.9 107.1 

Mordad 107.7 111.4 101.6 104.5 106.3 106.9 108.7 105.3 105.7 106.7 105.9 110.1 108.1 
Shahrivar 108.0 110.0 101.5 104.8 107.2 107.8 110.0 105.9 104.9 109.6 106.2 111.2 109.2 

Mehr 108.4 109.4 101.4 105.5 107.7 108.1 110.5 106.6 105.4 110.7 112.1 112.2 109.8 
Aban 109.8 111.4 101.5 106.5 109.4 108.7 111.5 106.8 105.8 110.9 112.8 112.9 110.7 
Azar 111.9 115.2 101.6 107.1 111.1 109.7 112.4 108.4 105.8 112.0 119.0 113.6 113.0 
Dev 112.4 115.7 101.8 107.3 111.4 110.6 113.1 108.8 106.6 113.3 119.6 114.5 114.4 

Bahman 113.4 117.2 102.4 107.2 112.1 111.8 113.8 109.8 107.6 115.6 119.6 115.1 116.1 
Esfand 114.7 118.9 118.7 108.2 112.9 113.5 114.4 110.9 107.7 123.4 119.7 116.4 117.8 
1397: 

Farvardin 115.6 120.9 121.6 108.9 113.3 114.8 114.9 111.8 108.6 120.0 119.7 117.7 119.8 
Ordibehesht 117.5 123.9 124.7 111.1 114.0 119.3 115.6 114.6 111.2 125.6 119.8 119.5 123.5 

Khordad 122.6 134.8 131.4 114.1 115.6 123.2 118.7 122.3 115.6 130.3 120.0 120.3 127.7 
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How economic 

sanctions compromise 

cancer care in Iran 

Last month, the US administration 

withdrew from the Iran nuclear 
deal with the P5+1 group of world 
powers. The Trump administration 
will now reinstitute the highest level 
of economic sanctions against Iran. 
These sanctions were waived as part of 
the deal in 2015. This withdrawal cou Id 
compromise health of vulnerable 

populations, including patients with 
cancer, in several ways. 

Several reports' have shown that, 
during 2012-15, intensification ofthe 
previous set of economic sanctions 
endangered cancer care in Iran by 
impairing access to medications 
and treatment. A 2018 report' 
has highlighted the challenges of 
radiotherapy in Iran, including those 
caused by sanctions. Radiation is an 
important, cost-effective treatment 

option for cancer. The report showed 
a significant decline in the number of 
active Cobalt-60 teletherapy units, 
from 25 to eight, and a transition 
to linacs during the period of 
international sanctions on import 
materials, including Cobalt-60. ln 
fact, Cobalt-60 is a better option for 

developing countries that requires 
less complex technology, lower costs, 
and fewer staff with less trainingY 
Sanctions compromised resources in 
a country that already lacks resources 
and faces several challenges in access 
to treatment. 

Moreover, sanctions have jeo

pardised cancer research in Iran. An 
indicator could be the number of 
published medical research articles, 
which declined during the years of 
sanctions. 5 Fu rthermore, the sanctions 

likely adversely affected cancer 
prevention and health promotion 
programmes. These programmes 

might be compromised in an economic 
crisis because resources would be 
allocated to areas of crucial momentary 
need, ratherthan prevention. 

www.thelancet.com/oncology Vol 19 July 2018 

Therefore, despite not directly 
targeting health, these economic 
sanctions had several devastati ng 
consequences on the health of 
80 million people in Iran and it 
took years to restore the effects. 
Do President Trump and his 
administration have a clear strategyto 
protect health, among other human 
rights, this time? 
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Several reports' have shown that, 
during 2012-15, intensification of the 
previous set of economic sanctions 
endangered cancer care in Iran by 
impairing access to medications 
and treatment. A 2018 report' 
has highlighted the challenges of 
radiotherapy in Iran, including those 
caused by sanctions. Radiation is an 
important, cost-effective treatment 
option for cancer. The report showed 
a significant decline in the number of 
active Cobalt-60 teletherapy units, 
from 25 to eight, and a transition 
to linacs during the period of 
international sanctions on import 
materials, including Cobalt-60. In 
fact, Cobalt-60 is a better option for 
developing countries that requires 
less complex technology, lower costs, 
and fewer staff with less training. 
Sanctions compromised resources in 
a country that already lacks resources 
and faces several challenges in access 
to treatment. 

Moreover, sanctions have jeo 
pardised cancer research in Iran. An 
indicator could be the number of 
published medical research articles, 
which declined during the years of 
sanctions.5 Furthermore, the sanctions 
likely adversely affected cancer 
prevention and health promotion 
programmes. These programmes 
might be compromised in an economic 
crisis because resources would be 
allocated to areas of crucial momentary 
need, rather than prevention. 

www.thelancet.com/oncology Vol 19 July 2018 

Therefore, despite not directly 
targeting health, these economic 
sanctions had several devastating 
consequences on the health of 
80 million people in Iran and it 
took years to restore the effects. 
Do President Trump and his 
administration have a clear strategy to 
protect health, among other human 
rights, this time? 
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PREFACE 

T 
he Iran Economie Monitor provides an update 

on key economic developments and policies 

over the past 12 months. lt examines these 

economic developments and policies in a longer-term 

and global context, and assesses their implications 

for the outlook for the country. lts coverage has 

ranged from the macro-economy to financial markets 

to indicators of human welfare and development. lt is 

intended for a wide audience, including policy makers, 

business leaders, financial market participants, and 

the community of analysts and professionals engaged 

on Iran. 

The Iran Economie Monitor is a product of the 

World Bank's Global Practice for Macroeconomics, 

Trade and lnvestment team. This fifth issue was 

prepared by Faya Hayati (Economist, Task Team 

Leader), Majid Kazemi (Economist) and Maria 

Reinholdt Anderson (Consultant), under the general 

guidance of Kevin Carey (Global Practice Manager) 

and Saroj Kumar Jha (Regional Director). The Special 

Focus Section was written by a Poverty and Equity 

Global Practice team consisting of Aziz Atamanov 

(Economist), Matthew Wai-Poi (Senior Economist), 

Mohammad-Hadi Mostafavi (Consultant) and Djavad 

Salehi-lsfahani (Consultant) under the guidance 

of Benu Bidani (Global Practice Manager). Kamer 

Karakurum-Ozdemir (Senior Economist), Syed Mehdi 

Hassan (Lead Financial Sector Specialist) and Janet 

Minatelli (Senior Country Officer) provided helpful 

comments. 

Muna Abeid Salim (Senior Program Assistant) 

print-produced the report. The team is grateful to 

the Government of Iran for its contributions to this 

publication. 

The findings, interpretations, and conclusions 

expressed in this Monitor are those of World Bank 

staff and do not necessarily reflect the views of the 

Executive Board of the World Bank or the governments 

they represent. 

For questions and comments on the content 

of this publication, please contact Faya Hayati 

(fhayati@worldbank.org) or Majid Kazemi (mkazemi@ 

worldbank.org). Questions from the media can be 

addressed to Mona Ziade (mziade@worldbank.org). 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1 
ran's GDP growth in 2017/18 
eased considerably as the effect of large 
surge in oil revenues in the previous year 
dissipated. 

After undergoing an oil-based bounce in the 

economy in 2016/17, the economy registered a 

3.8 percent growth in 2017 /18 with the 

overwhelming majority of growth coming from the 

non-oil sectors. More than hait of the growth can be 

attributed to services which grew by 4.4 percent. Oil, 

agriculture and services sectors are now back 

above the levels of activity they were prior to 

sanctions in 2012. But there was not a strong 

bounce back in the past two years for key 

sectors such as construction and trade, restaurant 

and hotel services following the stagnation in growth 

during the period of sanctions. The oil and gas 

sector witnessed a growth of 0.9 percent. 

Limited by the (Organization of 

the Petroleum Exporting Countries) OPEC+ 

quota for the agreed period, increasing 

production capacity or maintaining current 

production levels in the coming years would 

require a substantial increase in investments 

in the sector. However, the reintroduction of 

sanctions on the oil and gas sector in November 

2018 by the United States (US) will mean the 

issue of export payments rather than investment 

needs will corne to the fore. 

The Government's prudent management of 
fiscal buffers wi/1 help Iran to deal with the 
rising inflation rate and depreciating currency, 
against a backdrop of a persistent high 
unemployment rate, which is expected to 
increase pressure on people's livelihoods. The 

parallel exchange rate market experienced large 

depreciation since late December 2017 due to various 

factors including high growth in liquidity, limited 

correspondent banking relations with foreign banks 

and other external factors. The authorities' attempts to 

ease the downward pressure on the rial through 

unification of the official and parallel market exchange 

rates in early April 2018 along with restrictions on 

foreign exchange transactions was short-lived as 

the currency's value tell to less than a hait against 

the dollar in unofficial exchanges in August 2018. 

This depreciation also led to a surge in prices, with 

inflation tripling in the last 4 month to 24.2 percent year 

on year-a four year high (and reaching 31 percent in 

September). Housing prices in Tehran increased by 

almost 37 percent in Spring 2018 compared to the 

same period a year earlier and rents were 27 

percent higher. Unemployment remains high at 12.1 

percent, and has worsened in recent years, especially 

amongst the youth and educated population as labor 

force participation continues to rise (40.3 percent in 

2017/18). 
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require a substantial increase in investments 
in the sector. However, the reintroduction of 
sanctions on the oil and gas sector in November 
2018 by the United States (US) will mean the 
issue of export payments rather than investment 
needs will come to the fore. 

The Government's prudent management of 
fiscal buffers will help Iran to deal with the 
rising inflation rate and depreciating currency, 
against a backdrop of a persistent high 
unemployment rate, which is expected to 
increase pressure on people's livelihoods. The 
parallel exchange rate market experienced large 
depreciation since late December 2017 due to various 
factors including high growth in liquidity, limited 
correspondent banking relations with foreign banks 
and other external factors. The authorities' attempts to 
ease the downward pressure on the rial through 
unification of the official and parallel market exchange 
rates in early April 2018 along with restrictions on 
foreign exchange transactions was short-lived as 
the currency's value fell to less than a half against 
the dollar in unofficial exchanges in August 2018. 
This depreciation also led to a surge in prices, with 
inflation tripling in the last 4 month to 24.2 percent year 
on year-a four year high (and reaching 31 percent in 
September) Housing prices in Tehran increased by 
almost 37 percent in Spring 2018 compared to the 
same period a year earlier and rents were 27 
percent higher Unemployment remains high at 12.1 
percent, and has worsened in recent years, especially 
amongst the youth and educated population as labor 
force participation continues to rise (40 3 percent in 
2017/18) 
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The special focus chapter of this issue of the Iran 

Economie Monitor (IEM) shows high inflation was the 

key factor in the increase in poverty between 2012 to 

2016 and given the recent surge in prices and rents, 

low-income households are expected to face 

mounting pressures. Historically, the social 

protection and cash transfer scheme were highly 

effective in Iran in combating poverty and 

decreasing inequality, and the governments' 

healthy fiscal buffers helps Iran to be well-

placed to introduce counter-cyclical measures 

to boost economic activity and provide additional 

support to vulnerable households. 

ln the medium term, the economy is 

projected to once again experience an 

episode of stagflation as oil exports and 
inflation are expected to return to 2012/13 
and 2013/14 levels. The reintroduction of 

oil sanctions by the US in November 2018 is 

assumed to reduce oil exports by 50 percent. ln the 

absence of information on expected oil purchases 

from Iran after November 2018, the working level 

assumption is that of a return of oil export levels to 

those of 2012 and 2013 when sanctions were 

similarly introduced on lran's oil and gas sectors. 

Other restrictions on trade and Foreign Direct 

lnvestment (FOI) along with the historically strong 

interdependence between oil and non-oil sectors is 

expected to lead to a reduction in the non-oil 

economy. Overall GDP is projected to contract by 1.6 

percent in 2018/19 and again by 3.7 percent the 

following year which suggests Iran will be one of a 

few cou nt ries in the 2018-2020 period that are 

projected to experience a period of economic 

recession and rising prices-stagflation. The 

government balances are also expected to deteriorate 

as oil revenues, which account for more than 40 

percent of central government revenues are eut. 

Continued downward pressure on the exchange rate 

and inflation back above 30 percent are also 

projected in the coming years which further lead 
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to spiraling inflationary expectations and reducing 

consumer sentiment. Despite the depreciation and 

drop in imports, the reduction in oil exports are 

estimated to bring down the country's current 

account surplus to very low levels in the outlook. 

Sizable risks and challenges face the 

prospects of the lranian economy in the coming 

years. On the external side, there is uncertainty 

about the eventual scope of US sanctions, with 

consequent impact on the country's oil exports. 

Domestically, the government faces the economic 

and social challenges of completing adjustment to 

previous shocks, notably the problems within the 

banking sector, as well as coping with the 

emerging impact of sanctions reimposition. 

Weathering these challenges will be key in 

continuation of the course of domestic reforms that 

are directly linked to the macroeconomic 

challenges given the scarcity of foreign exchange 

and flight of activities to informai markets. The 

implementation of reforms is even more important 

in this context to build more resilience in the 

economy and use more efficiently all domestic 

resources at its disposai. 

placed to introduce counter-cyclical measures 

to spiraling inflationary expectations and reducing 
consumer sentiment. Despite the depreciation and 
drop in imports, the reduction in oil exports are 
estimated to bring down the country's current 
account surplus to very low levels in the outlook. 

Sizable risks and challenges face the 
prospects of the Iranian economy in the coming 
years. On the external side, there is uncertainty 
about the eventual scope of US sanctions, with 
consequent impact on the country's oil exports. 
Domestically, the government faces the economic 
and social challenges of completing adjustment to 
previous shocks, notably the problems within the 
banking sector, as well as coping with the 
emerging impact of sanctions reimposition. 
Weathering these challenges will be key in 
continuation of the course of domestic reforms that 
are directly linked to the macroeconomic 
challenges given the scarcity of foreign exchange 
and flight of activities to informal markets. The 
implementation of reforms is even more important 
in this context to build more resilience in the 
economy and use more efficiently all domestic 
resources at its disposal 

to boost economic activity and provide additional 
support to vulnerable households. 

The special focus chapter of this issue of the Iran 
Economic Monitor (IEM) shows high inflation was the 
key factor in the increase in poverty between 2012 to 
2016 and given the recent surge in prices and rents, 
low-income households are expected to face 
mounting pressures. Historically, the social 
protection and cash transfer scheme were highly 
effective in Iran in combating poverty and 
decreasing inequality, and the governments' 
healthy fiscal buffers helps Iran to be well- 

In the medium term, the economy is 
projected to once again experience an 
episode of stagflation as oil exports and 
inflation are expected to return to 2012/13 
and 2013/14 levels. The reintroduction of 
oil sanctions by the US in November 2018 is 
assumed to reduce oil exports by 50 percent. In the 
absence of information on expected oil purchases 
from Iran after November 2018, the working level 
assumption is that of a return of oil export levels to 
those of 2012 and 2013 when sanctions were 
similarly introduced on Iran's oil and gas sectors. 
Other restrictions on trade and Foreign Direct 
Investment (FOi) along with the historically strong 
interdependence between oil and non-oil sectors is 
expected to lead to a reduction in the non-oil 
economy. Overall GDP is projected to contract by 1.6 
percent in 2018/19 and again by 3.7 percent the 
following year which suggests Iran will be one of a 
few countries in the 2018-2020 period that are 
projected to experience a period of economic 
recession and rising prices-stagflation. The 
government balances are also expected to deteriorate 
as oil revenues, which account for more than 40 
percent of central government revenues are cut. 
Continued downward pressure on the exchange rate 
and inflation back above 30 percent are also 
projected in the coming years which further lead 
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RECENT ECONOMIC AND 
POLICY DEVELOPMENTS 

Output and Demand 

Economie growth slowed to 3.8 percent in 

2017/18 as the one-off effect of increase in oil 
production dissipated. GDP growth declined from 

a recent record high of 13.4 percent in 2016/17 to 3.8 

percent in the year ending March 2018. The growth 

performance remains above the previous 10-year 

annualized average growth rate of 2.1 percent. 

Despite the strong rebound in the previous two years 

(2016 and 2017), average growth in the past six years 

still remains below other comparator groups 

including the average growth rates of oil 

exporters, Middle-East and North Africa (MNA), 

upper middle-income countries and Organization 

for Economie Cooperation and Development 

(OECD) (Figure 2). Agriculture growth slowed 

down to 3.2 percent in 2017 /18, services 

contributed the most to overall growth accounting 

for 2.1 percentage points (Figure 1 ), more than 

hait of which was due to the transport, storage and 

real estate sector. Previously when sanctions were 

introduced, these service sectors grew strongly 

FIGURE 1 • Real GDP Growth and Production Side Components (Percentage Points) 
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Source: Central Bank of Iran (CBI) data and World Bank staff calculations. 
Note: *Services less imputed bank service charges 
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Output and Demand 

Economic growth slowed to 3.8 percent in 
2017/18 as the one-off effect of increase in oil 
production dissipated. GDP growth declined from 
a recent record high of 13.4 percent in 2016/17 to 3.8 
percent in the year ending March 2018. The growth 
performance remains above the previous 10-year 
annualized average growth rate of 2.1 percent. 
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still remains below other comparator groups 
including the average growth rates of oil 
exporters, Middle-East and North Africa (MNA), 
upper middle-income countries and Organization 
for Economic Cooperation and Development 
(OECD) (Figure 2) Agriculture growth slowed 
down to 3.2 percent in 2017/18, services 
contributed the most to overall growth accounting 
for 2.1 percentage points (Figure 1), more than 
half of which was due to the transport, storage and 
real estate sector. Previously when sanctions were 
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FIGURE 2 • Average GDP Growth vs Main Comparator Groups (%), 2012-2017 
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Source: Source: Find My Fnends tool us1ng International Monetary Fund 
(IMF) World Economie Outlook (WEO) data. 

despite large decreases in overall GDP growth as 

there was a shift of liquid assets towards real estate 

and firms began to build up inventories. Real GDP 

growth in the March quarter of 2018 reveals an 

easing of growth at 2.7 percent year on year and 

June quarter 2018 growth slowing further to 1.8 

percent year over year (0.7 percent non-oil GDP 

growth) down from 4.6 percent a year earlier (4.3 

non-oil GDP growth). The downward trend is likely 

to continue throughout 2018 as the impact of 

exchange rates and inflation that occurred since 

March become reflected in economic activity. 

More than ninety percent of overa/1 

growth in 2017/18 relied on non-oil 

production. Non-oil GDP growth in 2017/18 

increased to 4.6 percent compared to 3.3 

percent in the previous year. With oil production 

remaining constant, 3.5 percentage points out of 

3.7 percent overall growth (at factor cost) was due to 

the non-oil sectors. The industries sector grew by 

5.1 percent, substantially higher than the year before 

(2.2 percent) driven by the first growth in the 

construction sector since 2011 /12 but still 

remains less than two third of the levels in 2011 /12. 

Historically, there have been 

strong spillovers of oil sector growth to 

the non-oil sectors. lran's non-oil GDP growth 

rebounded stronglyfollowing the lifting of the 
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sanctions on the economy (Figure 3) During the 

sanctions period (2012-15), non-oil GDP growth was 

close to zero percent over the 4 years and has since 

rebounded to average close to 4 percent per year in 

the past two years Compared to lran's comparators 

and in the latter period, its non-oil GDP growth 

is close to 4 percentage points higher than the 

average of other oil exporting economies and triple the 

MNA and upper middle-income countries' average 

Figure 3 also shows the dependence of the non-oil 

sector on the oil sector for oil exporters as the 

lower prices in 2016 and 2017 have led to 

negative growth on average for oil exporters. 

Crude oil production in 2017/18 and early 

2018/19 remained relative/y stable in fine with the 

agreed OPEC+ production quota. Official 

government data indicate that oil production 

compared to the previous year has slightly 

declined to 3.8 million barrels per day (mbpd) in 01 

2018/19. Exports of oil and petroleum products 

however was slightly higher than the previous year 

average, though it slightly declined below the 2.3 

mbpd mark in the second hait of 2017 /18. 

According to the authorities, oil production levels as 

recent as mid-August 2018 has largely been 

maintained at previous levels despite the 

prospective restrictions that are to be placed on 

countries importing oil from Iran. 
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(IMF) World Economic Outlook (WEO) data. 

despite large decreases in overall GDP growth as 
there was a shift of liquid assets towards real estate 
and firms began to build up inventories. Real GDP 
growth in the March quarter of 2O18 reveals an 
easing of growth at 2.7 percent year on year and 
June quarter 2O18 growth slowing further to 1.8 
percent year over year (0.7 percent non-oil GDP 
growth) down from 4.6 percent a year earlier (4.3 
non-oil GDP growth). The downward trend is likely 
to continue throughout 2O18 as the impact of 
exchange rates and inflation that occurred since 
March become reflected in economic activity. 

More than ninety percent of overall 
growth in 2017/18 relied on non-oil 
production. Non-oil GDP growth in 2O17/18 
increased to 4.6 percent compared to 3.3 
percent in the previous year. With oil production 
remaining constant, 3.5 percentage points out of 
3.7 percent overall growth (at factor cost) was due to 
the non-oil sectors. The industries sector grew by 
5.1 percent, substantially higher than the year before 
(2.2 percent) driven by the first growth in the 
construction sector since 2O11/12 but still 
remains less than two third of the levels in 2O11/12. 

Historically, there have been 
strong spillovers of oil sector growth to 
the non-oil sectors. Iran's non-oil GDP growth 
rebounded strongly following the lifting of the 

sanctions on the economy (Figure 3) During the 
sanctions period (2012-15), non-oil GDP growth was 
close to zero percent over the 4 years and has since 
rebounded to average close to 4 percent per year in 
the past two years. Compared to Iran's comparators 
and in the latter period, its non-oil GDP growth 
is close to 4 percentage points higher than the 
average of other oil exporting economies and triple the 
MNA and upper middle-income countries' average. 
Figure 3 also shows the dependence of the non-oil 
sector on the oil sector for oil exporters as the 
lower prices in 2016 and 2017 have led to 
negative growth on average for oil exporters. 

Crude oil production in 2017/18 and early 
2018/19 remained relatively stable in line with the 
agreed OPEC+ production quota. Official 
government data indicate that oil production 
compared to the previous year has slightly 
declined to 3.8 million barrels per day (mbpd) in Q1 
2O18/19. Exports of oil and petroleum products 
however was slightly higher than the previous year 
average, though it slightly declined below the 2.3 
mbpd mark in the second half of 2O17/18. 
According to the authorities, oil production levels as 
recent as mid-August 2O18 has largely been 
maintained at previous levels despite the 
prospective restrictions that are to be placed on 
countries importing oil from Iran. 
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FIGURE 3 • Non-Oil GDP Growth vs Main Comparator Groups (%), 2008-2017 
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Published reports indicate that several oil 

importing countries have begun finding alternative 

suppliers and cutting imports in June and July 2018.1 

Electricity production peaked in 2017/18 

growing by more than 8 percent but spare 

capacity declined. Power cuts in the summer period 

in Tehran and other parts of the country illustrate 

a narrowing spare electricity generation capacity 

(Figure 4). The problem is more acute in peak 

consumption periods which along with an increase 

in exports of electricity highlights a greater need for 

additional investment in the electricity sector. On the 

demand side, policies to reduce energy intensity of 

the lranian economy will also need to be considered. 

lran's energy intensity has been steadily increasing in 

contrast to most countries in the world that have been 

reducing their energy intensity. 

The composition of GDP on the expenditure 

side also reflects the levelling of oil exports 

following the large increase in the previous year. 

Net exports contracted 3 percent in 2017 /18 following 

the 64 percent increase in the previous year as oil 

exports volumes remained at similar levels and a strong 

surge in imports. Total consumption growth eased to 

2.8 percent and private consumption is now back 

above 2011 /12 level for the first time. Real government 

expenditures continued to grow by just under 4 

percent in 2017/18 marking the fifth consecutive 

year of expansion since the change of government 

in 2013/14. The sum of statistical discrepancy and 

inventories2 similar to 2016/17, contributed almost 3 

percentage points to overall GDP growth which may 

be an indication of stock building ahead of anticipated 

uncertainties in the near future. 

After investment registered a positive 

albeit moderate growth in 2017/18, the busi

ness climate in 2018 has increasingly been 

1 See, "lndia cuts lranian oil imports in June ahead of 

U.S. sanctions" https:/ /in reuters com/article/india
i ran-o i I/i n di a-c uts-i ran ian-o i I-i m po rts-i n-j une-ah ead-of

u-s-sanctions-id l N KBN 1 K10CV, "South Korea's Iran 

oil imports may fall to 3-year low in Sept, hopes for 

U.S. sanctions waiver-sources" https:/ /www.reuters. 

co m/ article/ u s-so ut h ko rea-i ran-o i 1/ so uth-ko reas-i ran
o i l-i m po rts-may-f al I-to-3-year-low-i n-se pt-ho pes-f o r-u-s

sanctions-waiver-sources-idUSKBN 1 JS 14B, "UPDATE 

1-Japan's last imports of lranian oil could be in Oct

industry body" https:/ /uk reuters com/article/oil-iran
japan/update-1-japans-last-imports-of-i ranian-oi l-could
be-in-oct-industry-body-idUKL4N 1 UF2L5. 

2 For 2017 /18, the CBI has only reported the inventory 
values together with statistical discrepancy. 
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Published reports indicate that several oil 
importing countries have begun finding alternative 
suppliers and cutting imports in June and July 2018. 

Electricity production peaked in 2017/18 
growing by more than 8 percent but spare 
capacity declined. Power cuts in the summer period 
in Tehran and other parts of the country illustrate 
a narrowing spare electricity generation capacity 
(Figure 4). The problem is more acute in peak 
consumption periods which along with an increase 
in exports of electricity highlights a greater need for 
additional investment in the electricity sector. On the 
demand side, policies to reduce energy intensity of 
the Iranian economy will also need to be considered. 
Iran's energy intensity has been steadily increasing in 
contrast to most countries in the world that have been 
reducing their energy intensity. 

The composition of GDP on the expenditure 
side also reflects the levelling of oil exports 
following the large increase in the previous year. 
Net exports contracted 3 percent in 2017/18 following 
the 64 percent increase in the previous year as oil 
exports volumes remained at similar levels and a strong 
surge in imports. Total consumption growth eased to 
2.8 percent and private consumption is now back 
above 2011/12 level for the first time. Real government 

expenditures continued to grow by just under 4 
percent in 2017/18 marking the fifth consecutive 
year of expansion since the change of government 
in 2013/14. The sum of statistical discrepancy and 
inventories2 similar to 2016/17, contributed almost 3 
percentage points to overall GDP growth which may 
be an indication of stock building ahead of anticipated 
uncertainties in the near future. 

After investment registered a positive 
albeit moderate growth in 2017/18, the busi 
ness climate in 2018 has increasingly been 

1 See, "India cuts Iranian oil imports in June ahead of 
U.S. sanctions" https://in.reuters.com/article/india 
iranoil/indiacutsiranianoilimportsinjuneaheadof 
ussanctionsidIN KBN 1 K10CV, "South Korea's Iran 
oil imports may fall to 3year low in Sept, hopes for 
U.S. sanctions waiversources" https://www.reuters 
com/article/ussouthkoreairanoil/ southkoreasiran 
oilimportsmayfallto3yearlowinsepthopesforus 
sanctionswaiversourcesidUSKBN 1 JS 14B, "UPDATE 
1Japan's last imports of Iranian oil could be in Oct 
industry body" https://uk.reuters.com/article/oiliran 
japan/update1japanslastimportsofiranianoilcould 
beinoctindustrybodyidUKL4N 1 UF2L5. 

2 For 2017 /18, the CBI has only reported the inventory 
values together with statistical discrepancy. 
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FIGURE 4 • lran's Electricity Generation and Consumption 
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FIGURE 5 • Contribution of Expenditure Side Components to GDP Growth (Percentage Point) 
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influenced by external factors. Gross fixed capital 

formation grew by 1.4 percent in 2017/18. Foreign di

rect investment in 2018 is expected to have a down

ward trend compared to the previous two years after 

new US sanctions were introduced in early August 

2018. Faced with a decision between continuing busi

ness with Iran or access to the US market, a number 
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of investment projects by large European companies 

have been either suspended or canceled. 3 

3 These include Total's operations in the South Pars Gas 

Field's US$4.8 billion consortium, PSA, Renault and 

Daimler's joint ventures in the country's auto sector and 

Britain's Quercus solar plant project. 
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influenced by external factors. Gross fixed capital 
formation grew by 1.4 percent in 2017 /18. Foreign di 
rect investment in 2018 is expected to have a down 
ward trend compared to the previous two years after 
new US sanctions were introduced in early August 
2018. Faced with a decision between continuing busi 
ness with Iran or access to the US market, a number 
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of investment projects by large European companies 
have been either suspended or canceled.3 

3 These include Total's operations in the South Pars Gas 
Field's US$4.8 billion consortium, PSA, Renault and 
Daimler's joint ventures in the country's auto sector and 
Britain's Quercus solar plant project 
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TABLE 1 • lslamic Republic of Iran: Selected Macroeconomic lndicators (2015-2018) 

Real GDP, at factor cost (2011 ~ 100) 

Agriculture 

lndustry 

Services 

Real non-oil GDP, at factor cost (2011 ~ 100) 

Real GDP, at market prices (2011 ~ 100) 

Private Consumption 

Govemment Consumption 

Gross Fixed Capital lnvestment 

Exports, Goods and Services 

lmports, Goods and Services 

Prices 

Inflation (Consumer Price Index) 

Current Account Balance(% of GDP) 

Fiscal Balance(% of GDP) 

Source: CBI data and World Bank staff calculations. 

Externat Position 

After an initial rebound in its current account 

surplus in 2016/17, following the slump in 

2015/16, the surplus deteriorated again in 

2017/18. The current account surplus tell from 3.9 

percent of GDP in 2016/17 to 3.5 percent of GDP 

in 2017/18, as lran's oil production initially slowed 

in 2018. Real export growth of goods and services 

was 1.8 percent in 2017/18, down from 41.3 percent, 

while real import growth was 13.4 percent in 2017 /18. 

lran's non-oil exports have risen in recent years from 

6 percent of GDP in 2012/13 to 10 percent of GDP 

in 2017/18. ln 2017/18, non-oil exports constituted 

33 percent of lran's total exports, compared to 38 

percent in 2015. lmports are predominately non-oil 

and have been increasing in recent years. lran's trade 

balance (as a share of GDP) remained historically low 

in 2017 /18, due to strong imports growth (Figure 6). 

Growth in non-oil imports in 2017/18 slowed (from 

20.3 percent to 17.1 percent, nominal), while non-

(% change unless stated otherw1se) 

2015/16 2016/17 2017 /18 2018/19F 

-1.6 12.5 3.7 -1.6 

4.6 4.2 3.2 3.5 

-14 24.7 3.1 -7 

-2.3 3.6 4.5 2.9 

-3.1 3.3 4.6 n.a. 

-1.3 134 3.8 -1.5 

-3.5 3.8 2.5 -0.6 

4.8 3.7 3.8 -1.7 

-12 -3.7 14 -1.5 

12.1 41.3 1.8 -11.9 

-20.2 6.1 134 -27.1 

11.9 9.0 9.6 23.8 

2.3 3.9 3.5 0.6 

-1.7 -2.2 -1.8 -4.7 

oil export growth rose (from -6.6 percent to 

11.5 percent, nominal). Roughly 85 percent of lran's 

imports remain in capital and intermediate goods. 

Non-oil trade data for the first four months 

of 2018/19 showed some improvements. ln the 

first four months of the current fiscal year non-oil 

exports grew by 14.7 percent, year over year, most 

likely as a result of the depreciation of the exchange 

rate. A breakdown of exports shows that the majority 

of growth came from manufacturing, agricultural 

products and carpet exports. However, exports of 

gas condensates, accounting for around 12 percent 

of the non-oil export basket, declined by around 16 

percent compared to the first four months of 2017 /18. 

The other major component of non-oil exports, 

petrochemicals, only grew by 0.9 percent lmports 

contracted by around 4 percent, year over year, which 

can mostly be attributed to the import ban placed. 

The share of oil in total value of exports has 

fluctuated in the recent years. Oil exports constituted 

about 80 percent of exports between 2010 / 11 and 
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TABLE 1 • Islamic Republic of Iran: Selected Macroeconomic Indicators (2015-2018) 

(% change unless stated otherwise) 

2015/16 2016/17 2017 /18 2018/19F 

Real GDP, at factor cost (2011 = 100) -1.6 12.5 3. 1.6 

Agriculture 4.6 4.2 3.2 3.5 

Industry -1.4 24.7 3.1 -7 

Services -2.3 3.6 4.5 2.9 

Real non-oil GDP, at factor cost (2011 = 100) -3.1 3.3 4.6 n.a. 

Real GDP, at market prices (2011 = 100) -1.3 13.4 3.8 -1.5 

Private Consumption -3.5 3.8 2.5 -0.6 

Government Consumption 4.8 3.7 3.8 -1. 

Gross Fixed Capital Investment -12 -3.7 1.4 -1.5 

Exports, Goods and Services 12.1 41.3 1.8 11.9 

Imports, Goods and Services -20.2 6.1 13.4 -271 

Prices 

Inflation (Consumer Price Index) 11.9 9.0 9.6 23.8 

Current Account Balance (% of GDP) 2.3 3.9 3.5 0.6 

Fiscal Balance (% of GDP) -1.7 -2.2 1.8 4.7 

Source: CBI data and World Bank staff calculations. 

External Position 

After an initial rebound in its current account 
surplus in 2016/17, following the slump in 
2015/16, the surplus deteriorated again in 
2017/18. The current account surplus fell from 3.9 
percent of GDP in 2016/17 to 3.5 percent of GDP 
in 2017/18, as Iran's oil production initially slowed 
in 2018. Real export growth of goods and services 
was 1.8 percent in 2017/18, down from 41.3 percent, 
while real import growth was 13.4 percent in 2017/18. 
Iran's non-oil exports have risen in recent years from 
6 percent of GDP in 2012/13 to 10 percent of GDP 
in 2017/18. In 2017 /18, non-oil exports constituted 
33 percent of Iran's total exports, compared to 38 
percent in 2015. Imports are predominately non-oil 
and have been increasing in recent years. Iran's trade 
balance (as a share of GDP) remained historically low 
in 2017/18, due to strong imports growth (Figure 6). 
Growth in non-oil imports in 2017/18 slowed (from 
20.3 percent to 17.1 percent, nominal), while non- 

oil export growth rose (from -6.6 percent to 
11.5 percent, nominal). Roughly 85 percent of Iran's 

imports remain in capital and intermediate goods. 
Non-oil trade data for the first four months 

of 2018/19 showed some improvements. In the 
first four months of the current fiscal year non-oil 
exports grew by 14.7 percent, year over year, most 
likely as a result of the depreciation of the exchange 
rate. A breakdown of exports shows that the majority 
of growth came from manufacturing, agricultural 
products and carpet exports. However, exports of 
gas condensates, accounting for around 12 percent 
of the non-oil export basket, declined by around 16 
percent compared to the first four months of 2017/18. 
The other major component of non-oil exports, 
petrochemicals, only grew by 0.9 percent. Imports 
contracted by around 4 percent, year over year, which 
can mostly be attributed to the import ban placed 

The share of oil in total value of exports has 
fluctuated in the recent years. Oil exports constituted 
about 80 percent of exports between 2010 /11 and 
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FIGURE 6 • Current Account 
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2012 and dropped to a low of 51 percent in 2015, 

before climbing backup when oil prices recovered and 

sanctions were removed to 67 percent in 2017 /18. 

The majority of Iran 's recent non-oil exports 

have consisted of agricultural and manufactured 

goods. lran's main non-oil exports included agricultural 

and traditional goods (specifically fresh and dried 

fruits), plastic material and organic chemicals. ln 

2016/17, agricultural goods accounted for roughly 

15 percent of non-oil good exports and industrial 

goods accounting for the 82 percent (Figure 9). 

Regarding services, lran's exports have been larges! 

in construction, transportation, and travel services. 

Exports of transportation (freight and passenger) 

FIGURE 7 • Global Oil Prices 6: lran's Oil Production Levels (2010-2018, Monthly) 
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2012 and dropped to a low of 51 percent in 2015, 
before climbing back up when oil prices recovered and 
sanctions were removed to 67 percent in 2017/18. 

The majority of Iran's recent non-oil exports 
have consisted of agricultural and manufactured 
goods. Iran's main non-oil exports included agricultural 
and traditional goods (specifically fresh and dried 

fruits), plastic material and organic chemicals. In 
2016/17, agricultural goods accounted tor roughly 
15 percent of non-oil good exports and industrial 
goods accounting tor the 82 percent (Figure 9) 
Regarding services, Iran's exports have been largest 
in construction, transportation, and travel services. 
Exports of transportation (freight and passenger) 

FIGURE 7 • Global Oil Prices & Iran's Oil Production Levels (2010-2018, Monthly) 
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FIGURE 8 • Non-Oil Trade Balance (% of GDP) 
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dipped in 2016/17 after having rebounded since 

2012/13 a trend that was similar to that of exports of 

travel (business and persona!). ln 2016/17 travel and 

transportation services each constituted 7.7 percent 

of lran's current account credits and industrial goods 

accounting for 30.8 percent. 

Europe was the main destination of lran's 
recent increase in oil exports. Prior to the 

oil sanctions, in 2010 and 2011, about 60 percent of 

lran's oil exports went to Asia and the Pacifie, 

followed by 34 percent to Europe. After the 

imposition of oil sanctions in 2012, the European 

share declined 

FIGURE 9 • Top Non-Oil Export Items (% of Total Non-Oil Exports) 
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dipped in 2016/17 after having rebounded since 
2012/13 a trend that was similar to that of exports of 
travel (business and personal)_ In 2016/17 travel and 
transportation services each constituted 7. 7 percent 
of Iran's current account credits and industrial goods 
accounting for 30.8 percent. 

Europe was the main destination of Iran's 
recent increase in oil exports. Prior to the 
oil sanctions, in 2010 and 2011, about 60 percent of 
Iran's oil exports went to Asia and the Pacific, 
followed by 34 percent to Europe After the 
imposition of oil sanctions in 2012, the European 
share declined 

FIGURE 9 • Top Non-Oil Export Items (% of Total Non-Oil Exports) 
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FIGURE 10 • lran's Oil Exports by Region 
(% of Total Oil Exports) 
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by 75 percent, to less than 10 percent of lran's total 

oil exports. When oil sanctions were removed in 

2016, lran's oil exports to Europe rebounded from 10 

percent in 2015 to 36 percent in 2017. Top European 

destinations for lranian crude oil exports in 2017 

included Turkey (9 percent), ltaly (7 percent) and 

France (5 percent). ln the first hait of 2018, 26 percent 

FIGURE 12 • lran's Export Destinations of Goods 
(March Quarter, % of Total Global 
Exports) 
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FIGURE 11 • lran's Oil Export Destinations 
(% of Total Oil Exports) 
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30% 

of lran's total oil exports were to China and 23 percent 

to lndia (Figure 11). 

lran's top export destinations 

continues to be emerging developing 

countries. Exports to China and lndia have 

remained the highest, with China's share of exports 

at 22 percent in 2011 and 26 percent 2017, while 

lndia's share of exports increased from 11 

percent in 2011 to 18 percent in 2017 

(Figure 12). lran's trade balance with 

European Union (EU) was negative sin ce 2012 with 
the deficit easing to €682 million in 2017 /18. 

Looking forward, similar patterns are likely to 

emerge again with a fall of exports to Europe, while 

exports to China remaining stable. 

Top importers of lranian goods 
remain large/y unchanged. Asia and 

Pacifie (especially China) and the Middle East 

continue to top the list of main importers. 

Published reports indicate that Chinese 

authorities have expressed that their trade with 

Iran and notably oil imports will not be impacted by 

the new sanctions. 

The share of capital and durable 

goods remains high in lran's import basket. ln 

2016/17 over 40 percent of lran's imports 

consisted of machinery and transportation vehicles 

(Figure 13), up from 32 percent six years ago. 

Meanwhile, iron and steel imports tell from 14 
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by 75 percent, to less than 10 percent of Iran's total 
oil exports. When oil sanctions were removed in 
2016, Iran's oil exports to Europe rebounded from 10 
percent in 2015 to 36 percent in 2017. Top European 
destinations for Iranian crude oil exports in 2017 
included Turkey (9 percent), Italy (7 percent) and 
France (5 percent). In the first half of 2018, 26 percent 

FIGURE 12 • Iran's Export Destinations of Goods 
(March Quarter, % of Total Global 
Exports) 
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continue to top the list of 
Published reports indicate 

main importers. 
that Chinese 

authorities have expressed that their trade with 
Iran and notably oil imports will not be impacted by 
the new sanctions. 

The share of capital and durable 
goods remains high in Iran's import basket. In 
2016/17 over 40 percent of Iran's imports 
consisted of machinery and transportation vehicles 
(Figure 13), up from 32 percent six years ago. 
Meanwhile, iron and steel imports fell from 14 

of Iran's total oil exports were to China and 23 percent 
to India (Figure 11). 

Iran's top export destinations 
continues to be emerging developing 
countries. Exports to China and India have 
remained the highest, with China's share of exports 
at 22 percent in 2011 and 26 percent 2017, while 
India's share of exports increased from 11 
percent in 2011 to 18 percent in 2017 
(Figure 12) Iran's trade balance with 
European Union (EU) was negative since 2012 with 
the deficit easing to €682 million in 2017 /18. 
Looking forward, similar patterns are likely to 
emerge again with a fall of exports to Europe, while 
exports to China remaining stable. 

Top importers of Iranian goods 
remain largely unchanged. Asia and 
Pacific (especially China) and the Middle East 
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FIGURE 13 • lran's Main lmports (% of Total Global lmports) 
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percent of the total value of imports in 2010/11 to 

5.7 percent in 2016/17. Import volume of iron and 

steel tell by 6.7 percent in 2016/17 compared to six 

years earlier. 

lran's major import partners have remained 

the same in the recent years. United Arab 

Emirates (UAE) remains the main passage of entry 

of goods to Iran accounting for 28.3 percent of 

the total value of imports in March quarter 2018 

(Figure 14). A significant part of trade with UAE 

(especially lran's imports) have other primary origins 

or destinations. The share of Chinese goods in lran's 

imports remains high but has slightly declined from 

a high of 15.7 percent in 2015 March quarter to 13 

percent in the same quarter of 2018. The share of 

Turkey and Korea in lran's imports has also 

declined since March quarter 2015, while import share 

from Russia and some European countries including 

Germany, ltaly and Netherlands has steadily increased. 

The ongoing exchange rate depreciation 

has pushed authorities to place direct bans on 

imports and exports of certain goods in early 

2018/19. ln order to manage the supply and demand 

of foreign exchange, the government announced the 

imposition of import ban on more than 1,400 goods. 

These goods generally include luxury or non-essential 

goods but also included products that domestic 

producers are presumed to be able to supply to its 80 

million population including cars. On the export side, in 

FIGURE 14 • lran's Main Import Partners 
(March Quarter, % of Total Global 
lmports) 
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percent of the total value of imports in 2010/11 t0 
5.7 percent in 2016/17. Import volume of iron and 
steel fell by 6.7 percent in 2016/17 compared to six 
years earlier. 

Iran's major import partners have remained 
the same in the recent years. United Arab 
Emirates (UAE) remains the main passage of entry 
of goods to Iran accounting for 28.3 percent of 
the total value of imports in March quarter 2018 
(Figure 14). A significant part of trade with UAE 
(especially Iran's imports) have other primary origins 
or destinations. The share of Chinese goods in Iran's 
imports remains high but has slightly declined from 
a high of 15. 7 percent in 2015 March quarter to 13 
percent in the same quarter of 2018. The share of 
Turkey and Korea in Iran's imports has also 
declined since March quarter 2015, while import share 
from Russia and some European countries including 
Germany, Italy and Netherlands has steadily increased. 

The ongoing exchange rate depreciation 
has pushed authorities to place direct bans on 
imports and exports of certain goods in early 
2018/19. In order to manage the supply and demand 
of foreign exchange, the government announced the 
imposition of import ban on more than 1,400 goods. 
These goods generally include luxury or non-essential 

goods but also included products that domestic 
producers are presumed to be able to supply to its 80 
million population including cars. On the export side, in 

FIGURE 14 • Iran's Main Import Partners 
(March Quarter, % of Total Global 
Imports) 
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FIGURE 15 • Official and Market Exchange Rates 
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order to avoid a shortage of essential goods, the export 

of a number of goods were prohibited later in late-June 

2018.4 The list predominantly included various grains 

and seeds used for human and animal consumption. 

ln August 2018, a list of six other items were added 

to the banned export list including powdered milk, 

various paper materials, tea and butter.5 

Exchange Rate, Inflation, and 
Financial Assets 

After months of turmoil in the exchange market, 

the government announced the unification o f 

the official and parai/el exchange rates in April 

2018. After four months of depreciation in the foreign 

exchange market on April 10, 2018 the 

government increased the official exchange rate 

from IRR37,830 to IRR42,000 per USD and 

announced that the exchange of foreign currency 

at any other rate will from then on be 

considered as smuggling. High demand for 

foreign currencies, due to high levels of liquidity 

(partly a result of earlier interest rate policy 

reforms) and heightened uncertainties due to external 

factors, caused authorities to devise rationing of 

supply including a four-tier grouping for imports of 

goods. The government also used some temporary 

10 IRAN ECONOMIC MONITOR: MOUNTING ECONOMIC CHALLENGES 

measures such as allowing foreign currency deposits 

in the banking sector, a weeklong period of higher 

interest rate deposit offering at the banks and advance 

sales of gold coins to redirect liquidity away from the 

foreign exchange market and avoid large capital flight. 

The April unification policy of the CBI failed 

to achieve its goals in calming the markets. Black 

market activity soared under the newly implemented 

fixed rate, as many businesses imported goods at 

dollar prices and resold them at the higher lranian 

prices. As the US pulled out of the Iran deal in May 

2018, the rial depreciated further (Figure 15), rising 

above 140,000 rials to the dollar in early September 

2018. lran's currency depreciation in 2018 has 

been one of the highest in the world (Figure 16). The 

extent of the depreciation is more than double that of 

Turkey which is undergoing its own exchange rate 

turmoil. The level of foreign debt in Iran is 

comparatively much lower and this limits the 

pressure of servicing debt in foreign currency; 

however, households and businesses who rely on 

importing foreign inputs and products (not on the 

fixed rate list) remain exposed to higher prices. 

With plans to reinstate US sanctions on oil, 

4 https/ /bit.ly/2wr09cB. 
5 https//bit.ly/2wnuJ17. 
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order to avoid a shortage of essential goods, the export 
of a number of goods were prohibited later in late-June 
2018. The list predominantly included various grains 
and seeds used for human and animal consumption. 
In August 2018, a list of six other items were added 
to the banned export list including powdered milk, 
various paper materials, tea and butter.5 

Exchange Rate, Inflation, and 
Financial Assets 

After months of turmoil in the exchange market, 
the government announced the unification o f 
the official and parallel exchange rates in April 
2018. After four months of depreciation in the foreign 
exchange market on April 10, 2018 the 
government increased the official exchange rate 
from IRR37,830 to IRR42,000 per USO and 
announced that the exchange of foreign currency 
at any other rate will from then on be 
considered as smuggling. High demand for 
foreign currencies, due to high levels of liquidity 
(partly a result of earlier interest rate policy 
reforms) and heightened uncertainties due to external 
factors, caused authorities to devise rationing of 
supply including a four-tier grouping for imports of 
goods. The government also used some temporary 

measures such as allowing foreign currency deposits 
in the banking sector, a weeklong period of higher 
interest rate deposit offering at the banks and advance 
sales of gold coins to redirect liquidity away from the 
foreign exchange market and avoid large capital flight. 

The April unification policy of the CBI failed 
to achieve its goals in calming the markets. Black 
market activity soared under the newly implemented 
fixed rate, as many businesses imported goods at 
dollar prices and resold them at the higher Iranian 
prices. As the US pulled out of the Iran deal in May 
2018, the rial depreciated further (Figure 15), rising 
above 140,000 rials to the dollar in early September 
2018. Iran's currency depreciation in 2018 has 
been one of the highest in the world (Figure 16). The 
extent of the depreciation is more than double that of 
Turkey which is undergoing its own exchange rate 
turmoil. The level of foreign debt in Iran is 
comparatively much lower and this limits the 
pressure of servicing debt in foreign currency; 
however, households and businesses who rely on 
importing foreign inputs and products (not on the 
fixed rate list) remain exposed to higher prices. 
With plans to reinstate US sanctions on oil, 

• https://bit.ly/2wra9cB. 

• https://bit.ly/2wnu17. 
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FIGURE 16 • Depreciation of the Rial and other Currencies vs the USD,% 
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demand for the US Dollar has pushed the exchange 
rate premium above 200 percent in mid- September 

between the official rate and parallel rate. 

I mplementation issues have resulted 

in continued amendments to exchange rate 

policies in 2018. The resulting inefficiencies 

in the classification of goods and allocation 

mechanism of preferential exchange rates led 

the authorities to overhaul the earlier program 

and introduce a new three-tier classification of 

goods. The first category includes essential 

and basic goods, medicine and 

intermediate goods used to produce 

strategically important goods. lmports of tier-1 

goods are through allocations of foreign 

currency at the official exchange rate and 

is supplied by the CBI. The second category of 

goods are those goods that are not 

domestically produced and can be used for 

various purposes lmports of such goods are done 

through the CBl's secondary exchange rate market, 

NIMA ln the portal, exporters of petrochemicals, 

basic metals, pistachios, carpets and other non-oil 

items offer their foreign currency denominated 

sales to importers of second category imported 

goods based on the supply and demand 

reflected in the portal 

ln a subsequent CBI directive, 

exporters of petrochemical products, steel and 

non-ferrous metals were required to provide 

their export revenues in the NIMA system 

within two months of receiving their export 

proceeds The third category of goods include 

luxury and non-essential goods which cannot 

be imported under further notice. As part of the 

new policy package, the CBI allowed exchange 

shops to meet the demand for hard currency for 23 

types of uses (e g for researchers going 

overseas, overseas tourist travel, medical 

expenses abroad, international insu rance 

and transport costs, etc ) at the parallel rate 

with capped amounts. The foreign currency brokers 

were permitted to access the secondary market for 

funds as intermediaries between suppliers of hard 

currency and importers of goods in the secondary 

market and deal more extensively with hard currency 

by facilitating transfers of foreign currency into the 

country 

With 
uncertaintY, 
depreciation 

heightened market 
driven by exchange rate 
and the reintroduction of US 

sanctions, inflation has returned to two-digit 

levels in Iran. 
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sanctions, inflation has returned to two-digit 
levels in Iran. 

heightened market 
driven by exchange rate 
and the reintroduction of US 

uncertainty, 
depreciation 

In a subsequent CBI directive, 
exporters of petrochemical products, steel and 
non-ferrous metals were required to provide 
their export revenues in the NIMA system 
within two months of receiving their export 
proceeds The third category of goods include 
luxury and non-essential goods which cannot 
be imported under further notice. As part of the 
new policy package, the CBI allowed exchange 
shops to meet the demand for hard currency for 23 
types of uses (e.g. for researchers going 
overseas, overseas tourist travel, medical 
expenses abroad, international insurance 
and transport costs, etc.) at the parallel rate 
with capped amounts. The foreign currency brokers 
were permitted to access the secondary market for 
funds as intermediaries between suppliers of hard 
currency and importers of goods in the secondary 
market and deal more extensively with hard currency 
by facilitating transfers of foreign currency into the 
country 

With 

demand for the US Dollar has pushed the exchange 
rate premium above 200 percent in mid- September 
between the official rate and parallel rate. 

Implementation issues have resulted 
in continued amendments to exchange rate 
policies in 2018. The resulting inefficiencies 
in the classification of goods and allocation 
mechanism of preferential exchange rates led 
the authorities to overhaul the earlier program 
and introduce a new three-tier classification of 
goods. The first category includes essential 
and basic goods, medicine and 
intermediate goods used to produce 
strategically important goods. Imports of tier-1 
goods are through allocations of foreign 
currency at the official exchange rate and 
is supplied by the CBI. The second category of 
goods are those goods that are not 
domestically produced and can be used for 
various purposes Imports of such goods are done 
through the CBl's secondary exchange rate market, 
NIMA. In the portal, exporters of petrochemicals, 
basic metals, pistachios, carpets and other non-oil 
items offer their foreign currency denominated 
sales to importers of second category imported 
goods based on the supply and demand 
reflected in the portal 
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FIGURE 17 • 1 nflation (%, YOY) 
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ln December 2017, CPI inflation peaked 

at 10 percent, before dropping to 7.9 percent by 

April 2018. Since April 2018, the US withdrawal from 

the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) and 

domestic speculation on the rial led to a sharp 

depreciation of the unofficial exchange rate, which 

has increased import costs and fed 

inflationary expectations of consumers. Within 4 

months, CPI inflation had more than tripled, 

reaching 24.2 percent in August 2018, the highest Iran 

has experienced since 2013 and the largest monthly 

increase in prices (5.5 percent month on month) in 

at least 200 months (16 years)-since inflation data 

began being published accessibly in January 2002. 

Food and beverages, housing, and transport 

were among the top contributors driving CP/ 

inflation upwards (Figure 18). Tobacco prices have 

increased following increased excise taxes imposed 

in recent months but given their small share in the 

CPI basket (0 37 percent) have only contributed 04 

percentage points to CPI. Food price inflation reached 

the highest level in 4 years at 36 percent year on 

year in August 2018 with broad increases across the 

components. The largest increases were by fruits and 

nuts which increased by 85 percent and contributed 

to more than half the increase of food inflation. Food 

inflation i s three times the rates it was 12 months ago 

and will have a disproportionate impact on low incarne 

12 IRAN ECONOMIC MONITOR: MOUNTING ECONOMIC CHALLENGES 

households who spend more of their household incarne 

on food. The bottom two deciles spend on average 40 

percent of their in corne on food while the top two deciles 

spend half of that with 20 percent of their incarne going 

to food (Figure 19) Housing prices in Tehran increased 

by almost 37 percent in Spring 2018 compared to the 

same period a year earlier and rents were 27 

percent higher 6 

Producer price inflation (PPI) also 

continues to rise. PPI year on year increased from 

8.7 percent in June 2017 to 16.9 percent by June 

2018. ln tact, PPI has been steadily rising since 2017, 

from 1 O. 7 percent in December 2017 to 16.9 percent 

by June 2018, with the greatest pick-up occurring 

between May and June of 2018. Manufacturing 

continues to be the greatest contributor to PPI in 

June 2018, with the greatest year-on-year percentage 

changes in basic metals (48.1 percent), followed by 

tobacco (43.8 percent), and chemical products (41.3 

percent). ln services, transport had the largest price 

increase (15.8 percent), with air transport prices 

growing by 35.8 percent. 

The Tehran Stock Exchange (TSE) overa/1 

index has been rising since May 2018. The index 

6 https/ /bit.ly /2w7t5As. 
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In December 2017, CPI inflation peaked 
at 10 percent, before dropping to 7.9 percent by 
April 2018. Since April 2018, the US withdrawal from 
the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) and 
domestic speculation on the rial led to a sharp 
depreciation of the unofficial exchange rate, which 
has increased import costs and fed 
inflationary expectations of consumers. Within 4 
months, CPI inflation had more than tripled, 
reaching 24.2 percent in August 2018, the highest Iran 
has experienced since 2013 and the largest monthly 
increase in prices (5.5 percent month on month) in 
at least 200 months (16 years)-since inflation data 
began being published accessibly in January 2002. 

Food and beverages, housing, and transport 
were among the top contributors driving CPI 
inflation upwards (Figure 18). Tobacco prices have 
increased following increased excise taxes imposed 
in recent months but given their small share in the 
CPI basket (0 37 percent) have only contributed 0.4 
percentage points to CPL Food price inflation reached 
the highest level in 4 years at 36 percent year on 
year in August 2018 with broad increases across the 
components. The largest increases were by fruits and 
nuts which increased by 85 percent and contributed 
to more than half the increase of food inflation. Food 
inflation is three times the rates it was 12 months ago 
and will have a disproportionate impact on low income 
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households who spend more of their household income 
on food. The bottom two deciles spend on average 40 
percent of their income on food while the top two deciles 
spend half of that with 20 percent of their income going 
to food (Figure 19). Housing prices in Tehran increased 
by almost 37 percent in Spring 2018 compared to the 
same period a year earlier and rents were 27 
percent higher 6 

Producer price inflation (PPIJ also 
continues to rise. PPI year on year increased from 
8.7 percent in June 2017 to 16.9 percent by June 
2018. In fact, PPI has been steadily rising since 2017, 
from 10. 7 percent in December 2017 to 16.9 percent 
by June 2018, with the greatest pick-up occurring 
between May and June of 2018. Manufacturing 
continues to be the greatest contributor to PPI in 
June 2018, with the greatest year-on-year percentage 
changes in basic metals (48.1 percent), followed by 
tobacco (43 8 percent), and chemical products (41.3 
percent) In services, transport had the largest price 
increase ( 15 8 percent), with air transport prices 
growing by 35.8 percent. 

The Tehran Stock Exchange (TSE) overall 
index has been rising since May 2018. The index 

6 https/ /bit.ly /2w7t5As. 
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FIGURE 18 • CPI Inflation Subcomponents in July 2018 (%, YOY) 
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peaked at 121,174 points in July 2018 (Figure 20). This 

uptick is likely a reflection of investors shifting savings 

to assets that are less affected by the devaluation of 

the rial. The TSE index (TEDPIX) initially remained 

stable between January and May of 2018, before 

FIGURE 19 • CPI Consumption Weights by Decile (%) 
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peaked at 121,174 points in July 2018 (Figure 20). This 
uptick is likely a reflection of investors shifting savings 
to assets that are less affected by the devaluation of 
the rial. The TSE index (TEDPIX) initially remained 
stable between January and May of 2018, before 

increasing again from June onwards. The price 
earning ratio remains between 6 and 7, where it 
has been since December of 2016. The turnover 
velocity rate jumped in April 2018, from 1 to 2 
points with increased uncertainty in the economy 
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FIGURE 20 • Tehran Stock Exchange 
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and the large share of petrochemical and other 

exporters benefiting from higher exchange rates. 

The lranian banking sector continues 

to remain fragile. The authorities have make 

graduai progress in implementing a number 

banking sector reforms as part of a reform "road 

map" that aim to strengthen the banking sector 

resilience and improve the legal and regulatory 

regime including making the CBI the sole authority to 

license and regulate financial institutions, the closure 

and or merger of unlicensed financial institutions 

with banks, the partial settlement of government 

arrears through settlement bonds and the drafting 

of the new CBI Law and amendments to the 

Banking Law that are currently undergoing the 

legislative approval process. The withdrawal of 

the US from JCPOA and the threat of sanctions 

and potential loss of recently acquired access to the 

global financial system has exacerbated the already 

weak performance of the financial sector. 

Consequently, the average Capital Adequacy Ratio 

(CAR) had fallen to 4.9 percent by end-June 2017 

from 5.2 percent a year earlier and the 

nonperforming loans (NPLs) ratio worsened from 

9.5 a year ago to 10.3 percent in March 

quarter 2018. 7 The authorities need to 

continue to undertake several structural 

reforms including a comprehensive solvency 

14 IRAN ECONOMIC MONITOR: MOUNTING ECONOMIC CHALLENGES 

assessment through an independent Asset 

Ouality Review (AOR) of each public and quasi

public bank leading to restructuring, 

recapitalization and or resolution of these banks, 

the accelerated passage of the CBI Law and the 

amendments to the Banking Law and the 

completion of Anti-Money Laundering and Combating 

the Financing of Terrorism (AML/CFT) reform. 

Credit growth in 2017 /18 more than halved 

compared to a year earlier. Total credit issued in 

the banking system was IRR6,139.1 trillion (US$179.4 

billion),8 equivalent to 40.1 percent of GDP in 2017 /18. 

With a slowdown in GDP growth, the credit growth 

rate tell from 31.4 percent in 2016/17 to 12 

percent in 2017/18 which was the lowest rate since 

2013/14. Box 1 provides more detail on the 

recent credit expansion trend and sectoral 

allocation through the banking system. 

Public Finances 

The central government deficit slightly improved 

in 2017/18 to 1.8 percent as a share of GDP as 

revenue increased and expenditures remained 

7 IMF Article IV, March 2018 and CBI 

8 Ali dollar equivalent values are converted using the 

official exchange rate. 
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and the large share of petrochemical and other 
exporters benefiting from higher exchange rates. 

The Iranian banking sector continues 
to remain fragile. The authorities have make 
gradual progress in implementing a number 
banking sector reforms as part of a reform "road 
map" that aim to strengthen the banking sector 
resilience and improve the legal and regulatory 
regime including making the CBI the sole authority to 
license and regulate financial institutions, the closure 
and or merger of unlicensed financial institutions 
with banks, the partial settlement of government 
arrears through settlement bonds and the drafting 
of the new CBI Law and amendments to the 
Banking Law that are currently undergoing the 
legislative approval process. The withdrawal of 
the US from JCPOA and the threat of sanctions 
and potential loss of recently acquired access to the 
global financial system has exacerbated the already 
weak performance of the financial sector. 
Consequently, the average Capital Adequacy Ratio 
(CAR) had fallen to 4.9 percent by end-June 2017 
from 5.2 percent a year earlier and the 
nonperforming loans (NPLs) ratio worsened from 
9.5 a year ago to 10.3 percent in March 
quarter 2018.7 The authorities need to 

assessment through an independent Asset 
Quality Review (AOR) of each public and quasi- 
public bank leading to restructuring, 
recapitalization and or resolution of these banks, 
the accelerated passage of the CBI Law and the 
amendments to the Banking Law and the 
completion of Anti-Money Laundering and Combating 
the Financing of Terrorism (AML/CFT) reform. 

Credit growth in 2017/18 more than halved 
compared to a year earlier. Total credit issued in 
the banking system was IRR6,139.1 trillion (US$179.4 
billion),8 equivalent to 40.1 percent of GDP in 2017 /18. 
With a slowdown in GDP growth, the credit growth 
rate fell from 31.4 percent in 2016/17 to 12 
percent in 2017/18 which was the lowest rate since 
2013/14. Box 1 provides more detail on the 
recent credit expansion trend and sectoral 
allocation through the banking system 

Public Finances 

The central government deficit slightly improved 
in 2017/18 to 1.8 percent as a share of GDP as 
revenue increased and expenditures remained 

reforms including a comprehensive solvency 
continue to undertake several structural 7 IMF Article IV, March 2018 and CBI. 

8 All dollar equivalent values are converted using the 

official exchange rate. 
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BOX 1 • Recent Credit Growth in lran's Banking System 

lran's challenges accessing foreign funds places greater reliance for domestic firms on the national ban king system ta supply fi nancial re sources and 
instruments. Examining the decomposition of the ban king sector loans by sector, purpose and type of bank provides an important insight into economic 
activity and the raie of credit. 

The larges! share of new credit injected into the economy was issued ta the trade and services sector in 2017 /18. Trade and services' share of total credit 
growth in 2017 /18 (53.3 percent) was higher than ils stock of new credit in the economy (41.2 percent). The services sector in the same year contributed 
2.1 percent out of the 3.7 percent growth in real GDP which is likely ta highlight the link between the financial and real sector of the economy. ln contras!, 
the non-services sectors received lower shares of additional funds relative ta their respective shares of total banking system credit. For example, the 
manufacturing sector, accounting for 28.4 percent of 2017 /18 total ban king system credit, only received 20.3 percent of credit growth in 2017 / 18. 

ln 2017 /18, a round 76 percent of total ban king system credit was issued by the private banks providing IRR4,666.1 trillion (US$136.4 billion) ta the 
real sector. Private banks provided more credit than their state-owned counterparts in all sectors of the economy except agriculture. State owned 
banks, consisting of specialized and commercial banks, covered 77.8 percent of credit supply in the agricultural sector in 2017 /18. 

TABLE B1.a • Banking System Credit by Sector, 2012/13-2017/18 

(tnll1on nais) 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 

Agriculture 176 9 222.3 255.8 352.2 466.8 492 9 

Manufacturing and mining 619.3 706.0 1064 9 1219.5 1609.2 1742.2 

Construction and housing 264.1 287.1 404.5 431.1 501.2 517.4 

Trade, services and miscellaneous 895.5 1146.8 1688 9 2170.4 2906.5 3386.6 

Trade 228.3 305.4 433.1 570.4 724.3 851.7 

Services 665.3 838.2 1248.0 1598.3 2178.8 2528.3 

Miscellaneous 1.9 3.2 7.8 1.6 3.4 6.6 

Total 1955 9 2362.2 3414.2 4173.2 5483.7 6139.1 

Source: CBI. 

TABLE B1.b • Banking System Credit by Sector and Type of Bank, 2017/18 

State- Pnvate Banks Pnvate Banks 
Commercial Spec1al1zed owned Pnvat1zed and Cred1t and Cred1t Bankmg Shares 

(tnll1on nais) Banks Banks Banks Banks lnst1tut1ons lnst1tut1ons System (%) 

Agriculture 73.5 310.3 383.7 87.3 21.9 109.2 492 9 8.0 

Manufacturing and mining 193.7 73.7 267.4 745.5 729.2 1474.8 1742.2 28.4 

Construction and housing 29.2 199.8 229.0 69.7 218.7 288.5 517.4 8.4 

Trade, services and miscellaneous 547.5 45.5 593.0 1110.4 1683.2 2793.6 3386.6 55.2 

Trade 77.0 18.3 95.2 265.0 491.5 756.5 851.7 13.9 

Services 470.3 27.2 497.5 843.7 1187.1 2030.8 2528.3 41.2 

Miscellaneous 0.2 0.0 0.2 1.7 4.7 6.4 6.6 0.1 

Total 843.8 629.2 1473.1 2013 2653.1 4666.1 6139.1 

Shares (%) 13.7 10.3 24.0 32.8 43.2 76.0 100.0 

Source: CBI. 
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BOX 1 • Recent Credit Growth in Iran's Banking System 

Iran's challenges accessing foreign funds places greater reliance for domestic firms on the national banking system to supply Ii nancial re sources and 
instruments. Examining the decomposition of the banking sector loans by sector, purpose and type of bank provides an important insight into economic 
activity and the role of credit. 

The largest share of new credit injected into the economy was issued to the trade and services sector in 2017 /18. Trade and services' share of total credit 
growth in 2017/18 (53.3 percent) was higher than its stock of new credit in the economy (41.2 percent). The services sector in the same year contributed 
2.1 percent out of the 3.7 percent growth in real GDP which is likely to highlight the link between the financial and real sector of the economy. In contrast, 
the non-services sectors received lower shares of additional funds relative to their respective shares of total banking system credit. For example, the 
manufacturing sector, accounting for 28.4 percent of 2017 /18 total banking system credit, only received 20.3 percent of credit growth in 2017 /18 

In 2017/18, around 76 percent of total banking system credit was issued by the private banks providing IRR4,666.1 trillion (US$136.4 billion) to the 
real sector. Private banks provided more credit than their state-owned counterparts in all sectors of the economy except agriculture. State owned 
banks, consisting of specialized and commercial banks, covered 77.8 percent of credit supply in the agricultural sector in 2017 /18. 

TABLE B1.a • Banking System Credit by Sector, 2012/13-2017/18 

(trillion rials) 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 

Agriculture 176.9 222.3 255.8 352.2 466.8 492 9 

Manufacturing and mining 619.3 706.0 1064.9 1219.5 1609.2 1742.2 

Construction and housing 264.1 287.1 404.5 431.1 501.2 517.4 

Trade, services and miscellaneous 895.5 1146.8 1688.9 2170.4 2906.5 3386.6 

Trade 228.3 305.4 433.1 570.4 724.3 851.7 

Services 665.3 838.2 1248.0 1598.3 2178.8 2528.3 

Miscellaneous 1.9 3.2 78 1.6 3.4 6.6 

Total 1955.9 2362.2 3414.2 4173.2 5483.7 6139.1 

Source: CBI. 

TABLE B1.b • Banking System Credit by Sector and Type of Bank, 2017/18 

State- Private Banks Private Banks 
Commercial Specialized owned Privatized and Credit and Credit Banking Shares 

(trillion rials) Banks Banks Banks Banks Institutions Institutions System (%) 

Agriculture 73.5 310.3 383.7 87.3 21.9 109.2 492.9 8.0 

Manufacturing and mining 193.7 73.7 267.4 745.5 729.2 1474.8 1742.2 28.4 

Construction and housing 29.2 199.8 229.0 69.7 218.7 288.5 517.4 8.4 

Trade, services and miscellaneous 547.5 45.5 593.0 1110.4 1683.2 2793.6 3386.6 55.2 

Trade 77.0 18.3 95.2 265.0 491.5 756.5 851.7 13.9 

Services 470.3 21.2 497.5 843.7 1187.1 2030.8 2528.3 41.2 

Miscellaneous 0.2 0.0 0.2 1.7 4.7 6.4 6.6 0.1 

Total 843.8 629.2 1473.1 2013 2653.1 4666.1 6139.1 

Shares (%) 13.7 10.3 24.0 32.8 43.2 76.0 100.0 

Source: CBI. 
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BOX 1 • Recent Credit Growth in lran's Banking System (continuedJ 

Working capital was the biggest purpose for which funds were allocated (61.7 percent) by the ban king sector in the economy in 2017 /18. This is also true 
in the pattern of allocation at the sectoral level. Almos! one tenth of all credit was allocated ta establishing new firms across the economy. Out of total credits 
issued ta the trade and services sector, establishment loans was the fourth category that firms used, while establishing new business in agriculture and 
manufacturing sectors were the second larges! reason for borrowings. 

TABLE B1 .c • Banking System Credit by Sector and Purpose, 2017 /18 

Fmancmg Purchase 
workmg Repa1rs and of persona! Housmg 

(trillion nais) Establishment capital maintenance Development goods purchase Others 

Agriculture 81.1 338 9 

Manufacturing and mining 1289 1456.8 

Construction and housing 86.6 102.8 

Trade, services and miscellaneous 312 9 1890.3 

Trade 51.6 584.7 

Services 260.0 1302.2 

Miscellaneous 1.3 34 

Total 609.5 3788.8 

Source: CBI. 

fiat as a share of GDP. Government revenues grew 

at a slightly slower pace of 17.9 percent (in nominal 

terms) compared to 2016/17 but due to a slowdown 

in GDP growth, the revenue to GDP ratio witnessed a 

minor increase to 17 percent of GDP. The composition 

of growth in revenues changed as oil revenues grew by 

more than 24 percent which accounted for just under 

hait of the overall increase in revenues. Government 

expenditures growth however slowed from 24 percent 

a year earlier to 17 percent in 2017 /18. General 

government balances remain relatively modest 

compared to lran's comparators and this has been 

the case over the past decade which is particularly 

exceptional given the combination of sanctions and 

lower oil prices in recent years (Figure 21 ). 

Government revenues have increased as 
a share of GDP but they remain amongst the 

lowest rates in the world. General government 

revenues averaged around 17 percent of GDP in 

2016-2017 period up from 14 percent in 2012-2015, 

but still below the rate it had previously been when 
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1.0 29.8 14.0 1.5 26.7 

105 69.2 21.5 5.8 49.6 

63.8 16 9 11.8 218.2 17.4 

115.2 185.1 380.2 64.8 4379 

4.5 270 51.3 31.6 100.9 

110.7 1576 328.6 33.1 336 

0.0 0.5 0.3 0.1 1.0 

190.5 301.0 427.5 290.3 531.6 

it was above 20 percent in 2008-2011 (Figure 22). 

Oil prices and productions levels help explain the 

variation between years, but the overall level across 

all time periods is significantly lower than other 

comparators. For example, compared to other oil 

exporting countries, lran's government revenue share 

of GDP is only two-thirds, and around hait that of MNA 

and upper middle-income economies (see Box 2 for 

further discussion of lran's revenues by components). 

Further efforts at expanding the tax base and targeting 

will be crucial to help increase the resource envelope 

and diversify away from oil revenues. 

Lower than expected realized government 

revenues came at the expense of lower capital 

expenditures in 2017/18 as had occurred 

fast year. Tax revenues almost met the approved 

amount in the budget, but total revenues tell short 

of the value envisioned by around 11.3 percent as 

oil revenues were 19 percent lower than approved 

in the budget but accounted for around 6 percent 

of GDP. Subsequently, expenditures tell short of 

BOX 1 • Recent Credit Growth in Iran's Banking System (continued) 

Working capital was the biggest purpose for which funds were allocated (61.7 percent) by the banking sector in the economy in 2017/18. 1his is also true 
in the pattern of allocation at the sectoral level. Almost one tenth of all credit was allocated to establishing new firms across the economy. Out of total credits 
issued to the trade and services sector, establishment loans was the fourth category that firms used, while establishing new business in agriculture and 
manufacturing sectors were the second largest reason for borrowings. 

TABLE B1 .c • Banking System Credit by Sector and Purpose, 2017 /18 

Financing Purchase 
working Repairs and of personal Housing 

(trillion rials) Establishment capital maintenance Development goods purchase Others 

Agriculture 81.1 338 9 1.0 29.8 14.0 1.5 26.7 

Manufacturing and mining 1289 1456.8 10.5 69.2 21.5 5.8 49.6 

Construction and housing 86.6 102.8 63.8 16.9 11.8 218.2 174 

Trade, services and miscellaneous 312 9 1890.3 115.2 185.1 380.2 64.8 437.9 

Trade 51.6 584.7 4.5 2.0 51.3 31.6 100.9 

Services 260.0 1302.2 110.7 157.6 328.6 33.1 336 

Miscellaneous 1.3 3.4 0.0 0.5 0.3 0.1 1.0 

Total 609.5 3788.8 190.5 301.0 4275 290.3 531.6 

Source: CBI. 

flat as a share of GDP. Government revenues grew 
at a slightly slower pace of 17.9 percent (in nominal 
terms) compared to 2016/17 but due to a slowdown 
in GDP growth, the revenue to GDP ratio witnessed a 
minor increase to 17 percent of GDP. The composition 
of growth in revenues changed as oil revenues grew by 
more than 24 percent which accounted for just under 
half of the overall increase in revenues. Government 
expenditures growth however slowed from 24 percent 
a year earlier to 17 percent in 2017/18. General 
government balances remain relatively modest 
compared to Iran's comparators and this has been 
the case over the past decade which is particularly 
exceptional given the combination of sanctions and 
lower oil prices in recent years (Figure 21) 

Government revenues have increased as 
a share of GDP but they remain amongst the 
lowest rates in the world. General government 
revenues averaged around 17 percent of GDP in 
2016-2017 period up from 14 percent in 2012-2015, 
but still below the rate it had previously been when 
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it was above 20 percent in 2008-2011 (Figure 22). 
Oil prices and productions levels help explain the 
variation between years, but the overall level across 
all time periods is significantly lower than other 
comparators. For example, compared to other oil 
exporting countries, Iran's government revenue share 
of GDP is only two-thirds, and around half that of MNA 
and upper middle-income economies (see Box 2 for 
further discussion of Iran's revenues by components). 
Further efforts at expanding the tax base and targeting 
will be crucial to help increase the resource envelope 
and diversify away from oil revenues. 

Lower than expected realized government 
revenues came at the expense of lower capital 
expenditures in 2017/18 as had occurred 
last year. Tax revenues almost met the approved 
amount in the budget, but total revenues fell short 
of the value envisioned by around 11.3 percent as 
oil revenues were 19 percent lower than approved 
in the budget but accounted for around 6 percent 
of GDP. Subsequently, expenditures fell short of 
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FIGURE 21 • General Government Balance(% of Nominal GDP), 2008-2017 

General government net lending/borrowing (Share of Nominal GDP) 
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the target by 11.8 percent (Table 2). The shortfall in 

expenditure however disproportionately affects the 

capital expenditures with non-financial assets (NFA) 

realization almost 40 percent less than the budgeted 

amount. The share of capital expenditures in total 

expenditures declined to 15.3 percent (equivalent to 

2.9 percent of GDP). This level of capital expenditures 

is low compared to the country's historical values 

which were as high as 27 percent (or 5.5 percent of 

GDP) in 2008/9. 

Government debt issuances to finance 

their gross borrowing requirements remained 

high in 2017/18 but lower than the record level 

in the previous year. The government's disposai 

FIGURE 22 • General Government Revenues(% of Nominal GDP), 2008-2017 
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FIGURE 21 • General Government Balance(% of Nominal GDP), 2008-2017 
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the target by 11.8 percent (Table 2). The shortfall in 
expenditure however disproportionately affects the 
capital expenditures with non-financial assets (NFA) 
realization almost 40 percent less than the budgeted 
amount. The share of capital expenditures in total 
expenditures declined to 15.3 percent (equivalent to 
2.9 percent of GDP). This level of capital expenditures 

is low compared to the country's historical values 
which were as high as 27 percent (or 5.5 percent of 
GDP) in 2008/9. 

Government debt issuances to finance 
their gross borrowing requirements remained 
high in 2017/18 but lower than the record level 
in the previous year. The government's disposal 

FIGURE 22 • General Government Revenues(% of Nominal GDP), 2008-2017 
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TABLE 2 • Central Government Budget in 2017 /18 

(trillion nais) Reallzed Approved Gap 

Current revenues 1,675.6 1,741 -3.8% 

Tax revenues 1,1584 1,164.6 -0.5% 

Other 517.2 5764 -10.3% 

Disposai of NFA 922 9 1,189.5 -22.4% 

Oil revenues (NFA) 919.3 1,139 -19.3% 

Other 3.6 50.5 -92.9% 

Total revenues 2,598.5 2,930.5 -11.3% 

Current expenditures 2,4294 2,538.2 -4.3% 

Acquisition of NFA 439.2 713.7 -38.5% 

Total expenditures 2,868.6 3,2519 -11.8% 

Operating balance -753.8 -797.2 -5.4% 

Source: CBI. 

of financial assets (bond issuances, receipts from 

privatizations and borrowing from the Treasury 

revolving fund and National Development Fund of 

Iran) reduced by 4.2 percent after concerns of an 

over-reliance on the debt market to finance gross 

borrowings. ln the 2018/ 19 budget law the parliament 

has restricted government debt issuance to be under 

10 percent of general government revenues. New debt 

issuance as a share of revenue jumped to 19 percent 

FIGURE 23 • Debt lssuance as a Share of 
Government Revenues 
(lncluding Disposai of Financial 
Assets) (%) 
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in 2016/17 and was almost 14 percent in 2017/18 

(Figure 23). The authorities have also indicated plans 

to move towards a more comprehensive approach in its 

bond issuance and overall debt management strategy 

such as following a pre-announced timetable of future 

issuances. The development of the debt market will 

occur under the supervision of a committee consisting 

of the CBI governor, Minister of Economie Affairs and 

the head of the Plan and Budgeting Organization. ln 

2017 /18, similar to the previous two years, the central 

government had no foreign borrowing. 

Higher frequency data for the first three 

months of 2018/19 show that crude oil revenues 

have increased by more than 72 percent 

compared to the same period in 2017/18. This 

increase is largely a result of an increase in oil prices 

compared to the previous year which was driven by an 

increase in oil export volumes. The breakdown of oil 

revenues also shows that this growth was mainly due 

to an increase in sales of crude oil (101 percent) and 

domestic sales of gas condensates while revenue from 

exports of petroleum products and gas condensates 

shrank (42.5 percent). Disposai of financial assets in 

the first quarter of 2018/19 (out of which around 74 

percent in the previous year was issuance of lslamic 

instruments) has increased by more than 57 percent 

year over year, indicating a continued debt financing 

mechanism relying on the domestic financial market 

The result of the latest assessment of 

general government debt puts gross public debt 

at 37 percent of GDP for the end of 2017 /18. The 

government's comprehensive assessment of assets 

and general government debt is still ongoing with 

a leading role by the Ministry of Economie Affairs' 

Debt Management Center and collaboration with the 

CBI and other public and governmental bodies. The 

corresponding value of the debt ratio for 2016/17 was 

also revised to 45 percent of GDP. The authorities have 

also continued to use zero interest-bearing settlement 

bonds to swap government's arrears to contractors 

with those entities' outstanding obligations such as 

tax payments that are due. ln late July a second type 

of settlement bond was introduced through which 

government arrears to contractors would be settled 

and transformed as government debt to the Central 

Bank. The process involves contractors that are given 

(trillion rials) Realized Approved Gap 

TABLE 2 • Central Government Budget in 2017/18 in 2016/17 and was almost 14 percent in 2017/18 
(Figure 23). The authorities have also indicated plans 
to move towards a more comprehensive approach in its 
bond issuance and overall debt management strategy 
such as following a pre-announced timetable of future 
issuances. The development of the debt market will 
occur under the supervision of a committee consisting 
of the CBI governor, Minister of Economic Affairs and 
the head of the Plan and Budgeting Organization. In 
2017/18, similar to the previous two years, the central 
government had no foreign borrowing. 

Higher frequency data for the first three 
months of 2018/19 show that crude oil revenues 
have increased by more than 72 percent 
compared to the same period in 2017/18. This 
increase is largely a result of an increase in oil prices 
compared to the previous year which was driven by an 
increase in oil export volumes. The breakdown of oil 
revenues also shows that this growth was mainly due 
to an increase in sales of crude oil (101 percent) and 
domestic sales of gas condensates while revenue from 
exports of petroleum products and gas condensates 
shrank (42.5 percent). Disposal of financial assets in 
the first quarter of 2018/19 (out of which around 74 
percent in the previous year was issuance of Islamic 
instruments) has increased by more than 57 percent 
year over year, indicating a continued debt financing 
mechanism relying on the domestic financial market 

The result of the latest assessment of 
general government debt puts gross public debt 
at 37 percent of GDP for the end of 2017 /18. The 
government's comprehensive assessment of assets 
and general government debt is still ongoing with 
a leading role by the Ministry of Economic Affairs' 
Debt Management Center and collaboration with the 
CBI and other public and governmental bodies. The 
corresponding value of the debt ratio for 2016/17 was 
also revised to 45 percent of GDP. The authorities have 
also continued to use zero interest-bearing settlement 
bonds to swap government's arrears to contractors 
with those entities' outstanding obligations such as 
tax payments that are due. In late July a second type 
of settlement bond was introduced through which 
government arrears to contractors would be settled 
and transformed as government debt to the Central 
Bank. The process involves contractors that are given 
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FIGURE 23 • Debt Issuance as a Share of 
Government Revenues 
(Including Disposal of Financial 
Assets) (%) 

Current revenues 1,675.6 1,741 -3.8% 

Tax revenues 1,158.4 1,164.6 -0.5% 

Other 517.2 576.4 -10.3% 

Disposal of NFA 922.9 1,189.5 -22.4% 

Oil revenues (NFA) 919.3 1,139 -19.3% 

Other 3.6 50.5 -92.9% 

Total revenues 2,598.5 2,930.5 -11.3% 

Current expenditures 2,429.4 2,538.2 -4.3% 

Acquisition of NFA 439.2 713.7 -38.5% 

Total expenditures 2,868.6 3,251.9 -11.8% 

Operating balance -753.8 -797.2 -5.4% 

Source: CBI 

of financial assets (bond issuances, receipts from 
privatizations and borrowing from the Treasury 
revolving fund and National Development Fund of 
Iran) reduced by 4.2 percent after concerns of an 
over-reliance on the debt market to finance gross 
borrowings. In the 2018/19 budget law the parliament 
has restricted government debt issuance to be under 
10 percent of general government revenues. New debt 
issuance as a share of revenue jumped to 19 percent 

Source: CBI 
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these bonds by the government to use them to settle 

their debt to banks. The banks in turn would use the 

bonds to settle their own accounts with the Central 

Bank. The aim of this new tool is to support private 

activity by settling government arears to the firms 

and improve the balance sheets of banks. At the time 

government debt to CBI had been reported to 

have reduced from IRR100 trillion to IRR85 trillion.9 

BOX 2 • Benchmarking lran's Government Revenue Collection to Other Comparators 

Iran collects less general governrnent revenues as a share of GDP relative ta ils incarne level, region and the other oil exporting countries (Figure 24). 
The average oil exporting country collected 50 percent rnore revenues as a share of GDP than Iran in 2017 while upper rniddle-incorne countries 
(UMIC) collected alrnost twice as rnuch. Broadening the tax base and irnprovernents in collection are important elernents for Iran ta be able ta 
deliver higher quality and wider reaching governrnent services. This becornes especially crucial during the upcorning projected period of lower econornic 
activity and the expected decline in oil revenues, the larges! single source of revenues for the governrnent. lrnportantly, Iran has undertaken several 
reforrns in recent years that has increased non-oil revenues across several tax cornponents but significant opportunities rernain. This box compares in 
greater detail how lran's revenue collection compares ta ils cornparators by sub-cornponent. 

Direct taxes 

Since 2012, lran's taxes on corporate incarne, profits, and capital gains have been lower than MNA and oil exporter averages (Figure 28). lran's direct 
taxes (as a share of GDP) were 3.5 percent in 2017/18, slightly down frorn 3.8 percent in the two previous years, though well up frorn the 2.8 
percent recorded in 2013/ 14. The GDP share of corporate taxes were 2.3 percent in 2017 /18, incarne tax was 1 percent, while property tax rernained at 
0.2 percent, unchanged since 2007 /08 despite large increases in property prices in Tehran over the sarne period. Iran has introduced a higher corporate 
tax rate of 25 percent but also granted a variety of tax incentives for foreign cornpanies, including tax holidays for firrns located in special zones or select 
sectors, such as agricultural, hand woven carpets, arnong others. Taxes on individuals' incarne, profits and capital gains taxes, is relatively considerably 
lower than other oil exporters and UMIC countries who on average collect 4 tirnes rnore (Figure 27). lndividual taxes can be expected ta becorne an 
increased source of revenue in the future, in accordance with lran's new progressive incarne tax rnodel. 

Indirect taxes 

lran's indirect taxes have doubled in recent years following increases in the rate of VAT. The VAT rate increased frorn 5 percent in 2011 /12 ta 9 percent 
in 2017 /18 leading sales and consurnption tax collection ta go frorn 0.8 percent of GDP in 201 Ota 2.7 percent in 2017. Import taxes have rernained at 
around 1.5 percent of GDP outside of the sanctions period when import levels fall. 

FIGURE 24 • General Government Revenue(% of Nominal GDP): 2016-2017 vs. Nominal GDP Per 
Capita (USD): 2016-2017 in Oil Exporter Countries 
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these bonds by the government to use them to settle 
their debt to banks. The banks in turn would use the 
bonds to settle their own accounts with the Central 
Bank. The aim of this new tool is to support private 

activity by settling government arears to the firms 
and improve the balance sheets of banks. At the time 
government debt to CBI had been reported to 
have reduced from IRR100 trillion to IRR85 trillion.9 

B0X2 • Benchmarking Iran's Government Revenue Collection to Other Comparators 

Iran collects less general government revenues as a share of GDP relative to its income level, region and the other oil exporting countries (Figure 24). 
The average oil exporting country collected 50 percent more revenues as a share of GDP than Iran in 2017 while upper middle-income countries 
(UMIC) collected almost twice as much. Broadening the tax base and improvements in collection are important elements for Iran to be able to 
deliver higher quality and wider reaching government services. This becomes especially crucial during the upcoming projected period of lower economic 
activity and the expected decline in oil revenues, the largest single source of revenues for the government. Importantly, Iran has undertaken several 
reforms in recent years that has increased non-oil revenues across several tax components but significant opportunities remain. This box compares in 
greater detail how Iran's revenue collection compares to its comparators by sub-component. 

Direct taxes 

Since 2012, Iran's taxes on corporate income, profits, and capital gains have been lower than MNA and oil exporter averages (Figure 28). Iran's direct 
taxes (as a share of GDP) were 3.5 percent in 2017/18, slightly down from 3.8 percent in the two previous years, though well up from the 2.8 
percent recorded in 2013/14. The GDP share of corporate taxes were 2.3 percent in 2017 /18, income tax was 1 percent, while property tax remained at 
0.2 percent, unchanged since 2007/08 despite large increases in property prices in Tehran over the same period. Iran has introduced a higher corporate 
tax rate of 25 percent but also granted a variety of tax incentives for foreign companies, including tax holidays for firms located in special zones or select 
sectors, such as agricultural, hand woven carpets, among others. Taxes on individuals' income, profits and capital gains taxes, is relatively considerably 
lower than other oil exporters and UMIC countries who on average collect 4 times more (Figure 27). Individual taxes can be expected to become an 
increased source of revenue in the future, in accordance with Iran's new progressive income tax model. 

Indirect taxes 

Iran's indirect taxes have doubled in recent years following increases in the rate of VAT. The VAT rate increased from 5 percent in 2011/12 to 9 percent 
in 2017/18 leading sales and consumption tax collection to go from 0.8 percent of GDP in 2010 to 2.7 percent in 2017. Import taxes have remained at 
around 1.5 percent of GDP outside of the sanctions period when import levels fall. 

FIGURE 24 • General Government Revenue(% of Nominal GDP): 2016-2017 vs. Nominal GDP Per 
Capita (USD): 2016-2017 in Oil Exporter Countries 
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BOX 2 • Benchmarking lran's Government Revenue Collection to Other Comparators (continuedJ 

TABLE B2.A • Composition of Government Tax Revenues 

(% of GDP) 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 

Total Revenues 14.6% 15.3% 15.2% 

Current Revenues 9.2% 9.8% 11.2% 

Tax Revenues 5.9% 6.2% 7.3% 

Direct Taxes 3.9% 4.3% 5.1% 

Corporate Tax 2.9% 3.3% 4.1% 

lncome Tax 0.8% 0.8% 0.8% 

Wealth or Property Tax 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 

Indirect Taxes 2.0% 1.9% 2.2% 

Import Tax 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 

Sales and Consumption Tax 0.5% 0.4% 0.7% 

Other Revenues 3.3% 3.6% 3.9% 

Disposai of Non-Financial Assets 5.4% 5.6% 4.0% 

Oil 5.3% 5.5% 4.0% 

Others 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

Source: CBI. 

FIGURE 25 • General Government Taxes 
on International Trade and 
Transactions 
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17.4% 13.6% 13.4% 14.0% 15.7% 16.8% 17.0% 

8.5% 7.7% 7.2% 8.5% 9.8% 11.1% 10.9% 

5.6% 5.4% 5.0% 6.2% 6.9% 7.7% 7.6% 

3.4% 3.4% 2.8% 3.1% 3.8% 3.8% 3.5% 

2.5% 2.3% 1.8% 2.1% 2.5% 2.4% 2.3% 

0.8% 0.9% 0.8% 0.8% 1.0% 1.1% 1.0% 

0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 

2.2% 2.0% 2.2% 3.0% 3.2% 4.0% 4.1% 

1.2% 1.0% 0.8% 1.2% 1.0% 1.4% 1.5% 

0.9% 1.0% 1.4% 1.9% 2.2% 2.6% 2.7% 

2.9% 2.4% 2.2% 2.3% 2.9% 3.4% 3.4% 

8.9% 5.8% 6.2% 5.5% 5.9% 5.6% 6.0% 

8.9% 5.8% 6.1% 5.5% 5.9% 5.6% 6.0% 

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

FIGURE 26 • General Government Taxes on 
Goods and Services 
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BOX 2 • Benchmarking Iran's Government Revenue Collection to Other Comparators (continued) 

TABLE B2.A • Composition of Government Tax Revenues 

(% of GDP) 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 

Total Revenues 14.6% 15.3% 15.2% 15.8% 17.4% 13.6% 13.4% 14.0% 15.7% 16.8% 17.0% 

Current Revenues 9.2% 9.8% 11.2% 7.1% 8.5% .7% 72% 8.5% 9.8% 11.1% 10.9% 

Tax Revenues 5.9% 6.2% 7.3% 5.1% 5.6% 5.4% 5.0% 6.2% 6.9% 7.7% 7.6% 

Direct Taxes 3.9% 4.3% 5.1% 3.4% 3.4% 3.4% 2.8% 3.1% 3.8% 3.8% 3.5% 

Corporate Tax 2.9% 3.3% 4.1% 2.3% 2.5% 2.3% 1.8% 2.1% 2.5% 2.4% 2.3% 

Income Tax 0.8% 0.8% 0.8% 0.8% 0.8% 0.9% 0.8% 0.8% 1.0% 1.1% 1.0% 

Wealth or Property Tax 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 

Indirect Taxes 2.0% 1.9% 2.2% 1.8% 2.2% 2.0% 2.2% 3.0% 3.2% 4.0% 4.1% 

Import Tax 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.0% 1.2% 1.0% 0.8% 1.2% 1.0% 1.4% 1.5% 

Sales and Consumption Tax 0.5% 0.4% 0.7% 0.8% 0.9% 1.0% 1.4% 1.9% 2.2% 2.6% 2.7% 

Other Revenues 3.3% 3.6% 3.9% 2.0% 2.9% 2.4% 2.2% 2.3% 2.9% 3.4% 3.4% 

Disposal of Non-Financial Assets 5.4% 5.6% 4.0% 8.7% 8.9% 5.8% 6.2% 5.5% 5.9% 5.6% 6.0% 

Oil 5.3% 5.5% 4.0% 8.6% 8.9% 5.8% 6.1% 5.5% 5.9% 5.6% 6.0% 

Others 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

Source: CBI 

FIGURE 25 • General Government Taxes 
on International Trade and 
Transactions 
(% of Nominal GDP) (2000-2017) 

FIGURE 26 • General Government Taxes on 
Goods and Services 
(% of Nominal GDP) 
(2000-2017) 
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BOX 2 • Benchmarking lran's Government Revenue Collection to Other Comparators (continuedJ 

FIGURE 27 • General Government Taxes on 
Incarne, Profits, and Capital Gains 
(% of Nominal GDP) 
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FIGURE 28 • General Government Taxes on 
Incarne, Profits, and Capital 
Gains, Payable by Corporations 
(% of Nominal GDP) 
(2000-2017) 
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BOX 2 • Benchmarking Iran's Government Revenue Collection to Other Comparators (continued) 

FIGURE 27 • General Government Taxes on 
Income, Profits, and Capital Gains 
(% of Nominal GDP) 
(2000-2017) 
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FIGURE 29 • General Government Taxes on 
Income, Profits, and Capital 
Gains, Payable by Individuals 
(% of Nominal GDP) 
(2000-2017) 
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FIGURE 30 • General Government 
revenue, other 
(% of Nominal GDP) 
(2000-2017) 
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FIGURE 31 • Recent Trend in Selected Labor Market lndicators (%) 
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Source: SCI. 

The current economic situation along 

with the depreciation of the exchange rate 

has both revenue and expenditure impacts 

for the government. Notwithstanding the 

turmoil in the exchange market that followed the 

unification of the exchange rates, the 

IRR42,000/USD rate announced in April (end of the 

first lranian calendar month) meant the currency 

depreciated by around 9.1 percent compared 

to the budget assumed rate of 38,500 in a matter 

of a month. This was the same depreciation that 

occurred over the entire 2017 / 18 year. This 

depreciation affects revenues through higher rial oil 

revenues but higher inflation and reduced 

economic activity will most likely increase 

expenditures of government including salaries, 

consumption and the greater need for 

The parliament's approved version puts the 

potential number of cash transfer recipients to 

around 55 million down from the 2017 /18 level of 

76 million people.10 The price of petrol was 

authorized to increase in line with inflation which 

was assumed to be 10 percent instead of the 50 

percent increase suggested in the government's 

original bill. Other main assumptions of the 

approved budget include an oil price of US$55 per 

barrel and IRR38,000 to USD exchange rate. 

Jobs and Labor Market 

ln June quarter 2018, the unemployment 

rate improved to 12.1 percent despite labor 

force participation edging up in the same 

transfers in a worsening economic climate. 

The 2018/19 proposed 

period. The unemployment rate was 12.6 percent 11 

budget in June quarter 2017 but tell to 11.7 percent in 

underwent a series of amendments by the 

parliament. The 2018/19 budget bill of the 

government was rejected in late January 2017 

following concerns about the proposed reduction 

in the number of recipients for the energy cash 

handout allocations (equivalent to a reduction of 

almost 33 million recipients) and cutting energy 

subsidies. 

22 IRAN ECONOMIC MONITOR: MOUNTING ECONOMIC CHALLENGES 

September quarter before edging up to 12.1 

9 https:/ /bit.ly /2LlahCt. 

10 lranian lawmakers black culs to cash handouts, https:// 

www al-monitor corn/ pu Ise/ orig inals/2018 /03/i ran-budget

cash-su bsidy-cuts-parliament-protest-aftermath. html. 

11 The official unemployment rate is based on the working 

age population of 10 years of age and above. 
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Source: SCI. 

The current economic situation along 
with the depreciation of the exchange rate 
has both revenue and expenditure impacts 
for the government. Notwithstanding the 
turmoil in the exchange market that followed the 
unification of the exchange rates, the 
IRR42,000/USD rate announced in April (end of the 
first Iranian calendar month) meant the currency 
depreciated by around 9.1 percent compared 
to the budget assumed rate of 38,500 in a matter 
of a month. This was the same depreciation that 
occurred over the entire 2017 /18 year. This 
depreciation affects revenues through higher rial oil 
revenues but higher inflation and reduced 
economic activity will most likely increase 
expenditures of government including salaries, 
consumption and the greater need for 
transfers in a worsening economic climate. 

The 2018/19 proposed 
underwent a series of amendments by the 
parliament. The 2018/19 budget bill of the 
government was rejected in late January 2017 
following concerns about the proposed reduction 
in the number of recipients for the energy cash 
handout allocations (equivalent to a reduction of 
almost 33 million recipients) and cutting energy 
subsidies. 

22 IRAN ECONOMIC MONITOR: MOUNTING ECONOMIC CHALLENGES 

The parliament's approved version puts the 
potential number of cash transfer recipients to 
around 55 million down from the 2017/18 level of 
76 million people. The price of petrol was 
authorized to increase in line with inflation which 
was assumed to be 10 percent instead of the 50 
percent increase suggested in the government's 
original bill. Other main assumptions of the 
approved budget include an oil price of US$55 per 
barrel and IRR38,000 to USO exchange rate. 

Jobs and Labor Market 

In June quarter 2018, the unemployment 
rate improved to 12.1 percent despite labor 
force participation edging up in the same 
period. The unemployment rate was 12.6 percent" 
in June quarter 2017 but fell to 11.7 percent in 
September quarter before edging up to 12.1 

• https://bit.ly/2LlahCt. 

Iranian lawmakers block cuts to cash handouts, https:// 

www al-monitor com/pulse/ originals/2018/03/iran-budget- 
cash-subsidy-cuts-parliament-protest-aftermath.html 

The official unemployment rate is based on the working 
age population of 10 years of age and above. 
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FIGURE 32 • Unemployment by Gender (%), 2017 
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Source: Find My Friend using World Development lndicators 
(WDl)data. 

percent in June 2018. Underemployment share in 

2017/18 was 10.4 percent. Labor force 

participation rate edged up to 41.1 percent in June 

quarter 2018, its highest level in more than 10 years. 

The economy managed to create a record 

number of new jobs in 2017/18. Employment 

growth has remained above 3 percent year on year 

for 6 consecutive quarters leading to more than 

790 thousand jobs being created in 2017 /18. The 

employment rate (employment-population ratio) 

reached a recent high of 35.4 percent. The trend in 

the sectoral employment shares continued with an 

increase in the shares of employment in services 

which increased to an all-time high of 50.4 percent 

in 2017/18 while agriculture tell to 17.6 percent and 

industry remained steady at 32 percent. 

Youth unemployment improved in the 

June quarter 2018 but remains high compared 

to earlier periods and regional averages. Youth 

unemployment rate (15 to 24-year-old population) 

stood at 28.3 percent in June slightly better than a year 

ago. The rate, however, has worsened compared to 

the 2012-2015 average for both males and females 

in Iran (Figure 33 Youth unemployment by gender, 

2017). This rate is higher than lran's comparators 

including the average rate in MNA, upper 

middle-income countries and OECD averages. ln 

June quarter 2018, the unemployment rate among 

those with university degrees was 17.8 percent. 

While there have been some improvements 

in the female labor force indicators, considerable 

differences between male and female remain. 

Female labor force participation rate continued to 

improve to around 16 percent in 2017/18. The 

country ranks among the top countries that 

improved the participation of females in the labor 

force (Figure 34). Out of the new jobs created in 

the same year more than 300,000 went to females 

while male employment increased by over 400,000. 

A year earlier (2016/17), twice as more jobs had 

gone to the female labor force compared to those of 

males. The ratio of female to male employees in 

the industrial sector remains the lowest (one-sixth 

compared to almost a quarter in services and 

agriculture). The majority of the jobs for women 

remain part-time with only 14.5 percent of 

employed females in 2017 /18 working full-time 

hours of 49 hours or more per week while it was 44.1 

percent for men. 

Acknowledging the important challenge 

of unemployment ahead, the government has 

prioritized job creation plans in the 2017/18 

budget. Several plans are underway for new job 

creation and sustaining existing employment levels. 

These include the Universal Employment plan which 
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percent in June 2018. Underemployment share in 
2017/18 was 10.4 percent. Labor force 
participation rate edged up to 41.1 percent in June 
quarter 2018, its highest level in more than 10 years. 

The economy managed to create a record 
number of new jobs in 2017/18. Employment 
growth has remained above 3 percent year on year 
for 6 consecutive quarters leading to more than 
790 thousand jobs being created in 2017 /18. The 
employment rate (employment-population ratio) 
reached a recent high of 35.4 percent. The trend in 
the sectoral employment shares continued with an 
increase in the shares of employment in services 
which increased to an all-time high of 50.4 percent 
in 2017/18 while agriculture fell to 17.6 percent and 
industry remained steady at 32 percent. 

Youth unemployment improved in the 
June quarter 2018 but remains high compared 
to earlier periods and regional averages. Youth 
unemployment rate (15 to 24-year-old population) 
stood at 28.3 percent in June slightly better than a year 
ago. The rate, however, has worsened compared to 
the 2012-2015 average for both males and females 
in Iran (Figure 33 Youth unemployment by gender, 
2017). This rate is higher than Iran's comparators 
including the average rate in MNA, upper 
middle-income countries and OECD averages. In 
June quarter 2018, the unemployment rate among 

those with university degrees was 17.8 percent. 
While there have been some improvements 

in the female labor force indicators, considerable 
differences between male and female remain. 
Female labor force participation rate continued to 
improve to around 16 percent in 2017/18. The 
country ranks among the top countries that 
improved the participation of females in the labor 
force (Figure 34) Out of the new jobs created in 
the same year more than 300,000 went to females 
while male employment increased by over 400,000. 
A year earlier (2016/17), twice as more jobs had 
gone to the female labor force compared to those of 
males. The ratio of female to male employees in 
the industrial sector remains the lowest (one-sixth 
compared to almost a quarter in services and 
agriculture). The majority of the jobs for women 
remain part-time with only 14.5 percent of 
employed females in 2017/18 working full-time 
hours of 49 hours or more per week while it was 44.1 
percent for men. 

Acknowledging the important challenge 
of unemployment ahead, the government has 
prioritized job creation plans in the 2017/18 
budget. Several plans are underway for new job 
creation and sustaining existing employment levels. 
These include the Universal Employment plan which 
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FIGURE 33 • Youth Unemployment by Gender (%), 2017 
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Source: Find My Friend using WDI data. 

in the 2018/ 19 budget earmarks a total 

IRR500 trillion (US$11.9 billion) subsidized 

loans to be issued by the Ministry of Labor, 

agent banks and National Development Fund of 

Iran (NDFI) to those projects that the Ministry 

identifies as important for each province. ln 

another national plan ( Tarh-e-Ronagh) since 

2016/17, committees in every province have been 

assessing loan requests from self-employed 

agricultural producers and Small Medium 

Enterprises (SMEs) in the industries and 

construction sectors for low interest rate 

credit. Under this plan in 2017 /18 around 

IRR 195 trillion (US$5. 7 billion) of facilities were 

provided to over 28,000 SMEs. Based on a plan 

to support rural employment, a total of US$1.5 

FIGURE 34 • Female Labor Force Participation Level and Change in Iran and the World* 
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FIGURE 33 • Youth Unemployment by Gender(%), 2017 
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in the 2018/ 19 budget earmarks a total 
IRR500 trillion (US$11.9 billion) subsidized 
loans to be issued by the Ministry of Labor, 
agent banks and National Development Fund of 
Iran (NDFI) to those projects that the Ministry 
identifies as important for each province. In 
another national plan (Tarh-e-Ronagh) since 
2016/17, committees in every province have been 

assessing loan requests from self-employed 
agricultural producers and Small Medium 
Enterprises (SMEs) in the industries and 
construction sectors for low interest rate 
credit. Under this plan in 2017/18 around 
IRR195 trillion (US$5. 7 billion) of facilities were 
provided to over 28,000 SMEs. Based on a plan 
to support rural employment, a total of US$1.5 
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billion from the NDFI has been allocated to provide 

preferential loans to entities in cities and villages 

with less than 10,000 population with a priority 

for border regions and nomadic tribes. Despite 

these plans and considering the high 

correlation between non-oil sector and oil production, 

the government faces an even greater challenge 

of controlling unemployment as the economy 

moves back to the pre-2016 

uncertainties. 
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billion from the NDFI has been allocated to provide 
preferential loans to entities in cities and villages 
with less than 10,000 population with a priority 
for border regions and nomadic tribes. Despite 
these plans and considering the high 

correlation between non-oil sector and oil production, 
the government faces an even greater challenge 
of controlling unemployment as the economy 
moves back to the pre-2016 
uncertainties. 
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OUTLOOK AND RISKS 

M 
edium-term prospects are negative, 

based on a reversion of oil exports to 

similar levels as that of the 2012-2015 
period due to the reimposition of oil export 

sanctions by the US. The baseline scenario of the 

forecasts assumes a return of oil exports to the 

2012-2015 levels (Figure 35). Crude oil exports 

are projected to average 1.5 mbpd in 2018/19 and 

reduce to 1 mbpd in the subsequent years from 

the current levels above 2.0. GDP is expected to 

contract by 1.6 percent in 2018/19 and then 3.7 

percent the following year. Figure 36 shows the GDP 

growth and oil export profile of Iran for the projection 

years compared to the 2011/12-2015/16 period 

when sanctions were similarly introduced. The growth 

projections suggest Iran as one of a few countries in 

the 2018-2020 period that are expected to experience 

a period of recession and rising prices-stagflation 

(Figure 37) a phenomenon that challenged Iran from 

2012/13 to 2013/14. Thisfollows a dramatic departure 

from the growth outcomes of the past two years where 

they were amongst the fastest growing economies in 

the world (Figure 37) and inflation simultaneously 

falling to historically low levels. The lranian economy 

is expected to undergo similar declines in growth and 

inflationary pressures as 2012-2015. 

FIGURE 35 • lran's Exports of Crude Oil and Production 
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OUTLOOK AND RISKS 

M edium-term prospects are negative, 
based on a reversion of oil exports to 
similar levels as that of the 2012-2015 

period due to the reimposition of oil export 
sanctions by the US. The baseline scenario of the 
forecasts assumes a return of oil exports to the 
2012-2015 levels (Figure 35). Crude oil exports 
are projected to average 1.5 mbpd in 2018/19 and 
reduce to 1 mbpd in the subsequent years from 
the current levels above 2.0. GDP is expected to 
contract by 1.6 percent in 2018/19 and then 3. 7 
percent the following year. Figure 36 shows the GDP 
growth and oil export profile of Iran for the projection 

years compared to the 2011/12-2015/16 period 
when sanctions were similarly introduced. The growth 
projections suggest Iran as one of a few countries in 
the 2018-2020 period that are expected to experience 
a period of recession and rising prices-stagflation 
(Figure 37) a phenomenon that challenged Iran from 
2012/13 t0 2013/14. This follows a dramatic departure 
from the growth outcomes of the past two years where 
they were amongst the fastest growing economies in 
the world (Figure 37) and inflation simultaneously 
falling to historically low levels. The Iranian economy 
is expected to undergo similar declines in growth and 
inflationary pressures as 2012-2015. 

FIGURE 35 • Iran's Exports of Crude Oil and Production 
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FIGURE 36 • Impact of Sanctions in 2012/13 on GDP Growth and Oil Exports Compared with Projections in 
2017 / 18 and Beyond 
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are further curtailed due to direct and 

financial restriction imposed by the prospective US 

sanctions, economic growth could be even 

weaker in the outer years. 

Amid the uncertainties regarding 

the prospects of the lranian economy, 

the impact of inflationary expectations is 

likely to place additional downward 

pressure on growth and investment. 

The sudden depreciation of the exchange rate 

and its contagion to asset markets such as housing 

and gold coin highlights the importance of 

expectations for consumers as well the investment 

decisions of firms. While the CBI and other 

authorities have attempted to convey credibility in 

the markets, the policy changes have at times 

been inconsistent (e.g. in terms of tolerance of 

the parallel market) and have limited success 

in countering pessimistic expectations. 

Recent changes in the government's 

economic management team and expectations 

for possible further changes signal a need for 

clarity on the contours of the adjustment strategy 

and the path of economic reforms. 

Iran has access to international reserves and 

other buffers to cover imports and basic needs 

for a reasonable amount of time if needed (16 

months of imports in 2016/17, IMF, 2018) The 

government has also announced plans to increase 

its reliance on tax income, especially indirect taxes, 

by fighting tax evasion and the introduction of a 

capital gains tax. Sustaining growth in the coming 

years will be an even greater challenge as the 

economy looks inward and must rely on better 

domestic economic policies Since July 2018, key 

economic policy making posts of CBI Governor, 

Minister of Finance and Economie Affairs, Minister 

of Labor, Minister of Industries and Minister of Roads 

and Urban Development have been changed, 

and the Parliament has focused its attention on 

government plans to deal with the high 

unemployment rate and preparations for US 

sanctions. Amid these domestic dynamics the 

government will need to press on with planned and 

ongoing economic reforms including those in the 

banking sector and pension funds to avoid further 

downward pressure on the growth trajectory of 

the economy 
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ANNEX 

IRAN: SELECTED ECONOMIC INDICATORS (2015/16-2020/21) 

2015/16 2016/17 2017 /18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Real sector (annual percentage change, unless otherwise specified) 

Real GDP al factor cos! -1.6 12.5 3.7 -1.6 -3.7 1.2 

Total crude oil production (million barrels/day) 3.2 3.8 3.8 3.3 2.8 2.8 

Crude oil, average price (US$) 50.8 42.8 52.8 65.0 65.0 65.4 

Money and prices (annual percentage change, unless otherwise specified) 

CPI Inflation (p.a) 11.9 9.0 9.6 23.8 31.2 19.6 

lnvestment & saving (percent of GDP, unless otherwise specified) 

Gross Capital Formation 34.0 35.7 37.8 37.0 35.3 32.6 

Gross National Savings 36.4 39.6 41.4 37.6 35.3 33.7 

Government finance (percent of GDP, unless otherwise specified) 

Total revenues 15.7 16.7 17.0 13.3 11.3 12.2 

Tax Revenues 6.9 77 7.6 6.3 5.8 6.2 

Direct Taxes 3.8 3.8 3.5 2.9 2.6 2.7 

Indirect Taxes 3.2 4.0 4.1 3.4 3.2 3.4 

Total expenditures 17.4 18.9 18.7 18.0 16.5 17.0 

Current 15.0 15.7 15.9 15.5 14.0 13.7 

Net lending/borrowing (overall balance) -1.7 -2.2 -1.8 -4.7 -5.2 -4.8 

External sector (percent of GDP, unless otherwise specified) 

Current Account 2.3 3.9 3.5 0.6 0.0 1.1 

Net Exports 2.0 3.6 3.4 0.3 -0.2 1.3 

Export of Goods and Services 19.3 22.4 25.0 17.6 13.8 12.8 

Export of Goods 16.7 20.0 22.5 15.1 12.2 10.9 

Export of Services 2.6 2.4 2.5 2.5 1.6 2.0 

Import of Goods and Services 17.3 18.9 21.6 17.4 14.0 11.6 

lm ports of Goods 13.6 15.1 17.0 14.3 11.4 8.6 

lmports of Services 3.7 3.8 4.6 3.1 2.6 3.0 

Total Gross External Debt Stock (US$ bln) 7.5 8.5 10.9 9.3 10.1 10.1 

Total Gross External Debt Stock(% of GDP) 1.9 2.0 2.7 2.3 2.5 2.2 

Memorandum Items: 

Nominal GDP (Billion IRR*) 11,414,167 13,151,259 15,317,000 17,219,102 20,718,393 28,124,074 

Source: Government data and World Bank staff calculations. 
'IRR: lranian Rials. 
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IRAN: SELECTED ECONOMIC INDICATORS (2015/16-2020/21) 

2015/16 2016/17 2017 /18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 
Act. Act. Act. Est. Proj. Proj 

Real sector (annual percentage change, unless otherwise specified) 

Real GDP at factor cost -1.6 12.5 3.7 1.6 -3.7 1.2 

Total crude oil production (million barrels/day) 3.2 3.8 3.8 3.3 2.8 2.8 

Crude oil, average price (US$) 50.8 42.8 52.8 65.0 65.0 65.4 

Money and prices (annual percentage change, unless otherwise specified) 

CPI Inflation (p.a) 11.9 9.0 9.6 23.8 31.2 19.6 

Investment & saving (percent of GDP, unless otherwise specified) 

Gross Capital Formation 34.0 35.7 37.8 370 35.3 32.6 

Gross National Savings 36.4 39.6 41.4 37.6 35.3 33.7 

Government finance (percent of GDP, unless otherwise specified) 

Total revenues 15.7 16.7 17.0 13.3 11.3 12.2 

Tax Revenues 6.9 7 7.6 6.3 5.8 6.2 

Direct Taxes 3.8 3.8 3.5 2.9 2.6 2.7 

Indirect Taxes 3.2 4.0 4.1 3.4 3.2 3.4 

Total expenditures 174 18.9 18.7 18.0 16.5 17.0 

Current 15.0 15.7 15.9 15.5 14.0 13.7 

Net lending/borrowing (overall balance) -1.7 -2.2 -1.8 4.7 -5.2 -4.8 

External sector (percent of GDP, unless otherwise specified) 

Current Account 2.3 3.9 3.5 0.6 0.0 1.1 

Net Exports 2.0 3.6 3.4 0.3 -0.2 1.3 

Export of Goods and Services 19.3 22.4 25.0 17.6 13.8 12.8 

Export of Goods 16.7 20.0 22.5 15. 12.2 10.9 

Export of Services 2.6 2.4 2.5 2.5 1.6 2.0 

Import of Goods and Services 17.3 18.9 21.6 17.4 14.0 11.6 

Imports of Goods 13.6 15.1 170 14.3 11.4 8.6 

Imports of Services 3.7 3.8 4.6 3.1 2.6 3.0 

Total Gross External Debt Stock (US$ bin) 75 8.5 10.9 9.3 10.1 10.1 

Total Gross External Debt Stock (% of GDP) 1.9 2.0 2.7 2.3 2.5 2.2 

Memorandum Items 

Nominal GDP (Billion IRR*) 11,414,167 13,151,259 15,317,000 17,219,102 20,718,393 28,124,074 

Source: Government data and World Bank staff calculations. 
IBR: Iranian Bials. 
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SPECIAL FOCUS: 
UNDERSTANDING POVERTY 
TRENDS AND CORRELATES 
IN IRAN DURING 2009-2016 
Aziz Atamanov, Mohammad-Hadi Mostafavi, Djavad Salehi-lsfahani, and Matthew Wai-Poi12 

This note continues and updates the special focus on monetary poverty published in 2016 in Iran Economie 

Monitor. lt extends the existing poverty and inequality trends in Iran by adding the most recent years to now 

caver 2009-2016. Poverty is measured using international poverty fines based on US. dollars at 2011 purchasing 

power parity (PPP). The remarkable performance of Iran in poverty reduction during 2009-2012 was driven by 

the universal cash transfer program, which mitigated the adverse impacts of the energy tariff reforms. However, 

declining values of transfers in real terms could not sustain the poverty reduction or boost shared prosperity after 

2012. lmprovements in labor market outcomes may offer a more durable path to welfare improvement. Final/y, Iran 

continues to have pronounced welfare gaps between rural and urban areas and between particular regions. Further 

research on reducing regional welfare disparities will be important for successful poverty reduction strategies. 

Introduction 

Political and economic uncertainty led to volatile 

economic growth in Iran and had overa/1 adverse 

effects on its macroeconomic performance 

during 2009-2016. As shown in Figure 38, 

annualized GDP per capita growth was close to one 

percent in Iran du ring 2009-2016, which is lower than 

growth rates observed among most of lran's selected 

peers. The average growth rate masks substantial 

variation in lran's GDP per capita growth rate during 

this period (Figure 39)-the highest among the 

comparators. Periods of sharp decline were followed 

by periods of growth reflecting the shocks the country 

was experiencing, including sanctions. 

There is limited knowledge of the most 

recent trends in socio-economic wellbeing of the 

12 This section is a product of the Poverty and Equity Global 

Practice. Il has been written by Aziz Atamanov (lead 

author, World Bank), Matthew Wai-Poi (World Bank), 

Mohammad-Hadi Mostafavi (Consultant) and Djavad 

Salehi-lsfahani (Consultant) Measurement section draws 

heavily on the World Bank policy research working paper 

7836 "Constructing robust poverty trends in the lslamic 

Republic of Iran 2008-14" by Atamanov et al. (2016) 
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FIGURE 38 • Average Annualized GDP Per Capita 
Growth Rates During 2009-2016 and 
GDP Per Capita (2011 PPP) in 2009 
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Source: WDI, May of 2018. Authors' calculation. 
Notes: Annualized growth rates in Figure 38 are calculated using geometric mean. UMI 
stands for upper middle-income countries. 

population in Iran and their characteristics. Even 

though there are no publicly available "official" poverty 

estimates in Iran (poverty is measured by some line 

ministries, but results are not made public), estimates 

of poverty trends exist in the academic literature. 

These are calculated either based on authors' own 

assessment of an appropriate national line or according 

to international poverty lines based on U.S. dollars. 

Examples of such estimates in English cover different 

periods between 1984 and 2009 and are available in 

Assadzadeh and Paul (2004), Salehi-lsfahani (2009), 

Mahmoudi (2011 ), Nili and Poursadeghi (2011) and 

Maasoumi and Mahmoudi (2013). There is, however, 

little knowledge about trends in indicators of welfare 

in Iran in the most recent past, in particular after the 

second hait of the 2000s. The special focus in Iran 

Economie Monitor (Karakurum-Ozdemir et al., 2016) 

filled the gap by constructing comparable international 

poverty and inequality trends after 2008 and analyzing 

its determinants. However, the most recent years (2015 

and 2016) were not covered. ln addition, the note did 

not explore characteristics of the poor and regional 

poverty profiles. 

This note fills the existing knowledge gap by 

extending poverty and inequality trends in the lslamic 

Republic of Iran to cover 2009-2016. Given the 

absence of an official poverty line, poverty is measured 
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FIGURE 39 • Annual GDP Per Capita Growth Rates 
in Iran and Selected Comparators 
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Source: WDI, May of 2018. Authors' calculation. 
Notes: Annualized growth rates in Figure 38 are calculated using geometric mean. UMI 
stands for upper middle-income countries. 

using international poverty lines expressed in U.S. 

dollars at 2011 PPP. Poverty and inequality changes 

are decomposed to reveal the key factors behind 

the trends. Poverty is explored at the provincial and 

regional levels. Finally, simple poverty profiles are also 

compiled in order to identify the key socio-economic 

characteristics associated with poverty. 

Stylized Facts on Poverty and 
lnequality in Iran for 2009-2016 

Trends in poverty and inequality 

The poverty measurement methodology applied in 

this section follows a we/1-established and widely 

accepted tradition. Measuring poverty requires two 

broad steps. The first step is to define an indicator 

to measure welfare or living standards. The second 

step requires setting a poverty line-the minimum 

welfare level below which a person is considered to 

be poor Standard procedures were followed in order 

to construct the components of the welfare aggregate 

as well as price adjustments to ensure comparability 

within survey years and across them (Deaton and 

Zaidi, 2012; Haughton and Khandker, 2014) 
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population in Iran and their characteristics. Even 
though there are no publicly available "official" poverty 
estimates in Iran (poverty is measured by some line 
ministries, but results are not made public), estimates 
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Maasoumi and Mahmoudi (2013). There is, however, 
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in Iran in the most recent past, in particular after the 
second half of the 2000s. The special focus in Iran 
Economic Monitor (Karakurum-Ozdemir et al., 2016) 
filled the gap by constructing comparable international 
poverty and inequality trends after 2008 and analyzing 
its determinants. However, the most recent years (2015 
and 2016) were not covered. In addition, the note did 
not explore characteristics of the poor and regional 
poverty profiles. 

This note fills the existing knowledge gap by 
extending poverty and inequality trends in the Islamic 
Republic of Iran to cover 2009-2016. Given the 
absence of an official poverty line, poverty is measured 
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using international poverty lines expressed in U.S. 
dollars at 2011 PPP Poverty and inequality changes 
are decomposed to reveal the key factors behind 
the trends. Poverty is explored at the provincial and 
regional levels. Finally, simple poverty profiles are also 
compiled in order to identify the key socio-economic 
characteristics associated with poverty. 

Stylized Facts on Poverty and 
Inequality in Iran for 2009-2016 

Trends in poverty and inequality 

The poverty measurement methodology applied in 
this section follows a well-established and widely 
accepted tradition. Measuring poverty requires two 
broad steps. The first step is to define an indicator 
to measure welfare or living standards. The second 
step requires setting a poverty line-the minimum 
welfare level below which a person is considered to 
be poor Standard procedures were followed in order 
to construct the components of the welfare aggregate 
as well as price adjustments to ensure comparability 
within survey years and across them (Deaton and 
Zaidi, 2012; Haughton and Khandker, 2014) 
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FIGURE 40 • Poverty Rate ($5.5 2011 PPP Une) and Gini Coefficient in Iran, 2009-2016 
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spatially deflated to account for changes in prices du ring the survey period and spatial variation in prices. 

Poverty fines in this section are expressed 

in U.S. dollars at 2011 PPP. The most widely used 

international poverty line is $1.90 (Ferreira et al. 2015) 

11 was established by the World Bank as an average of 

the national poverty lines of the 15 poorest developing 

countries expressed in PPP terms to monitor global 

extreme poverty (Chen and Ravallion 2010) Extreme 

poverty is almost non-existent in Iran, so the $5.50 2011 

PPP daily poverty line, also called upper middle-class 

line (Jolliffe and Prydz, 2016), is used in this note13· 
14 Although the analysis uses the World Bank 

$5.50 PPP daily poverty line, the levels of poverty are 

slightly different than reported by the World Bank 

for global poverty monitoring, to permit a more 

granular analysis of annual poverty fluctuations 

between 2009 and 2016. 

Two distinct trends in poverty and 

inequality are observed du ring 2009-2012 and 

2012-2016 periods. Figure 40 shows 

estimated headcount poverty rates at $5.50 2011 

PPP daily poverty line and the Gini coefficient 

based on expenditure per capita for 2009-2016. 

There are two distinct periods: a sharp fall in poverty 

and inequality during 2009-2012, and a graduai 

increase in poverty and inequality again alter 2012. 

Similar trends are observed for lower poverty lines 

as well ($1.9 and $3.2 2011 PPP). 

FIGURE 41 • Headcount Poverty Rates at $5.5 
2011 PPP by Rural/Urban Areas, 
2009-2016 
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13 _ 5.5USD2011 PPPwasabout68,220Iranianrialin2016 
prices. 
14 Welfare aggregate was adjusted to within and across 
year inflation using weighted consumer prices index from 
Statistical Agency of Iran combining urban and rural prices. 
Ali welfare aggregates were expressed in 2011-year prices 
and transformed afterwards to 2011 PPP international 
dollars using ICP 2011 PPP exchange rates 
for household final consumption expenditure 
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FIGURE 40 • Poverty Rate ($5.5 2011 PPP Line) and Gini Coefficient in Iran, 2009-2016 
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FIGURE 41 • Headcount Poverty Rates at $5.5 
2011 PPP by Rural/Urban Areas, 
2009-2016 

Source: Authors' calculation using HEIS 2009--2016. 

5.5USD 2011 PPP was about 68,220 Iranian rial in 2016 
prices. 
14 Welfare aggregate was adjusted to within and across 
year inflation using weighted consumer prices index from 
Statistical Agency of Iran combining urban and rural prices. 
All welfare aggregates were expressed in 2011-year prices 
and transformed afterwards to 2011 PPP international 
dollars using ICP 2011 PPP exchange rates 
for household final consumption expenditure 

Poverty lines in this section are expressed 
in U.S. dollars at 2011 PPP. The most widely used 
international poverty line is $1.90 (Ferreira et al 2015) 
It was established by the World Bank as an average of 
the national poverty lines of the 15 poorest developing 
countries expressed in PPP terms to monitor global 
extreme poverty (Chen and Ravallion 2010) Extreme 
poverty is almost non-existent in Iran, so the $5.50 2011 
PPP daily poverty line, also called upper middle-class 
line (Jolliffe and Prydz, 2016), is used in this note.'3 
4 Although the analysis uses the World Bank 
$5.50 PPP daily poverty line, the levels of poverty are 
slightly different than reported by the World Bank 
for global poverty monitoring, to permit a more 
granular analysis of annual poverty fluctuations 
between 2009 and 2016. 

Two distinct trends in poverty and 
inequality are observed during 2009-2012 and 
2012-2016 periods. Figure 40 shows 
estimated headcount poverty rates at $5.50 2011 
PPP daily poverty line and the Gini coefficient 
based on expenditure per capita for 2009-2016. 
There are two distinct periods: a sharp fall in poverty 
and inequality during 2009-2012, and a gradual 
increase in poverty and inequality again after 2012. 
Similar trends are observed for lower poverty lines 
as well ($1.9 and $3.2 2011 PPP). 
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FIGURE 42 • Distribution of Poor Population 
Across Rural/urban Areas at $5.5 
2011 PPP Poverty Une, 2009-2016 
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National /evel trends hide stark rura//urban 
differences bath in /evels and trends in poverty. 
Figure 41 shows poverty rates in urban and rural 

areas of lran.15 Ali variation in poverty during the 

considered period was coming from the rural 

areas where headcount poverty rates were three 

times higher than in urban areas. ln terms of 

absolute numbers, due to a highly urbanized 

population in Iran, the poor are distributed almost 

equally across rural and urban areas (Figure 42). 

Iran managed to sustain positive growth 

in per capita expenditure for the bottom 40 

percent of the population during 2009-2012 in 

spite of an overa/1 average negative growth rate. 

One of the ways to check whether the benefits of 

economic growth are shared widely among the 

population, especially among the least well-off, is 

to construct a growth incidence curve (GIC) A 

GIC shows real expenditure per capita growth rates 

across the whole distribution of a population Figure 

43 shows GICs for two periods 2009-12 and 2012-

16. During the first period 2009-12, the poorest 

bottom 40 percent of the population experienced 

positive expenditure per capita growth, despite a 

negative growth rate across the whole population on 

average (red line) During the second period 

2012-16, while growth rates were more equal 

across the distribution, the poorest 20 percent 

experienced a slightly higher decline in expenditure 

per capita compared to the rest of distribution, 

contributing to increasing poverty and inequality 
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How does Iran compare with its peers? 

The level of poverty in Iran is comparable to what 

is observed in countries with a similar level of 

economic development. Figure 44 shows poverty 

rates in Iran and selected peers circa 2014. While 

welfare aggregates among different countries are not 

strictly comparable, this rough comparison reveals 

that for the most recent years, lran's poverty rate is 

broadly within a range of poverty rates observed in 

countries with similar economic wellbeing: Turkey, 

Chile, and Malaysia (using an international poverty 

line of $5.50 2011 PPP per day). Vietnam, lndonesia, 

and China have much higher poverty rates, but also 

much lower GDP per capita in 2011 PPP (Figure 44). 

The level of inequality is also quite low in 

Iran compared toits peers. Comparing the level of 

inequality across countries is usually full of caveats 

for many reasons including the use of "income" 

by some countries and "consumption" by others. 

Keeping this in mind, inequality in Iran is lower than 

that which is observed in countries with a similar level 

of economic development regardless of the type of 

welfare aggregate used (income or consumption 

per capital. Thus, the Gini index based on spatially 

adjusted expenditure per capita is around 34.0 and 

based on nominal expenditure is around 37.6, which 

is lower than in Turkey and Malaysia (Figure 45). 

Explaining Welfare Changes in 
2009-2016 

There was an apparent disconnect between 

the macroeconomic performance and welfare 
trends in Iran in selectedyears. Figure 46 combines 

real growth rates of GDP in Iran with poverty rates at 

the $5.50 2011 PPP poverty line. Poverty continued 

15 Comparing welfare across urban and rural areas in 

Iran should take into account substantial differences 

in prices across areas. As explained in Atamanov et al. 

(2016), expenditure aggregate is adjusted for variation in 

food and rent prices across rural and urban areas within 

eight aggregated regions. The food spatial deflator is 

constructed from unit values of purchased food products 

from the survey. Rent deflator is calculated based on 

predicted rents for a typical dwelling. 

FIGURE 42 • Distribution of Poor Population 
Across Rural/urban Areas at $5.5 
2011 PPP Poverty Line, 2009-2016 
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Source: Authors' calculation using HEIS 2009-2016. 

National level trends hide stark rural/urban 
differences both in levels and trends in poverty. 
Figure 41 shows poverty rates in urban and rural 
areas of lran.15 All variation in poverty during the 
considered period was coming from the rural 
areas where headcount poverty rates were three 
times higher than in urban areas. In terms of 
absolute numbers, due to a highly urbanized 
population in Iran, the poor are distributed almost 
equally across rural and urban areas (Figure 42). 

Iran managed to sustain positive growth 
in per capita expenditure for the bottom 40 
percent of the population during 2009-2012 in 
spite of an overall average negative growth rate. 
One of the ways to check whether the benefits of 
economic growth are shared widely among the 
population, especially among the least well-off, is 
to construct a growth incidence curve (GIC) A 
GIC shows real expenditure per capita growth rates 
across the whole distribution of a population. Figure 
43 shows GICs for two periods 2009-12 and 2012- 
16. During the first period 2009-12, the poorest 
bottom 40 percent of the population experienced 
positive expenditure per capita growth, despite a 
negative growth rate across the whole population on 
average (red line) During the second period 
2012-16, while growth rates were more equal 
across the distribution, the poorest 20 percent 
experienced a slightly higher decline in expenditure 
per capita compared to the rest of distribution, 
contributing to increasing poverty and inequality 

34 IRAN ECONOMIC MONITOR: MOUNTING ECONOMIC CHALLENGES 

How does Iran compare with its peers? 

The level of poverty in Iran is comparable to what 
is observed in countries with a similar level of 
economic development. Figure 44 shows poverty 
rates in Iran and selected peers circa 2014. While 
welfare aggregates among different countries are not 
strictly comparable, this rough comparison reveals 
that for the most recent years, Iran's poverty rate is 
broadly within a range of poverty rates observed in 
countries with similar economic wellbeing: Turkey, 
Chile, and Malaysia (using an international poverty 
line of $5.50 2011 PPP per day). Vietnam, Indonesia, 
and China have much higher poverty rates, but also 
much lower GDP per capita in 2011 PPP (Figure 44). 

The level of inequality is also quite low in 
Iran compared to its peers. Comparing the level of 
inequality across countries is usually full of caveats 
for many reasons including the use of "income" 
by some countries and "consumption" by others. 
Keeping this in mind, inequality in Iran is lower than 
that which is observed in countries with a similar level 
of economic development regardless of the type of 
welfare aggregate used (income or consumption 
per capita). Thus, the Gini index based on spatially 
adjusted expenditure per capita is around 34.0 and 
based on nominal expenditure is around 37.6, which 
is lower than in Turkey and Malaysia (Figure 45) 

Explaining Welfare Changes in 
2009-2016 

There was an apparent disconnect between 
the macroeconomic performance and welfare 
trends in Iran in selected years. Figure 46 combines 
real growth rates of GDP in Iran with poverty rates at 
the $5.50 2011 PPP poverty line. Poverty continued 

s Comparing welfare across urban and rural areas in 
Iran should take into account substantial differences 
in prices across areas. As explained in Atamanov et al. 
(2016), expenditure aggregate is adjusted for variation in 
food and rent prices across rural and urban areas within 
eight aggregated regions. The food spatial deflator is 
constructed from unit values of purchased food products 
from the survey Rent deflator is calculated based on 
predicted rents for a typical dwelling. 
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FIGURE 43 • Growth Incidence Curve Showing Annualized Real Expenditure Per Capita Growth Rates by 
Percentiles, % 
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FIGURE 44 • Poverty Rates in Iran and Selected Comparators at $5.5 2011 PPP Daily Poverty Une 
Circa 2014, % 
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FIGURE 44 • Poverty Rates in Iran and Selected Comparators at $5.5 2011 PPP Daily Poverty Line 
Circa 2014, % 
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FIGURE 45 • The Gini Coefficient in Iran and Selected Comparators Circa 2014 
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to fall in 2012 despite a large decline in GDP per 

capita. Conversely, higher poverty was experienced 

after 2012 even with the observed positive economic 

growth in 2014 and 2016. The rest of this section 

explores this counter-intuitive result 

The apparent disconnect between eco

nomic growth and welfare may happen for many 

reasons. lt may be related to the lagged impact of 

economic growth or the lack of a trickle-down effect 

ln addition, redistributive government policies could 

play a protective role. A definite answer requires 

identifying and quantifying the sources of poverty 

changes during the period considered. One way 

of doing this is to decompose changes in income 

poverty into changes in income sources (Azevedo, 

Minh, and Sanfelice 2012). This will help to identify 

FIGURE 46 • GDP Growth Rates and Poverty Rates in Iran, 2009-2016 
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FIGURE 45 • The Gini Coefficient in Iran and Selected Comparators Circa 2014 
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to fall in 2012 despite a large decline in GDP per 
capita. Conversely, higher poverty was experienced 
after 2012 even with the observed positive economic 
growth in 2014 and 2016. The rest of this section 
explores this counter-intuitive result. 

The apparent disconnect between eco 
nomic growth and welfare may happen for many 
reasons. It may be related to the lagged impact of 

economic growth or the lack of a trickle-down effect. 
In addition, redistributive government policies could 
play a protective role. A definite answer requires 
identifying and quantifying the sources of poverty 
changes during the period considered. One way 
of doing this is to decompose changes in income 
poverty into changes in income sources (Azevedo, 
Minh, and Sanfelice 2012). This will help to identify 
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FIGURE 47 • Sources of Incarne Poverty Changes at $5.5 2011 PPP Poverty Une, 2009-2012, 
Percentage Points 
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the key drivers underlying the increase or decline in 

income poverty and inequality.16 We select two periods 

for the analysis: the first is 2009-2012 when there 

was a sharp poverty reduction, and the second is 

2012-2016 when welfare indicators deteriorated. 

The total income aggregate consists of labor income, 

cash transfers, other transfers (scholarships, private 

transfers, charity and welfare transfers), pensions, 

property income (interests, capital, land, and rent) 

and income from products sold from home.17 lncome 

poverty and inequality are higher than those based on 

expenditures, but the trends are similar (see Figure A 1 

and Figure A2 in the annex). 

Cash transfers were the key contributors 

to the fa// in poverty during 2009-2012, 

counterbalancing the negative impact coming 

from the labor market. Figure 47 shows contributors 

to income poverty changes in 2009-2012. ln total, 

income poverty dropped by 11.5 percentage points. 

The key driving force behind this remarkable fall 

was social assistance in the form of universal cash 

transfers the government distributed to compensate 

for increasing energy prices after subsidy reform.18 

ln particular, income poverty tell by 15.8 percentage 

points due to cash transfers. Generous universal 

cash transfers counterbalanced the negative impact 

of labor market deterioration where decrease in both 

employment and employment income contributed to 

higher incarne poverty, consistent with falling growth. 

The erosion of cash transfers in real 

terms contributed to the increase in poverty 

in 2012-2016 with a counteracting impact 

from the labor market. Figure 48 shows the main 

contributors to poverty changes in 2012-2016. ln 

contrast to 2009-2012, the role of benefits fi ipped. 

16 One rnay also use the Datt-Ravallion (1992) decornposition, 

which splits the change in poverty into distribution-neutral 

growth and redistribution effects. According to this, the 

decline in poverty between 2009 and 2012 was fully driven 

by redistribution, while the growth effect contributed to 

higher poverty. During 2012 and 2016 bath growth and 

redistribution effects were increasing poverty. The incarne 

poverty decornposition used in this note goes beyond 

this and has an advantage of being able to quantify 

contributions of different incarne sources to changes in 

poverty and inequality. 

17 Incarne aggregate is also spatially deflated to account for 

difference in prices across different areas. To do spatial 

adjustrnent a weighted spatial deflator was constructed 

by cornbining rent and food deflators. Shares of rent 

in the total welfare aggregate were used to construct a 

weighted deflator for each household. 

18 This is consistent with early findings frorn Salehi-lsfahani, 
Stucki and Deutschrnann (2015) 
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FIGURE 47 • Sources of Income Poverty Changes at $5.5 2011 PPP Poverty Line, 2009-2012, 
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the key drivers underlying the increase or decline in 
income poverty and inequality.16 We select two periods 
for the analysis: the first is 2009-2012 when there 
was a sharp poverty reduction, and the second is 
2012-2016 when welfare indicators deteriorated. 
The total income aggregate consists of labor income, 
cash transfers, other transfers (scholarships, private 
transfers, charity and welfare transfers), pensions, 
property income (interests, capital, land, and rent) 
and income from products sold from home.17 Income 
poverty and inequality are higher than those based on 
expenditures, but the trends are similar (see Figure A1 
and Figure A2 in the annex). 

Cash transfers were the key contributors 
to the fall in poverty during 2009-2012, 
counterbalancing the negative impact coming 
from the labor market. Figure 47 shows contributors 
to income poverty changes in 2009-2012. In total, 
income poverty dropped by 11.5 percentage points. 
The key driving force behind this remarkable fall 
was social assistance in the form of universal cash 
transfers the government distributed to compensate 
for increasing energy prices after subsidy reform.18 

In particular, income poverty fell by 15.8 percentage 
points due to cash transfers. Generous universal 
cash transfers counterbalanced the negative impact 
of labor market deterioration where decrease in both 

employment and employment income contributed to 
higher income poverty, consistent with falling growth. 

The erosion of cash transfers in real 
terms contributed to the increase in poverty 
in 2012-2016 with a counteracting impact 
from the labor market. Figure 48 shows the main 
contributors to poverty changes in 2012-2016. In 
contrast to 2009-2012, the role of benefits flipped. 

s One may also use the Datt-Ravallion (1992) decomposition, 
which splits the change in poverty into distribution-neutral 
growth and redistribution effects. According to this, the 
decline in poverty between 2009 and 2012 was fully driven 
by redistribution, while the growth effect contributed to 
higher poverty. During 2012 and 2016 both growth and 
redistribution effects were increasing poverty. The income 
poverty decomposition used in this note goes beyond 
this and has an advantage of being able to quantify 
contributions of different income sources to changes in 
poverty and inequality. 

Income aggregate is also spatially deflated to account for 
difference in prices across different areas. To do spatial 
adjustment a weighted spatial deflator was constructed 
by combining rent and food deflators. Shares of rent 
in the total welfare aggregate were used to construct a 
weighted deflator for each household. 

18 This is consistent with early findings from Salehi-lsfahani, 
Stucki and Deutschmann (2015) 
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FIGURE 48 • Sources of Incarne Poverty Changes at $5.5 2011 PPP Poverty Une, 2012-2016, 
Percentage Points 
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Source: Authors' calculation using HEIS 2009-2016. 
Note: The levels of incarne poverty are different frorn the level of poverty based on expenditure per capita, nevertheless their trends are qualitatively sirnilar. The incarne welfare 
aggregate is spatially deflated. Share of adults rneasures share of working age adults in total household size. 

As a consequence of high inflation, the real value 

of benefits diminished and this was the key factor 

behind the increase in poverty. The size of social 

assistance per capita dropped by hait in real terms 

between 2016 and 2012. As the same time, there was 

a positive contribution to poverty reduction coming 

from the expanding economy and labor market, 

mainly from employment income, but it was not 

enough to offset the negative impact of diminishing 

social assistance. 

Cash transfers were also the key factor 

behind the decline in inequality between 

2009-12 and an increase between 2012-16. 
Figure 49 and 50 demonstrate that social 

assistance in the form of cash transfers was the 

most equalizing source of income during 2009-

2012 in reducing the Gini coefficient, but was 

the most un-equalizing sourcein2012-2016.Thisisnot 

surprising given that the cash transfers represent a 

much higher proportion of total income for 

poorer households than richer households. ln tact, 

cash transfers in 2012 

FIGURE 49 • Sources of Incarne lnequality Changes Measured by Gini, 2009-2012 
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FIGURE 48 • Sources of Income Poverty Changes at $5.5 2011 PPP Poverty Line, 2012-2016, 
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As a consequence of high inflation, the real value 
of benefits diminished and this was the key factor 
behind the increase in poverty. The size of social 
assistance per capita dropped by half in real terms 
between 2O16 and 2012. As the same time, there was 
a positive contribution to poverty reduction coming 
from the expanding economy and labor market, 
mainly from employment income, but it was not 
enough to offset the negative impact of diminishing 
social assistance. 

Cash transfers were also the key factor 
behind the decline in inequality between 
2009-12 and an increase between 2012-16. 
Figure 49 and 50 demonstrate that social 

assistance in the form of cash transfers was the 
most equalizing source of income during 2009- 
2012 in reducing the Gini coefficient, but was 
the most un-equalizing sourcein 2012-2016.Thisisnot 
surprising given that the cash transfers represent a 
much higher proportion of total income for 
poorer households than richer households. In fact, 
cash transfers in 2012 

FIGURE 49 • Sources of Income Inequality Changes Measured by Gini, 2009-2012 
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FIGURE 50 • Sources of Incarne lnequality Changes Measured by Gini, 2012-2016 
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incarne 

accounted for almost hall of total income of the poorest 

20 percent of population (based on income per capital 

Thus, the cash transfers initially reduced inequality 

as they mean more to the poor, but then inequality 

increased as the real value of these transfers declined, 

affecting the poor more. Employment income started 

playing a slightly equalizing role in 2012-2016. This is 

associated with the fact that real growth in employment 

income per capita was the highest for the population 

from the bottom of the distribution.19 

Profile of Poverty 

Geography of poverty 

There is substantial variation in poverty rates 

across lranian provinces. Besides the rural and 

urban poverty gap, there is substantial variation in 

poverty across lranian provinces. Figure 51 shows 

interval estimates of provincial poverty rates at the 

$5.5 2011 PPP daily poverty line. Poverty ranges from 

nearly zero in Mazandaran to 33 percent in Kerman 

and 53 percent in Sistan & Baluchestan. 

Merging provinces into larger regions, 

reduces variation in poverty rates. If provinces 

are grouped into nine regions, regional variation 

in poverty rates becomes smaller (Table 3). The 

lowest poverty rate in 2016 was observed in reg ion 6 

in Gini 

(Tehran, Qom, Alborz)-around 3 percent ln all other 

reg ions poverty at $5.5 2011 PPP did not exceed 10 

percent except region 8. This region includes the 

poorest Sistan & Baluchestan and Kerman provinces 

and poverty rate in 2016 reached 34 percent there. 

Provincial poverty rates seem to be corre

lated with the level of urbanization, employment, 

inequality and access to infrastructure observed 

in provinces. Simple graphs plotting provincial pov

erty rates versus selected provincial level characteris

tics can be informative. Figure 52 shows that poverty 

in 2016 was higher in provinces with a lower share of 

urban population, higher unemployment rates, lower 

access to piped sewage and higher inequality 

Regional level specific factors contribute 

to observed differences in poverty rates across 

provinces, and warrant further research. Simple 

correlations do not indicate whether there is something 

about certain provinces which makes them have higher 

or lower poverty rates, beyond whether they have more

or less-educated people, more or less employment, 

and so forth. ln order to formally test whether provincial 

location remains a significant factor affecting poverty 

19 ln particular, growth rate in real ernployrnent incarne 

between 2012-2016 was 31 percent for the poorest 

quintile (based on incarne per capita) cornpared to 

average 26 percent growth rate for the total population. 
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accounted for almost half of total income of the poorest 
20 percent of population (based on income per capita) 
Thus, the cash transfers initially reduced inequality 
as they mean more to the poor, but then inequality 
increased as the real value of these transfers declined, 
affecting the poor more. Employment income started 
playing a slightly equalizing role in 2012-2016. This is 
associated with the fact that real growth in employment 
income per capita was the highest for the population 
from the bottom of the distribution.19 

Profile of Poverty 

Geography of poverty 

There is substantial variation in poverty rates 
across Iranian provinces. Besides the rural and 
urban poverty gap, there is substantial variation in 
poverty across Iranian provinces. Figure 51 shows 
interval estimates of provincial poverty rates at the 
$5.5 2011 PPP daily poverty line. Poverty ranges from 
nearly zero in Mazandaran to 33 percent in Kerman 
and 53 percent in Sistan & Baluchestan. 

Merging provinces into larger regions, 
reduces variation in poverty rates. If provinces 
are grouped into nine regions, regional variation 
in poverty rates becomes smaller (Table 3). The 
lowest poverty rate in 2016 was observed in region 6 

(Tehran, Qom, Alborz)-around 3 percent. In all other 
regions poverty at $5.5 2011 PPP did not exceed 10 
percent except region 8. This region includes the 
poorest Sistan & Baluchestan and Kerman provinces 
and poverty rate in 2016 reached 34 percent there. 

Provincial poverty rates seem to be corre 
lated with the level of urbanization, employment, 
inequality and access to infrastructure observed 
in provinces. Simple graphs plotting provincial pov 
erty rates versus selected provincial level characteris 
tics can be informative. Figure 52 shows that poverty 
in 2016 was higher in provinces with a lower share of 
urban population, higher unemployment rates, lower 
access to piped sewage and higher inequality. 

Regional level specific factors contribute 
to observed differences in poverty rates across 
provinces, and warrant further research. Simple 
correlations do not indicate whether there is something 
about certain provinces which makes them have higher 
or lower poverty rates, beyond whether they have more 
or less-educated people, more or less employment, 
and so forth. In order to formally test whether provincial 
location remains a significant factor affecting poverty 

19 In particular, growth rate in real employment income 
between 2012-2016 was 31 percent for the poorest 
quintile (based on income per capita) compared to 
average 26 percent growth rate for the total population. 
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FIGURE 51 • Headcount Poverty Rates in Iran by Provinces in 2016 at $5.5 2011 PPP Poverty Line, % 
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alter controlling for household level characteristics, a 

simple multivariate probit regression was run explaining 

probability of being poor in 2016. Explanatoryvariables 

included household demographic characteristics, 

head of household education, employment status 

and sector of employment Even alter controlling for 

these household specific factors, most of provinces 

remained significant in explaining the probability of 

being poor ln particular, the population in Sistan & 

Baluchestan, Kerman and Golestan is found to have 

TABLE 3 • Headcount Poverty Rates at $5.5 2011 PPP by Nine Regions in 2016 

Poverty Lower bound Upper bound 

region 1 (Gilan, Mazandaran, Golestan, Semnan) 9% 8% 10% 

region 2 (E. Azarbayejan, W. Azarbayejan, Ardebil, Kordestan) 8% 7% 9% 

region 3 (Hamedan, Kermanshah, Lorestan, 11am) 6% 5% 7% 

region 4 (Esfahan, Chaharmahal & Bakhtiyari, Khuzestan) 8% 7% 10% 

region 5 (Fars, Bushehr, Kohgiluyeh & Boyerahmad) 7% 6% 8% 

region 6 (Tehran, Qom, Alborz) 3% 2% 4% 

region 7 (Zanjan, Oazvin, Markazi) 6% 5% 8% 

region 8 (Yazd, Kerman, Sistan & Baluchestan, Hormozgan) 34% 32% 36% 

region 9 (S. Khorasan, Khorasan-e-Razavi, N. Khorasan) 7% 6% 9% 

Source: Authors' calculation using HEIS 2016. 
Note: The upper and lower bounds represent a 95 percent confidence interval. 
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Source: Authors' calculation using HEIS 2016. 
Note: The upper and lower bounds represent a 95 percent confidence interval. 

after controlling for household level characteristics, a 
simple multivariate probit regression was run explaining 
probability of being poor in 2016. Explanatory variables 
included household demographic characteristics, 
head of household education, employment status 

and sector of employment. Even after controlling for 
these household specific factors, most of provinces 
remained significant in explaining the probability of 
being poor In particular, the population in Sistan & 
Baluchestan, Kerman and Golestan is found to have 

TABLE 3 • Headcount Poverty Rates at $5.5 2011 PPP by Nine Regions in 2016 

Poverty Lower bound Upper bound 

region 1 (Gilan, Mazandaran, Golestan, Semnan) 9% 8% 10% 

region 2(E. Azarbayejan, W. Azarbayejan, Ardebil, Kordestan) 8% 7% 9% 

region 3 (Hamedan, Kermanshah, Lorestan, 11am) 6% 5% 7% 

region 4 (Esfahan, Chaharmahal & Bakhtiyari, Khuzestan) 8% 7% 10% 

region 5 (Fars, Bushehr, Kohgiluyeh & Boyerahmad) 7% 6% 8% 

region 6 (Tehran, Qom, Alborz) 3% 2% 4% 

region 7 (Zanjan, Oazvin, Markazi) 6% 5% 8% 

region 8 (Yazd, Kerman, Sistan & Baluchestan, Hormozgan) 34% 32% 36% 

region 9 (S Khorasan, Khorasan-e-Razavi, N. Khorasan) 7% 6% 9% 

Source: Authors' calculation using HEIS 2016. 
Note: The upper and lower bounds represent a 95 percent confidence interval. 
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FIGURE 52 • Headcount Poverty Rates at $5.5 2011 PPP Poverty Une in Iran by Provinces in 2016 and 
Different Provincial Level Variables 
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the highest probability of being poor (24, 22 and 

18 percent accordingly), even alter accounting for 

household characteristics. 

Profile of the poor 

Larger households with many children are more 

likely to have higher poverty rates. Household 

demographic structure is strongly correlated with 

poverty status. This is not surprising given that the 

international poverty lines are defined in expenditure 

per capita terms and do not account for either 

economies of scale enjoyed by larger households or 

for lower chi Id calorie requirements. Thus, poverty rate 

increases by 10 limes in households with 10 members 

and above compared to one-member households 

(Figure 53). Consistently, poverty gradually increases 

with more children. ln particular, the poverty rate 

increases by 9 limes in households with live children 

and above compared to households with only one 

chi Id. Poverty rates are also higher among households 

headed by younger heads. 

Labor force status, sector and type of 

employment are important correlates of poverty 

in Iran. Figure 54, Figure 55 and Figure 56 show 

headcount poverty rates depending on the employment 

status of the head of household. The population size of 

each group is also shown in each figure. As expected, 

having unemployed head of household is associated 

with the highest risk of poverty. About 2. 7 million people 

in Iran belong to this group. However, being employed 

does not guarantee escape from poverty; 18 percent 
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the highest probability of being poor (24, 22 and 
18 percent accordingly), even after accounting for 
household characteristics. 

Profile of the poor 

Larger households with many children are more 
likely to have higher poverty rates. Household 
demographic structure is strongly correlated with 
poverty status. This is not surprising given that the 
international poverty lines are defined in expenditure 
per capita terms and do not account for either 
economies of scale enjoyed by larger households or 
for lower child calorie requirements. Thus, poverty rate 
increases by 10 times in households with 10 members 
and above compared to one-member households 

(Figure 53). Consistently, poverty gradually increases 
with more children. In particular, the poverty rate 
increases by 9 times in households with five children 
and above compared to households with only one 
child. Poverty rates are also higher among households 
headed by younger heads. 

Labor force status, sector and type of 
employment are important correlates of poverty 
in Iran. Figure 54, Figure 55 and Figure 56 show 
headcount poverty rates depending on the employment 
status of the head of household. The population size of 
each group is also shown in each figure As expected, 
having unemployed head of household is associated 
with the highest risk of poverty About 2. 7 million people 
in Iran belong to this group However, being employed 
does not guarantee escape from poverty; 18 percent 
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FIGURE 53 • Headcount Poverty Rates in 
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70 

of households with a head employed in agriculture 

were still in poverty in 2016. The population with heads 

employed in agriculture is significant-around 11.5 

million people in 2016. Consistent with this finding, 

heads with occupations in agriculture and unskilled 

professions have the highest risk of poverty. 

A large share of youth aged 15-29 is out 

of education and employment and this group 

of population is over-represented among the 

poorest quintile of population and women. Youth 

have particular issues with access to employment 

opportunities. ln particular, around 40 percent of 

youth aged 15-29 are not employed and are not in 

educational institutions. This share is the largest 

among the poorest quintile of population at 49 percent 

and among women, at around 58 percent. 

Despite high and increasing school 

enrollment rates, there is a significant degree 

of inequality between the poor and the rich. 1 ran 

be longs to cou nt ries with high human development, 

according to the Human Development Index 

(UNDP, 2017), which was gradually increasing over 

the years. One of the components of the index is 

access to education. 20 Using household budget 

20 Education is no guarantee of employment (see IEM 

Fall 2017 http/ /documents.worldbank.org/curated/ 

en/347831520515722711 /pdf /124020-WP-PUBLIC

p 162048-1 ran-I EM-Fal 1-2017-7Mar 18-M M. pdf ). 

Nonetheless, on average, richer households are better 

educated than poorer households. 

FIGURE 54 • Headcount Poverty Rates at $5.5 2011 PPP Poverty Line by Head of Household Labor Force 
Status in 2009, 2012, and 2016 
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FIGURE 53 • Headcount Poverty Rates in 
Iran at $5.5 2011 PPP Poverty 
Line by Household Demographic 
Characteristics in 2016, % 
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Source: Authors' calculation using HEIS 2016. 

of households with a head employed in agriculture 
were still in poverty in 2016. The population with heads 
employed in agriculture is significant--around 11.5 
million people in 2016. Consistent with this finding, 

heads with occupations in agriculture and unskilled 
professions have the highest risk of poverty. 

A large share of youth aged 15-29 is out 
of education and employment and this group 
of population is over-represented among the 
poorest quintile of population and women. Youth 
have particular issues with access to employment 
opportunities. In particular, around 40 percent of 
youth aged 15-29 are not employed and are not in 
educational institutions. This share is the largest 
among the poorest quintile of population at 49 percent 
and among women, at around 58 percent. 

Despite high and increasing school 
enrollment rates, there is a significant degree 
of inequality between the poor and the rich. I ran 
belongs to countries with high human development, 
according to the Human Development Index 
(UNDP, 2017), which was gradually increasing over 
the years. One of the components of the index is 
access to education.? Using household budget 

20 Education is no guarantee of employment (see IEM 
Fall 2017 http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/ 
en/347831520515722711 /pdf / 124020-WP-PU BLIC 
p 162048-1 ran-I EM-Fal 1-2017-7Mar 18-M M. pdf ). 
Nonetheless, on average, richer households are better 
educated than poorer households. 

FIGURE 54 • Headcount Poverty Rates at $5.5 2011 PPP Poverty Line by Head of Household Labor Force 
Status in 2009, 2012, and 2016 
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FIGURE 55 • Headcount Poverty Rates at $5.5 2011 PPP Poverty Une by Head of Household Employment 
Sector in 2009, 2012, and 2016 
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survey data demonstrates the graduai increase in 

enrollment in educational institutions for children 

aged 7-19 for all groups of population (Figure 58), 

regardless of expenditure levels. However, there 

is a substantial gap in enrollment between the 

poorest and richest 20 percent of population, as 

poorer children drop out of school over time. As 

shown in Figure 59, almost all children are enrolled 

in primary school (enrollment rates are near 100 

percent for the richest and the poorest up until 

around ages 12-13 years). However, the gap in 

enrollment emerges after primary school age and 

widens sharply. Between ages 13-16 years, no 

children from the richest quintile drop out of school, 

FIGURE 56 • Headcount Poverty Rates at $5.5 2011 PPP Poverty Une by Head of Household Education 
Level in 2009, 2012, and 2016 
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FIGURE 55 • Headcount Poverty Rates at $5.5 2011 PPP Poverty Line by Head of Household Employment 
Sector in 2009, 2012, and 2016 
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survey data demonstrates the gradual increase in 
enrollment in educational institutions for children 
aged 7--19 for all groups of population (Figure 58), 
regardless of expenditure levels. However, there 
is a substantial gap in enrollment between the 
poorest and richest 20 percent of population, as 
poorer children drop out of school over time. As 

shown in Figure 59, almost all children are enrolled 
in primary school (enrollment rates are near 100 
percent for the richest and the poorest up until 
around ages 12--13 years) However, the gap in 
enrollment emerges after primary school age and 
widens sharply. Between ages 13-16 years, no 
children from the richest quintile drop out of school, 

FIGURE 56 • Headcount Poverty Rates at $5.5 2011 PPP Poverty Line by Head of Household Education 
Level in 2009, 2012, and 2016 
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FIGURE 57 • Headcount Poverty Rates at $5.5 2011 PPP Poverty Line by Head of Household Occupation 
Status in 2009, 2012, and 2016 
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but 30 percent of children from the poorest quintile 

do. By age 19, the enrollment gap has reached 46 

percentage points. Understanding the underlying 

factors behind higher dropout rates of the poor 

children will require additional research. 
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Ultimately, improving labor market conditions 

while managing inflation will be key in having 

sustainable poverty reduction. lran's performance 

in poverty and inequality reduction was remarkable 

until 2012. However, it was primarily driven by the 
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universal cash transfer program, which was launched 

to protect the population from the negative impact 

of higher energy prices While the program appears 

to have been very effective in mitigating the adverse 

impacts of the energy tariff reform, it cannot be the 

panacea for sustaining poverty reduction and boosting 

shared prosperity in the long-term To the extent that 

improvements in labor market outcomes offer a more 

durable path to welfare improvement, the very meager 

contribution of the labor market in explaining poverty 

reduction in Iran is indicative of a strong need to improve 

labor market outcomes and access to productive job 

opportunities A better understanding of the constraints 

to job creation, labor productivity, and private sector 

participation is needed and requires further research. 

Moreover, managing inflation will also be essential, not 

only to ensure the cash transfers maintain their value to 

the poor, but also to bolster the spending power of any 

improvements in labor income. 

Better understanding and reducing regional 

welfare disparities is also important for successful 

poverty reduction strategies. Iran has pronounced 

gaps between rural and urban areas and between 

particular regions Further analysis of regional 

disparities will help to understand whether disparities 

are driven by a concentration of people with more 

favorable characteristics or by specific geographic 

factors such as the quality of institutions, access to 

basic infrastructure, distance to markets and so forth. 

Knowing the answer may call for different policy actions. 
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ANNEX 

FIGURE A1 • Paverty Headcaunt Rates at $5.5 
2011 PPP Paverty Line Using 
Expenditure and Incarne Per Capita 
Welfare Aggregates Across Years 
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FIGURE A2 • Gini Index Line Using 
expenditure and Incarne Per 
capita Welfare Aggregates 
across Years 
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Box A 1. Measuring International Poverty Rates in Iran 

Iran is one of the few Middle 

East and North Africa countries (MENA) 

collecting annual Household Expenditure and 

lncome Survey (HEIS) of a very high quality 

Collected series are also the longes! one in the 

region Data was collected since 1963 in rural 

areas and 1968 in urban areas. HEIS series 

were used to construct poverty estimates for this 

section. Selected period covers 2009-2016 years 

Measuring poverty requires two 

broad steps. The first step is to define an 

indicator to measure welfare or living 

standards. The second step requires setting a 

poverty line - the minimum welfare level below 

which a person is considered to be poor 

Standard procedures were pursued in order 

to construct components of the welfare aggregate 

as well as price adjustment following established 

methodology in the field of poverty measurement 

(Deaton and Zaidi 2012; Haughton and Khandker 

2014) 

Using an international line helps to 

avoid arbitrariness and sensitivity of establishing a line 

in local currency units - a long process which is 

usually led by national authorities. The most widely 

used international poverty line is 1.90 USD (Ferreira 

et al. 2015) 11 was established by the World Bank 

as averages of the national poverty lines of the 

15 poorest developing countries expressed in PPP 

terms to monitor global extreme poverty (Chen and 

Ravallion 2010) Higher international poverty lines 

can be used by countries to measure wellbeing if 

necessary Extreme poverty is almost non-existent in 

Iran, so the $5.50 2011 PPP daily poverty line, also 

called upper middle-class line (Jolliffe and Prydz, 

2016), is used in the special foc us section on poverty 

The constructed welfare aggregate 

included different food and non-food 

expenditure-based components Given that the HEIS 

survey collects very limited information on stocks of 

durables and information on their current prices, 
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age or conditions is not available, estimating the 

annualized flow of consumption was not possible 

Therefore, the decision was to exclude 

purchases of durables from the welfare aggregate 

Given the difficulty of distinguishing between health 

expenditures that increase utility and those 

considered a regrettable necessity, the decision 

was to drop health expenditure as a whole. Health 

insurance is included as it is clearly related to 

preventive care and as a result associated with 

higher utility and welfare. Ali technical details and 

robustness checks of these decisions are shown 

in Atamanov et al. (2016) Dropping or 

including expenditures on health and durables 

did not affect overall trends in poverty and inequality 

Having constructed the welfare aggregate, 

there is a need to make additional adjustments 

to facilitate ranking of individuals or 

households. One of the most important 

adjustments is spatial and inter-temporal 

deflation to account for temporal and spatial 

difference in prices faced by the population The 

welfare aggregate was adjusted to within 

and across year inflation using weighted 

consumer prices index from Statistical Centre of 

Iran combining urban and rural prices Ali 

welfare aggregates were expressed in 2011-

year prices and transformed afterwards 

to 2011 PPP international dollars using ICP 

2011 PPP exchange rates for household final 

consumption expenditure ICP 2011 PPP for Iran 

is equal to 5001.363 lranian rial per 

one international dollar. 

ln order to account for variation in 

prices across regions, food and rent, regional 

deflators have been constructed for urban and rural 

areas of all regions and used for spatial deflation. 

Food deflator is based on unit values obtained 

from each round of HEIS and rent deflator is 

estimated using predicted rents for a typical 

dwelling 
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Households from poor areas with low prices become 

richer alter spatial deflation, while households from rich 

metropolitan areas with high prices become poorer 

The total income aggregate broadly consists of 

labor income, social assistance, transfers, pensions, 

property income (interests, capital, land, and rent) and 

income from products sold from home. Labor income 

Overall, spatial deflation narrows the regional includes net total income from wage and salaried jobs 

gap in poverty rates. The level of inequality, measured by and self-employment during the last 12 months. 

the Gini coefficient, becomes lower alter accounting for 

spatial differences in food and rent prices As shown 

in Atamanov et al. (2016), spatial adjustment does 

not change the trends in poverty and inequality, but 

only shifts the levels. 

Once welfare aggregates are adjusted for 

spatial and inter-temporal price variation, $5.50 2011 

PPP daily poverty line can be universally applied for 

the whole population across all years The 

advantage of this approach compared to the 

alternative of having multiple poverty lines is that 

all households can be easily ranked and compared 

to each other. 

HEIS contains rich information on labor market 

indicators and income. Even though using 

consumption/expenditure data is preferable to 

measure poverty in developing countries, 

construction of income poverty estimates will allow 

an income decomposition which can check the role of 

each income component in changes in poverty 

and inequality 

Social assistance is a stand-alone component 

covering only cash transfers. ln order to do spatial 

adjustment a weighted spatial deflator was constructed 

by combining rent and food deflators. Shares of rent in 

the total welfare aggregate were used to construct a 

weighted deflator for each household. 

Levels of poverty are different depending on 

whether income or expenditures are used. lncome 

based poverty is constantly higher probably due to 

under-reporting as typically found in developing 

countries household budget surveys However, the 

trends are very similar which is an important pre

requisite for conducting income poverty decomposition 

Detailed explanation of methodological 

choices made as well as all robustness tests are 

discussed in working paper by Atamanov, Mostafavi, 

Salehi-lsfahani and Vishwanath "Constructing robust 

poverty trends in the lslamic Republic of Iran 

2008-2014" accessible here https// 

openknowledgeworldbank org/handle/10986/25152. 
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discussed in working paper by Atamanov, Mostafavi, 
Salehi-lsfahani and Vishwanath "Constructing robust 
poverty trends in the Islamic Republic of Iran 
2008-2014" accessible here https:// 
openknowledge. worldbank.org/handle/10986/25152. 
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OHCHR, “Civilians caught in sanctions crossfire need Geneva Convention protection, 
says UN expert”, 8 November 2018 
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Civilians caught in sanctions crossfire need Geneva Convention 
protection, says UN expert 
1 ohchr.org/en/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx 

Civilians caught in sanctions crossfire need 
Geneva Convention protection, says UN expert 
GENEVA (8 November 2018) - Sanctions that extend beyond national borders, and which seek to 

black a country's trade altogether, amount to economic warfare against civilians, an 

independent expert appointed by the Human Rights Council says. 

"These civilians deserve the same protections provided by the Geneva Conventions to people in 

war," said Id riss Jazairy, the Special Rapporteur on the effect of sanctions on human rights. 

"There is a need for differences between States to be resolved through peaceful means as 

advocated by the UN Charter, while avoiding exposing innocent civilians to collective 

punishment. Causing hunger and disease through economic instruments should not be 

accepted in the 21 st century." 

Referring to Iran, Jazairy said while US sanctions included humanitarian exemptions, there were 

reports that aid is on hold as banks, insurance and logistics companies await clarification. lt has 

even been said that the source country of sanctions will black the SWIFT technical mechanism of 

international interbank financial transfer which may make such exemptions inoperative. 

"There can be no justification for not including blanket protections for the importation of food, 

medicine, and other necessities of life without first requiring lengthy and complex approval 

processes," the expert said. The International Court of Justice had recently made two 

preliminary rulings that reiterate the obligation of States to ensure effective humanitarian 

exemptions while sanctions are in force. 

"I am deeply concerned that it is the poor who are bearing the bru nt of these actions," Jazairy 

said, adding that the rial currency had lost more than 70 percent of its value in the past year, 

and food prices had risen by half. "More people are losing their jobs as the economy suffers," 

he said. 

"Wh ile the right of States to disagree with each other should be respected, harming the human 

rights of ordinary civilians should not be resorted to as a means of political pressure on a 

targeted Government," he said. "This is illegal under international human rights law." 

When an economic blockade is imposed, adequate food, medicines, public health and other 

humanitarian needs must be ensured, he said. "The Fourth Geneva Convention provides such 

protections du ring times of war," Jazairy said. "Linder economic sanctions, people also die but 
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from lack of food and medicine, rather than from explosive devices. This form of warfare that 

relies on starvation and disease deserves the same concern from the international community 

as any other conflict." 

States should adopta declaration which ends such practices, and protects civilians du ring 

economic blockades. 

"I am ready to serve as facilitator to assist the United States and Iran in finding concrete ways to 

ensure that urgently needed humanitarian exemptions whose observance is unchallenged by 

the source country, are made effective and workable," Jazairy said. 

ENDS 

Mr. ldrissjazairy was appointed by the Human Rights Counci! as the first Special Rapporteur on the 
negative impact of the unilateral coercive measures on the enjoyment of human rights. He took office 
in May 2015. Mr. Jazairy has extensive experience in the fields of international relations and human 
rights with the Algerian Foreign Ministry, the UN human rights system and international NGOs. He 
holds a M.A. (Oxford) in Phi!osophy, Politics and Economies, and an M.P.A. (Harvard). He also 
graduated from the Ecole nationale d'Administration (France). Mr. Jazairy who is a former President of 
a UN specialized agency, !FAO, is the author of books and of a large number of articles in the 
international press on development, human rights and current affairs. 

The Special Rapporteurs are part of what is known as the Special Procedures of the Hu man Rights 
Counci!. Special Procedures, the largest body of independent experts in the UN Hu man Rights system, 
is the general name of the Counci/'s independent fact-finding and monitoring mechanisms that 
address either specific country situations or the matie issues in ail parts of the world. Special 
Procedures experts work on a voluntary basis; they are not UN staff and do not receive a salary for 
their work. They are independent from any government or organization and serve in their individua/ 
capacity. 
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Letter of 14 Members of the U.S Congress to the U.S. Secretary of State, 
21 December 2018 
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Œnngre.s.s of tlîe llniteà §tate.s 
lmasl1ington, lat 20515 

The Honorable Mike Pompeo 
Secretary 
U.S. Department of State 
2201 C Street NW 
Washington D.C. 20520 

Dear Secretary Pompeo: 

December 21, 2018 

We write to express our concern and to seek answers regarding the humanitarian impact that 
recently imposed U.S. sanctions are having on the Iranian people and on the efforts being 
undertaken by this Administration to ensure these sanctions do not target innocent Iranians. 
Successive U.S. administrations have sought to differentiate between the Iranian people and the 
Iranian governrnent and have recognized that it serves U.S. national interests to seek positive 
relations with the people of Iran. However, in a November 7 interview with BBC Persian on the 
efficacy of humanitarian exemptions under Iran sanctions, you said that Iran's leaders have "to 
make a decision that they want their people to eat." Such rhetoric suggests that it may indeed be 
the intent of these sanctions to inflict collective punishment against ordinary Iranians rather than 
to target these measures against Iran' s governrnent. 1 

Credible reporting indicates that sanctions are indeed inhibiting the flow of humanitarian goods 
to the Iranian people, and this understanding is reflected broadly amongst the international 
community. 2 In recent weeks, shortages have been reported for anticoagulants and medicine to 
treat ailments including multiple sclerosis and cancer.3 The head oflran's haemophilia society 
has wamed that when supplies run out in the months ahead, "the lives of thousands of patients 
will be at risk." Moreover, the October 16 sanctions designation of Bank Parsian, which had 
facilitated much of Iran's humanitarian trade in prior years, is likely to accelerate the negative 
humanitarian impact of U.S. sanctions on Iran. 

According to reports, the governments of our close allies in France, the United Kingdom and 
Germany have pressed both the Treasury and State Departments to detail clear guidelines for 
safe humanitarian trade with Iran. According to French ambassador to the United States Gerard 
Araud, "the banks are so terrified of sanctions that they don 't want to do anything with Iran. lt 
means that in afew months, there is a strong risk that there will be shortage of medicine in Iran 
if we don 't do something positive."4 The International Court of Justice has also ruled that the 
United States must remove "any impediments" to the export ofhumanitarian goods, including 
food, medicine, and aviation safety equipment. 

1 https://www.state.gov/secretary/remarks/2018/11/28721 0.htm 
2 https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/fresh-sanctions-on-iran-are-already-choking-off-medicine-imports-economists
say/2018/ l l/1 7/c94ce574-e763-I leS-8449-1 ff263609a3 l_story.html 
3 https://www.csmonitor.com/W orld/Middle-East/2018/1029/ln-Iran-US-sanctions-are-being-felt-with-harsher-measures-to-come 
4 https ://www.theguardian.com/world/20 l 8/nov/02/iran-sanctions-us-european-humanitarian-supplies 
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community.2 In recent weeks, shortages have been reported for anticoagulants and medicine to 
treat ailments including multiple sclerosis and cancer.3 The head oflran's haemophilia society 
has warned that when supplies run out in the months ahead, "the lives of thousands of patients 
will be at risk." Moreover, the October 16 sanctions designation of Bank Parsian, which had 
facilitated much of Iran's humanitarian trade in prior years, is likely to accelerate the negative 
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safe humanitarian trade with Iran. According to French ambassador to the United States Gerard 
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This is not the first time that sanctions have impacted the flow of humanitarian goods to Iran. 
Iran "experienced shortages ranging from 78-172 medicines every month between mid-2012 and 
September 2013," according to reporting by the UN Special Rapporteur amid the Obama 
administration's sanctions. However, the Obama administration took steps to address the 
humanitarian impact of sanctions, including through broadening humanitarian exemptions. 

Y our failure to address these humanitarian concems in good faith will undoubtedly redound to 
the Iranian govemment's benefit by providing an opening to demonize the United States and lay 
the blame for economic failings at the feet of the U.S. govemment. They also risk impoverishing 
the Iranian middle class, undermining Iranian civil society, and enabling increased control of the 
Iranian economy by unaccountable and repressive forces that have flourished under sanctions 
and are threatened by Iran's economic integration with the world. Such hardline elements oppose 
moderation with the West, victimize the Iranian people and treat dual nationals as political 
pawns. 

As a result, we ask you to answer the following questions in detail no later than December 31 , 
2018: 

1. Is it a deliberate strategy of the Trump administration to starve the Iranian people or 
deprive them of basic medicines? If not, what substantive steps has the administration 
taken to ensure the Iranian people have continued access to life-saving medicines? 

2. Which foreign nations have expressed concem about the humanitarian impact ofU.S. 
sanctions on Iran, and what have they asked the administration to do to ensure the free 
flow ofhumanitarian goods to Iran? 

3. According to a report in The Guardian, the United Kingdom, France and Germany have 
pushed both the State and Treasury Departments to produce a "white list" that would 
"give clear guidelines about what channels European banks and companies should follow 
to conduct legitimate transactions with Iran without fear of future penalties."5 Has the 
State or Treasury Departments acted upon this proposai to establish a white channel to 
ensure the flow of humanitarian goods? If not, why not? 

4. What additional measures have been contemplated to ensure the free flow of 
humanitarian goods to the Iranian people? If these were rejected, why were they rejected? 

5. Are broader license authorizations or exemptions necessary to ensure the flow of 
humanitarian goods to Iran? If not, what is the evidence for this assessment? 

If answers are not forthcoming, we will work with the chairs of relevant committees to ensure 
hearings on this topic. 

~ r]v-
Member of Congress 
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United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), “Iran: 
Golestan and Fars provinces floods”, Flash Update No. 1, as of 25 March 2019 
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IRAN: Golestan and Fars provinces floods 
Flash Update No. 1 (as of 25 March 2019) {)OCHA 

~ 

This report is produced by OCHA HAT in collaboration with Iran Disaster Management Team (DMT) partners. 

Highlights 
• The northern part of Iran has experienced heavy rains over the past week causing floods, landslides and 

severe damage to the infrastructure, including roads. These heavy rains in Golestan are unprecedented 
as 70 per cent of average annual rain fell in the first 24 hours. 

• To date, according to local reports, 31 people have been confirmed dead. 
• In Golestan and Mazandran provinces, 11 people were confirmed dead and an estimated number of 20 

people injured since the floods started on 19 March. 
• On 25 March, in Shiraz, Fars province, south Iran, 20 additional deaths and 94 injuries were reported 

due to sudden flooding triggered by heavy rains outside the city. 
• Over 60,000 people have been impacted by the flooding in 10 cities. Around 56,000 people have been 

internally displaced, of which around 10,800 reside in emergency shelters provided by the Iranian 
responders. 

• The government of Iran has been able to respond under the leadership of the National Disaster 
Management Organization (NDMO), and the operational efforts of the Iranian Red Crescent Society 
(IRCS). Military assets were utilized in various search and rescue operations within the affected areas. 
The Ministry of Health (MoH) has asked WHO for assistance in the provision of medical relief items 
that are not currently available in country, while international assistant has not been requested by the 
GOI. 
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Flash Update No.1 12 

Situation Overview 
The Golestan floods, caused by heavy rains starting on 19 March, have affected a total of 10 cities in north
east Iran (The cities of Gorgan, Bandar Turkman, Azad Shahr, Aq Ghala, Gonbad-e Kavus, bandar-e Gaz, 
Ali Abad, Kalaleh, Kordkuy, and Minodaasht). The government is currently investigating local reports on 
the lack of mitigation measures by the Water Authorities. 

The worst affected areas are in the cities of Aq Qala and Gonbad Kavous and their surrounding villages 
where large parts are submerged under water. As a safety measure power supply was eut off in several 
areas. 

Of the estimated 60,000 displaced, most stay with relatives in nearby villages. At least 10,000 people are 
provided emergency shelter assistance in stadiums, exhibition areas, schools and other large public facilities 
provided by IRCS. 

Eye witnesses and locals are reporting severe physical damage to the infrastructure, agriculture fields and 
houses. Roads have been eroded mainly in Aq Qala. Initial assessments report 10,000 houses have been 
severely damaged. 

Main roads from Tehran to the north of the country are facing temporary blockades due to landslides and 
floods. Despite the floods, the airports in the area are still operating. 

An accurate assessment of the number of people impacted or displaced, as well as, infrastructure damages 
has not been initiated yet, as many areas remain inaccessible due to high level of storm water. 

Other areas in west and south-west of Iran have been affected by heavy rains too. Namely, the Provinces 
ofLorestan, Kurdistan, Kermanshah, Khuzestan, Fars and Kohkilouyeh. 

As of 25 March, floods in Shiraz, Poldokhtar, Khoramabad, Doreh, Khoramshahr, Abadan, Aligoudarz and 
Saghez were also reported. In Shiraz flash floods killed at least 20, injured 94 and an unverified number of 
people are still missing. In the city of Dezful in Khuzestan, south-west oflran, the emergency situation is 
declared. 

Response 
The government-led response is being coordinated by the National Disaster Management Authorities 
(NDMO) in Iran, supported by Military and IRCS. Considerable Military assets are deployed in support of 
the search and rescue operations to the affected population. The IRCS has deployed 461 rescue teams to 
the affected areas. In addition to evacuation efforts, IRCS have distributed food and Non-Food items, to an 
estimated 50,000 persans in the affected areas. Due to inaccessibility of the waterlogged area of Golestan, 
mainly Aq Qala and 16 surrounding villages, the relief and rescue operation relies heavily on small boats. 
The water level has not subdued, and more rain is expected. 

As the MoH has assessed the situation as an emergency level 2, or Yellow, the government oflran continues 
to relying on its internal resources. The UN Disaster Management Team is in direct contact with the Iranian 
authorities and is on standby I case of request for assistant is made. Currently, WHO, UNICEF, and 
UNHCR, are engaged in discussions with their respective national partners on potential support. MOH has 
requested assistance from WHO for the provision of some medical relief items such as refrigerators, 
vaccines cool boxes, vaccine carriers, surgical kits, and Sport Utility Vehicles (SUVs). IRCS have shared 
the immediate need for boats for evacuation purposes and NFis such as blankets and kitchenware. More 
comprehensive data on the needs and gaps in response is required to enable the UN to offer relevant and 
tailored support. 

For further information, please contact: 
Mr. Amir Barmaki, HAT Iran, Humanitarian Affairs Officer, barmaki@un.org , Tel: +98 (0) 912 217 0321 
Ms. Tal in Sahakian, OCHA ROME NA, Humanitarian Affairs Officer sahakian@un.org , Tel: +20(0) 103 202 8282 

United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) 
www.unocha.org 
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Situation Overview 
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houses. Roads have been eroded mainly in Aq Qala. Initial assessments report 10,000 houses have been 
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Main roads from Tehran to the north of the country are facing temporary blockades due to landslides and 
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ofLorestan, Kurdistan, Kermanshah, Khuzestan, Fars and Kohkilouyeh. 
As of25 March, floods in Shiraz, Poldokhtar, Khoramabad, Doreh, Khoramshahr, Abadan, Aligoudarz and 
Saghez were also reported. In Shiraz flash floods killed at least 20, injured 94 and an unverified number of 
people are still missing. In the city of Dezful in Khuzestan, south-west oflran, the emergency situation is 
declared. 

Response 
The government-led response is being coordinated by the National Disaster Management Authorities 
(NDMO) in Iran, supported by Military and IRCS. Considerable Military assets are deployed in support of 
the search and rescue operations to the affected population. The IRCS has deployed 461 rescue teams to 
the affected areas. In addition to evacuation efforts, IRCS have distributed food and Non-Food items, to an 
estimated 50,000 persons in the affected areas. Due to inaccessibility of the waterlogged area of Golestan, 
mainly Aq Qala and 16 surrounding villages, the relief and rescue operation relies heavily on small boats. 
The water level has not subdued, and more rain is expected. 

As the MoH has assessed the situation as an emergency level 2, or Yell ow, the government oflran continues 
to relying on its internal resources. The UN Disaster Management Team is in direct contact with the Iranian 
authorities and is on standby I case of request for assistant is made. Currently, WHO, UNICEF, and 
UNHCR, are engaged in discussions with their respective national partners on potential support. MOH has 
requested assistance from WHO for the provision of some medical relief items such as refrigerators, 
vaccines cool boxes, vaccine carriers, surgical kits, and Sport Utility Vehicles (SUVs). IRCS have shared 
the immediate need for boats for evacuation purposes and NFis such as blankets and kitchenware. More 
comprehensive data on the needs and gaps in response is required to enable the UN to offer relevant and 
tailored support. 

For further information, please contact: 
Mr. Amir Barmaki, HAT Iran, Humanitarian Affairs Officer, barmaki@un.org, Tel: +98 (0) 912 217 0321 
Ms. Tai in Sahakian, OCHA ROME NA, Humanitarian Affairs Officer sahakian@un.org, Tel: +20(0) 103 202 8282 

United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) 
www.unocha.org 
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Flash Update No.1 13 

The Disaster Management Team (DMT) and OCHA under the leadership of the Resident Coordinator are 
monitoring the situation and are ready to support. A high level communication has been shared with the 
Iranian authorities expressing the readiness of the UN country team to dispatch pre-positioned stocks 
(locally and regionally), surge deployments and provision of available agency funding mechanisms. A 
coordination meeting between the Ministry of Foreign Aff airs and the RC is also planned for 26 of March 
to discuss bilateral cooperation. 

Considering the coming floods in other parts of the country, more requests are likely to be received through 
the respective agencies. However, challenges caused by unilateral sanctions will affect the UN response 
and the accountability of UN to deliver the appropriate support. 

For further information, please contact: 
Mr. Amir Barmaki, HAT Iran, Humanitarian Affairs Officer, barmaki@un.org , Tel: +98 (0) 912 217 0321 
Ms. Tal in Sahakian, OCHA ROME NA, Humanitarian Affairs Officer sahakian@un.org , Tel: +20(0) 103 202 8282 

United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) 
www.unocha.org 
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coordination meeting between the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the RC is also planned for 26 of March 
to discuss bilateral cooperation. 

Considering the coming floods in other parts of the country, more requests are likely to be received through 
the respective agencies. However, challenges caused by unilateral sanctions will affect the UN response 
and the accountability of UN to deliver the appropriate support. 

For further information, please contact: 
Mr. Amir Barmaki, HAT Iran, Humanitarian Affairs Officer, barmaki@un.org, Tel: +98 (0) 912 217 0321 
Ms. Tai in Sahakian, OCHA ROME NA, Humanitarian Affairs Officer sahakian@un.org, Tel: +20(0) 103 202 8282 

United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) 
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DREF n° MDRIR002 Glide n° FL-2019-000022-IRN 

Date of issue: 29 March 2019 Expected timeframe: 3 months, 
Expected end date: 29 June 2019 

Category allocated to the of the disaster or crisis: Orange 

DREF allocated: CHF 499,751 

Total number of people affected: 156,531 Number of people to be assisted: 
15,000 persans (3,000 households) 

Provinces affected: 31 Provinces Provinces targeted: 31 Provinces 

Host National Society presence (n° of volunteers, staff, branches): IRCS has approximately 2 million volunteers, 
10,000 staff and 400 branches across the country. 

Red Cross Red Crescent Movement partners actively involved in the operation: IFRC 

Other partner organizations actively involved in the operation: Government of Iran, Local NGOs 

A. Situation analysis 

Description of the disaster 

Flash floods in Golestan Province, in the 
North of Iran, began on 16 March causing 
flooding and landslides. The flooding 
subsequently spread further north and to the 
eastern provinces. The IRCS Emergency 
Operations Centre (EOC) declared early 
warning based on metrological alerts. lranian 
Red Crescent Society (IRCS) snapped into 
action, disseminating community-based 
warnings and evacuating at-risk communities 
to safe shelters. 

Continued rainfall has caused floods in 586 
cities and villages across Iran. Flood water 
has destroyed infrastructure, livestock, 
agriculture and livelihoods, with estimated 
damage USD 150,000 million, in Golestan 
and Mazandaran Provinces alone. The 
disaster struck in the middle of Nowruz, 
lranian New Year holidays. National 

The IRCS operational teams immediately rendered the relief services having 
assisted 2,353 people and provided shelter for 588 people in temporary camps in 

lsfahan Province. Photo: IRCS 

Metrological service predicts more rainfall for the coming week. 

By now, IRCS has reported 45 persans dead and at least 434 persans injured. The most affected areas are Golestan, 
Mazandaran, North Khorasan, Kohgiluyeh and Boyer-Ahmad, Fars, Kermanshah, Khozestan, Semnan, 11am and 
Hamedan. To date, IRCS has assisted 156,531 flood-affected persans and is provided temporary shelter for 50,732 
people. As part of response, IRCS despatched helicopters, boats, ambulances, response vehicles and teams. After 
early warning for at-risk communities, IRCS provided emergency search and rescue, assessment, first aid and medical 
evacuation. IRCS has fulfilled its mandate of lead agency for disaster response, registering those evacuated and 
distributing food, water and household items to all those in need. 
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Expected end date: 29 June 2019 
Category allocated to the of the disaster or crisis: Orange 
DREF allocated: CHF 499,751 
Total number of people affected: 156,531 Number of people to be assisted: 

15,000 persons (3,000 households) 
Provinces affected: 31 Provinces Provinces targeted: 31 Provinces 
Host National Society presence (n° of volunteers, staff, branches): IRCS has approximately 2 million volunteers, 
10,000 staff and 400 branches across the country. 
Red Cross Red Crescent Movement partners actively involved in the operation: IFRC 
Other partner organizations actively involved in the operation: Government of Iran, Local NGOs 

A. Situation analysis 

- 

The IRCS operational teams immediately rendered the relief services having 
assisted 2,353 people and provided shelter for 588 people in temporary camps in 
Isfahan Province. Photo: IRCS 

Continued rainfall has caused floods in 586 
cities and villages across Iran. Flood water 
has destroyed infrastructure, livestock, 
agriculture and livelihoods, with estimated 
damage USD 150,000 million, in Golestan 
and Mazandaran Provinces alone. The 
disaster struck in the middle of Nowruz, 
Iranian New Year holidays. National 
Metrological service predicts more rainfall for the coming week. 

By now, IRCS has reported 45 persons dead and at least 434 persons injured. The most affected areas are Golestan, 
Mazandaran, North Khorasan, Kohgiluyeh and Boyer-Ahmad, Fars, Kermanshah, Khozestan, Semnan, 11am and 
Hamedan. To date, IRCS has assisted 156,531 flood-affected persons and is provided temporary shelter for 50,732 
people. As part of response, IRCS despatched helicopters, boats, ambulances, response vehicles and teams. After 
early warning for at-risk communities, IRCS provided emergency search and rescue, assessment, first aid and medical 
evacuation. IRCS has fulfilled its mandate of lead agency for disaster response, registering those evacuated and 
distributing food, water and household items to all those in need. 

Description of the disaster 
Flash floods in Golestan Province, in the 
North of Iran, began on 16 March causing 
flooding and landslides. The flooding 
subsequently spread further north and to the 
eastern provinces. The IRCS Emergency 
Operations Centre (EOC) declared early 
warning based on metrological alerts. Iranian 
Red Crescent Society (IRCS) snapped into 
action, disseminating community-based 
warnings and evacuating at-risk communities 
to safe shelters. 
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Summary of the current response 

Overview of Host National Society 

The IRCS was established 93 years ago. lt has over 
10,000 staff and some, 2 million volunteers. IRCS 
has 400 local branches across the country. The 
IRCS has strong auxiliary link to Government and is 
mandated, under the Law on Emergency 
Operations, to conduct relief and rescue activities. 
ln addition, IRCS is responsible for raising public 
awareness on disasters. 

Overview of Red Cross Red Crescent Movement 
in country 

ICRC has a delegation based in Tehran, howeverthey 
are not actively involved in this response at this stage. 
Wh ile there has not been a mini summit for this response, 
regular Movement coordination meetings are held 
between the three Movement partners and updates 
are shared on the response to date. There are no 
Partner National Societies in country, however 
IRCS has memorandum of understanding with a 
number of Partners such as German Red Cross, 
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Flooding in Bushehr Province caused damage to 14 cities and villages. 

IRCS teams immediately assisted 17,474 people and provided shelter 
for 17,406 persons in temporary camps. Photo: IRCS 

ltalian Red Cross, Spanish Red Cross, Norwegian Red Cross, Swedish Red Cross, Turkish Red Crescent and 
Japanese Red Cross on general cooperation related to humanitarian issues. IRCS has ongoing partnerships with the 
RCRC Psychosocial, Livelihoods, Shelter and Climate Reference Centres. 

Overview of non-RCRC actors in country 

A wide range of UN agencies are present in-country, including FAO, IOM, UNOCHA, UN-Habitat, UNDP, UNHCR, 
UNICEF and WHO. While cluster are not operational, there are approximately 20 committees that are responsible for 
addressing various sectors related to the response. The IRCS is mandated to lead the 14-member relief committee 
which involves government departments and National NGOs. The UN is not part of these committees. IRCS is active 
in 5 or 6 committees, including the health committee. 

Needs analysis, targeting, scenario planning and risk assessment 

Needs analysis 

The needs assessment was done assisted by IRCS helicopters and boats. IRCS evaluated at-risk communities, which 
are sheltered in public evacuation centres such as stadiums, halls and masques. IRCS is registering displaced families 
and distributing household items (1 tent per family, 2 blankets and 1 hygiene kit per persan). Food is distributed in two 
alternative packages available (1 package per family of 5 persans): a package with rations for 72 hours, or a package 
containing rations for one month. IRCS provides support in restoring family links to displaced people and monitors 
evacuation centres for protection issues. 

Under this DREF operation, IRCS aims to provide vulnerable families with unconditional cash assistance. This was 
first done by the National Society in response to the Barn Earthquake in 2004 and with support from the British Red 
Cross as second phase. Most recently in response to the Kermanshah earthquake, cash distributions were undertaken 
to assist vulnerable families. 

Targeting 

Based on IRCS typical selection criteria, the DREF response will target the vulnerable families: those single-headed, 
particularly female-headed households, disabled persans, orphans as well as those who have lost their homes. The 
IRCS will liaise with the Ministry of Social Welfare and other welfare-orientated NGOs, which already support the most 
vulnerable. Selection is made with advice from the governors and Disaster Crisis Management Division under the 
Ministry of lnterior. 

Scenario planning 

Rain is forecast to continue for the next week and more flooding can be anticipated in the provinces. IRCS is mandated 
to raise public awareness about the risks related to floods and to assist with evacuation of persans at risk. Risk 
information is being disseminated according to circumstances, which vary from province to province. IRCS remains on 
standby, with half a million volunteers ready to deploy. 
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addressing various sectors related to the response. The IRCS is mandated to lead the 14-member relief committee 
which involves government departments and National NGOs. The UN is not part of these committees. IRCS is active 
in 5 or 6 committees, including the health committee. 

Needs analysis, targeting, scenario planning and risk assessment 

Needs analysis 

The needs assessment was done assisted by IRCS helicopters and boats. IRCS evaluated at-risk communities, which 
are sheltered in public evacuation centres such as stadiums, halls and mosques. IRCS is registering displaced families 
and distributing household items (1 tent per family, 2 blankets and 1 hygiene kit per person). Food is distributed in two 
alternative packages available (1 package per family of 5 persons): a package with rations for 72 hours, or a package 
containing rations for one month. IRCS provides support in restoring family links to displaced people and monitors 
evacuation centres for protection issues. 

Under this DREF operation, IRCS aims to provide vulnerable families with unconditional cash assistance. This was 
first done by the National Society in response to the Barn Earthquake in 2004 and with support from the British Red 
Cross as second phase. Most recently in response to the Kermanshah earthquake, cash distributions were undertaken 
to assist vulnerable families. 

Targeting 

Based on IRCS typical selection criteria, the DREF response will target the vulnerable families: those single-headed, 
particularly female-headed households, disabled persons, orphans as well as those who have lost their homes. The 
IRCS will liaise with the Ministry of Social Welfare and other welfare-orientated NGOs, which already support the most 
vulnerable. Selection is made with advice from the governors and Disaster Crisis Management Division under the 
Ministry of Interior. 

Scenario planning 

Rain is forecast to continue for the next week and more flooding can be anticipated in the provinces. IRCS is mandated 
to raise public awareness about the risks related to floods and to assist with evacuation of persons at risk. Risk 
information is being disseminated according to circumstances, which vary from province to province. IRCS remains on 
standby, with half a million volunteers ready to deploy. 

Flooding in Bushehr Province caused damage to 14 cities and villages. 
IRCS teams immediately assisted 17,474 people and provided shelter 
for 17,406 persons in temporary camps. Photo: IRCS 
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Operation Risk Assessment 

Due to sanctions currently in place, there is a risk that the funds may not be transferred to the National Society. The 
IFRC will transfer funds in Swiss Francs rather than US Dollars. If necessary, the IFRC will draw on a tripartite 
Movement agreement as a pipeline for funds transfer. 

If rainfall continues, as anticipated by weather forecast, it can increase flood response needs. IRCS Emergency 
Operations Centres facilitate, very early morning and evening, weather updates for provincial branches, through video 
conferencing, based on updates from Government agencies and metrological agency. 

B. Operational strategy_1 
___________________ _ 

Overa/1 Operational Objective: 

To enable 3,000 most vulnerable flood-affected households to meet their basic needs through unconditional cash 
grants. 

Proposed Strategy: 

IRCS began cash programming in 2004, including post-distribution monitoring, in response to the Barn Earthquake, 
with support from British Red Cross. Since the Barn Operation, Cash Transfer Programming (CTP) has been included 
in most IRCS operational responses. ln the recent Kermanshah earthquake, CTP was also used to provide help to the 
vulnerable groups such as women-headed households, disabled persans and families with infants. 

Cash assistance, provided within the current operation, will be harmonized with support provided by other agencies 
including government line ministries like Ministry of Health and Ministry of Housing. Selection of families will be based 
on vulnerability criteria agreed with welfare agencies. 

The cash distribution will be unconditional cash, so that families can use the money based on their needs. IRCS will 
undertake a rapid market assessment to ensure that markets are functional and that essential items are available. 
Cash will be transferred to the recipients' bank accounts, as all lranian citizens have identification and bank accounts. 

IRCS will undertake post-distribution monitoring focusing on how the cash was used. This information will form the 
basis for a case study on the applied modality of CTP, promoting best practice and learning for the RCRC Movement. 

Operational support services: 

Human resources 
IRCS has deployed about 10,000 volunteers to support the flood response. However, this DREF operation will be 
managed by IRCS staff rather than volunteers. Based on previous experience, IRCS HQ will lead negotiations with the 
Ministry of Social Wellbeing and local NGOs which deliver welfare support. As cash transfers to targeted families will 
be done electronically, volunteers will not be required for the process. A member of the IFRC PECT Raster may be 
deployed as an RDRT to support the IRCS, if required, while in the same time to learn about IRCS approach to CTP. 

Logistics and Supply chain 
Logistics for the CTP programme will include the bank transfers to the recipient affected families via national banks. 
The DREF budget will cover the bank fees related to these transfers. 

Communication 
The IRCS Public Relations Department will lead communications in this operation. Since the onset of the floods, IRCS 
have been disseminating information for public awareness via twitter and the IRCS website. The IFRC MENA regional 
Communications Manager will provide additional support if required. 

Planning, Monitoring, Evaluation and Reporting 
IRCS PMER reporting unit is currently embedded in the IRCS Emergency Operations Centre (EOC). The IRCS PMER 
will be responsible for day-to-day monitoring of the implementation of this emergency operation. A lessons-learned 
workshop will be held after the end of the operation, with final report issued within three months from the end of the 
operation. The IFRC MENA RO PMER Unit will also support monitoring of the operation if required. 

Community Engagement and Accountability 
Community Engagement and Accountability will be implemented through the community feedback mechanism by IRCS. 
Post-distribution monitoring will be the responsibility of the IRCS Treasury General, who is responsible for auditing the 
quality of the operation. 
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C. Detailed Operational Plan 

Livelihoods and basic needs 
People targeted : 15,000 persons {3,000 households) 
Ma le: 
Female: 
Requirements (CHF): 450,000 
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Needs analysis: Prolonged ra infall has caused floods to several provinces. Flood affected households have been evacuated . Their houses are damaged, livelihoods 
impacted and household effects damaged or lost. Vulnerable families will have some of their needs met with support !rom government and NGOs. However, th ese vulnerable 
households will require additional assistance to meet their basic needs. 

Population to be assisted: IRCS aims to ta rge! the most vulnerable households, in the 31 affected provinces, with an unconditional cash grant of CHF 150 per household. 

P&B Livelihoods and basic needs Outcome 1: Communities, especially in disaster and crisis 
Output 
Code 

affected areas, restore and strengthen their livelihoods 

P&B Livelihoods and basic needs Output 1.5: Households are provided with 

Output 
unconditional/multipurpose cash grants to address their basic needs 

Code Activities planned 1 2 3 4 5 Week / Month 
APOB1 Undertake market assessments X 

APOB1 Selection of the recipients for cash distribution X X 

APOB1 Unconditional multipurpose cash distribution X X X 

APOB1 Post-distribution monitoring 

Strategies for lmplementation 
Requirements (CHF): 49,751 

P&B Output 53.1.2: IFRC produces high-quality research and evaluation that informs advocacy, 
resource mobilization and programming. 

Output 
Activities planned Code 1 2 3 4 5 Week / Month 

AP055 Review of the Cash Distribution Programme and lessons learn ed 

AP055 Deve lopment of a case study for Movement-wide lea rning 

Outcome 52.1: Effective and coordinated international disaster response is ensured 

P&B Output 52.1.1: Effective response preparedness and N5 surge capacity mechanism is 
Output maintained 
Code 

Activities planned 1 2 3 4 5 
Week 

AP046 Cash/PECT surge deployment X X X 

lndicator: Number of beneficiaries supported 

lndicator: Number of households which received 
cash grants 

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

X X X 

X X X X 
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lndicator: A lessons learnt report is produced 

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

X 

X 

lndicator: N5 and MENA RO coordinated in 
planning the DREF (yes/no) 

lndicator: N5 deployed a Cash 5urge (yes/no) 

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

X 
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C. Detailed Operational Plan 

Livelihoods and basic needs 
People targeted: 15,000 persons (3,000 households) 
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Needs analysis: Prolonged rainfall has caused floods to several provinces. Flood affected households have been evacuated. Their houses are damaged, livelihoods 
impacted and household effects damaged or lost. Vulnerable families will have some of their needs met with support from government and NGOs. However, these vulnerable 
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Strategies for Implementation 
Requirements (CHF): 49,751 

P&B Output 53.1.2: IFRC produces high-quality research and evaluation that informs advocacy, Indicator: A lessons learnt report is produced resource mobilization and programming. Output 
Activities planned Code 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 Week / Month 

AP055 Review of the Cash Distribution Programme and lessons learned X 

AP055 Development of a case study for Movement-wide learning X 

Outcome S2.1: Effective and coordinated international disaster response is ensured Indicator: NS and MENA RO coordinated in 
planning the DREF {yes/no) 

P&B Output 52.1.1: Effective response preparedness and NS surge capacity mechanism is Indicator: NS deployed a Cash Surge {yes/no) 
Output maintained 
Code 

Activities planned 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 Week 

AP046 Cash/PECT surge deployment X X X X 
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Budget 

Budget by Resource 
Sud et Grou 

Cash Disbursement 

Sud et 

450,000 

Relief items, Construction, Su :œ:.:.:li,,_es,,__ ____________________________ '"'4"'5'"0_,.,o._,o'"o_ 

International Staff 5,000 

Personnel 5,000 
Worksho s & Train ing, ____________________________________ _...c-5 ,,~□□=0c.., 

Workshops & Training 5,000 
Travel 5,250 

Financial Charg,_e_s ______________________________________ 4_,,_00_0_ 

General Expenditure 9,250 

DIRECT COSTS 469,250 

INDIRECT COSTS 30,501 

TOTAL BUDGET 499,751 

Budget by Area of Intervention 
AOF1 Disaster Risk Reduction 
AOF2 Shelter 

AOF3 Livelihoods and Basic Needs 
AOF4 Health 

AOF5 Water, Sanitation and Hygiene 

AOF6 Protection, Gender and Inclusion 

AOF7 Migration 

SFl1 Strengthen National Societies 
Effective International Disaster 

SFl2 Management 
Influence others as lead ing strategic 

SFl3 partners 

SFl4 Ensure a strong IFRC 

TOTAL 

479,250 

9,585 

10,916 

499 751 

'. 
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Budget by Area of Intervention 
AOF1 Disaster Risk Reduction 
AOF2 Shelter 
AOF3 Livelihoods and Basic Needs 
AOF4 Health 
AOF5 Water, Sanitation and Hygiene 
AOF6 Protection, Gender and Inclusion 
AOF7 Migration 
SFl1 Strengthen National Societies 

Effective International Disaster 
SFI2 Management 

Influence others as leading strategic 
SFl3 partners 
SFl4 Ensure a strong IFRC 

TOTAL 

479,250 

9,585 

10,916 

499 751 
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Contact information 
For further information specifically related to this operation please contact: 

On operaitons: 

• Mrs. Zahra Falahat, IRCS Acting Director General of International Affairs & IHL, mobile phone: 00 
98 9128016240, email: intdep@rcs.ir 

• Ms. Mansooreh Bagheri, Operational Coordinator, mobile phone: 00 98 9121396432, email: 
intdep@rcs.ir 

• IFRC Regional Office: Pitambar Aryal, Acting Head of Disaster and Crisis Prevention, Response 
and Recovery; phone: +961 70538233; E-mail: Pitambar.aryal@ifrc.org 

• IFRC Country Office: Davood Pourkhanali, Acting Iran, country representative, +961 79 300 560, 
Davood.Pourkhanali@ifrc.org 

For IFRC Resource Mobilization and Pledges support: 

• IFRC Regional Office: Sami Fakhouri, Head, Partnerships and Resource Development; 
phone: +961 81 311 918; E-mail: Sami.Fakhouri@ifrc.org 

For Performance and Accountability Support (Planning, Monitoring, Evaluation and 
Reporting): 

• IFRC Regional Office: Nadine Haddad, acting PMER Coordinator; phone: +961 71 802 775; 

email: Nadine.Haddad@ifrc.org 

Howwework 
Ali IFRC assistance seeks to adhere to the Code of Conduct for the International Red Cross and Red 
Crescent Movement and Non-Governmental Organizations (NGO's) in Disaster Relief and the 
Humanitarian Charter and Minimum Standards in Humanitarian Response (Sphere) in delivering 
assistance to the most vulnerable. The IFRC's vision is to inspire, encourage, facilitate and promote at 
all times all forms of humanitarian activities by National Societies, with a view to preventing and 
alleviating human suffering, and thereby contributing to the maintenance and promotion of human 
dignity and peace in the world. 

www.ifrc.org 
Saving lives, changlng minds. 

(j 
The IFRC's work is guided by Strategy 2020 which puts forward three strategic aims: 

1. Save lives, protect livelihoods, and strengthen recovery from disaster and crises. 
2. Enable healthy and safe living. 
3. Promote social inclusion and a culture of non-violence and peace 

For further information, specifically related to this ope ration please contact: 
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Annex 92 

International Committee of the Red Cross, “ICRC Remarks to the UN Security 
Council on the promotion and strengthening of the rule of law: international 

humanitarian law: “Safeguarding Humanitarian Space” ”, 1 April 2019 
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Check Against Delivery 

ICRC 
ICRC Remarks to the UN Security Council on the promotion and strengthening of the rule 

of law: international humanitarian law: "Safeguarding Humanitarian Space" 

1 April 2019 

Dear colleagues, the shape of conflict has undergone rapid transformation in recent years. And the 

result is a heavy price being paid by tens of millions of women, men and children around the world . 

They are suffering the immediate impacts - death, in jury, displacement - as well as the invisible 

harms: psychological trauma, sexual violence, the loss of missing family members. 

ln today's wars, a vast array of armed forces, Special Forces, armed groups, terrorist and criminal 

gangs now fight - directly or by proxy, openly and secretly. 

Conflicts and protagonists cross state borders. Battles are fought in populated areas, risking 

thousands of civilian lives and destroying critical infrastructure. 

Wars often involve partners and allies - leading to a dilution of responsibility, fragmentation of 

command chains and an unchecked flow of weapons. This only increases the climate of impunity and 

ultimately causes yet more suffering. 

With the absence of political solutions, wars are increasingly protracted with year after year of 

violence and turmoil, embedding resentments and deepening fragility. 

When I speak with families who are living through the realities of war and violence, they often ask, 

'Why has this happened? How has this been allowed to happen?' 

ln these miserable situations, humanitarian action is desperately needed. 

Throughout ICRC's operations we see that neutral, independent and impartial humanitarian action 

has the best chance to reach those most in need. lt is also a tried and tested formula to prevent 

humanitarian action being appropriated for larger and more controversial political agendas. 

Yet in many places a cross the world, the space for impartial humanitarian action is under threat. 

Human dignity is disregarded, the applicability of the law is questioned, humanitarian aid is 

politicized and deliberately hijacked for political gain or to contrai populations. Terrorist attacks, 

indiscriminate by nature, are destroying the very notion of proportionality, precaution and 

distinction, which are at the core of behaviour in combat. Neutra! and impartial humanitarian action 

moreover is hindered by elaborate sanctions regimes and counter-terrorism measures. 
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Check Against Delivery 

Humanitarian organizations are increasingly placed under pressure as both States and non-State 

armed groups hold civilian populations and humanitarian actors to ransom in order to achieve their 

goals. 

But humanitarian organizations do not exist to endorse, to legitimize, or to help authorities further 

their political objectives. The ICRC works to help States live up to the obligations they have signed, 

not to help them circumnavigate them. 

When the principles of impartiality are breached and humanitarian action is curtailed, families - like 

the ones I meet - go hungry, they fall sick, they are left vulnerable to abuse. No wonder they are 

asking 'why?'. 

Today we are also witnessing a shift in the perception of international humanitarian law and 

protection work. IHL does not rely on reciprocity. lt applies even if an opponent fails to comply. 

lt relies on a consensual understanding amongst belligerents that there are limits to war and there 

must be a neutral and impartial humanitarian space in which those not participating in hostilities are 

protected. Those who deny the space, deny the very essence of the Law. 

The Geneva Conventions are not up for negotiation; they reflect in normative language the tested 

practice of societies over time; they are customary law and must guide practical action. 

They are a tool, and a reliable basis on which to facilitate trust and dialogue, allowing for consensus

building amongst belligerents. 

For example, agreements have been brokered on those who have gone missing during war, bringing 

news to traumatized families on each side, or to exchange remains of the dead. 

These agreements, facilitated through a neutral and independent space, can be first steps to build 

trust and to form other arrangements to lessen people's suffering, such as exchanges of detainees, 

family contact across frontlines, and more. 

With political actors increasingly occupying the humanitarian space, humanitarians must find 

practical ways to fulfil our mission in this more complex environment. Frontline humanitarian 

negotiations are rapidly becoming more critical in building support for humanitarian action. 

Through the Centre of Competence on Humanitarian Negotiation, the ICRC has been building 

systematic knowledge and networks of professional negotiators to develop more adaptive strategies 

and practices in field operations. 

Dear colleagues, it is the task of the international community to fiercely defend and protect 

principled humanitarian action. We ask that you take the following practical steps: 

That you fight any attempt to instrumentalise, manipulate or politicize principled humanitarian 

action. Humanitarian access must not be unlawfully denied or withheld, especially when people's 

basic needs are going unmet. 
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Check Against Delivery 

Wh ile neutral and impartial organizations, such as the ICRC, have a right to propose humanitarian 

action to States, States have an obligation to facilitate such action, unless constrained by valid 

security concerns. 

We ask that you fight double standards which delegitimize law and weaken its protective force. 

Politics is about different priorities that you have as States and we understand well how difficult it is 

in today's international arena to harmonize your positions. The humanitarian space is about 

respecting the law to which you have already agreed consensually: not about abusing the law to 

make a political point. 

We ask therefore that you lead by example and steadfastly respect your obligations under 

international humanitarian law. lndividually or in partnered military operations this means that you 

use your positive influence to ensure the proper application of the rules on the conduct of hostilities, 

the protection of civilians and medical facilities and the humane treatment of detainees. 

We ask that you train and instruct your own troops and the troops of your partners so that they 

know the law and how to respect it; that you vet and oversee with appropriate structures, processes 

and mechanisms in combat operations in which you and your partners are involved; and that you 

put accountability mechanisms in place which ensure respect for the Law. 

With regard to the proliferation of arms, we urge you that safeguards and precautions are in place, 

and that no weapon is transferred if there is a clear risk they would be used to violate international 

humanitarian law. 

We ask that hostilities are conducted to protect civilians and with respect for the basic principles of 

distinction, precaution and proportionality and that your operational guidance and those of your 

partners concretize these principles for combat operations. 

Of particular concern is the use of explosive weapons: the ICRC sees the enormous civilian costs of 

bombing and shelling including death, physical injury, but also the long-term damage to critical 

civilian infrastructure. 

We ask all parties to an armed conflict to avoid the use of explosive weapons with wide-area effect 

in populated areas, due to the significant likelihood of indiscriminate effects. 

To support these efforts of leadership on international humanitarian law, the ICRC is preparing an 

IHL roadmap to be adopted at the International Conference of the Red Cross and Red Crescent in 

November. We are looking forward to working with States and National Societies on pledges for the 

respect and implementation of IHL. 

Dear colleagues, the noose is tightening on humanitarian action. 

We have seen some positive steps including consistent increases to humanitarian funding levels, and 

the recognition that counter-terrorism measures must be corn pliant with IH L obligations. 

The recent UNSC resolution 2462 is a case in point. lts implementation at domestic level will be a 

crucial step to preserve a humanitarian space in domestic counter terrorism regulations. 

But our license to operate should not be up for debate: it has already been guaranteed. 
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Check Against Delivery 

The mission ta protect and aid civilians during times of armed conflict was universally agreed 70 

years aga in the Geneva Conventions. We call on States ta step forward and reaffirm this mission -

not only in words but through urgent and concrete actions. 

Thankyou. 
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: Emergency Appeal n° MDRIR002 Glide n° FL-2019-000022-IRN 

Date of launch: 07 April 2019 
Expected timeframe: 9 months, 
Expected end date: 07 Jan 2020 

Cate!lorv allocated to the of the disaster or crisis: Orancie 
DREF allocated: CHF 499,751; Aooeal budget: CHF 5,100,000 
Total number of people affected: Number of people to be assisted: 
12,000,000 30,000 households (150,000 people} within the EA 
Host National Society presence: 
IRCS has aooroximately 2 million volunteers 10,000 staff and 400 branches across the country. 
Red Cross Red Crescent Movement partners actively involved in the operation: 
IFRC 
Other partner organizations actively involved in the operation: 
Government of Iran Local NGOs, UN agencies 

"YT.~ ·'7.'...i.~~--... !!'-:ftî,-~~~..,.\•'"'"" -~~,..., 

l}.e,~-~~,l?tIR~cit~,:,e;di~~.!!t 
Heavy rainfalls and storms continued for weeks from 16 March onwards resulted in flooding in almost ail of 
the country's 31 provinces (Golestan Province , for example, received 70% of its average annual rainfall in 
24 hours). The provinces of Golest3n (northeastern Iran), 11am, Lorestan and Khuzestan (ail southwestern 
Iran) have been hit most severely. Floods affected over 12 million people, leaving 2 million people in need 
of assistance. 78 persans lost their lives, 1,136 people are reported injured. More than 4,000 cities and 
villages have been hit by the floods, destroying 65, ooo hou ses, damaging another 114, ooo houses, and 
causing massive destruction to infrastructure (e.g. damaging/destroying 14,000 km of roads). About 
366,000 people remain temporarily displaced, staying in emergency shelters 6r wilh relatives. Agricu!tural 
areas were heavily hit, with -crops and live stock being lost. The drinking water system is available again in a 
majority of affected villages: power has been restored tin some 60% of the affected communities. The main 
needs are in the sectors of water, sanitation and hygiene; health; shelter, education and agriculture. 

With weather forecasts now being stable, waters in the Northeast of the country are receding, while the 
situation in the Southeast remains critical. Evacuations in the province of Khuzestan have been ongoing 
{including the province capital of Ahvaz) due to the risk of dam breaks at the Kharkeh and Oez dam. The 
need to increase water outflow from dams exacerbated the flood situation in Khuzestan areas downstream 
the rivers , 

On 17 April , lran's President announced the official start of reconstruction operations in flood hit regions, 
and the disaster inflicted some 400,000 billion lranian Rial (CHF 9,576b) damage on various sectors. 

Summary of the current response 

Overview of Host National Society. 
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Tt1e IRCS was established in 1922 (as the 'Red Lion and Sun Society'), became affiliated with the 1FRC in 1924. lt has 
over 10,000 staff and some, two million volunteers, being organized in the Youth Organization, the Volunteers 
Organization and the Relief & Rescue Organization. IRCS has 400 local brancl1es across the country. The IRCS has 
strong auxi1iary link to Government and is mandated, under the Law on Emergency Operalions, to conduct Search 
and Rescue activities, Relief Services and the provision of Emergency Shelter. ln addition, the 1RCS is responsible for 
raising public awareness on disasters, including the provision of related educational activities. 

From the immediate onset of the disaster, IRCS started a major response operation that by now reached 602,000 
persans in need. Key elements of the operation are: 

Search & Rescue Services: IRCS has evacuating 8,340 persans to safe areas, utilizing IRCS helicopters, boats and 
vehic!es, with evacuation continuing up until recently (in the province of Khuzestan}. Evacuations also included 
livestock: 5,853 vehicles were towed from water. The country's well-functioning early warning system prevented 
further loss of live. 

Emergency Shelter: IRCS provides emergency shelter to those displaced and unable to return to their deslroyed or 
seriously damaged houses. Camps, widely set up in schools, sport clubs and alike, are managed by IRCS located 
mainly in Khuzestan (81), ancl four main cities in Loreslan {Noor Abacl, Aligodarz, Pol-Dokhtar, and Dorood). At 
present, 269,000 people are provicled emergency shelters ln IRCS camps. IRCS services inclucle the clistribution of 
hot meals, which are widely proided by local NGOs, the facilitation of sociat activities, ancl transport service to schools. 
As floods are receding (except for Southern Khuzestan), many affected persans will return to houses being declared 
inhabitable by authoritîes. Those who lost their hou se, will be in need of prolonged shelter assistance. 

Relief: Persons fn shelters as well as other persons in neecl are provided food and basic Non-food items. The relief 
operation uses IRCS emergency stocks (held in warehouses at national and provincial level) and in-kind donations of 
the public, commercial enterprises, and international donors. More than 2,000 'collection points' were set up ail across 
the country, where IRCS volunteers collecl in-kind donations; in 'packing stations' volunteers {IRCS, with the support 
of loca[ NGOs and including spontaneous volunteers) pack standard items. Distribution !ogistics utilize IRCS's air, 
water, and lancl fleet capacilies. 
As well. IRCS has provided materîal to drain 5,853 hou ses from w.;;iter. 

Health: 24 mobile c!inics are providing basic health care, assisting the Ministry of Health's (MoH) activities. To date, 
7,195 outpatients and 2,033 paramedical cases were supportecl, 2,518 mother and child interventions done, 406 
cases of malnutrition (chilclren under 5 years) taken care of. lRCS psychosocial teams more than 2,007 psychosocial 
support interventions. 512 environmental health inter.tentions have been done.1 

PGI: 
Accountability framework, including a multi-channel feeclback mechanism. Ensure that staff know how to cleal with 
different types of feedback, including referrals for psychological and protection services and support. 

The IRCS operation inc!udes a national fundraising campaign that has by now raised more than 1,150b lranian Rial 
(CHF 27,4m) in cash, complemented by national in-kind donations of about 50b /ranian Rial (CHF 1.2m) 

Overall, the IRCS operation can be summed upas an exemplary response operation: IRCS has mobilised a total of 
30,000 volunteers and staff {in 4,700 operational leams). Teams from ait provinces were deployed to hardest hit 
are as; the hum an resources capacities of the IRCS allowing for continued operation at scale. 17 relief and rescue 
helicopters, 24 mobile clinics, 41 boats, and more than 2,000 light and heavy relief vehictes have been involved in the 
operation, carrying out response activities in line with lRCS's mandate within the nalîonal response system. Total 
operational costs to date are more than 1,500b lranian Rial (CHF 35,7m). IRC S uses own financial means to ensure 
continued assistance. 

Overvfew of Red Cross Red Crescent Movement in country 

TM IFRC has a presence ln Iran sinœ 1991 and has been providing technical support în capacity building initiatives 
and disaster management, shelter, disaster Jaw, youth and heal1h. There are no partner Na1îonal Societies presen1 in 
the country, however IRCS has a memorandum of unclerstanding wi!h a number of partners RCRC NSs. The 
International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) has a deiegation based in Tehran with various number of 

1 activities related to Hygiene and Sanitation 

The IRCS was established in 1922 (as the 'Red Lion and Sun Society'), became affiliated with the iFRC in 1924. It has 
over 10,000 staff and some, two million volunteers, being organized in the Youth Organization, the Volunteers 
Organization and the Relief & Rescue Organization. IRCS has 400 local branches across the country. The IRCS has 
strong auxiliary link to Government and is mandated, under the Law on Emergency Operations, to conduct Search 
and Rescue activities, Relief Services and the provision of Emergency Shelter. In addition, the iRCS is responsible for 
raising public awareness on disasters, including the provision oi related educational activities. 

From the immediate onset of the disaster, IRCS started a major response operation that by now reached 602,000 
persons in need. Key elements of the operation are: 

Search & Rescue Services: IRCS has evacuating 8,340 persons to safe areas, utilizing IRCS helicopters, boats and 
vehicles, with evacuation continuing up until recently (in the province of Khuzestan). Evacuations also included 
livestock; 5,853 vehicles were towed from water. The country's well-functioning early warning system prevented 
further loss of live. 

Emergency Shelter:; IRCS provides emergency shelter to those displaced and unable to return to their destroyed or 
seriously damaged houses. Camps, widely set up in schools, sport clubs and alike, are managed by IRCS located 
mainly in Khuzestan (81), and four main cities in Lorestan (Noor Abad, Aligodarz, Pol-Dokhtar, and Doro0d). At 
present, 269,000 people are provided emergency shelters in IRCS camps. IRCS services include the distribution of 
hot meals, which are widely proided by local NGOs, the facilitation of social activities, and transport service to schools. 
As floods are receding (except for Southem Khuze stan), many affected persons will return to houses being declared 
inhabitable by authorities. Those who lost their house, will be in need of prolonged shelter assistance. 

Reliof: Persons in shelters as well as other persons in need are provided food and basic Non-food items. The relief 
operation uses IRCS emergency stocks (held in warehouses at national and provincial level) and in-kind donations of 
the public, commercial enterprises, and international donors. More than 2,000 'collection points' were set up all across 
the country, where IRCS volunteers collect in-kind donations; in 'packing stations' volunteers (IRCS, with the support 
of local NGOs and including spontaneous volunteers) pack standard items, Distribution logistics utilize iRCS's air, 
water, and land fleet capacities, 
As well, IRCS has provided material to drain 5,853 houses from water. 

Health: 24 mobile clinics are providing basic health care, assisting the Ministry of Heath's (MoH) activities. To date, 
7,1g5 outpatients and 2,033 paramedical cases were supported, 2,518 mother and child interventions done, 406 
cases of malnutrition (children under 5 years) taken care of. IRCS psychosocial teams more than 2,007 psychosocial 
support interventions. 512 environmental health interventions have been done.' 

PG/: 
Accountability framework, including a multi-channel feedback mechanism. Ensure that staff know how to deal with 
different types of feedback, including referrals for psychological and protection services and support. 

The IRCS operation includes a national fundraising campaign that has by now raised more than 1,150b Iranian Rial 
(CHF 27,4m) in cash, complemented by national in-kind donations of about 50Ob Iranian Rial (CHF 1.2m) 

Overall, the IRCS operation can be summed up as an exemplary response operation; IRCS has mobilised a total of 
30,000 volunteers and staff (in 4,700 operational teams). Teams from all provinces were deployed to hardest hit 
areas; the human resources capacities of the IRCS allowing for continued operation at scale. 17 relief and rescue 
helicopters, 24 mobile clinics, 41 boats, and more than 2,000 light and heavy relief vehicles have been involved in the 
operation, carrying out response activities in line with IRCS's mandate within the national response system, Total 
operational costs to date are more than 1,500b Iranian Rial (CHF 35,7m). IRCS uses own financial means to ensure 
continued assistance. 

Overview of Red Cross Red Crescent Movement in country 

The IFRC has a presence in Iran since 1991 and has been providing technical support in capacity building initiatives 
and disaster management, shelter, disaster law, youth and health. There are no partner National Societies present in 
the country, however IRCS has a memorandum of understanding with a number of partners RCRC NSs. The 
International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) has a delegation based in Tehran with various number of 

' activities related to Hygiene and Sanitation 
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hurnanitélrian activities in cooperation with the iRCS, and is or~ Slêlf1dby to support the IRCS operation (e.g. through 
RFL). ivlovement partners are havi11g regular coordination meeting~ in country. 

An IFRC Field Assessment and Coordination Team (FACT), consisting of TL (Auslrian RC), and experts for cash
based interventions (Kyrgyzstan RC), disaster management (IFRC MENA RO, reinforced with Qatar RCS), and PMER 
(IFRC MENA RO}, was deployed ta Iran to support needs assessments and assist the EPoA development. Together 
wtlh IRCS (and ICRC for GolestJn), the situation of the flood-affected population in the north-eastern province of 
Golestan and the south-western province of Khuzestan was assessed, and further response options identified. 
Coordination meetings included Ministries, local and regîonal authOrities, local NGOs, UNOCHA, foreign govemment 
representatives, and the affected population. The FACT ended ils field mission in Iran on 20 April 2019; atthis stage. 
no fu,1her Surge capacities are foreseen to deploy. 

The Red Cross Red Cœscent societies of Australia, Canada, Japan, The Nethertands, Qatar, The United Kingdom. 
and the Governments of South Korea, Switzerland. and ECHO have pledged to contribute to the current Emergency 
Appeal. Asper 18 April 2019, the total amount of hard and sort pledges cornes to CHF 2.2 million. 

The Red Cross Red Crescent societies of Germany, Kuwait, Turkey, Saudi Arabia and United Arab Emirates, have 
already sent in-kind assistance to the flood-affected people, and the items are being distributed by the lranian Red 
Crescent in the main affected provinces. ICRC supported IRCS with a financial contribution. 

Overview of non-RCRC actors in country 

Efforts of Ministries, local authorities, national NGOs and the IRCS are coordinated by the National Disaster 
Management Organization {NDMO), with standardized 14 sec!oral workïng groups established. IRCS convenes 
'Relief, Rescue and Emergency Shelter Working Group', participatîng in another four working groups. Sectoral working 
groups apart from the aforementioned allocated to IRCS are led and activitîes widely implemented by line ministries 
supported by non-governmental actors. The lranian army, police, NGOs and governmental bodies and institutions are 
engaged in the ongoing operation. IRCS has a permanent liaison persan located with the NDMO. Coordination and 
cooperation arnongst agencies and local on local level is working, wilh e.g. camps being managed by IRCS, health in 
the camps being taken care of by the Ministry of Health, WASH infrastructure coming from the Ministry of Energy, and 
local NGO providing foods and social activities. 

The floods have triggered a wide response from local communities and grass-root initiatives across the country: lran's 
population is engaged and shows solidarity, providing manifold activities to support the affected peopfe. Wrth the 
upcomîng Ramadan period, social and charily activities are expected to even rise. 

The flood response in Iran is implemenled by national and local actors, providing an example of localized response. A 
wide range of UN agencies are present in-country, including FAO, lOM, UNOCHA, UN-Habitat, UNDP, UNHCR, 
UNtCEF and WHO. INGOs have limited presence in country, with Norwegian Refugee Council {NRC} and Relief 
lnternattonal (RI) present in country. However, the operational presence of international actors on ope rational level is 
lim,ted, wlth no UN Appeals launched, yet some of the UN agencies being welcomed to provide immediate, mid-term 
and long-term in-kind, coordination and technical assistance. The cluster system has not been aclivated. 

The governments of Armenia, Azerbaîjan, Belgium, Canada, Czech Repubtic, France, Georgia, Germany, ltaly, lndia, 
Iraq, Japan, Lebanon, Oman, Pakistan, Poland, Russia, South Korea, Switzertand, United Kingdom, and the Vatican, 
have provided government-to-govemment in-kind donations, with more lo corne. IRCS is the consignee of the majority 
of international in-kind contributions. 

Needs analysis, targeting, scenario planning and risk assessment 

Needs Assessment 

IRCS, in coordination with local authorities, conducted 24-hour and 72-hour assessments in the affected districts and 
branches to identify the immediate needs and priorities using helicopters, boats and vehicles. 

Needs analysis by sector 

Shelter: According to the Ministry of Housing, a total of 65,000 houses were reported to be fully destroyed and 
114,000 houses partiatly damaged. Due to the severity and impact of the floods, especially in the rural areas, families 
have los! most / ail of their hou se items. School cllildren lost their school items including workbooks and bags. There 
was a need to support displaced families wilh emergency shelters and NFI including tents, blankets, kilchen sets, 
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humanitarian activities in cooperation with the iRCS, and is on standby to support the IRCS operation (e.g. through 
RRFL). ilovement partners are having regular coordination meetings in country. 

An IFRC Field Assessment and Coordination Team (FACT)}, consisting of TL (Austrian RC), and experts for cash 
based interventions (Kyrgyzstan PRC), disaster management (IFRC MENA RO, reinforced with Qatar RCS), and PMER 
(IFRC MENA RO}, was deployed to iran to support needs assessments and assist the EPoA development. Together 
with IRCS (and ICRC for Golestan), the situation of the flood-affected population in the north-eastern province of 
Golestan and the south-western province of Khuzestan was assessed, and further response options identifed. 
Coordination meetings included Ministries, local and regional authorities, iocal NGOS, UNOCHA, foreign government 
representatives, and the affected population. The FACT ended its field mission in Iran on 20 April 2019; at this stage, 
no further Surge capacities are foreseen to deploy. 

The Red Cross Red Crescent societies of Australia, Canada, Japan, The Netherlands, Qatar, The United Kingdom, 
and the Governments of South Korea, Switzerland, and ECHO have pledged to contribute to the current Emergency 
Appeal. As per 18 April 2019, the total amount of hard and soft pledges comes to CHF 2.2 million. 

The Red Cmss Red Crescent societies of Germany, Kuwait, Turkey, Saudi Arabia and United Arab Emirates, have 
already sent in-ind assistance to the flood-affected people, and the items are being distributed by the Iranian Red 
Crescent in the main affected provinces. ICRC supported IRCS with a financial contribution. 

Overview of non-RCRC actors in country 

Efforts of Ministries, local authorities, national NGOs and the IRCS are coordinated by the National Disaster 
Management Organization (NDMO), with standardized 14 sectoral working groups established. IRRCS convenes 
'Relief, Rescue and Emergency Shelter Working Group', participating in another four working groups. Sectoral working 
groups apart from the aforementioned allocated to IRCS are led and activities widely implemented by line ministries 
supported by non-governmental actors. The Iranian army, police, NGOs and governmental bodies and institutions are 
engaged in the ongoing operation. IRCS has a permanent liaison person located with the NDMO. Coordination and 
cooperation amongst agencies and local on local level is working, with e.g. camps being managed by IRCS, health in 
the camps being taken care of by the Ministry of Health, WASH infrastructure coming from the Ministry of Energy, and 
local NGO providing foods and social activities. 

The floods have triggered a wide response from local communities and grass-root initiatives across the country; Iran's 
population is engaged and shows solidarity, providing manifold activities to support the affected people. With the 
upcoming Ramadan period, social and charity activities are expected to even rise. 

The flood response in Iran is implemented by national and local actors, providing an example of localized response, A 
wide range of UN agencies are present in-country, including FAO, IOM, UNOCHA, UN-Habitat, UNDP, UNHCR, 
UNICEF and WHO. INGOs have limited presence in country, with Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC) and Relief 
International (RI) present in country. However, the operational presence of international actors on operational level is 
limited, with no UN Appeals launched, yet some of the UN agencies being welcomed to provide immediate, mid-term 
and long-term in-kind, coordination and technical assistance, The cluster system has not been activated. 

The governments of Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belgium, Canada, Czech Republic, France, Georgia, Germany, Italy, India, 
Iraq, Japan, Lebanon, Oman, Pakistan, Poland, Russia, South Korea, Switzerland, United Kingdom, and the Vatican, 
have provided government-to-government in-kind donations, with more to come. IRCS is the consignee of the majority 
of international in-kind contributions. 

Needs analysis, targeting, scenario planning and risk assessment 

Needs Assessment 

IRCS, in coordination with local authorities, conducted 24-hour and 72-hour assessments in the affected districts and 
branches to identify the immediate needs and priorities using helicopters, boats and vehicles. 

Needs analysis by sector 

Shelter: According to the Ministry of Housing, a total of 65,000 houses were reported to be fully destroyed and 
114,000 houses partially damaged. Due to the severity and impact of the floods, especially in the rural areas, families 
have lost most / all of their house items. School children lost their school items including workbooks and bags. There 
was a need to support displaced families wth emergency shelters and NFI including tents, blankets, kitchen sets, 
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c;,rpcts, and hea,ers. Local au'.horities / co,11munities / I\GUs are :;l",uwing solidariW to tt,e afff,cted people by fillir,g 
gaps in providing essential household / scl:001 items. Recent reports indic;,te thnt amund 269,000 people rernain in 
shelters. Furthermore, the M1ntstry of Housir.g is rmmdated ta provi,je rentai houses for the farnilies that will not be 
able ta retum ta tt,eir damaged homes. Temporary shelter solutions, which shall be provided by the Minislry oi 
Housing, with support from IRCS, are under discussion for those in need of shelter in the rnonths ta corne. 

LiveHhood & basic needs: ln addition to household and perso11al effects, food stocks, l1vestod:, and crops were lost 
Due to lhe large displacement impact, essential imminent needs were food and water. As mandated for emergency 
relief, IRCS provided bottled water, hOt meals, 72 hours and 1 month food baskets for the people in camps and those 
who were stranded near their houses. Livelîhoods were affected including agriculture, machinery, handcraft, and sma!I 
businesses. A significant number of households in the affected areas earns (parts of) their living from carpet handcraft 
of females, who have lost raw materials and rnachinery. Ministries of Agriculture and lndustry committed to provide 
ca3h grants and low~interest roans for affected people to restore their livelihoods. 

Health: Due lo the sudden impact of the floods on the affected people, many required first aid psychosocial support 
(FAPSS}, first aid, and medical attention. There was also a need for first aid assistance in emergency camps to treat 
the injured people and to refer to hospitals if requ_ired. Ministry of health is mandated to cover the health sector in 
emergency. /RCS complements in FAPSS and Basic Care through ils Basic Health Care units. IRCS' Youth 
Organization also provides PSS to affected children. 

WASH: Water infrastructure was damaged to a high extent leading to reduced access to safe water. Provision of safe 
water through installation of water tanks and water containers was managed by lhe Ministry of Energy and Water. 
Furtherrnore, people returning to theîr homes required assistance in cleaning their houses. Awareness raising is 
conducted through hygiene promotion (including safe water, food handling, cleaning campaigns, vector contrai, and 
public awareness) among communitles and camps. IRCS in the emergency phase provided support in drainage of 
houses, distribution of hygiene/dignity kits, and raised public awareness fn camps. Stagnant waters over vast areas of 
land with increasing temperatures will turn to an influencing habitat suitability for vectors. Ministry of Agriculture is 
planning to lease planes for spraying larvicides to the flooded areas to reduce vectors and related risks. 

Protection Gender and Inclusion: The rnost vulnerable groups have been identified as the displaced familles living 
in the various camps whose homes have been completely damaged, famîlies who are living on the welfare association 
system, the elderly and people wlth dîsabililies. 

Specific support through the lRCS health teams increases the essential lif~saving response services and safe 
referrals for survivors. Due to the difficult access in some of the flooded areas such as Lorestan, reaching the most 
vLilnerable is difficult and addîlional targeling is required lo deliver assistance to at risk groups. 
There have been no RFL-cases recorded until the publication of this plan. Yet, IRCS volunteers stand ready to provide 
RFL services in ail affected regions, in collaboration with lCRC. 
Women and children-only camps have been set up in areas where men refused to be.displaced from their homes. 
These camps are either set in boarding schools or sports facilities. Men only access the camps during day tîme and 
provide women with required necessities. These camps are guarded by the local authorities and managed by the 
IRCS staff and volunteers. 
Given cultural norms, women and girls tend to depend on their male family members for their supply in products from 
the market. For women and girls in the camps, this organic form of restriction of movement has nol had recorded 
negative impacts on access to information, services, participation in activilies, as well as effecis on overall safety and 
psychologicat well-being, since IRCS has înstalled an information and support desk in every camp wliich includes at 
least one female volunteer for support. Volunteers record requesls and complaints and transfer them to the IRCS local 
branch to resolve the issues. There îs however no systemized complaint mechanism, therefore the process for 
collection, recording and resolving the complaints vary from one camp lo another depending on the experience of the 
volunteers. 
There has been Zero incident of sexual an,j gender-based violence (SGBV) registered by the IRCS. IRCS health staff 
are ready to refer future identilied cased to the police who oversees this file in Iran. Nonetheless data on SGBV cou!d 
be highly under-reported. 
There has been no record of unaccompanied and separated children. Orphaned Children either live with their 
extended family or are under the protection of the social emergency services of the social welfare. 
Sorne forrn of child-friendly spaces and recreational actives targeting children are beîng established in the camps. 
These actlvities and spaces are designed by the volunteers as per their best knowledge and intuition. By the lime this 
plan is published, a large portion of these people in the camps will have returned home. Nonetheless, for lhose camps 
who will still have to hast internally displaced people, there is a need identified for a standaroized approach for multi
purpose and integrated chlldren friendly spaces and adult recreation activlties. 
IRCS incorporates data protection principles lhroughout their programs and operations. IRCS has an e-data protection 
policy as they use an internai automated system for data management. IRCS has an audit and lnvestigation 
department, lhat deals with confidential data and complaints received their holline and complaînt boxes al their local 
branches and sub-branches. 
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carpets, an hearers. Locat authorities ! communities / NGs are showing solidarity to the affected people by fling 
gaps in providing essential household I school items. Recent reports indicate that around 269,000 people remain in 
shelters. Furthermore, the Ministry of Housing is mandated to provide rental houses for the families that will not be 
able to return to their damaged homes. Temporary shelter solutions, which shall be provided by the Ministry of 
Housing, with support from IRCS, are under discussion for those in need of shelter in the months to come. 

Livelihood & basic needs: In addition to household and personal effects, food stocks, livestock, and crops were lost. 
Due to the large displacement impact, essential imminent needs were food and water. As mandated for emergency 
relief, IRCS provided bottled water, hot meals, 72 hours and 1month food baskets for the people in camps and those 
who were stranded near their houses. Livelihoods were affected including agriculture, machinery, handcraft, and small 
businesses. A significant number of households in the affected areas earns (parts of) their living from carpet handcraft 
of females, who have lost raw materials and machinery. Ministries of Agriculture and Industry committed to provide 
cash grants and low-interest loans for affected people to restore their livelihoods. 

Health: Due to the sudden impact of the floods on the affected people, many required first aid psychosocial support 
(FAPSS), first aid, and medical attention. There was also a need for first aid assistance in emergency carps to treat 
the injured people and to refer to hospitals if required. Ministry of health is mandated to cover the health sector in 
emergency. [RCS complements in FAPSS and Basic Care through its Basic Health Care units. IRCS' Youth 
Organization also provides PSS to affected children. 

WASH; Water infrastructure was damaged to a high extent leading to reduced access to safe water. Provision of safe 
water through installation of water tanks and water containers was managed by the Ministry of Energy and Water. 
Furthermore, people returning to their homes required assistance in cleaning their houses. Awareness raising is 
conducted through hygiene promotion (including safe water, food handling, cleaning campaigns, vector control, and 
public awareness) among communities and camps. [RCS in the emergency phase provided support in drainage of 
houses, distribution of hygiene/dignity kits, and raised public awareness in carps. Stagnant waters over vast areas of 
land with increasing temperatures will turn to an influencing habitat suitability for vectors. Ministry of Agriculture is 
planning to lease planes for spraying larvicides to the flooded areas to reduce vectors and related risks. 

Protection Gender and Inclusion: The most vulnerable groups have been identified as the displaced families living 
in the various camps whose homes have been completely damaged, families who are living on the welfare association 
system, the elderly and people with disabilities. 

Specific support through the IRCS health teams increases the essential lifesaving response services and safe 
referrals for survivors. Due to the difficult access in some of the flooded areas such as Lorestan, reaching the most 
vulnerable is difficult and additional targeting is required to deliver assistance to at risk groups. 
There have been no RFL-cases recorded until the publication of this plan. Yet, IRCS volunteers stand ready to provide 
RFL services in all affected regions, in collaboration with ICRC. 
Woren and children-only camps have been set up in areas where men refused to be.displaced from their homes. 
These camps are either set in boarding schools or sports facilities. Men only access the camps during day time and 
provide women with required necessities. These camps are guarded by the local authorities and managed by the 
I RCS staff and volunteers. 
Given cultural norms, women and girls tend to depend on their male family members for their supply in products from 
the market. For women and girls in the camps, this organic form of restriction of movement has not had recorded 
negative impacts on access to information, services, participation in activities, as well as effects on overall safety and 
psychological well-being, since IRCS has installed an information and support desk in every camp which includes at 
least one female volunteer for support. Volunteers record requests and complaints and transfer them to the IRCS local 
branch to resolve the issues. There is however no systernized complaint mechanism, therefore the process for 
collection, recording and resolving the complaints vary from one carp to another depending on the experience of the 
volunteers. 
There has been Zero incident of sexual and gender-based violence (SGB) registered by the IRCS. IRCS health staff 
are ready to refer future identified cased to the police who oversees this file in Iran. Nonetheless data on SGBV could 
be highly under-reported. 
There has been no record of unaccompanied and separated children. Orphaned Children either live with their 
extended family or are under the protection of the social emergency services of the social welfare. 
Some form of child-friendly spaces and recreational actives targeting children are being established in the camps. 
These activities and spaces are designed by the volunteers as per their best knowledge and intuition. By the time this 
plan is published, a large portion of these people in the carps will have returned home. Nonetheless, for those camps 
who will still have to host internally displaced people, there is a need identified for a standardized approach for multi 
purpose and integrated children friendly spaces and adult recreation activities. 
IRCS incorporates data protection principles throughout their programs and operations, IRCS has an e-data protection 
policy as they use an internal automated system for data management. IRCS has an audit and investigation 
department, that deals with confidential data and complaints received their hotline and complaint boxes at their local 
branches and sub-branches. 
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P,l;hough IRCS h8é~ strong internai protecti-)n ;it,thways, incluŒ,"S systematic briefing of staff and volunteers on code 
of conduct. there should be stronger focus on reporting rnech2nisrns. There is a need here for IRCS to invest in 
Commur.ity Engagement and Accoun,ability (CEA) to inform more about the services lhey deliver as per their mandate 
bu; also to encourage the affected communities to provide feedback on their needs and report potential issues that 
could affect the quality of services delivered by the NS. 

Targeting 

Following the Search & Rescue operations, IRCS and the governmental authorities adopted an initial 'blanket 
approach' in the irnrnediate response phase, reaching out to a maximum of affected persons in their relief operation. 
Subsequently, IRCS prioritizes the most vulnerable amongst the affected populations: The selection of households 
provided with assistance is done in close coordination with the local authoritles. Priorily is given to the people 
displaced by floods in-the most affected areas, who are living in emergency shelters due to total/ severely damaged 
houses. Close coordination among partners ensured collaboration and avoids duplication. Furthermore, in its 
response, IRCS ensures that activities within the ope ration are aligned with its gender commitments as well the IFRC 
Minimum Standard Commitments to Gender and Diversity in Emergency Programming. Specific consideration is given 
to persons with disabilities and female-headed households. 0ther consîderations are households with disrupted 
livelihoods and overall poor economic situation, who are unabte to recover. 

Scenario planning 

ln a worst-case scenarlo (in case of the occurrence of further heavy rains), provinces are again at risk to be hit by 
further flooding. Especially major dams in Khuzestan are still holding enormous amounts of water. With further rain s, 
increased water release would be necessary to avoid overloads, which pose the risk of structural damage and dam 
breaks resulting in massive, targe scale destruction. With this risk still present, evacuated people are still 
accommodated in emergency shelters in sale areas. 
Sîmilarfy, other disasters in the country (e.g. earthquakes) would exacerbate the situation; e.g. with regard to the 
reduced response capacities (depleted emergency stocks). 

With current weather indicating stable conditions, a most-likely scenario foresees gradually water levels will gradually 
receding water levels, supporting a swift move from reliefto recovery. 

IRCS is mandated to raise public awareness about the risks related to floods and to assist wîth the evacuation of 
persons at risk. IRCS Emergency 0perations Centres (EDCs) facilitate twice daily updates for provincial branches 
through video conferencing, based on updates from Government agencies and forecasts of the meteorotogical 
agency. The population is warned on risks at an early stage and necessary measures (e.g. evacuatîon) are being 
taken. IRCS rema1ns on standby, with hait a million volunteers readyto deploy. 

Operation Risk Assessment 

The economic sanctions imposed on Iran-have the potentia1 to affect the efficiency of the relief and 
recovery efforts, e.g. for the flow of supplies{e.g. 6 out of the 23 relief and rescue helicopters of IRCS not· 
being operational due to the unavaîlability of spare parts). 
For the same reason, there is a risk that the transfer of fonds from I FRC to IRCS may be delayed or- in a 
worst case - not fund s cannot be transferred ta the NS, Options to tran sfer funds (in CHF) are subject of 
intense discussions with partners, the ban king sector and diplomatie channels. 1 RCS intends to back delays 
wi1h own funds to ensure implementation of the Appeal activities. 
Related to this, exchange rates for international currencies are volatile, with a tendency of the central bank 
exchange rate (used for foreign currency transfers) to decrease. This may result in a decreased value of 
money. 
There are still affected rural areas, which can only be reached by air; with parts of the affected population 
being unwilling to evacuate. ln the unlikely case of prolonged unreachability of these areas, cash 
programming may be dela},'ed, with an extended period for in-kind supplies. 

AM;hough [RCS has strong internal protzctin pathways, incluGg systematic briefing of staff and volunteers on code 
of conduct, there should be stronger focus on reporting mechanisms. There is a need here for IRCS to invest in 
Community Engagement and Accountability (CEA) to inform more about the services they deliver as per their mandate 
but also to encourage the affected communities to provide feedback on their needs and report potential issues that 
could affect the quality of services delivered by the NS. 

Targeting 

Following the Search & Rescue operations, IRCS and the governmental authorities adopted an initial 'blanket 
approach' in the immediate response phase, reaching out to a maximum of affected persons in their relief operation. 
Subsequently, IRCS prioritizes the most vulnerable amongst the affected populations: The selection of households 
provided with assistance is done in close coordination with the local authorities. Priority is given to the people 
displaced by floods in.the most affected areas, who are living in emergency shelters due to total / severely damaged 
houses. Close coordination among partners ensured collaboration and avoids duplication. Furthermore, in its 
response, IRCS ensures that activities within the operation are aligned with its gender commitments as well the IFRC 
Minimum Standard Commitments to Gender and Diversity in Emergency Programming. Specific consideration is given 
to persons with disabilities and female-headed households. Other considerations are households with disrupted 
livelihoods and overall poor economic situation, who are unable to recover. 

Scenario planning 

In a worst-case scenario (in case of the occurrence of further heavy rains), provinces are again at risk to be hit by 
further flooding. Especially major dams in Khuzestan are still holding enormous amounts of water. With further rain s, 
increased water release would be necessary to avoid overloads, which pose the risk of structural damage and dam 
breaks resulting in massive, large scale destruction. With this risk still present, evacuated people are still 
accommodated in emergency shelters in safe areas. 
Similarly, other disasters in the country (e.g. earthquakes) would exacerbate the situation; e.g. with regard to the 
reduced response capacities (depleted emergency stocks). 

With current weather indicating stable conditions, a most-likely scenario foresees gradually water levels will gradually 
receding water levels, supporting a swift mve from relief to recovery. 

iRRCS is mandated to raise public awareness about the risks related to floods and to assist with the evacuation of 
persons at risk. IRCS Emergency Operations Centres (EDCs) facilitate twice daily updates for provincial branches 
through video conferencing, based on updates from Government agencies and forecasts of the meteorological 
agency. The population is warned on risks at an early stage and necessary measures (e.g. evacuation) are being 
taken. IRCS remains on standby, with half a million volunteers ready to deploy. 

Operation Risk Assessment 

The economic sanctions imposed on lran have the potential to affect the efficiency of the relief and 
recovery efforts, e.g. for the flow of supplies (e.g. 6 out of the 23 relief and rescue helicopters of IRCS not 
being operational due to the unavailability of spare parts). 
For the same reason, there is a risk that the transfer of funds from IFRC to IRCS may be delayed or --in a 
worst case - not funds cannot be transferred to the NS. Options to transfer funds (in CHF) are subject of 
intense discussions with partners, the banking sector and diplomatic channels. IRCS intends to back delays 
wilh own funds to ensure implementation of the Appeal activities. 
Related to this, exchange rates for international currencies are volatile, with a tendency of the central bank 
exchange rate (used for foreign currency transfers) to decrease. This may result in a decreased value of 
money. 
There are still affected rural areas, which can only be reached by air; with parts of the affected population 
being unwilling to evacuate. In the unlikely case of prolonged unreachability of these areas, cash 
programming may be delayed, with an extended period for in-kind supplies. 
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Overall Operational objective; 

The overall objective of this operation is to ensure approprîate assistance for 30,000 households (150,000 
people) affected by floods in the provinces of Golestan, 11am, Khuzestan and Lorestan in a timely, effective, 
and efficient manner, providing them with support to meet their basic needs through unconditional cash 
grants. ln parallel, material preparedness for the ongoing operation / other emergencies is reinforced by 
replenishing depleted shelter emergency stocks. 

Praposed Strategy: 

The activitîes foreseen under the Ernergency Appeal are comprementing the ongoing IRCS opera1ion. IRCS 
will cover al! related ope rational costs and expenses. 

Sh elter: 

The IRCS has been mandated by the Government to respond ta the emergency needs of the affected populations ln 
providing rescue and relief support With IRCS teams and branches responding in all affected areas since day one, 
the tocus has been on the most pretentious provinces of Golestan, 11am, Khuzestan and Lorestan. ln addition to 
pro11iding emergency camps, IRCS distributed shelter items including tents, carpets, kitchen sets, plastic sheets, and 
heaters. This appeal aims to partially replenish IRCS stocks in 3 major items distribu\ed: tents, blankets, and kitchen 
sets, under the budget of two million, as per IRCS request, to complement their contingency stocks for the ongoing 
operation and future responses. Number of items ta be procured îs based proportionally on the family package 
distribution (1 lent, 4 blankets, 1 kitchen set). 

Livelihoods and Basic Needs: 

IRCS began cash prograrnmîng in 2004, includîng post-distributiOn monitoring, in response to the Barn 
Earthquake, with support from British Red Cross. Since the Barn Operation, Cash Transfer Programming 
(CTP) has been included in most IRCS operational responses. ln the recent Kermanshah earthquake, CTP 
was also used to provide help to the vulnerable groups such as women-headed households, dîsabled 
persons and families with infants. Cash assistance, provided within the current operation, will be 
harrnonized with support provided by other agendas includîng govemment line ministries Jike Ministry of 
Health and Ministry of Housing. Selection of familias will be based on agreed vulnerability criterîa. 
The IRCS will use unconditional unrestricted cash rnodality, so that familias can utilize the money based on 
their needs. IRCS will undertake a rapid market assessment to ensure that markets are functional and that 
essential items are available. Cash will be transferred to the recipîents' bank accounts, as ali lranian 
citizens have identification and bank accounts. 
Go!estan, 11am, and Lorestan) which are already included to the list of soda! welfare net and receiving 
governmental grants. The amount of 100 CHF wm be dîrectiy transferred to the account of targeted 
beneficlaries, will becorne a top-up to the already existing sum of subsidies and wîll provide additional 
support for the affected targeted population with supplementary rnoney to cover their essential needs for 
one rnonth (according to the Statistical Center of Iran the average HH food expendltures in Urban and Rural 
settings amounts 5 Q68 917 IRR per farnily of 4, per month = 142 CHF). 

Operational support services: 

Human resources 
1 RCS has deployed about 30,000 volunteers and staff to support the flood response. Based on previous 
experîence, the activities will be managed by IRCS HQ staff rather than volunteers. As cash transfers to 
targeted families will be done electronically, volunteers wil! not be required for the process. A member of 
the IF RC PECT (Practical Emergency Cash Transfer Training) Raster may be deployed to support the 
IRCS, if required. 

'Tlie plan sl10Lild be prepared by t11e National Sociely, with support frnm U,e Secreiariat techriical oei,artrnents and support services. 
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B. Operational strategy 

Overall Operational objective: 

The overall objective of this operation is to ensure appropriate assistance for 30,000 households (150,000 
people) affected by floods in the provinces of Golestan, llam, Khuzestan and Lorestan in a timely, effective, 
and efficient manner, providing them with support to meet their basic needs through unconditional cash 
grants. In parallel, material preparedness for the ongoing operation / other emergencies is reinforced by 
replenishing depleted shelter emergency stocks. 

Proposed Strategy: 

The activities foreseen under the Emergency Appeal are complementing the ongoing IRCS operation. IRCS 
will cover all related operational costs and expenses. 

Shelter: 

The IRCS has been mandated by the Government to respond to the emergency needs of the affected populations in 
providing rescue and relief support. With [RCS teams and branches responding in all affected areas since day one, 
the focus has been on the most pretentious provinces of Golestan, llam, Khuzestan and Lorestan. In addition to 
providing emergency camps, IRCS distributed shelter items including tents, carpets, kitchen sets, plastic sheets, and 
heaters. This appeal aims to partially replenish IRCS stocks in 3 major items distributed: tents, blankets, and kitchen 
sets, under the budget of two million, as per IRCS request, to complement their contingency stocks for the ongoing 
operation and future responses. Number of items to be procured is based proportionally on the family package 
distribution (t tent, 4 blankets, 1 kitchen set). 

Livelihoods and Basic Needs: 

IRCS began cash programming in 2004, including post-distribution monitoring, in response to the Bam 
Earthquake, with support from British Red Cross. Since the Bam Operation, Cash Transfer Programming 
(CTP) has been included in most IRCS operational responses. In the recent Kemmanshah earthquake, CT 
was also used to provide help to the vulnerable groups such as women-headed households, disabled 
persons and families with infants. Cash assistance, provided within the current operation, will be 
harmonized with support provided by other agencies including government line ministries like Ministry of 
Health and Ministry of Housing. Selection of families will be based on agreed vulnerability criteria. 
The IRCS will use unconditional unrestricted cash modality, so that families can utilize the money based on 
their needs. IRCS will undertake a rapid market assessment to ensure that markets are functional and that 
essential items are available. Cash will be transferred to the recipients' bank accounts, as all Iranian 
citizens have identification and bank accounts. 
Golestan, lam, and Lorestan) which are already included to the list of social welfare net and receiving 
governmental grants. The amount of 100 CHF will be directly transferred to the account of targeted 
beneficiaries, will become a top-up to the already existing sum of subsidies and will provide additional 
support for the affected targeted population with supplementary money to cover their essential needs for 
one month (according to the Statistical Center of Iran the average HH food expenditures in Urban and Rural 
settings amounts 5 g68 917 IRR per family of 4, per month = 142 CHF), 

Operational support services: 

Human resources 
IRCS has deployed about 30,000 volunteers and staff to support the flood response. Based on previous 
experience, the activities will be managed by IRCS HQ staff rather than volunteers. As cash transfers to 
targeted families wi be done electronically, volunteers will not be required for the process. A member of 
the IFRC PECT (Practical Emergency Cash Transfer Training) Roster may be deployed to support the 
IRCS, if required. 

The plan should be prepared by the National Society, with support from the Secretariat technicat epanments and suppon services. 
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Administration and Finance 
Operational expenses such as volunteer accommodation, transportation, communication and coordination 
activities will be covered the IRCS. Finance and administration support to the operation wil! be provided by 
IRCS Headquarters, with the assistance from the finance and team of the IFRC MENA Rü when required. 

Logistics and Supply chain 
Logistics for the CBI programme will include the bank transfers to the recipient affected households via 
national banks. Procurement of NFls for replenishrnent wi!l be done according ta JFRC procedures wîth 
IFRC technical support. 

Enhance Red Cross localîzation of aid capacity 
The IRCS has shown through its recurrent emergency ope rations its strong localized actions. IRCS has 
învesled in building strong, well equipped and skilled branches. ln line with the Agenda for Humanity, 
consistent efforts will be made to support and strengthen local leadership and build capacîties especia!ly at 
the branch level wîth regards to Cash Based Interventions. This will include enhancing capacities through 
training of headquarters and local branch slaff and volunteers on CBI and CEA. 

Communication 
The lRCS has a strong Public Relations Oepartment which will lead the communications in this operation. 
Since the onset of the floods, IRCS has been disserninating daily information for public awareness and 
information via twitter, lnstagram and the IRCS website. The National Society owns a TV station and a 
newspaper, both disseminated nationwide. 
The IFRC MENA regional head of communications will provide additional support throughout the operation. 
Social media wîll be mobilised at a rate of three tweets a week and regular lnstagram audio-visuaf stories in 
order to cover the ongoing operations. At leasl two visits are foreseen by the IFRC MENA regiona! 
communication team to support the communication plan. 
Opportunities for regional and international media outreach {pttching to individual media, press releases, 
press conferences, setting up interviews, media ttips, briefing documents for media, writing opinion pieces 
or blogs) will be identified and maxîmized .. 

Planning, Monitoring, Evaluation and Reporting 
The \RCS PMER reporting unit is currently embedded in the IRCS Emergency üperations Centre (EOC). 
The IRCS PMER will be responsible for day-to-day monitoring of the implementation of this emergency 
operation. The IRCS operation monitoring teams at branch level will conduct field monitoring visits regular!y 
and as needed. 
Reporting on the operation will be carried out in accordance with the IFRC Emergency Appeal reporting 
standards. Regular updates will be issued during the operation's timeframe with a final report issued within 
three months afler the end of the operation. 
Technical PMER capacity and technical support will be provided through IFRC MENA Regional office 
PMER team. This will help identify and, where possible and necessary, resolve any issues. A fessons
learned workshop will be held afler the end of the operation. 

Community Engagement and Accountability 
Community feedback mechanism are set up by IRCS and wifl be enhanced through this operation through 
support from the IFRC. The NS already is conducting post-distributîon monitoring for the provision of relief, 
The IRCS Treasury General, who is responsible for the outcomes of the POMs as well as the complaints 
received through the setup complaînts mechanism. 
The CEA framework could help prevent and address misinformation and rumors especially in relation to the 
distribution of relief items and cash assistance across the four targeted provinces through the development 
of appropriate feedback systems. 

Administration and Finance 
Operational expenses such as volunteer accommodation, transportation, communication and coordination 
activities will be covered the IRCS. Finance and administration support to the operation will be provided by 
IRCS Headquarters, with the assistance from the finance and team of the IFRC MENA RO when required. 

Logistics and Supply chain 
Logistics for the CB programme will include the bank transfers to the recipient affected households via 
national banks. Procurement of NFIs for replenishment will be done according to IFRC procedures with 
IFRC technical support. 

Enhance Red Cross localization of aid capacity 
The IRCS has shown through its recurrent emergency operations its strong localized actions. IRCS has 
invested in building strong, well equipped and skilled branches. In line with the Agenda for Humanity, 
consistent efforts will be made to support and strengthen local leadership and build capacities especially at 
the branch level with regards to Cash Based Interventions. This will include enhancing capacities through 
training of headquarters and local branch staff and volunteers on CB! and CEA. 

Communication 
The IRCS has a strong Public Relations Department which will lead the communications in this operation. 
Since the onset of the floods, IRCS has been disseminating daily information for public awareness and 
information via twitter, Instagram and the [RCS website. The National Society owns a TV station and a 
newspaper, both disseminated nationwide. 
The IFRC MENA regional head of communications will provide additional support throughout the operation. 
Social media will be mobilised at a rate of three tweets a week and regular lnstagrarn audio-visual stories in 
order to cover the ongoing operations. At ieast two visits are foreseen by the [FRC MENA regional 
communication tear to support the communication plan. 
Opportunities for regional and international media outreach (pitching to individual media, press releases, 
press conferences, setting up interviews, media tips, briefing documents for media, writing opinion pieces 
or blogs) will be identified and maximized. 

Planning, Monitoring, evaluation and Reporting 
The IRCS PMER reporting unit is currently embedded in the !RCS Emergency Operations Centre (EOC). 
The IRCS PMER will be responsible for day-to-day monitoring of the implementation of this emergency 
operation. The IRCS operation monitoring teams at branch level will conduct field monitoring visits regularly 
and as needed. 
Reporting on the operation will be carried out in accordance with the IFRC Emergency Appeal reporting 
standards. Regular updates will be issued during the operation's timeframe with a final report issued within 
three months after the end of the operation. 
Technical PMER capacity and technical support will be provided through IFRC MENA Regional office 
PMER team. This will help identify and, where possible and necessary, resolve any issues. A lessons 
learned workshop will be held after the end of the operation. 

Community Engagement and Accountability 
Community feedback mechanism are set up by IRCS and will be enhanced through this operation through 
support from the IFRC. The NS already is conducting post-distribution monitoring for the provision of relief. 
The IRCS Treasury General, who is responsible for the outcomes of the PDMs as well as the complaints 
received through the setup complaints mechanism. 
The CEA framework could help prevent and address misinformation and rumors especially in relation to the 
distribution of relief items and cash assistance across the four targeted provinces through the development 
of appropriate feedback systems. 
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Nceds analysis: Flood affected people have los/ most of lheir house items as their houses were partially/lota/ly damaged. The displaced people required umc1gcncy 

silo/Ier items and NF/s. Iran is vulnerable to ,arious disaslers, including earthquakes, floods and landslides. Apart from the mortality and morbidily rcsult,ng fro111 the 
disasters, ecanomic lasses are affecting the people. ICRS will be supported to continue their acti•e and Mure relief operations. 

Population to be assisted: The partial replenishment wi/1 cover 9,000 family package (1 tent, 4 blankers, and 1 /Jlchen sel). 

Programme standards/benchmarks: Replenishment of NF/s Will meet the Sphere standards 

# oftarge!ed people wilh .safe a/Îd adequate shc.ller and set1/emN/S 

X X X 

N eeds analysis: The floods had a maJor impact both in rural and urban areas. Loss of property and HveHhoods are disrupHng people's lives. Imminent needs were met by 
the emergency response operations, yet the affected people still require many basic goods such as food, stocks, clothes, home appliances, school items, etc Prov1s1on of 
unconditional and unrestricted cash to the affected population will have multiple effects enabling them to caver the basic needs which have not been provided by relief 
operalion and have a positive effect on the local economy and contribute to re•establishing market dynamics. 

Al present, injections to the local markets in flooded areas (due to the procurement of food ilems, hygiene, and clothes) by the organizations providing assistance. pri111arily 
benem big whole sellers. Srnall market players are suffering !rom goods shortages (e.g. for agricultural products, with vast areas of agricultural and paslure l~nd having been 
flooded) and decree al dernand (due to the humanitarian intervention providing goods for free). Thus. the provision of money to the target population w,11 increase their buying 
power from and subsequenlly induce positive effects for the small retailers on local markets. 

Accord!ng lo the assessments conducted, markets are com!ng back to normal life. While prices for secondary commod!ties are expected to remain on the same !evel, lhere 
are tendencies towards price increasement for tne products of daily consumption (rice, sugar, oil). The IRCS will conduct regular pr,ce rnanitoling·s in oraer ta adapl t11e 
programme to posslb!e changes. 

The government of Iran is underlaking huge efforts to support the country's economy tnrough the restoration of damaged infrastructure (e.g. 132 out of 159 main roacis (83%) 
thal were damaged by the floods are open again, according !o the Ministry of the Roads), enabHng the population ta access essentia1 services such.as markets, healtt,càre, 
and education, Minis Ides are committed to providing !onger-term support marktes; the Ministry of Agriculture foreseen benefit for farrners such as the facilitation of insurance 
payrnents, a 3-years delay in debt repayments, and exclusion of payments for the water usage. The Ministry of Commerce and Trade ls exertfng efforts ta stabiliz:e markets by 

using state reserves and facilitation of goods importation to the country, 

Population to be assisted: 30,000 HH (150,000 individuals) will receive one•off unconditional and unrestricted cash grants in the amount ol 100 CHF via bank transfer' 
ta meet the[rbasic needs. Beneficiaries will be se!ected upon the follow!ng criteria: 

the affected population of Golesian, 11am, Khuzestan and Lorestan provinces who are under the State Social Wei/are Network; 
People with severely or complelely damaged houses; 
Households headed by women, i.e. widows, divorced or separated women wrthout in corne; 
Households with person(s) living with disabilities and other sociaily excluded I marginalized groups; 
Households with 1nsuffident coping mechanisms; 
Households from vulnerable occupation al groups. 

IRCS HQ will lead negotiations with the Ministry of Social Wellbeing and local NGOs delivering wellare assistance. A preliminar,, lisl of benericiaries wlll be developed and 
provided by local governrnental authorities. The beneficiary verification and validation process will be conducted in close coordination with the IRCS HQ The IRCS HQ w,!I 
provide training and sensîüzation sessions for branch staff / wolunteers of the 4 targeted provinces on the beneficlary selection process to ensure accarda11ce to U1e 
established set of crileria. The nurnber of eriteria matches will set the vulnerability of a household. 

3 Mcli Bank and Mcl;t lla•tk w~re sckcte-d as tlw most approprialc finançç sçrvice providers due to Ehe hight:st presence in Lhe :affectetl arcas (bigcst n~m1t,cr of hrnnJ1ce~ and l'OS- tc1min;1ls), :a,1ll e;,.icn;}Î\c' 
cxp~ricm:t: ofworking with Lhc !RCS (Tiie lRCS hœ signed agreemenl.s and MoUs wilh boEh oflhc banks) 

Needs analysis: Flood affected people have lost most of their house items as their houses were partially/totally damaged. The displaced people requited emergency 
shelter items and NFIS. Iran is vulnerable to various disasters, including earthquakes, floods and landslides, Apart from the mortality and morbidily resulling from the 
disasters, economic losses are affecting the people. ICRS will be supported to continue their active and future relief operations. 

Population to be assisted: The partial replenishment will cover 9,000 family package (1 tent, 4 blankets, and 1 kitchen set). 

Programme standards/benchmarks: Replenishment of NFts wit meet the Sphere standards 

.7.E E@Sr9.ieaeke. esmi6Eire gist 
t,,itth~ijsaf~ty;iwellbeing@jdJ~r rt 
t•o{if :ui;• Shelter Output 1.1: Short, meciium·:an. -long-terni shelter. and settlement assistance Is ·,;, ,. t f # nouseholds providod with emergency shelter and soll/emenr I 

gr«a«da«as+gi"?";ii#trgtiara== rl 
...' Month_ } 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 ! 
}AP005 Assessment of shelter needs, capacities and gaps X X X X X X X X X j' 
]AP00s Partial replenishment of shelter and household items distributed to ¥ X X X X X X X ! 

the affected opulation 'Tents. Blankets, and Kitchen sets 

#of targeted people with safe and adequate shelter and settlements ; 

Needs analysis: The floods had a major impact both in rural and urban areas. Loss of property and livelihoods are disrupting people's lives. Imminent needs were met by 
the emergency response operations, yet the affected people still require many basic goods such as food, stocks, clothes, home appliances, school items, etc. Provision of 
unconditional and unrestricted cash to the affected population will have multiple effects enabling them to cover the basic needs which have not been provided by relief 
operation and have a positive effect on the local economy and contribute to re-establishing market dynamics. 

At present, injections to the local markets in flooded areas (due to the procurement of food items, hygiene, and clothes) by the organizations providing assistance, primarily 
benefit big whole sellers. Smail market players are suffering from goods shortages (e.g. +or agricultural products, with vast areas of agricultural and pasture land having been 
flooded) and decree of demand (due to the humanitarian intervention providing goods for free). Thus, the provision of money to the target population will increase their buying 
power from and subsequently induce positive effects for the small retailers on local markets. 

According to the assessments conducted, markets are coming back to normal life. Wile prices for secondary commodities are expected to remain on the same level, there 
are tendencies towards price increasement for the products of daily consumption (rice, sugar, oil), The IRCS will conduct regular price monitoring's in order to adap! the 
programme to possible changes. 

The government of Iran is undertaking huge efforts to support the country's ecoromy through the restoration of damaged infrastructure (e.g. 132 out of 159 main roads (83%) 
that were damaged by the floods are open again, according to the Ministry of the Roads), enabling the population to access essential services such.as markets, healthcare, 
and education, Ministries are committed to providing longer-term support marktes; the Ministry of Agriculture foreseen benefit for farmers such as the facilitation of insurance 
payments, a 3-years delay in debt repayments, and exclusion of payments for the water usage. The Ministry of Commerce and Trade is exerting efforts to stabilize markets by 
using state reserves and facilitation of goods importation to the country. 

Population to be assisted: 30,000 HH (150,000 individuals) will receive one-off unconditional and unrestricted cash grants in the amount of 100 CHE via bank transfer 
to meet theirbasic needs. Beneficiaries will be selected upon the following criteria: 

• the affected population of Golestan, 1lam, Khuzestan and Lorestan provinces who are under the State Social Welfare Network; 
People with severely or completely damaged houses; 
Households headed by women, i.e. widows, divorced or separated women without income; 
Households with person(s) living with disabilities and other socially excluded / marginalized groups; 
Households with insufficient coping mechanisms; 
Households from vulnerable occupational groups. 

IRCS HQ will lead negotiations with the Ministry of Social Wellbeing and local NGOs delivering welfare assistance. A preliminary list of beneficiaries will be developed and 
provided by local governmental authorities. The beneficiary verification and validation process will be conducted in close coordination with the 1RCS HQ. The IRCS HQ will 
provide training and sensitization sessions for branch staff / volunteers of the 4 targeted provinces on the beneficiary selection process to ensure accordance to the 
established set of criteria. The number of criteria matches will set the vulnerability of a household. 

Meti Bank and Mclat Bak wwere selected as the most appropriate finance service providers due to the highest presence in the affected areas (bigest number of hranhces and POS- terminals), a»d etcnsive 
expericnce of working with the IRCS (The IRCS has signed agreements and MoUs with both of thc banks) 
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Information on the e!igibfüty of recipîents to receive cash grants wlll be ctearly communlcated among the genera! population. The 011era!I coordination on the CEA co111paneI1t 
will be done by the IRCS cornplaint depanrnent An IRCS hotiine ('112') exists !or rnany years and will be used for feedback and complaints, ln addition, a complainl focal 
point will be assigned at the provincial level to assure accountability, Complaints boxes will be established in the IRCS camps, Ali feedback data is processed througt1 the 
IRCS cornplaints department (registration, the status of the complaints and final feedback), Ali received information contributes for lessons leamed and improvement of IRCS 
services Post-distribution monitoring wi!! be conducted after 4 weeks after cash disbursement to leam on overaU beneficîary satisfaction tevel, and effectî11er1ess of the 
intervention. 

Programme standatdslbenchmarks: 
The transfer amount of 100 CHF has been set to top-up existing governmental social subsidies to the mosl vulnerable and poor families and met country household income 
and expenditure standards (HIES). 

,....,,,l ' ' . : ;t,ù◊elii\oods~lln'd basic n 
-' · ~-~~-·~:;;~t~~e~éii<(are~$1ié:s19rf~ __ . ,. _ . ... ._ , _ ,· -. . 
OuipJë Livelihoods and basic needs O~tP}', • ; , o,useholds ar~ Pr?Yi,q!'~ w•~, 
Code '.f' unconditionallmultipurpose cash rants to address· their baslc:neèds , 

, , :,,', :~ Activities planned 
· •:"\i:i Monlll' 
APOS! Briefing for IRCS staff and volunteers (Golestan, 11am, Khuzestan 

an-d lorestan .9i1 beneficiary sel-ection 
Development of preliminary cash grants recipients lists on 

AP081 provincial level in close collabo cation with respective governmental 
structures 
Ben-eficiary verificatlon exerdse (lRCS branches), 
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X 
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X 

# of houssholds pn:ivfaea wi/11 uncondftionaltmuliipurpcsc ca:,;h 
granls and ~bic to covèr /hE;1ir montnly basic needs 
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Process monitoring and monitoring of prices for daily consumable X X 
goods in local markets 
Post Distribution Monitoring 
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Needs analysis: Provide a short descri'ption of the anticipated (if at initial assessment stage) or confirmed needs (fo!lowing delafled needs assessmenl) in lflis secto1 
w!1ich the PoA wfll seek ta meet. 

Population to be assisted: Provide a short summary of the target population, (the number, location etc.), including the se/ection criteria as Urey apply ta /lie/!' 
percefved or confirmed vulnerabJlities and the :sector. lncfude how they will or have been consulted and ta what degree they have or wilJ partiçfpate Ji) tfie program 
implcmentation. 

Programme standal"ds/benchmarks: JFRC minimum standard ta protection gender and inclusion in omergency 

Oces the operation demonstrate evidenœ of addressir:g 1ne s~çif,c j 
needs to ensure equ1Lc:1ble access ta dl'i;:,ster respons-e s1=rvices? 

~-------------- _., 
Inclusion ·and ProtectiOn Outp-Ut .1~1':'•-~s j,ro°gï-arTl~es im~p #of staff and voh.mteers traJned on the Mfnirmim Standa1d 

,::,1...:s:::e::.rv::.i:;:c:;:e::.s•c..c;_o:::n..:s:::idc.ec.,c;;jn:::g"-Cd,;.iff"Ce,.r,:e,_nt,:.;;nee.,.•,"",'d_;s;_',..,ba,.''s:;.e;_d_co __ n'_,,9"'~"'n"'i:!-'e'-f."'a--r:i'di·cc::=r-""'7r-'-'ic""'-i~--,--:,-'-t-c_o_mTm_i __ trn_•.,.n_t_s_TTar-".get_:_10_0~-~------~--""" 
Activilies planned _, : ': 1 2 

Montli · 3 4 6 7 8 9 

X X X 

X 

4 Tt1iS .area of focus ls .a merge of wticlt previovsly w.is Social lncluslon ~nd Culture of Non-vio!erm• and pea:::e. lt ls. vnder de-.ielopment so for r.ow ft represents the pllyoical merge of trlree eiust,ng reJe1Jant outputs. 

Wt;el10 

Information on the eligibility of recipients to receive cash grants will be clearly communicated among the general population. The overall coordination on the CEA component 
will be done by the IRCS complaint department. An IRCS hotline ('112') exists for many years and wilt be used for feedback and complaints. In addition, a complaint focal 
point will be assigned at the provincial level to assure accountability. Complaints boxes will be established in the IRCS camps. Al feedback data is processed through the 
IRCS complaints department (registration, the status of the complaints and final feedback). All received information contributes for lessons learned and improvement of IRCS 
services Post-distribution monitoring will be conducted after 4 weeks after cash disbursement to leam on overall beneficiary satisfaction level, and effectiveness of the 
intervention. 

Programme standards/benchmarks: 
The transfer amount of 100 CHF has been set to top-up existing governmental social subsidies to the most vulnerable and poor families and met country household income 
and expenditure standards (HIES). 

X 

X 

g 8 

# of households provided with unconditional/multipurpose cast 
grants and able to cover their montnly basic needs -.] 
# of households provided with unconditional/multipurpose cash 
grants 

5 6 3 4 

X 

[.EE.ER.ETEE, Et. 
Output Livelihoods and basic needs Output 1.5: Households are provided. with 

. Cod:; unconditional/multipurpose cash grants to address their basic needs'. 
+ .»» # Activities planned l> 1 2 

·' Month 
Apog, Bnefing for IRCS staff and volunteers (Golestan, llam, Khuzestan 

and Lorestan on beneficial selection 
Development of preliminary cash grants recipients lists on 

AP081 provincial level in close collaboration with respective governmental 
structures 

AP81 

AP08; Beneficiary verification exercise (IRCS branches), X X 
Data cleaning�....: lc...R:,;:C-=S....:H..:..Q=----,--c-:--..,--:,--:----:---:--:----:-.,..,.,..,-,---t---+--+--+--1------J---+--+---+--+--i---t--+-- i--·---;j- I APO8t Unconditional / multipurpose cash distributions for 30,000 HHin X X 
target rovinces via bank transfer 

A_P_O_B_ t-+..;..P_ ro .cess monitoring and monitoring of prices for daily consumable X X 7-·- · 11-- 

-!I- -- : 
l--]9pods in_local markets_ X X X X X h 

Post Distribution Mort~ring x x TT i 

Pg.HI 

Needs analysis: Provide a short description of the anticipate d (if at initial assessment stage) or confirmed needs (followi ng detaiied needs assessment) in this sector 
which the PoA will seek to meet. 

Population to be assisted: Provide a short summary of the target population, (the number, location etc.), including the selection criteria as they apply to their 
perceived or confirmed vulnerabi lities and the sector. include how they will or have been consulted and to what degree they have or will participate in the program 
implementation. 

Programme standards/benchmarks: IFRC minimum standard to protection gender and inctusion in emergency 

.. 1 
I 
I 

X 

Et:jars:dz. 
Code& services, considering different needs based on gender and ~ther,diversity factors. . ::4 Commitments Target: 1 
i~is tegt z •• ·l·· 

Conduct an assessment ot specific needs of the affected 
AP031 population based on criteria selected from the minirum standard X X X 

commitments on ender and diversit t r , - Hold basic½ day training with NS staff and volunteers on the · 1 · � .- - • ,- AP031 Minimum Standard Commitments (or integrate a session on X ] 

....Minimum Standard Commitmentsig,standaWse~tonal (aing?ha..hr.. ' ''+ml '''''') .,'~se} inclusion and Protection outp@ti,2:'Em@rg~icy issppjs@' @~sr~ti~jspreyentan resppj@ '] erstaff an volunteers tale on a«dressing $Gov 
i°Output.'.· .to sexuah and gendercbas_e.d_ v.101�.Q_ce·and a!I forms'ofcy_1()lepce�g�1n_st.ch1_ldren. 'J · -:.: _ ..;,_:· # of children reached with PSS activities 

Cod~" Activities planned 1 2 3 4 6 7 '.. ...'i Week/ Month 

� 

Hold basic ½ day training with IFRC and NS staff and volunteers 
AP03 on addressing SGBV (or integrate a session on addressing SGBV 

in standard/sectorial trainins 

'this area of focus Is a merge of what previously was Social Inclusion and Culture of Non-violence and peave. it is under development, so for now It represents the physical merge pf three existing reieuant outputs. 
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' l2 

I AP034 1 Provide psychosoc,al support to children 

The response to the f!oods operations is putting pressure on the capacity of IRCS branches involved and demands scaling up of organizational compo11c11ts. Capacity 

strcngthening of the IRCS main!y targets CBI, PG! and CEA. IFRC's technical expertise will be pulled ta support the existing structure of the NS focusing on standa,disc,ti,rn 

e1nd quality enhancement of the activities. This appea! aims at complemenUng the emergency actîvitles a!ready taken up by the NS and focuses m;:iinly on the deHvcry of 

Cash support to 30,000 HH and rep!eni:shing relief items that could reach 9,000 HH. A$ capacity devefopment •Ktivities had been plonned in the OperJtionc1I Pl;:m 2019 for 

iran 1 they wrn only be mentioned heré for référence, but not budgeted. However, the National Society ls commîtted to caver to aU operational costs .and cxpen:11.:s 

rdcvant to necessary capacity deve!opment activities. 

Quick links 

i · t ~ 
!
'(: 

'f 

[ 
\ :· 

; ou 
~- c~ 

t:(: 

i AP055 
1 

AP055 

AP055 
1 

AP055 

Emergency Items Catalogue 2009 
Logistics Standards Online 
Proçurement Portal · 

Work on needs and capacity assessments, rapid assessments far 
marKets. planned and budge!ed monitoring and evaluation 
activities and leaming opportunitles otner assessments. 
evaluations and research 
Oevelopment of the Case Study covering overall implementation 

Evaluation of overall response including ail sectors (emergency 
shelter, relief and cash intervention 
Training for IRCS staff and volunteers 

Work on resource mobilization/generation 

WorK on reporting, accountability to communities. community 
en a ement and accountabi1it 
Output S4.1.3: Financial rèsouré:e,s are· safe.guarded; quality fi 
support is rrovided contril;i.~Un~ !~iffi.~iênt9pei1~ioris''anf<i, 
tin:iel ual,t financial re ortin ,to"stakeholders '.·; ,· • ... :,·.-. · :,;t,, 

Activities planned 
Week /Mon(h 

X 

4 5 1 6 

6 

X 

X X 

~-

4 i 5 6 

X X X X 

X X X X 

3 4 6 

X X X X 

Effecti1,1e ar.d cc,mrdin;)1C-d internalional disa!â.!.;,r rtèsponse ,rnsur~,J. 
Target: Yes 

# ot RDRT member deployed in ltie country. 'f.uget: 1 

X 

Are coordJmition foots and mech.:inisms in usa, 1-vitf1fn lhe Movemi:-nr 
te$porise1 Target: Yes 

Movement coordination is weli-established, a,uJ all th"è ;:,~rtr;er5 
the relevant reference cenlrns ;ire regularly ir1formed atmut 1he 
progress (Target: Ves) 

' 1 

l_~ 
1 

P/ease inclvdo an indicator from rtie Key DaM Sfiel.3/ 11.ii(h a Uuyo: 

g 

X X 

X 

X 
1 --7 

: __ j 
1 

Pteese include an indicator from thé Key Data Sheç,I w/Jn a /~nJm 

P/eJse indvdc on indicilior from the Key D.al-0 Sticc/ wilh ~ fç;rg,__.; 

7 -e 1s· 1 
- .i ---

X X X 1 

X X X i 

Pleese indude an i11d1cator from l.he Key Dlit-a Sheel wi//J a uw,,,,·1 

7 8 9 1 

X X X 
--•--·--; 

j __ ---~ 

9.-. '12 

AP34 } Provide psychosocial support to children [x Ix [x lx [x Ix [x [x Ix_LI ' 

The response to the floods operations is putting pressure on the capacity of IRCS branches involved and demands scaling up of organizational components. Capacity 
strengthening of the IRCS mainly targets CBI, PG! and CEA. IFRC's technical expertise will be pulled to support the existing structure of the NS focusing on standardisation 
and quality enhancement of the activities. This appeal aims at complementing the emergency activities already taken up by the NS and focuses mainly on the delivery of 
Cash support to 30,000 HH and replenishing relief items that could reach 9,000 HH. As capacity development activities had been planned in the Operational Plan 2019 for 
Iran, they will only be mentioned here for reference, but not budgeted. However, the National Society is committed to cover to all operational costs and expenses 
relevant to necessary capacity development activities. 

Quick links 
Emergency Items Catalogue 2009 
Logistics Standards Onling 
Procurement Portal 

X 

Are coordination tools and mechanisms in use within the Movement 
response? Target: Yes 

Movement coordination is well-established, and al the pairs and 
the relevant reference centres are regularly informed about tne 
progress (Target: Yes) 

Effective and coordinated international disaster response ensured. 
Target: Yes 

4 3 

'#of RDRT member deployed in the country. Target: 1 

Pae13 

g 

X X 

FRC and NS are visible, trusted and effective advocates on 
humanitarian issues (Target: Yes) 
------- ------------ ··---- 

6 

6 

·. #of communications materials produced (social media engagemznt, 
news articles, interviews, AV materials, etc.) (Target: 24 

5 4 

X X 

j 
AP051 

i~loose 
output<j output s3.1.1: anc - are,vistbte, trusted an« erectve,@yo€ates on nuranrtaran 
I;. ?·ode•<"1 issues , .-: - _ ,_;,. . . . · . ,:. t'\,-�.,- ·. , . · 
elf ice=manned +'z s + s ~»Kt?mi Mont 

t 
lRCS and IFRC communications teams will work together to 

4P053 generate high quality photos, video clips, and news stories for use X X X X X X X X X ' I 
,.,.,-....,,.,,=i,-11-a_c_ro_s_s_l_F_R_C_a_n_d_l_R_C_S_m_u_ lti_m_e_d_ ia_,,p� l,.,. atf_,,,or.rm.,.--s_ . �-,----;-cT"�,....._=-:1,-,,,--,-.,-'----,--'---'-----,-..,,_C""'""r---'--'--�-�--'---'---'---'---l- 

_ __; 

bee Output s3.1.2: IFRc produces high:~~ity research and @vat@tjon,that inf orms advocacy, Pease ictode an roarer tom the key oats seat an a age: 
-Outpui{ resource mobilization and programming._. _.e.3rs. " ·cs~ ~cites panned ' 2 
'.:ii, Week/ Month 

! Work on needs and capacity assessments, rapid assessments for 
}4poss markets. planned and budgeted monitoring and evaluation 
} activities and learning opportunities other assessments. 

evaluations and research 

Activities planned 1·1 2 4 5 
Week I Month 

 I , 
l l 

I 

I 
I 

_J .. 
X 

X 

X 

X 

Fleese include an indicator from the Key Data Sheel win e taro 

X 

Pleese include an indicator from the Key Data Sheet with a target 

X 

Please include an indicator from the Key Data Shcot with a targl 

X 

X X 

6 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 

X 
X 

X Work on resource mobilization/generation 

Training for IRCS staff and volunteers 

Evaluation of overall response including all sectors (emergency 
shelter, relief and cash intervention 

Output S3.2.1: Resource gn~ration aid r~lat~d a~co~ntability ii~d~ls ~r@id~veloped and 
improved .>Sg#,kt" e· .,· 4,'it.sis.,  

AP059 Work on reporting, accountability to communities, community 
en a1ement and accountabilit 

AP055 Development of the Case Study covering overall implementation 

AP055 

AP055 
I 
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Annex 94 

Statistical Center of Iran, “National Consumer Price Index by Expenditure Deciles in 
the Month of Esfand 1397”, 15 April 2019 
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National Consumer Price Index by Expenditure Deciles: in the 
Month of Esfand of the year 1397 

amar.org.ir/english/SCI-News-Archive/lD/10149/National-Consumer-Price-lndex-by-Expenditure-Deciles-in-the-Month-of

Esfand-of-the-year-1397 

15 

in Monday, April 15, 2019 

National Consumer Price Index by Expenditure Deciles: in the 
Month of Esfand 111 of the year 1397121 
The national inflation rate for the month of Esfand of the year 1397 stood at 26.9 percent, fluctuating 
between 25.9 percent for the first decile (those with the lowest income) and 28.9 percent for the tenth 
decile (those with the highest income), among the expenditure deciles. The range of the twelve-month 
inflation changes in the major group of "food, beverages and tobacco" was between 34.9 percent for 
the first decile and 38.9 percent for the tenth decile. The major group of "non-food items and services" 
also saw these fluctuations ranging from 18.7 percent for the first decile to 26.7 percent for the tenth 
decilelli. 

lnflationary gap increase in deciles 

According to the inflation rates for the expenditure deciles, the 
deciles inflationary gap in this month stood at 3.0 percent showing 
a 0.2 percentage point increase compared with the previous 
month (2.8 percent). The inflationary gap in the major groups of 
"food, beverages and tobacco" and "non-food items and services" 
increased by 0.7 and 1.2 percentage points, respectively in 
contrast to the previous month. 
For more information, please see the attachment 

111 -lranian months and their equivalent in Gregorian calendar 

Farvardin (21 March-20April) 
October) 

Ordibehesht (21 April-21 May) 

Khordad (22 May-21 June) 
December) 

Tir (22June-22July) 

Mordad (23 July-22 August) 

Shahrivar (23 August-22 September) 

Mehr (23 September-22 

Aban (23 October-21 November) 

Azar (22 November-21 

Dey (22 December-20 January) 

Bahman (21 January-19 February) 

Esfand (20 February-20 March) 

1/2 

National Consumer Price Index by Expenditure Deciles: in the 
Month of Esfand of the year 1397 

amar.org.ir/english/SCI-News-Archive/lD/10149/National-Consumer-Price-lndex-by-Expenditure-Deciles-in-the-Month-of 
Esfand-of-the-year-1397 

15 

in Monday, April 15, 2019 

National Consumer Price Index by Expenditure Deciles: in the 
Month of Esfand ill of the year 1397121 
The national inflation rate for the month of Esfand of the year 1397 stood at 26.9 percent, fluctuating 
between 25.9 percent for the first decile (those with the lowest income) and 28.9 percent for the tenth 
decile (those with the highest income), among the expenditure deciles. The range of the twelve-month 
inflation changes in the major group of "food, beverages and tobacco" was between 34.9 percent for 
the first decile and 38.9 percent for the tenth decile. The major group of "non-food items and services" 
also saw these fluctuations ranging from 18.7 percent for the first decile to 26.7 percent for the tenth 
decile[3] 

Inflationary gap increase in deciles 

According to the inflation rates for the expenditure deciles, the 
deciles inflationary gap in this month stood at 3.0 percent showing 
a 0.2 percentage point increase compared with the previous 
month (2.8 percent). The inflationary gap in the major groups of 
"food, beverages and tobacco" and "non-food items and services" 
increased by 0.7 and 1.2 percentage points, respectively in 
contrast to the previous month. 
For more information, please see the attachment 

[1].Iranian months and their equivalent in Gregorian calendar 

Farvardin (21 March-20April) 
October) 

Ordibehesht (21 April-21 May) 

Khordad (22 May-21 June) 
December) 

Tir (22 June-22 July) 

Mordad (23 July-22 August) 

Shahrivar (23 August-22 September) 

Mehr (23 September-22 

Aban (23 October-21 November) 

Azar (22 November-21 

Dey (22 December-20 January) 

Bahman (21 January-19 February) 

Esfand (20 February-20 March) 

1/2 
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m- lt is the lranian year which usually begins on the day of 21 March of the Gregorian calendar. To 
find the corresponding year of the Gregorian calendar, add 621 or 622 (depending on the time of the 
year) to a solar Hijri year. For example the corresponding year of the year 1397 in the Gregorian 
calendar is (21 March 2018-20 March 2019). 

ill- Figures are rounded up to a decimal point. 

View: (84) 

ID: 10149 

Copyright (c) 2019 Statistical Center of Iran Login 

2/2 

ill- It is the Iranian year which usually begins on the day of 21 March of the Gregorian calendar. To 
find the corresponding year of the Gregorian calendar, add 621 or 622 (depending on the time of the 
year) to a solar Hijri year. For example the corresponding year of the year 1397 in the Gregorian 
calendar is (21 March 2018-20 March 2019). 

[3]-Figures are rounded up to a decimal point. 

View: (84) 

ID: 10149 

Copyright (c) 2019 Statistical Center of Iran 

2/2 
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Annex 95 

Statistical Center of Iran, “Report on the Consumer Price Index and Inflation – 
Farvadin 98”, 23 April 2019 

Original in Persian and translation 
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Report on the Consumer Price Index and Inflation - Farvardin 98 [21 March 
2019-20 April 2019] 

Rise in the national households' inflation rate 

In Farvardin 1398, the general index ([base year:] 1395 [20 March 2016-20 March 2017] = 100) 
reached 170.9, indicating a rise of 4.0 percent compared to the previous month. In this month, 
the percentage of change in the general index, compared to the corresponding month in the 
previous year, is 51.4 percent; that means national households have, on average, spent 51.4 
percent more than Farvardin 1397 [21 March 2018-20 April 2018] for the purchase of a "same 
set of goods and services"; this rate has increased 3.9 percentage points compared to the same 
rate in the previous month ( 47.5 percent). The twelve-month inflation rate, ending Farvardin 
1398, reached 30.6 percent, indicating arise of 3.7 percentage points compared to the same rate 
in the previous month (26.9 percent). 

The price index, compared to the last month, indicates an increase of 8.8 percent for the major 
group of "food, beverage and tobacco", and 1.6 percent for the non-food items and services. The 
percentages of price change in this month, compared to Farvardin 1397, are 85.3 and 37.8 
percent respectively. 

Rise in the Urban Households' Inflation Rate 

The general price index for the urban households in Farvardin 1398 amounted to 169.3, which 
shows 3.7 percent increase compared to the last month. The percentage of change in the general 
index, compared to the corresponding month in the last year, is 50.0 percent, which has 
increased 3.4 percentage points compared to the last month (46.6 percent). 

Rise in the Rural Households' Inflation Rate 

The general price index for the rural households in Farvardin 1398 reached 180.1 indicating a 
rise of 5.8 percent compared to the previous month. The percentage of change in the general 
index, compared to the corresponding month in the last year, is 59.4 percent, having 
increased 6.7 percentage points compared to the previous month (52.7 percent). For more 
information on details and tables see the attachment. 

Source: Official Website of the Statistical Center oflran, published on 21 April 2019 

Report on the Consumer Price Index and Inflation - Farvardin 98 [21 March 
2019-20 April 2019] 
Rise in the national households' inflation rate 

In Farvardin 1398, the general index ([base year:] 1395 [20 March 2016-20 March 2017] = 100) 
reached 170.9, indicating a rise of 4.0 percent compared to the previous month. In this month, 
the percentage of change in the general index, compared to the corresponding month in the 
previous year, is 51.4 percent; that means national households have, on average, spent 51.4 
percent more than Farvardin 1397 [21 March 2018-20 April 2018] for the purchase of a "same 
set of goods and services"; this rate has increased 3.9 percentage points compared to the same 
rate in the previous month (47.5 percent). The twelve-month inflation rate, ending Farvardin 
1398, reached 30.6 percent, indicating a rise of 3.7 percentage points compared to the same rate 
in the previous month (26.9 percent). 

The price index, compared to the last month, indicates an increase of 8.8 percent for the major 
group of "food, beverage and tobacco", and 1.6 percent for the non-food items and services. The 
percentages of price change in this month, compared to Farvardin 1397, are 85.3 and 37.8 
percent respectively. 

Rise in the Urban Households' Inflation Rate 

The general price index for the urban households in Farvardin 1398 amounted to 169.3, which 
shows 3. 7 percent increase compared to the last month. The percentage of change in the general 
index, compared to the corresponding month in the last year, is 50.0 percent, which has 
increased 3.4 percentage points compared to the last month (46.6 percent). 

Rise in the Rural Households' Inflation Rate 

The general price index for the rural households in Farvardin 1398 reached 180.1 indicating a 
rise of 5.8 percent compared to the previous month. The percentage of change in the general 
index, compared to the corresponding month in the last year, is 59.4 percent, having 
increased 6.7 percentage points compared to the previous month (52.7 percent). For more 
information on details and tables see the attachment. 

Source: Official Website of the Statistical Center oflran, published on 21 April 2019 
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Statistical Center of Iran 

Consumer Price Index - Farvardin 98 [21 March 2019-20 April 2019] 

Publication date: 01.02.1398 [21.04.2019] 

Rise in the national households' inflation rate 

In Farvardin 1398, the general index ([base year:] 1395 [20 March 2016-20 March 2017] = 100) 
reached 170.9, indicating a rise of 4.0 percent compared to the previous month. In this month, 
the percentage of change in the general index, compared to the corresponding month in the 
previous year, is 51.4 percent; that means national households have, on average, spent 51.4 
percent more than Farvardin 1397 [21 March 2018-20 April 2018] for the purchase of a "same 
set of goods and services"; this rate has increased 3.9 percentage points compared to the same 
rate in the previous month ( 47.5 percent). The twelve-month inflation rate, ending Farvardin 
1398, reached 30.6 percent, indicating arise of 3.7 percentage points compared to the same rate 
in the previous month (26.9 percent). 

The price index, compared to the last month, indicates an increase of 8.8 percent for the major 
group of "food, beverage and tobacco", and 1.6 percent for the non-food items and services. The 
percentages of price change in this month, compared to Farvardin 1397, are 85.3 and 37.8 
percent respectively. 

Rise in the Urban Households' Inflation Rate 

The general price index for the urban households in Farvardin 1398 amounted to 169.3, which 
shows 3.7 percent increase compared to the last month. The percentage of change in the general 
index, compared to the corresponding month in the last year, is 50.0 percent, which has 
increased 3.4 percentage points compared to the last month (46.6 percent). 

Rise in the Rural Households' Inflation Rate 

The general price index for the rural households in Farvardin 1398 reached 180.1 indicating a 
rise of 5.8 percent compared to the previous month. The percentage of change in the general 
index, compared to the corresponding month in the last year, is 59.4 percent, having 
increased 6.7 percentage points compared to the previous month (52.7 percent). For more 
information on details and tables see the attachment. 

General Inflation Rate 

40 26,930.6 26,6 30,2 28,132,6 

20 1 1 1 0 

Food,Beverage,and 
Ir 

Non-Food Items and 

Tobocco Inflation Rate 
Services Inflation Rate 

50 38,2 44,9 38,445,1 37,3 44,3 40 22,424,9 22,5 25 21,324,7 

1 1 1 20 1 1 1 0 0 
Total Urban Rural Total Urban Rural Total Urban Rural 

Country Country Country 

■ Month of Esfand 1397 ■ Month of Esfand 1397 ■ Month of Esfand 1397 

■ Month of Farvardin 1398 ■ Month of Farvardin 1398 ■ Month of Farvardin 1398 

Price Changes in this Month 

Statistical Center of Iran 

Consumer Price Index - Farvardin 98 [21 March 2019-20 April 2019] 
Publication date: 01.02.1398 [21.04.2019] 

Rise in the national households' inflation rate 

In Farvardin 1398, the general index ([base year:] 1395 [20 March 2016-20 March 2017] = 100) 
reached 170.9, indicating a rise of 4.0 percent compared to the previous month. In this month, 
the percentage of change in the general index, compared to the corresponding month in the 
previous year, is 51.4 percent; that means national households have, on average, spent 51.4 
percent more than Farvardin 1397 [21 March 2018-20 April 2018] for the purchase of a "same 
set of goods and services"; this rate has increased 3.9 percentage points compared to the same 
rate in the previous month (47.5 percent). The twelve-month inflation rate, ending Farvardin 
1398, reached 30.6 percent, indicating a rise of 3.7 percentage points compared to the same rate 
in the previous month (26.9 percent). 

The price index, compared to the last month, indicates an increase of 8.8 percent for the major 
group of "food, beverage and tobacco", and 1.6 percent for the non-food items and services. The 
percentages of price change in this month, compared to Farvardin 1397, are 85.3 and 37.8 
percent respectively. 

Rise in the Urban Households' Inflation Rate 

The general price index for the urban households in Farvardin 1398 amounted to 169.3, which 
shows 3. 7 percent increase compared to the last month. The percentage of change in the general 
index, compared to the corresponding month in the last year, is 50.0 percent, which has 
increased 3.4 percentage points compared to the last month (46.6 percent). 

Rise in the Rural Households' Inflation Rate 

The general price index for the rural households in Farvardin 1398 reached 180.1 indicating a 
rise of 5.8 percent compared to the previous month. The percentage of change in the general 
index, compared to the corresponding month in the last year, is 59.4 percent, having 
increased 6.7 percentage points compared to the previous month (52.7 percent). For more 
information on details and tables see the attachment. 

General Inflation Rate 

■ Month of Esfand 1397 

■ Month of Farvardin 1398 

ii ii ii 
■ Month of Esfand 1397 

■ Month of Farvardin 1398 

Non-Food Items and 
Services Inflation Rate 

40 22,424.9 22,5 25 21,824.7 

20 ■n ■n ■n 0 
Total Urban Rural 

Country 

■ Month of Esfand 1397 

■ Month of Farvardin 1398 

Urban Rural 

3e49 3e.851 a75043 

l 1l 1l 
Total 

Country 

Food,Beverage,and 
Tobocco Inflation Rate 

0 

50 

Urban Rural Total 
Country 

40 

20 

0 

Price Changes in this Month 
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In this month, the majority of sub-classes of the general index have experienced price rises. In 
the major group of "food, beverages and tobacco", the highest increase of prices belongs to 
"vegetables" (onion, potato, carrot and green bean), "fruits and nuts" (apple, orange, kiwi and 
date fruit) and "meat" (mutton and beef) groups. In the major group of "non-food items and 
services", "miscellaneous goods and services" group (car premium and gold) and "hotel and 
restaurants" group (foods served at restaurants) have had the highest increase of prices compared 
to the previous month. Moreover, "transportation" group (vehicles) has had reduction in price 
compared to the last month. 

Price Index Percentage Change in the National Expenditure Deciles in this Month 

The range of twelve-month inflation rate ending the month of Farvardin of the year 1398 for 
various deciles is fluctuating between 29.9 percent for the first decile [those with the lowest 
income] and 32.7 percent for the tenth decile [those with the highest decile]. 

Graphs of the index percentage change for various expenditure deciles in general index and in 
the major groups of "food, beverages and tobacco" and "non-food items and services" compared 
with the previous month are shown as follows: 
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Annex 96 

IMF, World Economic Outlook, April 2019 

Excerpts: p. 1 & p. 50 
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WORLD ECONOMIC OUTLOOK: GROWTH SLOWDOWN, PRECARIOUS RECOVERY 

Annex Table 1.1.5. Middle East, North African Economies, Afghanistan, and Pakistan: Real GDP, Consumer Prices, Current 
Account Balance, and Unemployment 
(Annual e_ercent chang_e, unless noted otherwise) 

Real GDP Consumer Prices1 Current Account Balance2 Unemeloyment3 

Projections Projections Projections Projections 
2018 2019 2020 2018 2019 2020 2018 2019 2020 2018 2019 2020 

Middle East, North Africa, Afghanistan, 
and Pakistan 1.8 1.5 3.2 10.4 9.7 9.3 2.3 --0.9 --0.7 

Oi I Exporte rs4 0.6 0.4 2.8 9.2 9.0 8.8 5.3 0.9 1.0 
Saudi Arabia 2.2 1.8 2.1 2.5 -0.7 2.2 8.3 3.5 2.8 
Iran -3.9 -6.0 0.2 31.2 37.2 31.0 4.3 -DA -D.6 13.9 154 16.1 
United Arab Emirates 1.7 2.8 3.3 3.1 2.1 2.1 6.6 5.9 5.1 
Algeria 2.1 2.3 1.8 4.3 5.6 6.7 -9.1 -12.5 -9.3 11.7 12.6 13.7 
Iraq 0.6 2.8 8.1 04 2.0 2.0 4.9 -6.7 -2.9 

Qatar 2.2 2.6 3.2 0.2 0.1 3.7 9.3 4.6 4.1 
Kuwait 1.7 2.5 2.9 0.7 2.5 2.7 12.7 74 8.0 1.3 1.3 1.3 

Oil lmporters5 4.2 3.6 4.0 12.8 11.0 10.2 -6.5 -6.1 -5.3 
Egypt 5.3 5.5 5.9 20.9 14.5 12.3 -24 -24 -1.7 10.9 9.6 8.3 
Pakistan 5.2 2.9 2.8 3.9 7.6 7.0 -6.1 -5.2 -4.3 6.1 6.1 6.2 
Morocco 3.1 3.2 3.8 1.9 14 2.0 -4.5 -4.1 -3.5 9.8 9.2 8.9 
Sudan -2.1 -2.3 -1.3 63.3 49.6 58.1 -11.5 -9.9 -100 19.5 214 20.9 
Tunisia 2.5 2.7 3.2 7.3 7.5 5.6 -11.2 -10.1 -9.1 15.6 

Lebanon 0.2 1.3 2.0 6.1 2.0 2.3 -27.0 -28.2 -284 
Jordan 2.0 2.2 24 4.5 2.0 2.5 -74 -6.2 -6.0 18.3 

Memorandum 
Middle East and North Africa 14 1.3 3.2 114 100 9.6 3.1 -D.5 -DA 
lsrael6 3.3 3.3 3.3 0.8 0.9 1.7 1.9 1.7 14 4.0 4.0 4.0 
Maghreb7 34 2.8 2.5 5.1 5.2 5.7 -6.8 -6.3 -74 
Mashreg8 4.8 5.0 5.5 18.8 130 11.1 -7.0 -6.8 -6.1 
Note: Data for some countries are based on fiscal years. Please refer ta Table F in the Statistical Appendix for a lis! of economies with exceptional reporting periods. 
1 Movements in consumer prices are shown as an nuai averages. Year-end ta year-end changes can be found in Tables A6 and A7 in the Statistical Appendix. 
2Percent of GDP. 
3Percent. National definitions of unemployment may differ. 
4Includes Bahrain, Libya, Oman, and Yemen. 
5Includes Afghanistan, Djibouti, Mauritania, and Somalia. Excludes Syria because of the uncertain political situation. 
6Israel, which is nota member of the economic region, is included for reasons of geography but is not included in the regional aggregates. 
7The Maghreb comprises Algeria, Libya, Mauritania, Morocco, and Tunisia. 
8The Mashreq comprises Egypt, Jordan, and Lebanon. Syria is excluded because of the uncertain political situation. 
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Annex Table 1.1.5. Middle East, North African Economies, Afghanistan, and Pakistan: Real GDP, Consumer Prices, Current 
Account Balance, and Unemployment 
(Annual percent change, unless noted otherwise) 

Real GDP Consumer Prices1 Current Account Balance? Unemployment?° 
Projections Projections Projections Projections 

2018 2019 2020 2018 2019 2020 2018 2019 2020 2018 2019 2020 
Middle East, North Africa, Afghanistan, 

and Pakistan 1.8 1.5 3.2 10.4 9.7 9.3 2.3 --0.9 --0.7 

Oi I Exporte rs4 0.6 0.4 2.8 9.2 9.0 8.8 5.3 0.9 1.0 
Saudi Arabia 2.2 1.8 2.1 2.5 -0.7 2.2 8.3 3.5 2.8 
Iran -3.9 -6.0 0.2 31.2 37.2 31.0 4.3 -0.4 -0.6 13.9 15.4 16.1 
United Arab Emirates 1.7 2.8 3.3 3.1 2.1 2.1 6.6 5.9 5.1 
Algeria 2.1 2.3 1.8 4.3 5.6 6.7 -9.1 -12.5 -9.3 11.7 12.6 13.7 
Iraq 0.6 2.8 8.1 0.4 20 2.0 4.9 -6.7 -2.9 
Qatar 2.2 2.6 3.2 0.2 0.1 3.7 9.3 4.6 4.1 
Kuwait 1.7 2.5 2.9 0.7 2.5 2.7 12.7 7.4 8.0 1.3 1.3 1.3 
Oil lmporters5 4.2 3.6 4.0 12.8 11.0 10.2 -6.5 -6.1 -5.3 
Egypt 5.3 5.5 5.9 20.9 14.5 12.3 2.4 -2.4 -1.7 10.9 9.6 8.3 
Pakistan 5.2 2.9 2.8 3.9 7.6 7.0 -6.1 -5.2 -4.3 6.1 6.1 6.2 
Morocco 3.1 3.2 3.8 1.9 1.4 2.0 4.5 -4.1 -3.5 9.8 9.2 8.9 
Sudan -2.1 -2.3 -1.3 63.3 49.6 58.1 -11.5 -9.9 -10.0 19.5 21.4 20.9 
Tunisia 2.5 2.7 3.2 7.3 7.5 5.6 -11.2 -10.1 -9.1 15.6 
Lebanon 0.2 1.3 2.0 6.1 2.0 2.3 -27.0 -28.2 -28.4 
Jordan 2.0 2.2 2.4 4.5 2.0 2.5 -7.4 -8.2 -8.0 18.3 

Memorandum 
Middle East and North Africa 1.4 1.3 3.2 11.4 10.0 9.6 3.1 0.5 -0.4 
Israel° 3.3 3.3 3.3 0.8 0.9 1.7 1.9 1.7 1.4 4.0 4.0 4.0 
Maghreb7 3.4 2.8 2.5 5.1 5.2 5.7 -6.8 -8.3 -7.4 
Mashreg8 4.8 5.0 5.5 18.8 13.0 11.1 -7.0 -6.8 -6.1 
Note: Data for some countries are based on fiscal years. Please refer to Table Fin the Statistical Appendix for a list of economies with exceptional reporting periods. 
1 Movements in consumer prices are shown as annual averages. Year-end to year-end changes can be found in Tables A6 and A7 in the Statistical Appendix. 
Percent of GDP 
·Percent. National definitions of unemployment may differ. 
41ncludes Bahrain, Libya, Oman, and Yemen. 
Includes Afghanistan, Djibouti, Mauritania, and Somalia. Excludes Syria because of the uncertain political situation. 
61srael, which is not a member of the economic region, is included for reasons of geography but is not included in the regional aggregates. 
The Maghreb comprises Algeria, Libya, Mauritania, Morocco, and Tunisia. 
8The Mashreq comprises Egypt, Jordan, and Lebanon. Syria is excluded because of the uncertain political situation. 
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OHCHR, “US sanctions violate human rights and international code of conduct, UN 
expert says”, 6 May 2019 
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US sanctions violate human rights and international code of 
conduct, UN expert says 

ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx 

US sanctions violate human rights and 
international code of conduct, UN expert says 
GENEVA (6 May 2019) - An independent expert appointed by the Human Rights Council has 

expressed deep concern at the recent imposition of unilateral coercive measures on Cuba, 

Venezuela and Iran by the United States, saying the use of economic sanctions for political 

purposes violates human rights and the norms of international behaviour. Such action may 

precipitate man-made humanitarian catastrophes of unprecedented proportions. 

"Regime change through economic measures likely to lead to the denial of basic human 

rights and indeed possibly to starvation has never been an accepted practice of international 

relations," said Id riss Jazairy, the UN Special Rapporteur concerned with the negative impact 

of sanctions. "Real concerns and serious political differences between governments must 

never be resolved by precipitating economic and humanitarian disasters, making ordinary 

people pawns and hostages thereof." 

The implementation of Title Ill of the Helms Burton Act - allowing U.S. citizens to file lawsuits 

against Cuban entities and foreign companies over property seized and used following Fidel 

Castro's 1959 revolution - ignored protests by the European Union and Canada and was a 

direct attack on European and Canadian companies in Cuba, where they are the top foreign 

investors. 

''The resort by a major power of its dominant position in the international financial arena 

against its own allies to cause economic hardship to the economy of sovereign States is 

contrary to international law, and inevitably undermines the human rights of their citizens," 

the Special Rapporteur said. 

On 17 April the United States banned the Central Bank of Venezuela from conducting 

transactions in US dollars after 17 May, and will eut off access to US persona! remittances 

and credit cards by March 2020. 

"lt is hard to figure out how measures which have the effect of destroying Venezuela's 

economy, and preventing Venezuelans from sending home money, can be aimed at 'helping 

the Venezuelan people', as claimed by the US Treasury," the expert said. 

His statements follow claims in a recent report published by the Washington-based Centre 

for Economie and Policy Research that 40,000 people may have died in Venezuela since 2017 

because of US sanctions. 

Jazairy also said he was concerned the US would not renew waivers for international buyers 

of lranian oil, despite protests from NATO ally Turkey, among others. Washington has 
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contrary to international law, and inevitably undermines the human rights of their citizens," 
the Special Rapporteur said. 

On 17 April the United States banned the Central Bank of Venezuela from conducting 
transactions in US dollars after 17 May, and will cut off access to US personal remittances 
and credit cards by March 2020. 

"It is hard to figure out how measures which have the effect of destroying Venezuela's 
economy, and preventing Venezuelans from sending home money, can be aimed at 'helping 
the Venezuelan people', as claimed by the US Treasury," the expert said. 

His statements follow claims in a recent report published by the Washington-based Centre 
for Economic and Policy Research that 40,000 people may have died in Venezuela since 2017 
because of US sanctions. 

Jazairy also said he was concerned the US would not renew waivers for international buyers 
of Iranian oil, despite protests from NATO ally Turkey, among others. Washington has 
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demanded that ail remaining States which benefited from waivers stop purchases on May 1, 

or face sanctions. 

''The extraterritorial application of unilateral sanctions is clearly contrary to international 

law," the expert said. "I am deeply concerned that one State can use its dominant position in 

international finance to harm not only the lranian people, who have followed their 

obligations under the UN-approved nuclear deal to this day, but also everyone in the world 

who trades with them. 

''The international community must corne together to challenge what amounts to blockades 

ignoring a country's sovereignty, the human rights of its people, and the rights of third 

countries trading with sanctioned States, ail while constituting a threat to world peace and 

security. 

"I call on the international community to engage in constructive dialogue with Venezuela, 

Cuba, Iran and the United States to find a peaceful resolution in compliance with the spirit 

and letter of the Charter of the United Nations before the arbitrary use of economic 

starvation becomes the new 'normal'." 

ENDS 

UN expert: Mr. ldrissjazairy (Algeria) was appointed by the Human Rights Council as the first 
Special Rapporteur on the negative impact of the unilateral coercive measures on the enjoyment 
of human rights. He took office in May 2015. Mr. Jazairy has extensive experience in the fields of 
international relations and human rights with the Algerian Foreign Ministry, the UN human rights 
system and international NGOs. He holds a M.A. (Oxford) in Philosophy, Politics and Economies, 
and an M.P.A. (Harvard). He also graduated from the Ecole nationale d'Administration (France). 
Mr. Jazairy is the author of books and many articles in the international press on development, 
human rights and current aftairs. 
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Annex 98 

Email from Ebara Corporation to Fan Niroo Co., 12 June 2018 
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Procurement 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Ms. Vala, 

tiPfü~ <kakinuma.miki@ebara.com> 
Tuesday, June 12, 2018 04:31.b.J 
procurement@fanniroo.com 
Fwd: New Homepage Request: New Purchase (No.L20180611-00639) 

First of all, we thank you very much for your message through our 
web site however, unfortunately, we are obliged to decline because 
transactions with your region has not been allowed according to our 
c9mpany policy. 

Best regards and thanking in advance for your kind understandings 
Ebara Corporation, Japan 

-~-------- Forwarded message---------
Date: 2018-06-11 14:12 GMT+o9:00 
Subject: New Homepage Request: New Purchase (No.L20180611-00639) 

Reason for Enquiry: New Purchase 
Subject of Enquiry: Fanniroo Company-Pump Req uest 

Company Name: Fanniroo 
Departrnent Name: Procurement Dept. 

Title: Ms. 
Family Name: Vala 
Given Name(s): Fatemeh 
Email Address: procurement@fanniroo.com 
Phone Number: + 98 21 88 77 11 41 
Fax Number: + 98 21 88 77 11 42 

Postal Code: 
State: Tehran 
City: Tehran 
Address: Vali-e-Asr St. 
Country: Iran 

Pump Operation Site Name: 
Pump Service: 
Pump Mode!: 
Mother Pump Serial Number: 

Description: 
Dear Madam/Sir, 

We, Fanniroo Co., manufacturer of desalination units want to suppl y our proœss pumps for one ofour 
ongoing projects. So I would like to know ifyou work with lranian companies or not? If yes f will send you 
our data sheets. 

Best Regards, 
Fatemeh Vala 

Procurement 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Ms. Vala, 

kt#k <kakinuma.miki@ebara.com> 
Tuesday, June 12, 2018 04:31l.3 
procurement@fanniroo.com 
Fwd; New Homepage Request: New Purchase (No.L20180611-00639) 

First of all, we thank you very much for your message through our 
web site however, unfortunately, we are obliged to decline because 
transactions with your region has not been allowed according to our 
company policy. 

Best regards and thanking in advance for your kind understandings 
Ebara Corporation, Japan 

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
Date: 2018-06-11 14:12 GMT+09:00 
Subject: New Homepage Request: New Purchase (No.L20180611-00639) 

Reason for Enquiry: New Purchase 
Subject of Enquiry: Fanniroo Company-Pump Request 

Company Name: Fanniroo 
Department Name: Procurement Dept. 

Title: Ms. 
Family Name: Vala 
Given Name(s): Fatemeh 
Email Address: procurement@fanniroo.com 
Phone Number: + 98 21 88 77 11 41 
Fax Number:+ 98 21 88 77 11 42 

Postal Code: 
State: Tehran 
City: Tehran 
Address: Vali-e-Asr St. 
Country: Iran 

Pump Operation Site Name: 
Pump Service: 
Pump Model: 
Mother Pump Serial Number: 

Description: 
Dear Madam/Sir, 

We, Fanniroo Co., manufacturer of desalination units want to supply our process pumps for one of our 
ongoing projects. So I would like to know if you work with Iranian companies or not? If yes I will send you 
our data sheets. 

Best Regards, 
Fatemeh Vala 
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Annex 99 

Email from a non-U.S. pharmaceutical company to an Iranian customer, 15 June 2018  

Redacted 
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A sedighi 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject 

From: 

Sunday, June 17, 2018 12:29 PM 
onlineserviceuser 

essation sales to Iran 

Sent: Friday, June 1s ; 2018 12:12 PM 
To: Customers 
Subject: RE : -essation sales to Iran 

Dea r Sirs, 

We had again a meeting this morn ing with top management and als~orporate colleague 
Unfortunately, there are no way (logistic and fïnancial fl ux) to conti nue the business with Iran for-

We are very sorry for this situation, the issue is not in our hand, and no choice than stopping business now. 
This is a pity as we were over t he last years growing together this business 

lt was a pleasure working with you and your colleague. 
1 hope, international situation will change in the future and we could restait our collaboration . 

Wish you_all the best 
Best regards 
Fred 

Head Chemical Project & lndustric1I Transfer 

A sedighi 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sunday, June 17, 2018 12:29 PM 
onlineserviceuser 

essation sales to Iran 

From: 
Sent: Friday, June 15, 2018 12:12 PM 
To: Customers 

soc.Br[essaton sates to ran 

Dear Sirs, 

we had again a meeting this morning wth top management and also orporate colleague 
unfortunate. there are no way (logistic an fanciai fo») to contoue fie uosmess with van tor[ 

We are very sorry for this situation, the issue is not in our hand, and no choice than stopping business now. 
This is a pity as we were over the last years growing together this business 

It was a pleasure working with you and your colleague. 
I hope, international situation will change in the future and we could restart our collaboration. 

Wish you all the best 
Best regards 
Fred 

Head Chemical Project & Industna! Transfer 
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Annex 100 

Email from Pompe Garbarino S.P.A. to Fan Niroo Co., 2 July 2018 
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Procurement 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Sir, 
gaod marning. 
Thonks far the message. 

Riccardo Sac chi < r.sacchi@pompegarbarino.it> 
Monday, July 02, 2018 12:26 .b . ..,, 
Procurement@fanniroo.com 
R: Fanniroo Co. Pump inqury 

Vnfortunately, we have received a communication by management ta renounce any quate. 

:Sorry. 
Best regards 

Riccardo Sacchi 
[Area Manager • lndustry) 
,:el.: [+39) 02.67070037 • Fax: (+39) 02.67070097 • Mail : uaçchi@pompegarbarino.it 
·' . 

Pompe Garbarino S.p.A. 
Mllanoffiœ: 
Viale Andrea Doria, 31- 20124 Milano • lt.'lly 

Uri: www.pompêgatbarl~o.com • Mail: info@pompegarbarino.lt 

; _______ Messaggio lnoltrato -----·-

foggetto:Fannirao Co. Pump inqury 
? . 

Data:Sun, lJul 2018 13:21:17 +0430 
Mittente:Procurement <Procurement@fanniroo.com> 

A:info@pompegarbarino.it 

Dear Sir/ Madam, 

We fanniroo Co. manufacturer of desalination units, want to supply centrifuga] pumps for one of our ongoing 
projects. So I would like to know if you are working with lranian companies or not. If yes, 1 will send you our data 
sheets. 
Your prompt rep[y is highly appreciated. 

Best Regards, 
Fatemeh Vala 

èommercial Specialist . 
Procurement Dept. 
FanNiroo Co 
P.O.BOX: 14155-1864, Nû.36, Negar Alley, Vanak Sq., Vali-e-Asr St., Tehran - Iran 
Tel:+ 98 21 88 77 11 41 EXT 136 
Fax:+ 98 21 88 77 11 42 

E-mail: procurement@.fanniroo.com 
Website: www.fanniroogroup.com 
r 

~ Save a Ire-a. Don~ pri11t lhfs page unless it is reaffy 11ecessa,y 

Procurement 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Riccardo Sacchi <r.sacchi@pompegarbarino.it> 
Monday, July 02, 2018 12:26 l 
Procurement@fanniroo.com 
R: Fanniroo Co. Pump inqury 

Dear Sir, 
gaod marning. 
Thonks far the message. 
Unfortunately, we have received a communication by management ta renounce any quate 
Sorry. 
Best regards 

Riccardo Sacchi 
Area Manager - industry) 
Tel.: (+39) 02.67070037 -Fax: (+39) 02.67070097 -Mail : sacchi@pampegarbarino.it 

' 
Pompe Garbarino 5.p.A. 
Milan office: 
Viale Andrea 0oria, 31- 20124 Milano- Italy 
Url: wwppmpegarbar[no corn - Mail: info@oregarbarinc.it 

-------- Messaggio Inoltrato------- 
joggetto:Fannirao Co. Pump inqury 
2 

Data:Sun, 1Jul 2018 13:21:17 +0430 
Mittente:Procurement <Procurement@fannirog.com> 

A:info@pompegarbarino.it 

Dear Sir/ Madam, 

We fanniroo Co. manufacturer of desalination units, want to supply centrifugal pumps for one of our ongoing 
projects. So I would like to know if you are working with Iranian companies or not. If yes, I will send you our data 
sheets. 
Your prompt reply is highly appreciated. 

Best Regards, 
Fatemeh Vala 

commercial Specialist. 
Procurement Dept. 
FanNiroo Co 
P.0.BOX:14155-1864, N0.36, Negar Alley, Vanak Sq., Vali-e-Asr St., Tehran - Iran 
Tel: + 98 21 88 77 11 4I EXT 136 
Fax: + 98 21 88 77 11 42 

E-mail: procurement@fanniroo_com 
Website!: wwy,fanniroogroup.com 
t 
� 

Save a tree. Don't print this page unless it is really necessary- 
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Annex 101 

Email from Kitz Corporation to Fan Niroo Co., 8 July 2018 
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Procurement 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Categories: 

,Dear Ms. Vala, 

b.y 
procurement@fanniroo.com 

Thank you for your email and interest in KITZ products. 
However, we regret ta inform you that we will decline your request, as we are still not in the position to do Iran oil 

business. 

Your kind understanding is highly appreciated. 

Regards, 

Kitz Corporation 

-----Driginal Message-----
From: procùrement@fanniroo.com [mailto:procurement@fanniroo.com] 
Sent: Sunday, July 08, 2018 2:53 PM 
To: info@kitzdubai.ae 
Subject: lnquiry 

2018-07-08 19:52:39 
lnquiry 

[Country] Iran 
·[ Company Name] Fanniroo Co. 
[ Name] Fatemeh (Ms.) Vala 
[ Address] ND.36, Negar AIiey, Vanak Sq., Vali-e-Asr St., Tehran - Iran [ Telephone] + 98 2188 77 1141 [email] 
procurement@fanniroo.com [Contents] Dear Sir/ Madam, 

We fanniroo Co. manufacturer of desalination units, want to supply Butterfly and Globe control valves for one of our 
ongolng projects. So I would like to know if you are working wîth lranian companies or not. If yes, 1 will send you our 
data sheets. 
Your prompt reply is highly apprecîated. 

Best Regards, 
Fatemeh Vala 

[POSTDATE] 2018-07-08 19:52:39 
[ SERIAL NUM] 
[ INPUT TIME] 101 sec 
[ èONVERSJON ] conversions 

Procurement 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Categories: 

Dear Ms. Vala, 

l.s 
procurement@fan niroo.com 

Thank you for your email and interest in KITZ products. 
However, we regret to inform you that we will decline your request, as we are still not in the position to do Iran oil 
business. 

Your kind understanding is highly appreciated. 

Regards, 

Kitz Corporation 

-----Driginal Message---- 
From: procurement@fanniroo.com [mailto:procurement@fanniroo.com] 
Sent: Sunday, July 08, 2018 2:53 PM 
To: info@kitzdubai.ae 
Subject: Inquiry 

2018-07-08 19:52:39 
Inquiry 

[ Country ] Iran 
[ Company Name ] Fanniroo Co. 
[Name ] Fatemeh (Ms.) Vala 
[ Address ] ND.36, Negar Alley, Vanak 5q., Vall-e-Asr 5t., Tehran - ran [ Telephone ] + 98 21 88 771141 [ email] 
procurement@fanniroo.com [ Contents ] Dear 5ir/ Madam, 

We fanniroo Co. manufacturer of desalination units, want to supply Butterfly and Globe control valves for one of our 
ongoing projects. 5o I would like to know if you are working with Iranian companies or not. If yes, I will send you our 
data sheets. 
Your prompt reply is highly appreciated. 

Best Regards, 
Fate meh Vala 

[POST DATE ] 2018-07-08 19:52:39 
[ SERIAL NUM] 
[ INPUT TIME] 101 sec 
[ CONVERSION ] conversions 
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Annex 102 

Letter from a non-U.S. company to Darou Pakhsh Pharmaceutical Mfg Co., 
25 July 2018 

Redacted 
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The Managing Director, 

Darou Pakhsh Pharmaceutical Mfg Co., Tebran, Iran. 

SUB: PI-M182691 (20,000kg Duralac H) 

Dear Sir, 

Due to recent sanctions system from US, we are sorry to inform you 

that we are not able to ship this consignment from Meggle USA 

anymore. Therefore, we hereby declare that this PI is not valid 

anymore. 

Thanks and best regards, 

Managing Director 

The Managing Director, 

Darou Pakhsh Pharmaceutical Mfg Co., Tehran, Iran. 

SUB: PI-M182691 (20,000kg Duralac H) 

Dear Sir, 

Due to recent sanctions system from US, we are sorry to inform you 

that we are not able to ship this consignment from Meggle USA 

anymore. Therefore, we hereby declare that this PI is not valid 

anymore. 

Thanks and best regards, 

Managing Director 
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Annex 103 

Email from a non-U.S. bank to a non-U.S. pharmaceutical company, 
25 September 2018  

Redacted 
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From; 

Sent: Tue sday, September 251 2018 3:14 PM 

To:~ 
Cc;-
Subject: IRAN TRANSACTION (HSN Product Oetails for Account Opening)--lnv no:0121 

Mi. 

We have c.:hcck~ct the in fonnmion proviJ cd by you in the trail mail :ind l'.'i!:h to infcll'ln yn u that we wlll Llù l he ablt> to 

handle Iran tnrn sactions fo r thc~c commodit it~ whidi are prohiui t.;,d as pt·r Ir.in san ctions. 

Orgmlic chemicals -

Comrnodity N-Elhyl -N-
Meth vlCarhamoyl Cb lor ide 

HS Code 29420090 

Chapter (28 to 38) 

Category of cum moclity 1111der HS Code Secti on VI - Pruduc:ts of th e 

Chcmicals 

End Use 
Usefu l for organi<: synthesis 

ofRivastic_m i11e API 

End User ofCommodily / Country lran 

Activi tie5 of th e end user 
Pbarmaceutii.:al 
manufacturing 

Agreement or Contrau Copy / Dale 
ln 1oice No: MK/18-

19/0121 

Pllrcha se Ord er or Profon na ln voice / D.ite 

Dated: 01/08/2018 

Date orSh ipmenl 

Në11J ll! of the Remitt i11g Ba nk St•pah Ba nk 

T!: l s f::in .:ül ,rnd ::·5l cs t l:a n s1;.i!; ::~d ar.~ c on[ identla l a r.d i n.::e ndsd sol. e l y for 

tr:t:"' u .::;c ~ i. th,:! i 1idi·~:iciua l ù':' r.:;t . : t, ... t e; b1h :-;.:~1 :,:h(':~' ;_1 r. s a dci ressed . If _ycu 

h,:n..'e !:o,;;,•C•2i v -? ·=l t : iJ:1 E.mùl. l Ir. e ;.;_0r p l tl~ Sè nol.i..f:~.: t:-·1e- !.; y.s.ï:.St.'l rnc1t~ .3ç;e r.~ 

::;. '=·JS,c n~•t. ~ t t, =lt .:1ny ,: i ~~--.' ~i ,.,:-• :.:-.-p .~ni c\ ns i:·t: t scn tcd i: , ~h i s E.w.aii .n. r e snie tr 

t !·,t).;:;:~ o~ t hù .:n:::, c: r. a. nd de no ;: :!,?.(:e::.:8a .!.· l2. :; !'l.! t"H•-.:-E,ë-n t tho$~-= 

,:~i:;Z! ~l ,t', the rec1r, i E-:--:.~ :.; :l!J t!l cl che c ;.: ~it is !:;:na i l f)rtd a n y 

r-:. t<rr: hul'.: n.ts fe r tJ·:e pc-c~er~(;e r, f' viru$<;: .-:,;. ■-■■IIIÏÏÏiÏÎIÏÏÎ ë.H:cep t !l no 

l ia!':l i. l .: t. y· for any :!il l1h:t 1]C 1: a ,!S~"!d by a 1:y ,_: 11·~: i> t !.-..:!!'"'.:!-;nd ï. ted t .:/ ~h j_ ~ Ema il. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2018 3:14 PM 
tacceomsJ ccm 
Subject: IRAN TRANSACTION (HSN Product Details for Account Opening}--Inv no.0121 

hi, 

We have checked the information provided by you in the trail mail and w:ish to inform you that we will not be able to 

handle Iran transactions for tiese commodities which are prohibited as per Iran sanctions 

Organic chemicals  
Commodity N-Ethy!-N 

MethyvlCarbamoy} Chloride 

HS Code 29420090 
Chapter (28 to 38) 

Category of commodity under HS Code Section VI - Products of the 
Chemicals 

End Use 
Usefui for organic synthesis 
of Rivastigmine API 

End User of Commodity / Conntry lran 

Activities of the end user 
Pharmaceutical 

manufacturing 

Agreement or Contract Copy y Date 
Invoice N6: MK/18 
19/0121 

Purchase Order or Proforma Invoice / Date 

Dated: 04/08/2018 

Date of Shipment 
Name of the Remitting Bank Se pah Bank 

Tr;s Emil and files trans.iv:e are confidential ard intended solely for 
tre usc z; the indiviaai ar entity to wlon they arc dressed. 1f you 
'awe receive th! Emuaii Ir er:or please ouif the sysrez maraget. 
;2ea¢ nor± that a3ry views o pinions uescntcud in this Fri_.rt srel; 
:hose o. th au;nor and do nan necessarily represent thos+ 

Filly, the recipient hold c;er'ti__zai; anul a¥ 

hr.Ts fcr :he preserce t virute. accept.s no 
liability for any <dame cased by ary via trzrsrirted by this mail. 
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Annex 104 

Letter from EB Home to Mölnlycke, 25 February 2019 and reply from Mölnlycke to 
EB Home, undated 
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Date: .... ?~.~~} .. ?~ ..... 
Number: 9.7...IL!9.Q.!.. 

Attachment: .tione .... 

Dear Mr. Richard T ,, omey 

Non-Profit1tble Organizlltion for supporting EB patients 

Non-govemmental 
Non-profitable 
Non-pobucal 

Voluntary 

Chief faecu11, e Officer of Molnlyke Company 

As you are aware. Epidennolysis bullosa (EB) as a deadly genetic disease affects a great deal of 
families . The disease. by causing complications on skin and engaging in the development of the 
internai o rgans. causes ph)sical. mental and psychological problem • for the patients and 
unfortunatel~. ome patients will be deceased . EB Home i · the onl) regi tered on
Govemmental Organization ( GO), which activates for support of the patient since 2015 

'owadays. more than 800 patients are members of The Home. TI1e main activities of EB Home 
are pruviding ht:alth care services to EB palit:nts, supply medical Îl<;!lllS fur lhf;!tn, appri ·e tht: 
public of the disease and prevention and intensive care of it. Our mo t significant dut} i 
'ending tepile, dre · ing via the premiwn Post service for ail EB patients free. Ali po ted 

dressings have trackmg code. which is the evidence that the patients receive these worth and 
cnucal dre sing However. since re-impo ition ofTI1e Economie Sanction by The Lnited tales 
of America. thi · dut) i · i11tem1pted. s you know. Dayateb Company import lolnJ) ke products 
to Iran exclusi,el) and the only source of supply of Mepilex Dressing for EB Home. According 
to the Company, it is impo ible to import Molnlyke product due to financial and bank troubles. 
1111.1.s. EB patient · are not able to Mepilex Dres ings any more. Humanitarian products, in 
particular health care exemption on US New Economie sanctions. ndoubtedly, it will be 
possible to adopt reasonable measures 10 resume imports of Mepilex to Iran. Fui.filment of th1s 
depends on cooperatlon between EB home and Molnlykle Company Whereas the patients need 
\lepilex urgently and they lack of them for months, it is ~rraceful and honorable that your 
company acts appropriately to solve tl1is problem. 

Re pectfull) Your 

Founder and CEO of EB 

L 
No. 164, BrazH St., Sheik Bahai St., Tehran., Iran 

Tel: +98 2188613977 

Fax: +98 21 8861 4750 

info@ebhome.ir 

Reg No. 43205 

Non-Profitatble Organization for supporting EB patients 

Non-governmental 
Non-profitable 
Non-political 

Voluntary 

2019225 

Founder and CEO of EB 

Dear Mr. Richard Twomey 

Chief Executive Officer of Molnlyke Company 

As you are aware. Epidermolysis bullosa (EB) as a deadly genetic disease affects a great deal of 
families. The disease. by causing complications on skin and engaging in the development of the 
internal organs, causes physical, mental and psychological problems for the patients and 
unfortunately, some patients will be deceased. EB Home is the only registered Non 
Govemmental Organization (NGO), which activates for support of the patients since 2015 
Nowadays, more than 800 patients are members of The Home. The main activities of EB Home 
are providing health care services to EB patients, supply medical items for them. apprise the 
public of the disease and prevention and intensive care of it. Our most significant duty is 
Sending Mepilex dressing via the premium Post service for all EB patients free. All posted 
dressings have tracking code, which is the evidence that the patients receive these worth and 
critical dressing. However, since re-imposition of The Economic Sanctions by The United States 
of America, this duty is interrupted. As you know, Dayateb Company import Molnlyke products 
to Iran exclusively and the only source of supply of Mepilex Dressing for EB Home. According 
to the Company. it is impossible to import Molnlyke products due to financial and bank troubles. 
Thus, EB patients are not able to Mepilex Dressings any more. Humanitarian products, in 
particular health care exemption on US New Economic sanctions. Undoubtedly, it will be 
possible to adopt reasonable measures to resume imports of Mepilex to Iran. Fulfilment of this 
depends on cooperation between EB home and Molnlykle Company. Whereas the patients need 
Mepilex urgently and they lack of them for months, it is graceful and honorable that your 
company acts appropriately to solve this problem. 

Respectfully Yours 

Date: 

Number. 97.12.100I.. 
Attachment: .None.... 

No. 164, Brazil St., Sheik Bahai St., Tehran., Iran 

Tel: +98 2188613977 

Fax: +98 21 8861 4750 

info@ebbome.ir 
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····-Mëlnlycke 

EB Home 
Seyed Hamid Reza Hashemi Golpaygani 
No. 164, Brazil St. Sheik Bahai St, 
Tehran, Iran 

Dear Mr. Seyed Hamid Reza Hashemi Golpaygani, 

1 am referring to the letter sent from you , as founder and CEO of EB home, to Mr. Richard Twomey, 
CEO of Molnlycke Healthcare . 

First of all we would like to recognize the work you do for the patients d1agnosed with 
Ep1dermolys is bullosa (EB), and express our appreciation for you choosing to work with Mep1lex 
dressings as part of you treatment program. EB is indeed a terrible disease and we do express our 
greatest sympathy for the patients sufferinq from 1t 

Unfortunatefy, due to the US Economie sanctions in force Môlnlycke Healthcare have dec1ded not 
to conduct any business in relation to Iran for the l ime being. This also applies to business 
conducted under any form of exemption to the US Econom ie sanctions. We are constantly 
monitoring the situation and hope to be able to support your need in the near future. 

We sincerely regret the situation. 

)12}J7Js, 
~ d----

Executive Vice President. Legal 
General counsel 

',,101;i1y e 1-1 a '1 l, re A_j ! f 1' r '1 1 
Box • 30 ii E 102 5 r;oietJQr(J -.weric'l www molnlycke.com 

P. • l i l l(l JC 
F 1• • •;; '1 ' ,. 3'1 :JO 

~eg N•J "5ô!>Jf . .!S 
'-ie;i• Co•eoorgs K.ommu" 

·% 
M~lnlycke 

EB Home 
Seyed Hamid Reza Hashemi Golpaygani 
No. 164, Brazil St. Sheik Bahai St, 
Tehran, Iran 

Dear Mr. Seyed Hamid Reza Hashemi Golpaygani, 

I am referring to the letter sent from you, as founder and CEO of EB home, to Mr. Richard Twomey, 
CEO of M~lnlycke Healthcare. 

First of all we would like to recognize the work you do for the patients diagnosed with 
Epidermolysis bullosa (EB), and express our appreciation for you choosing to work with Mepilex 
dressings as part of you treatment program EB is indeed a terrible disease and we do express our 
greatest sympathy for the patients suffering from it 

Unfortunately, due to the US Economic sanctions in force M~lnlycke Healthcare have decided not 
to conduct any business in relation to Iran for the time being. This also applies to business 
conducted under any form of exemption to the US Economic sanctions. We are constantly 
monitoring the situation and hope to be able to support your need in the near future. 

We sincerely regret the situation. 

Er -z.rt 
Executive Vice President, Legal 
General counsel 

Moiniycke +Hean ar A 
Box 130 80. SE 402 57 c teborg Sween 

t e gr 

wwwmolnlycke.com 
el -463 22 30 )0 

Fax ·46 31 1 34 00 
Reg No 56547-5489 
seat soteborgs Kommun 
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Annex 105 

N. Rayman, “The 10 Most Polluted Cities in the World: Four of them are in Iran”, 
Time, 18 October 2013 
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The 10 Most Polluted Cities in the 
World I TIME.com 

Atta Kenare / AFP / Getty Images 

Young Arab Iranians swim in the Karoon river in 
Ahwaz, Iran, July 21, 2003. 

A day after the World Health Organization published a report 
linking air pollution to lung cancer, Quartz has put together a list 
of the most polluted cities in the world, based on data from the 
same organization. While the list originally came out this Spring, 
it's an important reminder given the recent health news. 

At the top? The city of Ahwaz, in Western Iran. With a population 
of more than three million, it is also the capital of the Khuzestan 
Province, which produces most of Iran's oil. Like the other cities in 
the WHO's top ten, it is a center ofheavy industry. 

Here are the ten most polluted cities, ranked by the amount of 
airborne particles less than 10 micrometers in diameter per cubic 
meter of outdoor air: 

1. Ahwaz, Iran 

2. Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia 

3. Sanandaj, Iran 

4. Ludhiana, India 

The 10 Most Polluted Cities in the 
World I TIME.com 

Atta Kenare / AFP / Getty Images 

Young Arab Iranians swim in the Karoon river in 
Ahwaz, Iran, July 21, 2003. 

A day after the World Health Organization published a report 
linking air pollution to lung cancer, Quartz has put together a list 
of the most polluted cities in the world, based on data from the 
same organization. While the list originally came out this Spring, 
it's an important reminder given the recent health news. 

At the top? The city of Ahwaz, in Western Iran. With a population 
of more than three million, it is also the capital of the Khuzestan 
Province, which produces most of Iran's oil. Like the other cities in 
the WHO's top ten, it is a center of heavy industry. 

Here are the ten most polluted cities, ranked by the amount of 
airborne particles less than 10 micrometers in diameter per cubic 
meter of outdoor air: 

1. Ahwaz, Iran 

2. Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia 

3. Sanandaj, Iran 

4. Ludhiana, India 
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5. Quetta, Pakistan 

6. Kermanshah, Iran 

7. Peshawar, Pakistan 

8. Gaborone, Botswana 

9. Yasouj, Iran 

10. Kanpur, India 

rouartz] 

5. Quetta, Pakistan 

6. Kermanshah, Iran 

7. Peshawar, Pakistan 

8. Gaborone, Botswana 

9. Yasouj, Iran 

10. Kanpur, India 

[Quartz] 
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Annex 106 

A. Ghorayshi, “Choking to Death in Tehran”, Newsweek, 20 March 2014 
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Choking to Death in Tehran 
C) newsweek.com/2014/03/28/choking-death-tehran-248027.html 

Azeen Ghorayshi March 20, 2014 

You can see the air in Tehran-a faintly acrid orange haze that obscures the 

towering mountains that ring the sprawling metropolis. The white marble 

facades of the city's soaring cernent buildings are covered with a thick layer of 

gray soot. Walking around the city center, women, children and the elderly can 

often be seen wearing facemasks, or clutching veils across their faces. ln this 

smog, blinking stings the eyes; breathing burns the throat. And in the mornings, 

when the air is particularly bad, the sidewalks are empty. 

But the traffic-a mass of 3 million cars gridlocked and spitting out toxic 

exhaust-grinds on. 

According to the latest World Health Organization numbers, four of the 10 

worst-polluted cities in the world are in Iran. The number one slot was awarded 

to the small lranian industrial city of Ahvaz, which has three times the 

concentration of pollutants as Beijing. Tehran, though not in the top 10 polluted 

cities overall, checks in at number 82 (of 1099), with roughly four times the 

concentration of polluting particles as smog-blighted Los Angeles. lt's also the 

country's capital and the largest city in western Asia, a metropolis of over 8 

million people with an outsized political influence in the region and a growing 

global presence. 

When asked how the pollution in the country came to be this bad, many lranian 

citizens and government officiais point to U.S.-led trade sanctions that eut off 

access to the country's much-needed motor gasoline imports, and the 

technology needed to effectively produce home-grown gas. The sanctions, 

they say, have forced Iran to use outdated equipment and produce toxic 

formulations of cheap petroleum just to keep the country's 21 million cars from 

running on empty. 

But some experts say the problem is more complicated, and the blame should 

be shared. They argue that the sanctions, though problematic, merely took the 

lid off of festering issues that had been building for many decades: a drastic 

population increase, mismanagement and-in some cases-corruption. 

Choking to Death in Tehran 
[l newsweek.com/2014/03/28/choking-death-tehran-248027.html 

Azeen Ghorayshi March 20, 2014 

You can see the air in Tehran-a faintly acrid orange haze that obscures the 
towering mountains that ring the sprawling metropolis. The white marble 
facades of the city's soaring cement buildings are covered with a thick layer of 
gray soot. Walking around the city center, women, children and the elderly can 
often be seen wearing facemasks, or clutching veils across their faces. In this 
smog, blinking stings the eyes; breathing burns the throat. And in the mornings, 
when the air is particularly bad, the sidewalks are empty. 

But the traffic-a mass of 3 million cars gridlocked and spitting out toxic 
exhaust-grinds on. 

According to the latest World Health Organization numbers, four of the 10 
worst-polluted cities in the world are in Iran. The number one slot was awarded 
to the small Iranian industrial city of Ahvaz, which has three times the 
concentration of pollutants as Beijing. Tehran, though not in the top 10 polluted 
cities overall, checks in at number 82 (of 1099), with roughly four times the 
concentration of polluting particles as smog-blighted Los Angeles. It's also the 
country's capital and the largest city in western Asia, a metropolis of over 8 
million people with an outsized political influence in the region and a growing 
global presence. 

When asked how the pollution in the country came to be this bad, many Iranian 
citizens and government officials point to U.S.-led trade sanctions that cut off 
access to the country's much-needed motor gasoline imports, and the 
technology needed to effectively produce home-grown gas. The sanctions, 
they say, have forced Iran to use outdated equipment and produce toxic 
formulations of cheap petroleum just to keep the country's 21 million cars from 
running on empty. 

But some experts say the problem is more complicated, and the blame should 
be shared. They argue that the sanctions, though problematic, merely took the 
lid off of festering issues that had been building for many decades: a drastic 
population increase, mismanagement and-in some cases-corruption. 
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The air pollution cri sis is now pervasive. "lt' s the single worst problem people in 

the city have to deal with, day in and day out," says a Tehran cab driver who 

had been complaining about the high pollution levels that day. "We can't 

not talk about it." 

During bad periods, school is cancelled for a week at a time; the sick and 

elderly are told not to leave their homes; and people are banned from driving 

their cars on designated days of the week. 

And people are dying from what they inhale. ln 2013, the Health Ministry 

announced that up to 4,460 Tehran residents died due to air pollution, 

equivalent to roughly 25 percent of the total number of deaths in the city each 

year. 

Debates over the city's growing air pollution woes have intensified-and there 

has even been talk of relocating the capital, in part to get away from the lethal 

pollution. ln 2013, a parliamentary proposai to choose another capital city 

received 110 yeas from the 214 Chamber-members present for the vote; 

supporters of the change cited the pollution, debilitating traffic jams and high 

earthquake risks. Such a move would be incredibly costly, so it's unlikely to 

happen, but the fact that it is being seriously considered shows that many 

lranians finally realize they are in the midst of an environmental disaster. 

Lethal Gasoline 

lt's easy to blame the United States for that orange haze. On July 1, 2010, 

President Obama signed an amendment to the 1996 Iran Sanctions Act that 

imposed penalties on foreign entities for selling refined gasoline to the country. 

The sanctions were a response to the country's growing nuclear program; the 

White House hoped they would force then-president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad to 

hait the country's nuclear programs. 

At the time, restricting gasoline was seen as the best way to put pressure on 

Iran. Despite its thriving experts of crude oil, in 2010 Iran was dependent on 

imports for roughly 40 percent of its gasoline. lt was the sixth biggest importer 

of fuel in the world, just behind the U .S. The new sanctions restricted the sale 

of gasoline to Iran, as well as any equipment or services that would aid the 

country in developing its own refining processes. 

lnitially, Ahmadinejad dismissed the sanctions as "futile," claiming that, "within 

a week we will reach the phase of self-sufficiency in producing petrol." But 

The air pollution crisis is now pervasive. "It's the single worst problem people in 
the city have to deal with, day in and day out," says a Tehran cab driver who 
had been complaining about the high pollution levels that day. "We can't 
not talk about it." 

During bad periods, school is cancelled for a week at a time; the sick and 
elderly are told not to leave their homes; and people are banned from driving 
their cars on designated days of the week. 

And people are dying from what they inhale. In 2013, the Health Ministry 
announced that up to 4460 Tehran residents died due to air pollution, 
equivalent to roughly 25 percent of the total number of deaths in the city each 
year. 

Debates over the city's growing air pollution woes have intensified-and there 
has even been talk of relocating the capital, in part to get away from the lethal 
pollution. In 2013, a parliamentary proposal to choose another capital city 
received 110 yeas from the 214 Chamber-members present for the vote; 
supporters of the change cited the pollution, debilitating traffic jams and high 
earthquake risks. Such a move would be incredibly costly, so it's unlikely to 
happen, but the fact that it is being seriously considered shows that many 
Iranians finally realize they are in the midst of an environmental disaster. 

Lethal Gasoline 

It's easy to blame the United States for that orange haze. On July 1, 2010, 
President Obama signed an amendment to the 1996 Iran Sanctions Act that 
imposed penalties on foreign entities for selling refined gasoline to the country. 
The sanctions were a response to the country's growing nuclear program; the 
White House hoped they would force then-president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad to 
halt the country's nuclear programs. 

At the time, restricting gasoline was seen as the best way to put pressure on 
Iran. Despite its thriving exports of crude oil, in 2010 Iran was dependent on 
imports for roughly 40 percent of its gasoline. It was the sixth biggest importer 
of fuel in the world, just behind the U.S. The new sanctions restricted the sale 
of gasoline to Iran, as well as any equipment or services that would aid the 
country in developing its own refining processes. 

Initially, Ahmadinejad dismissed the sanctions as "futile," claiming that, "within 
a week we will reach the phase of self-sufficiency in producing petrol." But 
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immediately after the new sanctions were signed, gasoline deliveries to Iran 

dropped from roughly 120,000 barrels a day to 30,000 barrels a day. Iran was 

suddenly gasping for gas. 

At the time the sanctions went into place, Reza (a retired engineer who asked 

that Newsweek not use his real name out of concern for his privacy) was 

working in the petrochemical industry-which makes plastics, industrial 

chemicals and other goods out of crude oil. He says that the sanctions led 

directly to the production of a dangerous new form of gasoline. Throughout the 

country, the list of possible alternatives to imported gasoline was short, and 

time was running out. lran's limited number of oil refineries tried to figure out 

how to produce more gasoline, but without outside help, they couldn't do much. 

lnstead, they decided to bump up their gasoline's octane number by mixing in 

benzene, a byproduct from the petrochemical refining process that is known for 

being great at burning for fuel-but is also a highly toxic carcinogen. 

"When you don't have what you need, you do what you have to do," says 

Reza. "But no one should be mixing benzene with gasoline." 

While no one knows for certain how much benzene made it into lran's gas, 

research has made it clear that much of it is highly toxic. The head of the 

lranian parliamentary committee for health care claimed that lranian petroleum 

atone point contained 10 times the level of contaminants of imported fuel, and 

environmental investigators found that diesel gas sold in Tehran showed 

roughly 800 times the international standard for sulfur. 

The Grim Harvest 

These days, Hamid Kashani lives in Virginia, but he spent most of his life in 

Tehran. Last summer, he returned to the lranian capital after a three-year 

absence to manage his telecommunications business. "The air pollution had 

gotten much worse," Kashani tells Newsweek. "After just a few days, my hands 

and feet began swelling unbearably, and I began having problems breathing." 

immediately after the new sanctions were signed, gasoline deliveries to Iran 
dropped from roughly 120,000 barrels a day to 30,000 barrels a day. Iran was 
suddenly gasping for gas. 

At the time the sanctions went into place, Reza (a retired engineer who asked 
that Newsweek not use his real name out of concern for his privacy) was 
working in the petrochemical industry-which makes plastics, industrial 
chemicals and other goods out of crude oil. He says that the sanctions led 
directly to the production of a dangerous new form of gasoline. Throughout the 
country, the list of possible alternatives to imported gasoline was short, and 
time was running out. Iran's limited number of oil refineries tried to figure out 
how to produce more gasoline, but without outside help, they couldn't do much. 
Instead, they decided to bump up their gasoline's octane number by mixing in 
benzene, a byproduct from the petrochemical refining process that is known for 
being great at burning for fuel-but is also a highly toxic carcinogen. 

"When you don't have what you need, you do what you have to do," says 
Reza. "But no one should be mixing benzene with gasoline." 

While no one knows for certain how much benzene made it into Iran's gas, 
research has made it clear that much of it is highly toxic. The head of the 
Iranian parliamentary committee for health care claimed that Iranian petroleum 
at one point contained 10 times the level of contaminants of imported fuel, and 
environmental investigators found that diesel gas sold in Tehran showed 
roughly 800 times the international standard for sulfur. 

The Grim Harvest 

These days, Hamid Kashani lives in Virginia, but he spent most of his life in 
Tehran. Last summer, he returned to the Iranian capital after a three-year 
absence to manage his telecommunications business. "The air pollution had 
gotten much worse," Kashani tells Newsweek. "After just a few days, my hands 
and feet began swelling unbearably, and I began having problems breathing." 
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An lranian girl wearing a mask walks on a street in Teheran, capital of Iran, 

Nov. 28, 201 O. lranian government announced Sunday that all government 

offices, funds, banks and schools of Tehran would be closed on Dec. 1 and 2 

due to the alarming high air pollution in the city. Xinhua/Eyevine/Redux 

Kashani's doctor also found that his blood pressure was elevated, and started 

prescribing him higher and higher doses of medications. But nothing would 

alleviate the swelling or bring his blood pressure down. His doctor told him his 

problems were caused by Tehran's air and eventually warned him not to leave 

the house when pollution reached dangerous levels; Kashani says that for 

most of his time Tehran, this turned out to be four to five days each week. As 

his breathing began to get worse and staying in Tehran increasingly seemed a 

lethal choice, Kashani left his business half-finished and returned to Virginia, 

where his blood pressure has since stabilized. 

Kaveh Madani, a lecturer in environmental management at Imperia! College 

London, says his uncle's friend recently died of an asthma attack one 

particularly polluted day in Tehran when he made the fatal mistake of leaving 

the house without his inhaler. "By the time he came home to get it, he passed 

while his wife was bringing it to him," Madani tells Newsweek. 

And last December, prominent lranian film director Dariush Mehrjui criticized 

An Iranian girl wearing a mask walks on a street in Teheran, capital of Iran, 
Nov. 28, 2010. Iranian government announced Sunday that all government 
offices, funds, banks and schools of Tehran would be closed on Dec. 1 and 2 
due to the alarming high air pollution in the city. Xinhua/Eyevine/Redux 

Kashani's doctor also found that his blood pressure was elevated, and started 
prescribing him higher and higher doses of medications. But nothing would 
alleviate the swelling or bring his blood pressure down. His doctor told him his 
problems were caused by Tehran's air and eventually warned him not to leave 
the house when pollution reached dangerous levels; Kashani says that for 
most of his time Tehran, this turned out to be four to five days each week. As 
his breathing began to get worse and staying in Tehran increasingly seemed a 
lethal choice, Kashani left his business half-finished and returned to Virginia, 
where his blood pressure has since stabilized. 

Kaveh Madani, a lecturer in environmental management at Imperial College 
London, says his uncle's friend recently died of an asthma attack one 
particularly polluted day in Tehran when he made the fatal mistake of leaving 
the house without his inhaler. "By the time he came home to get it, he passed 
while his wife was bringing it to him," Madani tells Newsweek. 

And last December, prominent Iranian film director Dariush Mehrjui criticized 
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the government after his sister, award-winning film art director Jila Mehrjui, died 

prematurely of heart disease. "One thing that makes me furious is the cause of 

her death," Mehrjui said at her funeral. "This air pollution is killing everybody; 

all of my friends are suffering from cancer. Where is the head of our 

Department of Environment?" 

Taken individually, the long list of health issues-from less serious afflictions 

like headaches and nosebleeds all the way up to life-threatening issues like 

heart attacks and lung disease-can't be definitively traced back to a single 

environmental cause. But in large-scale epidemiological studies of Tehran, the 

ties between increased health problems and the growing air pollution are 

becoming painfully clear. 

For a Breath of Fresh Air 
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Pollution has been directly linked to 11.6 percent more hospital emergency 

room visits every year, and to the rising rates of acute asthma, heart disease, 

lung cancer, and more. lt' s estimated that roughly 35 percent of children in 

Tehran have developed asthma or allergies as a result of man-made air 

the government after his sister, award-winning film art director Jila Mehrjui, died 
prematurely of heart disease. "One thing that makes me furious is the cause of 
her death," Mehrjui said at her funeral. "This air pollution is killing everybody; 
all of my friends are suffering from cancer. Where is the head of our 
Department of Environment?" 

Taken individually, the long list of health issues-from less serious afflictions 
like headaches and nosebleeds all the way up to life-threatening issues like 
heart attacks and lung disease-can't be definitively traced back to a single 
environmental cause. But in large-scale epidemiological studies of Tehran, the 
ties between increased health problems and the growing air pollution are 
becoming painfully clear. 
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Pollution has been directly linked to 11.6 percent more hospital emergency 
room visits every year, and to the rising rates of acute asthma, heart disease, 
lung cancer, and more. It's estimated that roughly 35 percent of children in 
Tehran have developed asthma or allergies as a result of man-made air 
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pollutants. 

ln 2012, Masud Yunesian, a professer of epidemiology at Tehran University of 

Medical Sciences, conducted a study on mortality rates in Tehran. Yunesian 

took information gathered at the city's 25 air pollution monitoring stations, 

and-using a mathematical model designed by the World Health 

Organization-made his best estimate of how many lives could have been 

saved if the air in Tehran met internationally accepted standards of "healthy." 

His study showed that roughly 2,200 deaths occurred as a result of exposure to 

PM10, a class of particles smaller than 10 microns in diameter produced as a 

byproduct of car emissions. PM 10 particles are dangerous precisely because 

their small size allows them to travel deeper into the lungs than particles found 

in nature. The World Health Organizationsays these particles are a prime 

contributor to the high cancer rates found in the world's most-polluted cities, 

like Tehran. 

There is no escaping the bad air. ln Tehran, the number of "healthy" days

when levels of pollution measured at all of the city's 25 monitoring stations fall 

under the maximum concentrations-are exceedingly rare. By late February, 

according to the governor of the province of Tehran, the city has had only four 

"healthy" days in the year to that date. 

And the worst days can be deadly. According to Yunesian, when there is arise 

in air pollution, one or two days later there is a rise in the number of deaths 

city-wide. "Usually the elderly and those that already have chronic conditions 

are the most sensitive," he says. This is the so-called "harvesting effect," a 

phenomenon also seen in heat waves and cold spells, where the elderly, the 

young, and the ill are pushed to the brink by extreme environmental 

circumstances. 

The High Cost of Clean Air 

Protecting the environment is written into lran's constitution: "The preservation 

of the environment, in which the present as well as the future generations have 

a right to flourishing social existence, is regarded as a public duty in the lslamic 

republic. Economie and other activities that inevitably involve pollution of the 

environment or cause irreparable damage toit are therefore forbidden." That 

remains the government's official line. 

The reality, many environmental policy experts believe, is that years of poor 
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governmental oversight have created a ruined-and increasingly dangerous 

-cityscape. "The [2010] sanctions basically took the veil off the catastrophic 

mismanagement that had already been going on," says Sam Khosravi, a 

former journalist and environmental consultant, who lived in Tehran for 30 

years and is currently working toward a Ph.D. in natural resources 

management in the Netherlands. The real problem, says Khosravi, goes back 

to issues of regulation that stretch back decades further than the sanctions. 

"Why were we relying so heavily on gasoline imports in the first place?" he 

says. "Why is there a monopoly of domestic cars, with not enough monitoring 

of quality? Why have annual smog checks been changed to happen every five 

years?" 

According to Madani, Iran has purposely ignored long-term measures-such 

as protection of the environment-in favor of short-term development and 

political stability. ln a city like Tehran with booming overpopulation, that means 

"build bigger, put more infrastructure in place-without really caring about the 

environmental side of it," he says. "The lranian government is a crisis manager 

by necessity. You see a problem, you try to fix it. But it's reactive versus 

proactive." 

Tehran's biggest problem goes back to cars. The city can safely 

accommodate 700,000 vehicles, according to researchers-but currently has 

more 3 million congesting its streets, producing nearly 75 percent of Tehran's 

air pollution. Of these, more than a million are over 20 years old and don't meet 

fuel-emission standards. Particularly when run on gas like the benzene

contaminated fuel produced after the sanctions, these cars are a prime source 

of those toxic particulates. 

Many argue that the government needs to be doing more to get old cars off the 

road. And policies like exorbitantly high importation taxes on nondomestic 

vehicles only serve to create monopolies back at home, with no incentives to 

raise the industry standards for vehicle emissions. 

"This is not an issue of today. We're really happy to sell our oil and get easy 

revenue, but we didn't build any infrastructure," a researcher in lranian 

environmental policy who asked not to be named told Newsweek. ''l'm not 

saying the sanctions have no impact, but they function as catalyzers. Add 

corruption to that, and add an extremely ineffective and mismanaged 

Environmental Protection Organization (EPO) with very little jurisdictional 
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power, and you will get the result Iran has." 

From an environmental planning perspective, the current crisis also has 

everything to do with lran's international status, which suffered huge losses in 

the last eight years. "The political relations of Iran have an effect on this 

situation. You plan differently when you're friends with the rest of the world," 

Madani says. 

But under its new administration, Iran is beginning to open up to the global 

community-which also means tackling its regulatory issues back home. New 

President Hassan Rouhani has already appointed scientist, journalist and 

environmental activist Massoumeh Ebtekar as the head of the state's EPO. 

Ebtekar previously held the position before Ahmadinejad's presidency, and she 

has been vocal about her belief that the government under Ahmadinejad 

blatantly ignored the country's escalating environmental issues. "The problem 

of pollution would have been resolvable with proper planning," she said in an 

interview at the beginning of March. "Ali of these efforts were disrupted eight 

years ago." 

Ahmadinejad's government didn't just create poor top-down management of 

environmental policies; the lack of transparency during his presidency had a 

trickle-down effect that created a culture of distrust and, as a result, little 

progress at the grassroots level. "There used to be a lot of environmental 

groups working on these issues," says Khosravi. "ln the last eight years these 

were totally discredited because Ahmadinejad characterized them as outsiders, 

and therefore untrustworthy." 

Change may be long coming in Iran; in 2013, the country was ranked 144 out 

of 177 in perceived corruption by Transparency International. But at the very 

least, the new leadership, including Ebtekar, continues to say all the right 

things, and seems committed to repositioning the country as a responsible 

global citizen. 

The Air Quality Control Company of Tehran has corne up with a new slogan for 

the city-"Tehran: a City With Healthy Air at 2020"-and a recent 

announcement by the head of the National lranian Oil Products Distribution 

Company claimed that only "clean" petroleum would be sold at the pump 

starting in mid-February. 

ln addition, Ebtekar, perhaps drawing on her strong activist ties, has made it 
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clear that educating citizens via nongovernmental organizations is going to be 

a necessary part of lran's new era of environmental responsibility. 

ln January, the U.S. and the E.U. enacted modest sanctions relief in exchange 

for lran's suspension of its most sensitive nuclear program activities. Soon 

after, Ebtekar announced that the country could reinstate the importation of 

standard equipment like catalytic converters for car manufacturing, necessary 

for reducing emissions of harmful gases into the air. 

After years of running unchecked, the auto industry has, in Ebtekar's words, 

"been warned" that the government is "geared up to take serious action." By 

this coming spring, the EPO will implement the-albeit still modest-2005 Euro 

4 standards for vehicle emissions. (Euro 6 will be rolled out this year across the 

European continent.) 

Lethal air pollution has already been dumped on Iran over decades of neglect 

and lack of governmental transparency. But it appears a cultural shift may 

finally be taking place: There are even plans under way for a national hybrid 

car project. 
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GTh~. uarutan 
Every breath you tal<e: the environmental 
consequences of Iran sanctions 
Iran's drive for 'independent' development, in the face ofinternational pressure over the 
nuclear programme, bas degraded its air, water and land 

lranians cover their noses and mouths to protect themselves from pollution as they walk across a pedestrian bridge in a northern 
district of Tehran on December 5, 2012. Photograph: Behrouz Mehri/AFP/Getty Images 

Nazanin Soroush and Kaveh Madanifor Tehran Bureau 
Fri 21 Nov 2014 10.39 GMT 

Sanctions are political tools aimed at isolating and hurting the target country's economy, 
forcing it to change policy. But in the short run, a target country may adopt alternative, 
survivalist means to evade the grip of sanctions. 

In the case of Iran, sanctions have increased a thirst for accelerated development to expand 
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water-resource infrastructure, generate power, and secure food and energy for Iranians. With 
aggressive, home-grown policies Iran has managed to evade the sanctions to an extent, while 
overlooking the environmental consequences. 

Turning petrochemical factories into oil refineries is one example. In 2010, Iran imported 40% 
of its consumer fuel. When President Barack Obama introduced penalties for selling petrol to 
Iran and imports fell by 75%, Iran responded by developing its own refining and producing 
what is today the major cause ofits deadly air pollution. Reports suggest that Iran's petrol 
con tains ten times the level of contaminants of imported petrol and its diesel 800 times the 
international standard for sulphur. 

Aggressive development of water infrastructure and handing substantial subsidies to farmers 
are other examples of strategies developed under pressures caused by the 1980-88 Iraq-Iran 
war, international sanctions and the resulting threats to national food security. Iran is currently 
the third biggest dam builder in the world, with consequent overuse of fossil groundwater 
sources, drying of its major rivers, and destruction of wetlands, ironically in the country where 
the 1971 Ramsar Convention on the conservation of wetlands was signed. 

Similarly, the other sectors of Iran's environment have been seriously affected by policies that 
have overlooked the anthropogenic effects of aggressive development in an era when 
environmental preservation has seemed a distant priority under the limitations caused by 
sanctions. 

Moreover, the United States has managed to restrict and even black environmental financial aid 
from major international institutions such as the United National Development Programme and 
the Global Environment Facility, which in theory should help developing countries build a 
better life with no restrictions. This has had further negative effects on Iran's environment. 

Despite international pressure, Iran has managed to continue exporting oil and gas, build 
refineries and become a major dam builder. The environmental dimensions of such 
"independent", accelerated development include dramatically increased pollution, diminished 
water resources, accelerated deforestation and desertification, and increasing biodiversity 
lasses. 

Whether these consequences have been intended by those devising sanctions, as argued by 
some Iranian officials, the environmental effects go beyond Iran's borders and last for 
generations. The recent US-China deal over reduction of greenhouse emissions, which may be a 
turning point in international climate change negotiations, shows a new maturity of political 
leaders in recognising that environmental issues are trans-boundary and that tackling them 
requires an international effort. 

Iran's environmental problems have not gone unnoticed by the international community. The 
World Health Organisation has rated four of Iran's cities in the top ten most polluted cities in 
the world. Ahwaz, the oil and industrial city in Khuzestan, a province bordering Iraq, is the 
world's most polluted city, with three times the concentration ofpollutants as Beijing. Yasouj, 
another industrial city, has a large coal-burning power plant and is soon to be the site of a 
refinery. 

In contrast, the other two Iranian cities in the top ten, Sanandaj and Kermanshah, are not home 
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to large petrochemical or power plants. Their high air pollution has been attributed to 
substandard petrol. Surprisingly, Tehran does not make the list, although air pollution is 
directly responsible for 25% of deaths in the city and is so dire that parliamentarians have 
discussed relocating the capital. 

In general, Iranians inhale a cocktail ofrubber particles, asbestos, sulphur dioxide, nitrogen 
oxide, carbon monoxide, and partially burnt remnants of hydrocarbons. Not surprisingly, 
cancer and respiratory illnesses - the second and third highest causes of death in Iran - are on 
the rise. Nearly 70,000 people are diagnosed with cancer each year, a number that is likely to 
increase by 90% by 2020, according to the Cancer Research Centre of Iran. 

Iran's critical water crisis is another mark of environmental degradation. Lake and rivers are 
drying out. Lake Urmia, once the largest salt lake in the Middle East, is nearly gone. Zayandeh 
Rud, literally the "river that gives birth" in central Iran, once the centre of Persian civilisation, is 
dry most of the year. Wetlands are drying one after another and water quality is degrading in 
some populous areas. 

As a result of diminished surface water, Iran is experiencing more frequent dust storms. These 
are extremely unpleasant, hurt agriculture and livestock, decrease the quality oflife of 
inhabitants, and eventually force out-migration. The shrinking of surface water sources has 
encouraged aggressive extraction ofnon-renewable groundwater resources, making Iran one of 
the world's top groundwater miners, with declining groundwater levels causing major 
subsidence in some areas. Sorne estima tes suggest 70% of Iran's groundwater resources have 
been used and that groundwater shortage and quality may be the next national environmental 
tragedy that Iranians will face. 

Koushki, a 7-year-old male Asiatic Cheetah, crouches at the 
Miandasht Wildlife Refuge in Jajarm, northeastern Iran. The Asiatic 
Cheetah has disappeared across south and central asia except 
fewer than 100 remaining in Iran. Photograph: Vahid Salemi/AP 

Rapid urbanisation, industrial pollution, waste disposa!, overgrazing, deforestation, land 
degradation, and soil erosion are all affecting Iran's remarkable biodiversity at the crossroads of 
Africa, Asia, and Europe. Flora and fauna have been damaged at an alarming rate due to the 
destruction ofnatural habitats. The Asiatic cheetahs, Asiatic black bear, goitered gazelle, and 
Persian wild ass are among the species pushed to extinction through irreversible man-made 
processes. 
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some populous areas. 

As a result of diminished surface water, Iran is experiencing more frequent dust storms. These 
are extremely unpleasant, hurt agriculture and livestock, decrease the quality of life of 
inhabitants, and eventually force out-migration. The shrinking of surface water sources has 
encouraged aggressive extraction of non-renewable groundwater resources, making Iran one of 
the world's top groundwater miners, with declining groundwater levels causing major 
subsidence in some areas. Some estimates suggest 70% of Iran's groundwater resources have 
been used and that groundwater shortage and quality may be the next national environmental 
tragedy that Iranians will face. 

Koushki, a 7-year-old male Asiatic Cheetah, crouches at the 
Miandasht Wildlife Refuge in Jajarm, northeastern Iran. The Asiatic 
Cheetah has disappeared across south and central asia except 
fewer than 100 remaining in Iran. Photograph: Vahid Salemi/AP 

Rapid urbanisation, industrial pollution, waste disposal, overgrazing, deforestation, land 
degradation, and soil erosion are all affecting Iran's remarkable biodiversity at the crossroads of 
Africa, Asia, and Europe. Flora and fauna have been damaged at an alarming rate due to the 
destruction of natural habitats. The Asiatic cheetahs, Asiatic black bear, gaitered gazelle, and 
Persian wild ass are among the species pushed to extinction through irreversible man-made 
processes. 
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Every breath you take: the environmental consequences of Iran sanctions I World news I The Guardian 

Whether or not a resolution of the nuclear standoff is reached and sanctions eased, Iran's 
environmental problems cannot be tackled without serious determination and substantial 
investment. While sanctions are not the main cause of Iran's environmental problems, they 
have exacerbated the situation and will affect the quality of life and health of many future 
generations of Iranians who have had no involvement in the nuclear policies and might not yet 
even have been born. 

There is another dimension: environmental problems do not recognise political boundaries. 
Iran has not been immune from the effects of instability in neighbours Afghanistan and Iraq. 
Chaos in Afghanistan and the boundary conflict over the Hirmand (Helmand) River have 
contributed to the drying of Lake Ham un in eastern Iran, making farming no longer possible 
and precipitating dust storms that are forcing people to migrate. 

The west of Iran has been suffering dust storms caused by the degrading land management and 
drying marshlands of Iraq. These storms are one of the major causes of air pollution in Tehran, 
although it is 550km from the border. 

Similarly, Iran's major environmental problems - increased air pollution, biodiversity lasses, 
desertification, deforestation, and drying water resources - will cross boundaries with major 
regional and even global implications, even though sanctions were supposed to hurt only Iran. 

The debate on sanctions, understandably, is far too often focused on economic and political 
effects. The past decades in Iran and the rest of the region have proved that both the imposer 
and the target of sanctions overlook their environmental consequences. 

Although environmentally sustainable economic growth and climate change have entered the 
agenda of high politics, as manifested by the US-China deal, there remains little hope that the 
nuclear negotiations and any deal between Iran and the PS+l (the permanent members of the 
UN security council plus Germany) will include any serious environmental component. 

Kaveh Madani is a lecturer in Environmental Management at the Centre for Environmental Policy, 
Imperia[ College London 

Nazanin Soroush is a Middle East political analyst 
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Impacts of Lifting Sanctions on Iran's 
Environment 

on August 13, 2015 1 8:46:38 

As analysts believe impacts of sanctions, during recent years, have not been only on 
Iran's economic and political areas but on its environment as well. 

During the last years, due to sanctions, the quality of Iran's petrol has been reduced. 
The quality of domestic automobile has been on the decline because of import 
restriction. The air has got more polluted and its victim is on the increase. Further, the 
import of environmental protection equipment has been strictly forbidden or its price 
has become double. 

Sanctions, on one band, and neglect of the last administration to environmental issues, 
on the other band, resulted in the fall of Iran's environmental indicators (70 steps), but 
after nuclear deal and lifting sanctions, there will be hope for resolving such 
environmental issues. 

But of course, before sanctions, Iran's environment had had many challenges. In other 
words, after sanctions, such a condition got worse, encountered several problems such 
as air pollution in Iran's metropolises. 

In this respect, Dr. Rouhani, insisting on the impacts of sanctions on environment, said: 
"Cruel sanctions should be lifted for further investment by which environmental 
challenges, unemployment and so on would be resolved." 

"Iran has passed bard times due to sanctions and lack of access to new technologies in 
the fields of environment and green technology. Sanctions have had numerous and 
destructive impacts on Iran's environment." Masoumeh Ebtekar, Head of 
Environmental Protection Organization, said. 

"Basically, many environmental issues, ranging from the air we all breathe to food and 

http :/ /realiran. org/impacts-of-lifting-sanctions-on-irans-environment/ 
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water we all consume, have been affected by sanctions." Esmail Kahrom, advisor to 
Masoumeh Ebtekar, mentioned. 

"Air pollution has intensified in Iran because of gasoline sanctions and lack of access to 
use standard instruments in producing cars and other vehicles." He added. 

This expert emphasized on damages caused by the lack of new technologies of 
environmental protection. These challenges are some of little deprivations which have 
damaged Iran's environment due to the last decade sanctions. But now after the nuclear 
deal, it is hoped that such impacts on the environment would be vanished soon through 
new equipment and foreign experts. 

However, after the nuclear deal, there are some opportunities to enhance and manage 
Iran's environment such as the development of clean energy industries, waste 
management, the import of water purification devices, the improvement in the quality 
of domestic vehicles, and many others. 
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Iran: Reversing the environmental damages of sanctions - Tehran Times 
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Iran: Reversing the environmental damages of 
sanctions 
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■-
■-■-

While the lifting of sanctions in January provides great promise for lran's future economy, the 

consequential effects they have had on the natural environ ment have been at an unforgiving cost. 

The sustained environ mental problems that current and future generations have inherited as a 

result of political strife cou Id take generations to recover from. 

While the lifting of sanctions in January provides great promise for lran's future economy, the 
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Iran: Reversing the environmental damages of sanctions - Tehran Times 

consequential effects they have had on the natural environment have been at an unforgiving cost. The 

sustained environmental problems that current and future generations have inherited as a result of 

political strife cou Id take generations to recover from. 

Over the last decade, as Iran fell further into economic isolation, its viability to sustain the environ ment 

consequently deteriorated. Iran is now home to four of the ten most polluted cities in the world and is in 

the midst of a prolonged drought, crippling the already over-tapped native bodies of water. This 

vulnerability of lran's current environmental state is due in part to socio-economic difficulties and 

discord from the global community, which has limited its resources, forcing it to wage a self-sufficient 

scheme utilizing large amounts of its domestic resources. lran's thirst for accelerated development 

under such stifling sanctions was at the discretion of lranian decision-makers, but sanctions placed the 

nation in a challenging position that was not entirely in their contrai. Trying to prove self-sufficiency 

while simultaneously maintaining an image of strength and rapid development pushed an already fragile 

environ ment to the brink of collapse. 

Before the sanctions, Iran relied heavily on petroleum imports from European refineries, as the nation 

lacked the necessary means to renne their own petroleum domestically. ln the aftermath of sanctions, 

Iran turned to converting petrochemical factories to refineries as a short-term solution to maintain the 

high demand for its domestic transportation needs, adding to the highly toxic air that fi lis its cities today 

ln 2012 alone, there were an estimated 80,000 premature deaths in the nation, relating to the poor air 

quality. Part of the issue is not even due to internai affairs. Dust particles from neighboring Iraq cross 

the western border and enter the country, ma king the already polluted air more harmful to inhale and 

further illustrates how environ mental issues are not bound by international borders. 

Water scarcity, a pre-existing national challenge entered a new critical phase in recent years. Large 

government subsidies allocated to farmers resulted in inefficient use of water in the agriculture sector, 

responsible for more than 90 percent of water use in the country. The agricultural sector relies on 

outdated technologies that hinders lran's ability to effectively cope with their changing landscape. 

More frequent droughts together with over-abstraction of surface and ground water through a large 

network of hydraulic infrastructure and deep wells have ta ken the situation to a critical level, evidenced 

by drying rivers and wetlands, declining groundwater levels, land subsidence, and desertification. Wh ile 

sanctions turned out to be a good opportunity for the water engineers of the country to improve their 

dam construction ski lis, the many dams built in the country as a symbol of power, development and 

independence are now recognized by the lay public as the main cause of water crisis in the country. 

There is an unmistakable, albeit understudied, association between sanctions and environmental 

degradation. Economie sanctions serve to push foreign policy interests on a targeted nation by imposinE 

restrictive and rigid measures. However, inadvertent implications of these sanctions contradict 

sustainable development, often worsening the quality of life for the majority of the targeted country's 

population. ln an increasingly interconnected world where environmental issues are recognized as 

matters of shared international importance, to what extent should the global community be concerned 

for the environmental hardships Iran faces today? Environmental issues know no boundaries-- lran's 

environ mental strife extends beyond its borders and requires a united approach to salvage the 

obstacles this nation now faces. 
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Shirin Hakim is a doctoral researcher at the Centre for Environmental Policy of Imperia! College 

London, working on environmental issues in Iran. 
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LG [Chem] Joined the Entities That Comply with The Pharmaceutical Sanctions Against Iran 

News Code: 18500 Date and Time: 23 July 2018 12:46 

The struggles on the turbulence in the market resulting from pharmaceutical sanctions and 

lack of fund in the companies involved in importation or production of medicines are still 

ongoing. 

As reported by ITABNAK, Dr. Hesamoldin Sharifnia, the member of Pharmaceutical Economies 

Association, in responding to the Iran newspaper counts lack of fund in the market as a major 

problem in the pharmaceutical industries and emphasized that the sanctions are also the 

problematic issues of this market. The sanctions to which the Korean company, i.e. LG 

[Chem], has started to comply with do not let the importation of Polyethylene to Iran 

anymore. Polyethylene is the basic material for producing volume expanders. 

The member of the Tehran Pharmacist Association states about shutting down of some 

medicine production line that: "The authorities should go [to the factories] and see before 

their own eyes what happens to the pharmaceutical industry. The production lines of antiviral 

drugs, volume expanders, and injectable drugs are in trouble in Darou Pakhsh Holding 

facto ries." 

Mohammad Najafi Arab, chairman of the board of the pharmaceutical industries syndicates 

also emphasises that the re-imposition of economic sanctions causes turbulence in the 

medicine market. He addresses the LG [Chem] sanctions as well: "some countries comply with 

the sanctions in advance and even before the due dates. For example, we used to procure 

Polyethylene through LG [Chem] for producing volume expanders. However, that company 

avoids to sell us from now under the pretext of the sanctions to be imposed from Mordad [ 6 

August]. Furthermore, since this material [Polyethylene] is not produced in Iran, we will be in 

trouble within the next two or three months if nothing changes. 

Melika Asadzadeh, a researcher in the field of hygiene, calls the sanctions on medicines and 

medical equipment as the worst sanction and believe that according to the international 

principles, medical staff may even help injured troops and those types of sanctions seem 

unreasonable. As she told Digiato: "LG [Chem]'s sanctions started in 1389 [2010] and was 

released for a while upon enforcement of JCPOA. However, despite the fact that the sanctions 

are to be re-imposed from a few months later, LG [Chem] has started to comply with the 

sanctions in advance which creates some problems. Polyethylene, which is used for producing 

volume expanders and injectable mate rials, is not imported because of the sanctions and this 

is influential in shutting down the production lin es of volume expanders and injectable drugs." 

The above researcher states that the lack of volume expanders has been started in Iran since 

last year due to the shutting down of its production lines including Darou Pakhsh Co. One of 

its reasons would be lack of sufficient necessary materials for production: "the crisis has 

become so severe that the government distributes volume expanders only to the hospitals 

and rarely give some of them to pharmacies. There are 4 companies in Iran that produce 

cleaning and injectable volume expander. These factories produce about 30 types of volume 
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expanders which are mostly used in hospitals. Given the sanctions, however, we would have 

a reduction in the production rate of those factories." 

lt appears that, save for the Electronic Devices and Mobile sector of this group [LG] which 

starts their work with some populist slogans and "considers its customer not only as a 

consumer, but as a member of a big family", the other sectors of this international company 

[LG] do not pay that much attention to their lranian customers. 

Source: http://itabnak.ir/fa/news/18500/%D8%B4%D8%B1%D9%83%D8%AA-%D8%A7%D9%84-

%D8%AC%D B%8C-%D8%A8%D9%87-%D8%AC%D9%85%D8%B9-

%D8%AA%D8%AD%D8%B1 %D B%8C%D9%85-%DA%A9%D9%86%D9%86%D8%AF%D9%87-

%D9%87%D8%A7%D B%8C-%D8%AF%D8%A7%D8%B1 %D9%88%DB%8C%DB%8C
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lranians Fear Medicine Shortages as US. 
Tightens Sanctions 
By Nilo Tabrizy 

Nov. 11, 2018 

The strain was evident in Alireza Karimi's voice as be described bis struggle 
to obtain the diazoxide pills bis father needs to lower insulin levels and fight 
pancreatic cancer. 

The medicine bas to be imported, and until recently that was not a problem. 
But for the past three months, Mr. Karimi bas not been able to find it anyplace, 
and there is now only one bottle left. 

"N ow that this medicine isn't here, we're forced to give him only one per day;' 
Mr. Karimi said in an interview over Telegram, a popular messaging app for 
Iranians. The reduced dosage bas created complications, like the threat of 
convulsions and the need to monitor bis father 24 hours a day to make sure bis 
insulin levels do not spike, which could send him into a coma. 

Anxieties over the availability of medicine are mounting in Iran with the 
reimposition this month of sanctions by the United States after President 
Trump withdrew from the nuclear deal. 

Harsh banking restrictions and the threat of secondary sanctions for 
companies doing business with Iran have made it nearly impossible for 
foreign pharmaceutical companies to continue working in the country. 

Trump administration officiais say that the sanctions will not affect trade in 
humanitarian items, but many are skeptical. 

Go beyond the headlines. 
Subscribe to The New York Times 
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Trump withdrew from the nuclear deal. 

Harsh banking restrictions and the threat of secondary sanctions for 
companies doing business with Iran have made it nearly impossible for 
foreign pharmaceutical companies to continue working in the country. 

Trump administration officials say that the sanctions will not affect trade in 
humanitarian items, but many are skeptical. 
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"The fact is that the banks are so terrified by the sanctions that they don't 
want to do anything with Iran:' said Gérard Araud, France's ambassador to 
the United Nations. "Soit means that there is a strong risk that in a few 
months really there will be a shortage of medicine in Iran." 

The Trump administration's "maximum pressure campaign" is starting to 
remove some of the few avenues that Iran had left to conduct banking for 
humanitarian items. 

One pharmaceutical importer in Iran, speaking on the condition of anonymity 
for fear of harassment by the authorities, said the banking sanctions had 
unnerved many of his European and American clients, who are looking for 
signais from the Treasury about what banks they can work with without 
risking penalties. 

The drugstore at Nikan Hospital in Tehran. Anxieties over the availability of 
medicine in Iran are growing. Agence France-Presse- Getty Images 
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an expert in sanctions and humanitarian trade with Bourse and Bazaar in 
London. 

Mr. Batmanghelidj added that the Treasury had been slow or even unwilling 
to issue licenses authorized by Congress for humanitarian reasons. The 
licenses allow companies to do business with Iran and other countries that the 
United States has blacklisted as sponsors of terrorism. 

The problems are compounded by Iran's own economic problems, which have 
led to a steep decline in the nation's currency, the rial, and to steep increases 
in drug costs, since most are imported. Mr. Karimi said his father's diazoxide 
pills used to cost roughly $28 a bottle but the last time he bought any, three 
months ago, the price had increased to $43. 

In some cases, shortages have been attributed to patients' stockpiling 
medicines or to the government's efforts to control the supply, knowing that 
access to bard currency might be difficult in the near future. 

Recently, nearly 200 mental health professionals wrote an open letter to the 
authorities about the declining availability of medicines. One of the 
signatories, Dr. Amir Hossein Jalali, a psychiatrist in Tehran, said in an 
interview over Telegram that "even some domestically produced medicines 
that need raw materials from outside of the country have also faced a lot of 
shortages." 

He said it was bard to change a patient's medical routine, especially in mental 
health and chronic illnesses. Finding an effective treatment can be difficult, 
and even substituting medicine with something from the same chemical 
family can lead to a deterioration in the patient's condition. 

Maryam Peyman, who has multiple sclerosis, recently went through her last 
bottle of Orlept, a German medication. For three months she was unable to 
find any more, or a replacement drug, making it impossible for her to work or 
even to concentrate. 

After three months of extreme discomfort without Orlept, a drug normally 
used for epilepsy but also prescribed for neurological issues, she finally found 
a domestically produced alternative, but that is far from ideal. 

"Now that l'm using Iranian-made medicine, it gives me headaches and 
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impaired vision," she said. "The German medicine didn't give me any 
headaches. lt increased concentration, and it didn't impact my eyesight." 

Mr. Batmanghelidj said that the Trump administration could improve the 
situation by issuing clear guidelines for pharmaceutical companies doing 
business with Iran. 

"There's been nothing to date other than lip service from Pompeo," he said 
referring to Mike Pompeo, the American secretary of state. "It's either 
reflective of infighting in the administration or negligence that's taking place." 

A version of this article appears in print on Nov. 12, 2018, on Page A7 of the New York edition with the headline: Iran 

Fears Falling Short Of Medicine ln Sanctions 
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Fresh sanctions on Iran are already choking off medicine 
imports, economists say 

By Erin Cunningham 

November 17, 2018 

ISTANBUL - New U.S. sanctions on Iranian financial firms, including a bank that until recently handled 

most payments for Iran's imports of humanitarian goods, are having a chilling effect on foreign companies 

that help supply medicine and other medical products, economic analysts say. 

The trade of humanitarian goods is allowed under U.S. sanctions, according to Treasury Department 

guidelines, permitting Iran to import food, medicine and medical devices without punishment. 

But the far-reaching sanctions on Iranian financial firms reimposed two weeks ago could endanger the 

flow of humanitarian goods as foreign banks and outside suppliers abandon business ties with their 

partners in Iran, analysts and experts warn. In recent months, some European banks have refused to 

process payments even from Iranian firms that are exempt from sanctions out of fear of U.S. penalties, 

according to people familiar with the transactions. 

The number of European and Iranian banks conducting such transactions has dwindled, observers say. 

The refusal to process payments has alarmed Iranian importers. Sorne say they fear transactions with 

outside banks could cease altogether, prompting shortages of vital goods, including medicine. 

"Youjust don't know when other parties are going to be added or targeted. What was true yesterday may 

not be true this afternoon," said Alan Enslen, an international trade lawyer at Baker Donelson in 

Washington, explaining how companies are weighing the risks. 

The Trump administration imposed a near-total embargo on the Iranian economy this mon th as part of a 

"maximum pressure campaign" to force Iran to give up its ballistic missile program and curtail its support 

for militant groups such as Hamas in Gaza and Lebanon's Hezbollah. The sanctions - which were lifted in 

2016 after Iran signed a nuclear deal with the United States and other world powers - target things from 

oil sales to shipbuilding to multinational firms that violate the provisions. 

Treasury's Office of Foreign Assets Control, or OFAC, says it has blacklisted a number of Iranian banks 

that met criteria, laid out in executive orders, linking the firms to terrorism or the proliferation of weapons 

of mass destruction. 

The administration last mon th imposed sanctions on Parsian Bank, one of Iran's most reputable private

sector institutions, for what OFAC said was support for an investment company it says is linked, through 

yet another company, to Iran's paramilitary Basij Resistance Force. The investment company had profited 

from shares it purchased in Parsian Bank, OFAC said, and those profits in turn were funneled to leaders of 

the Basij network. 
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Policy analysts and sanctions experts, however, say Parsian processed much of Iran's humanitarian trade 

transactions and was trusted by European firms. lt was one of the few Iranian banks whose anti-money

laundering procedures were up to international standards, said Esfandyar Batmanghelidj, an expert on 

business relations between Iran and Western countries. 

"It was like going after Citibank. lt was that significant," said Batmanghelidj, co-founder of the Europe

Iran Forum, an annual conference promoting trade between Iran and Europe. 

"The way Parsian was designated suggests that other banks could also be targeted at some stage, so you 

suddenly have a risk," he said. "Companies that know they can trade with Iran now face challenges in 

finding a bank, affording that bank's services and sustaining their trade knowing that at any point, that 

channel can be shut." 

The Trump administration insists that it is not targeting or prohibiting humanitarian trade with Iran and 

that U.S. actions are instead aimed at persuading the Iranian government to "change its behavior" and 

return to the negotiating table for a more comprehensive deal. 

President Trump announced in May that the United States was ending its participation in the 2015 nuclear 

deal, which curbed Iran's atomic energy program in exchange for major sanctions relief. The 

administration says the agreement did not go far enough toward Iran's nuclear weapons program, despite 

Iran's continued compliance with the deal's restrictions, according to the International Atomic Energy 

Agency. 

"The burden is not on the United States to identify the safe channels" for humanitarian trade, Brian Hook, 

the State Department's special envoy for Iran, said in a briefing with reporters this mon th. "The burden is 

on the Iranian regime to create a financial system that complies with international banking standards to 

facilita te the provision of humanitarian goods and assistance." 

"The regime's attempts to mischaracterize these humanitarian exemptions are a pathetic effort to distract 

from its own corruption and mismanagement," he said at a later briefing, as the harshest U.S. sanctions 

went back into effect. "The regime has enough money to invest in its own people." 

Among the concerns facing Iranians is whether they will be able to continue importing advanced medicine 

and equipment used to treat chronic illnesses. 

On Twitter this past week, Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif posted letters he indicated 

were from four European pharmaceutical companies announcing the end of their business activities in 

Iran. Iran has a large pharmaceutical industry of its own but imports some of the raw materials needed to 

produce medication. 

Employees in Iran's pharmaceutical industry said in interviews that companies have already been forced to 

switch banks to pay for drug imports and that some have to eut back on staff and paying salaries. 

"Many companies have started limiting their activities and laying off employees," said an Iranian employee 

at the local affilia te of German pharmaceutical giant Bayer AG. She added that her company faced 
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difficulties transferring money to pay for imported drugs. 

"We were working with Parsian Bank, but we have not made any payments since November 4th," she said, 

adding that Bayer Iran planned to move its business to the much smaller Hekmat Iranian Bank. The 

employee spoke on the condition of anonymity because she was not authorized to speak to the media. "The 

problem is that foreign banks must accept the risk" of working with lesser-known financial firms in Iran, 

she said. 

According to Enslen, the international trade lawyer, general licenses for food and medicine are still 

available under sanctions and Iranian banks that help facilitate such transactions. 

"The U.S. government doesn't want to target humanitarian trade, but in order to achieve their objectives, 

which are pretty strong and bold objectives, they're not going to sacrifice their true target," he said. "I don't 

believe that it' s a diabolical plot to drive out humanitarian trade. But that's not going to prevail at all 

costs." 

Even before U.S. sanctions were reimposed, inflation and a declining currency caused prices of goods such 

as food and medicine to rise in Iran. 

Sarah, 30, lives in Tehran and buys prescription medication for her elderly father, who she says suffers 

from age-related macular degeneration, an incurable eye disease. She declined to give her full name to 

more candidly discuss her family's situation. 

Her father took PreserVision eye supplements manufactured by Bausch & Lamb in Canada, and they used 

to cost about $7 in Iran. Earlier this year, Sarah said, they disappeared from the market, and when she 

found them again, they were being sold for the equivalent of $70. 

"All of the prices have gone up, and we can't find many products anymore," she said. "Sometimes the 

medication can only be found on the black market, which is getting bigger and bigger every day." 

Erin Cunningham 

Erin Cunningham is an lstanbul-based correspondent for The Washington Post, covering conflict and political turmoil 

across the Middle East. She previously was a correspondent at the paper's bureau in Cairo, and has reported on wars in 

Afghanistan, Gaza, Libya and Iraq. Follow ~ 

Y our support helps our journalists report news that matters. 

Try 1 month for $48 $1 
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Iranian jobs go as US sanctions start to bite 
Unemployment has hit 12.1 % and youth unemployment is already 25%; companies finding 

it tough to stay afloat 

0 TUE, NOV 20, 2018 - 5:50 AM 

London 

TAMNOUSH, an lranian company that makes fizzy drinks, has shut down its production line 

after 16 years and laid off dozens of workers. lt was facing massive lasses as US sanctions 

pushed up the price of imported raw materials. 

The company's chief executive Farzad Rashidi said: "Ali our 45 workers are jobless now. 

The men are driving taxis and women are back to being housewives." 

Reuters interviews with dozens of business owners across Iran show that hundreds of 

companies have suspended production and thousands of workers are being laid off 

because of a hostile business climate, caused mainly by the new US sanctions. 
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TAMNOUSH, an Iranian company that makes fizzy drinks, has shut down its production line 
after 16 years and laid off dozens of workers. It was facing massive losses as US sanctions 

pushed up the price of imported raw materials. 

The company's chief executive Farzad Rashidi said: "All our 45 workers are jobless now. 
The men are driving taxis and women are back to being housewives." 

Reuters interviews with dozens of business owners across Iran show that hundreds of 
companies have suspended production and thousands of workers are being laid off 
because of a hostile business climate, caused mainly by the new US sanctions. 
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The lranian rial has fallen to record lows; economic activity has slowed dramatically since 

US President Donald Trump pulled out from the big powers' nuclear deal with Tehran in 

May. He imposed sanctions directed at purchases of US dollars, gold trading, and the 

automotive industry in August. lran's vital oil and ban king sectors were hit in November. 

SEE ALSO: Iran leader calls for boosting of naval forces 

Mr Rashidi said: "We have lost around five billion rials (US$120,000 at the official rate) in 

the last few months, so the board decided to suspend all activities for as long as the 

fluctuations in the currency market continue. lt is stupid to keep driving when you see it's a 

dead end." 

The country has already experienced unrest this year, when young protesters angered by 

unemployment and high prices clashed with security forces. Official projections indicate 

unrest could tiare again as sanctions worsen the economic crisis. 

Four days before parliament fired labour minister Ali Rabiei inAugust for failing to do 

enough to protect the job market from sanctions, he said Iran would lose a million jobs by 

year's end as a direct result of the US measures. Unemployment is already running at 12.1 

percent, with three million lranians unable to find jobs. 

A parliamentary report in September warned that rising unemployment could threaten the 

stability of the Isla mie Republic. 

"If we believe that the country's economic situation was the main driver for the recent 

protests, and that an inflation rate of 10 percent and an unemployment rate of 12 per 

cent caused the protests, we cannot imagine the intensity of reactions caused by the sharp 
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rise of inflation rate and unemployment." The report said if lran's economic growth stays 

below 5 percent in coming years, unemployment could hit 26 percent. 

The International Monetary Fund has forecast that lran's economy will contract by 1.5 per 

cent this year and by 3.6 percent next year due to dwindling oil revenues. 

lran's Vice-President Eshaq Jahangiri was quoted in state media as having warned that 

under the new sanctions, Iran faces two main dangers: unemployment and a reduction in 

purchasing power. 

"Job creation should be the top priority ... We should not allow productive firms to fall into 

stagnation because of sanctions," he said. 

But business owners told Reuters that the government's sometimes contradictory 

monetary policies, along with fluctuations in the foreign exchange market, price increases 

for raw materials, and high-interest loans from banks have made it impossible for them to 

stay in business. Many have been unable to pay wages for months or have had to shed 

significant numbers of workers. 

The sanctions have also affected the lranian car industry, which had experienced a boom 

with the lifting of the sanctions two years ago; big contracts were signed with French and 

German firms. Now, French carmaker PSA Group suspended its joint venture in Iran in 

June to avoid US sanctions; German car and truck manufacturer Daimler has dropped 

plans to expand its Iran business. 

Maziar Beiglou, a board member of the Iran Auto Parts Makers Association, said that more 

than 300 auto parts makers have been forced to stop production; tens of thousands of 

jobs in the sector are at risk. 

A spokesman for lran's Tyre Producers Association blamed the government's "changing 

monetary policies over the last six months" for problems in the sector. 

Washington says economic pressures on Tehran are directed at the government and its 

malign proxies in the region, not at the lranian people. But lran's young people, bearing 

the brunt of unemployment, stand to lose the most.Youth unemployment is already 25 per 

cent in a country where 60 percent of the 80 million population is under 30. 
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The unemployment rate among young people with higher education in some parts of the 

country is above 50 percent, according to official data. 

Nima, a legal adviser for startups and computer firms, believes the sanctions have already 

hit many companies in the sector that depended on an export-oriented model and had 

hoped to expand in the region. 

Saeed Laylaz, a Tehran-based economist, was more sanguine. He said youth 

unemployment was a product of lran's demographics and government policies, and 

sanctions were only adding to an existing problem. 

He said: "The sanctions, the uncertainty in the market and (President Hassan) Rouhani's 

zigzag policies have put pressures on the economy and the job market, but I predict that 

the market will find a balance soon. We will defeat this round of sanctions as we have done 

in the past." REUTERS 
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Medicine Shortages Loom in Iran as U.S. 
Reinstates Sanctions 
MONDA Y, NOVEMBER 26, 2018 

Following the May 2018 decision to pull the U.S. out of the Iran nuclear deal, which was 

negotiated by the Obama administration and six other nations in 201 5, the Trump 

administration unilaterally reinstated sanctions on Iran. The administration has stated 

that trade in humanitarian items like life-saving medications should remain unaffected. 

However, because there are no clear guidelines for pharmaceutical companies doing 

business in Iran, importation of medications manufactured abroad has been frozen for 

months and severe medicine shortages loom. 

ln addition, the absence of reliable financial institutions due to re-imposition of harsh 

ban king restrictions and fear of secondary sanctions makes it impossible for 

multinational pharmaceutical companies to operate in Iran. "lt creates a problem where 

even when you have a European company that wants to sell to Iran ... payments can't 

regularly and reliably be made into Europe," Esfandyar Batmanghelidj, an expert in 

humanitarian trade, told The New York Times. 

While Iran waits for more avenues to conduct banking for humanitarian items, patients 

are stockpiling medications, skipping doses, or finding more readily available 

alternatives that sometimes are less effective or have greater side effects than drugs 

that are now in short supply. 

Source: The New York Times, November 11, 2018. 
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Editor's Note: ln the course of writing this report, it was discovered that there 

are major discrepancies in the data on Denmark's pharmaceutical exports to 

Iran as presented by Eurostat and Danmark Statistik. The Danish exports 

cited below are as reported tram Eurostat, but the datais pending correction. 

We are in touch with the relevant agencies to find out why the datais 

inconsistent. There is no reason to believe Eurostat figures are otherwise 

in accu rate. 

Data from Eurostat and the Swiss Federal Customs Administration show that 

https://www.bourseandbazaar.com/articles/2018/12/5/european-phannaceutical-exports-to-iran-fall-sharply 
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European exports of pharmaceutical products to Iran have fallen 

considerably on a year-on-year basis. While some of lran's smaller trade 

partners have seen total export values rise, lran's top sources of European 

pharmaceutical products are seeing exports contract. 

Looking to cumulative export totals from January to September-the most 

recent month for which data is available-exports among the 28 member 

states of the European Union are down 6 percent when compared to the 

same point last year, while the total quantity exported has fallen 10 percent. 

Among the 6 member states which exported in excess of EUR 30 million in 

pharmaceutical products to Iran in 2017, only Germany and the Netherlands 

have seen export volumes rise this year. 

German exports were about EUR 40 million in September 2018, the largest 

one-month total in the past two years and perhaps an indication of stockpiling 

by lranian importers. However, Austria, ltaly, France and Belgium have all 

seen exports fall substantially indicating that any stockpiling is not 

widespread. 

Switzerland is lran's second largest source of European pharmaceutical 

products after Germany. While Swiss exports were down 43 percent year-on

year in September, the figures have regained some ground. October data, 

which is available in Switzerland, shows exports now down 21 percent, from 

a cumulative total of CHF 156 million in October 2017 to CHF 123 million in 

October of this year. 

These concerning figures may explain why the Swiss government has 

opened a dialogue (https://u k.reuters.com/article/uk-usa-iran-sanctions

swiss/swiss-talk-with-us-iran-about-humanitarian-payment-channel-for-food

drugs-idUKKCN1 NA 12N) with the Trump administration on establishing a 

dedicated channel for humanitarian trade. 

Aside from their humanitarian importance, pharmaceutical products are a 

major component of bilateral trade between Europe and Iran, accounting for 

7 percent of total exports from the European Union to Iran, and about 40 

percent of Swiss exports to Iran, a reflection of Switzerland's standing as a 

world-leader in the pharmaceutical sector. Overall, Iran imported nearly EUR 

1 billion in pharmaceutical products from Europe last year. 
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European Pharmaceutical Exports to Iran 
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(https://www.bourseandbazaar.com/articles/2018/9/24/fears-grow-that-trump

sanctions-will-throttle-irans-humanitarian-trade), despite the tact that the sale 

of humanitarian goods, including pharmaceutical products, is technically 

sanctions exempt. This disruptions are already being felt in Iran, as medical 

professionals report new shortages (https://linkinghub.elsevier.com/retrieve 

/pii/S14 70204518307514) of critical medications. 

One of the persistent questions (https://www.bourseandbazaar.com/news-

1/2018/10/3/foreign-drugs-rare-commodity-in-sanctions-hit-iran) surrounding 

shortages of medicine in Iran is whether they are caused primarily by 

interruptions in the supply chain outside Iran or by challenges inside Iran. 

Reports of delays at customs, hoarding by wholesalers, and panic buying by 

consumers suggest that the shortages are likely exacerbated by domestic 

circumstances. 
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However, the clear drop in exports from Europe indicates that fewer 

pharmaceutical products are arriving at lran's ports in the first place. Europe 

is by far the most important source of medicine and medical devices for the 

lranian market. 

Reduced sales could be the result of the increased cost of importing 

medication due to the devaluation of the rial (https://www.nytimes.com 

/2018/11 /11 /world/middleeast/iran-sanctions.html) or difficulties faced by 

lranian importers in securing allocations of the necessary foreign currency to 

make the purchases. 

But given that consumers are generally price insensitive when it cornes to 

essential goods like medication, and given that the lranian government has 

prioritized foreign exchange allocations for importers of essential goods, it is 

more likely that the fall in European pharmaceutical exports to Iran is related 

to the widely reported banking difficulties (https://www.washingtonpost.com 

/world/middle_east/fresh-sanctions-on-iran-are-already-choking-off-medicine

imports-economists-say/2018/11 /17 /c94ce57 4-

e 763-11 e8-8449-1 ff263609a31 _ story.html) that are effecting Europe's 

humanitarian trade with Iran. 
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European Pharmaceutical Exports to Iran 
Year-on-Year Change in Total Cumulative Export Value, September 2017-2018 
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Jurisdictions with over EUR 30m in total exports in 2017 bo/ded. 

While European exports may have rebounded beginning in October, is 

unlikely that situation will look very different when data is made available for 

the final quarter of the year. 

As Europe works to establish a special purpose vehicle (SPV) to address the 

limited banking channels available for exporters, thereby enabling a greater 

volume of trade with Iran, there will be significant pressure for the 

forthcoming mechanism to focus on humanitarian trade first 

(https://foreignpolicy.com/2018/12/03/how-europe-can-blunt-u-s-iran-
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sanctions-without-washington-raising-a-finger-humanitarian-spv/). This year, 

every EU member state has exported pharmaceutical products to Iran, 

demonstrating broad commercial interest that could help incentivize 

cooperation among member states to establish an SPV for humanitarian 

trade. 

Europe must ensure a quick rebound in pharmaceutical exports, not simply 

for the sake of th ose suffering from illness in Iran, but also to demonstrate its 

ability to protect its trade starting with where it should be least vulnerable

the export of sanctions exempt products. 

Photo Credit: IRNA 
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Exclusive: Global traders hait new Iran food deals as U.S. 
sanctions bite - sources 
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LONDON/DUBAI (Reuters) - Cargill, Bunge and other global traders have halted food 

supply deals with Iran because new U.S. sanctions have paralysed banking systems 

required to secure payments, industry and lranian government sources say. 

Food, medicine and other humanitarian supplies are exempt from sanctions Washington 

reimposed this year after U.S. President Donald Trump said in May he was walking away 

from a 2015 international deal over lran's nuclear programme. 

But the U.S. measures targeting everything from oil sales to shipping and financial 

activities have deterred many foreign banks from ail lranian business, including 

humanitarian deals. Many smaller banks that had dealt with Iran under a previous round 

of sanctions have also stopped dealings this time. 

''There is no real chance of being paid using the existing mechanisms and many 

international traders are unable to do new business for the moment," said one European 

source with knowledge of the situation, who declined to be identified. 

Western and lranian trade sources said U.S. groups Cargill [CARG.UL] and Bunge (BG.N), 

as well as Singapore's Olam (OLAM.SI), were among those which cou Id not conclude new 

export deals for wheat, corn, raw sugar or other commodities because Western banks 

would not process payments with Iran. 

Cargill, Bunge and Olam ail declined to comment when contacted by Reuters. 

U.S. sanctions took full effect on Nov. 5 after a winding-down period, although 

Washington has issued temporary waivers for some of its allies which depend on 

imported lranian oil. 

CLOSING DOWN CHANNELS 

Iran, which relies heavily on imported food staples, has years of experience working 

around U.S and other Western sanctions, which were progressively tightened between 

2012 and 2015 until Iran reached a deal over its nuclear programme. Many sanctions 

were lifted in 2016 after the pact. 

Under the earlier round of sanctions, Iran had turned to a dwindling number of foreign 

banks that continued to actas a conduit for payments to keep food and other trade 

flowing. 
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But this time round, many of those foreign ban king channels are closing down. Three 

lranian officiais told Reuters that banking issues were to blame for halting food and 

other trade. 

An official with lranian lndustry, Mines and Trade lndustry said only a "handful of small 

European banks" with no or little interaction with the United States were still doing 

business with Iran, and they were only involved in small-scale purchases. 

"We are in talks with Europeans to expand this network of banks and financial 

institutions," the ministry official said. 

"But right now, many companies including Cargill and Bunge have informed us about 

(banking) difficulties that will force them to stop their dealings with Iran," he said. 

Swiss lender Banque de Commerce et de Placements (BCP), one of th ose banks that had 

been involved in humanitarian-related dealings in the past, said in May it was 

suspending ail new business with Iran. 

Washington blacklisted Germany-based Europaeisch-lranische Handelsbank AG (EIH) in 

November, shutting out an institution that financial sources said had been involved in 

limited business with Iran between 2012 and 2016. 

EIH did not respond to requests for comment. 

Several Western banks that had started business with Iran since 2016 have reversed 

course. Austria's Oberbank (OBER.VI), one of the first European banks to reach a deal on 

new business with Iran, said in June it was stopping. 

Other banks have followed suit, including Denmark's Danske Bank (DANSKE.CO) and 

Germany's DZ Bank. 

Belgium's KBC (KBC.BR) said in June it would li mit lran-related transactions to 

humanitarian trade. 

The bank did not say if it was still processing such payments when asked by Reuters in 

December, but said it "reviews its policy on a regular basis in full respect of ail relevant 

regulations". 

Dutch bank ABN AMRO (ABNd.AS) said it had facilitated transactions related to food, 

healthcare, medical equipment and agriculture to a limited extent and with specific 

clients. But it also told Reuters "the recent restrictive measures on lranian banks do pose 

challenges." 

CAUTION 

For many foreign banks, it is easier to end any lranian activity than try to navigate the 

U.S. sanctions rulebook and run the risk of slipping up and facing penalties, bankers said. 
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"There is super caution now," said a European financial source involved in lranian 

transactions in the past, saying ru les on food and other humanitarian dealings were 

complex. 

"If goods are shipped for instance to an lranian distributor, who then sells them on and 

not directly to an end buyer, banks will increasingly look at such a transaction as 

commercial rather than humanitarian," the source said. 

A U.S. Treasury spokesperson said Washington offered broad authorisations and 

exceptions under sanctions that enabled sales of agricultural commodities, food, 

medicine and medical devices to Iran by U.S. and non-U.S. citizens. 

U.S. Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin said in November the Belgium-based SWIFT 

financial messaging service could be used for humanitarian deals, but added: "Banks 

must be very careful that these are not disguised transactions or they cou Id be subject to 

certain sanctions." 

The European Union, a signatory to the nuclear pact and which urged Washington not to 

walk away, said its efforts to set up a mechanism to facilitate trade and circumvent U.S. 

sanctions cou Id be in place by the end of the year. 

EU diplomats have said the mechanism cou Id focus on humanitarian items rather than 

the oil trade. 

Switzerland is also working on a humanitarian payment channel, but no timeframe has 

been given. 

However, banks remain cautious. 

"Even deals that were already concluded earlier this year are affected and vessels 

carrying goods can't discharge as payments can't be processed or take a long time to 

clear," said another European source with trading activities in Iran. 

Data on Dec. 21 from global shipping intelligence platform MarineTraffic showed 16 

ships had been waiting to unload cargoes of commodities and goods, including 

foodstuffs, for at least two weeks at lran's ports of Bandar Abbas and Bandar Imam 

Khomeini. Four of the 16 vessels had been waiting since October. 

Washington says its sanctions are part of an effort to force Iran to curb its nuclear and 

missile programmes, as well as end Tehran's support for proxy forces in Yemen, Syria, 

Lebanon and other parts of the Middle East. 

Iran insists its nuclear programme is only for peaceful purposes and its missiles are 

defensive. lt also blames what it calls U.S. meddling for turmoil in the Middle East. 

Additional reporting by Michael Hogan in Hamburg, Nigel Hunt in London, Tom Polansek 

in Chicago and Hugh Bronstein in Buenos Aires; Editing by Veronica Brown and Edmund 

Blair 
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UPDATE 3-Unprecedented flooding hits Iran, forces village 
evacuations 

af.reuters.com/article/commoditiesNews/idAFL8N21 D1 SS 

GENEVA/LONDON, March 26 (Reuters) - Heavy flooding continued in Iran on Tuesday as 

many provinces geared up for days of waterlogged misery and authorities warned of 

possible floods in the capital Tehran as well the oil-rich south. President Hassan Rouhani 

promised compensation for ail financial lasses and called for the armed forces to help in 

flooded areas. "I ask the army and the Revolutionary Guards to help with removing the water 

and with engineering work in which they have significant capabilities and tools," Rouhani was 

quoted as saying on Tuesday at a meeting of a government crisis group. 

Rouhani's hardline rivais have accused the government of doing tao little, tao late. 

ln a meeting broadcast on state television, the president said: "When a city goes under water 

because of a flood and neighbourhoods face this problem, removing the water is a difficult, 

heavy task." 

The head of the judiciary, Ebrahim Raisi, said that officiais who mishandled the disaster and 

caused the death of civilians could face prosecution, Fars news agency reported. 

At least 23 people have been confirmed dead, officiais said, and more than 200 sustained 

injuries. 

The flood has blocked a highway in eastern Tehran, state media said. 

Videos posted on social media showed cars driving in flooded roads in southeast districts of 

the capital. Reuters cou Id not verify the authenticity of the videos. 

Iran is celebrating the Nowrouz new year holidays, a time when many families travel around 

the country, but police asked people to avoid unnecessary journeys. 

State television said several villages near rivers and dams in different provinces had been 

evacuated. 

Tens of thousands of people have been displaced, and thousands put in emergency shelters 

provided by the government, state media said. 

The country's crude oil pipelines have avoided damage from flooding and the transfer of oil 

is taking place normally, lranian Oil Pipeline and Telecommunication Co director Abbasali 

Jafarinasab was quoted as saying by the oil ministry's SHANA news website. 

The United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) said in a 

statement that it was ready to offer help to Iran, but "challenges caused by unilateral 

sanctions will affect the UN response and the accountability of UN to deliver the appropriate 

support". 
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U.S. President Donald Trump last year abandoned a 2015 nuclear agreement between Iran 

and six world powers, and reimposed sanctions on Tehran. 

Reporting by Babak Dehghanpisheh in Geneva, Bozorgmehr Sharafedin in London, Tom 

Miles in Geneva, Editing by David Goodman and Ed Osmond 
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Iranian Red Crescent says US sanctions 
impeding flood relief 

The Iranian Red Crescent complained that US sanctions are 
impeding the collection of international aid to help its response 
to disastrous floods. 

April 1, 2019 

URL: www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2019/04/iran-floods
rouhani-irgc-red-crescent-sanctions-aid-impact.html 

Author: Al-Monitor Staff 

Iranian towns and villages have been hit with floods for a second 
straight week as officials trade accusations over their response 
efforts. Meanwhile, the Iranian Red Crescent is complaining that US 
sanctions are impeding aid efforts. 

The southwestern province of Lorestan is the latest area to be hit by 
flooding. Iranians on social media shared videos and pictures from 
today, April 1, showing homes swept away by the floods, blocks of 
homes completely immersed in water, and collapsed bridges. 
One viral video showed a home under water up to its roof 

Many other Iranian provinces are not out of the clear yet. The 
Meteorological Organization of Iran warned of more showers, 
heavy winds, flooding and overflowing rivers in a number of 
provinces, including Khuzestan, 11am, Kermanshah, Kordestan and 
Chaharmahal Bakhtiari. Officials have warned Iranians to not travel 
in the western and southwestern provinces and to stay away or be 
alert when traveling in areas experiencing flooding. 

Meanwhile, a top lranian aid official has complained about the 
impact of US sanctions on the recovery and aid efforts. Ali Asghar 
Peyvandi, the head of the Iranian Red Crescent Society, said March 
30, "Prior to the [reimposition of US] sanctions, we had some Red 
Crescent accounts connected to SWIFT, and we sought international 
aid through them. However, at present, these accounts have been 
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sanctioned and there is no possibility for money transfers from other 
countries," including the International Federation of Red Cross and 
Red Crescent Societies. 

"During the [2017] earthquake in Kermanshah," Peyvandi said, "we 
were forced to use the account of a hospital belonging to the Iranian 
Red Crescent Society to receive aid from the federation." He 
continued, "We've written to the federation and the United Nations 
about the impact of the sanctions on our ability to receive 
international aid, but we have not received an answer." He added 
that as a humanitarian organization involved in disaster relief, the 
Iranian Red Crescent Society expects to be exempt from US 
sanctions, but so far they have not received any such exemptions. 

According to a Reuters report last week, the United Nations Office 
for the Coordination of Humanitarian Aff airs said in a statement 
that it was ready to offer aid to Iran, but "challenges caused by 
unilateral sanctions will affect the UN response and the 
accountability of UN to deliver the appropriate support." 

In this vein, Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif took to 
Twitter April 1 to slam the claimed impact of sanctions on aid 
operations, writing "@realDonaldTrump 's 'maximum pressure' -
flouting UNSC Res 2231 & ICJ ruling - is impeding aid efforts by 
#IranianRedCrescent to all communities devastated by 
unprecedented floods." He added, "Blocked equipment includes 
relief choppers: This isn't just economic warfare; it's economic 
TERRORISM." 

President Hassan Rouhani and the head of the Islamic 
Revolutionary Guard Corps have also traded accusations in the 
recovery efforts, after the IRGC blew up train tracks in northern 
Iran to di vert the flow of the flooding. Rouhani said that the 
explosion, which the IRGC took some pride in, had no impact on 
the flooding situation and simply "transferred water from one area 
to another." IRGC commander Mohammad Ali Jafari responded, "If 
the administration's organizations would utilize all of their 
resources and abilities then the transferring of water would happen 
faster." 

©2019 Al-Monitor. All rights reserved. 

Reprinted with permission 
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US sanctions have prevented the lranian Red Crescent from obtaining foreign financial aid to assist victims of flooding that has killed at least 

70 people and inundated some 1,900 communities, the group said on Sunday. 

"Iran is under water," said Sayed Hashem, regional director of the International Federation of the Red Cross and Red Crescent. "The scale of 

this crisis means that more help is needed," he told the New York Times, which said that more rain was forecast in coming days. 

Aid groups are warning that the situation could get worse if the rains do continue, the NYT reported. Train lines have been washed away and 

neighbourhoods submerged. Footage posted to social media showed raging floodwaters sweeping cars from roadways and rivers bursting 

their banks, filled with muddy debris. 

US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said last week that Washington was ready to help via the Red Cross and Red Crescent, but accused 

lran's clerical establishment of "mismanagement in urban planning and in emergency preparedness". 

"No foreign cash help has been given to the lranian Red Crescent society. With attention to the inhuman American sanctions, there is no way 

to send this cash assistance," the Red Crescent said in a statement quoted by Reuters. 

lt said the group had received some non-financial help from abroad, which had been distributed to flood victims. 

The German Red Cross sent 40 inflatable boats and other rescue equipment. Several tons of food, water pumps and medicine have arrived 

from Kuwait, according to IRNA, lran's state-run news service, cited by the NYT. 

lranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif said last week that US sanctions - reimposed after Washington quit a 2015 nuclear deal 

between Iran and six world powers - were impeding aid efforts to flood-stricken towns and villages. 

"Blocked equipment includes relief choppers: This isn'tjust economic warfare; it's economic TERRORISM," he said on Twitter. 

The flood disaster, arising from exceptionally heavy rainfall since 19 March, has left aid agencies struggling to cape and has seen 86,000 

people moved to emergency shelters. 

The government has told citizens, and especially flood-affected farmers, that all losses will be compensated. 

lran's state budget is already stretched under US sanctions on energy and banking sectors that have halved its oil exports and restricted 

access to some revenues abroad. 

Iran acted on Saturday to evacuate more towns and villages threatened by floods after continued rain in the southwest. 
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their banks, filled with muddy debris. 

US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said last week that Washington was ready to help via the Red Cross and Red Crescent, but accused 
Iran's clerical establishment of "mismanagement in urban planning and in emergency preparedness". 

"No foreign cash help has been given to the Iranian Red Crescent society. With attention to the inhuman American sanctions, there is no way 
to send this cash assistance," the Red Crescent said in a statement quoted by Reuters. 

It said the group had received some non-financial help from abroad, which had been distributed to flood victims. 

The German Red Cross sent 40 inflatable boats and other rescue equipment. Several tons of food, water pumps and medicine have arrived 
from Kuwait, according to IRNA, Iran's state-run news service, cited by the NYT. 

Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif said last week that US sanctions - reimposed after Washington quit a 2015 nuclear deal 
between Iran and six world powers - were impeding aid efforts to flood-stricken towns and villages. 

"Blocked equipment includes relief choppers: This isn't just economic warfare; it's economic TERRORISM," he said on Twitter. 

The flood disaster, arising from exceptionally heavy rainfall since 19 March, has left aid agencies struggling to cope and has seen 86,000 
people moved to emergency shelters. 

The government has told citizens, and especially flood-affected farmers, that all losses will be compensated. 

Iran's state budget is already stretched under US sanctions on energy and banking sectors that have halved its oil exports and restricted 
access to some revenues abroad. 

Iran acted on Saturday to evacuate more towns and villages threatened by floods after continued rain in the southwest. 

5/7/2019, 12:08 PM 
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Iran inflation could reach 40 percent this year as economy 
shrinks further - IMF 

reuters.com/ a rti cl e/us-i ra n-econo my-i mf /ira n-i nflati on-cou I d-reach-40-percent-thi s-yea r -as-economy

sh ri nks-fu rther -i mf-i d US KCN 1 S509Q 

DUBAI (Reuters) - lran's economy is expected to shrink for the second consecutive year 

and inflation could reach 40 percent, an International Monetary Fund senior official said, 

as the country capes with the impact of tighter sanctions imposed by the United States. 

Washington, which re-imposed sanctions against lran's oil exports last November, this 

month demanded buyers of lranian oil to stop purchases by May or face sanctions, 

ending six months of waivers which allowed lran's eight biggest buyers to continue 

importing limited volumes. 

lran's economy shrank by 3.9 percent last year, according to IMF estimates, and is 

expected to shrink by 6 percent in 2019, Jihad Azour, director of the IMF's Middle East 

and Central Asia department, told Reuters adding, however, that the projection preceded 

the latest elimination of waivers. 

"Clearly the re-imposition of sanctions and the removal of the waivers will have 

additional negative impact on the lranian economy bath in terms of growth and in terms 

of inflation, where inflation cou Id reach 40 percent or even more this year," he said. 

U.S. sanctions against Iran have denied its government more than $10 billion in oil 

revenue, a U.S. official said earlier this month. 

The lranian currency, the rial, lost more than 60 percent last year, disrupting lran's 

foreign trade and boosting annual inflation. 

The lranian rial official rate is set at 42,000 rials to the U.S. dollar, but its market rate 

stood at around 144,000 against the U.S. dollar on Sunday, according to foreign 

exchange website Bonbast.com. 

Iran should work to eliminate the gap that currently exists between the market exchange 

rate and the official exchange rate, said Azour. 

"By aligning the market and official rates this will help tame and contrai inflation and will 

reduce pressure on the exchange rate." 

The currency's slide, from levels around 43,000 at the end of last year, has eroded the 

value of ordinary lranians' savings, triggering panic buying of dollars. 

The weak currency and galloping inflation have been a complaint of sporadic street 

protests since late 2017. 

Reporting by Davide Barbu scia; Editing by Toby Chopra 
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DUBAI (Reuters) - Iran's economy is expected to shrink for the second consecutive year 
and inflation could reach 40 percent, an International Monetary Fund senior official said, 
as the country copes with the impact of tighter sanctions imposed by the United States. 

Washington, which re-imposed sanctions against Iran's oil exports last November, this 
month demanded buyers of Iranian oil to stop purchases by May or face sanctions, 
ending six months of waivers which allowed Iran's eight biggest buyers to continue 
importing limited volumes. 

Iran's economy shrank by 3.9 percent last year, according to IMF estimates, and is 
expected to shrink by 6 percent in 2019, Jihad Azour, director of the IMF's Middle East 
and Central Asia department, told Reuters adding, however, that the projection preceded 
the latest elimination of waivers. 

"Clearly the re-imposition of sanctions and the removal of the waivers will have 
additional negative impact on the Iranian economy both in terms of growth and in terms 
of inflation, where inflation could reach 40 percent or even more this year," he said. 

U.S. sanctions against Iran have denied its government more than $10 billion in oil 
revenue, a U.S. official said earlier this month. 

The Iranian currency, the rial, lost more than 60 percent last year, disrupting Iran's 
foreign trade and boosting annual inflation. 

The Iranian rial official rate is set at 42,000 rials to the U.S. dollar, but its market rate 
stood at around 144,000 against the U.S. dollar on Sunday, according to foreign 
exchange website Bonbast.com. 

Iran should work to eliminate the gap that currently exists between the market exchange 
rate and the official exchange rate, said Azour. 

"By aligning the market and official rates this will help tame and control inflation and will 
reduce pressure on the exchange rate." 

The currency's slide, from levels around 43,000 at the end of last year, has eroded the 
value of ordinary Iranians' savings, triggering panic buying of dollars. 

The weak currency and galloping inflation have been a complaint of sporadic street 
protests since late 2017. 

Reporting by Davide Barbuscia; Editing by Toby Chopra 
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